
“ Ye shall know the Truth, and the Truth shall make you free.”
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THE GREAT GOD.

 

THE first article in true religious faith relates to the being of an

infinitely perfect God. For if there be no God, there is no moral

law, no right or wrong; and there can be no religion. It is no less

important to know the character of God than to admit his existence;

for the character ascribed to him must control our views of his law,

and of the worship he requires. The religion of all pagan nations

is demoralizing, because their gods are immoral.

Precisely here we see the depth of human depravity, the weakness

of the human intellect under its degrading influence, and the neces

sity of a divine revelation. “The world by wisdom knew not God,”

said Paul; and the religious history of all nations is ample proof of

the truth of the declaration. The popular divinities of the ancient

nations, as Greece, Rome, Egypt, were deified men, and even “ birds

and four-footed beasts, and creeping things.” If the philosophers

rose above such degradation, it was to wander in endless speculations,

'fruitful only of scepticism or atheism. Gibbon, the infidel historian,

says—“The philosophers ofi-Greece deduced their morals from the

nature of man, rather than that of God. They meditated, however,

on the Divine Nature, as a very curious and important speculation;

and, in the profound inquiry, they displayed the strength and weak—

ness of the human understanding. Of the four most celebrated

schools, the Stoics and the Platonists endeavored to reconcile the

jarring interests of reason and piety. They have left us the most

sublime proofs of (the existence and perfection of the first cause;
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but, as it was impossible for them to concieve the creatoin of matter,

the workman in the Stoic philosophy was not sufliciently distin

guished from the work; while, on the contrary, the spiritual God of

Plato and his disciples resembled an idea, rather than a substance.

The opinions of the Academics and Epicureans were of a less relig

ious cast; but whilst the modest science of the former induced them

to doubt, the positive ignorance of the latter urged them to deny,

the providence of a Supreme Ruler.” This is undoubtedly the very

best that can be said, and even more than can be said with truth, of

the knowledge of God attained by the ancient philosophers.

The philosophers of modern times have not been more successful.

Soon after the philosophy of Bacon gained a reputation in England,

Hobbs, one of his professed admirers, by a singular abuse of its

leading principles, ran into materialism and atheism; and many

others followed his example. By a like perversion of some of the

leading principles of the great Locke, in his celebrated work on the

Human Understanding, the French philosophers proved that there is

no God, that man is a mere animal, and that pleasure is his highest

aim. Universal licentiousness and immorality, and the horrors of

the French revolution, were the legitimate fruits of these degrading

doctrines. A succession of celebrated philosophers rose in Germany,

who promised to throw a flood of light upon the nature of the hu

man mind, and the nature and pérfections of God. Their learned

and obscure speculations left them in the profound absurdities of

pantheism; from which Germany is now slowly emerging. A few

men in our country have been bewildered by this ignis fatuus.

But with us, a less learned, but not less pernicious philosophy has

prevailed to a great extent. It commenced with Phrenology, which

professed to find all the mental phenomena, the intellectual and the

moral, in the different departments of the brain, and then doubted

whether the mind was not a material substance. Passing through

the various phases of mesmeric experiments, exciting the different

organs of the brain, then running off into the vagaries _of clairvoy-,

ance, it has culminated in what is called the Harmonial or Spirit

ual Philosophy. This philosophy has .two fundamental principles.

The first is, that matter is eternal; and the second is, that the uni

verse, including all living things, plants, animals, and men, is but

thedevelopment of matter, according to its eternal laws. The more

fully developed of our race have passed into higher spheres, but still

communicate by rappingls, or through mediums, with those on earth.

rl‘his philosophy, like that which triumphed in France, leaves the

universe without God, and without moral law; but, unlike that,
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promises an eternity of carnal pleasures. Its advocates do, indeed,

talk and write of God and of morals; but, according to their philos

ophy, God is matter, governed by immutable laws; and so is the

human mind. _

From the endless wanderings of men, learned and unlearned, we

turn to that most ancient and venerable Book, the Sacred Scriptures,

and we read the first verse of the first book in it—“ In the begin

ning God created the heavens and the earth.” Here is light. There

is no obscure process of reasoning. It is the simple announcement

of the great truth the wise ones of earth, have sought in vain. Ex

pressed and implied, there are volumes of precious truth in this one

sentence. Here is God, the great, mysterious, eternal one, the Fath

er of us all, existing “in the beginning,” in all the glory of his in

finite perfections, uncaused and independent; and here is the universe,

the product- of his infinite wisdom, goodness and power, demonstra

ting his being, and illustrating his attributes. Here reason and rev

elation utter the same language. Or rather the declarations of rev

elation commend themselves most fully to our reason.

The more thoroughly we examine the teachings of the Scriptures

in relation to the character of God, the more entirely are we con

vinced, that nothing can be added to make it more perfect, and noth

ing subtracted without making it imperfect. Let us glance at a few
particulars : I“

1. Whilst eminent philosophers were brought by their reasoning

to the conclusion, either that there is no God, or that God is matter,

governed by immutable laws; the Bible proclaims the glorious truth,

that “God is a Spirit,” wholly unlike matter in any of its forms.

Whilst all the world were idolaters, Moses in the name of God for

bade the making of “ any graven image, or any likeness of any

thing that is in heaven above, or that is in the earth beneath, or that

is in the water under the earth,” and as a reason for the prohibition

he reminds the Jews, that they “saw no manner of similitude on

the day that the Lord spake unto you in Horeb out of the midst of

the fire.” God is a Spirit; and, therefore, any material representa

tion of him, whether by picture or image, Would infinitely misrepre

sent him and infinitely dishonor him. It is a remarkable fact, that

in the tabernacle erected in the wilderness, and in the temple after

wards built at Jerusalem, there was no visible representation of God.

In “ the Holy of Holies ” there were the Ark of the Covenant and

the Mercy-seat and the Cherubims overshadowing the Mercy-seat

with their wings. “ And there,” said the Lord, “I will meet with

thee, and I will commune with thee from above the Mercy-seat, from
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between the two cherubims which are upon the Ark of the testimo

ny, of all things which I will give thee in commandment unto the

children of Israel.” Ex. 25: 22. But no form of man or of any

other creature representing God appeared in that holy place. There

was probably not another temple in the world, without the image of

the God for whose worship it was erected.

2. God is represented as an Almighty Spirit. “ The Lord appear

ed unto Abram, and said unto him, I am the Almighty God; walk

before me and be thou perfect.” The first chapter of Geneses gives

the most sublime exhibition of this incomprehensible attribute. He

created the heavens and the earth. Finite power cannot create the

smallest particle of matter. The pagan philosophers of antiquity

denied the possibility of creation, and held the doctrine of the eternity

of matter; and those who believed in theexistence of spirits distinct

from matter, held that they also had existed from eternity. The

doctrine that the universe was created by Omnipotence—a doctrine

long since received by the most eminent philosophers—was first an

nounced by the inspired writers. It is literally true, therefore, that

“through faith we understand that the worlds were framed by the

Word of God, so that things which are seen were not made of things

which do appear.” Indeed the language of the Scriptures seems evi

dently designed to express the infinite ease, if we may so say, with

which the eternal God created all things. He said 1—“ Let there be

light; and there was light.” “He spake and 'it was done; be com

manded, and it stood fast.” '

3. God is all-knowing and all-present. The past, the present and

the future stand with perfect clearness before the infinite Mind; and

his presence fills the universe. How beautifully and impressively

are these attributes set forth in the 139th Psalm. He searches the

hearts of all men, and “ will bring every work into judgement, with

every secret thing, whether it be good or whether it be evil.” And

those holy men who spake as they were moved by the Holy Ghost,

have recorded future events all along down the track of time, just

as easily as they haverecorded the past. “For I am God, and there

is none else; I am God and there is none like me, declaring the end

from the beginning, and from ancient times the things that are not

yet done, saying, My counsel shall stand and I will do all my pleas

ure.” Isaiah, 46: 9, 10. This language teaches us, that the predic

tions of the Scriptures do not more distinctly reveal the prescience

of God, than the extent of his purposes. The prophets did not so

much declare what would come to pass, as what God would bring to

pass. Isaiah and Jeremiah did not simply foretell that Cyrus would
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take Babylon, and restore the JeWs to their own land; but that God

would send Cyrus, give him success, and stir up his spirit to cause

his people to return. God said of Cyrus—-“He is my shepherd, and

shall perform all my pleasure: cven saying to Jerusalem, Thou shalt

be built; and to the temple, Thy foundation shall be laid.”

4. God is holy. His natural attributes are prominently exhibited

on every page of the Scriptures ; but his moral perfections are rep

resented as peculiarly his glory, and as specially awakening the ad

miration of his holy creatures. In the year of the death of King

Uzziah, Isaiah had an overpowering vision of the glory of God. He

sat upon a throne, “ high and lifted up ; and the seraphim who stood

above it, cried one to another—“Holy, holy, holy, is the Lord of

hosts: the whole earth is full of his glory.” It was the holiness of

of God that was the theme of their song; and it was this which

I overwhelmed the prophet; insomuch that he exclaimed—“VVO is

me! for I am undone; because I am a man of unclean lips, and I

dwell in the midst of a people of unclean lips: for mine eyes have

seen the King, the Lord of hosts.” Isaiah 6: 1, 5.

The word holiness expresses all moral perfection, justice, truthful

ness, benevolence, &c.; and all possible moral perfections are ar

cribed to God in an infinite degree. “ Justice and judgement are the

habitation of Thy throne; mercy and truth shall go before thy face.”

“ Mercy and truth are met together; righteousness _and peace have

kissed each other.” But whilst the truth and justice of God are rep

resented as infinite; it is interesting to observe the exceeeding prom

inence given to his benevolence, his mercy, his grace. “ God is

love.” How much of precious truth is expressed in these three

words, we shall never be able to comprehend. It is to be measur

ed only by his “ unspeakable gift,” and by the “ eternal weight of

glory” which he gives to his redeemed people. In the whole plan

of salvation “ mercy rejoiceth against judgment.”

Here is a character rendered glorious by the harmonious combi

nation of all possible perfections existing in an infinite degree. Noth

ing can be added; nothing subtracted. The highest intelligences do

honorto themselve in bowing at his feet, and offering up the adorations

of their hearts, and in moving in swift obedience to his commands'

The God of revelation is the God of nature. The inspired wri

ters constanly appealed to the works of nature as exhibiting and il

lustrating the attributes they ascribe to him, “ The heavens declare

the glory of God; and the firmament showeth his handy work. Day

unto day uttereth speech, and night unto night showeth knowledge.”

“All thy works shall praise thee, O Lord; and thy saints shall bless
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thee.” When Isaiah would encourage God’s desponding people, he

exclaims—“ Lift up your eyes on high, and behold who hath created

these things, that bringeth out their hosts by number: he calleth

them all by names, by the greatness of his might, for that he is

strong in power; not one faileth.” Ch. 40 : 26.

The moral perfections of God, though by no means so clearly re

vealed as in the Scriptures, are yet in a great degree discoverable in

the works of nature. Such indeed is the nature of the human mind,

that it is compelled to feel and acknowledge-the excellency of vir

tue. It is an instructive fact, that the worst men have never ven

tured to condemn virtue or moral excellence as such; nor to applaud

vice as such. They have condemned and persecuted good men for

good works; but they have uniformly represented them as bad men,

and claimed that their persecution was but the proper treatment

of such characters. “ For a good work we stone thee not,” said the

Jews to our Lord, “ but for blasphemy.”

The fact that in a world full of wickedness men dare not applaud

it in its own name, or condemn virtue as such, demonstrates, that He

who created the mind with such a moral constitution, is himself pos

sessed of all moral excellence. It shows “ the work of the law written

in their hearts,” and thus reveals the true character of the glorious

Law-giver. And then the works of God, so far as we can under

stand their nature and tendency, were benevolently designed; and

every step of progress which science in its difi‘erent departments

makes, reveals more fully the wisdom and benevolence of God in

the wonderful provisions he has. made for the well-being of the hu

man race; until we are ready to unite with the Psalmist and ex

claim—“ 0 Lord, how manifold are thy works! in wisdom hast thou

made them all: the earth is full of thy riches.”

Thus the two volumes of Nature and Revelation reveal the same

glorious Jehovah, and illustrate in innumerable ways his infinite per

fections. To the darkened minds of men the former would, indeed,

afford little light, as the history of the world too clearly proves;

but, illumined by the clearer light of revelation, its pages are replete

with precious instruction. In all ages, therefore, good men have

been observant of the works of Nature, not simply as containing

curious or valuable information, but specially as enabling them better

to understand and appreciate the teachings of revelation. When

David would learn a lesson of humility, he contemplated the great

ness of God, as exhibited in the heavens. “When I consider Thy

heavens, the work of Thy fingers, the moon and the stars, which

Thou hast ordained; what is man, that Thou art mindful of him?
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and the son of man, that Thou visitest him?” When our Lord

would teach his disciples to trust in Divine Providence for temporal

blessings, he said “Behold the fowls of the air; for they sow not, nei

ther do they reap, nor gather unto barns; yet your Heavenly Father

feedeth them. Are ye not much better than they ?—Consider the

lillies of the field, how they grow; they toil not, neither do they spin:

and yet I say unto you, that even Solomon in all his glory was not

arrayed like one of these. Wherefore, if God so clothe the grass of

the field, which to-day is, and to-morrow is cast into the oven, shall

he not much more clothe you, 0 ye of little faith?” Thus, emphat

ically true is it, that “Day unto day uttereth speech, and night unto

night teacheth knowledge” of God.

Yet, clearly as the character of God is revealed in the Scriptures,

and strikingly as His works illustrate His perfections, there are diffi

culties which present themselves to the mind in seeking after the

knowledge of Him. These difficulties are chiefly of two classes, viz.:

I. The language of the Scriptures would seem to represent God

as possessing the form and, to some extent, the passions belonging

to imperfect men. Thus we read of the hand of the Lord, the arm

of the Lord, the eyes of the Lord, the mouth of the Lord, etc. ; and

he is said to repent, to be jealous, to be angry, to take revenge, etc.

Such expressions have been used by infidels against the Scriptures;

and some of them have given trouble to pious persons. A very ob

vious distinction will remove this difii culty, so far as it exists. When

the inspired writers undertake to teach men what are the nature, at

tributes and perfections of God, they use plain, unfigurative lan

guage. They say, God is a spirit; he is almighty; he knows all

things; he changes not, &c. But when they represent the acts of

God, they often employ figurative language, borrowing the figures

from the acts of men. Thus when Solomon would express the

idea, that God knows all that occurs in the world, he said,—“ The

eyes of the Lord are in every place, beholding the evil and the good.”

When Moses would represent the mighty power put forth by God in

delivering the Jews from Egypt, he said—“ The Lord thy God

brought thee out thence through a mighty hand and by a stretched

out arm.” WVhen God would express his hatred of the wickedness

of the Jews, and his fixed purpose to deliver them into the hands of

the King'of Babylon, he said—“I myself will fight against you

with an outstretched hand and with a strong arm, even in anger, and

in fury, and in great wrath.” And when Moses would express God’s

great displeasure at the wickedness of the antediluvians, he said——

“It repented the Lord that he2had made man on the earth, and it

\
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grieved him at his heart. And the Lord said, I will destroy man,

&c.” Such uses of figurative language are extremely common, and

need mislead no one. Indeed it would be impossible so vividly to

convey the ideas to the mind by any other language.

2. The second class of difficulties arises from the fact, that God

is represented as doing or commanding certain things which we can

not easily reconcile with the perfections everywhere ascribed to him.

Thus, for example, he is said to have hardened the heart of Pharoah,

and to have commanded the Jews to destroy the Canaanites. These

and similar portions of Scripture have been constantly appealed to

by infidels against the inspiration of the Bible. There are several

considerations which are abundantly suflicient to satisfy any reason

able mind. '

1. In no instance is God represented as disposing any one to sin;

or as commanding unmeriled punishment to be inflicted upon any

human being. If he hardened the heart of Pharaoh, it was by

withdrawing from him that restraining influence which he had so

much resisted and abused. The human heart without the restrain

ing grace of God, is like water deprived of caloric. As the water

becomes as solid and hard as a stone; so does the human heart be

come unfccling and vile. Paul accounts for the deep moral degra

dation of the heathen, by saying—“ God gave them up to unclean

ness, through the lusts of their own hearts.”-—“gaVe them over to

a reprobate mind to do those things which are not convenient."

Thus did he harden the heart of Pharoah.

If God commanded the extermination of the Canaanites, it was

after they had rendered themselves vile by all manner of wickedness.

The cup of their iniquity was full. That it would have been just to

cut them off by pestilence or famine, none will deny. But if he had

wise purposes to answer by inflicting his judgements by war, who

will venture to say, that he may not choose his own ways of in

flicting judgements admitted to be just? The heathen nations gene

rally ascribed the victories gained in war to the interposition of their

gods. In what way, then, could they. be so fully convinced that

their gods were not divine, and that Jehovah was the only true God,

as by the complete defeat of the Canaanites under the supposed pro

tection of their gods? _

2. It is impossible that a finite mind should comprehend all the

plans and ‘doings of the infinite Jehovah—especially when such

mind is but partially instructed, and its perceptions are darkened by

sin. The wiser and the more far-seeing the plans of a father, the

more incomprehensible they are to his little children; and the more
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difficult they sometimes find it to reconcile them with his affection

for them—especially when their desires are crossed. How much

more incapable are we of understanding the ways of God, whose wis

dom is infinite, and whose purposes extend from eternity to eternity.

Let it be remembered, too, that we are now in the infancy of an

eternal being, and that the dealings of God with us in this life have a

most important bearing upon the future state, of which our knowl

edge is extremely imperfect. And in many cases, the difi'iculty is

greatly increased by the fact, that we see but parts of God's ways—

only a link or two in an endless chain; whilst the parts unknown

are necessary to an understanding of those known. If, for instance,

any one well acquainted with Joseph, had seen him torn from the

embraces of a too fond father, and sold into slavery in a foreign land,

and had learned nothing more of his history; he would, if he be

lieved the doctrine of Divine Providence, have found it diflicult to

reconcile the occurrence with God’s love to his people, and with his

promises to them. If he had seen him thrust into prison, charged

with a disgraceful crime, numbered with criminals of the worst class,

his difficulties would have been increased—especially if he had heard

the lamentations of Jacob, who refused to be comforted. But if he

had afterwards seen Joseph exalted to the highest honor, for the ac

complishment of a great and benevolent work;and if he had wit

nessed the affecting meeting of Jacob and Joseph, and all that fol

lowed that meeting; his diificnlties would have disappeared, and he

would have admired the goodness of God in the very Providences

which before appeared irreconcilable with the divine perfections and

promises. “As for you,” said Joseph to his brethren, “ ye thought

evil against me; but God meant it unto good, to bring to pass as it

is this day, to save much people alive.”

So deep and incomprehensible were the dealings of God with the

Jews, in their dispersion amongst all nations, that the Apostle Paul

exclaims—“O the depth of the riches both of the knowledge and

wisdom of God! how unsearchable are his judgments, and his ways

past finding out l” When we find it difiicult to comprehend either

the wisdom or the goodness of some of the ways of God, let us re

member that he has said—“ My thoughts are not your thoughts, nei

ther are your ways my ways, saith the Lord. For as the heavens

are higher than the earth, so are my ways higher than your ways,

and my thoughts than your thoughts.”

“ Thy wisdom's depths by reason’s line

In vain we strive to sound,

Or stretch our laboring thoughts t' assign

Omnipotence a bound."
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The difficulty we are now considering is by no means peculiar to

the Scriptures. In the works and in the providences of God we

find innumerable difiiculties of the same kind. Our world offers ten

thousand conclusive proofs of the being of an infinitely perfect God;

and yet it is not such a world as our limited reason would say, such

a God would have created. Indeed this world without the light of

the Gospel, is an enigma which none can solve. It compels us to be

lieve in the infinite perfection of God; and yet it abounds with seem

ing or real imperfections. All is explained, so far as to our capacities it

can be explained, by the sad truth, that “ sin entered into the world;’

and by the glorious truth, that God gave his only-begotten Son to

save all that believe. God is only known truly, when known through

the cross of Christ. I

But when we have learned all that may be known of God from

his word and from his works, we are constrained to say with Job—

“ Lo, these are parts of his ways ; but how little a portion is heard

of him? but the thunder of his power who can understand? ” Yet

it is amongst the most pleasing of the Christian’s anticipations, that

the period is drawing nigh, when he will no more “see through a

glass darkly,” but face to face; when he will know even as he is

known. His knowledge of God, though finite, will be perfect, clear

and free from error. Still through eternal ages he will learn more

and more of the glories of the Divine perfections and works.

 

TRUE AND FALSE REFORMS.

 

No'one doubts, that the world needs to be reformed. The preva—

lence of wickedness all men see, and all good men deplore. N0 one

who. knows any thing of human nature, can expect to see real and

permanent reformation effected without religion. The conscience

must be reached, and motives drawn from eternity, before the appe

tites can be restrained, and the passions moulded'to virtue. All

men can feel, to some extent, the force of moral obligation ; and all

intensely desire eternal happiness. - All men have a consciousness

more or less distinct of guilt ; and, therefore all have fears in regard

to the future.
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In view of the felt necessities of human nature, it is not more sur

prising that there are in the world many false reformers and many

unskillful ones, than that there are many quacks in medicine and

many physicians of little skill. In both departments there ever have

been men who have practiced for the sake of worldly advantages;

and in both there have been men sincere in their aims, but unskillful

in their practice. In both it is unspeakably important to be able to

distinguish between what is true, and what is untrue. In seeking

cures for the diseases of the body, all are liable to be misled—there

being no test which they can apply, which will certainly guide them

rightly. Happily it is not so with the maladies of the soul and the

true remedy. With God’s word in our hands we can “ try the

spirits.” _

We live in an age of reforms, real or pretended. Besides the old

controversy between Popery and Protestantism, and besides the con~

fiicting claims of the older sects of Protestants, there are reforms

which are peculiar to our own age. Some of these profess to be rad

ical, laying anew the foundations of religious belief; whilst others

are partial, claiming only partially to modify the commonly received

doctrines, or seizing upon some one vice or evil, and concentrating

the feelings and energies mainly upon it. Unitarianism, though it

has existed in the world for a long pefiod, can scarcely be said to

have exerted any influence before the present century. Universalism,

which denies all future punishment, is limited to this century. The

sect called New Lights arose in the west in the early part of the pres

ent century; and the Campbellites, as they are called, are still younger.

The father of the former has gone the way of all the earth;the foun

der of the latter still lives to witness the progress or decay of his

reformation. The Mormons, too, are a specimen of the unhealthy

growth of this age of excitement. Within this century also the

Temperance reform and the Abolitionist discussion have claimed

special attention. And within a very short time, modern Spiritual

ism has put forth its peculiar developements.

In the midst of all these conflicting doctrines and principles, it

would be strange indeed, if many minds were not bewildered, and

many fatally deceived. The prophecies lead us to expect, not only

that there will be false teachers in the latter days, but that “many

shall follow their pernicious ways; by reason of whom the way of

truth shall be evil spoken of.” It is no part of our design now to

discuss the claims of any one of these forms of religious belief, but

rather to present some tests by which true reforms may be distin

gushed from the false.
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There are two methods of testing the truth of any system of

doctrines, or of any particular doctrine made prominent in any system.

The first is to appeal directly to the teachings of the Scriptures upon

the points presented. Thus in the controversy between ourselves and

the Unitarians, for example, we may properly appeal to those passages

of Scripture which treat of the character of Christ and of the

character of the Holy Spirit, and those which bring to view the three

persons in the Holy Trinity. In such an appeal the question turns

upon the interpretation of the several passages. The second meth

od is to observe the effects of any particular system of belief or of

any leading doctrine upon the moral character of those who em

brace it, or come under its influence. It is this latter method we

propose now to consider. '

In adopting this method, we proceed upon the first great princi

ple of all religion, that true virtue or piety is simply obedience to

truth. It is only in view of this principle, that religious belief is of

any practical value. For, since virtue or true piety is the end to be

attained in order to happiness here.and hereafter; if it could be gained

without any religious belief, or by means of a false belief, the truth

would be of no practical use. The inseparable connection between

truth and piety is strikingly expressed by Paul in the phrase, “wise

unto salvation; ” and it is by this principle our Saviour bids us test

the claims of those who come to us as sent of God—“By their fruits

ye shall know them.”

This method of testing the truth of doctrines has this great ad

vantage, that it is of easier and safer application, at least for the

great majority of persons. It is easy to learn from the scriptures, if

not from the promptings of our moral nature, what are the leading

traits in the character of a good man, or what are true virtues.

Then the amount of truth or error in any system of religious belief,

may be determined by the extent to which it produces or fails to pro

duce ,those virtues. For, if virtue is obedience to the truth, wherever

we find virtue, we find truth. That is to say, wherever we find the

effects, we find the cause.

Let us apply the principle, but let us be careful i) apply it legiti

mately. The moral effect of a particular doctrine or of a system of

doctrines cannot be determined bya few isolated cases. A man

holding a corrupting faith may maintain a moral life, either because

his habits were formed under better influences, or because public sen

timent exerts upon him acontroling influence. And a man profess—

edly holding a pure faith may be chargeable with immoral conduct,

because his attacthment to his public creed is not sincere. But the
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fruits of any belief may be seen in the impression made upon the

majority of those who give evidence of sincere attachment to it,

especially when sufficient time has elapsed to allow it to produce its

legitimate effects.

To give a few examples. The Sensational Philosphy, which pre

vailed in France before the revolution, was learnedly defended by

men of extraordinary genius and ,ability. Multitudes of unlearned

persons could not answer theis plausible arguments ; but so soon as the

eflects of that philosophy in breaking down all morals and produc

ing the vilest corruption, became apparent, its falsity was demonstra

ted to them. The truth could not produce such fruits. '

Again, there are many simple-minded. or even intelligent Protestr

ants, who could not answer the plausible arguments by which a learn

ed Jesuit would prove the Church of Rome the true Church of Christ;

and yet the fruits of the system of faith inculcated by that Church,

might perfectly satisfy them, that it cannot be true. They might

see, that some of its most prominent virtues are counterfeit—such

as abstaining from the use of flesh for food on certain days; the per

formance of penances ; abstaining from marriage, and the like.

They might see, that in its devotees it begets a self-righteous, over

bearing, persecuting spirit. They might perceive, that the great ma

jority of those who embrace it, are grosslyimmoral, profane, drunken,

licentious. Contrasting the moral effects of evangelical Protestant~

ism with those of Popery, the unlearned as well as the learned would

have proof most conclusive, that the former presents far more

truth the letter.

The effects of Unitarianism and Universalism, which are substan

tially the same, might in the same way, be contrasted with those of

Orthodoxy. The former exhibits an almost entire lack of that pow—

er to transform the heart and life, which so eminently characterized

the Gospel preached by the Apostles, and which in some good de

gree, belongs to the Gospel as preached by the orthodox. As to the

life of vital piety, and as to self-denying labor in propaga

ting the Gospel, there is no comparison between these systems.

Unitarianism is more of the nature of cold speculation, powerless to

propagate itself or to animate to self-denying works of benevolence

those who embrace it. Universalism, so far as it differs from Uni

tarianism, expends all its energiesin establishing a single point, which

is directly in the face of the obvious teaching of the Scriptures; and

when it has succeeded, it has completely exhausted its power. For if

both the righteous and the wicked will be equally happy hereafter,

why should men subject themselves to any great inconvenience in
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converting men to such a belicf ! The history of these kindred systems

confirms what we have now said. Let their standard of morals and

of active good doing—especially in propagating the Gospel—be com

pared with that of evangelical denominations; and let the fruits of the

the difl'erent systems be the test of the amount of truth they contain.

Unitarianism in this country is simply the result of the apostacy 01

certain Congregational churches in New England from the evangel

ical doctrines they once held; and it has done little more than hold

what it has thus gained. Its agressive movements upon the uncon

verted world have been very feeble and inefficient. Universalism

reminds one of Jonah’s gourd, which “came up in a night, and

perished in a night.” Whilst it is new, men of a not very religious

cast run after it; but its power is in its novelty; and even whilst new it

cannot reform them. True religion influences men to abound in good

works, and offers them encouragements and cousolations in the midst

of trials and self-denials; but the peculiar office of Universalism is

to comfort the wicked by assuring them that though they aboand in

iniquity even to the hour of death, their future will be as blessed

as that of St. Paul or of the holiest men. Most assiuedly,

there is nothing in the belief that all the wicked will go to Heaven,

(which is the peculiar faith of Universalism), calculated to influence

men to turn from sin.

The Campbellite reformation may be tested in the same way. A

preacher of this sect complacently remarked to us, a short time

since, that in his opinion his church does notfall behind other churches

in morals and in works of benevolence. We replied, that this state

ment, even if admitted to be true, was fatal to the claims of his

church. It claims to be a body of reformers, and the reformation

initiated by Alexander Campbell was professedly radical. He pro

claimed to the world, that “ the worshipping establishments now in

operation throughout Christendom, increased and cemented by their

respective voluminous confessions of faith, and their ecclesiastical

constitutions, are not churches of Jesus Christ, but the legitimate

daughters of that mother of harlots, the church of Rome;” that

“the popular Christians themselves, for the most part, require to be

converted to the Christianity of the New Testament.” Now let us

admit, for the sake of argument, that the denomination styling them

selves Reformers are equal, in morals and in works of benevolence, to

the other denominations. To what conclusion do we come? We

reach the important conclusion, that the reforming church is as good

as the churches it has undertaken to reform! That is to say, the

New Testament church is about equal, in morals and piety, to “ the
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legitimate daughters of that mother of harlots, the church of Rome;”

and the preaching of the great reformer of the nineteenth century,

with that of his cohort of “ proclaimers,” has produced about as

good effects as that of the “ kingdom of priests,” whose leading aim,

according to Mr. Campbell, is to make money!

Now, reverting to the obvious principle already stated, that the

amount of truth really held by any denomination is distinctly indi—

cated by the morality and good doing of its members, we reach this

further conclusion, to wit, that the Campbellite body hold about as

much truth as those churches whose faith it has undertaken to reform,

and no more! That is to say, if they hold any truths not held by

other denominations, then they have rejected an equal amount of truth

which is held by others. For if their piety and morals be simply

equal to that of other denominations, then the amount of truth held

by them is merely equal to that held by other denominations. Con

sequently, if a Presbyterian, for example, should adopt this reformed

faith, he would give up as much truth as he would gain, and there

fore would gain nothing. So that if we admit all that was claimed

by our reforming friend, the inevitable conclusion is—that “the cur

rent reformation ” of the nineteenth century is just no reformation

at all! and Mr. Campbell and his co-laborers have made a great ado

for nothing!

This is not all. Mr. Campbell’s claims as a reformer cannot be

sustained, unless it can be made to appear, that his denomination very

far excel other denominations in sound morals, vital piety and active

good-doing. For his reformation was based upon the charge, that

they had all erred, not in minor matters, but in the very fundamentals of

religion. Now, if there is any justice in this charge, they hold very

little gospel truth; and if his pretensions are entitled to any credit

whatever, his sect hold a great deal of gospel truth. Consequently

they must very greatly excel others in purity of morals and in works

of benevolence. Their light must burn with a peculiar brightness.

They pre-eminently must be “blameless and harmless, the sons of

God, without rebuke, in the midst of a crooked and perverse nation

among whom they shine as lights in the world; holding forth the

word of life.” The contrast between them and others must be very stri

king, so as to be generally observed. Without fear of contradiction

we venture the assertion, that no such superiority exists. In sound

ness of morals and in active good doing the Oampbellite body are in

no respect superior to the churches they have charged with gross error.

Most evidently, then, this reformation is no reformation at all.

Nay, we may safely go further,8and affirm that, in several impor
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tant respects, this reforming denomination is decidedly in a worse

condition than the churches it proposes to reform. They have no

unity of faith. They have no efiicient organization. They give

less to benevolent purposes, in proportion to numbers and wealth,

than several other churches. They are doing nothing, or nextto

nothing. to send the Gospel to the heathen. The conclusion to

which facts force us, is that the reformation of the nineteenth cen

tury is more an apostacy than a reformation. Under the pretence of

“ Christianity restored,” it has greatly corrupted Christianity. “By

their fruits ye shall know them. ”

By this test, we insist on judging of the claims of every system

of religious belief, and of every denomination of professing Chris

tians. No church, it is true, is likely to come up in purity and good

works to the amount of truth it holds; but those which hold most

truth will undoubtedly excel others in these respects. If any church

claims to have a faith greatly superior to that of others, let such

church show the fruits.

By the same general principle, we may test the claims of the par

tial reforms of our day. All moral and religious truth is practical

in its design and tendency, “ that the man of God may be perfect,

thoroughly furnished unto all good works.” Let us compare, for

instance, the temperance reform and the abolitionist reform. The

former has been generally distinguished by two important features :

1. The first aim of the friends of temperance was to ascertain

and make known the injurious effects of what has been called “ the

moderate use” of alcoholic drinks. For this purpose, facts were

collected, the testimony of physicians was obtained, and the law of

God was applied to the facts in the case. The plan was to enlighten

the understanding, and thus reach the conscience, and influence the

conduct. It had long been believed, that the moderate use of such

drinks, especially under circumstances of exposure to heat, or cold,

or rain, was beneficial, if not really necessary. So long as this opi

nion prevailed, intemperance must continue to extend. The testi

mony of eminent physicians and multiplied facts, demonstrated the

falsity of this opinion, and it has been very generally abandoned.

2. The second aim of the friends of temperance was to reason

with, and persuade men, both the temperate and intemperate. They

went to them, spoke kindly to them,— even to the miserable drunk

ard,-—- reasoned with them. This was the true method, and blessed

have been the results. We do not mean to say that the advocates of

temperance have always acted thus. There have been men who relied

more upon denunciation than argument, and who have run to im
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prudent extremes, and thus injured the good cause. We speak only

of the general method of proceeding.

Widely different have been the leading features of the abolitionist

reform. The aim of anti-slavery men was eminently benevolent.

Slavery they justly regarded as an evil of immense magnitude, both

to the whites and the blacks. By kind argument, they sought to

convince others that it was so, and they set themselves to devise

some practical method of emancipating the slaves, and thus confer

ring an unspeakable benefit upon both classes. Success, to a consi

derable extent, crowned such efforts. But when abolitionism, as dis

tinguished from anti-slaveryism, arose, it exhibited widely different

traits.

In the first place, it resorted to fierce, irritating denunciation, in

stead of calm, kind reasoning. It exhausted the vocabulary of abu~

sive epithets against this “ sum of all villanies,” and against all who

were slaveholders. To these denunciations were added the most of

fensive misrepresentations. The late venerable Dr. Alexander said:

“ In selecting matter for publication, it often happened that the

leaders of the Anti-Slavery Society were imposed on by narrations

purely fictitious, fabricated by some designing villain, to answer his

own purposes; and in the public statement of the condition of the

Southern States, the facts were more frequently exaggerated and dis—

torted in a shameful manner ; and isolated facts were set forth with

all their revolting circumstances, just as though they were afair

specimen of common occurrences. *‘* * Pamphlets were written,

and exaggerated narrations of cruelty to slaves, accompanied with

pictorial representations, were not only circulated in the free States,

but sent by mail and other ways, in great numbers, to the Southern

States. Some of the pamphlets were of an atrocious character,

calculated to stir up the slaves to insurrection.”

In the second place, those who took upon themselves to agitate

the subject, generally remained in the free States, instead of going

to the people who, as they thought, needed enlightening, and who

only could emancipate the slaves.

In the third place, abolitionists took extreme positions, which

could be sustained only by the most glaring perversions of the Scrip~

tures,- positions sustained by no respectable commentator, critic or

theologian in ancient or modern times.

Let any one bring together the books, pamphlets, papers, resolu~

tions, &c., that have been published on this subject, and contrast

them with the following language of the inspired Paul: “The ser

vant of God must not strive, but be gentle to all men, apt to teach,
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patient, in meekness instructing them that oppose themselves, if God

per-adventure will give them repentance to the acknowledging of the

truth.” Is it in the spirit and in the manner here indicated, that

abolitionists have sought to secure the emancipation of the slaves in

our country? Is not the contrast as that'between light and dark

ness ? The legitimate results are now seen,— dissention, strife and

division in churches, the work of emancipation stopped, slavery

more firmly established. The truth never produced the spirit of abo

litionism, never prompted to its course of action. “ By their fruits ye

shall know them.”

By the principles now stated, we may safely test the claims of

every doctrine or system of doctrines. The truth produces purity of

morals, benevolence toward all men, active, self-denying efforts to

promote the happiness of men, now and forever. 'The Christian vir

tues, exhibited by Christian labors, are its legitimate fruits.

 

MINISTERIAL CALLS.—NO. I.

.___§—

In looking oVer our Church and our country, the state of things,

in several respects, impresses us painfully. In the first place, we

find a large number of ministers not regularly employed in their ap

propriate work, whilst “ the fields are white to the harvest, and the

laborers are few ;” and the macedonian cry, “ come over and help us,”

comes up from every part of our widely extended country, and from

almost eVery pagan land. Never has there been a time, since the

great Commission was put into the hands of the Apostles, when the

providence of God opened so wide the vast field of evangelical labor;

never a time when He has afforded to his Church so many facilities

for pushing forward the glorious enterprize of converting the world;

never a time when faithful efforts were attended with more speedy or

happier results ; never a time when plausible errors sprung up in more

rapid succession, or were propagated with more zeal and success. In

such a day as this, when the world is rapidly approaching another

great era, one would expect to see every man who felt himself called

of God to preach the Gospel, with his armor on in the midst of the

conflict. It is not so. Many are quietly living on an income, or
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are engaged in secular employments. We leave out of view now

all those who are laid aside by disease, and all who are engaged as

Presidents of our Literary Institutions, or as Professors in our The

ological Seminaries. Still the number unemployed in the regular

work of the ministry, is painfully large.

There is another class of facts almost equally discouraging. We

refer to the number of floating ministers, who are almost constantly

looking for fields of labor. It is extremely painful to observe the

number of candidates who suddenly make their appearance, when

any tolerably important church becomes vacant. We have known

two or three to happen to be at the same church, on the same Sab

bath. The anxiety to secure a call, often detracts from the respect

due to the ministerial office, and to an indefinite extent diminishes

the usefulness of the successful candidate. The people think they

conferred on him an important favor in giving him the call he

sought; and they feel less concerned to make him comfortable after

wards, and quite disinclined to allow him to press their consciences

by the presentation of pungent truths. Most assuredly there is

something greatly wrong in this state of things. The fields of great

promise are much more numerous than are ministers, and in the un

precedented progress of the country, they are multiplying faster

than the number of ministers is increasing. Why, then, should any

one be at a loss for a field of labor ‘2 Why should our more impor

tant churches be annoyed, whenever they become vacant, with the

number of applicants?

A third class of facts demands very serious consideration, viz :—

the troubles and painful feelings that frequently arise in connec

tion with calls extended by vacant churches to settled pastors. Not

unfrequently, churches corresponding with such pastors, are encour

aged to make out such calls; and they are afterwards declined. On

more mature reflection the pastor determines to continue where he is.

Or his church, having neglected the payment of an adequate salary,

are excited to new efforts and greater liberality by the danger of lo

sing a beloved pastor; and thus the increased liberality and the appeals

made to his feelings, determine him against accepting the call. Or he

proceeds to signify his willingness to accept; the matter comes be

fore the Presbytery; he hesitates; the church opposes, and the Pres

bytery refuses to put the call into his hands. In all these cases the

vacant church is more or less injured. In some of them, where en

couragement to make out the call has been given, not only do un

pleasant feelings arise, but injurious imputations are cast upon the

minister ; insomuch that he could not get another call to that church,
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even if he desired it. These things are of so frequent occurrence,

and the interests involved are so important, as to demand careful

consideration. '

A fourth class of facts is scarcely of less importance than those

already mentioned. There are many instances in which pastors re

sign and change their field of labor, when they ought to continue

where they are ; and there are many instances in which they continue,

when they ought to change. In the former, ministers leaving fields

to which God called them, cripple their usefulness, and injure the

churches they leave, and the churches to which they go. In the latter

they destroy their usefulness and peace, and deeply injure the churches

they ought to leave.

And then there is generally a lack of that power in the pulpit,

which we have the right to expect. The preaching of the Gospel is

the divinely appointed means for the conversion of men and the ed

ification of christians ; and when God appoints means to an end,

most certainly he will impart eficiency to these means, when they

are properly used. Moreover, connected with the great Commission

under which we act, is the promise : “Lo, I am with you always,

even unto the end of the world.” From its own nature, as adapted

to the present and eternal wants of men, and from the efficient agency

of the Holy Spirit, the Gospel faithfully preached is “ the power of

God unto salvation.” Now, if we consider the number of those at—

tracted to the house of God to hear the truth, the proportion of

hearers who are actually converted, and the state of religion in the

churches, we cannot avoid the painful conviction, that the power of

the pulpit falls far below what we ought to expect.

These subjects are not suggested for the purpose of censuring any

class of ministers or churches, but for the purpose of prayerful inquiry

into the causes which operate so disastrously to the usefulness of min

isters, and the interests of religion. The subject is one of vast extent,

as it is one of inconceivable importance ,' and in some of its most in

teresting phases it has received very far less attention than it merits.

We propose, in a few numbers of the Expositor, to present for the

consideration of ministers and private christians, some views we have

long entertained, on some of the points suggested, hoping thereby to

arrest attention, and to excite consideration and discussion.

It is too obvious to demand proof, that success in any department

of effort must depend, to a great extent, upon suitable preparation.

No man can expect any large measure of success in a business in

which he is not deeply interested, or which he does not thoroughly

understand. This is pre-eminently true of the work of the minis
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try, which is, in some important respects, the most difficult of all

departments of human toil.

It is a familiar truth, but still a great truth, to be known, felt and

heartily acted upon—that a deep, abiding interest in the work of the

ministry—an interest so deep and abiding, as to create and sustain a

singleness of purpose and aim—is absolutely essential to any consid

erable success. It is a great privilege and a high honor to be called

to fill the ministerial office; and the interests involved and the re

wards promis'ed are to be measured and estimated only by the de

velopements of eternal ages. One of the chief reasons of the great

success of the Apostle Paul in winning souls to Christ, is found in

such expressions as the following : “The love of Christ constraineth

us.” “Brethren, my heart’s desire and prayer to God for Israel is,

that they might be saved.” “ Unto me. who am less than the least

of all saints, is this grace given, that I should preach among the

Gentiles the unsearchable riches of Christ.” “ W0 is me, if I preach

not the Gospel.” “ But none of these things move me, neither

count I my life dear unto myself, so that I might finish my course

with joy, and the ministry which I have received of the Lord Jesus,

to testify the Gospel of the grace of God.” “Therefore watch, and

remember that by the space of three years I ceased not to warn every

one of you night and day with tears.” This unreserved and heartfelt

consecration to the great work exerts a powerful influence upon

the minister’s studies, upon the matter of his discourses, and

upon the delivering of them. His sermons will not be com

posed of the dry bones of dogmatic theology ; they will not

be mere moral essays ; nor will they consist in furious decla

mation against some one form of evil or of sin. Nor will

they be delivered in an artificial style, showing that in the pre

paration of them the preacher never lost sight of himself, or gained

a clear view of the fearful or glorious truths he was preparing to

utter in the hearing of lost men. Nor will his discourses be deliv

ered in a dull and monotonous manner, as if he expected his hearers

to fall asleep, and would like to do so himself; nor yet in the loud,

boisterous manner which indicates nothing so clearly as the absence

of both thought and feeling, together with the conviction, that both

ought to be there. Such unreserved consecration gives richness,

point and power to the discourses of the ablest men; whilst it largely

compensates for the lack of extraordinary talent and learning in those

of more limited capacities and attainments. So various, so rich, so

adapted to human nature are the truths of God’s word, that the de

voted minister, even of very moderate talents, will not fail to “ bring
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forth things new and old,” to the edification of christians and the

awakening of the impenitent. It is, indeed, remarkable to how

great extent, in the view even of the most intelligent classes, devoted

piety and zeal compensate for the lack of talents and learning.

A minister thus anointed of God, thus single in his aim, thus

earnest in his work, experiences exalted happiness in it, to be de

prived of which he would regard as a great afiiiction. Animated

by a zeal according to knowledge, humbly trusting in the great

promise attached to his commission, he is not likely to be turned

aside from his work by any ordinary difficulties; and if he plead

physical infirmities as a reason for giving up the regular work, they

will be infirmities which actually disable him. Moreover, such men

will find work to do. Instead of enquiring for “important vacan

cies,” they will prayerfully watch and follow the leadings of Divine

Providence, regarding any place where they can preach the word to

immortal beings, important enough to command all their wisdom

and energies. And the richness and unction of their discourses, ed

ifying and refreshing to the people of God, and instructive to others,

will make them sought after. Far from finding nothing to do, their

calls will soon be oppressively numerous.

There is, indeed, too much reason to believe, that some have en

tered the ministry in all the churches, who were not called of God to

this work; and it is not to be expected that such men will be either

happy or successful to any great extent. Others there are, whether

called of God or not, we venture not to decide, whose usefulness is

greatly diminished, if not quite destroyed, by certain unhappy pecu

liarities, natural or acquired, which they never correct, if indeed

they are ever aware of their existence. Yet, even unpleasant singu

larities are very much overcome, or thrown into the back-ground so

as not to be noticed, or to be excused, when accompanied by devoted

piety.

Many a young man enters the Theological Seminary, and goes

forth thence to his work, very much under the influence of this sin

gleness of aim—this unreserved consecration; and yet after a few

years, is found with his first love chilled and his heart discouraged.

Almost unconsciously he now labors perhaps more earnestly to sat

isfy his conscience in his present state, and in the partial or entire

neglect of his appropriate work, than to recover the happy state

from which he has so sadly fallen, and the usefulness which had been

the object of his early prayers and hopes. Strange as it may seem

there is no class of christians more in danger of backsliding than

ministers, whose office and daily work make them familiar with holy
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things; and surely there are none who, in such a state, so poorly

discharge their duty. If to any one class of professing Christians the

exhortation—“ watch and pray ”—-has special application, that class

consists of ministers of the Gospel. To give themselves wholly to

their great work, and yet care and provide for their families; to pre

pare discourses every week, replete with instruction adapted to the

different classes of their hearers, with minds often distracted and

harrassed with worldly cares; to preach with clearness, point and

feeling, with hearts depressed with discouraging indications, or

crushed with griefs they may not tell to others; to keep their hearts

humble in the midst of applause, or meek under undeserved censure;

to accomplish these apparently impossible things, requires large sup

plies of grace. Yet our sympathizing High Priest—himself once

“a man of sorrows and acquainted with grief "—has said 1—“ My

grace is sufficient for thee : for my strength is made perfect in

weakness.” Joyfully, therefore, may we, whilst contemplating all

the difficulties of our work, adopt the language of the great Apostle

of the Gentiles-“ I can do all things through Christ, who strength

eneth me.” ‘ '

This heart consecration, this singleness of purpose and aim, the

language of which is :—“ Lord, what wilt thou have me to do ‘2”—

lies at the foundation of all ministerial calls of any great value.

Without it the greatest talents and the highest attainments will pro~

duce nothing better than a barren ministry. With it the humblest

talents and the most limited attainments which ought to be at all ad

mitted into the sacred office, will find employment, and will be fruit

ful of good.

2. Christian ministers are by profession, teachers. “G0 teach

all nations,” is the language of their commission. All true piety is

in its nature, through the Holy Spirit, the effect or fruit of truth; as

it is in its active exercises obedience to the truth. For this reason

amongst othersGod has made the human mind inquisitive. How

ever this innate disposition may be perverted, yet in its original de

sign and tendency it is the soul feeling after truth, which is its appro'

priate nourishment. Therefore, the teacher of Divine knowledge

must clearly understand what he proposes to teach; and must know

how to make it clear to others, the unlearned as well as the learned.

And then he must know how to arrest and hold their attention, and

to touch the conscience and the heart. He must, therefore, study the

truth and study men. '

Of a large numberof sermons delivered by men of good minds and

fair attainments. it may be said with truth, that their discussions of
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doctrines and principles, though true as far as they go, are unsatis'

factory. The view given is obscure or imperfect, leaving the sub

ject involved in difficulties which might be obviated. The impres

sion consequently is not likely to be decided or deep on the minds of

saints or sinners. They will trouble themselves about the difficulties

which were not met, rather than act upon the truth that was delivered.

Of many other sermons it may be truly said—that taken together

they are greatly deficient in variety. Men will not long consent to

listen to the same truths, presented in the same manner. Nature

offers for our enquiry and contemplation, an infinite variety of objects,

each have something of peculiar interest. The Scriptures present a

great system of truth, offerig to our enquiry a very great number of

separate truths, and an almost endless variety in the views that may

be taken of them. Different truths in their proper order in the sys

tem and different views of the same truth, will prevent the earnest

student from wearying his hearers with the sameness of his discour

ses. Let men discover, that whenever they hear their minister, they

learn something they did not know before, or did not know so well;

or get some new and striking view of truths already known; and he

will not lack for hearers, nor preach to many drowsy or inattentive

ones. Nor will such men fiind it difiicult to get a place to work and

plenty of work to do.

But if teachers of the great truths of Revelation desire hearers,

they must be students; and they must study perseveringly, labori

ously, intensely. In no other way can they get clear views of those

truths in all their number and variety. In no other way can they

prepare and deliver discourses instructive, fresh, pointed, con

taining “ things new and old.” Precisely here lies one of the

chief difficulties with many ministers. Some of them did not acquire

habits of close thought and patient investigation, whilst pursuing

their classical studies. The evil was not remedied in the Theologi

cal Seminary. And now that they are settled pastors, subject to

many interruptions in their studies, they find it very difficult to ac~

quire the mental discipline which ought to have been earlier obtained.

They are like men who have spent their earlier years without manual

labor. The toil that might have been pleasant, is most fatiguing and

painful. They are by profession interpreters of language; and yet

they do not well understand the principles and philosophy of language.

They are officially the expounders and defenders of a vast and won

derful system of truth, demanding for the proper understanding and

defence of it the whole force of the intellect, directed by one who

knows how to investigate, and applied constantly through life; and
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yet their minds have not been disciplined to such investigation.

This subject appears the more important, when we consider, that

although the truth remains unchanged ; the forms of error by which

it is assailed, are ever changing, and ever presenting new difficulties

in the way of these whom it is the minister's duty to instruct and,

if possible, to save. Men in the church and out of it look to him

to distinguish between truth and error, to meet and remove those

\difiiculties. They go to hear him preach for this particular purpose;

and if they find themselves generally disappointed, as if he is not a

constant and earnest student they surely will, they will soon cease to

attend upon his instructions. Why should they attend on the in

structions of a teacher who fails to instruct them in regard to the

very points where their minds labor? It is, in great numbers of in

stances, the lack of vigorous, fresh, varied thought which leaves

ministers to preach to empty seats, or awakens a restless desire

amongst their people to get rid of them. We must be hard stu

dents, or floating preachers, or mere hangers on.

Just here, however, we meet a very serious difficulty. Many of

the most zealous and laborious ministers, especially in the west, have

gone from the Theological Seminary to their fields of labor. They

have had very small salaries, perhaps irregularly paid. They have /

been pressed with numerons calls to preach in destitute places around

them. They have found it next to impossible to furnish themselves

with even a tolerable supply of books. Under such discouragements

it is not surprising that they have found it impracticable to study as

they desiried to do. Nor is it to be wondered at, that many should

become discouraged, and turn to secular pursuits. Still, however, we

are persuaded, that with the Concordance and Bible in English, He—

brew and Greek, the zealous persevering minister may preach so as

to interest and edify his people. If we may allude to our own ex

perience, we have always found these books'worth all others in the

preparation of sermons.

It will be found, on examination, that all those ministers who

have been much blessed as settled pastors, or as writers, have been

much in prayer and much in study. Baxter, John Newton, Payson,

Edwards and McGheyne are cases in point. John Newton, who was

one of the wisest and best men in modern times, and whose works

ought to be in the hands of every minister, tells us that although

considerably advanced in life before turning his attention to the

ministry; and though his early opportunities for obtaining an edu

cation and acquiring habits of study were very poor; yet he had ac

quired such knowledge of the original languages of the Scriptures,
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as to be able to read the word of God in those languages with con*

siderable facility. On the other hand, we have seen more than one

Presbyterian minister, who had lost almost entirely the knowledge

they once had of those languages. Paul’s exhortation to Timothy

is far from being inapplicable in our day and in our Church—“ Give

attendance to reading, to exhortation, to doctrine—Neglect not the

gift that is in thee, which was given thee by prophecy, with the lay

ing on of the hands of the Presbytery. Meditate on theselthingsi

give thyself wholly to them; that thy profiting may appear to all.”

Constant, earnest prayer and constant, earnest study will make ac

ceptable pastors, and secure calls to inviting fields.

 

THE TRUE AND THE RIGHT.

 

1. Men are under obligation to do right. We need not prove

this. Every one knows it and feels it. Conscience urges us to do

right, and fastens on the mind a sense of guilt and demerit, when

we do wrong. Cain’s countenance fell, when God charged him with

having done wrong ; and Judas hanged himself in the vain effort to

escape from the tortures of a guilty conscience. The nature of the

mind compels us to feel the obligation to do right.

2. If men are bound to do right, then they are bound to inquire

what is right. A is bound to pay to B all that he justly owes him;

and consequently he is bound to ascertain what he does owc him.

Husbands and wives, parents and children, are under obligations to

each other; therefore, duty requires them to inquire into the nature

and extent of these obligations. How else can they discharge them?

These remarks apply to all obligations.

3. There is, then, an inseparable connection between truth and

right. If we would know what is right in any particular case, we

must enquire what is true. Truth reveals right. It is right that A

should pay so much to B, because it is true that he received so much

from him. It is right that husbands should love their wives, and

that children should honor their parents; because it is true that they

sustain certain relations divinely constituted, out of which those ob

ligations arise. The connection between truth and right is universal.

Every duty arises from one or more truths; and the duty can never
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be understood or appreciated, until the truth is known. We are

bound to worship, love and obey God, because it is true that he pos

sesses infinite perfections, and is our creator and preserver. If it

were true that there is no God; there could be no obligation to wor

ship and serve God. If Jesus Christ were not truly Divine, it would

not be right to worship him, nor to trust in him.

4. Evidently, then, there is an inseparable connection between

doctrines and duties. The morals of the Bible are founded upon its

doctrines. Reject the latter, and the former fall, of course. The

first great duty of sinful men is, to believe on the Lord Jesus Christ.

The people asked our Saviour—J What shall we do, that we might

work the works of God?” He answered—“This is the work of

God, that ye believe on him whom he hath sent.” John 6: 27, 28.

To believe on Jesus Christ, is to believe the truth concerning him,

his character and his work, and to receive him as he offers him~

self in the Gospel. This great duty necessarily implies a knowledge

of the doctrines of the Divinity of Christ and his Atonement. It

likewise implies the knowledge of the doctrine of Depravity ; for

the necessity of trusting in Christ arises from the fact that we are

depraved and condemned.

Indeed every christian duty arises from christian doctrines ; and,

more than this, the motives and encouragements to the discharge of

duty are drawn from the doctrines of the Gospel. The doctrine of

the atonement constitutes a powerful motive to the discharge of duty

—a motive constantly urged by the Apostles. “ For ye are bought

of a price: therefore glorify God in your body, and in your spirit,

which are God’s.” The doctrine of future rewards offers another

mighty motive—“ Therefore, my beloved brethren, be ye steadfast,

unmovcable, always abounding in the work of the Lord, forasmuch

as you know that your labor is not in vain in the Lord.” “ And let us

not be weary in well doing ; for in due season we shall reap, if we

faint not.” The doctrine of Divine Providence presents another

powerful motive to the discharge of duty. “ Seek ye first the king

dom of God, and his righteousness.” This is duty. One motive is

-“and all these things shall be added unto you.” Seek spiritual things

first, and God will give the temporal. “Let your conversation be

without covetousness; and be content with such things as ye have.”

This is duty. The motive is—“ fOr he hath said, I will never leave thee,

nor forsake thee.” The doctrine of sanctification by the Holy Spirit

presents another efl'ective motive to holy living. “ Flee fornication.”

This is duty. The motive urged by the apostle is—“ that your body

is the temple of the Holy Ghost, which we have of God,”
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Most evidently, then, there can be no such distinction as that fre

quently drawn between doctrinal preaching and practical preaching.

Every doctrine of the Bible is practical in its nature and design; and all

the doctrines taken together, constitute all the reasons and motives

to the discharge of duty. Paul teaches this, when he says:—“ We

walk by faith, not by sight.” That is—our conduct is controlled by

the truths or doctrines we believe. We live and act as we do, be

cause we believe as we do. Change our faith, and you change our

practice as much. The same doctrine is taught by John, when he

says—“ This is the victory that overcometh the world, even our

faith.” The truth we believe, reveals our duties and the motives.

We believe the truth; we obey the truth; and thus we overcome

the world. They who heartily receive the doctrines of the Gospel,

will heartily practice its pure precepts.

5. Let us take another view of this subject. The moral charac

ter of every individual is moulded, in large part, by the religious

doctrines he embraces. No one wonders, that the worshippers of

Mars, were warlike; the worshippers of Bacchus, intemperate; and

the worshippers of Venus, licentious. The peculiar character of the

Jew is the necessary result of his peculiar faith. The Mohammedan

cannot possess the moral character of the Christian; nor can the

Christian become like the Mohammedan. No one wonders, that

when Christians of the third century, received the pagan idea of the

inherent evil of matter, many of them repudiated marriage, and

spent their lives in penances and fastings. Nor is it at all surprising

that the materialistic infidels of France gave themselves up to sen

sual indulgence. A sensual faith produced a sensual life.

The God of the Christian is infinitely pure; therefore the worship

and the meditations of the Christian tend to purity. Jesus Christ

is clothed with “all human beauties, all divine.” Consequently

those who delight to contemplate his perfections, and whose cherished

hope is, that they will dwell with him in heaven, become gradually

assimilated to him. “ He that hath this hope in him purifieth

himself as he is pure.”

6. This idea is strikingly presented in the Scriptures, by two fig

ures. The sinner, when converted to God, is represented as begotten

with the truth. “ Of his own will begat he us with the word of

trut .” James 1 : 18. “ Being born again not of corruptible

seed, but of incorruptible, by the word of God.” 1 Peter, 1 : 23.

Like begets like. That which is born of the Spirit is spirit; and

those begotten with pure truth are, like the truth, pure.

Again, truth is the food of the soul. “ As new born babes desire
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the sincere milk of the word, that you may grow thereby.” God

said to his people—“I will give you pastors according to my heart,

which shall feed you with knowledge and understanding.” Jer. 3 :

15. And Paul says, God gave such instructors, that his people,

“ speaking the truth in love, may grow up unto him in"all things,

which is the head, even Christ.” Eph. 4 : 15. They who feed on

truth, are nourished in holiness.

7. The intimate and inseparable connection between truth and

piety is taught by Paul, when he says of the Jews—“ I hear them

record that they have a zeal of God, but not according to knowl

edge.” All true zeal is founded upon knowledge. It is feeling

awakened by the truth received into the mind and heart. Fanati—

cism is religious feeling excited by error; and it is mischievous in

proportion to its strength. True piety is feeling excited by the

truth; and in all its effects it is beneficial. The same idea is beauti

fully expressed by Bacon, when he says—“ Truth and goodness differ

but as the seal and the print; for truth prints goodness.”

From the principles now stated, several very important practical
truths may be deduced, viz : h

1. The very common statement, that it matters not what a man

believes, if only his conduct be right—is absurd. Truth only can

discover right. Doing right is simply obeying the truth. (Rom.

1 : 8.) Therefore, he who knows not or receives not the truth, can

not do right. He who believes, there is no God, cannot worship

and obey God. He who believes that Mohammed was a great

prophet, will receive the Koran. He who believes the Pope to be

Christ’s Vicar, will obey the Pope. They who believe, as Paul did

before his conversion, that heretics ought to be put to death, will

persecute, if they have the power. The unavoidable tendency of a

corrupt faith is to corrupt morals. Truth, therefore, is as valuable

as holiness ; for it is sssential to holiness. Truth is the wholesome

food of the soul; error is its poison. Truth, attended by the Holy

Spirit, sanctifies; error aggravates depravity. “ Evil men and sedu

cers wax worsesland worse.” No wonder, then, that faith, or the

the belief of the truth, is made essential to salvation; and no won

der, Paul said—“ Though we, or an angel from heaven, preach any

other Gospel unto you than ye have received, let him be accursed."

“ Buy the truth, and sell it not.”

2. We can now see why Satan attacks the doctrines of the Gos

pel, rather than its morals. The latter commend themselves to the

consciences of men, and are obviously necessary to their well-being,

even in this life. To attack pure morals, therefore, would impair
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his influence over all but the most corrupt. It is wiser for him to

be “transformed into an angel of light.” He comes, through his

ministers, as a great advocate of sound morals, but skilfully assails

the doctrines by which sound morals are sustained. He will not pull

down the temple of truth, but will undermine it. It is our wisdom,

therefore, to guard the doctrines, that we may preserve the morals

of the Gospel. Especially let us guard the fundamental doctrines.

“ If the foundations be removed, what shall the righteous do ?”

3. No one can justly claim to be conscientious, who is not an ear

nest enquirer after moral and religious truth. To do what one

thinks to be right, is to be but half conscientious. God gave to man

an intellect, whose office it is to discover truth, and a conscience

whose office is to urge him to seek truth and obey it. If a debtor

is conscientious enough to pay what he thinks he owes ; he cannot

lay claim to honesty, unless he takes pains to ascertain how much

he owes. Many a. man who is bankrupt, fancies himself rich, be—

cause he has not examined into the state of his business. Many a

one is filled with self-righteousness, because he has taken no pains

to know his duties to God and to men. Paul was once a proud

‘Pharisee; but when the commandment \came, he saw himself the

chief of sinners. Disciple is one of the most appropriate names of

christians; because they are learners—earnest euquirers after the whole

of God’s revealed truth. The language of the conscientious man is

—“ Let us go up to the mountain of the Lord, to the house of the

God of Jacob; and he will teach us of his ways, and we will walk

in his paths.” We will learn the truth ; and then we will obey it.

Wilful ignorance is as much a sin, as wilful disobedience. It was

one of the severe charges of God against his people—“Israel doth

not know, my people doth not consider.” David prayed as ear

nestly that he might know what was true, as that he might do what

was right. “Teach me, O Lord, the way of thy statutes; and I

shall keep it unto the end. Make me to go in the path of thy com

mandments ; for therein do I delight.”

4. Truth received into the intellect is of little value, unless it

take hold of the conscience and the heart. To know the truth, is a

great duty; to love it, is no less a duty. “Knowledge puli'eth up;

but charity (or love) edifieth.” The heart is never moulded hy

truths it does not love ; and truth disliked, or received with

lukewarmness, cannot successfully contend against unruly passions

excited by forbidden objects. David could say—“ 0 how I love thy

law; it is my meditation all the day ;” and therefore he could also

say—“ I have refrained my feet from every evil way, that I might
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keep thy word.” Imperfect and indistinct views of truth and luke

warm attachment to it, are reasons why christians have so little re

ligious enjoyment, and exhibit so little efficiency in doing good.

To love the truth, is to love the right; and to love the right, is

the best preparation to do it. “If there be first a willing mind,

it is accepted according to that a man hath, not according to that

he hath not.”

5. ‘ They who contribute to the spread of truth, do efficiently pro

mote righteousness, peace and joy in the earth. For the fruit of

truth is righteousness; and “the work of righteousness shall be

peace; and the effect of righteousness, quietness and assurance for

ever.” Nothing but the truth atterled by the Holy Spirit can re

form men ; and without radical reformation they must be unhappy’

in this world, and wretched forever. Every one who shall receive

God’s truth, will say with 'David—" The law of thy mouth is better

to me than thousands of gold and silver.”

.___‘.>§-Q‘-____, _

AMI A CHILD or (ml)?

 

Am I a child of God ? Could a more important inquiry occupy

the mind of a human being ? The true answer to it determines what

is now our character, what our privileges, what our eternal pros

pects. It determines our character; for all the human family are

either children of God, or children of the devil, and in their charac

ter resemble the one or the other. 1 John 3 : 10. It determines our,

privileges; for if we are children of God, we have access by the Holy

Spirit unto the Father, and enjoy a Father’s care and blessing.

Eph. 2: 18, 19. It determines our future prospects; for “if children,

then heirs, heirs of God and joint-heirs with Christ.” Rom. 8: 17.

Our happiness in the present life depends very much upon our be

ing able to give a satisfactory answer to this momentous question.

It is a great thing to be able to say with the Psalmist—“This God

is our God for ever and ever: he will be our guide even unto

death.” It is unspeakable happiness to feel the full import of the

phrase—“ Our Father who art in heaven.” It gives confidence in an

overruling providence in this world, and in the sufliciencyof his gra

5
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cious help for this world and the next. “Godliness is profitable

unto all things, having the promise of the life that now is, and of

that which is to come.” It is a blessed thing, when we are obliged

to walk through darkness, to have light within and light above—to

have the witness of the Spirit, that we are the children of that God,

who is “a very present help in trouble," and whose never failing

promises light up the eternal future—to know, that we are of the

number to whom “ all things work together for good.” There is a

world of happiness in the assurance expressed by Paul, when he said—

“I know whom I have believed, and am persuaded that he is able to

keep that which I have committed unto him against that day.” To

be in doubt on a question involving interests so immense, not

only deprives one of the luppiness true religion is designed and

adapted to impart, but causes painful disquietude.

'.‘he Christain’s usefulness is almost as deeply involved in the sat

isfactory answer to this question, as his happiness. If Christian up

rightness and good-doing commend religion to the consciences of men,

as true and right; Christian cheerfulness and joy commend it no less

strongly,“ a source of present enjoyment. It is most important,

that worldly persons, whilst they see that religion denies us improper

pleasures, should also be convinced that it more than makes up for the

self-denial it requires, in the higher pleasures it imparts. Let our

children and others know, that we deny ourselves inferior pleasures,

not only that we may engage in a noble cause, and that we may be

prepared for “ the inheritance of the saints in light,” but that we

may now partake of more solid and higher joys. Let the young

Christian show the gayest of his acquaintances, that religion greatly

adds to the highest pleasures of earthly nature, and imparts a more

uniform cheerfulness. Let the man of business prove that religious

principle can triumph over the leve of gain, and yet secure all that

is needed of worldly goods. Let the afflicted Christian show, that

true religion has joys not dependent upon anything earthly. All

this may be done by those who enjoy the sweet assurance, that God

is their Father, Christ their elder brother, the Holy Spirit their com

forter, angels their ministering spirits. and heaven their home.

But not only is religion rendered more attractive by the joys of an

assured hope; it likewise prompts to greater activity. There is

something in human nature, that clings to what it has, till it gets

something better. Men are familiar with present self-denial in the

prospect of future good; but there must be some assurance, that the

self denial will be rewarded. He who doubts his interest in Christ,

is tempted to seek in the world what he does not find in religion.
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He who is assured of such an interest, and that by present self-de

nial and labor he is laying up treasure in heaven, feels that he can

well afford to suffer and to labor as God shall direct. It was when

Moses “esteemed the reproach of Christ greater riches than the treas

ures in Egypt,” that he refused to be known as the son of Pharoah’s

daughter; “ for he had respect unto the recompense of reward.”

The Hebrew Christians “took joyfully the spoiling of their goods,”

because they knew that they had “in heaven a better and an endur

ing substance.” The Christian’s hope is his helmet, with which in

the present warfare he cannot afford to dispense.

The question returns—Am I a child of God ? “O that I could

answer it affirmatively,” excla'ms many a professing Christian. “ I

hope I am achild of God; I ometimes believe I am, and feel that

I can say—‘Abba, Father;’ but again doubts and fears return and

mar my peace. I see in myself so much imperfection; I am so of

ten stupid, and cold, and worldly; I am so forgetful and neglectful

of duty and privilege; can it be that I have been born again ‘2 Most

gladly would I have this great question settled one way or the other.

Can assurance be attained ‘1”

The question, dear anxious soul, can be settled. A satisfactory au

swer can be given; or rather, you may be able yourself to answer it.

It is not true, as some imagine, that assurance belongs to the nature

of true religion; so that every one who is regenerated, knows it, and

knows just when the change takes place. It is said, that regene

ration etfects a great change in the mind; it makes a man “a new

creature, so that old things are passed away, and, behold, all things

are become new.” It is a quickem'ng—a passing from death unto life.

And can any one. it is asked, experience so great a change without

knowing it? This looks plausible; but let it be remembered, that

there are frequently great changes in the feelings of persons, when

they are not born again. It is true, that every one who is regene

rated, knows that a great change has taken place in him; but he

may not be so sure, that this change is of the right kind. There are

several difficulties in the way of reaching a satisfactory and undoubt

ing conclusion on this subject. ,

In the first place, many persons who are intelligent on other sub

jects, have very inadequate knowledge of the Scriptural evidences of

a change of a heart. Great numbers, for example, suppose, that this

change is in all cases followed by instantaneous joy, even very great

joy; and until they have some such experience, they suppose them

selves still unregenerated, however great their interest in the wor

ship and service of God. But, as we shall hererafter see, this is a
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great error. True religion does indeed produce joy; but it likewise

produces sorrow; and “godly sorrow " is as good evidence of regen

eration, as godly joy. Moreover, there is counterfeit joy, as well as

counterfeit repentance. The prayerful reader of the Scriptures can

not but see, that the inspired writers have been careful to describe the

character of the child of G d. Every Christian has views, affections,

desires, joys, sorrows, which only regenerated souls have. Those

exercises, peculiar to the renewed heart, are very repeatedly and

distinctly stated; and if we would arrive at a safe conclusion

respecting our conversion, it behooves us to acquaint ourselves with

those portions of the Scriptures. Our Saviour said—“ Blessed are

they that do hunger and thirst after righteousness; for they shall be

filled.” Here we have one leading trait in the Christian character.

Every regenerated soul hangers and thirsts after righteousness; and

no other soul does. In the sermon on the mount, we find several

other distinguishing traits pointed out.

Another difficulty arises from the fact, that comparatively few

persons are sufficiently accustomed to observe and analyze their own

own feelings, to be able to give an account of them, satisfactory to

themselves or to others. This difliculty is increased, in many instan

ces, by the indistinctness of their views of divine truth. All true

religious feeling is awakened in view of the truths of God’s word;

and therefore confused views result in indistinctness of feeling. The

most skillful physician is often perplexed in the effort to learn from

an ignorant patient the precise character of the suffering he is endur

ing. The same is true of the attempts of the spiritual physician to

ascertain the real character of the exercises of of an anxious mind.

The difficulty is still further complicated, in many cases, by peculiar

states of mind. The sympathetic feelings may have been much ex

cited, either by the loss of friends, or by strong appeals to them from

the pulpit, or by the presence of others under such exercises. Or re

ligious feazs may have been much aroused, and may be mistaken for

gracious exercises, or may obscure exercises really gracious. Or a

melancholy temperament, 0r melancholy, as a diseased state of the

physical system, may render it extremely difficult either for the per

son himself, or for others to determine anything respecting his state

of mind. Or vital piety may be so feeble in the soul, that its exercises

cannot easily, or at all, be distinguished from many other feelings or

emotions which connect themselves with religious experiences. This

difficulty may occur either because spiritual life, as in some instan

ces, animallife, is very feeble in its beginnings ; or because the indi

vidual is in a backslidden state, and all his graces are, feeble and ob
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scare. Add to all these difiiculties the deceitfulness of sin, which in

too many instances leads persons to think of themselves more highly

than they ought to think, and Satan’s temptations which drive them

to the opposite extreme. I view of such difficulties it is quite ab

surd to say, that every regenerated person knows himself to be regene

rated. Assurance, though desirable and attainable, is not essential

to the existence of true piety.

Assurance is attainable. for many have attained it, and all

are exhorted to attain' it. “For ye have not received the spirit

of bondage again to fear; but ye have received the Spirit of adop

tion, whereby we cry—Abba, Father. The Spirit itself bear

eth witness with our spirit, that we are the children of God." To

know what is the witness of the Spirit, and to be sure that we have

it, requires much diligence. Assurance is too great a blessing to be

enjoyed without diligence. “ Wherefore—the rather. brethren, give

diligence to make your calling and election sure." 2. Peter 1: 10.

“And we desire that every one of you do show the same diligence

to the full assurance of hope unto the end.” Heb. 6: 11.

In another number we hope to go into a careful examination of

this great question; and we may follow it up with some views of

Christian experience, which we hope will prove both interesting and

profitable to our readers.

 

THE PITTSBURGH CONVENTION.

 

A somewhat novel and mest interesting Convention was recently

held in Pittsburgh. It was a convention of four Synods, viz: of

Pittsburgh, Wheeling. Allegheny and Ohio. The object for which

these Synods assembled is one of transcendent importance, viz : to

promote vital piety and the revival of religion. The Convention

was opened with a sermon by the venerable Dr. Hoge, of Columbus,

from Zech. 4 : 6. “ Not by might, nor by power, but by my spirit,

saith the Lord of hosts.” Dr. Hoge was chosen President, and the

Clerks of the four Synods were appointed Clerks of the Conven—

tion.

As might have been anticipated from the meeting 0f such a body,

for such an object, the discussions and exercises were of a character
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deeply and tenderly interesting. Amongst those in attendance was

Rev. Dr. Frederick Monod, of Paris, who preached an excellent

sermon on assurance of faith. To be present and to participate in

such services on such an Occasion, was no ordinary privilege ; and

we deeply regretted, that our duties did not allow us to accept an in

vitation to be present. We cannot but hope and believe, that blessed

fruits will be gathered from this meeting.

The Convention issued a Pastoral Letter, the whole of which, it

we had room, we should be glad to publish. We can only copy the

following extract :

" mnsss FOR A navrvas.

And now, dear brethren, let us look at the SCRIP'I'URAL amass that

are more especially requisite for securing a revival of God’s work.

As we have sinned, and as God could not do many mighty works

amongs us because of our unbelief, our first business is to return to

our God with fasting and praying, and with weeping. The Lord’s

hand is not shortened, that he cannot save, neither his ear heavy,

that he cannot hear; but our iniquities have separated between us and

our God. Let us come with a lively faith in our Lord Jesus Christ,

and in the all-sufi‘icient power of the Holy Spirit; for it is “not by

might nor by power, but by my Spirit, saith the Lord." We

propose to you no new means, but an earnest, believing resort to the

scriptural methods. God is the same God, and his word is the same,

as when thousands were born to him in a day. And,

1. Individual set/linspection as to the state of piety in our own

hearts ; the nature-and causes of our declension ; the sins which so

easily beset us. No one of us can do this for his brother. This

Convention can only charge you, that the great business lies be‘

tween your own soul and the living God. There must be deep, hon

est, earnest heart-searchings, by pastors and people, in their closets.

There must come a reviving of the spirit of grace, and of supplies.

tions. We must have the personal, inward preparation for the

Holy Spirit’s mighty coming among us.

2. We say, then, secondly, There must be, at the threshold of this

great work, a wrestling with God in secret prayer. No public services

ought to ovorshadow this great, first, essential, requisite. As it is

God’s own work—as he is to be supplicated—each pastor, and ru

ling elder, and member, must come up to this work of private, indi

vidual prayer to God. AsK as of a living, personal being ; as man

asketh of man; nay, as a son asketh of a father; nay, as a sinner

asketh of the great Saviour—“ and ye shall receive.” SEEK, as for

some definite thing. Seek earnestly as for this great thing, “and

ye shall find.” KNOCK, as at a door of entrance, according to the

appointed way, “and it shall be opened unto you.”

3. Let us hasten to put all hindrances out of the way. If there

be bickerings and alienations among the members; if there be cool

ness and distance towards the ministers or ruling elders ;.if there be

habitual absence from the prayer-meeting and the closet ; if there be
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alack of family religion; if there be formality in prayer; if there

be grievous withholding of means or labors from Christ’s cause ; if

there be a dull routine-work among us in the ministry ; and especially

if we have failed to come together, Pastors, Ruling Elders, and Peo

ple, in a lively sympathy ; going from house to house, and speaking

often one to another ; watching for souls as they that must give ac

count—let us hasten at the outset to put away all these stumbling

blocks. Brethren, let us not grieve the Spirit of God, nor quench

the Holy Spirit. I

In the judgment of this Synod, an important means, not duly es

timated by the ministry, nor by many of the people, is Expository

Preaching. Yet, if the hearers have become fond of orations from

a text, or elaborate essays, with a passage of God’s word for a motto,

there is all the greater need of returning to the more scriptural method.

Though our blessed Lord once preached from a single teirt, (Luke 4:

18,) his more common practice was to “ EXPOUND unto them in all

the Scriptures, the things concerninghimself, beginning at Moses and

all the prophets.” Luke 24 : 27. And it was the talking by the

way, and opening to them the Scriptures, that made their hearts burn

within them. Peter, at Pentecost, gave a simple, pungent exposi

tion of a whole paragraph in Joel’s prophecy, and behold the result.

Paul, “ as his manner was,” went in unto the Jewish synagogue, and

three Sabbath days reasoned with them out of the Scriptures, OPEN

iNo and alleging (setting forth) that Christ must needs have suffered.

Acts 17 : 3. If it seem not so popular in any quarters, or if it ap

pear to any to tramel the oratory of the speaker, yet we must all the

more earnestly look to God to bless his own word, as he promised.

And so far from exposition being inconsistent with eloquence, the

true pulpit eloquence is the earnest and adequate opening of these

lively oracles. Apollos was “ an eloquent man, and mighty in the

Scriptures.” Our business with the people is to “preach the Word,”

“ righzly dividing,” ( with surgical exactness,) “ the word of truth”

—“ bringing out of the treasure, things new and old ”-—if any novel

ties, yet always scriptural novelties. And if any declaration or ex

hortation of this body he requisite to enforce this high duty, we sol

emnly exhort to this practice of expository preaching, as in our

judgment, a great want of the times, and an important means for a

revival of true religion among us.

And closely connected with this, a scriptural means for revival is

the work of Catechetical instruction. “ Lovest thou me ?” saith the

Master. Then the first charge, and also the leading test of the min

isterial fidelity to the flock is, “ FEED MY Lamas.” No ministerial or

paroohial labors can dispense with this. A training to the West

minster Catechism is the high privilege of the children of our be

loved Presbyterian Church—their Christian birth-right. Alas for

the families and the churches where it is not vigorously prosecuted;

where any other Sabbath-school literature crowds out these precious

formularies of doctrine, and where any miscellaneous teaching dis

penses with these scriptural rudiments. Luke professed, in his Gos

pel narrative, only to assure Theophilus of those things wherein he

had been already catechized. Luke 1: 4. Has this practice of our
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fathers fallen into disrepute and disuse among many of you ‘I We

exhort you, return to it with keen relish. Is not this neglect a reason

why they, who, for the time they have lived in our Church, ought to

be teachers, “ have need that one teach them again which be the first

principles of the oracles of God," and are unskillful in the doctrine

of justification. Heb. 4: 12.

We recommend most earnestly for ourselves and for the churches,

whatever measures shall bring us to special, private, and social sup

plication for this great blessing. Let us search the Scriptures. Let

us examine the warrants. Let us look well to all the precedents in

the word of God, and in our own history. Let us remember the

precious times of reviving through which WU have passed, and in

which some of us have been converted to God. Consider the infin

ite worth of the immortal soul, and the cost of its redemption. Let

us put supreme honor upon the blessi-d Spirit, as the glorious Third

Person of the adorable Trinity, and let the whole people come to

gether, as in the days of Joshua, and as at Pentecost, “ with one

accord."

And brethren, we beseech you to WAIT upon God. Let not this

great work terminate in some special occasion. Pray, and pray

again. Pray and faint not. Praying always with all prayer and

supplication in the Spirit, and watching thereunto with all perseve

ranceand supplication for all saints, and for us. lmportune him who

has said that he is more willing to give the Holy Spirit to them that

ask him, than parents are to give goo-l gifts to their children. Shall

not God avenge his own elect, who cry day day and night unto him,

though he bear long with them ? We tell you that he will avenge

them speedily. Yet the great personal question with each one of us

is, When the Son of Man is ready, and is just waiting to come, shall

he find faith on the earth ?

Dearly beloved brethren, let us “confess our faults one to another,

and pray one for another, that we may be healed." “Sanctify a

fast, call a solemn assembly, gather the elders, gather the people,

sanctify the congregation, gather the children. Let the priests, the

ministers of the Lord, weep between the porch and the altar, and let

them say, “ Spare thy people, 0 Lord, and give not thy heritage to

reproach." We p;omise on our part a greater fidelity to your souls;

we engage, God helping us, to speak to you plainly and tenderly,

and to tell you the whole truth—the whole counsel of God, whether

you will hear or whether you will forbear. We engage to pray for

you, and to pray with you more earnestly than we have hitherto

done! And, brethren, pray for us that the word of the Lord may

have free course and be glorified.

ENCOURAGEMENT TO EXPECT A REVIVAL.

We have ample ascounscsmssr to wait and hope for this blessing.

Because it is the Lord’s work; because he has instituted the minis

try and all the means of grace for this very end; because he has pre

dicted and promised immense outpourings of the Spirit upon all

flesh; because he has carried the Church thus far through perils and

trials and will not desert her now ; because the Saviour has his re
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ward secured to him for the travail of his soul ; because his interces

sions are prevalent; because God loves the souls of men infinitely

more than we can think; because he is sovereign, and can do as he

pleases beyond the power of Satan to hinder, and because he will do

as he has said; therefore, this work is the chief, dear, inalienable

work of the Godhead. He will not give it up though we be faith—

less; he will carry it on by other instruments, after we have fallen in

the wilderness. Therefore, dear brethren, we may use these pleas

with God, and rising, far above them all, shall be this plea—FOR

THINE own name’s sum! to make good thy word, to glorify thy

name, to gladden thine own heart. to gather jewels for the Redeemer’s

crown, to accomplish thine own proper work beyond all the glories

of the old creation, and according to a covenant with David, thy

servant, greater and better than thy covenant with the day and night.

Only consider, dear brethren, what would be the blessedness of a

mighty outpouring in this whole region of country. The proper

power of the Church would be brought out to confront a scorning

world. The avarice and cupidity of her members would relax its

grasp upon gold, and the treasuries of the Boards would be speedily

supplied in their present pressing emergencies, and the glorious cause

would go forward.

How blessed would it be if pastors and people should be found

moved by a fervent desire for this work, and the churches should be

humbled before God, and the careless professor should be aroused,

and the backsliding should be found coming back with heart smitings

and confessions; if the poor prodigal sons among us should rise and

return to their Father; if parents and children together should break

out in rejoicings at having salvation come to their house; if aged

sinners should be brought to how their hoary heads in the first

act of penitence and prayer, and if our own dear children and

youth should come to us, asking us father, mother, what shall I do

to be saved? 0, brethren would not this be blessed indeed ? Would

there not be great joy in our cities and in our whole region ‘? Would

not heaven and earth rojoice together, at new born souls flying as a

cloud, and as doves to their windows? Then would come the bless

ing that is yet waiting to be bestowed, when our sons and our

daughters shall prophesy, and our young men shall see visions, and

our old men shall dream dreams, and when upon the servants and

handmaids God will pour out his Spirit and they shall prophesy,

and in Mount Zion there shall be deliverance as the Lord hath said.

. This Convention do, therefore, recommend to all their churches

within these bounds :

1. That this letter be read before the congregation on the first

Sabbath after the reception of it, by the minister or elders.

4. That a special meeting of each session be held at the earliest

convenient period, to take these topics into prayerful consideration.

3. That a general pastoral visitation be carried out as promptly

as possible, in which all the elders shall co-operate with the pastor,

going two and two from house to house.

6
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4. That the pastors preach during this month, on topics imme

diately bearing upon the great subject of the revival of God’s work.

5. That especially on the First Sabbath in January, all the pas

tors preach, if possible, on the practical aspects of this subject.

6. That the First Thursday in January be observed throughout

the bounds of these Synods, as a day of Fasting, Humiliation, and

Prayer, for the reviving of God’s work among us, speedily.

Resolved, That the concurrence and co-operation of any minis

ters, Churches, or Synods, in the views and action commended in

the foregoing paper, will greatly encourage the hearts and strengthen

the hands of the ministers and elders composing this Convention.

THE SEMINARY MATTER.

 

The eyes of the whole Church are now turned, with intense inter

est to the movement to found the North Western Theological Sem

inary. Large numbers have read the pamphlet we have felt con

strained to publish, and have been surprised and pained at the dis

closures it makes. Persevering efforts have been made to satisfy

the Church, that the Synod of Missouri was excluded, simply be—

cause it was supposed to have voluntarily witdrawn, and that there

was no intention, in connection with the Seminary, to produce agi

tation on the subject of Slavery. But the letters of Dr. McMaster

have dispelled all doubt on this subject. Those letters contain most

grievious charges against the ministers of the South, as a class,

against all those in the bounds of the seven Synods, who desire the

General Assemhly to control the Seminary, and against the General

Assembly itself. They urge the necessity of organized resistance,

and propose plans for keeping the Seminary out of the hands of

the General Assembly, some of which are of the most extraordinary

character, designed to put it out of the power of the Synods them

selves to make such disposition of it. They distinctly intimate the

necessity of proceeding cautiously and secretly in the execution of

these plans.

Whilst it is to be hoped, that but few have concurred in the senti

ments expressed in these letters and in the plans proposed, it cannot

be believed that they are confined to the writer. However this

may be, the charges on which the whole proceeding is based, are

true or false. If true, they are alarming truths; if false, they are
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most inexcusably and injursously false. In either case, there can be

but one opinion amongst right-minded men respecting the utter in

consistency of the position the gentlemen concerned have occupied

before the Church, and the position which the letters assign to them.

No human being, from reading the Presbyterian of the West—the

organ of Dr. McMaster—could have imagined, that he held the opin

ions expressed in his letters, or was engaged in the plans there sng'

gested. If under any circumstances such inconsistency can be justi

fied, as we believe, it cannot; certainly in the Church of Christ it

cannot. "

The whole matter, however, is now before the Church; and the

question is made respecting the truth of the charges. We have pro

nounced them untrue, and have given a number of facts to prove

them so. The Presbyterian of the West has published at some

length in reply to our pamphlet, but the Editor has carfully avoided

saying anything respecting the injurious charges. The effort has

been to divert attention from them to other comparatively unimpor

tant matters. To such a course, men, conscious of rectitude and

confident of the truth of their statements, never resort. When an

issue is fairly made as to the truth of their statements, especially

when great interests are involved, they will meet it fairly, proving or

retracting.

But since the appeal is made to prejudice—the uniform resort of

error and wrong-doing—it may be necessary to counteract its effect

by correcting false statements. In a late number of Dr. McMaster’s

organ, onr views of slavery are carricatured in a manner that might

do credit to a Jesuit. We give a single example. By way of prov

ing us not an emancipationist, the Editor says—“He has declared

himself opposed to emancipation in Missouri, if the slaves are to be

removed to any other slave State.” Now for the facts. ' A secular

paper in St. Louis said—“ Let us have no emancipation, but simply

a removal of slavesfrom illiinroun';n and the Editor proposed, that

“ a small bounty be ofi'ered to every owner who shall permanently re—

move his slaves to amore Smahemfield of labor.” Against this plan

of hiring the slaveholders in Missouri to sell their slaves to the South,

we entered our protest, and remarked as follows: “This might be

very well, if we were under no obligations to look further than the

social and commercial interests of Missouri. But the slaves are hu

man beings,' and they have rights which both the duty and the true

interests of the State and of the masters require them to respect.

Masters cannot, without great guilt, sell their slaves for the sake of

gain, or to get rid of them, as if they were horses. God says to all
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masters, ‘ Give unto your servants that which is just and equal,

knowing that ye also have a Master in heaven; and the golden

rule, which requires us to do unto others as we would have others do

unto us, applies as fully to servants as to other men,” &C'—SL Louis

Pres. of Feb. 28.

Such was our language. We objected to a plan of getting rid of

slavery without emancipation, by hiring masters to sell their slaves

to be carried South; and this, in the eyes of Dr. Monfort, was op

posing emancipation! His charge is very peculiar. We stand

charged with the sin of opposing enwncipation in Missouri, if the

slaves are to be removed to any other slave State—that is, the

slaves are not to be emancipated. We plead guilty to the charge. We

are utterly opposed to emanm'pating slaves by selling them into other

slave States. Now, we get an idea, we are to presume, of the kind

of emancipation Dr. Monfort advocates ! Really it is painful to see

a minister of the Gospel, in his efforts to cripple the influence of a

brother minister, descend to methods of which any respectable poli

tician would be ashamed. We never owned a slave; but if obliged

to choose between the two, we would rather hold slaves, than hold

such morals.

We think it worth while to notice another'efl'ort of the same char

acter. In Dr. McMaster’s organ of the 17th inst., we read as fol

lows : “ In 1849, when Dr. McMaster was first elected to New A1

bany, Dr. Rice opposed him as an abolitionist, and was overruled

by seven Synods, Cincinnati, &c. He then, having power over mi

norities in several of these Synods, got up a voluntary association,

like the American Home Missionary Society, irresponsible, and in

defiance of the Synods, which he called the Cincinnati Theological

Seminary.” Now, we beg leave to remark—

1. That as only one of the seven Synods ever'heard of our objec

tions to Dr. McMaster, until after the founding of the new Semina~

ry, it is impossible that the other six could have “ overruled ” them.

The statement is, therefore, palpably untrue.

2. As to the “voluntary” and “irresponsible " feature of the

Seminary, Dr. Monfort, in a letter now before us, said—“ Your

plan of direction, support, etc., may be best for the present.” Hav

ing the sanction of such a man, could we be far in the wrong ?

3. As to the “defiance” of the Synods, power over “minori

ties,” etc., we give the testimony of the Synod of Cincinnati, with

in whose bounds the new Seminary was located, and which body

was specially bound to take cognizance of the matter. That Synod,

at its meeting in 1851, having received a statement of the history,
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plans and prospects of the Seminary, adopted the following resolution:

“Resolved, That the Synod have heard, with deep interest, the

statement of the Board of Directors of the Cincinnati Theological

Seminary, and rejoice in the measure of success thus far attending

their efforts to train young men for the work of the ministry, and

hope, that under the blessing of the Head of the Church, it may

prove eminently useful in the important work on which it has eu

tered.”

This resolution was adopted by a vote of sixty-two to nineteen,

notwithstanding the earnest opposition of the particular friends of

N, Albany. Is it true that the Synod of Cincinnati did thus hearth

ly endorse an unpresbyterian Seminary, gotten up in defiance of its

authority and of six other Synods? It did so; or Dr. Monfort,

stands before the public in a painful attitude. Certainly even he

will admit that sixty-three to nineteen is an extraordinary minority!

We may as well add, that although Dr. Monfort declined being a

Director in the new Seminary, in consequence of holding the same

ofiice in N. Albany, he said—“ My opinion is, that Dr. Mont'ort, of

Franklin, and Jas. A. McKee, of New Washington, would act as

Directors, and both are important men in our Synod.” These im—

portant men—one his own uncle—he thought, would help forward

this “voluntary,” “irresponsible” thing, gotten up “in defiance

of the Synods l” '

It is painful thus to expose a minister of the Gospel, who might,

if he would, do good; but'his persevering misrepresentations of us

and our doings, leave us no choice. We do not wonder, that it has

been thought well to have his paper endorsed; it certainly needs en

dorsement.

We observe, that, instead of meeting the issue in regard to Dr.

McMaster’s letters, Dr. Monfort republishes a defense of his views by

Drs. Breckinridge and Humphrey, made several years ago, when

they had not seen the resolutions adopted by the Synod of Cincin

nati and his dissent; and certainly had not seen his letters. Would

it not be well to try and get them to endorse the letters ‘2

It is not our purpose to fill our columns with this controversy.

The facts are before the Church; and all can judge for themselves.

When assailed, we shall expose our assailants, just so far as it may

be necessary.
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DR. BRECKINRIDGE’S WORK.

 

The work some time since announced, as in the press. and about

to be issued by the Carters’, of New York, from the pen of Dr. R. J.

Breckinridge, has made its appearance. The title is as follows :—

The Knowledge of God objectively considered. Being the First

Part of Theology, considered as a Positive Truth, both inductive

and deductive.” The author states that the plan which he has

adopted, thus :

" There are, therefore, three great aspects of Divine Knowledge

unto salvation, whenever that Knowledge is considered either as

positively certain, as constituting a true science, or as capable of be

ing taught in a manner either natural or exhaustive. These are the

knowledge of God considered Objectively, considered Subjectively,

or considered Relatively. This volume embraces the first of those

three portions of Christian Theology—the first of those three as

pects of Divine Truth: and its main object is to present in a per

fectly distinct and connected manner, and to demonstrate as positive

ly certain, the science and system of Divine Knowledge, simply as

Knowledge, unto salvation.”

Whether this general plan is the best, as also whether the particu

lar order of discussing the different points embraced in it, is the best

that could be adopted, perhaps it would not be wise to decide, until

the entire work, of which the volume before us is only the first part,

shall have been completed. Undoubtedly it is a view of the whole

subject, which is philosophical, and therefore a view which it is de~

sirable to have presented. But concerning the great ability with

which every subject is discussed, there can be but one opinion.

Dr. Breckinridge’s style and modes of thought are peculiarly his

own; and this fact invests whatever he writes with a more than or

dinary interest. Whatever thoughts or views he may have gained

from others, they are made peculiarly his own. If the views pre

sented are not original, as in discussing the doctrines of Christianity

this is imp0ssible, still there is originality as well as freshness, vigor,

and often beauty, in his mode of presenting them. He reasons

closely, and as a general thing conclusively; yet often it requires the

closest attention to follow him step by step in his logical processes.

To the general reader this peculiarity would be an objection to some
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parts of his work; whilst to minds disciplined to close thought, it

may seem an excellency.

As the first system of Theology from a Presbyterian minister in

the United States, and as the product of a mind so gifted, so pecu

liar, and of so varied attainments, this work will be much sought af

ter; and its merits, we do not doubt, will place it amongst the stan

dard works on Theology. We hope the author may be spared to

complete the work.

SOUTH CAROLINA AND THE SLAVE TRADE.—Ii2 is amazing that, at

this time of day, the Governor of South Carolina should venture to

recommend the re-opening' of the infamous slave trade. Yet he has

done so : and the committee to whom was referred this part of his

message, have made a majority and minority Report. The majority

Report offers the following resolutions : ‘

Resolved, That our Senators in Congress be instructed to propose

to the Senate the abrogation of the eighth article of the treaty of

Washington, as provided for in the eleventh article of that treaty,

and also of all other treaty stipulations in relation to the slave-trade;

and that our Representatives in Congress be requested to make the

same proposal to the House of Representatives.

Resolved, That our Senators and Representatives in Congress be

requested, whenever the repeal of any act prohibiting the slave—

trade or declaring it piracy be proposed to their respective bodies, to

give it their support.

Resolved, That his Excellency the Governor be requested to send

a copy of the above report and resolutions to the Governor of each

of the Southern States, that it may be laid before their respective

Legislatures.

The minority Report offers the following :

Resolved, That in the opinion of this body the introduction of

barbarians, whether slave or free, from any part of the world, would

be injurious to the best interests of the State of South Carolina.

Resolved, That in the opinion of this body an endorsement by the

Legislature of the proposition to revive the African slave trade would

be calculated to sow dissension throughout the South at a time when

its union is necessary to its safety.

Resolved, That, inasmuch as citizens of South Carolina do not

participate in the prosecution of the African slave trade, this State

feels little interest in the species of punishment denounced against

the violators of the laws of the United States upon the subject, and

would consider any effort on her part, in the existing division of sen

timent at the South, to procure their repeal, as unnecesary and im

politic in the last degree.
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THE REBELLION IN INDIA.

 

The mutiny of the Sepoys in India with its fearful results must be

regarded as the darkest and most mysterious event in connection

with the modern history of Christian Missions. The best informa

tion shows, that this rebellion against British authority was a Ma

hometan plot, formed and executed in the hope of exterminating all

Europeans in India, and of regaining their lost power. The inhu

man cruelties perpetrated not only upon men, but upon women and

children, would do credit to a set of demons. The rebellion is now

nearly or quite suppressed ; and British power will probably be more

firmly established than ever; but the work of destruction has been

fearful. Rev. Dr. Dufl' states the number of British Christians mas

sacred as not less than thirteen hundred; whilst more than twenty

missionaries have likewise perished.

The destruction of the Mission property has been immense,

amounting to not less than $354,000, the greater portion of which

belongs to the English Missionary Society and the American Pres

byterian Board of Foreign Missions. The loss of the former is es

timated at $160,000 that of the latter, at $150,000.

God has spoken to the Christians of Great Britain and of the

United States. With propriety may we adopt the language of the

venerable Dr. Dufl‘ on the subject:

"0, that British and American Christians would be shaken by

this earthquake out of the drowsiness of the past with its meagre

drowsy action! Now, if ever, is the golden opportunity. When the

Prince of Darkness, through his emissaries, brought the Lord of glory

to an ignominlous death on Calvary’s cross, little reckoned he that,

instead of extinguishing, he was only establishing and for ever

glorifying his name and cause on earth. So, with similar short

sighted policy now, he may have stirred up his heathen emissaries

to imbrue their hands in the blood of the heralds of the cross, plun

der and lay waste their property, and annihilate their Bible stores in

the hope of thereby exterminating the Redeemer's name and cause

from this vast land, in which for thousands of years he has exercised

undisputed sovereignty over its teeming myriads. But if Christians

are true in their professed loyalty to their Saviour-King, they will

turn this policy of the arch-enemy into foolishness and irretrievable

defeat. They will now arise and come forth with twice redoubled

energy, and more than twice redoubled liberality—energy and liber—

ality_ sustained by an Abraham-like faith, and a Jacob-like prayer;

and if they do so, Satan’s long consolidated dominion in India will

soon be wrenched from his tyrant grasp, and converted into a glorious

provmce of Immanuel’s universal empire!
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Amnsroau BIBLE Scorers—A painful controversy has been going

on for some months past, as many of our readers know, respecting

certain liberties taken by the Board of Managers of this important

society in issuing a new edition of the sacred Scriptures. At the

regular monthly meeting of the Board, held on the 3d inst, the fol

lowing persons were announced as a special committee, to whom the

whole matter of the late revised version is referred, with all the doc

uments and papers relating to it, viz: R. S. Storrs, D. D., of

Brooklyn ; “T. B. Sprague, D. D., of Albany ; Thos. De Witt, D.

' D., Bishop Jnnes, William Adams, D. D., and G. T. Bedell, D. D.,

of New York ; Hon. John McLean, of Ohio; and Hon. Walter

Lowrie and Chas. Tracy, of New York. Walter Lowrie declined

serving.

Great responsibility is devolved on this Committee. It is difiicult

to conceive of a more important subject, than the one committed

to them ; or one which demands more wisdom. It would be a great

calamity to the cause of Christianity, if the friends of the Bible

should become permanently divided in reference to the American

Bible Society. May wisdom from on high he imparted.

Emsaanassmsnr OF THE SUNDAY Scuoor. Unron.—-lt is to bela

mented that this valuable institution, which has done so much in

diffusing amongst the children of our country the knowledge of the

Gospel, has become involved in serious financial difi‘iculties. v A for

mal arrangement, it is stated, has been made with its creditors un

der which four years and six month’s will be allowed for discharging

its liabilities, in annual and semi-annual installments. The pastors

of the evangelical churches of Philadelphia and New York have rec

ommmeded, that the Sunday Schools of the United States come to

the relief of the Sunday School Union. The plan suggested is—

that the schools uniting in this effort agree, as God may prosper

them, to contribute each at least one hundred dollars annually, for

five years. This isa recomendation worthy of consideration.

7
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POPERY m Banner—Recently an eminent Papist, in his evidence

before the Commission on the late riots, spoke of Belfast as a Ro

man Catholic town ruled by Protestants. Measures were then

adopted to ascertain the relative proportions of the two classes of

citizens. The following is the result :

. Prot's. I R. C.

Public Bodies—Managers, Members, Electors, Jurors, etc. . .. . 17,384 2,973

Churches, Chapels, Ministers of Religion . . . . _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ . . . . _ . . _ 119 13

Professions. Trades, etc . . . . . . . . . . . V . . . . . . . . . . . _ _ . . . . . . . . . . _ 1,599 156

SkilledLabor...__.....t..................._._..___..__.._ 3,121 878

Contributions ..._ _....._. . ,_ ....r_.$19,750 $496

After this there will surely be no more doubt or dispute as to

whether Protestants or Papists should govern Belfast.

The Dublin Packet subjoins 1—“ In your comparison of the Pro

testant and Roman Catholic elements in Belfast. you forgot to men

tion that the only institution in which the latter predominates is the

poorhouse, where the Roman Catholic paupers are two to one Pro

testant, although the Protestant population is two to one Roman

Catholic; and even the poorhouse is supported most largely by Pro

testant money!” The Roman Catholics predominate also in the

jail.

OLD Sbuoor. CHURCH m Darwin—\Vithin the last few months,

an Old Scoool Presbyterian Church was organized in Detroit; and

on the 1st Sabbath in December, Rev. Henry Neill was installed as

pastor of this church, by the Presbytery of Michigan. The occasion

was one of far more than ordinary interest; and the prospects of the

new church, now numbering forty members, are very cheering.

 

DR. LIVINGSTONE AND THE AFRICAN CHIEF.

The following very interesting, impressive and admonitory narra

tive, is from Dr. Livingstone’s African Travels, just published by the

Harperi. '

Sechele was seated in his chieftainship when I made his acquain

tance. On the first occasion in which I ever attempted to hold a

public religious service, he remarked that it was the custom of his

nation, when any new subject was brought before them, to put ques- .
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tions on it; and he begged me to allow him to do the same in this

case. On expressing my entire willingness to answer his questions,

he inquired if my forefathers knew of a future judgment. I replied

in the affirmative, and began to describe the scene of the “great

white throne, and Him who shall sit on it, from whoee face the hea

ven and earth shall flee away,” &c. He said, “ You startle me:

these words make all my bones to shake; I have no more strength in

me; but my forefathers were living at the the same time yours were,

and how is it that they did not send them word about these terrible

things sooner ‘? They all passed away into darkness without know

ing whither they were going,” I got out of the difficulty by explaining

the geographical barriers in the North, and the gradual spread of

knowledge from the South, to which we first had access by means of

ships ; and I expressed my belief that, as Christ had said, the whole

world would yet be enlightened by the gospel. Pointing to the great

Kalahaai desert, he said, “ You never can cross that country to the

tribes beyond ; it is utterly impossible even for us black men, except

- in certain seasons, when more than the usual supply of rain falls, and

an extraordinary growth of watermelons follows. Even we who

know the country would certainly perish without them.” Re-assert

ing my belief in the words of Christ, we parted; and it will be seen

further on that Seehele himself assisted me in crossing that desert

which had previously proved an insurmountable barrier to so many

adventurers.

Seeing me anxious that his people should believe the words of

Christ, he once said, “ Do you imagine these people will ever be

lieve by your merely talking to them ? I can make them do noth

ing except by thrashing them; if you like, Ishall call my head-men,

and with our litnpa (whips of rhinoceros hide) we will soon make

them all believe together.” The idea of using entreaty and persua~

sion to subjects to become Christians—whose opinion on no other

matter would he condescend to ask—was especially surprising to him.

He considered that they ought only to be too happy to embrace

Christianity at his command. During the space of two years and

a half, he continued to profess to his people his full conviction of the

~truth of Christianity; and in all discussions on the subject he took

that side, acting at the same time in an upright manner in all the re

lations of life. He felt the difficulties of his situation long before I

did, and often said, “ O, I wish you had come to this country be

fore l became entangled in "the meshes of our customs i” In fact,

he could not get rid of his superfluous wives, without appearing to

be ungrateful to their parents, who had done so much for him in his

adversity.

In the hope that others would be induced to join him in his attach

ment to Christianity, he asked me to begin family worship with him

in his house. I did so; and by and by was surprised to hear how

well he conducted the prayer in his own simple and beautiful style,

for he wasquite a master of his own language. At this time we

were suffering from the effects of a drought, which will be described

further on, and none except his family, whom he ordered to attend,

came near his meeting. “ In former times,” said he, " when a chief
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was fond of hunting, all his people got dogs, and became fond of

hunting too If he was fond of dancing and music. all showed a li

king for those ammements too. If the chief loved beer, they all re

joiced in strong drink. But in this case it is difl'erent. I love the

Word of God. and not One of my brethren will join me.”

When he at last applied for baptism, I simply asked him how be,

having the Bible in his hand, and able to read it. [he had at this

time learned to read,] thought he ought to act. He went home, gave

each of his superfluous wives new clothing, and all his own goods,

which they had been accustomed to keep in their huts for him, and

sent them to their parents, with an intimation that he had no fault to

find with them, but that in parting with them he wished to follow

the will of God.

 

FOREIGN MISSIONARY FUNDS,

 

Our readers are fully apprized of the crippled state of our Foreign

Missions, not only from the destruction of some of our mission sta

tions in India, and the murder or dipersion of the missionaries, but

the simultaneous occurrence of the pecuniary pressure in this coun

try. At the very crisis when money is most needed to repair losses,

and to take advantage .of the anticipated improved condition of

things in India, the difficulties of raising funds are unexpectedly

multipied. Even should the natives of India, who encouraged and

assisted the Sepoys in the destruction of missionary property, be

compelled by the authorities to repair the losses, as there is some like

lihood may be the case, it will be a slow process, and no way adapt—

ed to meet the present emergency. The Rev. Mr. Janvier. in writing

from the Landour, says:

“The authorities at Lodiana are levying a tax on the city to in- '

demnify the mission and other parties for the damage reccently sus

tained : the city rabble having hronght the mutinous Sepoys to the

mission premises, and aided in the work. The Deputy Commission

er has applied to me for an estimate of our lOss. I have carefully

calculated from the data available, and have put it at about 52.000

rupees. This includes private losses.”

This is encouraging, but what is to be done in the meantime?

These Missions must be repaired, and the missionaries must be sus

tained, most of them stripped, as they have been, of all their world

ly comforts. Mr. Rankin, Treasurer of the Foreign Board, remarks

with much point :

“Your Boards of Missions cannot suspend. The protest of your

Foreign Board would so destroy its credit in the cities of the old

world as to require years to regain it, and would moreover enhance
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greatly the cost of sustaining the missions. The bills of its treasu

rer, with no other endorser than a poor missionary, are in India, and

gerhaps in China, equal to any banker’s signature in London or New

ork, and if confidence in the Board was once shaken, the result

would bc most disastrous. No. we cannot suspend. and because we

cannot, the darkness just now may be felt.”-—Presbyterian.

*>.-<Q'>__—
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Mn. Gnosvnuon’s Bnouss'rs r0 Pusuc lus'rr'ru'nonsv—The will of

the late Seth Grosvenor was admitted to probate yesterday by Sur

rogate Bradford. The testator directs all his real estate in the State

of New York to be sold ;—-ten thousand dollars to be appropriated

to the purchase of lots in Greenwood Cemetery, or in Hudson, as

his executors may elect: a handsome granite or marble tomb to

be erected therein, and this to be reserved as a family vault; five

thousand dollars to be appropriated for funeral charges; ten thous

and dollars to be given to his exocutors, Seth H. Grosvenor and

Seth G. Babcock, in place of legal fees. Aftr-r making large be

uests to numerous relatives and friends, the will gives the sum of

$10,000 each to the following institutions :'

  

The Lying In Asylum. .... .... .... .... .... .. . $10,000

Asylum for Old Ladies__.__ .__. .__. .... .... .... .... ...... .... 10,000

American Bible Society___. .... .... ......_. .... .... .... . 10.000

American Society for Ameliorating the Condition of the Jews _ _ . . . . . 10.000

American Home Missionar Society. .... .... _ . . _ 10,000

American Sunda)v School nion . . . . . . . . . . _ . . . _ _ . . . _ . . . . _ . . . . . . r .r 10,000

Colonization Society..... .... .__. .___ .... .__.. 10,000

American Tract Society....._........._. .__.... 10,000

Presbyterian Board of Education“... .... ... 10,000

Mercantile Library Association.... .___. . . .... .__. .... 10,000

New York Horticultural Society-__. . .... .. .... .... .... 10.000

Institution for the Blind. .___ .... .___ .... .... .... .... .... .__. 10,000

Deaf and Dumb As lum . _ _ . . _ . _ . _ _ _ . _ _ _ . _ _ . _ . . . . . . _ . _ . . _ _ . . . . . .r 10,000

New York Hospita .__. .__. ____ .___ .___ .___ .___ ._.______ .___ 10,000

It also donates to the Board of Education of this city the sum of

$30,000, payable in two years after the date of decease, to be invested

forever and the income expended in books to form a library for the

Free Academy. The Board of Education are allowed. however.

should they think it more beneficial, to give some portion of the in

come—not exceeding $500 a year—for the purchase of books for

any of the Ward schools. '

Should the Free Academy and the Board of Education cease to

exist, the bequest is then to pass into the possession of the corpora

tion, who are desired to carry out the views and wishes of the testa

tor, as expressed in the testator’s donations to the Board of Educa

tion.
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All the gifts to the public institutions located in this city amount

to the magnificent sum of $170,000.

Mr. Grosvenor has also bequeathed to the corporation of the city

of Buffalo the sum of $40,000 payable two years after his decease,

810,000 of which are to be expended in a lot and building therein,

unless the city shall give a lot for the purpose, in which case the

$10,000 shall be expended on the building, which is intended for a

public library, and the remainder be invested forever and its income

used in the purchase of books. The testator directs that the build

ing shall always be kept open for the use of the public, and that the

books shall be read on the premises—N. Y. Observer. '

Kansas AFFAlas.—-Stanton, the acting Governor of Kansas, has

called a meeting of the Territorial Legislature to decide upon the

measures proper to be adopted in the present excited state of feeling

in the Territory. Only a small portion of the legal voters, it ap

pears, actually voted for the members of the Convention by which

the Constitution was framed; and that body has proposed only to

submit to the people a single clause in that instrument, before ap

plying to Congress to admit Kansas into the Union, as a State.

The refusal of the majority to go into the election of delegates for

the convention Gov. Stanton regards as unfortunate. " It has pro—

duced all the evils and dangers of the present critical hour. It has

enabled abody of men, not actually representing the opinions of the

people, though regularly and legitimately clothed with their author

ity, to prepare for them 'a form of government, and to withhold the

greater part of its most important provisions from the test of popu

lar judgment and sanction.” He recommends that measures be ta

ken to secure a direct vote on the whole constitution, and stringent

measures to prevent false returns.

PRAYER Answnann.—At Allahabad a party of ladies and gentle

men were surrounded by the mob, who were afraid to come to close

quarters. They had fled to the centre one of three bungalows, and

resolved to make a stand. Having plundered one of the bungalows

to windward, the wretches set it on fire, hoping to burn out the lit

tle party of refugees. But the latter cried unto God; the heat was

becoming intense, when suddenly the wind changed, the smoke and

flame were driven away from them, and they experienced immediate

relief. The mob then fired the other bungalow ; but again the wind

changed, the fire burnt outuwithout harming them, and at some sud

den impulse the rioters fled, and left the fugitives to make their way

into the fort unmolest'ed.— Calcutta Letter on the Mutinies.

Tim Sco'rrrsn Fans Cnuncn AND THE INDIAN Govannnnur.—-The

November meeting of the Commission of the General Assembly was

held on Wednesday. Dr. Tweedie, on the part of the Foreign Mis

sion’s Committee, made a statement about India. On the motion

of Dr. Candlish, it was agreed to memorialize Government to give

Christianity due place and power in all future measures for the gov

ernment and education of India.
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ROMAN Carnouo MISSIONABIES.—The Monileur de la Flotte con

tains a statement of the persecution which is now carried on against

the Christians at Tonquin, formerly an independent kingdom, but

"now a province of Cochin, China. According to accounts recently

received, churches have been razed to the ground, missionaries ar

"rested or driven away, and the Christian schools all closed. A Span

ish bishop, Mgr. Diaz, vicar apostolic of Central Tonquin, has been

arrested and imprisoned with a chain round his neck at Nam Ting,

a town situated near the coast. 'l’his unfortunate prelate, who had

been condemned to death, was still alive on the 15th of July last, in

the prison into which he had been thrown in the midst of all the

malefactors of the country.

THE SUNKEN SHIPS AT Ssnasroron.'—-The Paris Patric says that

the American engineers who went some time since to Sebastopol, in

the expectation of being able to weigh the Russian vessels which had

been sunk across the entrance of the harbor, have returned to~Con

stantinople, having renounced the undertaking, which they declare,

from the difficulties they have met with, to be impracticable, except

at an expense far beyond any benefit that could be derived from its

accomplishment. The last account from the Philadelphia adventu

rers, state that they were getting along successfully. The account

above given probably refers to the Boston Company.

LATEST FROM krona—The Board of Foreign Mission has received

letters from the India missionaries, dated as late as Sept. 21st.

Twenty-eight thousand rupees had been received towards replacing

the loss by the destruction of mission property at Lodiana; and the

whole amount would be paid from the assessment laid upon that

city by the government. At Agra the brethren felt relieved from all

apprehensions of further danger, by the fall of Delhi. There is no

further news from the brethren at Futtehgurh. Some hope is still

entertained that they may have esoapcd.

THE KING or Panama—According to the last European news,

the King of Prussia has completely lost his reason. He is said to

entertain the most extravagant delusions; among others that he is a

sub-lieutenant in the army, and frequently complains to the Queen of

the obstacles thrown in the way of his advancement. The King’s

body-physician, the well known Dr. Schoenlein, has tendered his re

signation, which is tatamount to a dismissal, and an expression of

opinion that his treatment of the royal patient is not approved of at

court.

DR. Llvmes'rorm’s AFRICAN TRAVELS.—Dl'. Livingstone’s book

has been published. At Mr. Murray’s trade sale, 13,800 copies

were sold. The retail price is $5 25. The current number of the

London Athenwum has a long and tempting review; the London Il

lustrated News, also has an attractiVe and characteristic notice, and '

many extracts, with a sheet of eight good engravings, transferred

with permission from the work. It is the book of the season.



CHICAGO, Dec. 15, 1857.

Raw. asn Dana Sm:—

With this you will receive a Specimen No. of the Presby

terian Expositor.

Having been honored by the Rev. Dr. Rice, with the business position

connected with it, I address you in that relation, and ask your aid in

giving it something of that extended circulation which we have con

fidence to believe its merits will warrant. .

The title of the Dr.’s Publication is what he proposes to make it,

and what many wise and good men in our connection deem as emi

nently required in the present stage of Presbyterianism, and the His

tory of our Church.

Permit me to add a simple suggestion. Should your engagements _

be such as to make it inconvenient to give your personal attention

in canvassing your congregation for subscribers to this work, you

have doubtless some individual in your Church of peculiar adapted

ness to obtain them, and who would take pleasure in doing so.

C. A. SPRING.
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MINISTERIAL OALLS.—NO. II.

_—.§_.__.

With deep solicitude does every candidate for the sacred ministry

look forward to the time when, having completed the required course

of study, he shall enter upon the chosen work of this life; and

amongst the questions which agitate his mind, is the choice of a

field of labor. The subject is one of no ordinary importance; for

his qualifications for the work he has undertaken, will be estimated

very much by the measure of success he may enjoy, for the first few

years of his ministry; and his success will be determined, in large

part, by the fidelity with which he follows the leadings of Divine

Providence.

It is a general truth, that the “ steps of a good man are ordered

by the Lord;”—that “ it is not in man that walketh to direct his

steps.” And if there is a special providence, directing the steps of

all good men; most assuredly the same thing is-true of those called

of God to the most important ofi'ice, and the most difficult work ever

committed to the hands of mortals, and with whose ofiice stands as

sociated the promise—“ Lo, I am with you always, even to the end

of the world.” When God calls a man to the work of the ministry,

he has a work for him to do, and a field where he may do it; and it

is of unspeakable importance, if he would do that work. that he find

that field. Very serious, if not insuperable difiiculties will press up

on him in the attempt to go elsewhere. Jonah was called to preach

in Nineveh. In the attempt to escape trouble by going to Tarshish,

he encountered difi'iculties from which he narrowly escaped ; and the
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history of his troubles and trials is placed on record as a warning

to others.

But the young minister may enquire, how he may certainly know

to what field of labor the Lord is calling him. Let us try, with all

the care which the importance of the subject demands, to answer -

this question. We may safely assume, that if God is calling a min—

ister to any particular field, the call will be such, that he may, if he

will, understand it. Let it be borne in mind, that we now confine

our remarks to the first séttlement of the young minister. Some of

the principles involved apply to every change of location; but this

latter subject will claim especial attention hereafter. The following

suggestions, we think, after long and careful consideration, will be

found to accord with the teachings of the word of God :

1. The young minister who would be sure to follow the leadings

of Divine Providence, must be unreservedly consecrated to his work.

With a special emphasis does the exhortation of Paul apply to him

—“ I beseech you, therefore, by the mercies of God, that ye present

your bodies a living sacrifice, holy, acceptable unto God, which is

your reasonable service.” The path of duty is not always the

smoothest. On the contrary, its very entrance is often environed

with difficulties we would fain avoid. In many instances the place

to which duty points, is the last we would have selected. Our sel

fishness, aided by the Tempter, can readily furnish plausible reasons

for making a different choice of a field of labor; and nothing short

of unreserved consecration can secure us against misinterpreting

providential indications. Let the young minister make up his mind

to “endure hardness as a good soldier of Jesus Christ.” 2 rl‘im, 2:

3. Let him cherish in his heart the spirit which animated the apos—

tles, when they departed from the presence of the Jewish council,

“rejoicing that they were counted worthy to suffer shame for his

name "—ready to be anything and to endure any labor for Christ’s

sake. Let the questions of ease, taste, gain, etc., be put aside, whilst

he prayerfully asks—“ Lord, what wilt thou have me to do ‘2” He

who heartily desires to do his whole duty, is in the best frame of

mind to ascertain his duty; and he who esteems it a privilege to en

dure hardness for the sake of Christ, is not likely to turn from the

field to which God calls him, because in the cultivation of it he must

endure self-denial. The young minister has made a sad mistake, who

has, in the commencement of his career, turned from an uninviting

field, to which the finger of God pointed him. His unbelief has

concealed from him the truth, that under the influence of a faithful

ministry, “ the desert shall bud and blossom as the rose ;” and he
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may consequently have to endure the terrible afliiction of a barren

ministry.

2. The young minister who would safely interpret providential

indications, must be fully persuaded, that any place where he can

preach the Gospel to immortal souls, is sufficiently important to oc

cupy all his talents and all his learning; and further, that the true

way to rise high in position and usefulness, is to commence low. It

is greatly unwise ti- inquire for “important vacancies.” In many

of our older and more important churche's there are most discoura

ging obstacles in the way of ministerial usefulness ; and to the eye

of faith, many of our feeble churches, especially if newly organized,

give promise of cheering success. When the excellent Richard Bax

ter was called to Kidderminster, he says—“ My mind was much to

the place as soon as it was described to me; because it was a full

congregation, and a most convenient temple; an ignorant, rude and

reveling people, for the greater part, who had need of preaching, and

yet had among them a small company of converts, who were hum—

ble, godly, and of good conversation, and not much hated by the

rest, and therefore the fitter to assist their leader; but above all, be

cause they had hardly ever had any lively, serious preaching among

them.” The minister who has learned to preach the Gospel to the

interest and edification of such a people, has been in a good school

to prepare him for the work amongst those of more intelligence and

refinement; for amongst these last the temptations are sufiiciently

strong to turn aside from simple gospel truth and the simple style ap

propriate to such truth, for something more showy, but far less p0~

tent for good. Indeed there is no minister, whatever his talents and

learning, who may not, amongst such people, learn much of human

nature, and much of christian experience, w ich can be turned to

good account in his great work. The pious J§n Newton wrote to a

friend of his respecting the people amongst om he was laboring,

saying—“Some who know no more of what passes without the

bounds of the parish, than what is doing beyond the Gauges, and

whose whole reading is confined to the Bible, have such a just under

standing of the things of God, and of the nature and difficulties of

the Christian life, that I derive more instruction from their conversa~

tion, (though none think themselves less qualified to teach), than

from all my books.” Let no young ministers hesitate, if God seem

to direct his labors amongst such people as those who enjoyed the

labors of Baxter and Newton.

It will be found, if we mistake not, that those who feel the most

confidence in their fitness to occupy important positions, most fre
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quently fail to sustain themselves, when they gain such. True merit

is humble; and the advice of our Saviour to those invited to a feast,

to take “ the lowest room,” applies well to young ministers seeking

fields of labor. We do not remember to have known any one inqui

ring for important vacancies, who has well succeeded in any place

_ which met his wishes. \Ve have known many who deemed it a

privilege to labor amongst the humblest classes, to rise to very influ

ential positions, and to sustain themselves fully. It is a wise rule to

begin where the Master' bids, and wait for him to say—“ Go up

higher.”

3. He who would be sure of rightly interpreting the providences

of God in seeking a field of labor, must unite prayer, inquiry, coun

sel and a careful observation of providential events. We have no

right to expect divine guidance without prayer; and prayer without

inquiry would be separating what God has joined together—means

and ends. The opinions of good men—especially of men of expe

rience and wisdom—may be of great service in forming a correct

opinion as to any particular field. They may better know the field ;

and they may form a more correct estimate of the peculiar talents

and qualifications of a young minister, than he himself can.

Whatever doubts and perplexitics may, for a time, disquiet the

mind, and cause hesitation; if there be a sincere and earnest desire

to know and do duty, there ultimately will be sufficient light to en

able the minister to decide with safety and satisfaction. There will

be some peculiar providence directing him to the field, something

significant in the call, some influence upon the mind inclining it in

that way.

1st. There may be something significant in the providence which

directs him to the field. The way may be opened without his seek

ing, and without the interposition of his personal friends. Paul

and Timothy in one of their preaching tours “ assayed to go into

Bythinia; but the Spirit suffered them not.” Afterwards “ a vision

appeared to Paul in the night; there stood a man of Macedonia, and

prayed him, saying: Come over into Macedonia and help us.” The

days of visions are past; but the Lord may, in his providence, send

a man or a letter that will indicate his will. It is a great satisfac

tion to the faithful minister to feel, that his course has been directed,

not by himself or his friends, but by the providence of God.

2d. There may be something significant in the call from the

church. It may be unanimous. That it should be so, is extremely

desirable. It is very difficult for any minister to preach to a con

gregation, if he knows a portion of them hear him unwillingly ;and
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the difficulty is peculiarly great in the case of one who is young and

inexperienced. It is very hazardous for such a one to accept a call,

unless all or very nearly all at least acquiesce. For the opposition

of a very few individuals, or their unfavorable criticisms may be

Iuflicient to keep him very uncomfortable, and to cripple his useful

ness. Even those who have little influence for good, may exert

much influence for evil. If God has not opened the hearts of the peo

ple to receive him, there is much reason to believe, the call is not

from God ; and to accept it, may permanently injure both the

church and himself.

But the call may not only be unanimous, but cordial and earmst.

The young minister may have evidence, that God has blessed his

first labors amongst the people, and has so united their hearts upon

him, as to give his ministry its full force, and secure their cordial co

operation. It is hazardous, however, for a young minister to accept

a call, before the people have had a sufficient opportunity to form a

correct judgment of his preaching, and of him as a man. One who

is a judge of 'public speaking, may form a very correct opinion from

a. single discourse, of the cast of a man’s mind, and of his proba

ble success as a settled pastor in a certain field; but the great ma

jority of people require more time. Often even intelligent congre

gations are quite captivated with one or two discourses from a min

ister, who could not sustain himself amongst them for a single

year. In other instances, first impressions are unfavorable; but the

preacher improves upon acquaintance. The formation of the pasto

ral relation is a matter of far too great moment to both parties, to be

hastily consummated. Let the people have time to judge of the

preacher; and let the preacher take time to judge of the people and

the field.

3d. In addition to the unanimity of the people, there may be an

influence upon the minister’s mind, in answer to prayer, such that

he rests with confidence in the conclusion. that he ought to accept,

or perhaps feels constrained to do so. Paul went, “ bound in spirit,”

to Jerusalem; and it is a happy thing, when ministers find their

prayers so answered, that they cannot doubt as to the path of duty.

We may not expect revelations; but we may and should expect such

divine aid as will enable us, in view of all the facts in the case, to

judge wisely.

We do not lose sight, in these remarks, of the question of support.

Ministers are men; and the great majority of them are poor men.

Very generally, too, they have families, whose necessities they must

consider. Still more, it is a matter of great importance to the young
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minister, that, during the first years of his ministry especially, his

mind shall be free from wordly cares and anxieties, that he may give

himself wholly to his work, that his profiting may appear to all.

If he is to be a useful man, he must be a student; and he must have

time and opportunity to study. The call should be a very clear one,

that should induce him to accept, without a fair prospect of compe

tent support from some quarter. If at any time in a minister's

life, he may venture to teach, or cultivate afarm, to gain a support;

it is very hazardous to do either of these things in the beginning of

his ministry. Still it may be the duty of a young minister to accept

a call, where, for the present, he will receive only a bare support, in

stead of looking for a more liberal salary.

Perhaps we can illustrate what we have now said, by a brief nar

rative. In the latter part of the winter, of 1832, a young licentiate

left the Theological Seminary, returning to his father’s house in the

West. He had agreed to accept an agency for the American Board

of Foreign missions—the Presbyterian Church at that time having

no such Board. Dr. Cornelius, the Secretary of the Board, wrote,

inviting him to spend some time with him in traveling in the east

ern States, which he would have esteemed it a privilege to do. But

he failed to receive the letter, till he reached the West, and immedi

ately afterwards that excellent man was called to his rest. Mean

while some religious interest had been awakened in a town in his na

tive State, which he had never visited, and where he was unknown.

The Pastor, who then had charge of the church, being in poor

health, it was thought necessary to send off for ministerial aid. A

member of the church, who was always ready for a good work, vol

unteered to go ; and, disappointed in securing the aid he first sought,

he visited a town where the young licentiate had relatives. He still

failed to get assistance ; but very soon after he left, the licentiate ar

rived, and learning the errand on which he had come so far, and not

being ready to enter upon his agency, resolved to go to the asssis

tance of the sick pastor. He went and preached for perhaps two

weeks, when to his surprise both pastor and session besought him to

become the pastor of the church—the feeble pastor desiring to con

fine his labors to his other church. The people seemed perfectly

united in the same desire. The liceutiate objected. He did not desire

to settle; and if he did, he would never think of selecting sucha

field—one of peculiar difliculty, and demanding. as he thought, a

pastor of more age and experience. Such, h0wcver, were the provi

dential circumstances, that, after much hesitation. he felt constrained

to give up his agency, and swept the pastoral charge of the church.
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Though he encountered very great difficulties, his labors were greatly

blessed. This settlement gave character, in no small degree, to the

labors of his life; and he has never had reason to doubt, that he was

called of God to that field.

In the events which directed him to that place, there was nothing

apparently out of the ordinary course of things ; and yet there was

in it that which marked the call as one from God. Just so, as we

believe, every one, called of God to the work of the ministry, if he

truly commit his way to the Lord, and watch the leadings of his

providence and Spirit, will be guided to the place where his faithful

labors will be owned and blessed. But disappointment and trouble

lie in the path of the young minister, whose inquiries for a field of

labor are more earnest, than his prayers for divine direction; and

whose attention is more drawn to the wordly attractions of a partic

ular field, than to the question, whether God is calling him to it.

“Trust in the Lord with all thine heart ; and lean not to thine own

understanding. In all thy ways acknowledge him, and he shall di

rect thy paths.”

And now, if we mistake not, we may discover one secret of the

poor success of many ministers, whose talents and attainments are

sufiicient to make them eminently useful. Has not the question in

their minds been—“ Where can 1 find a large church and a pleasant

field of labor ?” Rather than—“ Where is the field of usefulness

which my Saviour has chosen for me ‘1” Have they not visited

churches to see if they could not get a call, rather than prayerfully to

determine whether, even if _called by the church, they could properly

regard the call as from God ‘I Have they not become candidates be

fore the churches, desirous of a call, and ready to accpt it, if made

out, instead of being seekers aiter the path of duty, as servants of

God, resolved to accept no call, unless it come from Him ‘? Have

they not sought to direct their own steps, instead of committing

their way to the Lord ? The standard of piety amongst young min—

isters and old ones, is often too low; and it requires much weaned

ness from the world, much faith and the constraining love of Christ

to keep selfish and wordly considerations out of view, in deciding

questions of such nature and of so great importance.

May the Spirit of all grace be poured out abundantly upon our young

ministers, and upon our candidates for the ministry; that at the call

of God, whether it be to labor at home or abroad, amongst the rich

or amongst the poor, in the midst of comforts and privileges, or of

difficulties and trials, they may each respond heartily—“ Here am I:
send me.” i
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In another number, we may offer some remarks on the subject of

ministerial changes

AM I A CHlLD OF GOD?—NO. II.

——*_-_

Every child of God hds views, affections, desires, hopes, joys and

sorrows, which are peculiar to regenerated souls. In the Scriptures

these states of mind are repeatedly and clearly described. It is un

safe to determine the great question—am 1 a child of God?—by

any other standard. In attempting to answer the question, in the

light of God’s word, let the inquirer keep in mind two things, viz:

1. The question is not concerning the strength of the Christian

afi'ections, but concerning their existence. Spiritual life, like natural

life, may exist in a very feeble state ; and then all its manifestations

will be imperfect. A weak faith is yet a true faith. The radical

difference between the regenerate and the unregenerate is to be found

in the character of their atfections, not in their strength. An un

converted man may have feelings or affections about religion, and they

may be of great strength; but they are not of the right kind. Be

fore conversion Paul was a very religious man; and his religious

feelings were powerful and controling; but they were of an unscriptu

ral character. They were only the feelings.of a depraved heart, exci

ted by erroneous views. But the renewed heart has affections of the

right kind, though they may be imperfect in degree, and mixed up

with much that is evil. The man was a true believer, and therefore

a child of God, who said to our Saviour—“Lord, I believe; help

thou mine unbelief.” In every Christian heart there is a constant

conflict between the new and the old natures. “The flesh lusteth

against the spirit, and the spirit against the flesh; and these are con

trary the one to the other; so that ye cannot do the things that ye

would.” Gal. 5: 17. But have we any affections which, however

mpecfect in degree, and however mixed with remaining depravity,

are of the kind. If we have, though they be as the bruised

reed, or the smoking flax, divine grace will strengthen them, and

bring them to maturity. If we have affections of the right kind, we

have spiritual life, and we are the children of God.

2 . It is not at all important that our experience should correspond,
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in all respecm with that of other persons in whose piety we may lave

confidence. Though vital piety is the same in all hearts, there is a

great variety in the previous steps which lead to it, and as great a va

riety in the exercises of gracious souls. In some cases, conviction

of sin is sudden and almost overwhelming; in others, it is more or'

less gradual, as if the rays of light entered the mind one by one, re

vealing its darkness and depravity. The minds of some are turned

more to the law, and they experience more of the apprehension of

being lost. Others look more at the cross, and are melted into pen

itence in view of the love of God. Some emerge suddenly from

darkness to light, and experience suddcn and great joy;whilst others

find relief more gradually, and at first have only a trembling hope.

Persons of ardent temperament, if they do not feel more deeply,

experience more of excitement, than those of a different temper

ament, and, therefore, express themselves more strongly. When

distressed, they seem to be more distressed than others; and

when happy, they seem more joyful. He who tries to make

his experience square precisely or very nearly with the experiences

of others, will not soon be free from doubts. Yet with all the variety

that is found in the exercises of different minds, under the in

fluence of the Holy Spirit, in all religion is essentially the same; and,

therefore, in all that appertains to its nature, all truebelievers agree.

God said, “I will give them one heart and one way, that they may

fear me forever, for the good of them, and of their children after

them.” Jer. 32: 39. Amongst the children of most families we

find afamily likeness, with considerable variety in personal appear

ance. So is it in the household of God.

Keeping in view these remarks, let us proceed to state some of

those mental exercises, which are peculiar to the children of God.

As there are many ways in which natural life may manifest itself; so

there are many ways in which spiritual life may discover itself. Of

these we propose to present a few. As a guide in what we have to

say, we select a single text of Scripture: “For as many as are led

by the Spirit of God, they are the sons of God.” Rom. 8:14.

Now if we can ascertain what it is to be “led by the Spirit of God,"

an appeal to our own consciousness may enable us to determine,

whether we are thus led, and, therefore, whether we are the children

of God.

It may be well here to remark, that those who are born of God,

are led, not driven. It is a willing service that God requires and ac

cepts, not the service of a hireling or a slave. It is right, indeed,

to “have respect to the recompense of reward ;” (Heb. ll: 26) but.
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there is no religion in the mere desire of future happiness. It is

right to “fear God;” but that fear of God which is “the beginning of

wisdom," is an afl'ectionate reverence—a filial fear. This doc—

trine is taught by Paul, when he says, “If there be first a willing

mind, it is accepted according to that a man hath, and not according

to that he hath not.” And again—"For it is God which worketh

in you both to will and to do, of his good pleasure ” Herein is a

profound mystery; God works mightily in the heart; and yet he so

works, that freedom of choice is not impaired. Most freely does the

sinner turn from his evil way, and return to God. Never did the

prodigal make a freer choice. than when he said—“I will arise and

go to my father.” Luke 15: 13. The mode of the Spirit’s influ

ence we do not comprehend; but the effects we experience in our

selves, and see in others. “The wind bloweth where it li'steth, and

thou hearest the sound thereof, but canst not tell whence it cometh,

and whither it goeth: so is every one that is born of the Spirit.”

The seat of religion is in the heart; and since the affections cannot

be forced, the service of God must be a willing service.

Renewed souls, then, are led by the Spirit of God. Am I led

thus? If so, I am a child of God. How shall I satisfactorily an

swer this great question? It may be answered thus:

1. They who are led by the Spirit of God, are led to God. Do

pravity causes men to wander from God. Regeneration causes them

to return toGod. Both these truths are expressed by Peter, when he

says—“ For ye were as sheep going astray, but are now returned to the

Shepherd and Bishop of your souls.” 1 Pet. 2: 25. Depravity rebels

against God; for “the carnal mind is enmity to God; it is not sub

ject to his law, neither indeed can be." Regeneration seeks to obey

God. In regeneration the Holy Spirit takes away the stony heart

and gives a heart of flesh. The result of this radical change is thus

described: “ And I will put my Spirit within you, and cause you to

walk in my statutes, and ye shall keep my judgements, and do them.”

Ezek’l 26: 25, 27. Depravity induces men to place their affections

on material, earthly objects, and in them to seek happiness; regene

‘ration opens their eyes to see the glory of God, fixes their affections

on Him, and leads them to him as their portion. It was depravity

that drove the prodigal to take “his journey into a far country ;”

there to to “waste his substance with riotous living.” It was that

change that brought him to his senses, which caused his return to his

father’s house, and his penitent confession. It is depravity which

says—“Soul, thou hast much gOods laid up for many years; eat, drink

and be merry.” It is the new heart that says—“ Whom have I in
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heaven, but thee? and there is none upon earth that I desire besides

thee.” The worldy mind cries out impatiently—“VVho will show

us any good?” The renewed mind prays—“Lord, lift thou up the

light of thy countenance upon us.” Ps. 4:6. The carnal mind says

to God—“Depart from us; for we desire not the knowledge of thy

ways.” The renewed mind says—“It is good for me to draw nigh

to God.” '

If, then, we are led by the Spirit of God, we are led to choose the

service of God and seek in Him our highest happiness now and

forever. For the Holy Spirit is "the Spirit of adoption,” begetting

a child-like affection and confidence, and leading the soul to its

Father, crying “Abba, Father.” It is not under occasional excite

ments, or in the hours of peril, or in times of affliction, that the re

newed soul is led to God, but at all times and under all circumstances.

There are times and occasions in which unconverted persons seem to

pray even earnestly; but their piety “is as the morning cloud; and

as the early dew it passeth away.” But the language of the renew

ed soul is—“Because he hath inclined his ear unto me, therefore

will I call upon him as long as I live." “I will sing unto the Lord

as long as I live: I will sing praise to my God, while I have my be

ing.” "Every day will I bless thee; and 1 will praise thy name for

ever and ever.” Of Cornelius it is said, he “prayed to God alway.”

It is not in public only or chiefly, that those led by the Spirit, worship

ti od, but in their closets. Secret prayer is at once their duty and

their precious privilege. With John the Apostle they will say-—

“Truly our fellowship is with the Father and with his son Jesus

Christ ” 1 John, 1: 3.

Let us appeal to our own consciousness. Have we experienced

such a change, that we have turned from sin to God, that we may

serve and enjoy him? Have we turned to him with penitent con

fession ; and do we find in his service and worship a pleasure, an en~

joyment, which we prize above all the pleasures of sin ? ‘ Turn to

Psalm 27 : 4, and read it carefully—“ One thing have I desired of

the Lord, that will I seek after; that I may dwell in the house of

the Lord all the days of my life, to behold the beauty of the Lord,

and to inquire in his temple.” Does your heart respond to this

sentiment ‘2 Have you eyes to see something bf “ the beauty of the

Lord,” and a heart to take pleasure in his word and worship ? We

do not ask whether the feelings we huvc tried to describe, are as

strong as you desire. If you are a child of God, you know they are

not. But have you feelings of this kind.) If so, you are led by the

Spirit of God, and are a child of God.
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2. They who are led by the Spirit of God, are led to God

through Jesus Christ. Said our Saviour—“ No man cometh to the

Father but by me.” This truth is taught, when Paul says—“ For

through him we both have an access by one Spirit unto the Father.”

Eph. 2 : 19. The Spirit leads us to God; but He leads us to God

through Christ; for “ God is in Christ reconciling the world unto

himself.” It is a peculiarity of depravity, that it blinds the sin

ner to its odiousness, and often fills him with self-righteousness

just as ignorance often makes men wise in their own conceit.

But it is the work of the Holy Spirit to convince the world of sin.

Paul, left to himself, gloried in his own righteousness; but under the

influence of the Holy Spirit, he felt himself the chief of sinners.

Left to himself he cherished the hope of heaven on the ground of

his own righteousness; under the influence of the Holy Spirit he

counted all things but loss for the excellency of the knowledge of

Christ, and desired to be “found in him, not having his own right

eousness, which is of the law, but that which is through the faith of

Christ, the righteousness which is of God by faith.” Phil. 3: 7, 9.

From the moment when his heart was renewed, he gloried only in

the cross; and it became his constant and delightful theme. Sub

stantially the experience of every child of God corresponds with

that of Paul. Whether impressed suddenly or gradually, whether

broken down by overpowering conviction or led by the “ still small

voice,” he has been led to renounce his own righteousness, and to

trust for justification and eternal life simply in Christ’s “ obedience

unto death ;” and in every prayer to God he makes mention of the

name of Christ. He knows by experience something of what Paul

means, when he says—“ Unto you that believe, therefore, he is pre

cious." There is in his heart a sweet response to the sentiments in

the following beautiful verses :

“ O ! could I speak the Inimitable»v worth,

U 1 could I sound the glories forth,

Which in my Saviour shine!

I’d soar and touch the heavenly strings,

And vie with Gabriel, while he sings;

In notes almost divine.

I'd sirig the precious blood he spilt,

My ransom from the dreadful guilt

0f sin and wrath divine :

I’d sing his glorious righteousness.

In which all-perfect, heavenly dress

My soul shall ever shine."

“ Lovest thou me ?”—was the question thrice pri‘pounded by our
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Lord to Peter. It is the great question. To the unconverted “he

hath no form or comeliness ;” but to the child of God he is—

“ The fairest of ten thousand fairs,

A sun among ten thousand stars."

There may be times in the lives of true Christians, when they

would hesitate to say with Peter: “- Lord, thou knowest that I love

thee.” So feeble apparently are their affections toward him, that

they doubt whether they have ever known what it is to love him truly

and supremely. One thing, however, they can say, viz : That they

earnestly desire to love him.

“ Lord, it is my chief complaint,

That my love is weak and faint;

Yet I love thee and adore—

O for grace to love thee more."

This is genuine christian experience. It is the outbreathing of the

renewed heart, still struggling with remaining depravity. Reader, is

it thy experience ‘I I

3. They who are led by the Spirit of God, are led to the word of

God. They go to his word, not only that there they may see and ad

mire “the beauty of the Lord ;” not only that they may learn the

way of life through Christ; but that they may know and do the

whole will of God, and derive strength and comfort from its inspired

pages. The Holy Spirit is the great Teacher, and He awakens. in

the mind the earnest desire of divine knowledge.‘ To know the

truth, to obey the truth, and to rejoice in the truth, is the sum of

true religion. The children of God are called disciples, because the

new birth makes them earnest inquirers after truth. The best evi

dence that Mary had ch0sen that good part, that should not be

taken from her, was found in her anxiety to sit at the feet of Jesus

to learn. The working of true piety in the soul is beautifully des

cribed by Isaiah, when he represents the people in the last days, as

saying to each other : “ Come ye, and let us go up to the mountain

of the Lord, to the house of the God of Jacob; and he will teach us

of his ways, and we will walk in his paths.” It is not mere habit,

nor is it curiosity, nor an eloquent speaker, that draws them to the

house of God. These influences draw many of the unregcnerate. But

the children of God go to learn his ways, that they may walk in his

paths. '

The Holy Spirit does not reveal new truths, which are not found

in the Bible ; for with that “ the man of God is perfect, thoroughly

furnished unto all good works.” But He does enlighten the mind

that is darkened by sin, so that it may understand the things con~
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tained in the Scriptures. For this divine teaching did David pray :

“ Open thou mine eyes, that I may behold wondrous things out of

thy law." (Ps. 119, 18.) Under the teaching of the Holy Spirit,

the Christian sees an excellcucy in the doctrines, precepts and pro

mises of the Scriptures, which he never before saw. The Scriptures

are a glass, in which he heholds the glory of God, and is changed

into the same image from glory to glory. (2 Corn, 3, 18.) There he

sees the path of duty and the way to Heaven. “Thy word is a lamp

unto my feet and alight urto my path.” “The entrance of thy

word giveth light.” To the word of God does the believer go for

comfort in his darkest hours, and he can say : “ Thy statutes have

been my songs in the house of my pilgrimage.” It is the inspired

description of the blessed man, that “his delight is in the law of the

Lord, and in his law doth he meditate day. and night.” Only the

truly pious can say with David: “The law of thy mouth is better

unto me, than thousands of gold and silver.”

Let us apply this Scripture test. Have we this evidence of being

led by the Spirit of God. that we are habitually led to the word of

God? Can we say : “ 0 how love I thy law l ” Can we say, with

Paul : “ Yea doubtless, and I count all things but loss for the exec]

lency of the knowledge of Christ Jesus my Lord ? ” If sov then we

are indeed led by the Spirit, and are the children of God.

m4. They who are led by the Spirit, are led to desire holiness of

heart and life. Regeneration is the commencement of holiness in the

heart, but it is not complete sanctification. Holiness in the renewed

heart becomes the controling principle, but the flesh or depraved

principle still lusts against the Spirit. With regeneration a conflict.

begins, which will terminate in the truniph of holiness ; but this re

sult will be secured in answer to constant, earnest prayer, in connec—

tion with the use of the means of grace, and with many selfdenials

and struggles. The evidence of regeneration is found, not in the

possession of perfect holiness, but in the earnest desire of it. Our

Saviour said : “ Blessed are they which do hunger and thirst after

righteousness, for they shall be filled.” (Math, 5, 6.) It is certain

that he did not declare the unregenerate blessed ; it is, thereforev cer

tain that every one is a child of God, who hungers and thirsts after

righteousness. What is it to hunger and thirst after righteousness ‘?

It implies, first, a sense of imperfection, VVe do not hunger and

thirst when we have eat and drunk sufliciently. It implies, secondly,

an earnest desire for righteousness. Hunger and thirst always pro~

duce the desire for food and drink. It implies, thirdly, a taste or

relish for righteousness. Hunger and thirst make food and drink
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pleasant. A sick man may desire nauseating medicine, because he

desires health, and cannot otherwise obtain it; but it would not be

true to say, he hungers and thirsts for it. And so a sinner may de

sire religion, because he desires to be saved from eternal misery, and

cannot be saved without it; but having no relish or taste for it, he

cannot be said to hunger and thirst for it. The Psalmist expresses

the idea, when he says : “ How sweet are thy words to my taste!

yea, sweeter than honey to my mouth.” (Ps. 119: 103.)

“ Am I a stranger or at home,

'Tis my perpetual feast;

Not honey dropping from the comb

So much allures the taste.

Beautifully is the same idea expressed in the Song of Salomon:

“ I sat down under his shadow with great delight, and his fruit was

sweet to my taste. He—brought me into his banqueting house, and

his banner over me was love.” To the true Christian the service of

God, the most spiritual part of it, is pleasant and refreshing. His

sweetest and most prized enjoyments are those he experiences when

his heart is most engaged in that service. His experience enables

him to say : “ It is good for me to draw nigh to God.”

In all his enjoyments, however, there is one serious draw-back.

The imperfection which marks his ,best obedience, the sin which

mingles with his purest exercises, mars his pleasures, and not unfre

quently causes much distress. “ For the good that I would,” said

Paul, “ I do not ; but the evil which I would not, that I do. No‘tv,

if Ido that I would not, it is no more I that do it, but sin that

dwelleth in me. I find then a law, that when I would do good, evil

is present with me.” Severe must have been the conflict, when he

exclaimed: “ O wretched man that I am l who shall deliver me from

the body of this death ‘2 ” Still he could say : “I delight in the law

of God after the inward man.” And this delight in it, this taste for

it, accompanied by the earnest desire to be entirely conformed to itI

was evidence conclusive that he was led by the Spirit.

This evidence the Christian can often distinctly discover in him

self, when other evidences are comparatively obscure. He is clearly

conscious of an abiding desire to be delivered from all sin, and of

finding true enjoyment in the service of God, 'so far as he can truly

serve him. And there can be no better evidence of a change of

heart; for it is not possible that the carnal mind should so hate sin,

as to desire habitually and to pray earnestly for deliverance from it,

and to enjoy the word and service of God. Reader, do you hunger

and thirst after righteousness ? Do you so hunger and thirst as to
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“follow holiness," to use the means divinely appointed to secure it ?

If so, your Saviour pronounces you blessed, and you are a child of

God.

5. They who are led by the Spirit of God, are led to do the work

of God. Speaking of regeneration under another figure, Paul says :

" We are his wormanship, created in Christ Jesus unto good works,

which God hath before ordained, that we should walk in them."

(Eph., 2 : 10.) The new birth not only awakens the desire and the

purpose to do good works, but it identifies us with Christ and his

cause. We are children of God and joint-heirs with Christ, says

Paul, “if so be that we suffer with him, that we may be also glori

fied together." (Rom., 8 : 17.) When in the spirit of children we

say : “ Our Father which art in Heaven,” we are led by the same

Spirit to pray : “Thy Kingdom come,” and the desire thus expressed

in prayer, is embodied in selfdenying works for the promotion of

that Kingdom. The child of God not only aims to do right and to

perform works of benevolence, but he follows Christ. He died for

all, “that they who live, should not henceforth live unto themselves,

but unto Him that died for them, and rose again.” United to Him,

that they may enjoy the rich blessings of his grace, true believers

will say with the Apostle : “Let us go forth, therefore, unto Him,

without the camp, bearing his reproach; for here have we no contin

uing city, but we seek one to come.” (Heb , I3: 13, I4.)

6. They who are led by the Spirit, are led to love the children of

God. The child loves his brothers and sisters, as naturally as he loves

his father and mother. So is it with God’s child. The same Spirit

who prompts him with filial affection and trust to say, “Abba.

Father,” teaches him_ to love all the children of God. “But as

touching brotherly love,” said Paul, “ye need not that I write unto

you, for ye yourselves are taught of God to love one another."

(1 Thess., 4 : 9.) “ We know that we have passed from death unto

life,” said John, “ because we love the brethren." This is not the

love of friendship, nor is it sectarian or denominational attachment.

It is the love of kindred spirits, born of the same Father, trusting in

the'same “ elder Brother," animated, strengthened and comforted by

the same Spirit, having the same experience and the same hopes, and

engaged in the same glorious cause. It is a love, “ not in word and

in tongue, but in deed and in truth,” a love that leads us to pray for

the whole family of God, and, as far as we have opportunity, to do

them good. (Gal., 6 : 10.) It is a love which says : “ I am a com

panion of all them that fear thee,” a love that “suffereth long and is
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kind.” It binds together God’s children as one family.

Here we find painful evidence of the imperfection of the children

of God. As too often in the domestic circle, so in the church, un

happy misunderstandings arise, and painful alienations occur. Still

the true child of God does love, though imperfectly, those who give

evidence of being children of God, and this love is one of the clear

proofs that he is led by the Spirit.

Thus have we presented a few of the distinguishing traits of Chris

tian character. In another number, we may consider of the frame:

of mind, varying from time to time, which either properly belong to

religion, or connect themselves with it. May we be guided to such

conclusions, as will be a support and comfort to us, when called to

bid adieu to time.

FRANKLIN’S MORAL PERFECTION.

 

God exists ; and man is his accountable creature. There is a real

distinction between right and wrong; and we are bound to do the

former, and to avoid the latter. These are great truths that find in

every human bosom a response. If they are admitted, it follows,

that there must be a moral law which men may know.

Men are imperfect beings, and, therefore, often do that which is

wrong. They must, therefore, be either pardoned or punished. Con

sequently it is of infinite importance to them to know whether God

can consistently forgive sin; and if so, on what conditions he will

do it.

Men are mortal or immortal. The soul dies with the body; or it

passes into another state to live on forever. They are capable of be

ing influenced in their moral conduct and afl'ected in their happiness

by motives drawn from eternity. It is, therefore, extremely impor

tant, whether we consider the morals or the happiness of men, that a

they should know whether they are immortal, and what influence

their conduct in the present life will have on their future happiness.

Do men need a revelation from God to give them the requisite in

formation on these great questions i or is the light of nature sum

cient? Christians affirm the necessity of a revelation; Deists have
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insisted on the sufficiency of the light of nature. The best evidence

of the sufficiency of the light of nature, would be a perfect system

of morals drawn from that source. Infidels have had ample time to

prepare such a system; what has been their success?

Dr. Benjamin Franklin gave more attention to this subject, than

any Deist of modern times, so far as we are informed. He was a

man of extraordinary powers of mind, and was accustomed to close

and patient investigation. He was, moreover, religiously instructed,

as he tells us, in early youth, by parents who revered the Scriptures

as the word of God. Indeed he attributed his extraordinary success

in life very much to a verse in the book of Proverbs, which his fa

ther succeeded in fixing in his mind. Besides, he was accustomed,

with more or less frequency, in later years, to attend upon the preach

ing of the Gespel—having, as he said, “an opinion of its propriety,

and of its utility, when rightly conducted.” Indeed he never was an

infidel of the Tom Paine school, but always treated Christianity

with respect.

With the advantages he enjoyed, 'we have the right to conclude,

that he was well qualified to read and interpret the Book of Nature;

and if he entirely failed to derive from it something like a com

plete moral code, we may safely conclude, that a revelation from

God is needed. “It was about this time,” says he in his autobio

graphy, “ I conceived the bold and arduous project of arriving at

moral perfection. I wished to live without committing any fault at

any time, and to conquer all that either natural inclination, custom

or company might lead me into. As I knew. or thought I knew,

what was right and wrong, I did not see why I might not always do

the one and avoid the other..” The aim was a noble one—'worthy

of the pcrsevering struggle of the noblest mind. Let us examine the

plan adopted.

In the first place, Franklin had a creed, though he manifested an

unreasonable repugnance to doctrinal preaching. His creed em

braced the following articles, viz: “That there is one God who

made all things ;—that he governs the world by his providence ;-—

that he ought to be worshipped by adoration, prayer and thanks

giving, but that the most acceptable service to God is doing good to

man ;-—that the soul is immortal ; and that God will certainly re

ward virtue and punish vice, either here or hereafter.” This was his

creed. How much of it he derived from the Scriptures, and how

much from the light of nature, he does not say. It is not, however,

difficult to decide this point, since he says he “never doubted ” these

truths. Of course, he grew up with them in his mind, and did not
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reason them out from nature. It is surprising that he did not pause,

and inquire whence he derived these sublime truths, which he never

doubted. The creed, however, is very limited, and extremely unsat

isfactory. It leaves the moral character of God in the dark. There

is no such thing as forgiveness of sin ; and what would be the dura

tion of its punishment, or what would be the reward of virtue, it

does not inform us.

Upon this creed was engrafted Franklin’s moral code. It con

tained thirteen virtues, viz : Temperance—eat not to dullness ; drink

not to elevation. Silence—speak not but what may benefit others

or yourself ; avoid trifling conversation. Order—let all your things

have their places; let each part of your business have its time. Reso

lution—resolve to perform what you ought; perform without fail

what you resolve. Frugality—make no expense but to do good to

others or yourself; that is, waste nothing. Industry—loose no time;

be always employed in something useful; cut ofi“ all unnecessary ac

tions. Sincerz'ty—use no hurtful deceit; think innocently and justly;

and, if you speak, speak accordingly. Justice—wrong none by do

ing injuries, or omitting the benefits that are your duty. Moderation

—avoid extremes; forbear resenting injuries so much as you think

they deserve. Cleanliness—tolerate no uncleanness in body, clothes

or habitation. Tranquillity—be not disturbed at trifles, or at acci

dents common or unavoidable. Chastity.-— Humility—imitate Jesus

and Socrates.” '

Such was the list of virtues the cultivation of which was to re

sult in moral perfection. As a set of mazims, they are well enough ;

but as a system of morals, they are essentially defective.

In the first place, these maxims rest upon no great principles.

Maxims or precepts are of little force without principles. How dif

ferent and how superior the moral code of Moses, or rather of the

Bible. It is based upon the great axiomatic principle, that the dis

tinction between right and wrong is real ; and this principle shines

out on every page of that Volume from Genesis to Revelation. It

recognizes another great principle which is either axiomatic or de

monstrably truc, viz : that the moral quality of all actions is to be

found in the motives or the afertions by which they are prompted.

Then turning to the two great relations of mcn,—- that to their Crea

tor and that to their fellow men,— it says in substance : Love Gad

supremely; love mm equally with thyself. "Love is the fulfilling of

the law.” Thus the moral code of the Bible lays hold upon the af

fections,— the main spring of human action,—- and places them upon

proper objects,— proceeding upon the obvious principle, that right
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affections will produce right actions.

In the second place, Franklin’s code leaves out of view some of

the most important relations of life. What, according to this code,

are the peculiar duties of husbands and wives ? Chastity is men

tioned as one of his virtues; but what is chastity .3 Is polygamy a

violation of it? Then what other duties do husbands and wives

owe to each other ? His code is equally silent respeCting the rights

and duties of parents and children. Thus the first, the nearest and

the most important relations which God has constituted, are practi

cally ignored. How striking the contrast in these respects between

Franklin’s code and that of the Bible. And then some of his virtues

are of a very indefinite character. Justice, according to him, forbids

us to wrong men, or to omit doing them the benefits that are our duty.

But what are the rights of men ? and what are our duties to them ?

We get no response from this code. So far as the things embraced

in his list of virtues are really virtues, they are found much more

clearly and satisfactorily stated in the Scriptures, without the omis

sions with which it is chargeable.

The list originally embraced only twelve virtues ; but, says Frank

lin, “ a Quaker friend having kindly informed me that I was geno—

rally thought proud, that my pride showed itself frequently in con—

versation, &c., I determined to endeavour to cure myself, if I could,

of this vice or folly among the rest.” In order to do this, he pro

posed to imitate Jesus and Socrates Strange that it did not occur

to him, that Jesus was all that he professed to be, or he was, of all

men, the furthest from humility. And if he was what he professed

to be, then it was Franklin’s duty to sit at his feet and learn, instead

of manufacturing a rule of action for himself.

This code is quite as defective as to its motives, as in relation to its

principles and precepts. It takes no hold on the conscience. It pre

sents no objects for the affections to embrace. It offers no certain

rewards, other than the present benefits to be derived from the obser

vance of its precepts. How vastly different from that “ godliness "

which “ hath the promise of the life that now is, and of that which

is to come ; ” from that glorious system of truth, which presses the

heart and conscience with mighty motives drawn from time and from

eternity. ‘

Dr. Franklin adopted a singular method of cultivating the virtues

of his system. He says : "My intention h-ing to acquire the. habituda

of all these virtues, I judged it would be well not to distract my at

tention by attempting the whole at once, but to fix it on one of them

at a time ; and, when I should be master of that, then to proceed to
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another; and so on, till I should have gone through the thirteen.

And, as the previous acquisition of some might facilitate the acqui

sition of certain others, I arranged them in that view, as they stand.

above.” In carrying out this singular method of cultivating one

virtue at a time, he systematized the matter still further. He says :

“I made a little book, in which I allotted a page for each of the

virtues. I ruled each page with red ink, so as to have seven columns,

one for each day of the Wt‘dli, marking each column with a letter for

the day. I crossed these columns with thirteen red lines, marking

the beginning of each line with the first letter of one of the virtues;

on which line, and in its proper column, I might mark, by a little

black spot, every fault I found, upon examination, to have been com

mitted respecting that virtue, upon that day. I determined to give a
week’s strict attention to each of the virtues successively. iThus, in

the first week, my great guard was to avoid every the least offence

against temperance, leaving the other virtues to their ordinary chance,

only marking every evening the faults of the day. Thus, if in the

first week I could keep my first line, marked '1‘, clear of spots, I sup

posed the habit of that virtue so much strengthened, and its opposite

weakened, that I might venture extending my attention to include

the next, and for the following week keep both lines clear of spots.

Proceeding thus to the last, I could get through a course complete

in thirteen weeks, and four courses in a year.”

Such was Franklin’s plan for attaining moral perfection. He was,

however, so far sensible of his imperfections, as to feel the need of

divine aid in the important undertaking. He, therefore, formed what

he calls “a little prayer,” which was prefixed to his tables of exa

mination, for daily use. The following is the prayer: “ O powerful

Goodness! bountiful Father! merciful Guide! increase in me that

wisdom, which discovers my truest interest. Strengthen my resolu

tion to perform what that wisdom dictates. Accept my kind offices

to thy other children, as the only return in my power for thy conti

nued favors to me.” Sometimes also he used “ a little prayer ”

which he took from Thompson’s Poems, viz. :

“ Father of light and life. thou God Supreme !

O teach me what is good, teach me Thyself!

Save me from folly, vanity and vice,

From every low pursuit ; and feed my soul

With knowledge, conscious peace and virtue pure,

Sacred, substantial, never-fading bliss! "

This plan was pursued pretty diligently for some time, and Dr

Franklin was surprised to find himself “so much fuller of faults”

than he had imagined. “After a while,” says he, “ I went through
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one course only in a year, and afterwards only one in several years,

till at length I omitted them entirely, being employed in voyages

and business abroad, with a multiplicity of affairs that interfered;

but I always carried my little book with me." On the whole, his

conclusion is, writing in. the seventy-ninth year of his age, that al

though he fell far short of the perfection he sought, he was a better

and happier man than he would otherwise have been

Several interesting reflections are suggested by this narrative of

Franklin’s struggles aher moral perfection.

1. The creed which forms the basis of his system was derived

almost wholly from the Bible. Certainly the doctrines it countains

are very abundantly taught there. To find the articles of his reli

gious belief, he went not to the celebrated philosophers of Greece

and Rome, wliOse learned and obscure speculations still excite our

admiration for their intellectual powers; nor to the Deists of England,

such as Lord Herbert and others, whose names are perpetuated by

their talents and learning. No : he went to the uneducated fishermen

of Gallilee, and others of a similar character, amongst a people who

boasted of no learned philosophers. He gathered his creed, not from

the writings of men in our enlightened nineteenth century, but from

a Book written in the darkest periods of the history of our world,

written by men surrounded by polytheism, idolatry and all their de

moralizing influences. How came those Jewish writers to attain

to such views of the perfections of God, and of his government over

the world, as no other men ever gained? Were they inspired ‘? If

not, whence came their light?

2. When we compare Franklin’s moral system with that of the

Scriptures, we cannot but be struck with the incomparable superio

rity of the latter.

The Scripture code is a great system of morals,— the legitimate

developement of a few self-evident principles, embracing the whole

range of human relations and obligations. That of Franklin is a

collection of unconnected maxims, resting upon no general principles,

and ignoring the most important relations and duties of life. Not a

vice 'or fault can be named, which the Scripture code does not directly

or indirectly forbid ; nor a virtue or excellency, which it does not in

culcate. The Scripture code embraces every possible motive and

encouragement to the cultivation of virtue. The just claims of God

take hold of the conscience. The boundless love of God, especially

as manifested in the gift of his Son, warms the affections and excites

the gratitude. Eternal rewards make their powerful appeal to the

longings of the soul for eternal bliss. And the promises of divine
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aid encourage prayer, and stimulate to good works in the midst of

difficulties. Franklin’s code is cold and powerless. He would teach

us to pray without a promise, and to do good with an indefinite hope

founded on no assurance, that virtue will be rewarded either here or

hereafter!

How shall we account for the great superiority of the Scripture

code over that of Franklin? He had before him the results of the

investigations of past ages, which the writers of the Scriptures had

not. He lived at a period when science, in its various departments,

had made great progress ; they lived when science was unknown.

He devoted much time and study to the subject for many years. In

deed he intended to write a book to be called The Art of Virtue, in

which he would fully set forth his views ; and for this purpose, he

gathered a considerable amount of materials. The book, however,

was never written. Nothing short of the inspiration of the writers

can account for the immeasurable superiority of the moral code of

the Scriptures over that of Franklin, and indeed over all others.

4. If Franklin felt the need of divine aid to enable him to come

up to his poor standard, and if, after years of efi'ort, he found him

self very far below it, then indeed is human nature deeply depraved,

as the Scriptures teach ; and then do men truly need the influence of

the Holy Spirit to enable them to rise to the true standard, and to

prepare them for Heaven. How clearly poor human nature, even in

its efi‘orts to show itself independent of the word of God, demon

strates its blindness and weakness, and its perishing need of light

from above.

5 When we see such a mind as that of Franklin groping in the dark

in reference to the greatest of all subjects, and contrast the results of

all his investigations with the simple, clear and sublime announce

ments of the writers of the books of the Old and New Testaments,

we are prepared to agree with Paul, that “ all Scripture is given by

inspiration of God,” and to thank God for the light of Revelation.

We are still better prepared to come to this conclusion, when, looking

over all that has been written in past centuries, we find that not one

of all those who have written On the subject of morals, has succeeded

any better than Franklin. Outside of the Bible, there is not on earth

a book which can claim to present anything like a complete code of

morals.

One thing strikes us as most singular, viz. : that Franklin, so far

as we can learn from his autobiography, never enQred upon any care

ful examination of the claims of the Scriptures to inspiration. In

early youth, the reading of certain authors carried him quite to the

4
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extremes of infidelity. Reflection afterwards satisfied him, that he

had been less wise than he had imagined ; but we find no intimation

that he ever carefully examined the evidences by which the claims of

the Scriptures are sustained. In this, Franklin, we are sorry to say,

was not singular. We have met with many educated sceptics, not with

many confirmed infidels ; but we have yet to meet one who has given

to this great subject anything like the examination which every edu

cated man feels bound to give to every other subject of similar im

portance, before forming an opinion. How shall we account for this ‘I

The moral nature of man is pro-eminently his glory or his shame.

Its workings bless or curse him. and make him a blessing or a curse

to others, even to those he most loves. All the prospects of the

eternal future hang upon the great questions of religion and morals.

Why, then, do such multitudes of intelligent, educated men neglect

or refuse to give them a careful examination ?

MAN AS CREATED.

 

There are few greater mysteries to men, than man. Multiplied

volumes have been written by men reputed wise, both in ancient

and modern timesnin the effort to account for his origin. and unfold

the mysteries of his nature; and a very large proportion of the phi

losophical and theological errors that have prevailed in the world,

are traceable to such speculations.

1. As to the origin of man, there have been, in our day, two

opinions: the one, that he was created by the immediate exertion

of Omnipotence; the other, that he was developed by the laws of

nature. The latter view is advocated in a book called “ Vestiges

of Creation,” which. a few years ago, attracted considerable atten

tion; and this theory has been incorporated in the infidel system

called the Harmonial Philosophy—a system which has recently had

its final developement in what is called Spiritualism. The former

view is ad0pted by all believers in revelation, as well as probably by

many Deists. The developement theory was confidently defended by

an appeal to Geolog ,_ which science, it was affirmed, proves—that an

.imal life began at the lowest possible point; and that through succes

sive periods different orders of animals, each higher than the preceeding,
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were developed, until man appeared as the crowning efl'ort of Nature.

Happily, however, the progress of geological discoveries has c0m~

pletely demolished this flimsy theory, and established the doctrine

of the Scriptures. This was triumphantly proved by Hugh Miller,

in his “ Foot-Prints of the Creator. ” Speaking of the origin of the

different races of animals, he says—“ There is no truth which science

can more conclusively demonstrate, than that they all had a begin

ning. The infidel, who, in this late age of the world, would at

tempt falling back on the fiction of an ‘infinite series,’ would he

laughed to scorn. They all began to be. But how ? No true geol

ogist holds by the clevelopement hypothesis ; it has been resigned to

sciolists and smatterers; and there is but one other alternative. They

began to be, through the miracle of creation. From the evidence furv

nished by these rocks we are shut down either to the belief in a mir

acle, or to the belief in something else infinitely harder of reception,

and as thoroughly unsupported by testimony as it is contrary to ex

perience. Hume is at length answered by the severe truths of the

stony science. He was not, according to Job, ‘in league with the

stones of the field,’ and they have risen in irresistible warfare against

him in the Creator’s behalf.” pp. 301, 302 Prof. Agassiz says,

that in this book Hugh Miller “ has with an ingenuity and patience

worthy of a better subject, stripped it [the developcment hypothesis]

even of its semblance of truth, and restored to the Creator, as Gov

ernor of the universe, that power and those functions which he was

supposed to have resigned at its birth.”

We may, then, safely conclude, that the Scripture doctrine, that

man was created by an immediate exertion of the power of God, is

demonstrated to be true; and, therefore, we may feel the full force

of the inspired exhortatiou—“ Remember thy Creator.”

II. As to the nature of man, theorists have differed as widely,

as concerning his origin. The atheistic philomphei's of England

and France, (to go no further back,) such as Hobbes, Voltaire, and

others, could discover in him nothing more than a material organism.

In their view he is only an intelligent animal, whose highest aim is

to secure animal pleasures. Some Deists have maintained the same

view; and the advocates of the Harmonial Philosophy have made

this degrading doctrine a fundamental principle of their system,

holding that the mind of man is nothingmore than etherealized matter.

The Scripture doctrine is, that man is composed of two substances dif

fering essentially in their nature and essential properties, called mat

ter and spirit, body and soul. As to the former, it is written—“And

the Lord God fOI'mutl man of the dust of the ground.” As to the
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latter, it is written, that God “ breathed into his nostrils the breath

of life, (in the Hebrew, lives) and man became a living soul.”

These two substances mysteriously united in life, and mutually act

ing upon each other, are separated at death. “Then shall the dust

return unto the earth as it was: and the spirit shall return unto God

who gave it.” Ecol. 12: 7. In the Scriptures. from first to last,

we find no confusion of ideas respecting these two substances—not

a trace of the materialism of many of the ancient and of the modern

philosophers. Facts and reason abundantly sustain the Scripture

doctrine. Of matter and mind we know nothing, but their respec

tive properties ; but we know as well, that their properties are

essentially different, as we know that they have any properties

at all. Matter is inert; mind is essentially active. Activity

belongs as essentially to the nature of mind, as inertness be

longs to matter. Mind, as far as we can trace it, cannot cease to

think, any more than matter can begin to think. Matter is divisi

ble; mind is a unit. Matter in all its forms, as far as we can trace it,

is governed by fixed and immutable laWs, mechanical and chemical.

This is as true of it in its most refined, as in its grosser forms; and

as true of it in its organized, as in its unorganized forms. Mind is

capable of voluntary action. It reasons, judges, loves, hates, chooses,

refuses, hopes, fears, rejoices, grieves; and above all, it makes moral

distinctions, recognizing and feeling the force of the terms, right and

wrong—distinctions founded in its very nature, as a rational, volun

tary agent. Of such exercises every man is as distinctly conscious,

as he is of any of his physical functions. He has, therefore, the

same evidence that he possesses a spiritual nature, as that he posses

ses a material nature, namely, the evidence of consciousness.

Now, to say that the same substance possesses these essentially

different and opposite properties, is perfectly absurd; and to call two

substances so different in their properties, by the same name, is an

abuse of language, calculated only to mislead. The union of these

substances so as to mutually affect each other, is profoundly myste

rious ; but the fact that we know not the tie that binds them togeth

er, does not at all obscure the fact, that in their properties, and there

fore, in their nature they are essentially different; nor does the fact,

that the diseased state of the body sometimes embarrasses or even

suspends the regular mental manifestations, impair the evidence, that

the mind and body are different substances. Their properties being

different, their nature must be equally difi'erent.

III. The mind or soul itself, as it came from the hand of God,

was in his image. “ And God said, Let us make man in our own inl
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age,—after our likeness. So God created man in his own image;

in the image of God created be him: male and female created he

them.” The language is very remarkable—“ Let us make ”—as if

in the creation of this noble being, the crowning work of the six

days,—there was counsel between the persons 'of the adorable Trinity.

In examining into the nature of the soul, so far as we can extend

our inquiries, we find infallible evidence, that it possesses what, for

want of better terms, we will call two natures, viz: intellectual and

moral. '

1. It unavoidably malzes the distinction expressed by the terms

true and false. Some truths it is capable of perceiving to be truths

intuitively, that is, without looking for proof. From these first

truths it is capable of rising to the knowledge of other truths not

intuitive. It looks out through the senses, and collects its facts;

and it looks in upon its own exercises, and gathers other facts. The

facts thus gathered are the materials on which the intellect works.

Its peculiar office is to procure and treasure up truth, and to distin

guish between truth and error. Corresponding with this intellectual

nature, is an innate desire for knowledge. The mind is by nature

inquisitive; its very nature prompts it to go forth in search of

truth. And this peculiarity in the nature of the mind is the voice
I of the Creator, proclaiming the value of truth.

2. But the mind makes the distinction expressed by the terms

right and wrong, just as naturally and just as early, as it makes that

between truth and error; and, therefore, there is the same evidence,

that it possesses a moral nature, as that it- possesses an intellectual

nature. There is no mind that makes the one distinction, that does

not also make the other. The intellectual nature often fails to de

termine what in detail is true and what is false; and so does the

moral nature often fail in deciding questions of right and wrong.

But that these distinction are real, no one questions. Words ex~

pressive of them are found in all languages; and even atheists can

not carry out their theory by repudiating them; nor can any human

being disregard the distinction betwen right and wrong, without a

feeling of guilt and degradation. No wonder, then, that Cain’s

countenance fell, when he was charged with crime. The blush of

shame upon the check, is the soul’s testimony to the excellency of

the right, and the evil of the wrong. It would, indeed, be easy to

prove, not only that every'mind, by the promptings of its own nature,

makes the distinction between right and wrong, but that it is, in the

view of even wicked men, the great distinction, the regard or disregard

of which elevates and blesses, or degrades and curses every human.

being.
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As the soul came from the hand of God, its moral nature was

perfectly holy. To this there is special reference, when it said that

God made man in his own image; for in this sense the word image is

constantly used in the Scriptures, Thus when Paul speaks of the

gradual progress of l elievers in holiness, he saysI beholding as in a

glass the glory of the Lord, they are “ changed into the same image

from glory to glory.” (2 Con, 3 : 18.) Again, “ whom he did fore

know, he also did prellr-stinate to be conformed to the image of his

Son.” (Rom., 8 : 29.) Believers, he says, “have put on the new

man, which is renewrd in knowledge after the image of Him that

created him.” (001., 3 : 10.) God is holy. and in his moral image

he made man. “ God made man upright.” (Eccl., 7.: 29.)

With some plausibility, it has been contended, that sin and holi

ness consist entirely in intelligent choices; and, therefore, that no man

can be preperly said to be holy or unholy, except as he chooses to

do what is right or wrong. That is to say, a man does not choose

rightly, because he is holy; but he is holy, becausehe chooses rightly.

This is a leading principle of what has been called the New Divinity,

which disturbed the Presbyterian Church from twenty to thirty years

ago, and which is now agitating extensively the Congregational

churches of New England .and of the Northwest. If admitted, the

old doctrine of original sin must be abandoned ; and the doctrine of

regeneration amounts to nothing more than moral suns-ion. That is,

the Holy Spirit does not change the sinner’s heart, but persuades the

sinner himself to change it.

Whatever may be plausibly said in favor of this philosophy, it

labors under one fatal difficulty. It is contradicted by the common

sense of every man, whenever common sense is allowed to give its

testimony. You hear a man tell a deliberate falsehood; or you see

him commit a theft. You feel, in either case, that the act is sinful ;

but, in spite of all philosophical theories, you conclude that he is a

liar or a dishonest man. You would not afterwards rely upon his

veracity, in the one case, or upon his honesty, in the other, unless

you had evidence that he had experienced a moral change for the

better. In spite of all theories, you are constrained to believe that

the act you witnessed is traceable to a disposition, a something aback

of the act which caused it ; and you expect that disposition to lead

to similar acts under similar or equal temptations. We reason in

the same way in regard to right acts, tracing them to right dispo

sitions. There is, therefore, such a thing as what we may call a moral

nature, apart from any particular choices or acts; and this, in the

Scriptures, is called the heart. (Math., 12: 35.)
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To what extent knowledge was, at first, imparted to Adam, it is

neither possible n' r important to determine. From his giving names

to the animals, as they passed before him, it is clear that he had the

knowledge of language, as well as much knowledge of a more ge

neral character. It cannot be doubted, that he was made acquainted

with all his obligations ; but as his relations were few and simple, his

duties were the more easily understood. He had a pure heart and a

clear intellect; and he enjoyed communion with his Creator, and was

doubtless taught by Him whatever it was important that he should

know. ,

Man, then, as he came from the hands of God, was perfect in his

physical organization, perfect in his intellectual nature, perfect in his

moral nature. Placed in the lovely garden which God prepared for

their home, and enjoying the favor of their Creator, the first pair

were perfectly happy. Their own nature was perfect; and infinite

goodness had provided whatever was necessary to the happiness of

such natures. It would not be surprising if the angels gazed with

intense interest and admiration upon these mysterious and lovely

beings, presenting the strange union of matter and spirit, of earth

and heaven. Nor is it wonderful, that Satan envied their perfect

bliss, and sought to destroy it,

IV. Immortality belongs to the nature of spirit; for it is not

subject to decay or decomposition. These things belong to bodies

composed of particles of matter, governed by mechanical and che

mical laws. The intense desire of immortality, which has survived

the Fall, and is yet strong in even the most depraved, is but the le

gitimate working of that nature. with which the Creator endowed

the soul; and its capacity to be influenced in its moral conduct and

in its happiness by considerations drawn from eternity, proves that it

was formed for immortality. Happily, on a subject of so vast mo

ment, we are not left to the deductions of reason, however clear. In

the Gospel, life and immortality are brought to light.

But the body itself, though material, would have been immortal,

if man had not sinned, as it will be immortal after the resurrection.

None of the arguments of philosophers can invalidate the Scripture

doctrine, that “ sin entered into the world, and death by sin_” There

is no reason to supp0se that God’s accountable creatures would have

sufl'ered, if they had not sinned; and we know, the same power which

formed the body out of dust, and gave it life and strength, could have

preserved it in health and vigor, or have refined it as it will be refined at

the resurrection, and as the bodies of Enoch, Elijah and our Lord

were refined. Universal mortality proclaims universal sinfulnesl.
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1. This doctrine of the Scriptures, whilst it harmonizes with the

dictates of reason, is highly honoring to God. It proves, that He

did not fail in his noblest work in this world. His entire work was

'f very good;” and the sickness, sorrows and death of mankind are

traceable only to the transgression of his perfect law, which was

“ holy, just and good.” How fearful a thing is sin seen to be in the

present character and condition of mankind.

2. We may admire the wisdom and goodness of God in the

creation of the first pair. Both were perfect. But the physical or

ganization of the female possessed finer sensibilities ; whilst her mind

was endowed with a keener perception of the beauties of nature and

art, and a heart of deeper and tenderer affections. Most intimately

united to each other in their creation and in their relations, they

were fitted to fill different spheres, yet to be happy companions.

3. As we contemplate the first happy pair, as they came from

the hands of God, we see what the Gospel of the grace of God aims

to make us, and what, before we can enjoy perfect happiness, we

must become. Holiness must be secured, before happiness can be

enjoyed. Let us, therefore, “follow holiness." The Kingdom of

God is “righteousness, and peace and joy in the Holy Ghost.”

Righteousness first, and then peace and joy as its blessed fruits.

REVIVAL IN A VACANT CHURCH.

 

Some twenty years ago, there was, in a small village in Kentucky,

a very feeble Presbyterian church, recently organized. We cannot

state with certainty the precise number of members; but we have

the impression, that it corresponded precisely with the number of

souls in the Ark. This little church had no house of worship, nor

the means to build one. They had no pastor, and were not able to

support one. They had no shepherd, except the great Shepherd and

Bishop of souls. The village, like almost all other villages, was

amply supplied with facilities to dissipation, in the way of grog

shops ; and those places were well patronized. But it had no house

of worship of any denomination. The pt-ople heard no preaching,

unless they were occasionally induced to go to a Baptist church, se

veral miles in the country, or a passing minister gave them a sermon.

Thrown upon their own resources, the members of this little church
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determined to have a regular weekly prayer-meeting. Several of

1 hem resided in the country; and as the meeting was held from house

to house, individuals and families often traveled several miles to at

tend it. As we may well suppose, a prayer-meeting attended at so

great inconvenience would be no cold, formal thing. Willingness to

go so far to reach it, demonstrated more than ordinary interest; and

having gone so far, those disciples expected to be refreshed, as they

waited on the Lord. Warm hearts mingled feelings in those little

praying circles; and as the praises of God were sung, mutual exhor

tations given, and earnest prayers offered, those hearts grew warmer,

and their faith became stronger. When they separated, they said :

“ It is good to be here.” They had enjoyed a delightful feast; and

there was no danger that they would forget the next meeting, or let

trifling excuses prevent their attendance.

Those prayer-meetings were solemn places for the unconverted

members of the pious families. They could scarcely listen without

emotion to the earnest pleading of those who led in prayer, for the

out-pouring of the Holy Spirit, and for the conversion of perishing

sinners. The songs that were sung, though most unscientific in the

execution, were the melody of the heart. They rarely needed a

hymn book,—for the hymns were those so often sung in our country

churches in the West, which so happily express the warm out-pour

ings of the_pious heart. “Come. thou Fount of every blessing.”

“ My soul forsakes her vain delight.” “ Come, ye sinners, poor and

needy.” These and similar hymns were sung ; and the tunes of lively,

stirring melody were suited to them. The voices were uncultivated;

but deep feeling imparted a charm unknown to art. Only one part,

frequently, was sung; but that was sung with such life and soul, that

the effect was all the greater. And then, when one of the elders

would rise to give a word of exhortation, he spoke from the heart;

and his choked utterance, showing that his inmost soul was stirred

with the simple, sublime truths he uttered in my? speech, was more

eloquent than beautifully rounded sentences.

Solemn places were these little prayer-meetings; and the uncon

verted felt that they were so. Often in those places, where religious

privileges were few, neighbors, who were non-professors, came in to

attend the meeting; and it was diflicult for them to leave as they

came. God was there; and often they left, ready to exclaim :“How

dreadful is this place!” And not a few have received in such meet

ings their first permanent religious impressions.

How long the prayer-meetings were kept up by this little company

of believers, before the writer heard of them, he cannot now say,

4

5 .
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But the interest deepened and extended. “Larger numbers of uncon

verted persons attended ; and the exercises became more solemn and

tender. At length it became apparent, that their prayers were an

swered, and that of a truth God was in the midst of them. To the

great joy of their hearts, they saw that a revival had commenced,

and awakenings were occurring amongst the im'penitent. They now

felt, that they had in their hands a work they could not alone con

duct. The people were inquiring the way of life; and they must

have preaching. They, therefore, sent off twenty-five miles for us

to go immediately and preach to them the word of life. We lost no

time in obeying the summons. On arriving at the village, we found

them very much as Peter fdund Cornelius and his friends, saying:

“ Immediately, therefore, we sent to thee; and thou hast well done,

that thou art come. Now, therefore, are we all here present before

God, to hear all things that are commended thee of God.”

For the space of some ten days and nights, until worn out, We

preached to that people "the unsearehable riches of Christ.” We

met in a. little log school house covered with slabs. The weather,

though somewhat cold, was pleasant. The females contrived to get

in, and sat on those uncomfortable benches which stand so promi

nently connected, in the minds of many of our older men, with their

school-boydays. The men, if they could not get in, stood at the

door, the windows and the openings between the logs. No one com

plained 0f uncomfortable accommodations Eternal things were

pressing upon their minds; and external inconveniences were for

gotten. ' . .

And now the news began to spread through the country. Curio

sity brought the people to the village; and when they came once,

they desired to come again. Scattered about through the country

were quite a number of families, who had emigrated from Pennsyl

vania. Some of them had been religiously trained by Presbyterian

parents; but long absence from the stated preaching of the Gospel

had resulted in indifference. Thus had they remained for years. Now

their attention was secured; the good work extended amongst them.

Old men and. women anxiously asked :-—-“What must I do to be

saved?” And they and their children came into the church together.

Amongst the inquirers appeared an old woman in the eighty-fourth

year of her age. Her appearance was that of one standing on the

verge of the grave. At first, her impressions seemed not very deep.

She complained of great hardness of heart. But gradually, the heart,

so long under the reign of sin, melted into tenderness; and she stood

forth a wonder of grace, teaching us, that while there is life, there is
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hope. On the opposite extreme appeared two lovely little boys, the

younger only eight years of age, whose young hearts had been touched

by the Holy Spirit. There was danger. we knew, that they might be

influenced more by sympathy, than by true conviction of sin; but in

a few days their views became so clear and satisfactory, as to leave

little room to doubt the genuineness of the work in their hearts. In

due time, they made a public profession of their faith; and our in

quiries after them, for several years, till we left that part of the coun

try, confirmed the opinion, that they were indeed the subjects of divine

grace. Whilst it is undoubtedly important‘to be very cautious in

admitting very young persons to sealing ordinances, it is most cer

tainly our duty to pray and look for the conversion of such; and

when they give clear evidence of conversion, there is no good reason

for excluding them from the Lord’s table.

In the revival of which we are speaking, there was one case in

which there was the most remarkable exhibition of the triumph of

divine grace over deep depravity. Amongst those brought under

conviction, was a keeper of a dram shop. His convictions were

deep; but the struggle against them was most determined. Finding

no peace, yet unwilling to give up his wicked pursuits, and become

a follower of Christ, he came to the desperate resolution to drink to

intoxication, and thus banish his convictions. With this view, he

took his bottle and went to the woods, there to execute his impious

purpose. When he reached the place he had selected, so deep and

overpowering did his convictions become, that instead of drinking

to intoxication, he threw away his bottle, fell on his knees, and cried

for mercy. I: was there alone in the woods, where he had intended

to ruin his soul, that he made a full surrender to Christ : and when

he returned home, it was to tell his friends what God had done for

his soul. Well may we be astonished at the strength of human de

pravity, and admire the mercy of God and the power of his grace.

Let us not despair of the conversion of even the chief of sinners.

This man at once showed his faith by his works. He abandoned the

business in which he was engaged, and became a colporteur, and was

employed in this good work, when we last heard from him.

In connection with this revival, we had a very striking illustration

of the importance of doctrinal preaching. Some two months or more

before the commencement of this good work, passing through the

village, we had preached a sermon. It was doctrinal, and so deci

dedly Calvinistic, that it gave much offence to several men who were

non-professors. Of their feeling we knew nothing at the time ; but in

the pr0gress of the revival, some oi' them beeame converts ; and one

"
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of them informed us what had been theii' feeling. He said, but for

that discourse they would not have united with the Presbyterian

Church; for although it gave them ofl'ense at the time, yet when

they became impressed, their own experience confirmed the truth of

the doctrine of that discourse. An eminent Episcopal minister

ones said to us, “If an Arminian should hear an account of my

religious experience, he would not blame me for being a Calvinist.

I cannot help it. ” John Newton says, most Christians, in their ex

perience sometimes get into “ a pinch, ” which throws them upon

the Calvinistic view. These men found the pinch in the commence—

ment of their experience.

This revival resulted in the conversion ofmore than sixty souls. _

Immediately the church, thus greatly strengthened, set about erecting

a house of worship, and as “ the people had a mind to work,” the

building was soon completed. And now, having secured the services

of an excellent minister, they enjoyed the regular preaching of the

word. "

The feeblest churches, if lonly “fervent in spirit,” and united in

prayer and labor, have great power. God will be with them ; and their

conscious weakness will give them power. There is much precious

meaning in that saying of Paul : -— “ When I am weak, then am I

strong.” Feeble churches, because sensible of their weakness, lay

hold of the promises of God, and become “ strong in the Lord and

in the Power of his might."

There is no good reason why vacant churches should decline in

piety, or cease to increase in numbers. If deprived of the regular

ministrations of the word, there is the greater reason why they

should regard the exhortation of the Apostle.—“ Let us consider one

another to provoke unto love and to good works : not forsaking the

assembling of ourselves together, as the manner of some is ; but ex

horting one another; and so much the more as ye see the day ap—

proaching.” Let the Elders and the members of vacant churches,

instead of folding their hands in inactivity, and expecting no pros

perity till a pastor can be secured, stir themselves. Let them

“watch and pray ; ” and thus not only will they keep their own piety

in a healthy state, and prevent divisions and alienations, but they

will be made joyful by seeing sinners converted. A church thus

praying and laboring will not be long vacant. God will send them
a pastor; and a pastor seuti of God, in answer to prayer. will prove

a rich blessing. A minister who comes to a cold, backslidden

church, seeking a field, and is taken because he happens to come,

may not be so.
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A VOLUME IN A Samarium—One of our papers contains the

following sentence, from a very celebrated Scotch minister:

“The world we inhabit must have had an origin; that origin

must have consisted in a cause; that cause must have been intelli

gent; that intelligence must have been efficient; that efficiency must

have been ultimate; the ultimate power must have been Supreme; and

that which always was, and is Supreme, we know by the name of

God! ” ‘

WARNING 'ro CLERGYMEN.—~Dr. W. W. Hall, whose Journal of

Health contains, from time to time, much information that is valua

ble to Ministers of the Gospel, says—“ Riding on horseback immes

diately after a public address, in damp or rainy weather, or windy

weather, even in summer time, is enough to fasten disease on any

man of ordinary health.” He adds—“As to preaching with the

hoarseness of a fresh cold upon him, no man is justifiable under any

circumstances short of threatened life " He gives the following

very important advice : “ After speaking in weather above named,

persons should remain in the house at least twenty minutes; then

button up, and keep the nose and mouth veiled.”

—_‘.-.-.-*—

DEATH OF Rnv. DR. Burma—Very many of God's people will

be pained at the announcement, that Rev. Daniel Baker, D. D., has

ceased from his labors on earth. He expired on the 10th ult., in

Austin, Texas, of disease of the heart. Dr. Baker was peculiarly

qualified to labor as an Evangelist. A man of great fluency and of

great fervor, and exceedingly familiar with the language of the Scrip

tures, he attracted crowded audiences. wherever he preached. in his

extensive tours through the West and South-West ; and his labors

were attended by the blessing of God in the conversion of very
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many souls. He must be numbered amongst the honored few,

who have “turned many to ri'ghteousness. " His death was very

sudden; but he was found ready to obey the summons. “After

medical skill had been exhausted, with no favorable effect, and

he was sensible that he was dying, he calmly folded his arms across

his breast, and with uplifted eyes said: “Now, Lord Jesus, receive

my spirit unto thyself,’ and immediately his spirit left the body.

How impressively are we reminded of the language of the Psalmist

—“ Mark the perfect man, u id behold the upright ; for the end of

that man is peace.”

Guano/ma OF THE THEATER..—The New York Herald, speaking of

the licentiousness of the theater, says: “ We see that this is becoming

more and more an essential part of every new play, and that those plays

are most considered by the profession which contain the most filth.

The first character which every aspirant to the highest honor on the

American stage of late years, has endeavored to represent, is that of

Camille, an unfortunate woman, without a redeeming trait, but her

merited afi‘liction; and the actress whose success has been the 'most

marked, this season, has been one who represented this unhappy

creature to the life. The public, then, must not be stamped upon

and sneered at, as bigots, because they will not know actors and

actresses, or habitually frequent theaters; they have good reasons

for what they do. ” -

When such testimony is borne by such a paper as the New York

Herald, how fearful must he the demoralizing tendency of the stage.

And yet, how long is it since Dr. Bellows, a prominent Unitarian

clergyman, of New York, delivered a public discourse in favor of it?

Stranger still, divers other preachers of the same Denomination,

took the same ground !

fl . .,‘__‘-.“.>__~n . m

Du. VAN RansssLAER’s VIEWS on THE LETTERB.—- Some months

ago, there appeared, in the Presbyterian Magazine, edited by Rev.

Dr. Van Rensselaer, a somewhat lengthy and a very flattering notice

of the Northwestern Theological Seminary. This called forth a letter

from a Ruling Elder, who is a. member of the Board of Directors;

expressing “thanks, unfeigned thanks,” for the kind notice, and in

forming the Doctor that the editor of the St. Louis Presbyterian had
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waged against the Seminary a war “ of such character as to find its

parallel only in those unsanctitiod controversies ordinarily witnessed

outside of Zion’s walls,-—-a warfare. the tendency of which is, by

exciting disaffection, to prevent the obtaining of funds, and thus to

hinder the accomplishment of this gond work.” In the same letter,

the writer was fluent in declaiming against attaching importance to

"shades of difference” in “abstract opinions,” expressed “only on

fitting occasions.” This letter, first published in pamphlet form, was

republished in the Presbyterian of the West.

We have been long acquainted with Dr. Van Rensselaer ; and we

never doubted, that whenever fully and correctly informed as to the

facts in the case. his conclusions would be correct, and his course

decided. It is but fair, since so much has been made of his first no

tice of the Seminary, that his last notice, after seeing Dr. McMaster’s

letters, should be as extensively known. We, therefore, copy the fol

lowing from his Magazine for January I

ssmsanv or run son'rn wear.

The prospects of this institution are now darker than ever, but

probably on the principle that the darkest hour is just before the

dawn. The letters of Dr. McMaster, which have been published in

Dr. Rice’s pamphlet, will destroy his influence and usefulness in the

Presbyterian church. Indeed we do not see how any minister in our

body could write such letters, or writing them, desire to continue in

our connection. They disclose so much bitterness of feeling on the

subject of slavery, and such a want of confidence in his brethren,

that no Seminary can be expected to prosper under the professorship

and guidance of one who can make such revelations. Mr. C. A.

Spring was fully justified in exposing these epistles to the friends of

the Seminary, and their publication is now made with Dr. McMas

ter’s consent. We write these things with great pain. Our relations

with Dr. McMaster have been amicable, but this does not prevent us

from speaking our real sentiments on public questions. The contro

versy between synodica] and assembly superintendence has been, to a

considerable extent, a personal one. These letters, we presume, vir

tually decide the question in favor of a transfer of the Seminary to

the General Assembly.

 

Cannon EXTENSION COMMITTEE.— Since our attention was first

called to the subject, we have been pelfvr-tly satisfied, that the work

committed to the hands of'the Church Extension Committee, is of

vital importance to our Church, especially in the newer parts of the
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country, No one acquainted with the state of things can doubt, that

the greatest difficulty in the way of building up churches, is the lack

of suitable church edifices. To gather a congregation in a court

house or in a school house, uncomfortable, unsuited to the purposes

of religious worship, often occupied by other denominations. is sim

ply impossible. With a suitable edifice, a. minister can accomplish

more in one year, than in five years without it; and two or three

hundred dollars given to a feeble church, by enabling them to get

into a new house of worship without debt, will save three times the

amount to the Board of Domestic Missions. \Ne earnestly call the

attention of ministers and ruling elders to this noble enterprizc,

which is yet in its infancy.

The Corresponding Secretary says : “ From all the facts we can

gather, we are compelled to believe that over one FIFTH of the

churches of our denomination are without any house of worship ; ”

and he might have added, that of these destitute churches, a very

large proportion are in those parts of our country, where the popula

tion is increasing with great rapidity, where the prospects of success in

building up churches are most cheering, and where it is of the utmost

importance 'that we push on our cause with the greatest vigor.

The Committee have made a noble commencement in their lahois.

Within a little more than two years, they have made appropriations

to one hundred and eighty-three churches, in twenty-two States and

three Territories. The good thus accomplished can never be esti

mated in this world.

The applications for aid are multiplying. Since April 1st, 1757,

sixty-eight churches have applied for aid, to the amount in the ag

gregate of $29,000. During the same time, appropriations have

been made to fifty-one churches, amounting to $14,407; and fifty-six

applications remain on file.

We especially invite the attention of our brethren of the synods of

Illinois and Chicago to the fact, that from the first organization of

the Committee to the present time, fifty-two churches within their

bounds have received aid to the amount of $9,271; whilst during

the same period, our churches have contributed to that fund only

$1,986-82. Our churches, therefore, are largely debtors to the Com

mittee. And let it be remembered, that there is no part of our church

so deeply interested in the success of this enterprize. as are the synods

of the Northwest. Indeed, in its present form, the Committee ori—

ginated with brethren in the Northwest ; and it originated in a. deeply

felt necessity. Let it now be liberally sustained.
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Drvoacns IN Emma—We were not aware, until we saw the fol

lowing opinion of Judge Bicknell, of the extreme laxity, to use no

stronger term, of the legislation of Indiana on the subject of mar

riage. Would it not be well for Christian men of different denomi

nations to turn their attention to this subject ? Certainly we can

not, with any consistency, condemn Southern Christians for not do

ing more to improve the laws in the Southern States, so long as our

own laws regarding the most sacred and important of all earthly re

lations are more worthy of,Pagans than of Christians. The follow

ing is the opinion to which we refer :

JUDGE BIOKNELL ON Drvoacns IN INDIANA—Judge Bicknell, re

cently delivered an opinion in a suit for divorce to the following

effect :

“The law of.Indiana requires this Court to grant divorces very

freely. The Legislature seems to have been inclined to break down

the sanctity of marriage as established by Christianity, and to adopt

in its place the loose immorality of Paganism.

After enumerating six causes for which divorce shall be granted,

the statute empowers the Court ‘to grant a divorce for any other

cause for which it may think proper to grant it.’

In exercising this discretion, the Court will remember that, al

though marriage is a contract, yet not only the immediate parties,

but the public are concerned in itLthat it is in fact, an agreement

between man and woman and the State, that the wellfare of society

depends in many ways upon the continuance of that agreement, and

that society, therefore, cannot consent to its dissolution except upon

grave and irresistible considerations.

In this case the parties are respectable for their industry. They

have lived together more than twenty years—the husband is a good

citizen, the wife a thrifty housekeeper, both are good neighbors.

Here has been no adultery, no abandonment, no cruel treatment, no

failure to provide, no habitual drunkenness, and no infamous crime.

Here is a family of children sent to our best schools and some of

them in early womanhood. Yet these parties pray for a divorce,

they ask that these children be deprived of one of their natural pro

tectors, their home made desolate, and they thrown, to some extent

at least, at large upon society.

For the sake of the children alone, this Court ought to hes

itate to grant a divorce except upon ample cause shown. I find in

the proof some foolish quarrels, a little unreasonable conduct, and

some evidences of temper, and improper language, but certainly no

disturbance that ought to be fatal to the peace of parties who have

shared the troubles of life for twenty years, and have reared thus

far a family of intelligent and comely children.

I think the existence of this suit is the greatest mistake of their

lives, but even this, upon proper consideration, should present no

bar to their future harmony. If the husband will remember his

manhood, he will bear the infirmities of a woman who has spent the

6
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best years of her life in his service, and is the mother of his children,

and for their sakes as well as his own he will return to his duties, and

his friends will honor him for it; and if the wife will remember the

days that are past, and how for twenty years her husband toiled for

her support, and that their mutual interests cannot be severed with

out ruin.t0 both, then, she too, will relent—they will again be uni

ted as before, and they and their friends will alike rejoice that this

Court could not grant their inconsiderate prayer. Divorce denied. ”

ANOTHER UNION SYNODICAL CoNVEN'rIoN.— A circular has been

addressed to the ministers, elders and churches in connection with

the synods of Indiana, Northern Indiana, Kentucky and Cincinnati,

“together with all in other synods who may be in circumstances to

meet with them,” inviting themto meet in Convention, in Cincin

nati, on the second Tuesday of February, 1858, at seven o’clock P. M.,

in the First Presbyterian Church, “for the purpose of mutual prayer,

counsel and exhortatiou, and such waiting upon God as may, by his

favor, result in the awakening in the hearts of his children a more

devoted spirit, and in a general revival of religion throughout the

bounds of these synods.” This circular is signed by a large number

of ministers and elders in the synod of Cincinnati, and by several

ministers and elders in the other synods named. The object of the

meeting commends itself to all. Much good, we trust, will result

from the meeting.

fl—_-‘¢.§..,-—-- We

SOUTH HANOVER CoLLaGE.— At a late meeting of the Board of

Trustees of this Institution, Rev. Dr. Wines, of Washington, Pa.,

was unanimously elected to the presidency. It is to be hoped he

will accept.

 

THE Romsn Gurney or PORTUGAL.— It is stated that a very large

manufactory 0f counterfeits has been recently discovered in Oporto, '

having ramifications in all the important towns of Portugal ; and

that several of the clergy of very high standing were found to be in

volved in it. One of them was arrested in Oporto, just as he was

going to say mass! Verily, we think, the Ronlish clergy, having no

families to support, might be satisfied with the immense income from

masses for the dead, and from other peculiar functions of their office.
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DESINTERESTED TESTIMONY.-—A correspondent of the Presbyterian

Witness, a New School paper of Tennessee, bears the following

unequivocal testimony : “ For learning, piet , zeal, sound theology

and correct exposition of Bible truth, the ministry of the Old School

Church stands without a rival in this country.”

CHANGE OF RELATION.—It is stated that the New School Pres

bytery of Texas has been received into the Old School Synod of that

State ; and that the Elkton Presbyterian Church, near Baltimore, has

voted to transfer its connection to the Old School Presbytery.

Taonnuzs IN INDIA.—— The evidence is clear and convincing, that

the dreadful troubles in India, resulting in the murder of so many

missionaries and others, is attributable in no small degree to the

manner in which the goverment of the country has been adminis

tered. Rev. Dr. Warren, a returned American missionary, contends

that “the government is as good as could, in the time that has

elapsed, be formed among such a people, with such institutions to

begin with, and with such instruments.” But widely different opi

nions are expressed 'by the venerable Dr. Dufi', the English Baptist

Missionary Society, the London Christian limes, the Scottish Guardian,

and others whose superior qualifications to form an enlightened and

correct opinion can scarcely be questioned. The Christian Times

says : “ No further trust can be placed in the East India Company’s

rule. It has had one hundred years trial, and has failed. Its govern

ment, its education, its management of the army, may be best des

cribed as anti-Christian and godless; and the result has been what

might have been expected,—misrule, and comparatively no moral

or social progress.” The probability now seems to be, that a radical

change will be affected in the goverment; and if the Church in Eng

land and in the United States shall profit by the awful lesson God

has taught them, a brighter day may soon dawn on benighted India.
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SHORT NOTICES

OF ARCHBISHOP WHATELY’B LECTURES ON A FUTURE STATE

— Philadelphia Edition, 1855. —

The Bishop’s first lecture is on the text: “Our Saviour Jesus

Christ hath abolished death, and brought life and immortality to

light by the Gospel.” He hence infers,—not as most do,—that

Jesus Christ, as Prophet, is the author of all these instructions, de

Veloping them fully in the G0spel dispensation; but that the doctrine

of immortality,if indeed man was created immortal, which he neither

affirms nor denies, — was not taught or even known under the Old

Testament dispensation, and that MOses never appeals to it for mo

tives of human conduct.

We have been accustomed to believe, on the contrary, that man’s

immortal nature is taught in the Old Testament; and although, for

good reasons, as we can conceive,it is not alluded to as a sanction, it

is taken for granted where it is not directly aflirmed,— was known

and held from the beginning with still increasing clearncss, and un

derlies, in fact, the whole system of ancient religious belief.

For, first, 'we cannot conceive offaith and communion with God, such

as'z's clearly taught by Moses, without implying the belief (f the souls

spiritual nature and a state of future rewards. “ He that cometh unto

God, must believe that He is, and that He is a rewarder of all that

will diligently seek Him,” is a precept which applies to all time ;

but how can a man conceive of God as the “ Eternal, immortal and

invisible,” and expect his rewards in connection with such a belief,

without implying a future, spiritual existence for himself? God com

munes with man. here : will he have no human worshippers in Hea

ven? In like manner, when God “ proclaimedhimself” to Moses as

“the Lord, the Lord God, merciful and gracious, long-suffering and

abundant in goodness and truth, keeping mercy for thousands, &c.,"

(Exod., 34:5, 6, 7.)— thus not only revealing his principal attributes,

but putting Himself,-— so to speak,—~into rapport with the dearest

and highest interests of man, can it be thought that such communi

cations were received as referring only to our temporal interests?

We cannot believe it. Again, what was the nature of that transform

ing enjoyment to which Moses was admitted for forty days on the

Mount? And when he was called to (lie on Mount Nebo, and saw

the good land stretching before him, Northward and Southward, and
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was satisfied as to Israel's earthly inheritance, and then lay down to

die, is it to be believed that his mind went no further? Or was it

not rather that his faith stretched onward and over the symbols, to

the beautiful “land that is very far off ? ” You deny him faith, you

deny him communion with God, you make Moses die like a mortal

infidel, on any other supposition.

If then these holy men possessed this immortality, and at times

felt it, they would be likely sometimes to mention it to others. From

whatever source obtained,—a_nd we inquire not, at present, from

whence,-— they certainly did feel and act like immortal beings. They

had faith, they had communion with God.

We now proceed to some direct Scriptures in the Old Testament,

which appear to us to lie against the Bishop’s doctrine, And here

we do not insist so much on the meaning of the Hebrew word com

monly rendered soul, for our argument,-- although we cannot admit

the correctness of the Bishop’s superficial criticism upon it. “The

word which is rendered soul in the Old Testament,” says he, “is

nothing more than life, or spirit united with the body.” (Page 20.)

Now we admit freely that nephesk is sometimes used for Zzfe, and

more frequently for a person as including all that makes up the

mental man. But it is also used in many other senses. Prof. Bush,

in his work on the soul, has enumerated no less than eight varieties,

some of which (as in Job, 10 : 1,) distinguish the soul from natural

life, and others refer to attributes of the soul, which can never be

explained without admitting its immortal essence. (See, among

others, Gen, 23 : 8; Gen., 34: 3; Deut.,4: 9; Dent, 11 : 18; Ps.,

57 : 1; Prov., 10: 3; Ps., 23 : 20; Ps., 42 z 1.) Add now that

another Word, Me, is the one commonly used when life alone is in

tended ; and we shall judge how far or how safely the Bishop’s cri

ticism is to be trusted

The simple truth is, that the Hebrew word for soul has a variety of

meanings; but is mostly used for the whole mental man, including,

among others, his immortal attributes. It is sometimes used for the

lzeart. (See Lam., 3 : 51.)

But we insist not on this verbal argument at present. The main

force of Gen., 2 : 7, consists in this, that God is here said to have

“breathed into man the breath of life, and man became a living soul.”

This inbreathing of life by the Almighty is not anywhere affirmed of

any lower existence than man; but Elihu does say : “ The spirit of

God hath made me, and the brealh (inbreathing) of the Almighty

hath given me understanding.” (Job, 33: 4.)

Here then we begin our scriptural argument; and now when we
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hear it aflirmed further, that man was “made in the image of God;”

when we hear it asserted of Enoch, that he walked with God, and

was notfor God took him; when we read of the translation of Elijah,

who never saw death; when we hear it pronounced at the burning

bush concerning Abraham: “ I am the God of Abraham,” while

Abraham had long since been dead; and while our Saviour further

explains, that “God is not a God of the dead, but of the living, for

all live unto him; ” when we observe that the common formula of

an oath, in those times, was: “As the Lord liveth, and as thy soul

liveth ;” when Moses threatens in the name of God: “ A fire is

kindled in mine anger, and it shall burn to the lowest hell,” (be it

S/zwol or Hades, if you will, it is still a threatning which reaches

beyond this life); when we hear David declare : “Thou shalt lead me

by thy counsel, and afterwards receive me unto glory;” when Solo

mon asks (we say nothing of the Prophecies now) : “ Who knoweth

the spirit of a beast, that goeth downward, and the spirit of a man,

that goeth upward?” and finally closes up all his glowing medita

tions on a sensuous infidelity, by declaring : “God will bring every

work into judgment, with every secret thing, whether it be good, or

whether it be evil ;” we cannot for a moment doubt whether these

ancients were immortal, or that they felt it and enjoyed the consola

tions, whether they spoke much of it or not.

Hear them further: “Thou art my portion, 0 my God!” “My

soul thirsteth for God, for the living God!” “0 God, show me thy

glory!” And : “I have waited for thy salvation, O Lord !” And :

“I know that my Redeemer liveth!” And: “My witness is on

high!” And say if it is possible to limit these aspirations to tem

poral good? We believe spirituality is involved here, and if spiri

tuality, then it implies immortality, more or less clearly apprehended.

We know it. may be said here, that the Bishop does not expressly

deny the doctrine of man’s natural immortality; so, on the other

hand, he does not admit, but rather calls it in question. (See p. 14.)

This is our burden with him ; and then, that assuming this doubt, he

proceeds to urge in all this first lecture, “that the doctrine of a future

state formed no part of the Mosaic dispensation.” (p. 19.) We

believe, on the contrary, that man both was‘irnrnortal and felt this,

and sometimes spoke of it during all the Old Testament era; and

that it had much to do in forming his life and religious opinions.

But we must proceed to other proofs.

It is remarkable, in the third place, to hear such a man as Arch

Bishop Whatcly, quoting in the sense he does, the following passa

ges of Scripture : “ Shall the dust praise thee ?—-shall it declare thy
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truth ? ” “ Wilt thou show wonders to the dead ? Shall the dead

arise and praise thee ?" “ The grave cannot praise thee, death can

not celebrate thee. " “The living—the living, he shall praise thee,

and fathers to their children, as I do this day.” His inference from

these and similar sayings is, “that many pious men, among the

Jews, who were well acquainted with the books of Moses, not only

did not understand that a future state was revealed to them in those

books, but even seem to have had no expectation of such a state. ”

(p. 22.)

Now, no one knows better than the Bishop, that such language as

this of David and Hezekiah, is freqently found in other places, with

clear connections following, as to its whole meaning. rl‘hus Job, 14 :

lO—“Mau dieth and wasteth away : yea, man giveth up the ghost

and where is he? As the waters fail from the sea, and as the

flood decayeth and drieth up, so man lieth down and riseth not. ”

Here is language, which taken by itself, is gloomy enough for any

Atheist. But near him further in verse 14th—“ If a man die, shall

he live again? all the days of my appointed time, will I wait till my

change come?” “Thou shalt call, and I will answer thee: thou wilt

have a regard to the work of thy hand.” A similar example, not

to insist on others, is found in the 49th Psalm. David says—“Man

being in honor abideth not—lie is like the beasts that perish. Like

sheep they are laid in the grave.” “ But,” mark the transition, “but

God will redeem my soul from the power of the grave; for He shall

receive me.” (Did he mean he should never die?) No; but it is

just the truth— the whole truth for the correction of error : It is the

language of mortal infidelity in one passage, of faith and extended

hope in the other. Then, why quote the gloomy Scriptures, as our

author does, by themselves? Why sanction a practice he so often

warns us against in his lectures—of giving us texts without their

appropriate connections? And for such an object ! It seems to us

like carrying a dark blanket, to prevent our discovering a mine of

precious jewels; when by only turning “the silver lining out, "

we should have light enough to see our rich inheritance.

We have great respect for Arch-Bishop Whately. We acknowl

edge former obligations to him for his candid admissions on the sub

ject of Apostolical succession : his calm logic and extended scholar

ship have been unanimously conceded; but when these lectures on the

future state were published, we believe there were few of his readers

who were not equally surprised and grieved. To us they appear en

tirely unworthy of, and unlike the former man. There is a great

want of “ the elements of logic” certainly; for too often the reason
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ing is without premises, or so conducted as to leave that painfully

obscure, which was before plain and satisfactory.

But we draw to a close for the present.

Another objection is, to the the tendency of the lectures—particu

larly the first. The good Bishop did not intend, of course, that

they should foster skepticism, or afi‘ord “answers for evil men; "

but is certain they do this, and could the esteemed author know how

gladly some of his concessions are laid hold of by certain errorists,

he would wish they had never been written, or written with more

caution.

But our grand objection is, that the theory, as a theory, is not true.

The theory is, that man was not immortal, or not, at least, known to

be immortal under the Old Testament dispensation. It means this,

if it mean anything. It is not so much whether Jlloaes taught this

doctrine. There may be different opinions on this subject, and we

freely admit that in general he did not. But why confine it to Mo

ses? The theory does not. It speaks of “The Old Testament Dis

pensatiou, ” and continues this to the coming of Christ; “ who

abolished death and brought life and immortality to light.”

To represent “holy men of old,” as thus ignorant of the doc

trine of immortality, and living without its consolations. is in our

view, an untruthful theory, both to reason and many Scriptures.

It is admitted by our author, that the Pharisees had this doctrine

at the coming of Christ, while the Saducees rejected it. Which

were the most likely to have held the ancient faith ? The doetrine

of immortality was undoubtedly the always existing faith of the

Church, though taught and developed gradually, according to the

condition of the church, until Christ, by his death and resurrection,

tore the veil, and threw upon it all our privileged knowledge.

It is too common a thing at the present day, to shut the eye of

truth, so far as it looks from the Old Testament. That an enlight

ened and pious Prelatist- should have lent his hand to this, is to us

a grievance. We have never believed that the Jews were either a

nation of savages, or practical atheists. The builders of the Taber~

nacle and Solomon’s Temple, did know something of art, and the

true worshippers of a Spiritual and perfect God, such as he is set

forth in the songs of Moses and David, could not have been wholly

ignorant of eternal life.

True, they lived by faith, as we must : they lOoltcd at these things

as “ afar off,” and waited for them ; but “they embraced them and

confessed that they were strangers on the earth.” “ Abraham be—

lieved on God, ” andrAbraham ‘.‘ had the gospel preached unto
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him. ” “ But they who do such things do declare plainly that they

seek a country.”

Let us not, therefore, mock the religion of these fathers, by redu

cing it to a sensuous or mere earthly system.

In our next notice we shall be obliged, still more seriously to dil

fer with the Bishop, in his Views (fl/re Intermediate Slate.

Passnn'rnnos.

 

THE COAT OF MANY COLORS.

Jacob gave to Joseph, “the son of his old age,” a coat of many

colors. A volume replete with instruction might be written upon

this sinple fact. The first chapter might illustrate the evils likely to

arise from parental partialily. “Israel loved Joseph more than all

his children, because he was the son of his old age.” WVhether he

had so manifested his partiality for Joseph, as to attract the attention

of his other sons, before he gave him the coat of many colors, we do

not know ; but the inspired narrative authorizes us to conclude, that

it was specially by that act their jealousy was aroused. For in the

immediate connection it is said : “ And when his brethren saw that

their father loved him more than all his brethren, they hated him,

and could not speak peaceably unto him.” Such a coat, at that time,

was doubtless very costly ; and the gift to Joseph was quite a dis

tinction. It was the occasion of much trouble and injury, both to

Jacob and to Joseph; and it led his other sons to commit great sin.

There is no hatred so bitter as that which takes the place of natural

affection, and no trouble so distressing as family broils. “A brother

offended is harder to be won than a strong city ; and their contentions

are like the bars of a castle.” (Prov., 18: 19.) It is, therefore, a

matter of unspeakable importance, that parents most carefully avoid

manifesting love for one child more than for others They can scar

cely do a greater injury to one of their children, than by exciting

against him or her the jealousy and hatred of the others. At the same

time, they will certainly weaken, to a great extent, their influence

over their other children, and thus increase tenfold the difficulty1 of

training them up aright. These children will regard the favorite as

7
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a successful rival in the affections of their parents, and will be' con

stantly tempted to seek, by misrepresentation and slander of that

child, to gain what they consider their rightful place in the regard of

their parents ; and feeling that those parents have wronged them in

preferring the one child, they will misconstrue every reproof, and re

sist all advice. Let the troubles in Jacob’s family and the great suf

ferings of the father and the favorite son be a warning to parents

against this weakness.

This occurrence may be viewed as an exhibition of one of the most

unlovely features of fallen human nature. It was no fault of Joseph's,

that his father loved him more than his other sons; and yet their

hatred centred upon him, as if he had greatly wronged them. They

hated him for the weakness of his and their father! He had dreams

which seemed to foreshadow his future greatness and his superiority

over them; and they hated him the more because of his dreams. Now

they knew that he was not accountable for his dreams; for if there

be any of the mind’s exercises over which the will exerts no control,

they are those of our sleeping hours. They must have known, more

over, that if the dreams were an indication of future events, they

were from God; and, therefore, to attempt to fight against them,

was as foolish as it was wicked. They envied and hated their brother,

then, not for any fault of his, but because their father was partial to

him, and God loved and would honor him! Just so Cain hated and

murdered Abel, because God accepted him; or, as the apostle John

says, “because his own works were evil, and his brother’s righteous."

Such is poor human nature. Its most malignant hatred is against

those who have been guilty of no‘ fault, and have done no injury.

“ Wrath is cruel, and anger is outrageous ; but who is able to stand

before envy? ” (Prov., 27 : 4.) Anger and even wrath may be ap

appeased; or it may subside with the occasion which excited it; but

envy is a feeling which rises gradually, not in view of any wrong

done to the envious person, but simply in view of the prosperity, the

honor or the happiness of another; and it feeds upon that which

called it into being, as young spiders draw nourishment from' the

vitals of their mother, and upon its own evil imaginings, Most un

like a noble ambition which struggles to excel others, its only aim is

to pull them down below its own level. It is precisely the opposite

of that God-like benevolence which rejoices with those that rejoice,

and finds a degree of happiness in the prosperity of others. Envy

weeps over the good of others, and rejoices in their misfortunes. It

is in its nature diabolical.

And yet the world is full of it ; and it cannot hedoubted, that the
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remaining depravity of pious hearts often assumes this form.

Amongst the most painful trials to which Moses was subjected in

conducting the children of Israel to the promised land, was the de

fection of his brother Aaron and his sister Miriam. “And they said:

Hath the Lord indeed spoken only by Moses? hath he not also spoken

by us?" (Num., 12 : 2.) The apostle Paul found amongst the Co

rinthian Christians this hateful feeling. “For ye are yet carnal; for

whereas there is among you envying, and strife, and division, are ye

not carnal, and walk as men?” (1 Con, 3: 3.) And James says :

“If ye have bitter envying and strife in your hearts, glory not, and

lie not against the truth. This wisdom descendeth not from above,

but is earthly, sensual, devilish. For where envying and strife is,

there is confusion and every evil work.”

But this coat of many colors, viewed in connection with the pur

poses and the providence of God, forms the first link in a long chain

of most important events, and serves to teach and illustrate some of

the great doctrines of Revelation. God had said to Abraham, that

his seed should be sojourners in a land not their own, that they should

suffer oppression, and afterwards, in connection with his judgments

upon their oppressors, should “come out with great substance."

(Gen., 15 : 14, 15.) The time now approached for the fulfilment of

that part of the divine purpose which related to their sojourn in

Egypt. Joseph was to be sent as a forerunner to prepare the way

for them. But how should he be sent? God permits Jacob not only

to cherish, but to manifest a strong partiality for “the son of his old

age;” and he permits jealousy to rise and gain strength in the hearts

of his brothers. His dreams might have produced no impression

upon them, and might have been soon forgotten, but for the jealousy

awakened and strengthened by the coat of many colors. Now, look

at the links in this chain. Jacob manifests partiality for Joseph.

Joseph has dreams of a peculiar character, and he relates them to his

brethren. They hate him for his father’s partiality, and still more

for his dreams. They see him coming to Dothan to inquire after

their welfare, and they conspire to murder him. Reuben, in the hope

of restoring him to his father, persuades them to throw him into a

pit. Ishmaelitish merchants pass by on their way to Egypt; and

his cruel brothers sell him for twenty pieces of silver. The other

links in this chain of events are formed, until Joseph, now the second

man in Egypt, says to his astonished brethren : “ God sent me before
you, to preserve you aiposterity on the earth, and to save your lives

by a great deliverance. So now it was not you that sent me hither,

but God; and he has made me a father to Pharoah, and lord of all
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his house, and a ruler throughout all the land of Egypt.” Thus we

wave before us the divine decree and the different steps in its fulfil

..;ent. We are compelled to see, that it was fulfilled principally by

the instrumentality of bad men, actuated by the worst motives. The

first step (which was essential to all the others) is traceable to the

weakness of Jacob. The second step is the legitimate working of

envy and hatred. The third step finds its cause in the covetousness

of the lshmaelitish merchants, &c., &c. That the decree or purpose

of God was precisely fulfilled, cannot be denied ; nor can it be

doubted, that it was fulfilled by the instrumentality of men, and

~ chiefly 'of bad men. \rVere they free and accountable agents in the

parts which they severally acted “.7 The guilty conscience of Joseph's

brethren, when he proposed to retain Simeon, leave no room to doubt

that they were conscious of having acted freely. “And they said one

to another: We are verily guilty concerning our brother, in that we

saw the anguish of his soul, when he besought us, and we would not

hear; therefore is this distress come upon us.” (Gen, 45 : 21.)

Here, then, is one very remarkable instance in which a divine de

cree was fulfilled by the free agency of a number of persons of widely

different characters. Their freedom was not impaired ; and therefore

their accountability for their acts was as complete as for any other

acts of their lives. The most satisfactory explanation of this much

abused doctrine, is found in the answer of Jeseph to his brethren,

alter the death of their father. 50 deep was their sense of their cri

minality in their treatment of him, that they were haunted with fears,

that after Jacob’s death he would avenge his wrongs. His answer,

as they approached him with confessions and cntreaties for pardon,

was : “ Fear not, for am l in the place of God? But as for you, ye

thought evil against me; but God meant it unto good, to bring to

pass, as it is this day, to save much people alive.” (Gen, 50: 15, 21.)

In what they did, they had their motives, and they were evil ; in per~

mitting them to do what they did, U 0d had his designs, and they

were most benevolent. In accomplishing those designs, he made

use of their bad acts, overruling them for good. He did not allow

them to kill their brother. This would have defeated his purp0ses.

But he did permit them to sell him; for thus he was taken to the

very country where his services were needed.

How can any one look at the decree recorded in the fifteenth chap

ter of Genesis, and at the manner of its fulfilment, and then assert

that the doctrine of divine decrees is inconsistent with man’s free

agency? For if one decree has been fulfilled by the free and account

able agency of men, good and bad, then any number of decrees may
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be fulfilled in the same way. If it were admitted, that we cannot

show how the two doctrines harmonize, this admission would only

prove, that the mode of God’s providential and sanctifying agency

upon the heart, is mysterious. But it would not invalidate the proof

of the doctrines derived from the plain facts we have been consider

ing. No true philosopher rejects well ascertained facts, or the prin

ciples clearly revealed by those facts, because there is something of

mystery connected with them.

But the coat of many colors, in connection with the doctrines just

stated, brings to view two of the mOst consoling truths taught in the

Scriptures. The first is, that God can and does so overrule even the

infirmities and errors of his people, as to turn them to good account,

both to his cause, and even to themselves. Great sorrow came upon

both Jacob and Joseph in consequence of the unwise manifestation

of his partiality; but greater good resulted to them both, and incal

culahle good to a multitude of human beings and to the church of

God. Humanum est errare. The lest men have their infirmities,

and fall into errors. “'e may well rejoice, that our Heavenly Father

can use even our blunders for his own glory.

The other precious truth to which we referred, is, that the hearts

and the acts of the worst llil'll are so under the control of God, that

without interfering with their freedom, he can either give his people

favor with wicked men, or make their bittercst hatred to contribute

to their advantage. God gave Joseph favon first with his master

Potiphar, and afterwards with the keeper of the prison into which

he was cast; and though he did not subdue the hatred of his breth

ren, the covetonsness of the merchants or the lust of Potiphar’s wife,

he did bring incalrulablc good to Jo>eph and to his cause out of the

acts resulting from their evil passions. "Surely the wrath of man

shall praise thee ; the remainder of wrath thou wilt restrain.”

The Church of Christ, then, is safe in this bad world ; and “ the

gates of hell shall not prevail against it.” And God’s children shall

walk safely amongst the wicked, till their Saviour shall choose to

take them to himself; and all things shall work together for their

good.

" Hnst thou not given thy word

To save my soul from death 'I

And I can trust my Lord

To keep my mortal breath.

I'll go and come,

Nor .‘ear to die, till from on high

Thou call me home."

In considering the many important events which grew out of the
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gift of the coat of many colors, we cannot but exclaim, with the

apostle James : “ Behold, how great a matter a little fire kindleth ! ”

Little do we know the momentous consequences which may follow

those of our acts which we regard as most trivial, or as most cir

cumscribed in the range of their influence. To live in such a world,

especially where everything connects itself with eternity, requires

wisdom from on high. Let us constantly ask wisdom of Him who

“ giveth to all men liberally, and upbraideth not.”

UNIVERSALIST LOGIC.

 

The first article in a Universalist Magazine now before us, is on

the justice of God. It commences on this wise : “All Christians ad

mit that justice is a divine attribute,-—that the Almighty is just.

Nevertheless after making this concession, many attribute to him a

course of action in direct opposition to justice They teach, that all

men deserve endless punishment; that strict justice would damn them

all eternally. Yet that some are to be saved, that is, saved unjustly,

—saved from that punishment which they justly ought to sufl'er.

Hence they often thank God for his injustice to, them.” It is not our

purpose to review this article. We simply notice the statement of

one of the principles which lie at the foundation of the Universalist

system, and the plausible sophistry by which it is sustained.

If the writer’s logic proves anything, it proves that the justice of

God requires him to inflict upon every rational creature all the pu»

nishment which his sins deserve. This complete punishment, too,

must be inflicted upon the transgressor himself, not upon a substitute.

For our writer contends, that if Christ sufi'emd for the guilty, then

there was double injustice. He says : “It was unjust to punish the

innocent, and it was unjust to let the guilty escape. Here are two

things exactly opposed to justice, and both palpably unjust " The

conclusion to which we are forced by this logic, is that God, being

infinitely just, can never, in a single instant-u, forgive sin, For lime

it is admitted, that every sin justly deserves punishment, it follows,

that if any one sin be pardoned, in that instance God is chargeable

with injustice.
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Now, the whole Volume of Inspiration proclaims the utter falsity

of such reasoning. Throughout the Old and the New Testaments,

God is represented as not only just. but “merciful and gracious,” as

“forgiving iniquity, transgression and sin.” We find David pray

ing: “Have mercy upon me, O God, according to thy loving kind

ness'; according unto the multitude of thy tender mercies, blot out

' my transgressions!” (Ps., 51 : 1.) We find our Saviour, after his

resurrection, saying to his disciples : “ Thus it is written, and thus it

behooved Christ to sufii-r, and to rise from the dead the third day;

and that repentance and remission of sins should be preached in his

name aheng all nations, beginning at Jerusalem.” (Luke, 24 : 46, 47.)

We find the Apostles saying: “Him hath God exalted with his

right hand, to be a Prince and a Saviour, for to give repentance to

Israel. and forgiveness of sins.” (Acts, 5: 31.) We find Paul quot

ing David as saying: “ Blessed are they whose iniquities are for

given, and whose sins are covered.” (Rom., 4 : 7.) We find Pete!

saying to Simon Magus: “Repent therefore of this thy wickedness

and pray God, if perhaps the thought of thine heart may be forgiven

thee.” (Acts, 8: 22.) We find, in the prayer which our Lord taught

his disciples, the petition : “ Forgive us our debts, as we forgive our

debtors.” All these passages of Scriptures, too plain to be misun

derstood by any, and hundreds more like them, utterly refute the

Universalist doctrine, that the justice of God requires him to punish

every transgressor as much as his sins deserve to be punished, and ad

mits of no forgiveness. Indeed it is amazing, that any man can have

the boldness to call himself a Christian, or to pretend to receive the

Bible as a revelation from God, whilst at the same time denying a

doctrine as clearly and as prominently taught, as the being of God.

But the other feature of this Universalist logic, is as directly in the

face of the whole current of Scripture. If any one doctrine stands

forth in the pages of Inspiration more prominently than any other,

it is the doctrine, that God forgives the sins of penitent believers for

the sake of Christ, who died for them. Every bleeding victim on

the Jewish altar foreshadowed his sufferings and death; and when

the offerer laid his hand upon the head of the animal. and confessed

his sins, then was the doctrine symbolically set forth, of pardon of sin,

on the ground of the substitutional sufferings of Christ. ( Heb., 10 : 1.)

Justice would inflict the sentence of the law upon the transgressor;

“ but when the fullness of time was come, God sent forth his Son,

made of a woman, made under the law, to redeem them that were

under the law, that we might receive the adoption of sons.” (Gal.,

4: 4, 5.) The just law, if it took its direct course, would inflict its
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curse upon every transgressor; but “Christ hath redeemed us from

the curse of the law, being made a curse for us.” (Gal., 3 : 13.) Paul

gloried only in the cross of Christ ; Universalism glories in nothing,

less than in that cross. The central truth of the Gospel is Christ

crucified ; but Universalism knows nothing of that central truth.

It is worthy of special remark, that the view of divine justice now

refuted, is essential to Universalism. It teaches, that every man is

punished and rewarded in this life precisely according to his merits

and demerits. Consequently nothing is forgiven; and. the conduct of

men in the present lit'e exerts not the slightest influence upon their

future happiness. Here again, this infidel system comes in conflict.

with one of the most prominent doctrines of the Bible, viz. : that the

future state, not the present, is the state of rewards and punishments.

Thus it cuts off all those mighty motives and encouragements to vir

tue, and all those rich consolations which the Scriptures so abun

dantly draw from the life to come. The Snviour’s exhortation to

men to “lay up treasures in Heaven,” is perfectly meaningless; or

rather, it teaches positive error.

But we need not pursue this course of remark. Our object was

simply to show how utterly inconsistent with the whole tenor of

Scripture, is this fundamental doctrine of Universalism. It is the

glory of the Gespel, that it harmonizes the attributes of Justice and

Mercy in God’s dealings with men. “Mercy and truth meet to

gether ; righteousness and peace kiss each other.”
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MINISTERIAL CALLS.—NO. III.

Settled pastors often receive calls from other churches; and in many

instances, the question respectinga change of the field of labor, becomes

painfully difficult and perplexing. The fact that God has called

a. minister to labor in a particular church, is no certain proof that his

- life is to be spent there. Evidently, however, if a pastor has gone to

the field he occupies, under Divine direction, it is neither wise nor safe

for him to leave it for another, except under the same guidance. The

interests of two churches and his own usefulness and peace of mind,

are involved in the question of the acceptance or rejection of a call.

For he cannot expect the Divine blessing to attend him, if he leave the

field to which God called him, in order to occupy one to which He has

not called him, nor if he remain where he is, whilst God is calling him

to another point.

With us the question of a change of location has been again and

again one of very great practical moment; and our conversation and

correspondence with ministerial brethren, together with what we have

known of the action of Presbyteries on such questions, have convinced

us, that the subject has by no means received the attention which its

great importance demands; and that the principles by which such

questions ought to be decided, are not well understood. To do justice

to it, would require a volume, instead of a single article. The leading

points, however, may be briefly presented.
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I. We begin with the truth, that it must be the earnest desire of every

faithful minister to employ his time and talents to the greatest advan

tage for the cause of Christ. The conversion of sinners and the edifi

cation of believers are the leading objects to be accomplished by the

Christian ministry. Both of these are embraced in “ the perfecting of

the saints, the work of the ministry, the edifying of the body of Christ.”

Eph. 4: 12. Most assuredly the faithful minister will receive his

reward, whether success attend his ministry or not; but every such min_

ister must intensely desire his labors to be crowned with success.

Indeed, we are clearly authorized to expect that our labors will not be

in vain; and, therefore, the promise is, that “they that turn many to

righteousness, shall shine as the stars, for ever and ever." Dan. 12: 3.

Different men have difi'erent gifts. One may be better fitted to

preach to the impenitent, and his success may be mainly in the conver

sion of such; whilst another may find his chief usefulness in the

edification of believers. A third may be specially fitted for some

executive department of the church’s evangelical operations. But

every one called of God to the ministry, may be useful in the work;

and the aim and the prayer of every one should be for the highest pos

sible degree of usefulness. Every question respecting a change of

location, then, should be considered and determined in view of this

principle.

But ought not the pastoral relation to be permanent? When a

minister has accepted a call, and has been installed as pastor of a

church, ought he not to consider himself settled for life? Beyond a

question, if the decision is to be made between a transient and a per

manent ministry; the latter must have the preference. The Scriptures

say nothing directly upon this particular point; and, therefore, our

judgment must be formed on general principles. These principles con

duct us to the conclusion just stated; but we are not under the

necessity of adopting either of these extremes.

The question as to the permanency of the pastoral relation. must

be decided partly in view of the mental peculiarities and attainments

of particular ministers; and partly in view of providential circum

stances. There are some ministers who ought not to change their fields

of labor, unless under extraordinary circumstances. They are men of

well balanced minds, remarkable for sterling integrity, consistent piety

and prudence, but whose pulpit powers are but moderate. Unable to

make a strong impression upon the multitude, they do not attract a

crowd; but they acquire an influence in a community, as good and

wise men, by their attention to the poor, their visits to the afflicted,

their judicious counsels, etc. This influence is of comparatively slow
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growth; but it is constantly growing, and in the course of years it

becomes very extensive. Many persons not particularly interested 0n

the subject of religion, attend upon their preaching, because they have

learned to respect and admire them out of the pulpit; and they are

profited by their scriptural discourses.

Such ministers have much to lose by changing their field of labor.

They are like men who, by close attention to business, have gradually,

in the course of years, acquired a good capital, on which they are doing

a fine business, and who, if they remove to another place, leave almost

the whole of their capital to begin business, as it were, de novo. They

must again go through the same course of labor for a series of years,

in order to gain the influence they had in their former field.

There is another class of ministers whose usefulness requires frequent

changes. They are men of strong impulses, but whose minds have not

been, perhaps could not be, disciplined to close study and patient inves

tigation. What they know, they can present attractively, pointedly,

powerfully; because they preach with strong emotion and with great

fluency. They make effective appeals to the sympathies of men, to

their consciences and their hearts. They have an eloquence sometimes

more polished, sometimes less so; but it is the eloquence of intense

feeling. Some of this class of ministers excel in the illustration of

their subjects by well told anecdotes. But their emotional nature is too

strong for the intellectual. It hurries them to conclusions with but slight

examination; or it leads them to gather up the results of other men’s

investigations, rather than to depend upon their own. They are not

didactic or systematic preachers; and being very dependent upon their

animal spirits or frames of mind, their efforts are extremely unequal;

and being unable, in consequence of the limited range or rather super

ficial character of their knowledge, “to bring forth things both new and

old,” in the course of a regular ministry, they soon wear out. They

draw large audiences at first, but cannot hold them. Many who greatly

admired their first discourses, feel disappointed that, after a time, they

rarely deliver any more such; and their large congregations dwindle;

whilst even those who continue, desire a change. From home, they

preach to the multitude; at home, they preach to almost empty pews.

Such men are better adapted to the work of Evangelists. Their

strongest impressions are made at first. They lOSe influence by

attempting to labor long in the same place. Whitfield, wonderful as

were his powers as a preacher, could not have sustained himself as a

settled pastor, for any length of time. Dr. David Nelson, author of

, “The Cause and Cure of Infidelity,” was a preacher belonging pro

perly to this class. He entered the ministry late in life, without having
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pursued a regular course of theological study. He was a man of vig

orous, but undisciplined mind, and of very strong impulses. By rapid

steps he reached his conclusions. His discourses had very little system;

but under the influence of strong emotions, he presented his thoughts

with extraordinary clearncss, point and power. We have seen a

crowded audience moved by his irresistible eloquence, as the trees of a

forest by a mighty wind. But as in the case of all such men, his

efforts were very unequal, and as a regular preacher, he would often

fall greatly below the standard of his first discourses. Rev. David

Tod, late of Mississippi, was a man of the same class. He never had

any taste for classical studies, and was licensed and ordained without

having taken the full course of study prescribed in our Book. He was

a man of no more than ordinary talents; but he was a Christian of

ardent piety and lovely spirit; and although he was far from being an

orator, he had very considerable fluency as a speaker. Wherever he

went, he knew nothing “but Christ and him crucified.” In private

intercourse as well as in the pulpit, his warm heart poured forth the

rich truths of the Gospel, the power of which he had felt in his own

soul. It is not at all surprising, that his labors were much in demand,

and that they were remarkably attended by the blessing of God.

Such men as these could not fail to be more or less useful as settled

pastors; but their success would be incomparably greater, either as

Evangelists, or with pretty frequent changes of location. Their pecu

4 liar gifts fit them for a most important department of ministerial

labor, which cannot be so efficiently performed by any other class of

ministers. The church greatly needs a much larger number of them.

There is a third class of ministers, who, as to their cast of mind,

stand between the two classes just described; in regard to whom the

question of a change of location should be decided according to cir

cumstances. They are men of vigorous intellects, whose course of

study has been sufficiently thorough, and whose pulpit powers are such,

that they can well sustain themselves as permanently settled pastors,

or can rapidly gain an influence in a new field of labor. Such men, it

is true, have much to lose by a change; for whatever may be their

power to attract audiences and to hold them, it still requires time for

them to gain that place in the affections and confidence of their peo

ple, which is the effect of the varied intercourse and labors of pastoral

life. Yet the fields of labor to which they are called, may be so much

more extensive than those they are occupying, asto more than compen

sate for this loss. Or they may be called to occupy positions which,

though not more important, require a kind of labor for which they have

peculiar qualifications; whilst others may be found to succeed them in
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their present fields. In other words, in the case of one of these min

isters, the two places between which he is called to decide may be

equally important; and yet it may be much more easy to find a man

qualified to fill the one he is occupying, than the one to which he is

called. In either of these cases, a change is not only proper, but desirable.

The late Dr. Alexander was an eminent example of the class of minis

ters of whom we now speak. Equally acceptable as a minister

amongst the plainer or the more educated class of people, able to gain

an influence rapidly and to keep it permanently, he might have been a

settled pastor in the same church for life; and yet he felt himself

called of God from Virginia to a church in Philadelphia, and from

that to the Theological Seminary.

II. Having made these remarks concerning that phase of the ques

tion, which relates to ministers themselves, we proceed to state the

principles which, as it seems to us, should control them in encouraging

or discouraging calls, and in the acceptance or rejection of them.

1. When a minister has accepted a call, under the clear conviction

that it is from God, his evident duty is, to throw himself into the work

there with his whole heart, and look no further. Most assuredly, if

God has called him to that field, he has a work for him to do there.

How extensive that work is, or how long it will take to do it, he can

not possibly know. Certain it is, however, that his divine Master says

to him—“ What thy hand findeth to do, do it with thy might.” This

he cannot do, so long as he does not feel fully identified with his peo

ple, and is in fact hoping and looking for an opportunity to leave them.

The servant of God, it is true, must ever be ready to hear a call from

Him, and to see the openings of his providence; but he may be very

sure, that when he shall have finished his work in the field assigned

him, the call to another will come without his seeking it. Difficulties

he may have to contend with; but faith can overcome great difficulties.

It moves the arm that moves the universe. A believing, earnest,

prayerful ministry is “mighty through God, to the pulling down of

strong-holds.” To come and go only at His call, is the happiness of

the faithful minister. In all ordinary cases, then, the call should come

unsought.

2. A call cannot be regarded as providential, unless it be either to a

wider field of usefulness, or to a field equally wide, in which the pecu

liar talents of the pastor are specially needed; or unless it be from a

field he finds himself incapable of occupying properly, to one better

suited to his talents and attainments, or to his state of health. Since

it is the duty of every minister to desire and seek the greatest possible
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degree of usefulness; it is not probable, perhaps not possible, that God

will call any one from a field where he is doing good, to one where he

will do less good. And since a change of location, except in cases

already mentioned, is always attended with some considerable loss of

influence, at least for the time being; the new field should offer consid

erably greater prospects of usefulness, than that which the pastor is

called to leave for it.

The comparative importance ofdifferent fields of ministerial labor, is to

be estimated in several difi'erent ways. There may be a larger population

accessible at one point than at another. One position may be more

commanding than another, ofi‘ering the opportunity of exerting an influ

ence over a wider territory. One church may offer more effective

co-operation with the pastor than another. One position may better

suit the peculiar talents of the minister than another.

And then, in the church in which a minister is settled, there may be

dissatisfaction with his labors, which, should he continue, is likely to

extend, and to cause distraction and division. It is doubtful whether

a minister ought ever to permit a church to become divided, on the

mere question of retaining him as pastor. If a party should desire to

get rid of him, because they hold erroneous views of doctrine, or of any

point in morals, fidelity to the truth might require him to resist them.

Or if charges injurious to his moral character were made, he must

defend himself. But in cases where neither of these things is involved,

but where a respectable minority strongly desire a change; it is rarely,

if ever, wise to remain and allow parties to be formed. For, such

divisions, very generally result in great alienations, in the rapid decline

of the spirituality of the church, and in the ruin of the pastor’s useful

ness. We could mention a church in a neighboring State, in which

two parties were formed, the one—a minority—desiring the pastor to

resign; the other desiring to retain him. The feeling between the

parties became extremely bitter, defying all efforts of the Presbytery

to settle the difiicnlty, until at length, the church was, bya rather

high-handed measure, dissolved and re-organized; and in the re-organi

zation several of the dissatisfied party, not willing 'to re-cnter on the

terms fixed by Presbytery, were left out. Even then, the parties

were found still existing, and withering‘ the prosperity of the church,

for ten years after the excellent pastor had left. We could mention

another church which, though in numbers and wealth very influential,

in the course of several years, was almost destroyed in the same way.

Wherever the fault may lie, it is certain that when such difficulties

arise, the pastor’s usefulness is at an end; unless, indeed, the dissatis

fied party will withdraw, and organize another church—a thing not
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unfrequeutly done in our larger cities. In smaller towns and country

places, this cannot be done; and therefore the injury resulting from

such differences is the greater and the more permanent. Butwhen

there is the appearance of such divisions, a field in itself more con

tracted, may prove to be a much wider field of usefulness for that

minister; and if he will leave in time, he may save the church from

permanent trouble, and himself from much mental suffering and loss

of usefulness. In accepting a call to achurch, we have always insisted

upon it, that the session should at once candidly inform us, if they

perceived any dissatisfaction arising.

The new field offered to a settled pastor, then, may offer much greater

prospects of usefulness, because better suited to his peculiar talents, or

becauserof a larger accessible population, or because of its being a more

commanding position, or because of the state of things in his own

church. 1

3. The question whether a call is to be regarded as providential,

depends very much upon its unanimity and cordiality. The difi‘icul

ties and discouragements of pastors are sufficiently numerous and great

under the most favorable circumstances. They, therefore, greatly need

the united prayers and support of their entire churches; and their

peace of mind and their usefulness depend very much upon their secur

ing them. Probably it ought not to be required, that the whole

church giving a call should actually prefer the man elected to every

other individual whose name may be before them; but we are not

going too far, when we say, that there should be general acquiescence

in the call. If there be positive opposition to the pastor elect, the cir

cumstances mustdbe extraordinary, which would render it wise for him to

accept. The objections may be entirely groundless; yet the mere fact,

that there is a number of persons in the church, who are not willing to

receive the Gospel at his mouth, will produce an unhappy effect upon

his spirits. Besides, there is no certainty that they will not seek to

alienate others, and to undermine his influence; and whenever any diffi

culties arise, there is a party ready to throw their influence against

him. Meanwhile his admirers are likely to become alienated from the

others; and vice versa. In such a state of things, the church cannot

be expected to prosper, nor the pastor to be either useful or happy.

One of the best evidences that God calls a minister to a particular

church, is that He has made them willing to receive him.

We go further, and insist that the 'call should'not only be unanimous,

but cordial. A church sometimes takes a minister who happens to be

before them, because they do not know that they can do better, although

they receive him rather coldly. There is a vast difl‘erence between the
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position of such a pastor, and that of a pastor received to the hearts of

the people, is a blessing God has sent to them. In the latter case, the

same amount of labor will be attended with far greater results, than in

the former; whilst the encouragement the pastor has to labor, and his

comfort in his work, are incomparably greater. It would certainly be

most unwise for a pastor to leave a people whose confidence and afi'ec

tions he enjoys, to take charge of a church in which he meets but a

luke-warm reception. No ordinary circumstances can justify such a

change. But if a call comes unsought; if the field offered is, for the

pastor, all things considered, a considerably wider field of usefulness,

than the one he occupies; and if it be unanimous and cordial; there

can be little doubt that it comes from God, and ought to be accepted.

4. The evidence would be more conclusive, if it should appear, that

the call was the result of earnest prayer for divine direction. Real

blessings, and especially great blessings, are ordinarily bestowed on

individuals, on families, and on churches, in answer to importunate

prayer. If, therefore, God is sending a faithful pastorto a people, it is

reasonable to expect that they will be led often and earnestly to the

throne of grace to plead for the gift. It is a great privilege for a min

ister to go to a people who have gone to their heavenly Father to ask

for a Pastor, and who will recognize in him an answer to their prayers.

5. It is hazardous for ministers of advanced age to change their

fields of labor, unless their peculiar gifts fit them for evangelists.

They may have deeper piety, than at an earlier period; but they have

not the enthusiasm nor the mental elasticity they once had. And

whilst to the people amongst whom they have long labored, they are

strongly attached, they do not so readily form new attachments. Still

more, the young people who have been accustomed from infancy to see

them in the pulpit and at their homes, may love and venerate them far

more than they would a younger man; but they will not be able so

readily to make the acquaintance and enlist the feelings of the young

in a new field of labor. The call, therefore, should be a very clear one

to justify a settled pastor in changing his location, when he has passed

his fiftieth year.

We do not forget, that, according to our Book, a call must come toa

settled pastor through his Presbytery. Still, most churches will, as

indeed they should, correspond with ministers whose services they

desire to secure, in order to ascertain their views, before proceeding so

far as to make out a call; and if the principles in view of which such

questions ought to be settled, were well understood; in almost all

instances in which the call ought to he declined, answers could be

given, which would prevent the delay and the disappointment incident
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to the regular prosecution of it, For when such a correspondence is

opened, the way is prepared for the pastor, without indelicacy or impro

priety, to make all necessary inquiries, to confer with his own Session,

and to consult with those of his brethren whose opinions have weight

with him. And it cannot be admitted, for a moment, that any minis

ter of right feelings would encourage the making out of a call, which

he expects to decline. To do so, would be totrifie with the interests of

the church of Christ, from motives utterly unworthy of a Christian

minister.

Just here two very important questions arise, viz.: How far is it wise

for pastors to ask the advice of Presbytery, in relation to the acceptance

of calls? and how far is it generally wise in Presbyteries to exercise

their constitutional authority in retaining a pastor in the field he is

occupying, contrary to his clear judgment and wishes? These questions

will be considered in another number.

THE FALL OF MAN.

The moral imperfection of human nature is too manifest to be called

in question. Although there is a prevailing inclination amongst men

to over-estimate their virtues, to think of themselves more highly than

they ought to think; it would probably be difficult to find an individ

ual who regards himself as coming up to his own standard of rectitude.

Indeed a man who would declare himself morally perfect, would be

very generally regarded as hypocritical or insane. This is the more

remarkable in view of the fact, that the standard of morals adopted by

very many, is extremely low. There is something very significant in

the confession of imperfection by men disposed to over-estimate their

rrioral excellence, and whose views of moral obligation are extremely

inadequate. When such men confess that they have sinned, we may

safely conclude, that, tried by a correct standard, human nature must

be found deeply depraved.

But though all acknowledge the imperfection of human nature, men

are very far from being agreed as to how it became so. The introduc

duction of sin into the world is a profound mystery. Our limited

reason would lead us to conclude, that rational creatures formed by the

infinitely perfect Jehovah, would not only come from his hands perfect,

but would be so surrounded by right influences, that they would never
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lose their perfect rectitude. Facts too clearly demonstrate the unsound

ness of our reasoning. Man is imperfect, and therefore unhappy; and

though we may never fully understand why sin was permitted, the

Scriptures give a very clear account of the time and manner of its

entrance into our world. It may be interesting, in connection with an

appeal to the inspired volume, to notice some of the more important

opinions of men on this subject. We pass, as of little interest, the

speculations of certain ancient philosophers, respecting the inherent

evil of matter; although the absurd doctrine, finding its way into the

Christian Church, at an early day, has much to do with the origin of

Monkery, which still adheres to the Church of Rome. Nor, perhaps,

is it necessary to say anything of another theory adopted by Plato

and other philosophers, of the pre-existence of human spirits, as help

ing to account for the existence of sin; although strangely enough,

Rev. Edward Beecher has published a very labored defence of this

exploded doctrine. It is difficult to say what retrograde movement

may be made in this age of boasted progress; but so far as we are

informed, the book has made no converts.

I. Universalists account for the origin and prevalence of sin by

ascribing it to man’s material organization. Dr. Priestly, in his Letters

on Revealed Religion, contends, that man was made “wholly, and not

in part only, of the dust of the ground "—that the mind as well 'as

the body is material. The same doctrine is taught by Hosea Ballou,

the father of modern Universalism. It is also taught by Walter Bal

four, another leading Universalist, who says—“ The Scriptures which

the Jews had in their hands, were opposed to such a popular opinion;

for they taught nothing about immortal souls, departed souls, separate

spirits.” And again he says, “But we ask Mr. Stuart, where the

Scriptures speak about an immaterial immortal soul? NOWHERE.

Why, then, does he do it? ” Now, if the soul is material, it is con

trolled by the laws of matter, and, therefore, it has no free agency;

and if the physical organization is imperfect, its action must necessarily

be so. Accordingly, Mr. Ballou says—“ Man is dependent in all his

volitions, and moves by necessity.”—The consequence legitimately

flowing from this doctrine, is, that God is the cause or author of all the

sin in the world; and this impious doctrine is boldly avowed by Uni

versalist writers. These are the principles which lie at the foundation

of Universalism. If they were admitted, it would follow, that there

has been no such thing as the fall of man ;——-that Adam and Eve, as

they came from the hands of God, were no better than their descend

ants. Hosea Ballou, speaking of the manner in which, according to

the Apostle James, men are tempted to sin,says—“And if this be the way
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that we are tempted, have we any reason to believe that it is not the

way in which Eve was tempted in the beginning? Yea, is not this

contentious sensual wisdom of the flesh, the serpent which beguiled

the woman? ”

Such is the account which Universalism gives of the beginning of

sin in the world. In a preceding article, on the creation of man, we

showed the absurdity of attributing thought, reasoning and the differ

ent mental phenomena to matter. If there can be a greater absurdity,

it is the ascribing of moral action to matter. If there be a single

conviction of the human mind, which is intuitive and universal, it is—

that no man is accountable for the legitimate workings of his physical

nature; or, in other words, that whatever flows from physical necessity,

possesses no moral character—is neither good nor bad. The mind

may indeed be influenced in its choices by those appetites whose seat

is in the body; but its consent is always voluntary, not forced. Every

man finds, in the conscious voluntariness of his moral choices, and in

the irrepressible conviction that they are moral, the complete refutation

of the degrading doctrines by which Universalism seeks to account for

the existence of sin in the world.

2. Modern Spiritualism accounts for the existence of human imper

fection in very much the same way. Man, according to this philoso

phy, is a development, not a creation. The first of the human

species, developed from the lower orders of animals, were “ huge quad

rumana;” and the laws of nature have continued to improve the

race, and will ultimately bring them all to perfection. This is but

a system of atheistic materialism, which, if admitted, obliterates the

distinction between right and wrong. The whole moral nature of

man rises up in indignant denial of this absurd and degrading philoso

phy; Whilst the science of Geology to which it has appealed for

support, demonstrates the falsity of its first principles.

3. The advocates of Phrenology, which is one of the modern sys

tems of mental science, find the cause of human imperfection in a

badly balanced or diseased brain. They divide the brain into different

departments, the first containing the moral organs; the second, the

intellectual organs; the third, the animal organs. Human character

is the result of the operation of all the different organs. The large

organs in each brain are the controlling forces. Now, if all the organs

were of proper relative size, and in a healthy condition, then the char

acter would be perfect. If some of the organs are relatively too large,

or are diseased, the character is imperfect. Gall & Spurzeim found a

young man in one of the prisons of Berlin, whose organ of Acquisi

tiveness was so overgrown, that in their opinion he could not restrain

himself from stealing. This doctrine involves all the absurdities of
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materialism. For it matters little, so far as moral action is concerned,

whether the mind itself is matter, or whether its action is controlled by

matter. In either case it is not accountable. The mind of the idiot

or of the maniac may be just as good as that of any other man; but

his physical organization is so defective, as essentially to interfere with

his intellectual perceptions, and consequently with his moral choices.

Therefore he is not accountable. Every man’s common sense, as

already 6ntimated, compels him to feel, that he is not accountable for

defects in his physical organization.

4. Others have maintained, that every finite being is liable to err, and

therefore to sin . The fact, therefore, that man is a finite being, is suf

ficient to account for the sin he commits. But since it is self-evident,

that obligation is limited by capacity to know, and opportunity to

know, this opinion cannot be true.. For if one is perfectly disposed to

know and to do his whole duty, then he will improve all his capacity

and all his opportunities to know it, and as he knows, he will do it.

This would fulfill all his obligations. To say, that any one is bound to

know more than his capacities and opportunities will permit; or that

he is bound to know more than he can know, is absurd.

Moreover, this is a most comfortless doctrine; for since all men will

forever be finite, they must make up their minds to be forever erring

and sinning, and, therefore, forever suffering. Consequently there can

be for us no heaven of perfect bliss. Gladly, then, will we repudiate

this shallow theory.

From all these unsatisfactory theories let us turn to the inspired

volume. There we learn, that when God created the first pair “ up

right,” he put them on trial in the garden of Eden. The test of their

obedience was abstaining from eating the fruit of the tree of the knowl

edge of good and evil. The sacramental pledge of immortality, if

they continued in obedience during the period of probation, was the

fruit of the tree of life. Satan, under the form of a serpent, beguiled

Eve, and she tempted Adam. Both ate the forbidden fruit, and

incurred the penalty. God had said to them—“ In the day thou eatest

thereof, thou shalt surely die.” Or, literally translated—“ dying thou

shalt die .”

The meaning of this sentence has been variously understood, as

comprehending more or less. If, however, we are willing to be guided

by the fair interpretation of the Scriptures, we can scarcely be in doubt

as to its meaning. The word death is there used sometimes to signify

simply the separation of the soul and body, and the extinction of ani

mal life; sometimes to signify total depravity—death in sin; sometimes

to signify eternal death, or the full penalty of the moral law. Now, the

eating of the forbidden fruit, though directly a violation of a positive
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precept, was also the transgression of the moral law; for it is the moral

law which obligates us to obey every positive precept of God. We

are bound to love Him with all the heart, and to manifest this love by

obeying all his precepts. But if the eating of the forbidden fruit was

the transgression of the moral law, then in eating it Adam and Eve

incurred the penalty of this law. Now, the Apostle Paul says—“ The

wages of sin is death; ” and that he means eternal death, is evident,

because he puts it as the antithesis of eternal life, which is the gift of

God. Rom. 6: 23. But eternal death comprehends both natural

death and spiritual death. The penalty incurred, therefore, was death

temporal, spiritual and eternalQ‘ig‘jOur first parents became mortal, losf

the image of God, and became “ children of wrath.” What a fearful

change sin wrought in their character, condition and prospects. They

were ungodly. They were ashamed and afraid. They saw themselves

naked; and in terror they sought to conceal themselves from their

Creator, in communion with whom they had enjoyed exalted happi

ness. “And they heard the voice of the Lord God walking in the

garden in the cool of the day, and Adam and his wife hid themselves

from the presence of the Lord God amongst the trees of the garden.”

Their future, recently so bright, was shrouded in midnight darkness.

Such are the effects of sin upon every human soul.

The troubles of our father and mother now began. They were

driven from the lovely garden which Infinite Goodness had prepared

for them; they must henceforth cultivate the ground which on their

' account was cursed, and made to bring forth thorns and briers. God

said to the woman—“ I will greatly multiply thy sorrow and thy con

ception; in sorrow shalt thou bring forth children; and thy desire shall

be to thy husband, and he shall rule over thee.” And to Adam he

said—“ Cursed is the ground for thy sake; in sorrow shalt thou eat

of it all the days of thy life. Thorns also and thistles shall it bring

forth to thee; and thou shalt eat the herb of the field. In the sweat

of thy face shalt thou eat bread, till then, return unto the ground; for

out of it wast then taken; for dust thou art, and unto dust shalt thou

return.”

In this curse and in all the details of it we have a fearful interest.—

For the Scriptures teach, and facts demonstrate, that in the trial which

resulted so disastrously, Adam acted not as an individual, but as the

representative of his unborn race . Whatever difficulties this doctrine

may seem to involve, and however men may pronounce it unjust; it

is not only confirmed by the most unequivocal language of Inspiration,

and by undeniable facts, but it is \encumbered with fewer difficulties

than any other view that can be taken of the subject.
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I. There is a double proof of the doctrine in those passages of

Scripture which place Adam and Jesus Christ in contrast, as to the

results of their respective acts.

But before proceeding to the argument, let us distinctly state the doc

trine. When we say, that Adam was the Divinely constituted repre

sentative of his posterity, and that his first sin was imputed to them;

we mean, that the legal consequences of his sin come upon them, as {f

they had done what he did. In this there is no confounding of personal

acts, or transfer of moral character. To impute an act to a man,

expresses one idea; to transfer an act, if the thing were not inconceiv

able, would express quite another.

In Rom. 5: 12, we read—“ Wherefore as by one man sin entered

into the world, and death by sin; and so death passed upon all men,

for that all have sinned.” Here it is perfectly clear, that death is rep

resented as the effect or consequence of sin; and the universality of the

reign of death is accounted for by the universality of sin. The effect

is universal, because the cause is universal. The meaning, then, must

be, either that all the human family first commit actual sin, and then

become mortal; or that all are involved in sin and its guilt, by virtue

of their connection with Adam, and, therefore, are born mortal. If the

former be aflirmed, the conclusive answer is, that is contrary to fact; for

I infants do not commit actual sin, and yet infants die. The latter must,

therefore, be the true meaning. ‘

It is strange, that such a man as the late Professor Stuart, of An

dover, should have interpreted the passage to mean, that “all men

have sinned in their own persons.” He asks, indeed, “ How can any

more difficulty arise from saying that all are sinners here, than from

the Apostle’s saying the very same thing so often in the previous part

of his epistle! ” We answer, the difliculty does not arise, as he seemed

to suppose, from the declaration that all are sinners; for the word all

may be used in a limited sense. But the difficulty is—that the Apos

tle is accounting for a universal effect by pointing to a universal cause.

The effect is death; the cause is sin. Now, it is perfectly clear, that

the effect cannot exist, where the cause does not exist or operate. But

the effect is seen in the case of infants, just as generally as in the case

of adults. Therefore in their case there must be sin, as truly as in the

case of adults. The doctrine of the passage, then, is—that sin

entered the world by Adam, and all his posterity were involved in it;

and therefore they are mortal, as he was after his fall. Hence the

Apostle says, “in Adam all die.”

But this doctrine is most unequivocally taught in the latter part of

this 5th chapter. “ Therefore as by the offence of one judgment came
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upon all men to condemnation, even so by the righteousness of one

the free gift came upon all men unto justification of life. For as by

one man’s disobedience many were made sinners, so by the obedience

of one shall many be made righteous. Here the doctrine is taught, in

language too plain to be misunderstood, not only that in consequence

of Adam’s sin all men are mortal, but that all are in a state of sin

and condemnation. The advocates of what has been called the New

Divinity, deny the justice of the doctrine, that Adam’s sin was im

puted to his posterity. Professor Stuart contends, that “it appears to

contradict the essential principles of our moral consciousness;” and

that such an imputation “ would be in direct opposition to the first

principles of moral justice, as conceived by us, or as represented in the

Bible.” And yet he admits, “ that the whole human race became de

generate and degraded, in consequence of the act of Adam.” He

says—“ I go further: I admit not only the loss of an original state of

righteousness to all, in consequence of Adam’s first sin, but that tem

poral evil, and death have come of course on all by means of it. I

admit that all are born in such a state, that it is now certain they will

be sinners as soon as they are moral agents, and that they will never

be holy until they are regenerated; consequently I must admit, that

all have come into imminent hazard of everlasting death, by means of

Adam’s first ofl'ence.”

Now, it does seem to us, that there is glaring inconsistency here.

Our doctrine is, that human nature had its trial in Adam. In his sin

human nature fell; and the consequences of the fall are coextensive

with the race. But the question is asked—how can this be just? Mr.

Barnes, who agrees with Stuart, asks--f‘ How can it be right to charge

the sins of the guilty on those who had no participation in them 3”—

We answer, it is no more difficult to see how it can be just to impute

the guilt of Adam’s sin to his posterity, than it is to see how it can be

just to inflict upon them temporal evil, and death, and to make it cer

tain that their first accountable act, and all succeeding acts, will be

sinful, plunging them into condemnation and ruin—all because of his

sin. Yet this is precisely what Prof. Stuart and Mr. Barnes profess

to believe. If human nature was not tried in Adam, and if it is unjust

that his sin should be imputed to his posterity; then justice requires

that they should be subjected to no sufferings and no evil influences in

consequence of his sin, but should have, as he had, a fair trial, under

the most favorable circumstances. For if it is just that they should suffer

at all, in consequence of his sin, to how much suffering of this kind

may they be subjected? And what matters it to them, whether, in

consequence of his sin, they are born in a state of depravity and con

I

2
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demnation, or whether, in consequence of his sin, they are born with

such a nature, or are placed under such circumstances, as will infallibly

bring them into a state of sin and condemnation? If it is absolutely

certain, that they will begin to sin, and thus be ruined as soon as they

begin to act, this certainty must result from some operative cause 01'

causes; and the cause or causes must be in their nature, or in their

circumstances, or in both. If the cause is in their nature, then it is

depravity, or something as bad. If the cause or causes are in the cir

cumstances, then in consequence of Adam’s sin God subjects the child

in the beginning of his moral agency, to corrupting influences, which

will certainly give a wrong direction to its first and succeeding choices.

It is truly amazing that those who hold the views of Stuart and Barnes,

should object to the doctrine of imputation as unjust. To be consistent,

they must deny, that the sin of Adam did, in any way, determine the _

question, whether his posterity would or would not sin, or that they

suffer because of his sin.

But we have said, there is a double argument in the passages under

consideration. The first is derived from the interpretation of the lan

guage respecting the effect of Adam’s sin upon his posterity. The

second is derived from the comparison instituted between Christ and

Adam. Christ is the second Adam. Now we do know, from the

abundant teaching of the Scriptures, that the obedience or righteous

ness of Christ is the legal ground of the believer’s justification. He is

our righteousnesss. And as Adam’s disobedience brought us into sin

and condemnation, so the obedience of Christ brings us into a state of

justification. Adam represented his posterity and ruined them.

Christ represents his children, and saves them. Christ’s righteousness

is imputed; so was Adam’s sin.

With singular confidence the following passage is alleged against the

doctrine, viz: “ The son shall not bear the iniquity 0f the father,

neither shall the father bear the iniquity of the son.” Ezek. 18:20 -

Now, either the relation between every father and his children is iden

tical with that between Adam and his posterity; or it is not. If it is,

then how can it be maintained, that Adam’s first sin renders it certain

that all his posterity will sin, any more than the sin of a father renders

it certain that his children will sin? If it is not, then why do men

apply a passage which speaks only of the relation between father and

son, to the relation between Adam and his posterity? - '

Strangely enough, Mr. Barnes makes the same principle apply in

both cases. “ The fact,” says he, “is one that is apparent; and that

accords with all the analogy in the moral government of God. The

drunkard secures commonly as a result that his family will be reduced
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to beggary, want and we. His sin is commonly the certain cause of

their being sinners; and the immediate cause of their loss of property

and comfort, and of their being overwhelmed in wretchedness and grief.

A murderer will entail disgrace and shame on his family, &c. Such is

the fact; the great law or constitution on which society is organized;

and-such being now the universal fact, we are not to be surprised

that the same thing occurred in the primary organization of society

with Adam at its head, and that we see there the first and the most

striking exemplification of the great law on which society is formed.”

To all which we answer—

1. It is easy to see how a drunkard or murderer injures his family,

and how such men injure others within the range of their influence;

and it is just as easy to see, that Adam exerts no such influence upon

his posterity. Therefore the law operating is not the same in the two

cases.

2. The drunkard’s conduct does not render it morally certain, that

his children, as soon as they become moral agents, will get drunk or

fall into any vice he may be addicted to. On the contrary, the chil

dren of drunkards are often influenced, by seeing the effects of their

dissipation, to pursue a precisely opposite course; and in not a few

cases, they are as exemplary as the children of any other men. But

Mr. Barnes himself holds, that Adam’s sin rendered it certain, that

every one of his posterity will commence their moral agency by sinning.

In the latter case, the result is morally certain in relation to every

individual, down to the end of time. In the former, there is no cer

tainty or uniformity at all. Therefore, it is clear beyond all question,

that the same law is not operating in both cases. In other words, it is

absolutely certain, that Adam sustains to his posterity a relation which

no father sustains to his children, and that the effects of his sin upon

them are altogether peculiar. This doctrine fully accounts for facts as

they exist; and if it be not true, then they cannot be accounted for.

1. It is a fact, that all the human race are born mortal. If Adam

was their representative, then his posterity would, of course, come into

the world mortal, as he was after his fall.

I 2. All the human race are born depraved. Our Saviour, assigning

a reason why all must be born again, said-“ That which is born of

the flesh, is flesh.” That is, they who are born of depraved parents,

are themselves depraved. David said—“ Behold, I was shapen in

iniquity; and in sin did my mother conceive me.” Psalm 51 : 5.

Strangely enough, the attempt has been made to evade the force of

this plain passage, by supposing that David was confessing the sins of

his mother! Such interpretations prove nothing so clearly, as the difli
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culty of receiving the Scriptures as inspired, without admitting the

truth of the doctrine of original sin. But without appealing to the

Scriptures, we are compelled to see, that children, as soon as they

manifest moral dispositions at all, manifest depraved dispositions. The

constant pressure of motives and restraining influences is necessary

to prevent them from running to destruction; and after all, the influ

ences that faithful parents can bring to bear, are often insufficient not

only to lead them to the love and practice of virtue, but to win them

from the grosser forms of vice. Their moral tendencies too clearly

reveal the depravity of their hearts.

3. All the family of Adam are “by nature the children of wrath.”

Eph. 2: 3. Some have insisted, that, in this passage, the word nature

signifies habit or custom; but if the word ever has this meaning, it is

a very unusual one; and there is no reason for departing, in this

instance, from the common and almost uniform meaning, unless it be

to escape an unpleasant doctrine.

Now, if Adam was the federal head of his race, these three facts,

two of which even infidels must admit, are accounted for. If he was

not, they are unaccountable. And as to the ju'stice of the doctrinefwe

might ask even the Deist, which is more consistent with Divine jus

tice—that human nature should have had its trial in its first father in the

maturity of manhood, and under the most favorable circumstances; or

that all should come into the worlQdepraved and mortal, without any

trial, without a fall, without sin in any one? There may be difiiculties

attending the doctrine of the imputation of Adam’s sin; but we do

not escape difficulties by rejecting it. For after we have rejected it,

the facts, which present the greatest difliculties, remain. We repeat

what we have before said—that the doctrine, obviously taught by the

Scriptures, is attended with fewer difficulties than any other view that

can be taken of the condition of the human family. With the Bible

in our hands, we are permitted to rejoice, that if we were ruined by

the first Adam, we may secure by the second Adam more than we lost

by the first. “For if by one man’s ofi‘ence death reigned by one;

much more they which receive abundance of grace and of the gift of

righteousness, shall reign in life by one, Jesus Christ.” '

.. _.x‘
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AM I A CHILD OF GUM—NO. III.

Vital piety, as it-exists in the human heart, consists offive parts, viz:

intellectual convictions, spiritual perceptions, abiding dispositions, pain

ful 0r pleasant emotions, and outward manifestations. There is, first,

the intellectual conviction of the truth, the result simply of evidence.

God sanctifies men through the truth; therefore the intellectual belief

of the truth, lies at the foundation of all true religion. God exists. He

is infinite in his natural and moral perfections. He is our Maker, Pre

server and Redeemer; therefore we are bound to serve Him. These

are propositions for the intellect, to be admitted upon suflicient evidence'

There are, secondly, spiritual perceptions of the truths admitted by

the intellect. God is boly. This is a proposition for the intellect.

God is infinitely beautiful, because of His holiness. This is the language

of the renewed heart, as it perceives the beauty of holiness. “One

thing have I desired of the Lord,” said the Psalmist, “that will Iseek

after; that I may dwell in the house of the Lord all the days of my

life, to behold the beauty of the Lord, and to enquire in his temple.”

Ps. 27: 4. Sin is wrong. This is a proposition for the intellect and

the conscience. Sin is hateful. This 'expresses the perception of the

renewed heart. Pharaoh said to Moses—“I have sinned ;” but he loved

his sin and clung to it. The Psalmist said—“ I hate vain thoughts, but

thy law do I love.” He perceived the hatefulness, as well as the wrong

fulness of sin. This perception of the loveliness of holiness, and of the

hatefulness of sin, together with other similar perceptions, is what Paul

calls a “spiritual understanding.” Col. 1: 9. It is the efl'ect of Di

vine teaching, as it is written—“All thy children shall be taught of the

Lord; and great shall be the peace of thy children.”

There are, thirdly, abiding dispositions. Of these the first and chief

is always to do right. John 3: 10. Desiring and aiming to do right,

the renewed heart does “hunger and thirst after righteousness ;” and

since doing right is obeying God, this disposition is called “the fear of

the Lord.”

There are, fourthly, emotions of a pleasant or painful character. To

these we now call special attention. This part of religion is the more

important, because less understood, perhaps, than any other; and errors

in regard to it may be, and often are very injurious, if not fatal.

I. Let us consider, first, the painful emotions which either belong
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to the nature of true religion, or connect themselves with its various

exercises. ‘ These are of several different kinds, such as the following:

1. They may be sympathetic. There is an intimate connection be

tween what, for lack of a better term, we may call the sympathetic

feelings, and the deeper feelings of the mind. In many persons distress

of mind, of whatever kind, leads to weeping. This is very generally

- the casein connection with the death of friends. And in a great many

cases, joy of certain kinds finds expression in the same way, as, for eX

ample, the joy of meeting with friends long absent. In the same way

religious distress very commonly exhibits itself; and, not unfrequently,

religious joy. Thus God says of his penitent people—“They shall come

with weeping, and with supplications will I lead them.” Jer. 31: 9.

Now, it is possible and not uncommon for persons sitting in a congre

gation where there is deep religious feeling, manifesting itself by tears,

also to weep, although they may not at all participate in the deeper

religious feeling. This is the more likely to occur, where by any means

a separation is effected between professors and non-professors, as when

some rise from beside others, and go to the Lord’s table. The same

class of feelings may be excited by the description of death, the grave,

and the like. But all merely sympathetic feelings are evanescent, and

subside quickly with the passing away of the occasion which produced

them. Yet such feelings, transient as they are, may serve to turn the

mind to Divine truth, and may thus lead to other and deeper feelings.

One of the most successful ministers we eVer knew, had a wonderful

command over the sympathetic feelings of his hearers. Under his

preaching we have seen the whole audience melted into tears, and even

heard them sob and weep aloud; but happily in connection with such

appeals his sermons were rich with the precious truths of the Gospel;

otherwise the efiects would have been most unhappy. Such feelings

may exist in connection with true religious feeling, or without it; but

they do not constitute religion, nor are they essential to it.

2. The second class of painful religious feelings arises from cmwiclion

of sin. Conviction, as distinguished from evangelical repentance, arises

from the more than ordinarily distinct perception of the fact that we

have done wrong, and that we are, consequently, in danger. It differs

from remorse, the kind of repentance Judas had, in that it is not at

tended with despair. This conviction may arise suddenly or gradually;

and it may be more deep and distressing, or less so. It may be more

connected with fear of eternal death, or with hope ofsalvation, Still it

does not arise from any proper perception of the evil and the hatefuiness

of sin; and, therefore, does not, of itself, lead to thorough reformation.

In many institnceslit-grad ually subsides, or finds relief in a false and
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delusive hope. To what extent it is the natural working of an enlight

ened conscience, aroused by some providential occurrence, or by some

powerful appeal of divine truth; and how far it is produced by the Holy

Spirit, only the results can enable us to determine. Certain it is, how

ever, that persons in such a state of mind are ina very critical condition,

 

for there is in their minds a mighty struggle between the felt claims of

God and the cherished pleasures of sin; and that struggle cannot ter

minate without leaving the soul in a far better or a far worse condition.

This class of feelings, though often terminating in true christian afl'ec

tion, in itself falls entirely short of it.

3. The third class of painful religious feelings, is that which is prop

erly called repentance. The word in the Greek, which expresses true

repentance, signifies literally a change of mind,—metanoia. There is,

first, a radical change of views, and then, as a consequence, a radical

change of feelings. A true view of our relations and obligations is at

tended with conviction of sin and the perception of its hatefulness. The

renewed heart loves God, and therefore hates whatever is opposed to

Him. When Peter had denied his Lord, he “ went out and wept bit

terly.” His grief did not result so much from the upbraidings of his

conscience and from fear, as from love. He could answer affirmatively

the searching question, “Lovest thou me ?” Hence his bitter weeping.

Besides the conviction of the danger of sin, then, true repentance ari

ses in view of the evil and the hatefulness of sin; insomuch that the

true penitent does not more earnestly pray for the pardon of his- sins,

than for deliverance from sin. In the same prayer in which David

plead for pardon, he plead with equal earnestness for sanctification.

“Have mercy on me, O God, according to thy lovingvkindness: accord

ing unto the multitude of thy tender mercies blot out my transgressions.

Wash me thoroughly from mine iniquity, and cleanse me from my sin.

Create in me a clean heart, 0 God, and renew a right spirit within

me.” Penitential confession of sin, without excusing or palliating it,

and thorough reformation, are the fruits of genuine repentance. The

prodigal, “when he came to himself,” returned home to confess his sin

and unworthiness, and to obey his father henceforth, however humble

the position he might assign him in the family. Luke 15: 17-19.

True repentance arises in view ofthe cross of Christ, both because there

sin appears “ exceeding sinful,” and because there only can the mercy

of God embrace the sinner. “And they shall look upon me whom

they have pierced, and they shall mourn for him, as one mourneth for

his only son.” Zach. 12: 10.

This repentance may be attended with more or less of the sympa

thetic feeling, according to the temperament of the person, and accord
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ing to the circumstances in which he is placed. Some persons weep

easily; others seldom shed a tear. Women weep more readily and fre

quently than men. And a penitent will be more likely to weep, if he

is with others weeping, than if he is alone, or with those not thus

affected.

This repentance may be preceded by convictions more or less pro

tracted, and more or less distressing. In some instances the struggle,

though desperate, is very short. In others, it is less violent and of

longer continuance. In some cases there is great unwillingness to give

up some one sin, or to discharge some one duty; in others this difficulty

is not experienced, perhaps because the person, as to his outward con

duct, is already exemplary.

In this repentance the emotions of some may be more intensely strong

than those of others. Persons whose natural temperament is very ar

dent, as was that of Dr. Payson, would express more intense feeling,

than those of the quiet, even temperament of John Newton. There is

great variety in the temperaments of difl‘erent persons; and this variety

manifests itself in relation to everything that appeals to the feelings.

This difference is observable in matters of business, in political excite

ments, in domestic afflictions, and in religious interests. The repent

ance of‘Payson and of Newton was equally sincere and thorough; and

yet the former would express himself more strongly than the latter.

But whatever difference there may be in the degree of distress, all true

penitents agree in feeling, that they have no merit of their own, and in

so hating and repenting of their sins, as to confess them to God, and

to turn from them. “He that covereth his sins shall not prosper; but

whoso confesseth and forsaketh them shall have mercy.” Prov. 28: 13.

“If we confess our sins, he is faithful and just to forgive us our sins,

and to cleanse us from all unrighteousness.” John 1 : 9.

4. A fourth kind of religious distress is that which arises from the

hidings of God’s countenance, or the interruption of that sensible com

munion which the Christian often enjoys with God. To this intercourse

between the renewed soul and its Heavenly Father, the Psalmist refers,

when he says—“ It is good for me to draw nigh to God.” There are

times When the believer, engaged in worship or contemplation, so feels

the love of God in his heart, so delightfully pours out his soul in sup

plications, thanksgivings, and praises, approaches God with such child

like confidence, has such views of the Divine glory, and experiences

such answers to prayer, that in the fullness of heart-felt joy he exelaims

—-"It is good to be here I” In ordinary states of ‘mind the exercises

are less elevated, and the enjoyment much less intense. Yet the be

liever feels, that he does find access to God, and experiences real enjoy
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ment. There are times again, in the lives of many Christians, when

their minds are so occupied with secular employments and pleasures,

and so backslidden, that the lack of religious enjoyment causes but lit

tle trouble. But when aroused from this state by afldiction, or by the

word and Spirit of God, they find no access to the throne of grace, and

no sensible communion with God; when they walk in darkness, and

have no light; then is their distress very great. Such was the state 0

Job’s mind, when he exclaimed—“Oh that I were as in months past,

as in the days when God preserved me; when his candle shined upon

my head, and when by his light I walked in darkness; as I was in the

days of my youth, when the secret of God was upon my tabernacle;

when the Almighty was yet with me." Ch. 29: 1. Again—“O that

I knew where I might find him! that I might come even to his seat!

I would order my cause before him, and fill my mouth with arguments.

Behold, I go forward, but he is not there; and backward, but I cannot

perceive him; on the left hand where he doth work, but I cannot be

hold him: he hideth himself on the right hand, that I cannot see him.”

Ch. 23: 3. The same state of mind is touchingly expressed in the

Song of Solomon: “By night on my bed I sought him whom my soul

loveth: IZsought him, but I found him not. I will rise now and go

about the city in the streets, and in the broadways I will seek him

whom my soul loveth: I sought him, but I found him not.” Ch. 3 . I, 2.

This interruption of the soul’s communion with God, is in itself dis

tressing. It becomes the more so in view of the apprehension that it

is our sin which has grieved the Holy Spirit, and caused Him to with

draw his comforting influence. And not unfrequently this spiritual

darkness, if of long continuance, begets doubts in the mind of the indi

vidual, whether he ever was born again. Christians mistake the lack

of sensible communion with God, and of the happiness flowing from

that, for lack of religious affections. And when these troubles come,

as in the case of Job, in connection withother afflictions, which render.

the supports of religion specially necessary; the mental anguish is often

intense. Indeed we have known it to be so, when no natural affliction

existed.

5. A fifth kind of religious distress arises from mental depression.

There is an intimate and very mysterious connection between the ner

vous system and the operations of the mind. Consequently whenever

the former is disturbed in its regular functions, the mind suffers in one

way or another. When the nervous system is unnaturally stimulated,

as by alcoholic drinks, unusual hilarity is manifested. When it is de

pressed, whether by exhaustion or by disease, the opposite result occurs;

and the person is low-spirited, as the common expression is. In relation
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to secular matters, the mind becomes irresolute. Difficulties which, at

other times, would be regarded as trivial, appear insurmountable.

Worldly prospects, consequently, seem gloomy. If this state of things

is induced by exhaustion, rest will relieve it. If disease is the cause,

then the depression will continue, till the disease is removed wholly or

partially; and in many cases the nervous system is diseased, when there

is little or no indication of derangement in any other part of the

system.

Not unfrequently this depression assumes the form of fixed melan

choly; and if not relieved, it terminates in the most distressing derange

ment. But in whatever degree it exists, it is likely to fix the thoughts

upon whatever has the strongest hold upon the affections. If the per

son is a man of the world, devoted to money-making, he imagines

that he is likely to come to poverty. If he is an earnest Christian, he

doubts his own piety; and in the progress of the trouble, he imagines

that he has sinned away his day of grace, or has committed the unpar

douable sin. He does not question the truth of a single doctrine or

promise of the Gospel; but he shows singular skill in showing that

none of the promises apply to his case. In the advanced stages of this

trouble, persons are distressed with blasphemous thoughts and dreadful

temptations.

This depression, whether temporary or permanent, gives coloring to

all the religious exercises, and obscures all the evidences of piety. In

its permanent forms, it requires medical treatment—being purely phy

sical, if not in its origin, certainly in the phase it has assumed. In its

more transient form it requires rest, and diversion of the mind tosome

thing entertaining.

There is no mental afiliction so little understood, as that we have

tried to describe; and, therefore, none in the treatment of which so

little skill is exhibited by christiaus, or even by ministers of the Gospel.

We may hereafter give an account of several cases which have come

under our own observation.

6. A sixth kind of religious distress arises in view of the condition

of our fellow-men, as unconverted, especially of those dear to us by the

ties of nature. Here two distinct causes unite in producing the painful

effect, viz :--Our zeal for the honor of Christ and his cause; and our

desire for the salvation of the impenitent. In some cases the one of

these causes is more prominent in the mind, and in other cases, the

other. The glory of God was probably uppermost in the mind of the

Psalmist, when he said—“Rivers of water run down mine eyes, because

they keep not thy law." Ps. 119: 136. The unhappy condition of the

Jews was prominent in the mind of Jeremiah, when he exclaimed—“O
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that my head were waters, and mine eyes a fountain of tears, that I

might weep day and night over the slain of the daughter of my peo

ple.” Lot experienced such distress, whilst dwelling in Sodom, he

“vexed his righteous soul from day to day with their unlawful deeds.”

Paul, though in his own condition and prospects eminently happy, had

“great heaviness and continual sorrow in his heart,” for his brethren,

his kinsmen according to the flesh. It was under thezpressure of this

distress that he uttered that language which critics and commentators

have found it so diflicult to interpret:—“For I could wish myself ac

cursed from Christ for my brethren.” Rom. 9: 1-3.

Pious wives often experience this distress on account of their hus

bands; and pious husbands on account of their wives. Parents experi

ence it, as they labor and pray for the conversion of their children. It

is under the pressure of this intense anxiety, produced by the Holy

Spirit, that Christians comprehend something of “the groanings that

cannot be uttered.” Rom. 8: 26. And the prevalence of such ago

nizing feelings, expressed in importunate prayers, is very generally the

certain indication that “the time to favor Zion, yea, the set time, is

come.”

This distress is often caused more directly by the low state of piety

in the church, or by the afliictions the church is called to suffer. The

church is Christ’s representative on earth. It is the light of the world,

the salt of the earth. The honor of Christ and the salvation of men

are intimately connected with its purity and its proeperity. It is the

bride, the Lamb’s wife. No wonder, then, that it is dear to the pious

heart. The Lamentations of Jeremiah are the outpourings of the sor

rows of a pious heart, in view of the desolations of Zion :—“Mine eye

runneth down with rivers of water for the destruction of the daughter

of my people. Mine eye trickleth down, and ceaseth not, without any

intermission, till the Lord look down, and behold from Heaven.” In

the same state of mind the pious captives at Babylon said—“By the

rivers of Babylon, there we sat down, yea, we wept, when we remem

bered Zion. We hanged our harps upon the willows in the midst

thereof.” And there, in their grief for the desolations of the church

of God, they uttered that solemn vow—“If I forget thee, 0 Jerusalem,

let my right hand forget her cunning. If I do not remember thee, let

my tongue cleave to the roof of my mouth; if I prefer not Jerusalem

above my chief joy.” Ps. 137.

“For her my tears shall fall,

For her my prayers ascend;

To her my cares and toils be giv’n,.

Till toils and cares shall and.”

These are the principal kinds of distress which either, in part, consti
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tute true religion, or are frequently connected with it. Let it be dis

tinctly noted, however, that it is not religion in its proper nature,

which causes distress, but sin. “The kingdom of God is righteousness,

and peace, and joy in the Holy Ghost.” All its proper fruits are hap

py. But when he, who has lived in sin to the dishonor ofhis God, and

to the injury of himself and others, turns to righteousness; it is impos

sible that he shall not experience grief for his former course; and it is

equally impossible that he shall be daily conscious of imperfection and

sin, without experiencing sorrow on that account. And so, whilst the

direct tendency of benevolence is not to produce unhappiness, but the

contrary; yet in the presence of suffering, benevolence will weep, when

selfishness would not shed a tear.

Several of the kinds of distress we have mentioned, are amongst the

clearest evidences of regeneration. Conviction of sin falls short of it;

but the repentance of Peter, flowing from Peter’s love, was evidence of

the existence of that love, and, therefore, of the new birth. “The fear

of the Lord is to hate evil.” There can be no better evidence of the love

of light, than the hatred of darkness; and he who hates sin, grieves

because of it, and turns from it, must love holiness; and a heart alto

gether unholy cannot love holiness. The sorrow of a child at having

grieved its parents, is as good evidence of filial affection, as its pleasure

at having pleased them.

And because repentance is clearly the effect of regeneration, it has

the promise of forgiveness and eternal life. David, when he had greatly

sinned, comforted himself with the assurance, that “the sacrifices of

God are a broken spirit: a broken and a contrite heart, 0 God, thou

wilt not despise.” Ps. 51: 17. And God says—#‘To this man will I

look, even to him that is poor and of a contrite spirit, and trembleth

at my word.” Isa. 66: 2. The publican who, under a deep sense of

his great sinfulness, stood afar off from the holy place, and “would not

lift so much as his eyes to Heaven, but smote upon his breast, saying,

“God be merciful to me a sinner,” was heard, and went away “justified.”

Luke 18. 9-14. There can be no better evidence of regeneration,

than repentance. Most evidently sorrow for sin is as good evidence of

love to God, as joy for pardon of sin. Hence our Lord said—“Blessed

are they that mourn, for they shall be comforted.” Indeed the very

first state of mind in one regenerated, is that of sorrow for sin; for then,

for the first time, the individual has seen his sins in a true light. Re

generation is a coming out of darkness into light; (1 Pet. 2: 9.) and

then the mind views spiritual things correctly,

Repentance is not merely an evidence of regeneration to the young

convert. It is to be a constant evidence through life; for “there is not

a just man on earth, that doeth good and sinneth not.” “In many
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things,” says James, “we oii'end all.” Now, the truly pious cannot

and should not cease to repent, until they cease to sin. So long as

they need to offer up the petition—“Forgive us our debts”—they have

occasion for penitent confession. Paul was as truly distressed at his

daily shortcomings, as at his past transgressions. “Oh wretched man

that I am! who shall deliver me from the body of this death.” Rom.

7 : 24 .

Distress in consequence of the interruption of communion with God

is also a clear evidence of regeneration. The distress of a child at the

absence of its mother, or under her displeasure, is as good evidence of

affection, as its joy in her presence and under her smiles. Job gave as

good evidence of love to God, when he said, “Oh that I knew where I

might find him,” as in his joy, when the Lord turned again his captiv

ity. The carnal man is distressed at the absence of God, only when

under pressure of calamity or in danger of death, he feels the need of

his help. The language of the renewed soul is—“ Whom have I in

Heaven but thee; and there is none upon earth that I desire besides

thee.”

“Were I in Heaven without my God,

’Twould be no joy to me;

And whilst this earth is my abode,

I long for none but thee.”

Distress in consequence of prevailing wickedness, and in consequence

of the perishing condition of our fellow-men, is a clear evidence of true

piety. “God is love ;” and the Holy Spirit, in renewing the heart, fills

it with love to God and love to man. This love produces joy, when

God is glorified; sorrow, when he is dishonored. It produces joy over

repenting sinners; sorrow over impenitent men. When the destructive

judgments of God were about to fall upon Jerusalem, God bade his

servant, “Go through the midst of the city, through the midst of Jeru

salem, and set a mark upon the foreheads of the men that sigh and

that cry for all the abominations that be done in the midst thereof.”

Ezkl. 9: 4. It was the deep piety of Paul’s heart, that enabled and

prompted him to say—“Brethren, my heart’s desire and prayer to God

for Israel is, that they might be saved." Our Saviour wept over Jeru

salem, because of the impenitence and hardness of its inhabitants; and

all those who have the spirit of Christ, have feelings of the same kind.

Let us now appeal to our own consciousness, that we may determine

whether we have experienced, and do experience any of those kinds of

sorrow which are the effects of renewing grace. If so, we are the chil

dren of God. All our affections and exercises are doubtless imperfect

in degree; but if they are of the right kind, the evidence is conclusive.

In our next number we may have something to say respecting the

pleasant emotions of religion.
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SIMEON, THE STYLITE.

The wildest extravagances of superstitious fanaticism are often little

more than the legitimate carrying out of principles adopted by men

held in high repute as philosophers. This truth is most strikingly

illustrated by the Monkery which began to show itself in the Christian

Church in the third century, and which prevailed Very extensively in

the following ages.

The principle that matter is inherently evil, and that the human soul

is contaminated by its connection with the body, ran through all the

ancient systems of Pagan philosophy, which pretended to promote

virtue. If this principle is admitted, it follows—that the true method,

or at least one of the most important methods of attaining to moral

excellence, is to destroy, as far as possible, the influence of the body upon

the mind. One of the means of accomplishing this object, according

to the philosophers, was constant contemplation and devout medita

tion. Another means was weakening, and, if possible, exterminating

the appetites by a life of solitude, fasting and penance. This one idea

gave to the ancient philosophy a leading feature which rendered it

barren of all useful results. Since matter was the source of moral

evil, and since the degradation of the human soul was traceable to its

connection with the body, and through it with the material world; the

conclusion was legitimate, that it was degrading to philosophy to min

ister to the physical comforts of mankind. Macaulay is doubtless,

right, when he says--“ The ancient philosophy disdained to be useful,

and was content to be stationary. It dealt largely in theories of moral

perfection, which were so sublime that they never could be more than

theories; in attempts to solve insoluble enigmas; in exhortations to

the attainment of unattainable frames of mind. It could not conde

scend to the humble oflice of ministering to the comforts of human

beings. All the schools regarded that office as degrading; some cen

sured it as immoral.”

Absurd as all this seems to us, we cannot but admit, that the

ancient philosophers were quite consistent; for to minister to the phy

sical comforts of men, according to their theory, was to minister to

their depravity and degradation. gSeneca might very consistently say,

that philosophy teaches men to be independent of all material sub

tances. Non est instrumentorum ad usus necessaries opzfex. True,

the philosopher did not attempt to illustrate the excellency of their
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principles by their own lives. Philosophical theories make but a

feeble resistance to the appetites and passions. They fail to take hold

of the aflections, and therefore failto control them. But when such

theories connect themselves with asystem of religion that moves the

heart, then do they produce their legitimate results. Religion affords

the motive power, whilst philosophy directs the movement. Hence

in India, where the two are combined, it is not uncommon to find

instances of extreme asceticism.

When the Christian religion first attracted the attention of the

Greek and Roman philosophers, it encountered their bitter opposition.

From the time when certain philosophers of the Epicurians, and of the

Stoics, encountered Paul at Athens, to the third century, philosophy,

falsely so called, was the sworn enemy of Christianity. But failing to

arrest its progress, and perceiving its growing strength, some of the

philosophers deemed it wise to effect, if possible, harmony between

their teachings and those of the Gospel. One of the most successful

of these, was Ammonicus Saecas, who, as Mosheim says, taught with

the highest applause in the Alexandrian School, about the close of the

second century, and laid the foundation of that sect which was distin

guished by the name of the new Platonics. He taught those who

aspired to perfection “ to raise above all terrestial things, by the tower

ing efforts of holy contemplation, those souls whose origin was celestial

and divine. They were ordered to extenuate, by hunger, thirst, and other

mortifications, the sluggish body, which confines the activity, and

restrains the liberty, of the immortal spirit, that thus, in this life, they

might enjoy communion with the Supreme Being, and ascend after

death, active and unencumbered, to the universal Parent, to live in his

presence forever.”

This philosophy would have been comparatively harmless, had not

the learned Origen and other Christian ministers become captivated by

it. By their aid it was introduced into the Church; and whilst Chris

tianity inspired men with the earnest desire to attain moral perfection,

they were taught by philosophy, rather than by the Gospel, how to do

it. Marriage, of course, began to be regarded as a hindrance to spirit

ual purity. Intercourse with mankind, and whatever ministered to the

comfort of the body, had the same tendency. Thus Monkery arose.

This unseemly mixture of a false ~philosophy and Christianity, gave

occasion, as Mosheim remarks, under the specious pretext of the neces

sity of contemplation, to that slothfulgid indolent course of life which

continues to be led by myriads of monks retired in cells, and sequestered

from society, to which they are neither useful by their instruction, nor

by their examples.
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This principle of pagan philosophy being now fairly introduced into

the church, and the regimen that philosophy prescribed having been

adopted, the progress of Monkery was rapid, both as to the number of

its adherents, and as to the variety and rigidness of its rules and the

severity of its mortifications. In more ways than one, fallen human

nature came to the aid of fanaticism. The desire for the fame of sanc

tity and for the influence it secures, is as strong in the human heart, as

for any other kind of fame; and, therefore, the same motives which

induced the Pharisees to make [a show of fasting, and to make broad

their phylacteries, might urge men into cloisters or into deserts. Many

of those monks retired to caves in the wilderness, and there spent their

lives in contemplation, prayers and mortifications, seeming to vie with

each other as to which could inflict the greatest tortures on his body

without destroying life. “ There were in fact,” says Neander, “ monks

who carried dehumanization to such an extreme, as to divest themselves

of every attribute which gives dignity to humanity, and to become

mere brutes. As if without consciousness, and as if deprived of their

senses in broad day, they wandered about like wild animals, in deserts

and on mountains, supporting their wretched existence on the herbs

which nature supplied them.”

Fanaticism in all its forms, governed by no well defined principles, but

based on some leading error, runs from one extreme to another, until

human nature rises up to vindicate its dignity against its madness and

folly. The monkish life found its climax in the stylites or sancti colum

nares. The father of this class of monks was Simeon, a Syrian, whose

name is at the head of this article. He spent thirty-seven years of his

life, standing upon pillars, the last of which was some sixty feet high;

“and thus,” says Mosheim, “acquired a most shining reputation, and

attracted the veneration of all about him.” Theodoret relates, that by

the extraordinary spectacle he presented, and the complete subjection

he seemed to exercise over his body, he drew upon himself the admir

ing attention of the nomadic Saracens. “They looked upon him as

a super~earthly being, and placed great confidence in the blessings they

obtained from him, as well as in his prayers. Hundreds and thousands

came to him, and were moved by his exhortations to receive baptism.”

—Neander.

This singular phase of monkish superstition was by no means ephe

meral. On the contrary, it existed in the church from the fifth to the

twelfth century. Nor were su absurd extravagancies discouraged

then, nor have they been condemned since by the Church of“ Rome.

On the contrary, the most extravagant of them all have been solemnly

canonized; and, the Breviary records with strong approbation their va
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rious mortifications, their bodily endurances and their fearful conflicts

with evil spirits. Reeve, a Romish historian, mentions Simeon, the

Stylite, amongst the “ eminent men, who by their learning, their mira

cles and virtues, illustrated and comfirmed the purity of faith and

morality invariably professed and taught by the holy Roman Catholic

Church.”

We have presented these facts respecting the origin and progress of

Monkery, for the purpose of the practical reflections which they suggest.

1. The whole history of Monkery shows the danger of receiving from

philosophy or science any principle or doctrine which comes not within

the range of its legitimate investigations. Science cannot be trusted

one step beyond its ascertained facts, and the principles or laws which

those facts reveal. Inferences or deductions from ascertained facts may

or may not be legitimate. The ancient philosophy disregarded facts,

and abounded in mere speculations. There are facts abundant to prove

human nature depraved; but there is not one fact to prove that de

pravity is seated in the body. Appetites do indeed belong to the body,

and the mind often becomes the slave of the appetites; but those apps

tites have their legitimate uses. The true philosophy, therefore, is to

strengthen the moral principles of the mind by those influences suited

to its nature, not to abuse the body; and this is the method pre

sented in the Gospel. It is an instructive fact, that the admission of

one false philosophical principle into the theology of the Church, con

tributed largely to fill it with error and superstition.

This is not a singular case. The same thing substantially has oc

curred over and over. The faith of the church in Germany, in our own

day, has been corrupted and overthrown by a false philosophy—a phi

losophy which, disregarding facts, launched out into the boundless

regions of speculation and conjecture. Phrenology, if it could have

gained credit, would have done the same thing in another way. The

New Divinity, which has so cursed the Presbyterian Church, and is

still doing its work among the Congregational Churches ofour country,

rests upon one fundamental principle in mental philosophy, which prin

ciple is unsustained by a single fact of consciousness, viz: that the mind

possesses no moral dispositions anterior to, or difl'erentfrom its intel

ligent choices; or, to state it in a different form—that the whole moral

character consists in intelligent choices. Reject this metaphysical

principle, not sustained by one fact of human consciousness, and con

senquently wholly unsupported by evidence, and the New Divinity

totters and falls. ‘

The enlightened Christian will not reject or undervalue philosophy

or science in any of its departments. It is a blessing to Christianity,
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when confined within the legitimate range of its investigations. And

since we must have science, true or false, the interest of the Church is

industriously to promote the true.

2. When infidels are disposed to ridicule the superstitions and fanat

icisms that have, from time to time, marred the beauty of the Chris

tian Church; let them be candid enough to admit, that the Church

owes some of the worst of them to an undue deference to philosophy.

Celibacy, as a holier state than matrimony, finds no countenance in

the Scriptures of the Old or New Testament. On the contrary, the

Jewish priesthood (even the high priest) were free to marry; and Paul,

describing the qualifications of a Christian bishop, allows him to be

“ the husband of one wife.” There were no monks or nuns recognized

by the laws of Moses or by the teachings of the apostles. It was

philosophy that drove Christian men into caves and deserts to employ

.their time in self-inflicted tortures. It was philosophy that put Simeon

upon his lofty pillar. It was the philosophy of Aristotle, that led to

the subtle follies of the schoolmen. It was Pagan philosophy that built

.Purgatory, and gave to the Romish clergy their immense income from

that source.

And let infidels be candid enough to admit, that it was the Bible,

not the unaided reasoning of men, that overthrew the philosophy of

Plato and Aristotle, and prepared the way for that of Bacon, Newton

and Locke. Macaulay is right, when he says—“ It is chiefly to the

great reformation of religion that we owe the great reformation in

philosophyl” Most of the Reformers treated the philosophy of Aris

totle with contempt. “ Luther, almost at the outset of his career,

went so far as to declare, that no man could be at once a proficient in

the school of Aristotle and in that of the Church. Zwingle, Bucer,

Peter Martyr, Calvin, had similar language. In some of the Scotch

universities, the Aristotelian system was discarded for that of Ramus.

Thus, before the birth of Bacon, the empire of scholastic theology had

been shaken to its foundations.” Thus a few men, with the Bible in

their hands, overthrew that false philosophy which had corrupted the

Church and tyrannized over the world for many centuries.

3. The Church of Rome is far more indebted to Plato, Ammonius,

Saccas and Aristotle for some of her most important dogmas and insti

tutions, than to either the Scriptures or apostolical tradition. Her

law of celibacy of the clergy, founded on her doctrine that celibacy

is “a holler state” than matrimony, is pagan, not Christian; and the

pagan philosophy made most of her celebrated saints, and built all her

cloisters. It is a singular fact, that Paul expressly allows a bishop to

do what Rome expressly forbids a bishop to do. It is no less singular
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that the apostle whom she claims as her first Pope, had a wife, whilst

her later Popes, though not a few of them had concubines, have none

of them had wives.

Her Purgatory, as already intimated, comes from the same quarter.

The old pagan philosophy taught, that the soul is contaminated by its

connexion with the body; and it is fitting that pollution derived from

matter should be purged away by material fire. To any one having

any correct views of the nature of the mind and of holiness, the idea of

sanctification by fire or by any penal sufferings, is perfectly absurd. The

true philosophy, as well as the true theology, is found in our Savior’s

prayer—“Sanctify them through thy truth; thy word is truth.”

If the creed of Rome were stripped of all that it has borrowed from

the pagan philosophy and the pagan mythology, its best friends would

not recognize it.

And for this very reason, we may remark in passing, the schools and

colleges founded and managed by Papists, never can teach the sciences

correctly or thoroughly. Their whole religious system is so interwoven

with the old exploded philosophy, that it cannot stand without it. No

wonder the Romish clergy are enemies of the Baconian philosophy.

The prevalence of sound philosophy is fatal to Popery; and the Romish

clergy know it. Thorough scholars are not, and cannot be made in these

schools. For this there are other reasons besides the one now men

tioned.

4. The Gospel wields its greatest power over the minds, the hearts,

and the lives of men, when its ministers are simple interpreters of its

language—when they interpret it in accordance with the principles of

langiiage, not in view of some favorite system of philosophy. It has

achieved its most glorious triumphs just at these periods when its min

isters refused to acknowledge any existing system of philosophy, and

had formed no system of their own, apart from that found in the Scrip

tures. In the Apostolic age, and at the Reformation of the sixteenth

century, these triumphs were witnessed. And the whole history of the

church will prove, that there have been the firmest faith, the purest

morals, the deepest piety, the most expansive and self-denying benevo

lence, just at the times when, and in the places where, the ministers of

Christ have adhered most rigidly to the obvious meaning of the Scrip

tures on all points of doctrine and morals; and just at such times and

in such places, there have been revivals the most genuine, powerful and

extensive. Why should it not be so? God knows better than men

how to address the intellect, the conscience, and the heart; and the Holy

Spirit will put honor upon his own truth. There is a volume of mean

ing in that declaration of Paul to the church at Corinth—“ And I,
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brethren, when I came to you, came not with excellency of speech, or

of wisdom, declaring unto you the testimony of God. For I determined

not to know anything among you, save Jesus Christ, and him crucified.

And my speech, and my preaching was not with enticing words of

man’s wisdom, but in demonstration of the Spirit and of power: that

your faith should not stand in the wisdom of men, but in the power
of God.” I

Let ministers of Christ now follow the example of Paul; and divi

sions will be healed, spurious reforms will disappear, and the Gospel

will be seen to be “the power of God unto salvation.” Under our

preaching believers will be nourished, and unbelievers will be converted.

PROVIDENCE AND GRACE.

A REVIVAL IN ANOTHER VACANT CHURCH.

Early in the Spring of 1843, we were assisting a Pastor in a.

;protracted meeting, in the Northern part of Kentucky. A ruling

elder and his wife came some fifteen miles to attend the services.

On Monday morning after the communion, the good lady was

extremely anxious to return home; whilst the elder very much de

sired to remain, and hear another sermon. Not succeeding in con

vincing his wife of the propriety of remaining, he quietly retired from

the house, and walked to the pastor’s residence. There we were intro

duced to him. Very naturally we inquired respecting the condition

and prospects of the church with which he was connected, which was

then vacant. He gave a very discouraging account of the state of

things. The church was without a pastor, and had no prospect of

securing one. The state of religion was low; and error in one of its

most plausible forms was gaining influence in the neighborhood. On

the whole, he regarded the church as likely to become extinct. We

said to him—“ This is indeed a sad state of things; but is it right for

the Elders and members of the church thus to remain inactive, and

allow the church to become extinct? Have you in your neighborhood

materials out of which the church might be built up? Have you any

sinners who, if converted, would probably unite with your church l”

He replied, that there was no lack of sinners. “ Then,” said we, “ go
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home, and appoint a meeting three months from this time; and, if

spared, I will be with you, and will see whether anything can be done

for your church. Let the services commence on Thursday morning;

and tell the people, I intend remaining not less than a week. Appoint

immediately a weekly prayer-meeting from house to house, and keep

it up regularly till the time appointed; and do not let me, when I

come, find the members of the church asleep.”

The Elder went home much encouraged, and appointed the meetings,

as directed. We heard nothing more from him or his church, till the

time appointed for the meeting. On our arrival, which was somewhat

later than the hour fixed, in consequence of the extreme roughness of

the roads, we found a young licentiate, who was providentially present,

preaching to a congregation of precisely eighteen persons. It was a

country church; and tobacco was the principal crop of the farmers;

and just then it required special attention. Therefore the number in

attendance was small. A larger number came out at night; and on

Saturday the congregation was quite large. This meeting was held

only a short time before our debate with Alexander Campbell; and

there was no little curiosity in the neighborhood to see the man who

was rash enough encounter the great Reformer. But for a seasonable

shower which fell on Sabbath morning, the crowd would have been too

great for edification. As it was, the house and a shed erected for the

purpose of larger accommodations, were densely filled.

In accordance with our established custom, our first discourses were

specially, though not exclusively, adapted to Christians. We did not

denounce or scold them for being cold. We did not even tell them

how bad it was to be cold; nor yet how important it was to have a

revival. We preached on certain points in Christian experience—thus

addressing the heart, and seeking to call into exercise the afl'ections

which grace had implanted there. The fixed attention, the moist eye,

the tear stealing down the cheek, proved that the word, attended by

the Holy Spirit, was producing the desired effect. As the congrega

tions increased, our discourses assumed more of a doctrinal cast, with

practical application. The doctrines of depravity, justification by faith.

regeneration by the Holy Spirit, &c., were exhibited; and the forms

of error which chiefly prevailed in the neighborhood, were refuted, not

in a controversial way, so much as by stating and answering objections

or difficulties.

“ Too much mystery in that preaching,” said a Campbellite preacher

to a friend; “there will be but little accomplished.” Nevertheless,

before the services of Saturday were closed, there was a solemnity

which was encouraging. It was easy to preach, because the Holy
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Spirit was present. On Sabbath the immense audience listened, with

fixed and solemn attention, to a discourse which was both doctrinal

and practical. The impression was deeper and more pervading than

on the preceding day.

We adopted the plan, very common in our Western churches, of

having preaching thrice each day. The good ladies brought with them

Well filled baskets; and in the interval between the first and second

discourses, the ample supply was spread on the ground, under the

shade; and all were invited to partake. And, as in the gathering of

the manna in the wilderness, so was it here—“ He that had gathered

much, had nothing over; and he that had gathered little, had no lack.”

These homely feasts, in times of revival, reminded us of the days when

the primitive converts, “continuing daily with one accord in the temple,

and breaking bread from house to house, did eat their meat with glad

ness and singleness of heart, praising God.”

On Monday morning, we had an audience composed mainly of two

classes, viz: professing Christians and those non-professors who had

been so far impressed, as to be more anxious to hear the Gospel

preached, than to go about their secular business. At the close of the

first sermon it was apparent, that the time had come to endeavor to

ascertain who were impressed, and to have personal conversation and

prayer with them. Several promptly retired to the part of the house

indicated for this purpose. This movement satisfied the praying people,

that their supplications were heard, and thus strengthened their confi

dence, and gave intensity to their feelings. It also had a salutary

eflect upon the more thoughtless. The convictions of those who were

willing to converse, were of no undefined or doubtful character. They

were clear and deep—demonstrating that the work was genuine.

It was now apparent that a powerful work of grace had commenced.

The three services a-day were kept up, with a meeting for inquiry and

prayer in the morning. The information spread through the neighbor

hood; large numbers attended; and the number of the awakened in

creased from day to day. Christians felt that the Spirit helped their

infirmities, making intercession for them “ with groanings that cannot

be uttered.” The awakened were of both sexes and of all ages. A

number in the bloom of youth and a number that were heads of fami

lies, were amongst them. Very soon the awakened became divided

into two classes, viz: those rejoicing in hope, and those anxiously

inquiring the way of life. The character of our discourses continued

substantially the same, varying only so far as to adapt instructions to

the peculiar states of mind of the different classes of hearers. We

still preached on the doctrines of the Gospel, showing their practical
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bearings on the different classes of hearers and on the different phases

of the experiences of the awakened and of the converted.

It is a too common and most injurious error, into which the best

ministers often fall, to change the character of their discourses, when a

revival has fairly commenced, from the doctrinal and instructive to the

hortatory and often the declamatory. The effects, as it would be easy

to show, are most unhappy. Many would be surprised to be told, that

in the midst of this powerful revival, we delivered a discourse on the

mode and subjects of baptism; and perhaps they would be even more

surprised to learn, that the feeling in the congregation was as deep and

tender under that discourse, as under any other. The people needed

and desired information on these doctrines; and it was important that

they should at once have it. The effect of such discourses, or rather

of discourses on controverted subjects, depends almost exclusively upon

the manner and spirit in which they are delivered. They may do

injury, or they may do much good. As a result of this discourse, we

had the pleasure, before the meeting closed, of baptizing parents and

their children, who at its commencement were in sentiment anti-pedo~

baptists.

Pressing as was-the business of the farmers, they found time to

attend the services day and night for nearly two weeks. The results

of the good work were, first, the great elevation of the standard of

piety amongst older Christians; the addition of more than thirty

persons to the Church; and a very favorable change of public senti

ment with regard to the Presbyterian Church. Her faith had been

greatly misrepresented, so as to awaken much prejudice. It was now

better understood, and had a stronger hold on the minds even of p non

professors.

One event, which occurred during this series of meetings, we can

never forget. Amongst those deeply impressed at the commencement

of the meeting, was _a young lady of some twenty years of age, whose

parents were members of the church. She was present on Monday,

and had determined to be found amongst the inquirers on Tuesday

morning. But on that morning she was too unwell to come out. She

was attacked by some form of fever. She grew rapidly worse, and

expired on the Monday following. In the mean time, however, her

convictions seemed to terminate in true conversion. The evidences

appeared unusually clear, and she died in the joyful hope of eternal

life. The meeting closed on Tuesday afternoon; and the last discourse

was her funeral sermon, her body lying before the pulpit. On Tuesday,

before the funeral, we, with many others, went to her father’s house;

and there, beside her corpse, we administered baptism to the younger
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children of the family, her father, who had been prejudiced against in

fant baptism, having been satisfied by the discourse already mentioned.

Deeply solemn and tender was the scene. Every eye shed tears, and

every heart was moved. To give additional interest to the scene at

the church, two young persons stood up by the coffin, and made a

public profession of their faith. All seemed to feel, that life was in

deed a vapor. and eternity the only great reality.

The fact that the church was vacant, rendered it necessary to receive

the young converts sooner than otherwise we would have deemed it

expedient. We could not but fear, that some of them, especially those

who had not enjoyed early religious instruction, might not turn out

well. The result, however, satisfied us that our fears were not well

grounded. We had frequent opportunities, for some eight or nine

years afterwards, of inquiring after the young converts. Only one, so

far as we could learn, apostatized; and he was a notorious gambler.

Such men, those who have been accustomed to tread under foot the

great principles of morality—especially in regard to points in which

public sentiment is right—we have observed, are more likely than most

others to deceive themselves. Reasons might easily be assigned.

The results of this revival and of the early reception of the converts

into the church, satisfied us, taken in connection with other cases of

similar character, that the character of the preaching, more than the

number of days or weeks, must determine the propriety of admitting

young converts to scaling ordinances. If the preaching partakes more

of the hortatory character; if frequent and strong appeals are made

to the fears and to the sympathetic feelings; then there is danger

that a considerable proportion of the apparent conversions will prove

not to be genuine. This remark is illustrated and confirmed by the

ordinary results of revivals amongst the Methodists, whose ministers

rely very much upon such appeals. But if the preaching is mainly

instructive, and few appeals are made to the classes of feeling just

named; there is little danger that many will be deceived. We merely

touch this subject now; a volume might be profitably written upon it.

Two providential events stand connected with this meeting. The

first relates to the manner in which it came to be appointed. We had

no knowledge of the church, and had not the remotest thought of visit

ing it. But for the anxiety of the Elder’s wife to get home, and his

earnest desire to hear another sermon, the meeting would never have

been held. “Behold, how great a matter a little fire kindleth.” We

see how God in his providence brings great results out of very trivial

occurrences. It is greatly wise in ministers to be constantly on the

look-out for providential openings to do good.
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In the winter following, we were in Cincinnati, writing out for the

press the Debate already mentioned; when a young minister arrived in

that city, on his way to Pittsburgh. We had met him in Tennessee,

and formed a slight acquaintance with him. The Ohio river was filled

with ice, and he could not prosecute his journey. We called his atten

tion to this vacant church, now more than ever anxious to get a pastor,

and urged him to visit it. He did so, and the result was, that he

became the pastor of that church and another a few miles distant;

and for some eight years, his ministry was blest to the edification of

those churches.

Whatever others may think of occurrences like these, the Christian

will see in them the hand of God, and the evidence of his care of his

church. They show, too, that events in themselves unimportant may

constitute essential links in a chain of providences which terminate in

most important results. And they encourage ministers to watch the

providences of God, and follow where he leads; whilst they no less

encourage the officers and members of vacant churches to labor dili

gently and pray fervently in their destitution, and to expect that God

will bless them by sending to them ministers whose labors he will

crown with success. We may add, that the sad event with which this

meeting closed, warns ministers to remember, that they can never

know, whilst preparing and delivering any one discourse, that it is not

to be the last warning to some immortal soul in the congregation.

Let us always preach, and let Christians always pray, as if we knew it

would be so.

For the Presbyterian Expositor.

THE LIVING PREACHER.

Of the righteous it is written, “ He being dead yet speaketh.” And

this scripture is verified to the church by her felt experience. With

what power do Edwards and Bellamy, Brainerd and Martyn, Davies

and Doddridge, and Newton, and Baxter, and Bunyan, and Payson

and McCheyne, yet speak! though dead, yet still urging on the sacra

mental host, hearing before it the invincible standard of the cross, and

lifting up a voice to the ungodly. There remains to the church a power

in the very names of these holy men; and as we all feel it, we are led

to seek to profit by it; inquiring wherein the power and instrumentality
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of the living preacher differs from it, and what are his peculiar advan

tages, and the peculiar instructions contained in his divine commission,

the fulfillment of which constitutes the ordained will of God in Christ

Jesus.

There is manifestly a consummate wisdom in the appointment of a

ministry, thus committing the oracles of God unto men; though thus

entrusted as the lively oracles of God to earthen vessels. It was God’s

plan to give us a Savior; likewise it was His same pursuant purpose to

give the preaching of that Savior, together with all the benefits of his

salvation, unreservedly to man—rolling upon him to the fullest extent

the immense, the infinite responsibility, the multiplied issues of life and

death. All this is embodied in salvation, that word which we would

have heralded to the earth’s remotest bounds. Thou messenger of

peace, God has given thee that word for thy treasure; thou dying man,

He has given it thee for thy life. Thus while God reigns the sover

eign, He commits to the world to choose out its way and walk in it.

God sits as on His throne eternal, having written on the broad arch of

the heavens, in letters of light, that glorious word, SALVATION; and

there He waits for his children to read it and live. Such is the com

plete and grand scheme of divine mercy.

In this wonderful plan the first great duty of every minister is to

live Christ before the world. We unto that man who preaches Christ,

but yet is not of him. What hast thou to do to declare God’s statutes,

or that thou shouldst take His covenant in thy mouth? (Psalms, l:

16.) This is the first peculiarity and source of power, which distin

guishes the living preacher. That which marked the ministry of

Christ’s apostles more than all else, was their discipleship of their

Lord. And that which pointed Christ’s addresses to them more than

aught else, was this very thing: “Will ye also go away?” Piety has

been commonly esteemed the first requisite for the minister; but that

heathenish term, piety, we ignore. He must be what the Old Testa

ment terms, a man of God; yea, what the wicked of Elijah and

Elisha’s day termed a man of God. As Noah, so is the minister of

the Lord Christ to be in himself, his word, his work, his way, a preacher

of righteousnesss. How very much ministers differ in this thing! with

some, for all one can see or learn for days, the faith of Christ with its

enduring power of godliness, scarce obtains in their hearts. Their

families, or their parish, or some other thing is between them and

Him who dwells in the cloud upon the mercy seat. There are some

to the glory of God in Christ, whose eye of faith pierces the very

heavens where the majesty of God is enthroned in glory, who can

scarce see any beauty in the world, or find any thing lovely except as
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through Jesus Christ their Lord. Men of God, to whom Christ is all!

these are the strength of the church—the glory of Zion. Christ is in

them and they in Him; and they themselves are a gospel of good

tidings unto all, that walk as having them for an ensample. (Phil.

iii: 17.) .

The preacher of our day, now that the word of God is complete, is

to fill the place of the early apostles and teachers. They wrought

miracles and were inspired, which was, and still is necessary; but their

miracles suffice us; and the inspiration of God which they received,

was the impartation of divine truth for all the world. We work now

with the same miracles and upon the same inspiration. The Spirit of

God which was promised, is vouchsafed unto us, to lead us into the

knowledge of the truth.

The understanding of the mystery of godliness is not, however, to

the scholastic, though all and more than all his learning be needful;

but it comes by faith in answer to prayers. The minister of Christ is

chosen apart from the people, yet is one of them; and by necessity of

his calling .must every where be a living man in their midst, “holding

forth the word of life.” He is not merely a man with powdered wig

and cocked hat, after the outward form of some of the prosy and life

less preachers of the last century; nor a man with the modern suit of

black broadcloth. But we see, civilization in its cycle brings its

recurring need; and now more than ever is there a demand for a living

ministry, whose godliness shall be of the type of the Old Testament

Prophets, whose lives of labor and faith shall be eminently apostolic.

This is one of the brightest signs of the times: amid the increased

and vastly increasing intelligence, the tendency is toward a simple,

Biblical faith and Biblical preaching. The merciful overruling provi

dence of God seems in a most wonderful manner bringing this about,

evidently by suffering in the space of scarce half a century the re-pro

duction of almost every philososophic theory and soul-damning heresy

the world has ever known; through their felt incompetency, accursed

ness and failure, God is preparing for a gigantic triumph of the

Redeemer’s kingdom. Spiritualism sets men crazy; Mormonism makes

men profiigates and fanatics; and every form of specious philosophy

but badly disguises the children of wrath. All faith is afloat, but the

faith of Christ; and that too in conflicting sects is brought to its sim

plest form of presentation—the Abrahamic and the Pauline—the faith

of Christ crucified.

Amid such signal providences, what demand there is for the watch

men in Zion to put on the armor of [God, that they may be able to

withstand in the evil day, and having done all, to stand. After the
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proclamation of the truth and the vindication of the doctrine of Christ

crucified, there is an exceeding great power for good in abiding by it

as did the old prophets, when their messages were given. This is the

living preacher and a great secret of his power, more than an epistle of

Christ as are all true converts, from his high calling as a minister of

the New Testament, not of the letter but of the spirit, by the divine

call and the peculiar fellowship of Christ thereby granted, abiding in

this Jesus’ love, by faith and works he lives on earth to the world in

Christ’s stead, adorning the doctrine of God in Christ, through whom

He is reconciling the world unto himself.

The power of every minister increases with his stature in Christ:

hence it is, there are some who seem to be dwarfed. They get, at the

schools it may be, a form of sound words upon which they ring the

changes, until every body is weary of it. They glory in the soundness

of their faith, and, unlike Paul, quitting the study and the closet, where

the minister’s hard work is done, they count themselves as if they had

attained the ultimum supremum in their power, and in the possible need

of their hearers.

As well might Peter and John, at any time during Christ’s life, have

left their Master, and esteemed themselves fully skilled in all his doc

trine . Not so was the divine call which they received; they must

follow Christ as living men, taking part in all the scenes through which

their Lord went, even unto the end.

The dwarf preacher is not the living preacher of Christ crucified,

and has none of his power. He is no more than a Jewish transcriber,

who rendered some service by multiplying copies of the truth.

The man who most perfectly fulfills his divine commission, will be

the one who most nearly follows the Great Pattern which alone it is

safe to copy. Hence the brightest ornaments of the American Church,

have been made such by the reading and study of the Bible with

prayer. The Great Teacher was their Teacher, and Christ their Pat

tern. What years of study in deep seclusion, save only during minis

terial labor, were spent by Edwards! Likewise of close application

were Dwight and the cluster of great divines that preceded him

or were nearly cotemporancous. This putting on the Lord Jesus

Christ is that for want of which no culture can make amends;

but conversely it cannot be done without culture both of the

mind and soul in the most durable knowledge, as well as the most

difiicult. And in obtaining this we must be so with our Savior, as that

there shall be no recorded place that he frequented, that we shall not

in an holy and intimate communion have accompanied Him.

If he go to the Mount of Olives to pray, we shall have put on Christ
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in this. If he spend the night watching, we shall thus by the strug

gling of faith have had Christ’s spirit born in us. If he dispute in the

temple, we shall have there learned how to vindicate his word; or, if

he journey with a few brethren to Emmaus, we shall have learned in

his company from his own mouth how to preach Christ crucified,

beginning with Moses and all the prophets and expounding in all the

Scriptures the things concerning Him. And whether it be in Gethsa

mane or on Calvary, we shall there also have learned Christ, the power

of God and the wisdom of God.

The minister may not only have Christ formed in him the hope of

glory, but by the most precious word of our divine Lord, he may also

have Christ with him a divine helper in all his labors.

Herein consists the sacredness of the Christian ministry; it not only

has the care of the oracles of God, but Christ is in it, by ordination of

God, and the promise of his Son. It is thus a holy ministry, the honor

of which is doubly guarded; whichever way we view it, it is “holiness

unto the Lord; "I as it is written, “ Holiness becometh thine house, 0

Lord, forever.” Thus the peculiar power and instrumentality of the

living preacher consists in that,

a. He preaches a living Christ. This is of the utmost importance,

and affords the only true explanation of the comparative dullness of

divine service, when a sermon, however good, is only read by one of the

Church officers. It comes very far short of a medium sermon from the

living preacher. Truly it is out of the weak things of this world that

God has ordained strength wherewith to confound the mighty. God’s

whole spiritual care of his church, to the world, seems risked at the

greatest conceivable hazard, when he commits its ministry to the chang

ing generation of men. Yet it is by this very committal, and by it

alone, that the knowledge of God unto salvation is made available to a

lost world. No angel can preach the gospel of Christ, as his ambas

sador; he could butiformally present the abstract doctrine, but would

be unable to lead that life of the Christian which is begotten by faith

in the Son of God, and which is at the veriest foundation of all procla

mation of a Christ crucified, and yet of a living Christ, the blessed

Immanuel.

For the purpose of redemption Christ must take upon himself a

human form and a reasonable soul, thus having two distinct natures.

The preaching of this living Christ must, therefore, to carry out the

condescension of God in salvation, be given to such men, born of God’s

spirit, and called of him, as within them have the two principles, the

spiritual and the carnal at war with each other. Such men born of

God, as the apostles and those of their successors in spirit and in truth,
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from age to age, having been the living preachers of a living Christ,

who abode in them, and they in Him.

6. Again it is a risen Redeemer that is heralded by the living

preacher. If Christ be not risen, argues St. Paul, our preaching is

vain and your faith is vain. Not the dead, who have not yet been

raised, are the witnesses of our risen Lord. Though the worthiest of

the ancient church, those holy men who spoke as they were moved by

the Holy Ghost, left unto the church a blessed inheritance in their

lives of faith; yet their testimony is not, save by the mouth of the

living preacher; as St. Paul, himself an ensample of Christ to the

church, brings it forward thus, with immense power—these all kept the

faith. But what faith have they kept? Yea, verily, that faith in

which we stand, and of which we are preachers by the grace of God

to youward. The church, with her Zivz'ng ministry filling her pulpits,

is the alone competent witness of a risen Redeemer. All the testi

mony of past ages is available for good only through the living

ministry. Through it alone Moses, and all the prophets, and Christ

alone speaks.

From age to age, proclaiming the glorious gospel of Christ with the

spirit and with power, the ministers of the Lord Jesus, by their very

life, and faith, and ministry, make known a Christ crucified, a living

Christ, a risen Redeemer, who is now ascended into the heavens, and

there sitteth at the right hand of God the Father, and who will come

again with great glory, descending the heavens with a shout and with

the sound of a trumpet; and every eye shall see him, and they that

pierced him. Thanks be to God and our Lord Jesus Christ, who has

counted us faithful, putting us into this ministry. EPSILON.
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EDITORIALS.

DR. Hnurmcron’s Posirron.—For some time past, an animated

discussion has been going on in the Congregational papers, respecting

the'religious faith of Dr. Huntington, a very prominent Unitarian

preacher. In some of his recent publications, he has employed

language which has been understood by the editors of the Congrega

tionalist and some other Congregational ministers, to teach the true

and proper Divinity of Christ. On this ground, some of them have

consented to hold Christian fellowship with him. Rev. Dr. Storrs, of

Brooklyn, recently invited him to preach in his pulpit; and this fact

has been mentioned by the Puritan Recorder, as showing a tendency

amongst Congregational ministers to Unitarianism. Dr. Storrs affirms

very confidently, that “Professor Huntington holds and teaches the

Supreme Divinity of our Lord Jesus Christ,—that God in Jesus became

incarnate, that he suffered and died, and rose again for our redemption,

and that he evermore is personally present throughout his church,

accepting those, and only those who become his followers through the

new birth of the Spirit.”

The Puritan Recorder can find no language used by Prof. Hunting

ton, which goes any further than to show, “that the Professor is a

Unitarian of the Sabillean class,” holding to “one person in three forms

of manifestation.” The editors further say, that after a careful reading

of his published sermons, they cannot find in them any clear avowal of

the doctrines of total depravity, regeneration by the special act of the ,i

Holy Spirit, election, the eternal punishment of the wicked; but they

do teach progressive regeneration; they teach the doctrine of Atone

ment only in the Unitarian sense “of reconciling men to God ;” they

teach, that the Devil is an abstraction, not a person. In short, the

volume “is Unitarian throughout, with a great supply of ad cap

tandum exhibitions of apparent orthodoxy.” With many of the Con—

gregational ministers, the Recorder says, the impression is deep, “ that

there is no man in Massachusetts doing so much to promote Unitari

am'sm proper, as Professor Huntington.”

This is certainly one of the most singular controversies of the present

day. The differences between Unitarianism and Orthodoxy are iry‘inile.

For, however the Ariana may seem to honor our Saviour more than do
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the Socinians; it is still true, that the finite does not approximate the

infinite. There is an infinite distance between the most exalted being,

who is not self-existent and eternal, and the great I AM. Besides,

the difference between the Unitarians and the Orthodox is not confined

to one or two points. They differ essentially in regard to every funda

mental doctrine of the Scriptures. The two systems are radically

different, and do not even approximate each other. This is as true of

the Sabellian form ot Unitarianism, as of the Arian or Socinian.

Now, it is certainly remarkable that Professor Huntington has been

unable to use language which will satisfy his readers, which of these

systems he holds. Is it not quite as remarkable, that he has been able

to find language so ambiguous, that it may be understood to teach

either of two opposite systems, as different as night and day? We

must conclude, either that language is no certain medium for com

muni ting ideas, even the most important; or that Prof. Huntington

has afiery imperfect knowledge of the English language; or that he

does not, desire to be understood; or that those Congregational minis

ters. who fraternize him, have a leaning towards Unitarianism.

._ ,As the matter now stands, we see not how any orthodox minister

' can fraternize him. For, if he has been a Unitarian, and has at length

' discovered the great errors he has been teaching, and joyfully embraced

the great truths which he has been rejecting; his earnest desire would

undoubtedly be to make himself distinctly understood, and as soon as

possible to counteract the influence of his former errors. And it can

not be doubted, that he could, if he were disposed, renounce those

errors and profess the truth in language too plain to be misunderstood

by men of any candor. Nor can it be supposed, that, if really con

verted to sound views, he would continue in fellowship with Unitarians.

He would feel that there is no corrimunion between light and darkness.

On the other hand, if he is still a Unitarian of either school, then

he is likely to do more injury to the cause of truth, than ever before.

Those counterfeits are most dangerous. which most resemble the true

bills. Satan’s ministers are more injurious in their influence, in the pro

portion that they resemble those of Christ. Ambiguous phraseology

does not convey truth to the mind. It. only prepares the way for error.

The history of the Church will show that only errorists, desiring to con

ceal their real sentiments, have been wont to employ such phraseology.

If, then, Professor Huntington cannot use language which will de

termine the question of his Unitarianism or Trinitarianism, he is not

qualified to be a religious teacher. If he can, but will not, he has no

claim to the confidence of sound men. "
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HIGHLAND UNIVERsITY.——It is difficult to over-estimate the import

ance of literary institutions of a high character, under sound religious

influence, in our new Territories and States. Society is in its forming

state, and it may be moulded aright with one tenth of the expense and

labor which will be required to remould it, after it has been formed

under wrong influences. We are, therefore, deeply interested, as we

think our readers will be, in the following communication from our

brethren in Kansas. They have begun their work at the right time

and in the right way; and if they go forward energetically, as they

have commenced, they will accomplish a great work for the cause of

true religion, arid of sound learning—a work, the blessed fruits ofwhich

will be gathered in coming generations. Most heartily do we bid them

“ God speed ;” and most earnestly do we commend their noble enter

prise to our brethren in the older parts of our Church.

At the same time, we take occasion to call the special attention of:

Presbyterians proposing to settle in Kansas, to the important facts

stated in this communication. It was a most unfortunate step in Lot "

to settle with his family in “the plain of Jordan,” because it was well

watered everywhere, “ even as the garden of the Lord,” without regard

ing the fact that “the men of Sodom were wicked and sinners before

the Lord exceedingly.” In settling in a new country, nothing is half

so important as the selection of places where the Gospel is preached in

its purity, and the means of education are enjoyed. Far better to

choose a less fertile region with such advantages, than the most pro

ductive, without them. The region to which we now call attention

howsver, seems to be highly favored in both these respects, as well as

in others. The following is the communication:

' x A s s A s .

The following facts may be interesting to those who have an eye to

the progress and prospects of things in Kansas.

The Highland Presbyterial Academy is new in successful operation.

At the last meeting of the Highland Presbytery, the time this young

institution was received under its care—the following persons were

elected a Board of Trustees, for its management, viz: Hon. Walter

Lowrie, Gen. John Bayliss, Rev. C; VanRensselaer, D. D., Rev. I_

Campbell, Rev. G. Graham, 0. B. Campbell, Esq.,lRev. G. S. Rice, E_

M. Hubbard, Esq., and Rev. S. M. Irvin.

On the 19th Dec, 1857, this Board met, and was regularly organ

ized by the election of a President, Secretary and Treasurer. A com

mittee was appointed to draw up a Charter for this institution, and at

a. subsequent meeting this committee reported a liberal Charter, which

was adopted, and is now before the Territorial Legislature, and will

4
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doubtless be passed. The Chartered name of the institution is “ High

land University.”

The fifth section of this charter is as follows :-——“ If, at any time, the

General Assembly of the old school Presbyterian church, in the U. S.

shall see fit to take the charge and oversight of the affairs of this cor

poration, they shall, and hereby have full power to do so, by appoint

ing, in part, or in full, a Board of Trustees, who shall have full right

and power, and they hereby have full right and power to go for

ward with the business of the corporation, according to the provisions

of this Charter.” This may seem like looking far into the future,

but the provision can do no harm, while it may keep the way open for

an important result. It is believed, that a high destiny awaits this

young, but favored institution.

At an adjourned meeting recently held by this Board, the following

preamble and resolutions, after much deliberation, were unanimously

adopted, viz:

As a thorough, and Christian education is second only to a preached

Gospel, in the world’s redemption, and as Highland affords one of the

most lovely and healthful locations for a literary institution, and as the

Town Council of Highland has generously offered eight contiguous

blocks in the most elevated and desirable part of the Town to any,

who will, in the course of three years, erect suitable buildings thereon,

for a literary institution, at a cost not less than $6000; and as said

Town Council offers, additionally to the above, six shares, or 48 lots in

said Town, therefore resolved:

1. That we accept the offer of the Town Council, and

2. That we engage, with Divine assistance, to erect said buildings

and have them ready to be occupied against the first Nov., 1858.

3. That these buildings shall be the incipient of buildings and im

provements worth $25,000, which we will, with Divine aid, have com

pleted in three years from Nov. 1858.

4. That we will furnish a Chemical and Philosophical apparatus, at

the time last specified, costing not less than $1000.

Upon these resolutions being made known as having been adopted

by the Board, the most generous and active spirit was manifested in

the surrounding community. Subscriptions were at once raised in the

immediate vicinity, large enough to justify the building committee to

enter into arrangements for building at once, and contracts for the

bricks, lumber, and carpenters’ work, for the first division of the build

ing were made.

We have a great work before us, and it has already obtained a mOst

encouraging commencement. In view of the importance of this work,

ll
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, a few remarks, unadorned by rhetoric or stretched by fancy, may not be

inappropriate.

1. This is a strongly Presbyterian region, for a country so very much

in its infancy. We have a church of over 40 members, and there are

others only waiting their certificates, to be connected. We have the

regular preaching of the gospel every Sabbath, with serious and well

behaved congregations; also, two weekly prayer meetings, one at the

mission, the other in Highland.

2. As to the quiet and order, and friendly intercourse throughout

our whole bounds, in a more social point of view, it would be difficult

to find a section in any country more favored,

3. Polztically, this region has been among the most favored portions

of the Territory. It is strictly true, that there has been less excite

ment here than perhaps in any other portion of our whole country.

And this political quiet still remains.

4. In regard to healthfulness of climate, fertility of soil, and beauty

of scenery, it is among the finest portions of our happy land. And

when fully cultivated and improved, as it will be in a very few years,

there will not be its superior in but few places under the whole Heavens.

Now as this glorious land has lain, since the morning of the creation,

untilled and unoccupied, save by wild beasts, and the untutored sons

and daughters of the desert; and as in these latter days, this has been

the great battle-field of liberty, and as on its wide spread and mighty

prairies will assuredly be fought the harder, and more important bat

tle between light and darkness, truth and error, the Savior of the world

and the Prince of the power of the air—~after our own strenuous efforts

to plant institutions that will catch and reflect the light and holiness

of the east, to the summit of the Rocky Mountains—we appeal, with

encouraged confidence, to the warm-hearted benevolence, and far

seeing patriotism, and undying Christian love of the beloved friends

of God and man, in the east, to help us, in the name of Christ, rear

those institutions which will bless unborn millions.

Published by order of the Board of Trustees.

I. CAMPBELL, President.

S. M. IRWIN, Cor. Sec’y.

Highland, K T., Jan. 16th, 1358.

—_—<~-’———————v

REVIVALS.——In every direction we hear of revivals of religion more

or less extensive. The Old and New School churches of Paris, Ky.,

have held a protracted meeting, resulting in nineteen additions. The

Presbyterian Church in Davenport, Iowa, and that in Rock Island,
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have likewise been visited with refreshing influences, and encouraging

additions have been received. The Evangelical denominations of

Hollidaysburg, Ps., have been enjoying a time of refreshing; and there

is a general interest in the community. The Banner and Advocate

states that there is a greatly revived religious influence in the city of

Pittsburgh. “ There is not that state of excitement, nor the numer

ous cases of recent conversion which exist in what are usually denomi

nated revivals; but yet our Presbyterian churches are enjoying a

precious reviving time. Protracted meetings were held in connection

with the communion season, a few weeks ago, and encouraging acces

sions were made to the number of communicants.” Joint meetings

have been held in several of the churches, and have been largely

attended.

The church at Bardolph, 11]., has enjoyed a refreshing season, and

nine persons have been received on examination. Thirty-six persons

have been added to the Valley Creek Church, Ala. “A collection

was taken up among the colored people to send the gospel to Africa.”

Twenty-four persons have been added to the church in Selma, Ala.

The church in Louisiana, Mo., has been much blest.

The Central Presbyterian says—“ From every part of Virginia we

hear of unwanted interest on the subject of religion.” Thirty-seven

persons have been added, on profession, to the church of Brookville,

Pa. Many are still anxious.

From other parts of the church encouraging tidings come to us.

May the Lord extend the good work, and increase its power. Let

Christians cry mightily to Him.

Exrosrroax Tuouon'rs on THE GosPELs, for Family and Private use,

with the Text Complete. By Rev. J. C. Rylc, B. A.

We have received the two first volumes of this work, embracing the

Gospels of Matthew and Mark, handsomely gotten up by the Carters

of New York. Mr. Ryle is a popular writer, of a decidedly evangelical

character. The volumes before us are replete with rich instruction, con

veyed in a lively, agreeable style, and will be read with interest and

profit. They are just what they profess to be—not critical expositions

of the text, but “expository thoughts.” One would not go to them to

obtain a solution of difficulties—an explanation of difiicult pages, but

to get striking exhibitions of the great truths of the gospel. For this

purpose they are very valuable.
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Doru'rrou 'ro DANVILLE SnumanY.—-David Hunt, of Mississippi,

has given five thousand dollars to the Theological Seminary at Dan

ville, Ky. Mr. Hunt is one of the few wealthy men who seem to be

lieve that beautiful saying of our L0rd—-“ that it is more blessed to

give, than to receive.” He has been very liberal in his donations to

several literary Institutions.

Tnn GosPnL IN Fumes—One of the best evidences, that evan

gelical truth is rapidly gaining in France, is the fact, that the Romish

clergy have organized a Society in Paris to arrest its progress. There

are in France near sixteen hundred places of worship for Protestants,

and near one thousand ministers. The number of Protestants in

France is estimated at from 1,500,000 to 200,000,000. The very

great majority of these, however, are merely nominal Protestants_

Still they are opposed to Popery, and are accessible to the pure

gospel.

A recent fact shows, that although Napoleon may think it expedient

not to give too much offence to the Romish clergy, he is not disposed to

allow the real doctrines of Rome, on certain points, to be propagated

in his dominions. A priest of the Uultra-montane school has been

fined 2000 francs, and imprisoned six months, for publishing a book

advocating the political power of the Pope, and the right of the Church

to exterminate heretics. The printer of the book was fined 1000

francs.

Pnosrnc'rs non Isms—The late mutiny in India is justly regarded

as the darkest providence in the history of modern missions. Yet

there is reason to believe, that out of it God will bring great good to

his cause. British power is now likely to be more firmly established

in India than ever; and the strong probability is—that‘the way will

be more fully opened for the progress of the Gospel. The London

correspondent of the Presbyterian says—“ The Times, which of all

our newspapers has the credit of knowing which way the wind blows,

has been advocating an enlarged liberality, amounting to perfect

religious freedom for India; and Sir John Lawrence has already antici

pated home measures by proclaiming the utmost liberty of opinion in

the Punjaub.” Meanwhile the eyes of evangelical Christians are

turned with deeper interest to the millions of this benighted country;
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and the indications are, that missionary operations will be carried for

ward on an enlarged scale, and, it is to be hoped, with more earnest

prayer, than ever before.

~_-_-‘->——_—

DEATH or Rnv. DR. Knox—In the death of Rev. John Knox, D.D.,

of New York, the Dutch Reformed Church has lost one of her most

eminent ministers, and the Church Catholic one of her brightest orna

ments. On the 5th ult., he fell from the piazza back of his parlor,

producing concussion of the brain, instantly depriving him of con—

sciousness, and terminating his life on the 8th, at the age of sixty

seven.

At the age of 26, he was installed pastor of the Collegiate Reformed

Dutch Church in the city of N. York, in which responsible situation

he enjoyed a successful ministry for nearly 42 years. His eminent

practical wisdom gave him a prominent position and commanding

influence in many of the benevolent, literary and scientific institutions;

and that influence was ever exerted for the best interests of the cause

of Religion. We have long been accustomed to regard him as one of

the best and wisest men of the present age. It is a dark providence

that has so suddenly removed him from his labors on earth.

.___‘...._—_

BIBLE Rnvrsrox Quns'rION.—-This question, which has so much

agitated the different Denominations of evangelical Christians, and

caused so much anxiety amongst the friends of the Bible, we are happy

to say, is likely to be settled in a manner entirely satisfactory. The

Committee of nine, to whom the subject was referred by the Board of

Managers, have submitted a Report, the substance of which is embo

died in the following Resolutions:

RESOLUTIONS OF THE COMMITTEE OF NINE.

Your Committee therefore recommend the adoption by your Board

of the following resolutions, viz:

Resolved, That this Society’s present Standard English Bible be

referred to the Standing Committee on Versions for examination; and

in all cases where the same differs _in the text or its accessories from

the Bibles previously published by the Society, the Committee are

directed to correct the same, by conforming it to previous editions

printed by this Society, or by the authorized Britishpresses; reference

also being had to the original edition of the translators, printed in

1611; and to report such corrections to this Board, to the end that a
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new edition, thus perfected, may be adopted as the Standard Edition

of the Society.

Resolved, That until the completion and adoption of such new

Standard edition, the English Bibles to be issued by this Society shall

be such as conform to the editions of the Society anterior to the late

revision, as far as may be practicable, and excepting cases where the

persons or auxiliaries applying for Bibles shall prefer to be supplied

from copies of the present Standard Edition now on hand or in process

of manufacture.

Rev. Dr. Storrs submitted a minority Report, submitting the follow

ing resolutions:

PREAMBLE AND RESOLUTIONS or 1m. sronss.

Whereas, This Society was originally constituted, and is fixedly

pledged by its fundamental law, to encourage the circulation of the

Holy Scriptures in English, in that version of them, and in that version

only, which was commonly in use in this country and in England in 1 816 ;

and in other versions, into foreign languages, which harmonize with

this in the principles of their translations; and,

Whereas, The Board of Managers for this governing reason, has nei

ther claimed nor exercised, nor proposes to exercise, any right whatever

to change a single one of the words of this Version, except to correct

adjudged and palpable errors of the press; nor even to amend the pane

tuation of the Version, or the Capital or Italic Letters employed in it.

except so far as to keep these conformed to the best English copies,

and to the universal judgment of Christian scholars as to what, in these

respects, will make the Version most perfect ;—therefore,

Resolved, 1st. That all the changes made in the Tnxr of the Scripa

tures by the recent Committee of Revision—including in the Text not

only the Words, but the Punctuation, the Brackets, the Parentheses,

and the Italic or Capital letters—which changes are not authorized by

some edition before accepted in this country or Great Britain, or by the

unanimous consent of Christian scholars, afiirming their intrinsic cor

rectness, be stricken out.

2nd. That the present Standard Edition, with these emendations, be

retained, so far as the TEXT is concerned, as the Standard of this Soci

ety; and be commended to the Christian public as difi'en'ng from pre

vious editions only in the way of superior accuracy ;—presenting, in the

best and most perfect form thus far attained, that Version of the Scrip

ture which this Society honors and preserves, and always has published.

3rd. That it be referred to the Committee of Versions to reconsider

and revise the Headings, and Contents of Chapters, prepared by them

for this edition, with a view to make them at once full and concise,

more strictly and manifestly biblical in tone, and more thoroughly per

vaded by the antique, but perennial spirit of the Version; that they be

instructed, in prosecuting this work, to consult more largely the edi

tions of Great Britain, and especially the Standard Edition of Blaney,

in 1769; and also to solicit the assistance and advice of eminent

scholars, in difierent branches of the Christian Church, in this country;

and that all amendments proposed by them, before being introduced

into the plates, be reported to this Board, for adoption or modification.
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James Lenox, Esq., for himself and Rev. Dr. Boardman, presented

a paper, submitting the following Resolutions:

ansow'rrous SUBMITTED BY anv. DR. BOARDMAN AND JAMES LENOX, ESQ.

1. It is the judgment of this Board, that the American Bible Society

has no authority, under its present Constitution, to make any changes,

either in the text of the English Bible in common use at the date of its

organization, or in the accessories of the text, except as the same may

be warranted by collation with acknowledged standard editions of the

Sacred Scriptures.

2. The present Standard English Bible of this Society is hereby

recommitted to the Committee on Versions, with instructions to re-col

late the same with the standard editions enumerated in the report of

that Committee, to-wit:-—recent copies of the four leading British

editions, namely :—th0se of London, Oxford, Cambridge, and Edin

burgh; together with the original edition of 1611, and the Royal

Octavo edition issued by this Society in 1847. It is further directed,

that in respect to the text itself, with the Orthography, Capital Letters,

Words in Italic. Parenthesis, Brackets, and Punctuation, the American

copy shall be contormed to the recent British copies, or a majority of

the same; and such Headings and Contents of the Chapters may be

adopted as have the sanction of any of these authorized editions. It

shall be competent to the Society, however, to use the abbreviated

Headin s and Contents of the Chapters, as the same are found in

former issues of this Institution, and in various British editions; or, at

the discretion of the Board of Managers, to print Bibles and Testa

ments without these accessories.

3. The Committee on Versions shall report from time to time to the

Board of Managers; and no changes shall be incorporated in the Bibles

issued by the Society, until the same shall have received the formal

approval of the Board.

4. The collation herein ordered, and the publication of the Revised

Edition, shall be made with as little delay as circumstances may per

mit. While this work is in progress, the Society shall confine itself, so

far as may be practicable, both in the publishing and the gratuitous

distribution of English Bibles, to editions conformed to those issued by

it anterior to the late revision; and when completed, the printing of the

present Standard Edition shall be discontinued.

There is no reason now to doubt, that the Report of the Committee

of nine will be adopted, or such modification of it as will harmonize

all parties.



“ Ye shall know the Truth, and the Truth shall make you free.”
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The severing of the tie that binds the pastor to his people, is, to the

faithful minister, a painful trial. As from week to week he feeds them

with the bread of life, and mingles with them in scenes of joy and

sorrow, his affections become strongly enlisted. When, therefore, the

question of separation arises, the conflict between probable duty and

strong attachments often becomes deeply distressing. In such circum

stances, the pastor, fearfiil to trust his own judgment, looks anxiously

for light from other sources; and shrinking from the apparent unkind

ness of saying to an attached people, that he must leave them, he would

fain throw the responsibility of deciding the question of duty upon

his presbytery.

In such circumstances, pastors often ask the advice of their Presby

teries, or leave the matter to their decision, without expressing an

opinion. Whilst it is admitted, that cases may exist, in which this

course may be wise, we cannot but regard it as, in most instances, un

safe. In those cases in which both the churches desiring the pastor’s

services, belong to the same Presbytery, there may possibly be propriety

in asking the advice of that body; because the facts in the case are

likely to be well understood, and the judgments of the members are

less likely to be controled by mere feeling. Such a course is very rarely

safe, when the two churches are in different Presbyteries, and especially

when the church calling the settled pastor is at a considerable distance.

We propose to offer a few reasons why, in all ordinary cases, each pastor

Q
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should decide such questions for himself,—his decision being subject,

of course, to the authority of his Presbytery. Who proceed upon the

assumption, which none will question, that the Presbytery is not a body

.c'nspired to decide such questions; but that each of the members, and

therefore the body itself, must decide in view of the facts in the case,

as those facts shall be laid before them by the parties. Assuming this

principle, we proceed to remark.

1. It is extremely difiicult to place all the facts which ought to influ

ence the decision, before a Presbytery, and to secure for those facts the

careful consideration which their importance demands; this is especially

true, when the two fields between which a choice is to be made, are in

different Presbyteries, and remote from each other. Many of the mem

bers of the Presbytery whose advice is asked, or to whom the decision

is referred, may be well acquainted with one of the fields, whilst they

have very limited knowledge of the other ; and no information that can

be communicated respecting the more distant field, is likely to place its

claims on an equal footing with those of the nearer one. Besides, in

many cases, there are facts and circumstances which ought to influence

the decision of the question, which it is not prudent to state in Pres

bytery. And even in those instances in which the claims of the two

fields can be gotten fairly before the body, and in which all the facts

or any importance may be properly stated, it is next to an impossibility,

in the hurry of business, to secure that careful consideration of the

subject, in all its aspects, which its importance demands. In such

bodies, the responsibility is divided. Each member feels that the de

cision, though important, depends upon him only to a. very limited

extent. Many, therefore, will not give the subject half the considera

tion which they would feel bound to give it, if the pastor had asked

their individual opinion. Some of the members will hear one part of

the discussion, whilst others will hear another part; and few will attent—

ively listen to all that may be said. Whether, in such circumstances,

the decision will be wise, is extremely problematieal.

2. Our Presbyteries are made up, in large part, of ruling elders, many

of whom are very imperfectly qualified to form a correct opinion on

such subjects, even after the most mature reflection upon all the facts.

There are important questions constantly arising in our church courts,

in the decision of which the judgment of ruling elders is more reliable

than that of the ministers. But of those questions which belong prop

erly and exclusively to the ministerial oflice and its appropriate labors,

none can so safely judge, as they who, called to bear the responsibilities -

of the oflice, have made it their prayerful study. The pastor sustains

it
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certain relations to a particular church, and certain other relations to

the whole Church. His usefulness is, in large part, within the sphere

of his pastoral labors; but from one point he may make those and other

labors tell far more extensively for good, than from another. It has

been no part of the business of the large majority of ruling elders to

survey the whole field, and inform themselves particularly in regard to

the comparative influence a minister may exert in dilferent fields, espe

cially if widely distant from each other. Yet the vote of a ruling

elder, who has never had occasion to give the subject a moment’s

thought, will go as far to decide the question, as that of the most ex

perienced and wisest minister.

3. Not a few of our ministers, we venture to believe, have in their

minds no settled principles in view of which the question, whether a

call is providential, ought to be decided. We have repeatedly con

versed with ministerial brethren on this subject, and have repeatedly

heard such questions discussed in Presbytery; and we do not remember

to have heard any principles stated. Now, in the discussion of such

questions, facts are of little worth, unless there are principles to which

the facts are to be applied. For example, let it be understood, as a

settled principle, that a call, in order to be considered providential,

must be to a field which, for the pastor, all things considered, is one of

more enlarged usefulness. Then the facts in the case will show whether

the new field is for him one of this character. Let it be understood,

as a settled'principle, that a call, in order to be considered providential,

must generally be unanimous and cordial. Then the facts in the case

will show whether it is so; and if it is not, whether there are extraor

dinary circumstances which nevertheless, indicate that it is providential.

But how can there be any safety in the decision of such a question, when

the great principles in view of which it should be decided, are not dis

tinctly before the minds of the judges in the case?

We had occasion, several years ago, to listen with painful interest to

a protracted discussion, in one of our Presbyteries, of the question of

placing a call in the hands of a pastor. It was painful, for two reasons,

viz. : the interests involved were very great; and it was perfectly ap

parent, that the members of the body had in view no settled principles

by which to decide, and, as to the large part of them, no adequate

knowledge of the more distant field; The whole discussion confirmed

our conviction directly against the conclusion to which the Presbytery

came; and subsequent events seem to indicate distinctly, that we were

right. It is indeed most unaccountable, that a class of questions of so

great importance, and which our Presbyteries, as well as individual
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ministers, are so constantly called to decide, should have elicited so

little discussion. Books have been multiplied on all other subjects of

anything like the same practical importance; but on this, almost nothing

has been written. Until it shall receive much more consideration, it

will rarely be safe to ask the advice of Presbyteries in regard to it.

4. In the absence of any settled principles by which to decide such

questions, the decision is often controled more by feeling, than by the

merits of the case. The members of the Presbytery are unwilling to

part with a brother whom they highly esteem, and whose usefulness

they have witnessed. And then his church remonstrate, and their

representations in Presbytery make a strong appeal to the feelings of

the members. Many of the best men unconsciously yield to the im

pulse of the moment, and vote accordingly. Very naturally, too, the

members of Presbytery conclude, that if there is not snflicient evidence

to convince the pastor that he ought to accept the call, they are not

called, in opposition to the strongly expressed wishes of an attached

people, to advise him to leave them. In almost all cases, therefore, in

which the decision of such questions is left to Presbyteries, without

any decided expression of opinion on the part of the pastor, unless

there be difficulties in the church in which he is laboring, the conclu

sion is against a change; but it may be fairly questioned, whether it is

not as often unwise, as it is the reverse.

5. Inasmuch as the opinion expressed by a Presbyteryis valuable

only so far as the members individually have taken into consideration,

and justly weighed all the facts and circumstances in the case, all the

advantages, without the disadvantages, may be gained by consulting

those ministers and laymen in or out of the Presbytery, in whose prac

tical wisdom the pastor has most confidence. We do not forget, that

“ in the multitude of counsellors there is safety ;” but it is not neces

sary, nor perhaps desirable, that those counsellors should be assembled

in a body, much less that their counsel should be a final decision of

the case. In consulting a number of men on such a subject, one gets

all the views and reasons of each, in circumstances in which they can

weigh all the different facts, and form and express an opinion without

the embarrassments often encountered in Presbytery. When a judi

cious man has thus gathered the views of different men, from their

several stand-points, there is ordinarily greater probability that his con_

clusion will be wise, than that a Presbytery will determin the question_

correctly. We have no great confidence in what is sometimes called

“the united wisdom” of ecclesiastical bodies, in the decision of such

questions.

'--:
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6. After all, there is something in'the influence of the Holy Spirit

on the mind of the pastor himself, which neither he nor others can

safely disregard, and which a Presbytery may fail to understand or ap

preciate. When a candidate for the ministry presents himself before

a Presbytery, he is questioned respecting his call to the sacred office,—

the exercises of his own mind under the influence of the Holy Spirit.

Now, inasmuch as “the steps of a good man are ordered by the Lord,”

and as every faithful minister is in the habit of praying that the path

of duty may be made plain before him, why should we not look for

such divine influence, as will fix upon the mind a clear conviction of

duty? In one instance, which we can_never forget, there was in our

own mind, first, a state of painful doubt regarding the acceptance of a

call; but that doubt, as the matter was prayerfully investigated, term

inated in the conviction, that God had called us to sunder the dearest

ties, and remove to another field of labor. This conviction, in spite of

the strongest attachments, in spite of all the arguments of beloved

brethren, in spite of the decision of Presbytery, became irresistibly

strong, producing the most dreadful mental anguish. Several years

have elapsed since; and, so far as we can now judge, that conviction

was from God. It was not an impression without facts and reasons, but

an overpowering conviction in view of facts and reasons, which, how

ever, did not produce the same conviction in the minds of our brethren.

In the midst of such perplexities and mental conflicts, there is precious

meaning in the language of the Holy Spirit: “Trust in the Lord with

all thine heart, and lean not unto thine own understanding; in all thy

ways acknowledge Him, :ind he shall direct thy paths.” (Prov. , 3 : 5, 6.)

Let God’s ministers pray earnestly and constantly for Divine guidance,

and then let them listen for the “still small voice,” which, in connec

tion with providential events, will say: “ This is the way; walk ye in it.”

When once settled under his direction, let them never venture to

change, till the pillar of cloud rises from the tabernacle; and then let

them not refuse to follow.

But even when it has become clear to a pastor, that he ought to

leave his present charge for another; the Presbytery must decide

whether the call shall be placed in his hands, and the existing relation

dissolved. The question is one of great practical importance, how far,

or in what circumstances, is it wise far Presbyteries to exercise their

constitutional authority to retain a pastor in his present field, contrary

' to his expressed convictions and wishes? This is a question of very

great practical importance; yet it is one on which we do not remember

to have read a single page, or to have heard a word of discussion.

\
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We venture freely to express the views we have, for some time, enter

tained on this point.

1. The Presbytery may very properly exercise its constitutional

authority, when they have reason to believe that a pastor has been

precipitate in coming to the conclusion to change his field of labor,

especially when, as it often happens, he has no call to another field.

He may have become discouraged, when, as his brethren are confident,

he has no suflicient reasons for discouragement. There are probably

few faithful pastors who do not, at times, feel so much depressed and

discouraged, as to have the question of a change suggested to their

minds. Yet at the very time, others may see that their usefulness is

very great. Or difficulties may have arisen in the church, which the

Presbytery may feel confident of being able to heal. In such cases,

it may be wise to advise the pastor to reconsider his determination to

remove.

2. A pastor may be under such obligations to his church, that he

cannot rightfully leave them ; and his doing so would injure his use

fulness, and the cause of religion. His people, for example, may have

contracted a heavy debt in the erection of a church edifice, in accord

ance with his expressed wishes,-—-relying upon his influence in gather

ing a congragation to enable them to meet these obligations. In such

a case, it may be the duty of Presbytery to refuse to release him.

But unless there is some special reason, such as we have mentioned,

it is very seldom wise, we believe, for a Presbytery to decline placing

a call in the hands of a pastor. We will present several reasons for

this opinion. ';

1. It is essential to the success and to the comfort of a pastor,

that he be satisfied, that he is working just where his Saviour would

have him work. It is almost impossible that he can rise above the

depression of spirits which would be produced by the conviction that

he is not rightly located. Under the most favorable circumstances,

as already remarked, the minds of most pastors often suffer from a

feeling of discouragement. Such troubles are trebled, if the pastor

labor under the impression, that he ought to be elsewhere. If, then,

his mind cannot be satisfied by the reasons suggested by his people,

and by those offered by his brethren in the Presbytery; it is in all

cases unsafe to retain him by the exercise of ecclesiastical authority.

2. When a prudent and faithful pastor comes deliberately to the

the conclusion that God has called him to another field of labor; that

conclusion is very likely to be correct; and it is unsafe for his Presby

tery to interpose their authority to prevent it.

I
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For first, his strong attachment to the people amongst whom he is

laboring, many of whom, it may be, are his spiritual children, will very

generally prevent a pastor from coming to such a conclusion without

very cogent reasons. If he is what every pastor should be, the danger

will rather be, that he will remain when he ought to go ; for in making

a change he must sunder strong ties, in order to go where he has few

or no attachments.

It is, indeed, true, (and we would that we could impress the truth

upon the mind of every conscientious and faithful elder, and deacon and

private member in the country,) that the most devoted and faithful

pastors are often gradually weaned from their people, in consequence

of the lack of eo-operation in plans for promoting the cause, or because

of the apparant indifference of the leading members of the church,

as to their comfort. For a time, they struggle on, enduring'their

troubles in silence ; but in the end, they become willing, if not anxious

to listen to a call to another field. Then comes a period when the

church is vacant, its piety declines; dilferent candidates are heard

critically, and therefore not profitably ; opinions are divided; and it

is long before things are brought back to the state in which they were.

It is far cheaper to make a faithful pastor comfortable, and give him

a fair opportunity to labor successfully, than to prepare the way, by a

different course, for a change; and most certainly it is unspeakably

better for the spiritual interests of all concerned, and for the cause.

But this is a digression. The faithful pastor dreads the severing of

the tie that binds him to the people amongst whom he has gone preach

ing the word. When a sense of duty becomes strong enough to

overcome his feelings of attachment, there is strong probability that

he is in the right.

2nd. Such a pastor will not come to such a conclusion, without

consulting those of his brethren to whom he can speak unreservedly,

and in whose judgment he has most confidence. He is likely, therefore,

to have all the advantage he can derive from the views of disinterested

persons, who love the cause. It is, therefore, the more probable that

his conclusion will be correct, and the more unsafe for a Presbytery,

upon the limited examination such a body can give the question, to

interpose their authority. 1

3d. As already intimated, in many instances, there are considera

tions which ought to influence such decisions, which prudence or

delicacy will not permit to be laid before Presbytery. These, however,

may be confidentially stated to those brethren whom a pastor will

consult ; and they may be exceedingly important. Without the knowl
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edge of them it would be unsafe for a Presbytery to decide the question

of duty authoritatively.

4th. There are convictions oftentimes, to which we have already

adverted upon the mind of the pastor, which he may not be able to

explain, or at all to control, which ought to go far towards settling the

question. Paul went, “bound in spirit,” to Jerusalem. His brethren

besought him with tears not to go; and so intense was his distress,

that he exclaimed,-—“What moan ye to weep and break my heart ?”

And, says the inspired historian,—“when he would not be persuaded,

we ceased, saying, The will of the Lord be done.”-—-Acts, 20 and 21.

There was on the mind of Paul an irresistible conviction that he ought

to go to Jerusalem—~a conviction for which he could assign no reasons

that satisfied his brethren. But the conviction itself, together with

the fact that it yielded neither to entreaty nor to argument, satisfied

them that it was of God; and they wisely desisted, saying, “The will

of the Lord be done.” And so let individuals, churches, and Presby

teries do. Let them ofi'er their strongest reasons, even those entreaties,

if they please; but if the conviction on the mind of the pastor do not

yield—if he still feels that God is calling him; let opposition cease.

Let churches take care how they induce Presbytery to interpose;

and let Presbyteries take care how they exercise their constitutional

authority.

To the pastor whose case is under consideration, the question is one

of vital importance. His peace of mind and his usefulness are at

stake. As already remarked, in Presbytery the responsibility is divi

ded, and we have been surprised and pained to see brethren, who,

when privately consulted, would not even venture to advise a pastor to

decline a call, go into Presbytery and vote authoritatively to prevent

its being placed in his hands. They did not wish to displease those

who earnestly desired to retain him ; and the responsibility was divided.

It is easy thus to cripple, if not to destroy, the peace of mind and the

usefulness of a faithful pastor.

Finally—It is seldom wise, after it has become known that a pastor

has expressed a willingness to accept a. call, for Presbytery to prevent

it. For, the strong probability is, that although his people may earn

estly desire to retain him, he cannot stand amongst them just as he

did before. Many of them not appreciating, if they at all know

his reason for thinking it his duty to leave them, become more or less

weaned from him, and it will be well if some of the less spiritual class

do not positively censure him. This is the more likely to occur, if the

salary ofi'ered in the new field, be larger than he has been receiving.
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He is likely to be charged with the love of money, even if he be un

able, with his present salary, to pay his debts. If, then he remain

under pressure of Presbyterial authority, his people will constantly

feel, that he labors amongst them only by restraint. In a word the

charm is broken. The pastor may leave, bearing with him the love

and the blessing of his people; but it is diflicult for him comfortably

to remain. Indeed, it is unwise for a pastor, if he can avoid it, to al

low the idea to get out amongst his people, that he sincerely thinks of

changing, until his own mind is clear on the subject.

Unless we greatly err, facts will hear us out in what we have now

said. We do not remember an instance in which a pastor has been

kept in his church against his own judgment, by Presbyterial author

ity, which has turned out well. In almost all instances, a separation

very soon occurs, and in circumstances less favorable than when the

question was first agitated.

Within the last quarter of a century, the pastoral relation has, in

great numbers of instances, been too hastily constituted, and too has

tily dissolved. Whilst some pastors have continued in their positions,

when the interests of the church and their own usefulness required

them to go to other fields; the more prevailing evil, we do not doubt,

has been in the too frequent changes of such relations. The only way

to remedy this 'evil, is to seek out and remove the causes. It is vain

to attempt, whilst the causes continue to prevent their legitimate efl'ect

by the exercise of Presbyterial authority. Some of the causes admit

of no remedy, save that which time and the natural course of things in

our country, will bring. Others, some of which are potent, do admit

of a. gradual change by well directed efforts.

If the views now presented are well founded, they prove, that it is

both the duty and the interest of ministers of the Gospel to make

themselves familiar with the principles in view of which calls should

be accepted or declined, to pray constantly and fervently for Divine

direction, and to watch the indications of Divine Providence. It is

indeed a sad thing for any minister to misunderstand the indications

of God’s will and thus to refuse to follow where he leads ; and yet

nothing short of unreserved consecration to the service of our Saviour,

a strong faith and fervent piety, can save us from the danger. It can

not be doubted, that by mistakes on this subject many ministers have,

to a large extent, lost their usefulness, and their peace of mind. The

fields are white to the harvest and the laborers are few. Satan is un

tiring; and his ministers manifest a zeal worthy of a better cause.

Why, then, is not every minister of Christ, who has the physical

/
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strength, busily and usefully employed in the great work? If any

feel, that they have lost their true position, and therefore, the Saviour

does not lead them forth 10 fields of usefulness; let them humble them

themselves before him and implore him again to accept them and

give them work to do. '

  

THE DOUAY BIBLE.

___.__*.__._

The Romish priesthood teach that it is not the duty of the people

to read the Scriptures, and that the interpretation of them belongs

exclusively to the Church, that is, to the Pope and his clergy. With

out their aid in giving the sense, the Bible, they say, is “a dead letter.”

Nevertheless, it has been necessary for them, from time to time, to

publish translations of the Scriptures in the vulgar tongue ; though they

have taken all possible precaution to prevent the general circulation of

so'dangerous a book! The Council of Trent forbade any layman even

to possess the Scriptures in the vulgar tongue, even though translated

by a Catholic, without a written permit from his confessor or the

inquisitor, and made it a penal offence for any bookseller to sell a

Bible to any such pemon without such written permit. In England

and in this country, however, it has been impossible to enforce such

laws, and impolitic to avow the principles on which these laws are

founded. Here it has been deemed wise not only to have a translation

of the Scriptures in the English language, but to seem to favor the

circulation of it amongst the people.

“In the year 1582, the Romanists,” says Horne, “finding‘it im

possible to withhold-the Scriptures any longer from the common people,

printed an English New Testament at Rheims.” In the year 1609

and 1610, appeared their translation of the Old Testament, in two

volumes, which, in consequence of its being made at Douay, is called

the Douay Bible. This is the only translation of the Scriptures in

the‘English language used in the Church of Rome.

The character of this translation, and the notes accompanying it, is

a matter of some interest, as showing .the attitude of that Church

toward the word of God. King James’ translation—the one now in

use amongst all Protestants speaking the English language, is very

remarkable both for its fidelity to the original, and, for the almost in
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iinitable simplicity of its language. Dr. Clarke said the translators

“not only made a standard translation, but they made their translation

9. standard of our language.” In both respects the Douay translation

is incomparably inferior to ours. Its language and style cannot com

pare with it; and then, as Horne well remarks, “ The editors (whose

names are not known) retained the words azymcs, tunike, holoaaust,

pasche, and a multitude of other Greek words untranslated, under the

pretext of wanting proper and adequate English terms, by which to

render them, and thus contrived to render it unintelligible to common

readers. Hence the historian, Fuller, took occasion to remark, that it

was “a translation which needed to be translated 3” and that “its editors

by all means labored to suppress the light of truth, under one pretence

or other.”

It is a significant fact that the Douay Bible is a translation of a

translation. It is not a translation of the original Hebrew and Greek

Scriptures, but of the Latin Vulgate, which was made in the fourth

century by Jerome, an uninspired man; as if those pretended suc

cessors of the Apostles desire to get as far as possible from the

language of the Holy Ghost, written by inspired men. That any

translation can be in all respects equal to the original, is next to

impossible. Why, then, translate the Vulgate instead of the original

Hebrew and Greek? 7

But this translation is justly chargeable with much greater defects

than these. _In several very important particulars it is glaringly

incorrect, making the inspired writers say what they certainly never

intended to say, in order to sustain the peculiar doctrines of Rome;

and the accompanying notes still further pervert the meaning of the

Scriptures. \Ve propose to present a few examples of corrupt translation.

‘1. The first incorrect translation we notice, is that of the words

metanoeo and metanoia, rendered correctly in our Bible repent and

repentance. In the Douay Bible these words are, in some instances,

translated do penance and penance,- and in other instances, sometimes

in the same passage and with reference to the same thing, they are ren

dered as in our Bible. The literal/meaning of these words, compound

ed of nous, the mind, and meta, which means change, is a change of the

mind ; that is, a change of views and a consequent change of feelings.

It expresses exercises purely mental. But the word penance, derived

. from the Latin poena, properly signifies punishment. Therefore, it

cannot be a translation of metanoia. Why, then, was this rendering

adopted ? One of the sacraments of the Church of Rome is Penance,

which is said to consist in contrition, confession and satisfaction.—
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The second and third parts of this sacrament are very important to the

Romish clergy; for in these is found one chief source of their power

over the people, and of their immense pecuniary income. Take away

the confessional, penance and purgatory, and Rome would be ruined.

Hence the extreme importance of finding in the New Testament at

least the name of this sacrament; and there were no other words in

the New Testament, which could be mistranslated to meet this emer

gency with so much plausibility. For they confessedly express

contritz'on, which is one of the three parts of the sacrament of Penance,

and it is something for Rome to embody in her teaching one-third of

the truth 1 In making the desired translation of these words, however,

a. serious difliculty was encountered, for in a number of instances to

translate these words penance and do penance would make nonsense.

Consequently, in the different renderings of them, we find the most

singular inconsistency. Let us look at a few examples.

In Luke 17: 3, 4, we read—“If thy brother sin against thee, reprove

him; and if he do penance, forgive him. And if he sin against thee

seven times in a. day, and seven times in a day turn again to thee,

saying, I repent; forgive him.” Here the same word, in the same

passage, and in reference to the same thing, is rendered do penance

and repent. Now, these two' terms are synonimous or they are not.—

If they are not, why use them both in translating the same word?

If they are not, one or the other is an incorrect rendering. And then

one might be quite at a loss to know what is his duty. For the first

part of the passage directs us to forgive an offending brother if he

do penance; the latter part requires us to forgive him if he say, I

repent. Now, since repentance, according to Rome, is only the

third part of penance, what precisely would be our duty in such a

case? Most evidently there can be no possible reason assigned for

these inconsistent renderings of the word metanoeo.

The same inconsistency appears in the translation of Rev. 2: 21.

“And I gave her time to do penance ; and she will not repent of her

fornication.” The translators save the sacrament of their Church by

translating the word metanoeo, do penance, in the first part of the

sentence; and they avoid the ridiculous and obscene phrase—“ do

penance of her fornications,”—by translating it repent in the latter

part. In Mark 1: 15, this translation makes our Lord preach, saying,

“The time is accomplished, and the kingdom of God is at hand ; re

pent and believe the Gospel.” And in Matv 4: Hit makes him preach,

“Do penance ; for the kingdom of God is at hand.” Why, we again

ask, these inconsistent translations of the same word in relation to the
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same thing? Our Lord either preached that men should simply

repent; or that they should do penance. Which of these things did

he preach?

In Acts 5: 31 and 11: 13, the word occurs in such connection, that

the translators were obliged either to render it correctly, or to make

nonsense. In the former passage the Douay Bible reads thus: “This

prince and Saviour God hath exalted with his right hand, to give

repentance to Israel and remission of sins.” In the latter it reads.

“When they had heard these things, they held their peace, and

glorified God, saying—God then hath also to the Gentiles given re

pentance unto life.” But why was not the word translated penance,

in these passages .7 Because it would sound rather oddly to represent

God as giving penance to men; since penance is represented to be

punishment inflicted by God, or prescribed by the priests in his name,

and voluntarily endured by man.

Now, it is a fact of considerable importance, that the Syriac trans

lation made in the first or second century, does not, in a single

instance, translate the word in question by Syriac words signifying

penance. On the contrary, the Syriac word used signifies to turn or

be converted. This fact is of great importance ; for the Syriac trans

lation was made, when, if we are to believe the Roman clergy, there

were no Protestants in the world—made, of course, by-Romanists.

How happens it, then, that they never translate these words as they

are translated in the Douay Bible?

The Douay translation does not even follow the Latin Vulgate in

rendering these words; for it translates them posnitentia and agita

paenitentiam,fienitence and do penitence, or repent. Why did the

Douay translators depart from their own standard? Probably because

they desired to take care of a sacrament which, in the days ofJerome,

had not found a place in the creed.

2nd. The next corrupt translation we notice, is that of the Greek

word presbuteros. This word, where it is used with reference to the

ministers of the Gospel or Elders of the Christian churches, is in most

instances translated priest. Thus, in the epistle of Paul to Titus, ch.

1: 5, “ For this cause I left thee in Crete, that thou shouldst set in

order the things that are wanting, and shouldst ordain priests in every

city.” In the first epistle to Timothy, ch. 5: 17, “Let the priests that

rule well be counted worthy, &c.” In James 5: 14, “ Is any sick

among you? let him bring in the priests of the church, and let them

pray over him, &c.”

Now, we risk nothing in making the unqualified assertion that in
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the Scriptures the word prcsbuleros, which is used in those passages,

never signifies a priest ofliciating at the altar. The uniform name of

such an otiiccr in the Church, is chiereus; and the high priest is

rtrchiereus. The literal meaning of the word prcsbnteros is an elderly

man ,- and because such men were ordinarily chosen to fill important

oilices in the Church, it came to be used to designate a person filling

a particular oflice. Throughout the law of Moses we constantly read

of “the elders of the people,” (in the Septuagint, presbutcroi,) “the

elders of Israel,” “the elders of a city,” or Exod. 3: 16 and 19: 7,

Dent. 19: 12. So in the New Testament we read of the same oflicers

in the Jewish Church. Acts 4: 8 and 6: 12. But these elders are

never confounded with the priests, who were a. different order of men,

filling an oflice entirely different in its nature. Math. 27: 20.

The Douay translators seem to have been troubled by this word

almost as much as by the word metanoeo; for they sometimes trans

late it ancients, and somtimes priests. Whenever it is used to de

signate the elders in the Jewish Church, they translate it ancients.

Thus in Math. 27:1, &c., read of the chief priests, and ancients of

the people,” and in Acts 4: 8, we read of “rulers of the people and

ancients.” And strangely enough, in some instances, where the word

presbuteros is used to designate the ministers of Christ, they render it

in the same way. Thus in Acts 20: 17, “And sending from Miletus

to Ephesus, he called the ancients of the church.” And in 1 Pet. 5:

1, “The ancients, therefore, that are among you I beseech, who am

myself also an ancient.”

The Greek language has a word which is properly and constantly

used to signify priests, viz: chiereus and archiereus, a highpriest. Let

any one who can read Greek, examine the Bible from beginning to end,

and he will find those words uniformily employed when priests are spo~

ken of; but in no single instance will he find the priests ofliciating at

the altar called presbuter-oi. The translation is not simply incorrect; it

is not a translation at all. The Syriac translation, of which I have

already spoken, uniformly translates the word presbnteros just as does

our Protestant Bible, and as uniformly uses the proper Syriac word

(Koken) for priest. The same is true of the Latin Vulgate. Jerome,

the learned translator of the Vulgate, never was guilty of such a per

version of God’s word, as were the Douay translators. When priests

are mentioned he uses the proper Latin word sacerdotes ; and where

presbnteros occurs, he either renders it senior, elder, or presbyterus,

presbyter, or major, which means the same.

Some persons may be anxious to know why the Douay trans
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lators so grossly mistranslate the Word presbuteros. The reason is

obvious. The Roman clergy teach, that the bread and wine in the

Lord's Supper are trans-substantiated into the Lord Jesus Christ; and

the consecrated or trans-substantiated wafer they pretend to offer as a

sacrifice for the living and the dead. But if they have a sacrifice,

they must of necessity have priests to offer it. Therefore as the bread

and wine are converted into a sacrifice, so those whose commission re

quires them to “go teach all nations, baptizing them,” are converted

into priests offering an imaginary sacrifice. The translation, if such

it may be called, was made to suit the doctrines of Rome. She had

gotten a sacrq'fice ,- and she could find in the New Testament no priests,

unless she made them out of Elders! The truth is—there are no

priests in the Christian Church, for the simple reason, that “by one

ofering” our Lord perfected all that are sanctified. The whole Chris

tian Church is indeed, “a royal priesthood” to ofi'er “spiritual sacri

fices,” but there are no priests, as an order of oflicers in the church.

3. Another very gross mistranslation is found in Heb. 11: 21.

This passage we read in the Douay Bible thus: “By faith Jacob,

when he was dying, blessed each of the sons of Joseph; and worship

ped the top of his rod.” The Vulgate has it, adoram't, he adored.

The passage read in this way sounds most strangely. For what possi

ble reason, we are ready to ask, could the aged patriarch, when dying,

worship the top of a rod or stafi? A note appended to the text ex

plains the mystery by informing us, that Jacob paid “a relative honor

and veneration to the top of the rod or sceptre of Joseph, as to a fig

ure of Christ’s Scepter and Kingdom!” Joseph’s rod, it is pretended,

was afigure of Christ’s Scepter and Kingdom; and Jacob worshiped

the figure. What evidence is there that Joseph’s rod had any such

figurative significance? None whatever. If we admit the doctrine of

“relative honor,” it would seem far more rational, that a Jew should

have worshipped the goat or lamb he sacrificed,- for this was indeed a

type of Christ. But we read of no such worship.

But what is there wrong in the translation of the passage? the

reader is ready to ask. Why, the translators simply omitted to trans

late the Greek preposition epi, which is in the Greek text, and which

means upon. The true reading is—he worshiped upon (leaning upon)

his stafl'. This is truly a bold corruption of the word of God. An

important word is thrown out of the text, altering its meaning essen

tially, and making it teach the Romish doctrince of relative wars-hip.

Verily the Roman clergy have a diflicult task to compel the Scriptures

to favor their faith. The closing scene of the life of Jacob was truly

2
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sublime; but the Douay Bible turns it into a ridiculous farce, by mad

king him worship the top of a walking-staff!

Another corruption of the word of God is found in the translation

of 1 Pet. 3: 19. “In which also he came and preached to those spir~

its who were in prison.” The words “who were” are thrust into the

text by the translators. There are no such words in the original

Greek; and the words added, materially change the sense of the text

Remove them, and the text reads—“ In which he came and preached

to the spirits in prison.” The reference is to those who lived before

the flood, to whom Christ by the Holy Spirit preached in the days of

Noah. They are now “spirits in prison;” but they were not in prison,

when he preached to them. The words interpolated were designed to

favor the doctrine of Purgatory, where the souls of the departed pious

are supposed to endure temporary punishment, and to undergo a kind of

purification by fire to fit them for Heaven.

In the 11th chapter of the Epistle to the Romans we find two glar

ing corruptions; the first an omission, and the second an addition.

The 6th verse reads thus: “And if by grace, then is it no more of

works: otherwise grace is no more grace. But if it be of works, then

is it no more of grace, otherwise work is no more work.” This last

sentence, beginning with the word “but,” is entirely omitted both in

the Vulgate and in the Douay Bible. In the preceeding verse the

word “saved,” which is not in the original Greek, is added; and then

the text reads thus: “Even so then at this present time also there is

a. remnant saved according to the election of grace.”

Other errors might be pointed out; but these must sufiice. Two

facts, however, ought to be stated, viz: 1. All these corruptions of

the word of God were manifestly made in order to favor the doctrines

of Rome. 2. Where words are added by the translators for which

there is nothing in the original text, the unlearned reader is left to sup

pose, that he is reading the simple word of God without addition.

When the translators of King James’ Bible deemed it necessary to add'

words or phrases in order better to express the sense of the original,

those added words are always printed in Italics, that the unlcarned

reader may know precisely how much they added. N0 such distino

tion is made in the Douay Bible.

Surely one would think the Roman clerg , having so far corrupted

the Scriptures to make them teach their dogmas, might now permit the

laity freely to read their own translation without note or comment.

But no—cxplanatory notes must still be added, that the light from

Heaven may be further obscured. Let us now attend to a few of those

notes.
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There are three passages of Scripture, relating to the reading of the

Bible, which have been specially troublesome t0 the Roman clergy.

The first is John 5: 39. “Search the Scriptures for in them ye think

ye have eternal life,” &c. It was not deemed safe to allow this plain

command to go forth without a note; for the people might understand

it as a command of Christ to search the Scriptures; and of course the

unavoidable inference would be, that they can understand them with

out relying implicitly upon clerical interpretation. Therefore the fol

lowing note is appended: “It is not a command for all to read the

Scriptures, but a reproach to the Pharisees, that, reading the Scrip

tures as they did, and thinking to find everlasting life in them, they

would not receive him ,”——It is not a command, but a reproach! But

what shall we think of the declaration of our Lord, that the Scriptures

“ testify ” of him, and therefore those reading them, were under special

obligations to receive him? Certain it is, that the Roman clergy fear

ed the plain meaning of this passage.

Another passage of similar import is found in Acts 17: 11. “These

(Bereans) were more noble than those in Thessalonica, in that they

received the word with all readiness of mind, and searched the Scrip

tures daily whether those things were so.” It is impossible not to see

in this passage an inspired commendation of the searching of the Scrip

tures by the people,‘ and the conclusion is unavoidable, that they

can rightly understand them. But the prevalence of this view

would be fatal to the high claims of Rome. T0 obscure the plain

meaning of the passage, therefore we have the following note: “ The

Jews of Berea are justly commended for their eagerly embracing

the truth, and searching the Scripturesto find out the texts alledged by

the Apostle.” This note flatly contradicts the inspired writer; for

it tells us, that the Bereans searched the Scriptures, not to ascer

tain whether the things preached “were true,” but whether the texts

quoted were really in the Scriptures, or to find out in what part of the

Bible they are to be found! Such an interpretation is simply ridiculous.

It is a most gross perversion of an extremely plain passage of

Scripture.

A third passage of similar import is in 2 Tim. 3: 16. “ All Scripture is

given by inspiration of God, and is profitable for doctrine, for reproof

for correction, for instruction in righteousness: that the man of God

may be perfect, thoroughly furnished unto all good works.” The pas

sage is well calculated to make the impression, that the Scriptures are

a safe and infallible guide for the pious in matters of faith and prac

tice. But such a view would overthrow the whole fabric of Popery.
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Hence we have the following note: “Every part of Scripture is cer

tainly profitable for all these ends. But if we would have the whole

rule of Christian faith and practice we must not be content with those

Scriptures which Timothy knew from his infancy, that is, with the

Old Testament, alone; nor yet with the New Testament, without tak

ing along with it the traditions of the Apostles, and the interpretation

of the Church, to which the Apostles delivered both the book and the

true meaning of it.” Is it not manifest, that this note was appended,

lest the language of Paul should be understood to teach one of the

great principles of Protestantism? Indeed it is impossible to read the

writings of the Roman clergy without perceiving, that there is no book

the free circulcation of which they so much dread, as the Bible.

Paul, writing to the Romans, said—“ The Spirit itself beareth witness

with our spirit, that we are the children ofGod.” Rom. 8: 16. From

this language we should undoubtedly conclude, that a Christian might be

fully assured, that he is a child of God. But the doctrine of Rome is,

that such assurance is rarely attainable in this life—-that we are under

the necessity of living and dying in doubt, whether we are the children

of God or of the Devil. This passage, which teaches a different and far

more consoling doctrine, must therefore be obscured by the following

note: “By the inward motions of divine love and the peace of con

science, which the children of God experience, they have a kind of tes

timony of God’s favor; by which they are much strengthened in the

hope of their justification and salvation; but yet not so as to pretend to

an absolute assurance; which is not usually granted in this mortal

life.” &c. That is, the Spirit bears witness that we are the children of

God; but this testimony proves nothing with certainty! Is it not

strange, that the Romish clergy are~not afraid to speak and write thus

of (the testimony of the Holy Spirit?

In 1 Cor. 14: 16-19, the Apostle condemns the use of an unknown

tongue in religious worship, because the nnlearned cannot say, Amen,

and are not edified. This looks very much like a condemnation of the

Romish liturgy. A note therefore must be appended, lest the reader

be led astray. The author of the note, after stating, that the Apostle

does not refer to “the public liturgy of the church, in which strange

tongues were neverused,” adds the following singular remark : “ Whence

also note, that the Latin used in our liturgy, is so far from being a

strange or unknown tongue, that it is perhaps the best known tongue

in the world.” This is an evasion of the plain meaning of the Apostle,

so palpable and so ridiculous, that one cannot but wonder that the clergy

would have ventured upon it. The Apostle objects to the use of an
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‘ unknown» tongue in religious worship, because to the unleamed, who

constitute the great majority of every congregation, it is not edifying.

An unknown tongue, as it is impossible not to see, is a tongue or lan

guage not understood by the worshippers. But the clergy tell us, this

prohibition cannot include the Latin tongue; for it is perhaps the best

known tongue in the world. That is, a great many people understand

the Latin; and therefore it is edifying to those who do not under

stand it! ‘

In administering his supper to his disciples Christ said:—“ This do in

remembrance ofme.” Now persons would very naturally conclude, that

the Saviour could not be corporally present; or he would not have institu

ted this ordinance as a memorial of himself. But such aview would

conflict with the doctrine of Transubstantiation, which is—that the

bread is changed into Christ himself, body, blood, soul and Divinity.

A note, therefore, was thought necessary: “But this commemoration

or remembrance is by no means inconsistent with the real presence of

his body and blood under the sacramental veils, which represent his

deat .” That is, it is perfectly consistent to eat the Lord Jesus in

remembrance of him! '

Such are afew specimens of the notes which are added to the Douay

Bible, as published in this country. In other and older editions many

more notes exist, some of which teach the most persecuting doctrines.

Such notes, however, would not well answer in this latitude; and

therefore they are omitted.

But if one will carefully observe the character of these notes, he can

not but see, that they are so many defences of the faith of Rome

against the Bible' They are appended to prevent the Bible from

teaching doctrines antagonistic to Rome. No wonder the clergy fear

the free circulation and the general reading of the Scriptures. They

can never be made to teach Popery.

But even when the Bible has been corrupted in the translation of it

and perverted by notes, to suit the faith of Rome, the priesthood still

dread it. They have no desire to see it, when thus obscured, in the

hands of the people. On the first page of the Douay Bible we meet

with an Admon'ition well calculated to deter the people from reading

it. After stating the danger of misunderstanding and perverting the

Scriptures, the Admonitz'on proceeds thus: “To prevent and remedy

this abuse, and to guard against error, it was judged necessary to forbid

the reading of the Scriptures in the vulgar languages, without the ad

vice and permission of the Pastors and Spiritual Guides, whom God

has appointed to govern his Church.” Acts 20: 23. Christ himself
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declaring : He that will not hear the Church, let him be to thee as the

heathen and the publican. Matt. 18: 16. Nor is this due submission

to the Catholic Church, (the pillar and ground of truth. 1 Tim. 3:

15,) to be understood of the ignorant and unlearned only, but-also of

men accomplished in all kinds of learning. The ignorant fall into

errors for want of knowledge, and the learned through pride and self

sufficiency.”

If the skill of the Romish clergy in expounding the Scriptures, were

half equal to their tact in pcrverting their language; well might the

people look up to them for instruction. Let any one, for example,

turn to Matt. 18: 16, and read the connection; and then let him inquire,

concerning what does our Saviour bid us hear the Church?” It is

simply respecting a. difficulty between brethren—a mere matter of disci

pline, in regard to which the Romish clergy do not even claim infalli

bility for their Church. Whatever right the clergy may have authori

tatively to interpret the Scriptures, it is evidently not found in this pas

sage, which is so constantly quoted by them.

Four obstacles meet every Roman Catholic who speaks and reads only

the English language, in attempting to become acquainted with

the word of God, viz: it is mistranslated ; it is perverted by notes; his

clergy either forbid or discourage his reading it; and they wholly for

bid him attempting to understand it for himself. N0 wonder, the Bi

ble is but little read by the members of that corrupt Church. The

priests, like the Pharisees of old, have taken “the key of knowledge”

from the people. They dread no book, as they dread the Bible. Ob

scured by mistranslations and notes, it is yet dangerous to their claims

and to the dogmas they teach. “But the word of God is not bound.”

It will yet emancipate the minds of Papists, and overthrow Rome.

Q.

 

MR. CAMPBELL’S REFORMATION.

 

Alexander Campbell has aspired to be the reformer of the nineteenth

century. More than thirty years have elapsed, since his reformation

was initiated. The author has been spared to develop his fundamental

principles; and the time has been sufficient to exhibit their fruits. It

may be instructive to examine a little carefully some of the more im
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portant of those principles, and to notice some of their practical

workings.

1. One of the fundamental principles of Mr. Campbell’s reforma

tion, is—that sound morals and good works may be produced by a faith

which-is fundamentally erroneous. \Ve do not mean to say, that he

has announced this principle in so many words; but we do mean to say,

that his reformation assumes it. It is a fact so notorious, that he will

scarcely deny it, that at the time when his reformation was initiated,

the Presbyterian Church, for example, maintained, both in her mem

bers and in her ministry, an elevated standard of morals and of good

doing. That unworthy men sometimes found a place in her communion

and in her ministry, is readily acknowledged; but the same thing was

true of the Church in the apostolic age. Certainly Mr. Campbell will

not urge such an admission against the Presbyterian Church, since he

has~.acknowledged that his own Church has had in it “all sorts of

preachers” proclaiming “every sort of doctrine.” Nor do we pretend,

that either our ministers or lay members generally have attained to the

Scripture standard of moral excellency; for, in this respect, the purest

churches the world'cver saw, are very imperfect. But we do mean to

afiirm, that the Presbyterian Church, as compared with any Church in

any age, has maintained a high standard of morals and good works.

We very much doubt whether Mr. Campbell will pretend, that his

model Church has excelled ours in this respect. In the Lexington

debate, we challenged him on this ground, and he wisely avoided ac

cepting the challenge. Not only in purity of morals, but in every

deparment of benevolence, in caring for the poor, in circulating the

Scriptures, in sending the Gospel to the destitute, the Presbyterian

Church has stood prominent before the world.

Yet, in initiating his reformation, Mr. Campbell denounced this

Church, with all the other Churches, as not a Church of Christ, as

fundamentally heretical, as the legitimate daughter of the Mother of

Harlots. In his Christian Baptist it was declared, that “the worship

ping establishments now in operation throughout Christendom, in

creased and cemented by their respective voluminous confessions of

faith, and their ecclesiastical constitutions, are not Churches of Jesus

Christ, but the legitimate daughters of that Mother of Harlots, the

Church of Rome.” Here then we have the principle, that the grossest

corruption in faith may coexist with a high standard of morals and

good works. Or, in other words, error may produce as sound morals

and as abundant good works, as the truth! This principle is unscrip

tural and absurd. According to the Scriptures, true religion is nothing
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more or less than obedience to the truth. (Rom., 1 :5, and 2 z 8.) And

in the language of our Saviour, the righteous man is one who “ doeth

truth.” (John, 3 : 21.) Men may, indeed, profess to hold the truth,

and yet be very immoral; but a high standard of morals and good doing,

produced by fundamental error, has never yet been seen. Good works

are the legitimate fruits of sound doctrines; and the fruits or efi'ects

cannot exist where the cause is not.

When our Lord appeared on earth, the faith of the Jewish Church

was very corrupt, and the state of its morals was no less so. Attend

ance upon forms and ceremonies had taken the place of vital piety and

moral principle. The people tithed mint, anise and cummin; but

neglected the weightier matters of the law. For several centuries

before the Reformation, the faith of a large portion of the Church had

become very corrupt; and the morals of both people and clergy were

correspondingly depraved. The morals of the Church of Rome now

are as impure as her faith is erroneous; and if the Presbyterian Church

were a legitimate daughter of this Mother of Harlots, the state of

morals amongst her ministers and people would show it. But her

morals are even purer than those of the reforming Church of Mr. Camp

bell. The Unitarian faith is fundamentally erroneous, and the world

liness of both clergy and people prove it so. No one acquainted with

that faith would be surprised that Dr. Bellows and other Unitarian cler

gymen have become the advocates of the theater. The world loves

its own.

The very first principle which the great reformer assumed in justifi

cation of his reformation, then, is false; and it is as injurious as false.

For one cannot take a more effective method of convincing men that

religious truth is worthless, than by maintaining or admitting that

error may produce as good fruits as truth. For since confessedly moral

excellency is the thing to be attained; if it may be attained by the be

lief of error, then error is as good as truth. Mr. Campbell’s denom

ination now stands before the world the embodiment of this false and

ruinous principle. For it claims to be a reformed and reforming

Church, far purer in faith than the Presbyterian Church, or any other,

whilst the world is compelled to see, that its morals and good works fall

below those of several other Churches.

2. The second great error in Mr. Campbell’s reformation, is the

principle that the ordinances of the Gospel are more important than its

leading dectrines, and quite as important as purity of heart and of

life. We do not say, that hit has, in so many words, announced this

principle; but we do say. that he has really acted upon it. as one of the
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most important principles of his reformation. For example, he would

receive into fellowship men who rejected the doctrines of the Divinity

of Christ, and of a vicarious atonement. He would receive those who

not only rejected these fundamental doctrines, but denied the doctrine

of future rewards and punishments. But he would not receive those

who believe that baptism ought to be administered to the infant chil

dren of believers, or those who believe that this ordinance ought to be

administered by pouring or sprinkling water upon the person. He did

not scruple to receive the celebrated Arian, Barton W. Stone, and as

many of his sect as were willing to be absorbed; nor did he refuse to

receive a Universalist preacher, who declared his opinions unchanged.

But a Pedobaptist he was never known to receive into his communion.

What is the inevitable conclusion from facts like these? Why, that

true views of baptism are more important than true views of the char

acter and work of Jesus Christ and of the Holy Spirit ; and, therefore,

that this ordinance is more important than those great doctrines? In

deed, this principle is most distinctly recognized by Mr. Campbell in

another'form. In his Christianity Restored, he contends that, “in

religion, a man may change his views of Jesus, and his heart may also

be changed towards him; but unless a change of state ensues, he is

still unpardoned, unjustified, unsanctified, unreconciled, unadopted, and

lost to all Christian life and enjoyment.” He contends, further, that

“some act, constitutional, then, by stipulation proposed, sensible and

manifest, must be performed by one or both the parties before such a

change can be accomplished;" that “whatever the act of faith may be,

it necessarily becomes the line of discrimination between the two states

before described. On the one side, they are pardoned, justified, sanc

tified, reconciled, adopted and saved; on the other, they are in a state

of condemnation.” What, then, is that important act, which produces

changes so great in the condition and prospects of men? He says:

“This act is sometimes called immersion, regeneration, conversion.”

Here we have another great principle avowed. Not only is baptism

more important than the leading doctrines of the Gospel ; but the re

ception of it, and that in a particular mode, is quite as important as a

radical change in the heart and life. One may experience such a

change in his mind and heart, that his views of Christ are correct, and

his feelings toward him are what they should be; and yet, until im

mersed in water, he is in a lost condition! And of course, if he should,

either through misunderstanding or lack of opportunity, die without

being immersed, there would be no hope for him.

Now, if there is a single truth which the Scriptures do most plainly
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teach, it is that to believe the truth concerning the character and the

work of Christ, and to have right feelings towards him, are infinitely

more important than the reception of any ordinance. We can judge

correctly of the relative importance of diiferent doctrines in the Gospel

system, by the relative prominence given to them in the teachings of

Christ and his Apostles. Let any one read the New Testament through,

and let him mark all that is there said of the character of Christ, of

his death, of his intercession, of right feelings toward him; and then

let him note all that is said of baptism, and especially of the mode of

its administration. At the end of such examination, he will be amazed

that any one ever maintained, that true views of baptism were at all to

be compared in importance with true views of those great doctrines,

and right feelings in regard to them.

Again, it is a fact that justification and salvation are repeatedly

promised to faith in Christ, to repentance, and to other right states of

feeling, without reference to baptism; whereas the reverse of this is

not true in a single instance. Our Saviour said: “He that believeth

on him is not condemned.” Again : “He that believeth on the Son,

hath everlasting life.” (John, 3 : 18, 36.) Now, to believe on Christ,

is to believe the truth respecting his character and work. This faith

is not a mere intellectual conviction, but it “worketh by love.” And

the declaratidn is, that every one who exercises this faith in Christ, is

justified, and has everlasting life. But this could not possibly be true,

if being immersed were necessary to justification and to the enjoyment

of eternal life, for it cannot be denied, that multitudes have exercised

this faith, who never were immersed. Again: “The Scripture saith,

YVhosoever believeth on him shall not be ashamed.” (Rom, 10: 11 )

How can this declaration be true, if multitudes who believe in Christ,

are still in a state of condemnation and ruin, because they have not

been immersed? The Scriptures abound with such passages.

Indeed it may be safely aflirmed, that the whole current of Bible

teaching is directly in the face of this principle. Circumcision was

an ordinance of Divine appointment,—an initiatory rite and the seal

of God’s covenant with Abraham. Yet, during the forty years sojourn

in the Wilderness, the administration of it was omitted. (Josh, 5 : 5, 7.)

What would have been thought, if repentance, faith, prayer, upright

ness, had been dispensed with during the same period? And Paul

very distinctly teaches, that they who had the spiritual circumcision,

though not the literal, were safe. “Therefore, if the uncircumcision

keep the righteousness of the law, shall not his uncircumcision be

counted for circumcision?” (Rom, 2 ; 26$ Sacrifices were of Divine
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appointment, and it was the duty of God’s people to oifer them; but as

compared with vital piety, they were almost worthless. “For‘ thou

desirest not sacrifice; else would I give it: thou delightest not in burnt

offering. The sacrifices of God are a broken spirit: a broken and a

contrite heart, 0 God, thou wilt not despise.” (Ps., 51 : 16, 17.) Tithes

were of Divine appointment, and it was the duty of the Jews to pay

tithes of mint, anise and cumin; but judgment, mercy and faith

were “the weightier matters of the law.” (Math, 23 : 23.) In precise

accordance with this great principle, Paul said to the church of Corinth:

“I thank God that I baptized none of you, but Crispus and Gaius; lest

any should say that I had baptized in mine own name; for Christ sent

me not to baptize, but to preach the Gospel.” (1 Cor., 1 z 14, 17.) Why

should Paul have been sent, not to baptize, but to preach the Gospel,

if baptism were as necessary to salvation, as the belief of the Gospel?

The truth is, that faith in Christ secures justification ; and the main

design of ordinances is to impress truth upon the heart, that the Holy

Spirit may sanctify it through the truth. But although ordinances

are important in their place, they are not to be compared in importance

to the great doctrines of the cross and to purity of heart and life. N0

one whose heart is right with God, remains one moment in a state of

condemnation, because he has not received any ordinance, It is truly

remarkable, that the reformer of the nineteenth century should found

his reformation upon a leading error of Judaism and of Popery. Rarely

was it ever known, that a corrupt Church undervalued the ordinances

which it professed to administer. The whole history of the Church

shows, that the chief danger lies in the other direction. But none

have gone beyond Mr. Campbell in overestimating the value and efli

cacy of a single ordinance.

3. The third fundamental error of Mr. Campbell’s reformation

was the principle, that men holding widely different views of Scripture

doctrines, could be brought to unity of faith by agreeing to use the

language of the Bible. He professed to have discovered, “that all

the partyism, vain jangling, and heresies, which have disgraced the

Christian profession, have emanated from human philosophy and human

tradition.” Well, what is the remedy? The remedy proposed is

“purity of speech.” Mr. C. says :——“ We choose to speak of Bible

things by Bible words, because we are always suspicions that if the

word is not in the Bible, the idea which it represents is not there;

and always confident that the things taught by God are better taught

in the words, and under the names which the Holy Spirit has chosen

and appropriated, than in the words which man’s wisdom teaches.

.v
a. ‘
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There is nothing more essential to the union of the disciples of Christ

than purity of speech. So long as the earth was of one speech, the

human family was united. Had they been of a pure speech as well as

of one speech, they would not have been separated. * * * It

requires but little reflection to discover that the fiercest disputes about

religion, are about what the Bible does not say, rather than about what

it does say—about words and phrases coined in the mint of speculative

theology.’’—C'hris. Restored, p. p. 123—128.

In all this there is some little plausibility. Let us see the actual

working of the principle. How will it apply, for example, to a Uni

tarian? “What is a Unitarian?” asks Mr. Campbell. He replies,—

“One who contends that Jesus Christ is not the Son of God. Such

anione has denied the faith, and therefore we reject him. But, says

a Trinitarian, many Unitarians acknowledge that Jesus Christ, is the

a Son of God in a sense of their own. Admit it. Then I ask, how do

you know they have a sense of their own ? Intuitively, or by their

words? Not intuitively, but by their words. And what are these

Words? Are they Bible words? If they are, we cannot object to

them,-—if they are not, we will not hear them; or, what is the same

thing, we will not discuss them at all. If he will ascribe to Jesus all

Bible attributes, names, works, and worship, we will not fight with

him about scholastic words; but if he will not ascribe to him every

thing that the first Christians ascribed, and worship and adore him as

the first Christians did, we will reject him, not because of his private

opinions, but because he refuses to honor Jesus as the first converts

did, and withholds from him the titles and honors which God and his

apostles have bestowed upon him.” A Trinitarian is to be treated in

the same way. ~ How does this principle apply to a Universalist?

In answer to the'question, whether he would receive a Universalist,

Mr. Campbell says,—“No ; not as a Universalist. If a man, pro

fessing Universalist opinions, should apply for admission, we will

\reeeive him, if he will consent to use and apply all the'Bible phrases

in their plain reference to the future state of men and angels. We

will not hearken to those questions which gender strife, nor discuss

them at all. If a person say such is his private opinion, let him have

it as his private opinion; but lay no stress upon it; and if it be a

wrong private opinion, it will die a natural-death much sooner than if -

you attempt to kill it.”—Ibid. p. p. 122, 123. "

Such is Mr. Campbell’s method of' destroying sects, and uniting all

Christians in one harmonious body. Let us examine it a little. The

broad principle is—that if any man will consent to use the language of
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the Bible, he may attach to it any meaning he chooses, if only he will

consent to call thatwmeaning an opinion, and agree to hold it as his

private opinion. On this principle, as he admits, he can with equal

ease receive a Unitarian and a Trinitarian, a Universalist and a believer

in the doctrine of future retribution. The Unitarian will acknowledge

that Christ is “the Son of God,” but his opinion is, that this lan

guage expresses not his true and proper Divinity, but his infinite

inferiority to God; and in like manner he will interpret all the lan

guage in the Scriptures which relates to his nature and attributes. He

will admit, that Christ did “bear our sins ;” but his understanding of

such language is, that he died in order to convince men that God

loved them, and thus induce them to be reconciled to God. The Uni

versalist will acknowledge, that “the wicked will be turned into hell ,”

but by the word hell he understands the grave.

Evidently Mr. Campbell’s platform is broad enough to receive every

class of errorists in the world, who profess to believe the Scriptures

inspired; for all such will readily agree to use the language of the

Scriptures. And yet in his language, as just quoted, there is ambi

guityay The Unitarian, he says, must ascribe to our Saviour “every

thing that-the first Christians ascribed, and worship and adore him as

the first Christians did.” Now he knows, that the great question in

controversy is concerning the worship and adoration rendered to Christ

by the first Christians. When a. Unitarian applies for admission into

one of the churches of Mr. Campbell’s denomination, who is to de

termine, whether he worships and adores our Saviour as the first

Christians did? The Universalist, too, must “consent to use and

apply all the )Bible phrases in their plain reference of the future state
of men and qiiigels.” But the precise point of controversy, as Mr.

Campbell kn s, is respecting the. “plain. reference” of the Bible

phrases to thel'uture state of ihcn and‘agigels. Who is to determine,

when a Universalist applies for admissidn, whether he does “apply all

the Bible phrases in their plain reference to the future state of men

and angels Y” Such questions must be determined either by the indi

vidual applying for membership, or by the particular church to which

he applies. If the former, then the grossest errorists must be received ;

if the latter, then every little church is a sort of creed for all applying

to it for membership. In either case, there can be no unity of faith.

in the denomination. ‘

A single fact, however,'will show Mr. Campbell’s mode of applying

this broad principle of his reformation. Some years ago, a Universal

ist preacher was immersed by~ the reformers. Appearing at the Ma
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honing Association, some of the brethren were not quite willing to

receive him, inasmuch as he still held his Universalist sentiments.

Mr. Campbell settled the matter thus: “ \Vhether he held these views

as matters of faith, or as pure matters of opinion, was then propounded

to him. He avowed them to be, in his judgment, matters of opinion,

and not matters of faith; and in reply to another question, avoWed

that he Would not teach them, believing them to be matters of opinion,

and not the gospel of Jesus Christ.’’-—Millen. Harb. v. 1, p. 147.

There is something interesting in this mode ofgetting round a dif

ficulty. In the first place, Mr. Raines had held the doctrines of

Universalism as matters of faith. He now agreed to hold them as

matters of opinion. Quere : What was the precise change which had .

taken place in his mind? He held these views as true, before he

became a reformer; and he held them as true, afterwards. What is

the difference? Again, Mr. Raines had held Universalist doctrines,

as the very substance of the Gospel; he still held them, but only as

opinions, not as Gospel! Quere: Where did he get the doctrine

that all men will be saved, if not in the Gospel? And if he believed

that he found it there, how was it that it Was only an opinion, and no

part of the Gospel? Once more, the Scriptures, “in their plain re

reference to the future state of men and angels,” teach the eternal

punishment of the wicked. This Mr. Campbell professes to believe;

and says, he will not receive a Universalist, unless he will agree to use

the Bible phrases thus. How, then, could he admit Mr. Raines ?

We must suppose that Mr. Raines’ faith was, that the wicked will suffer

forever; and his opinion was, that they will go to Heaven! Still fur

ther, the doctrine that all men will be saved, is the result of several

other doctrines, such as—that Christ made no real atonement for sin;

that every man suffers in this life as much as his sins deserve; that the

conduct of men in this life will have no effect upon their future state ;

&c. Que're .- How could Mr. Raines hold these errors, and yet preach

the Gospel?

We have said, this principle is broad enough to admit all errorists,

who believe in the inspiration of the Scriptures; and we may further

aflirm, that this is its only effect. For to make any other practical use

of it, is impossible. Mr. Campbell himself never adhered to it, either

in his writings or in his preaching. Let any one take up his Christian

Baptist and his lllillennial Harbinger, and see how far he has chosen

to “speak of Bible things by Bible words.” N0 man, in speaking of

“Bible things,” has allowed himself a wider range in the use of lan~

guage. It could not be otherwise. He must either confine himself to
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reading or reciting the language of the Bible; or, in attempting to ex

pound its language, he must employ other. terms. He has done so;

and all his “proclaimers” have followed his example. A Unitarian,

then, is received on his professing to believe that Christ is “the Son

of God,” and agreeing to use Bible language in relation to him; and

then he goes forth to expound the Bible language, as he understands

it. Other errorists do the same thing.

What has been the practical working of this principle? When Mr.

Campbell published his Christianity Restored, he boasted 0f the unity

of faith amongst his brethren; but in less than ten years afterwards he

bore a. widely different testimony. Speaking of the sad disorders in

his communion, he said—“This state of things is indeed attendant on

the incipiency of all public and social institutions. .But we have had

a. very large portion of this unhappy and mischievous influence con

tend with. Every sort of doctrine has been proclaimed by almost all

sorts ofpreachers, under the broad banners and with the supposed

sanction of thebegun reformation.” This is indeed, strong testimony,

though not a whit too strong. The confusion of tongues in Mr.

Campbell’s church, which is like that of Babel, was the legitmate and

necessary result of his absurd principle of “purity of.speech ”—of ma

king all men orthodox by inducing them to use the words of the Bible,

without reference to their meaning. His philosophy is precisely the

reverse of the truth. Purity of faith begets purity of speech; but the

reverse of this, which is Mr. Campbell’s principle, never did and never

can occur.

4. The fourth erroneous principle of Mr. Campbell’s reformation,

is, that every member of the Church, however ignorant, has the right

to preach, to baptiZe, and to administer the Lord’s supper,—to perform

all the most important functions of the ministerial oflice. In his

Christian System, he contends that “a Christian is, by profession, a

preacher of truth and righteousness, both by precept and example.

He may of right preach, baptize, and dispense the supper, as well as

pray for all men, when circumstances demand it.” (P. 85.) This prin

ciple virtually rejects, as unscriptural, the office of the Christian min

istry; for, why should a particular class of men be solemnly setapart

for the performance of that which every individual, male and female, ’

young and old, in the communion, may of right perform? But even

if Mr. Campbell should acknowledge the propriety of having an order

of men specially set apart to the work of the ministry, what could they

do to prevent the disorders which must result from allowing men and

women, wholly unqualified by any previous study, holding all the end
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less variety of opinions which his platform admits, to go about preach

ing, and introducing into the Church whatever persons they may take

a fancy to immerse? If he had deliberately set about founding a

Church, that should give to the world the most striking illustration of

the confusion of tongues at Babel ; he could have adopted no better

plan. Now, let any one turn to the epistlcs of Paul to Timothy and

Titus, and examine the qualifications he instructs them to require in

men who seek the office of a bishop, and let him contrast the bishop

of the New Testament with the bishop in Mr. Campbell’s Church. In

the New Testament, we find the office and the qualifications of those

who should fill it. In Mr. Campbell’s Church, every member, without

reference to qualifications, has the right to discharge the most important

functions of that oflice! Can any one be surprised, then, that “every

sort of doctrine has been proclaimed by almost all sorts of preachers”

in this modern Church; and that Mr. Campbell, in his lamentations

over this dreadful state of things, has said : “We have bled at every

pore through the lacerations of many such.” What better could have

been expected?

The fatal fact is, that there can be no remedy for these terrible evils.

The professed belief of one fart, entitles any individual to membership

in Mr. Campbell’s Church. “The one fact,” says he, “is expressed in

a single proposition, that Jesus the Nazarene is the .lIessiuh.” Immer

sion introduces every such person into the Church, and gives him the

right to preach, to baptize, and to administer the Lord's supper. And

then each church, however small, is entirely independent, and may

ordain any man or woman to preach, no matter how ignorant or heret

ical; and there is no higher tribunal to which an appeal can be taken.

This fundamental defect Mr. Campbell discovered too late, and sought

in vain to remedy. In his Harbinger, he said : “The right of prayer

is not more natural, nor necessary, than the right of appeal. There is

no government, or State, or family, that can subsist without it. It was

a part of every religious institution before the Christian; and if it be

no part of it, it is a perfect anomaly in all social institutions.” (New

Series, v. 5, p. 54.) If this be true, as doubtless it is, what must be

come of Mr. Campbell’s Church, in which the exercise of the right of

appeal is utterly impossible? '

These are the fundamental principles of this reformation of the

nineteenth century. Every one of them is false. What, then, must

be the character and the tendency of the reformation, falsely so called?

Its rapid success, for the few first years, is not at all strange. It offered

an asylum for the disaffected of all denominations. Its author pleased
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all who hated the ministers of Christ, by his wholesale abuse of them;

and he quieted the consciences of money-loving men by assailing all

those evangelical enterprizes, which they were called upon to support.

He was skilful in riding every popular hobby; and his pretentions to

learning gave credit to opinions which, in the mouths of infidels or

errorists, had produced little effect. But the effect of novelty has

passed away. Mr. Campbell staked his cause in one protracted debate,

embracing all the principles he had advocated; and he failed so signally,

that he has never recovered. His denomination embraces a mixed

multitude, who agree in insisting on immersion for-the remission of

sins, and in denying the doctrine of infant baptism, but in scarcely

anything else. \Vhether it will outlive its author, is almost question

able. Certain it is, that few men amongst all'who have claimed to be

reformers, have had less right to the honorable appellation, than Alex~

ander Campbell.

MAN AS FALLEN.

Whilst all agree, that men are morally imperfect, there is no such

agreement concerning the degree of human imperfection. There are

those who believe, that whatever errors men may fall into, and what

ever sins they may commit, still there are in the huinan heart tenden

cies to virtue—dispositions and affections which require only proper

training to bring the mind to high degrees of moral excellence. There

are others who hold, that although the choices and acts of every indi

vidual, at the commencement of his moral agency, are only wrong ,- yet

depravity is t? such a nature, that under the influence of motives pre

sented in the Gospel, every one may resolve to change the governing

purpose of his life, and thus make himself a new heart. The former

View, which, is substantially that of Pelagius, a celebrated heretic of

the fifth, century, is found amongst the Unitarians of our day. The

latter was defended, some years ago, by Finney, the celebrated revival

preacher, and by many advocates of what has been called the New Di

vinity; and it is substantially the doctrine of Alex. Campbell and his

followers. Others, embracing the different evangelical denominations,

hold the doctrine expressed by the phrase total depravity. Whether

this phrase was wisely chosen to express the doctrine or not, it has

\
-
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been much misunderstood and perverted. It, therefore, requires tobe

explained. As we understand it, it expresses two ideas, viz: that the

unregenerate mind is wholly destitute of holiness; and that it is so

positively and strongly inclined to sin, that, until renewed by the Holy

Spirit, it will continue in rebellion against God. We do not hold, that

men are by nature as bad as they can be. This is not true of any

living man. “Evil men and seducers wax worse and worse.” The

vilest men still grow worse every day. There are three ways in which

men, though totally destitute 0f holiness and inclined only to sin, may

continue to grow worse:

1. Their depravity may be developed in a greater number of ways.

Natural life may exist in a state almost dormant, exhibiting little ac

tivity in any direction, as in the case of the unborn infant; and in the

course of its developement, and under pressure of motives, it may put

forth its energies in new directions, every year and every month. Just

so depravity in the human heart may exist in a state of almost

entire inactivity, as in the case of infants; but under the pressure of

temptation it may show itself from time to time in new forms. He

who, under proper religious influence, has externally observed ' the

Sabbath, may, under other influences, become a Sabbath breaker. He

who has been an honest man, may yield to temptation, and become a

defaulter or a forger. The temperate youth may become a drunkard.

Such changes are constantly witnessed; and they are but the legitimate

workings of depravity in the heart. Every individual has in him

that which may lead him to the commission of any and every form 0

sin. As this evil principle shows itself in a greater number of

vices, or in the grosser forms of vice, the man may be said to become

worse and worse.

2. Every evil disposition or affection may be indefinitely strength

ened. It is a principle of the human mind, that the exercise of any

moral aifection gives it additional strength. The ambitious man be

comes more ambitions in his struggles after fame and power. If Alex

ander the Great wept, because there were no more nations to conquer,

he only exhibited a feature of fallen human nature, which is univer

sal. The miser has kept his love of money in constant exercise, un

til it is has become his ruling passion, and has smothered every noble

feeling of his soul. As the evil affections of men become stronger,

they may be said to grow worse.

3. The conscience may become more and more insensible, until it

is “seared as with a hot iron.” When perverted by error, it becomes

morbid and sickly. When its admonitions under the light of truth,
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are disregarded; it becomes less and less sensitive, until it ceases to

lift its warning voice against even the grosser forms of vice. It stands

in the soul as the advocate of virtue, and as the restraining power

against unruly passions. In the degree that it is weakened, those

passions gain more complete mastery over the man; and he may be

said to “wax worse and worse.”

But whilst in these respects, every individual may grow worse; still

in the sense already explained, all may be totally depraved. That is

to say, all may be entirely destitute of holiness, and positively inclined

to sin.

In inquiring whether this doctrine is true, we must remember :—

1. That natural afi‘ection or amidbility of disposition is neither

holy nor unholy. Both exist to some extent in animals. Under the

control of intelligence those affections are more elevated; but their

nature is not changed. They do not necessarily involve the exercise

of moral afiections, though very intimately associated with them. De

praved dispositions may be, and often are strong enough to overpower

and even exterminate them ; and therefore we read in the Scriptures

of those whose depravity is proved to be extremely great, in that they

are “without natural afl'ection.” But the most affectionate and amia

ble persons are often wholly indilferent to their obligations to God, and

are therefore totally depraved.

2. A man may be, in an important sense, conscientious, and even

religious, without possessing the least degree of holiness. Every mind

makes the distinction between right and wrong; and every individual,

in doing what he knows to be wrong, feels more or less distinctly a

painful sense of guilt, and consequent fear. Now the conscience of a

man may be so enlightened by the truth, as to restrain him from all

the grosser forms of sin, and to prompt him to the external discharge

of many moral duties; and yet the affections may cherish other forms

of sin, and may find the discharge of moral duties irksome and dis

tasteful. Or if a man embrace a system of religion, which is funda

mentally false, his perverted conscience may approve of his course and

excite him to it. Thus Paul, before his conversion, persecuted Chris

tians aseonscientiouslyas he reapeated his prayers. He said in his de

fense before Agrippa: “I verily thought with myself, that I ought to

to do many things contrary to the name of Jesus of Nazareth. Which

thing I also did in Jerusalem; and many of the saints did I shut

up in prison, having received authority from the chief priests; and

when they were put to death, I gave my voice against them.” Acts.

26: 9, 10.
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Indeed there are various feelings of the human heart, which are far

enough from being good, which yet may, and often do prompt men to

the discharge of moral duties,- such as natural affection, the goadings

of conscence, self-righteousness, the hope of heaven, desire for the

applause of men, &0. Consequently there is oftentimes much of the

appearance of moral excellence, where depravity reigns unsubdued.

It is, therfore, important to inquire what is holiness? The most gen

eral answer is, conformity to the law of God. What, then, does his

law require? To this question the shortest and most comprehensive

answer is—Iit requires LOVE. “Love is the fulfilling of the law."

Rom. 13: 10. Each individual sustains two principal relations, viz:

to God and to men. Love consequently flows in these two directions;

and the law requires supreme love to God and equal love to men,

“Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart, with all thy

soul, with all thy mind, and with all thy strength; and thou shalt love

thy neighbor as thyself.” This is the precise measure of human obli

gationiand men are holy ’only as they come up to it. Now, if it is true,

that all men before conversion are wholly destitute of love to God, and

positively averse to him; then they are, in the sense already explained,

totally depraved.

This is one of the most important subjects in the whole range of

theological discussion. The entire history of the church and of the

world will show, that the opinions of men concerning the character of

man have modified and controlled their vews of the leading doctrines

of Christianity. The gospel presents a great remedy devised by infin

ite Wisdom and Goodness for the ruins of the Fall; and men will in

evitably be influenced in their views of the remedy by their views of

the disease. It will be found, for example, that the rejection of

the doctrine of the Divinity of Christ, has always been associa

ted with Pela-gian views of the character of man. The same is

true of other fundamental doctrines of the christian system. Besides, it

is of the utmost importance that every individual obtain correct views

of his character and condition, thathe may understand and appreciate the

answer to the great question—“ What must I do to be saved?” And it is

well to remember on which side the chief danger of error, lies. No

one feature of human nature is more apparent, than the disposition to

think too highly of itself. An ignorant man is more likely to be con

ceited, than a learned man ; and depravity has the singular effect to

make men think themselves righteous. This self-righteousness is a

chief obstacle in the way of the salvation of men ; and, therefore,

one part of the work of the Holy Spirit, is to “convince the world
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of sin.” The Scriptures warn every man “ not to think of himself

more highly than he ought to think,’’ but they do not warn us

against thinking too huinbly of ourselves. The reason is—that the

danger is all on one side.

We now proceed to prove, that all men before conversion are totally

destitute of holiness, and positively disposed to sin.

I. The first proof is derived from the direct declarations of the

Scriptures. Immediatety after the flood, and in connection with the

gracious promise not again to curse the earth for man’s sake, God said

—“For [or though] the imagination of man’s heart is evil from his

youth.” Gen. 8: 21. This is a description, not of a corrupt class or

generation of men, but of mankind; for there were then no human be

ings on the earth, except the family ofNoah ; and the wordman is generic,

expressive of the race. It proves total depravity; for whilst it is stated,

that the imagination of the heart is evil, the expression is unqualified.

It is not intimated that he has in his heart anything good. It proves na

tive depravity; for the word translated youth, embraces the whole of the

earlier existence from infancy. Jeremiah gives the following descrip

tion of man: “The heart is deceitful above all things, and desper

ately wicked: who can know it?” Jer. 17: 10. This strong language

is not used with reference to any particular nation, or to any partic

ular class of men. The expression “the heart” is generic, just as the

word man in the verse just before quoted. The heart, that is, the

human heart, is thus deceitful and wicked. If any more proof were

required to show, that the word heart is generic, it is found in the fol

lowing verse: “I THE LORD search the heart, I try the reins, even to

give every man according to his ways, and according to the fruit of

his doings.” This doctrine is most strongly set forth in the third

chapter of the Epistle to the Romans, where we find an array of texts

quoted from the Old Testament, beginning with the declaration—

“There is none righteous, no, not one.” That these passages are in

tended as descriptive of human nature, is clear from the general con

clusion the Apostle draws from them—“Therefore by the deeds of the

law there shall no flesh be justified in his sight.” Since all are thus

depraved, none can be justified by their works.

II. The total depravity of mankind is proved by what is said in the

Scriptures of the flesh and its works. The necessity of the new birth

is thus proved by our Savior: “That which is born of the flesh is

flesh; and that which is born of the Spirit is spirit.” John 3: 6.

In the 8th chapter of the Epistle to the Romans we find the same con

trast between the flesh and the spirit. To walk after the flesh, is to
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live in sin; to walk after the Sprit, is to be rigtheous. “They that are

in the flesh cannot please God ;” but they that are in the spirit do please

him. It is clear, therefore, that the word flesh means depravity. But

if they that are in the flesh, cannot please God, it must be because

they do nothing right—are totally destitute of holiness. But there is

something more than the lack of holiness; for “ the carnal mind is en

mity against God: for it is not subject to the law of God, neither in

deed can be.” Now if we turn to the Gallatians 5: 19—21, we shall

find an account of “the works of the flesh,” in contrast with “the

fruit of the Spirit.” The flesh produces nothing but corruption and

wickedness; it is, therfore, nothing but depravity. And since all are

in the flesh, who have not been regenerated; all are totally depraved.

This total depravity, moreover, is native ; for our Saviour said—“ That

which is born of the flesh is flesh.” Those born of depraved parents,

are like them depraved, and must be born of the Spirit.

III. The total depravity of mankind is further proved by those

words which are used as descriptive of men, such as ungodly, sinners,

enemies, and the like. Paul magnifies the love of God in the salvation of

men, because Christ died for the “ungodly,” died for us “while we

were yet sinners ;’ ’ and he argues for the certainty of' our salvation, be

cause were reconciled to God, “when we were enemies.” Rom.

5; 6—10. Now, these words, ungodly, sinners, enemies, are as strong

terms to express the entire lack of holiness and positive inclination to

sin, as the Apostle could have selected; and they are used without qual

ification, and are applied indiscriminately to all mankind. The only

fair conclusion is—that these three words do properly describe the

moral character of all men 3 and therefore they are totally depraved. If

there were any thing morally good in men, or in any of them, the un

qualified use of these strong terms could no be justified.‘

IV. This doctn'ne is further proved by the view the Scriptures give

of regeneration, or of that change which takes place in every one who

becomes a Christian. \Ve have seen, that it is represented as a change

from flesh to spirit. It is likewise represented as a guickening or

making alive. “And you hath he quickened, who were dead in tres

passes and sins.” (Eph. 2 z 1, 5.) To be dead in sin, is to be as des

titute of holiness or spiritual life, as a dead body is of natural life, and

to be inclined to become worse, as a dead body tends to putrefaction.

N0 man can be said to be dead naturally, as long as there is in him any

life, however feeble; and no man can be said to be dead in sin, if there

is in his heart any holiness, however little. And if a man be raised up

from the extreme point to which disease and weakness can go without
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actually extinguishing natural life, he cannot be said to have been

quic/cened or made alive. No more could a man be said to have been

quic-lcened spiritually, if he had not been dead spiritually. WVe are

constrained, therefore, to understand the strong language here used, as

designed to teach the doctrine of total depravity. Understood thus, it

fully justifies the Apostle in what he says in the same connection of

“the exceeding riches of God’s grace” in their regeneration and sanc

tification.

The same change is called a new creation. “Therefore if any man

be in Christ, he is a new creature: old things are passed awayfbehold,

all things are become new.” (2 Con, 5: 17.) To be in Christ, is to

receive him by faith, as he is ofl'ered in the Gospel. The exercise of

true faith, according to the Apostle, is evidence conclusive of a change

so radical, that it is properly called a new creation. This larquage

could not be justified, if before this change the sinner possessed any

real holiness; for in that case, instead of a creation, there would be

only the development or strengthening of that which previously existed.

Similar language is used in Eph., 2 : 10. “For we are his workman

ship, created in Christ Jesus unto good works, which God hath before

ordained, that we should walk in them.” All the good works of Christ

ians are here represented as the results of a new creation. It is not

the creation of new faculties, but the purification of the aflections, so

that the man, in his views, feelings and purposes, is radically changed.

(See Ps., 51 : 10; Ezek. 36: 26, 27.) It is the heart which really

controls the intellect and the will. It is the main-spring of human

action. A new heart, therefore, makes a new man.

V. The doctrine of total depravity is further taught, indirectly,

but clearly, in those passages of Scripture which represent all right

affections as the eflect of regeneration. God is infinitely lovely in

himself; and men are under the strongest possible obligations to love

him—obligation as creatures and as redeemed creatures. And the

obligations to love our fellow men, especially those who are servants of

God, is no less clear. Yet it is a truth abundantly taught in the

Scriptures, that the human heart is hard enough to resist all the

motives which urge to love God; and that the fact that any one does \

love him at all, is clear proof of a radical change effected by the Holy

Spirit. Still further, the fact that any one loves his fellow men, espe

cially Christians, is proof of the same change. “Beloved, let us love

one another: for love is of God; and every one that loveth is born of

God, and knoweth God.” “We love him, because he first loved us.”

John, 4: 7, 19. That faith which heartily receives Christ, is evidence
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of the same change. “But as many as received him, to them gave

he power to become the sons of God, even to them that believe on his

name; which were born, not of blood, nor of the will of the flesh, nor

of the will of man, but of God.” John 1: 12, 13. ' _"r_ .

What stronger proof could we have of the total deiavity of the

human heart, than the fact, that nothing short of Divine power'can

influence it to love God, or call out its affections towards men? Can

one give clearer evidence of total corruption, than by manifesting

aversion to infinite holiness and goodness—especially when that good

ness flows out toward himself in a manner to excite the wonder of

angels? Who needs further evidence of the hardness of a sinner’s

heart, than the fact, that it melts not before the cross of Christ? How

intense must be the enmity of the heart to God, when eternal interests

cannot overcome it. The great truth so solemnly declared by our

Lord to Nicodemus, that “except a man be born again, he cannot see

the kingdom of God,” aflords conclusive proof of the total depravity

of the human heart

This depravity does not consist, as some have contended, in mere

acts or choices of the mind. The mind possesses a moral nature—

something which the Scriptures call the heart. It is that which con

trols its choices and gives character to its acts. “A good man out of

the good treasure of the heart bringeth forth good things: and an

evil man out of the evil treasure bringeth forth evil things.” In the

same connection in which this passage occurs, our Saviour teaches the

same truth thus: “Either make the tree good, and his fruit good ;

or else make the tree corrupt, and his fruit corrupt: for the tree is

known by his fruit.” Math. 12: 33—35. It is not true to say, the

tree is good, because its fruit is good; but the fruit is good, because

the tree is good. The goodness of the fruit is theproofof the goodness

of the tree, not the cause or reason of that goodness. Two trees, for

example, grow in the same soil, by the same stream of water, and are

warmed by the same sun in the same degree. Yet one bears sweet

fruit, and the other bitter fruit. Why this difi'erence? The cause is

not to be found in the external circumstances; for they are the same.

It must, therefore, exist in the trees; and we say truly, their natures

are different ; and the nature of one of them must be changed, before

they can bear the same kind of fruit. Apply the principle: two

human beings live under the government of the same God, and have

equal opportunities to know their duty, and equal motives to do it.

Yet one of them turns away from God, refuses to serve him, and

seeks pleasure in sin; the other admires, loves, obeys him, and finds
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his highest happiness in this service. Why this radical difference?

The cause is not in their external circumstances; for they are the

same. It must, therefore, be in the persons themselves. These oppo

site effects are uniform through a series of years; the cause or causes

must, therefore, be permanent. According to the Scriptures, and

according to common sense, the one has a “stony heart,” the other a

“heart of flesh.” The one is a righteous man; the other is unright

eons. It is as unphilosophical as it is unscriptural to say, that the wrong

acts of the latter make him uurighteous; or that the right acts of the

former make him righteous. We are inquiring after the causes of the

acts of the one and of the other; for there must be some reason or

reasons why each pursues a uniform course of conduct, and yet the

two pursue opposite courses. Those reasons, as we have seen, are not

to be found in different external circumstances. They must, therefore,

exist in the persons themselves. And since the eifects, in the one

case, are on the whole good, and, in the other, uniformly bad; the

causes must be good in the one case, and bad in the other. Thus are

we forced to admit the doctrine, so abundantly taught in the Scrip

tures, that depravity of heart, or original sin, is the cause of the actual

transgressions of men.

Indeed, but for the speculations of men who relied more upon their

philosophy, than upon the Scriptures, this great truth would never

have been questioned. The common sense of all classes of people

would keep them right on this subject. When a man is seen to be

dishonest, or a liar, or an extortioner, every one as truly believes that

he has abiding dispositions causing his dishonest acts, or his falsehoods,

or his extortions, as that the habitual drunkard is the slave of an

appetite which has become fixed in his physical system. At the same

time, every man’s common sense prevents him from holding the crim

inal excusable, on the ground that he has such abiding dispositions.

Difficulties there are on this subject; but they are difiiculties arising

from our limited knowledge of our minds; and no view that can be

taken of human depravity, is free from difliculties. The more nearly we

adhere to the obvious teachings of the Scriptures on this whole subject,

the safer we are.

The view we have now taken, presents a dark picture of the condi

of the human family. Verily “the whole world lieth in wickedness.”

All are under a perfect and immutable law, whose sanctions reach into

eternity; and yet all are habitual transgressors of that law. Two great

difficulties stand like an impassable gulph between the human family

and heaven. The one is the penalty of the law already incurred by
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innumerable transgressions: the other is the total depravity of their

hearts, rendering them hateful to God, and unfitting them for his

service and for heaven. “Lost” is the word which properly expresses

our helpless and hopeless condition. None but the God of infinite

wisdom and goodness could have found a remedy.

“ But there’s a. voice of sovereign grace

Sounds from the sacred word ;

Ho! yc despairing sinners, come,

And trust upon the Lord."
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When true religion takes possession of a mind that has lived in sin,

it must cause painful emotions; and so long as there are in that mind

the remains of sin, those painful emotions must continue with more

or less frequency and intensity. Nor can the best men enjoy unmingled

happiness in a body compassed about with infirmities, and in a world

full of wickedness. Still, religion, in its nature and design, produces

pleasant, and often delightful emotions. The Kingdom of God is

“righteousness, and peace, and joy in the Holy Ghost.” As there are

several distinct classes of painful emotions caused directly or indirectly

by regeneration, so are there several classes of pleasant emotions. It

is now an agreable duty to consider these last. '

l. The first class of pleasant emotions in the renewed soul, is that

which arises from an approving conscience. There is no distress

greater, perhaps, than that caused by an enlightened, aroused, guilty

conscience. It has, in thousands of instances, driven men to madness

and to suicide. On the other hand, an enlightened, tender, approving

conscience imparts sweet peace to the mind. As there is no man on

earth who is wholly free from sin, so is there no conscience perfectly

enlightened, perfectly tender and wholly approving. The sincere

Christian may appeal to God, as does Paul once and again, to bear wit

ness, that he desires to know his duty, and that he aims to do it, so far

as he knows it; and although conscious of short-comings, he may make

penitent confession, and obtain the gracious pardon of his sins. Thus
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he may, in some good degree, enjoy an approving conscience; and this,

in itself delightful, ,will give him a child-like confidence in his ap

proaches to God. “Beloved,” says the Apostle John, “if our heart

condemn us not, then have we confidence toward God.” (1 John, 3 : 21.)

There is nothing of greater importance to Christian enjoyment, than

“a good conscience.” (1 Pet, 3 : 16.) It lies at the foundation of all

true happiness. In the degree that we are conscious of neglecting duty

or indulging in sin, all our evidences of piety are obscured, and all

peace of mind is rendered impossible. If we cannot feel that we are

free from sin, we must be conscious that we are struggling against sin.

If we are constrained to feel that we are very imperfect, we must feel

that we are striving after perfection. If we must feel that we have

sinned, we must also feel that we have repented of our sins, and sought

God’s forgiveness through Jesus Christ.

Precisely here we discover the chief reason why most professing

Christians experience so little peace and joy. They carry about with

them an accusing conscience. It testifies of duties neglected and of

sins not penitently confessed. Blessed are they whose piety is in a

state so healthy, that duty is pleasant,—who can say with the Psalm

ist : “I hate vain thoughts, but thy law do I love.”

2. The second class of pleasant emotions flowing from true religion,

are those arising from a hearty acquiescence in the will of God, and

from rightly placed affections. To live under a government which is

felt to be just and all powerful, to which, notwithstanding, the heart is

strongly opposed, is'to be very unhappy. Such is the condition of an

unconverted man, who lives under the light of Revelation. To live

under a government which is felt to be as benevolent as it is just and

powerful, and to experience a hearty acquiescence in the will of the

glorious King, is to enjoy exalted happiness. Such is the happiness

of the faithful Christian. “The Lord reigneth; let the earth rejoice;

let the multitudes of isles be glad thereof.” John the Apostle says :

“I heard as it were the voice of a great multitude, and as the voice of

many waters, and as the voice of mighty thunderings, saying: Alleluia,

for the Lord God omnipotent reigneth.” (Rev., 19 : 6.), Such is the

language of the righteous on earth and in Heaven. “ Thy Kingdom

come; thy will be done on earth as it is done in Heaven.” Such is

the earnest desire of every renewed heart.

We live, not under a government simply of law, but of grace. “Ye

are not under the law, but under grace.” Our God is not on a throne

of justice, to which only the perfect dare approach, but on a throne of

grace, to which the unworthy may “come boldly.” (Heb, 4 : 16.) We
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come, not to Sinai, “that burned with fire, nor unto blackness and dark

ness, and tempest,” but unto Mount Zion. We are under a govern

ment that commands, and gives grace to enable us to obey, and that

pardons our failures. We belong not so much to a kingdom, as to a

family. We approach not a king, so much as a father. (Epl1., 3 : 14,

15.) We wear a yoke, but it is easy; we bear a burden, but it is

light. (Math, 11 : 30.) It is no small portion of the happiness of the

spirits of just men made perfect in Heaven, that “they are before the

throne of God, and serve him day and night in his temple. (Rev., 7: 15.)

But the secret of this acquiescence in the Divine will, is in purified

afl'ections rightly placed. Dcpravity does not destroy the afl'ections,

but perverts them. Thus it alienates them from those objects suited

to their nature, and fixes them on objects which can never satisfy.

“For my people have committed two evils; they have forsaken me the

fountain of living waters, and hewed out cisterns, broken cisterns, that

can hold no water.” (Jer., 2 : 13.) Regeneration purifies the affections ,

and thus fixes them on God as a portion. “Thou art my portion, 0

Lord ; I have said that I would keep thy words.” (Ps. 119 : 57.)

Christian love is a compound afl'ection, if we may use such a term.

It consists of two classes of affections quite difierent in their nature,

but sweetly mingling, so as scarcely to be distinguished. There is admi

ration of the Divine perfectious, and there is gratitude for Divine favor.

The former is awakened in view of what the Psalmist calls “the beauty

of the Lord,” and what Paul calls “the glory of the Lord.” The latter

is awakened in view of the loving-kindness of God toward us. The

former is expressed in what is more properly termed praise ,- the latter,

in thanksgiving. The Psalmist was filled with admiration for the

Divine perfections, when he exclaimed : “Let them praise the name of

the Lord, for his name alone is excellent; his glory is above the earth

and heaven.” (Ps. 148 : 13.) He was filled with gratitude, when he

exclaimed: “Bless the Lord, 0 my soul; and all that is within me,

bless his holy name. Bless the Lord, 0 my soul, and forgot not all his

benefits.” (Ps. 103 :1, 2.) Both these classes of affection mingled in

the heart of Paul, when he said : “The love of Christ constraineth us.”

This love, whilst it disposes us to obedience, renders obedience de

‘ lightful. “Love is the fulfilling of the law ;” and in fulfilling the law,

love imparts happiness. For what is happiness, but gratified afl'ection?

Parents love their children; and when their love is reciprocated, they

enjoy the kind of happiness which flows from natural afi'ection. Men

are social beings. In loving friends and being loved by them, they

enjoy the kind of happiness which springs from the social afiections.
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Men have moral afl'ections; and when these are placed on proper ob

jects, and are reciprocated, they enjoy the highest kind of happiness

of which they are capable. These affections are, in a degree, placed

upon the children of God; and Christian fellowship aflords elevated

enjoyment. “ Behold, how good and how pleasant it is for brethren

to dwell together in unity. It is like the precious ointment upon the

head, that ran down upon the beard, even Aaron’s beard; that 'went

down to the skirts of his garments; as the dew of Hermon, and as the

dew that descended upon the mountains of Zion; for there the Lord

commanded the blessing, even life forever more." (Ps. 133.)

“ The fellowship of kindred minds

Is like to that above.”

But the highest happiness that men or angels know, flows from su~

premely loving God, and from being loved of God. He alone is “the

fountain of living waters.” “His favor is life, and his loving kindness

is better than life.” In his presence is fulness of joy; and at his right

hand there are pleasures forever more. Said Isaiah to the Church:

“Thou shalt rejoice in the Lord, and shalt glory in the Holy One of

Israel.” Said Paul : “Rejoice in the Lord alway; and again I say,

rejoice.”

In the glorious Gospel, the Divine perfections are most fully exhib

ited, and the Divine goodness is most wonderfully displayed. There

fore the afl'eetions of the Christian’s heart are specially excited by the

striking presentation of Gospel truth. “He beholds as in a glass the

glory of the Lor .” Hence the desire of the Psalmist to dwell in the

house of the Lord all the days of his life, “to behold the beauty of the

Lord.” In worship and in prayer, the Christian draws nigh to God, and

holds communion with him; therefore, in such exercises he finds sweet

enjoyment. “If a man love me,” said our Saviour, “he will keep my

words; and my Father will love him, and we will come unto him,

and make our abode with him.” (John, 14: 23.) Isaiah knew this

happiness, when he said : “Behold, God is my salvation; I will trust

and not be afraid; for the Lord Jehovah is my strength and my song;

he also is become my salvation. Therefore with joy shall ye draw

Water from the wells of salvation.” (Ch. 12.)

Much of the unhappiness of unconverted men is caused by depraved

and misplaced afiections. Seeking happiness where it cannot be found,

they are ever uttering the impatient cry: “Give! give!”—and the .

troubled inquiry: “Who will show us any good?” They run to all

the muddy streams of earth; but their thirst is not slaked.

I t
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“ Toss'd to and fro, their passions fly

From vanity to vanity."

Their depraved moral affections, like morbid appetites in the dis

eased body, crave only what increases their trength, and thus aggra

vates their suflering. Only the truly pious man can say: “Return

unto thy rest, 0 my soul ; for the Lord hath dealt bountifully with thee.”

(Ps. 116: 7.) His affections are placed upon their proper objects;

and in the gratification of those affections he finds true happiness,—

not perfect happiness, for his affections are not perfectly pure; but

real happiness.

3. The third class of pleasant emotions, are those which arise in

view of the Christian’s future prospects. The mind has been wisely

so constituted, that the present, however abundant in its resources, can

never satisfy it. From its very nature, it looks with deep solicitude

into the future, and as that future appears bright or dark, it is agitated

with hopes 0r fears. The Christian is eminently the child of hope.

He is not of this world. He is here a stranger and a pilgrim. “They

look for a city which hath foundations, whose builder and maker is

God.”

Christian hope is the fruit of Christian faith. “Faith is the sub

stance of' things hoped for, the evidence of things not seen.” Faith

looks up through the light of God’s word, and sees Heaven afar ofl", as

a glorious reality; and it looks to Christ as “the way, the truth and the

life.” The affections fasten upon that bright abode. Thus we have

Christ in us, the hope of glory. (COL, 1:27.) Now, since faith is

belief upon evidence, the hope of the Christian is a reasonable hope. (1

Pet. 3 : 15.) The degree of joy aiforded by this hope, depends on two

things, viz. : the clearness of our views of the glories of Heaven, and

the degree of assurance that we shall gain it. As to the former, we

are perfectly convinced, that Heaven is more glorious than we can pos

sibly conceive, and its bliss greater than language can express. But

our spiritual perceptions do not always correspond with our intellectual

convictions. To our blinded eyes, looking through the mists and fogs

of earth, the glories of Heaven are but dimly seen, and often make

upon us but a feeble impression. It is as if one should stand upon a

_ lofty mountain, on a dark and cloudy day, and attempt to view the

sublime scenery below. However convinced of its beauty, he would

fail to see it, or to experience those delightful emotions which it is so

well adapted to excite. But there are times in the Christian’s life,

when the clouds disperse; the clear light from Heaven—God’s “mar

vellous light”—-shines in upon his soul, and he gets a more distinct view
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of the land of promise. Paul had views of heaven, which made him feel

that “to depart and be with Christ, was far better” than to live in this

world; and others, notinspired, have had a similar experience.

But however clear our perceptions of the glories of Heaven, before

we can rejoice in hope, the great question must be settled: “Am I a

child of God and an heir of glory?’’ The Apostle desired the Hebrew

Christians to give diligence, in. order to gain “the full assurance of

hope.” (Heb, 6: 11.) Christian assurance, though attainable, is the

reward of Christian diligence.

But exalted are the joys that fill the soul, when it can get a clear

view of the glories of Heaven, and at the same time is assured of its

undying interest in them. Amid the storms of temptation and of af

fliction, it is “an anchor of the soul, both sure and steadfast.” Well,

indeed, may it be called also “the helmet of salvation.” It sweetens our

sweetest joys; it softens our most poignant sorrows. It is a. living hope,

and its proper fruit is abiding joy.

4. A fourth kind of pleasing emotions is that arising from the con

version of sinners, and the progress of the cause of Christ in the world.

The repentance of one sinner is an event, the importance of which can

never be estimated in this world. It is the biginning of life in a soul

that, though immortal, was dead. It is the commencement of an eter

nal career of glory and of bliss, in one who was sinking into the bot

tomless pit. It is the beginning of a happy influence upon an indefi

nite number of immortal beings, instead of the reverse. It is a won

derful display of Divine grace, to the glory of God. No wonder, then,

that “ there is joy in the presence of the angels of God over one sin

ner that repenteth.” It would be wonderful, if Christians, more nearly

connected with sinners than are the angels, did not rejoice in such an

event. Their joy is the greater, when, instead of one sinner, many

are found turning to God. It is a great privilege to be in a genuine

and powerful revival of religion. Those who have enjoyed the precious

privilege, will say with the Psalmist: “One day in thy courts is better

than a thousand.” The Christian finds his own soul refreshed, and

his own communion with God and his people sweet; and his heart is

filled with pleasing emotions, as he sees hardened sinners melted into

tenderness, and coming forward to tell of the happy change which

grace has wrought in them. The joy experienced on such occasions is

the greater, when the young converts are dear to us by the ties of na

ture,—-as when parents welcome their beloved children into the spirit

ual Kingdom.

But the true Christian is alive to the interests of the Church of
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Christ. As its afflictions distress him; so does its prosperity gladden

his heart. As the wordly man, in reading the papers of the day,

turns to the secular news; so does the Christian turn to that which is

religious. The state of the heart of each is indicated by that in which

he finds most pleasure. When Paul and Barnabas passed through

Phenice and Samaria, on their way to Jerusalem, “declaring the con

version of the Gentiles, they caused great joy unto all the brethren.”

(Acts, 15 : 3.) So will the progress of Christ's Kingdom always give

jOy to all true Christians.

5. A fifth class of pleasing emotions are enjoyed in the active exer

cise of the Christian graces. It is an instructive fact, that from the

Very nature of the mind, every evil disposition and affection produces

unhappiness. It is both possible and common for evil affections to be

gratified; and when gratified, a degree of pleasure is enjoyed. Men

do, therefore, enjoy “the pleasures of sin.” Nevertheless it is true,

that the uniform tendency of evil afl'ections is to produce unhappiness.

A covetous man may find gratification in a successful speculation; but

this insatiable afiection will still clamor for more of this world’s goods,

and in many ways will cause him far more misery than pleasure. The

same is true of every evil disposition. But the reverse is not less true.

Every pure affection, in its proper exercise, imparts t0 the mind real

enjoyment. Such afl'ections may, indeed, produce great distress, as we

have heretofore seen. Our Saviour wept over Jerusalem; and Paul

had continual heaviness and sorrow of heart for his brethren, his kins

men according to the flesh. Still, however, it is true, that pure afiec

tions cause elevated enjoyment. If pride, by prompting men to seek

positions to which they are not entitled, keeps them restless and

Wretched ; humility, by rendering them contented and thankful in their

proper spheres, afiords solid peace. If selfishness keeps up a perpetual

conflict with conscience, and brings men into painful conflicts with

others; benevolence secures an approving conscience, makes friends

even of enemies, and gives experience of the truth, that “it is more

blessed to give, than to receive.” If the spirit of revenge is a con

suming fire in the bosom, the spirit of meekness, returning good for

evil, blessing for cursing, imparts heavenly peace. 1f impatience

doubles unavoidable troubles, patience takes from them half their

weight.

Indeed we may say truly, that Christian affection can often derive

happiness from things in themselves most undesirable and even pain

ful. The Apostles, after they had been beaten by order of the Jewish

Council for preaching the Gospel of Christ, “ departed from the presence
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of the Council, rejoicing that they were counted worthy to suffer shame

for his name.” (Acts, 5: 41.) In the jail at Phillippi, “at midnight,

Paul and Silas prayed, and sang praises unto God.” (Acts, 16: 25.)

And Paul says : “ \Ve glory in tribulations also; knowing that tribula

tion worketh patience; and patience, experience; and experience, hope;

and hope maketh not ashamed, because the love of God is shed abroad

in our hearts by the Holy Ghost which is given unto us.” (Rom, 5: 3-5.)

6. Perhaps we ought not, in mentioning the pleasing emotions of

religion, to omit the peace of mind arising from the Christian’s firm

trust in the providence and grace of God in the present life. We are

helpless creatures, and as short-sighted as helpless. We live in a world

of perpetual changes; and we know not what shall be on the morrow.

In the midst of all this uncertainty, there is one great certainty which

is adapted to fill the mind with peace. “And we know that all things

work together for good to them that love God, to them who are the

called according to his purpose." (RomfS : 28.) There is another

certainty which takes from the mind that corroding care which preys

upon the minds of ungodly men, viz. : that our Saviour will be with us,

protect us and provide for us. “Let your conversation be without

covetousness; and be content with such things as ye have; for he hath

said: I will never leave thee nor forsake thee. So that we may boldly

say : The Lord is my helper, and I will not fear what man shall do unto

me.” (Heb, 13 :5, 6.) “The Lord God is a sun and shield; the Lord

will grace and glory ; and no good thing will he withhold from them

that walk uprightly.” Great and precious are these promises, well

suited to impart to the believer a feeling of safety, and to fill his mind

with a peace that passeth understanding.

Such are the principal classes of pleasing emotions which constitute

a part of true religion, or are its blessed fruits. Let us examine our

selves, and decide whether in our experience We know something of

them. True, the painful and the pleasing emotions of religion con

stantly mingle. Sometimes the one class prevails; sometimes the other.

At times, the’ pleasant and painful emotions so completely and strongly

mingle, that the mind is much in the condition of the congregation of

the Jews, when the foundations of the temple were laid by Ezra. “The

people could not discern the noise of the shout of joy, from the noise

of the weeping of the people.” Yet, with all the confusion which often

fills the mind, and with all the imperfection which belongs to the graces,

the faithful Christian may discern affections of the right kind, in those

enjoyments which flow from them. The witness of the Spirit is in his

heart, and may be discovered. With all his imperfection and unworth

ness, he may approach God as a child, and say : “Abba, Father!”
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SHORT NOTICES

0F ARCHBISHOP \VHATELY'S LECTURES ON A FUTURE STATE.

- Philadelphia Edition, 1855. —

No. 2.

Our author devotes the next three lectures to the consideration of

an intermediate state ,' or the question, whether our experience, imme

diately after, is to be one of conscious enjoyment or sufering,—or, of

entire incensibility until the bodily resurrection? On this question,

the Bishop’s prevailing argument is in the negative. In this, there

fore, we must follow him in the present discussion.

And our first remark here, is an expression of surprise, that in a

question of so vast and thrilling an interest, and one which can be sa

tisfactorily determined only by an appeal to the Scriptures, so few pas

sages should have been examined. He has in fact treated us to only

three passages on the one side, with four or five at most on the other,

before coming to his conclusion.

This seems to us to be treating the subject most superficially,--and

accounts perhaps for the divided verdict to which he comes at last.

But we propose to examine his reasonings such as they are, and then

to add others, which the subject seems to us to demand.

I. The Bishop’s arguments against the doctrine of an intermediate

state, are the following. And, first, that the state of the dead is so

often called “a sleep" in Scripture. “ It may be said, indeed,” he ad

mits, “that sleep does not imply total insensibility ; but it must be al

lowed to be strange, that the word sleep should so often be applied to

the condition of the departed, if they are in a state of as lively con

sciousness and sensibility as before death.” We answer, that either

the word sleep here is to be refered to the body only, as some suppose,

—or it is merely used in a pqmlar sense, as describing death as it ap‘

pears to be;—or, (according to what we more fully adopt,) it is a des

cription applying to both soul and body, as conveying the idea of a

cessation of all troubles, to the righteous especially,——a deliverance from

pain and toil, and all earthly care. “Death is to us a sweet repose.”

But in whatever way the word is taken, it can never be available for

the use now made of it, since natural sleep is not a state of total in

sensibility.
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2. Our author's second argument is from the acknowledged impor

tance, so often given in Scripture, to the Day of Judgment and the

Resurrection, as being that to which all have occasion to look forward

for a sanction, either of hope or fear. This, he supposes, could not

have been, had there been a separate state, in which the fates of all

men were already decided. This, we are free to admit, is a plausible

argument, and it is that probably which has most inclined some minds

to adopt his conclusion.

But to this we have two answers. The first is, that analogy and

Scripture both teach that, in the case of acknowledged criminals, there

is often a two-fold condemnation, the one more public, and the other

in their own consciences. The fallen angels are condemned already,

and they know it;——they are “in chains of darkness,” but they are

reserved, nevertheless, and for important purposes, “unto the judgment

of the great day.” So may it be with others. They know their doom

in the separate state already, and enjoy or suffer there, according to

their character. But another object requires a public, general judg

ment; and this is that to which reference is so often made in Scripture.

Our other answer is, that it is the manner of inspired men, on such

themes as these, to speak of the end, or consummation, as inclusive of

all that goes before it. So could Paul speak of the coming of Christ

'to the Thessalonians, as if it were just at hand; so do almost all the

prophets look at the glories of the latter day. The object is so great

and glorious, they cannot stop until they reach it; but no one thinks

of excluding thence a previous history to the Church. New for ap

plying this obvious principle to the case before us. The day of Judg

ment and the Resurrection is the consummation, and a thousand rea

sons go to show its vast importance to the Christian’s and creation’s

hopes. On this, therefore, the prophetic eye is fixed; but it does not

exclude a previous history. The idea of an intermediate state is, in

fact, a part of the same great scheme; and whether there is such a

state or not, is to be determined by other Scriptures.

3. Our author next adduces (strange as it might seem) our Saviour-’8

remarkable language to the Saddncees, as contained in Luke XXII: 23

Assuming that our Lord here is referring exclusively to a bodily resur

rection, he infers that there could be no previous conscious state. But

this is a plain begging of the question. Why not a consummation

here, and that which goes before it also? We believe the whole argu

ment of our Saviour requires this. He is disputing with Sadducees,

who denied all future being. Christ tells them there is an anastasis,

standing up or living again, (and this word, as Dr. Dwight has 0b
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served, refers to the whole life to come, of which, as we believe, the

separate state is a part ;) and proves this from the language of God to

Moses : “I am the God of Abraham, the God of Isaac and the God of

Jacob. God is not a God of the dead, but of the living.” The pa

triarchs, therefore, were still living; but where living, if not in a sepa

rate state? It is strange indeed, that our author, besides missing the

import of a principal word here, should have ventured at all on a pas

sage which is so confidently used on the other side of the question.

II. Let us now see how our author deals with those passages of

k _ Scripture, to which he refers on the other side of the question. He

'3' disposes of the case of the rich man and Lazarus, by telling us, it is a

parable; although he allows that a parable always illustrates a doc

trine : “ The same view,” he thinks, “may be taken of the visions pre

sented t0 the Apostle John in the Apocalypse.” John “saw under the

altar the souls of those who had been slain for the word of God.”

(Oh. VI : 9.) And “they are,” he tells us, “before the throne, and

worship him day and night in his temple.” \Ve should regard this as

rather conclusive. But no, says our author, “we have only to collect

from this, that a notice was intended to be given to John of the several

bloody persecutions of the Christians, which took place not long after.”

(P. 58.) A notice of what should be .l And yet John speaks in the

present tense here : “They are before the throne,” as he does elsewhere, ‘

when describing the worship of Heaven (See Oh.1v); and tells us

these martyrs were exhorted to wait “until their brethren, who should

be killed, as they were, should be fulfilled.”

The transfiguration on the mount, in which Moses and Elias ap

peared talking with Jesus, he understands as a sort of symbolical repre

sentation; or, at most, “these were exceptions to general rules ;” and

this, by no means, proves the separate existence of their spirits, or that

such is the state of any others.

The case of the thief on the cross he also considers as an exception,

on account of his peculiar and pre-eminent faith. Can any one be

satisfied with this, as a reason for such a promise? And yet it is all

the Bishop has to offer; for he has not the hardihood to name an eva

sion, which has sometimes beenattempted, by giving, a different trans

lation: “ I say unto thee this day, thou shalt, &c.” ‘

The Bishop does indeed examine one other passage (1 Pet. III : 20);

but we do no more believe than he does, that this has anything to do

with the intermediate state of Christ.

vAnd this, then, is all which our author has to bring forward of the

Scriptural argument, before coming to his conclusion, “that the notion
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of the soul, when separated from the body, entering immediately on a

state of enjoyment or suffering, which is to last until the resurrection,

has at least as strong reasons against it as for it.” (P. 80.) A more

superficial, weaker, or more unsatisfactory argument, we must be per

mitted so say, we have never seen on a serious and momentous question.

It may serve to unsettle perhaps; it may minister, in some of its un

warrantable admissions, to more fundamental errors; but that it should

satisfy any candid and truly Christian mind, we can hardly think pos

sible.

We shall follow these lectures no further (alth'ough incidentally teach

ing, as we think, some other serious errors); but proceed to ofl'er other

arguments of our own, in favor of the doctrine of an intermediate state.

That the soul can exist in a state separate from the body, we suppose

to be admitted. Paul, it seems, felt no diificulties on this subject,

when he said of his being “caught up into the third heavens ;”——
“whether in the body, or out of the body, I cannot tell.” i

1. Our first additional argument on the affirmative of this question,

is from the soul's essential immortality. This we have proved in a

former number, even from the Old Testament. The soul is in its na~

ture immortal ; and being immortal, is necessarily active This was

Locke’s opinion, and is well expressed in a strong article on MAN AS

CREATED, in the last number of the Expositor. “Mind cannot cease

to think, any more than matter can begin to think.” How then should

it slumber in total insensibility in the grave?

2. From the nature of the Divine life, as expounded by our Sav

iour in his sayings to his disciples : “Because I live, yepshall live also.”

“He that liveth and believeth in me, shall never die.” “The water

that I shall give him, shall be in him a well of water, springing (or

bubbling up) into everlasting life.” Nothing can be more conclusive,

as nothing certainly is more beautiful, than this representation.

3. We derive a. strong, and, as it seems to us, an unanswerable ar

gument, from the resurrection of Christ. N0 one supposes that Christ

was in an unconscious or insensible state, while his body was lying in

the grave. Where he was exactly, or how employed, we are not told.

Neither is_it told of the spirits of the dead in Hades. But who can

doubt that Christ was, during that time, consciously active somewhere?

But Christ’s human soul was like our souls, and we are to be “con

formed to him in the likeness of his resurrection.” »

4. Although refered to already, we must quote again the words of

Christ to the Sadducees, concerning the state of the ancient patriarchs.

God said to Moses at the burning bush : “I am the God of Abraham,
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the God of Isaac, and the God of Jacob.” Suppos'e Moses had an

swered now: “These patriarchs are dead: how canst thou be the God

of them?” The only satisfactory answer would be: “They are not

dead, as to their spirits. God is not a God of the dead, but of the

living; for all live unto him.” And this is exactly what Christ says,

when he expounds the matter to the unbelieving Saddncees. How it

is possible, fairly, to escape the force of this argument, we cannot

conceive.

5. In proceeding tosome other direct passages, we must make one

important preliminary remark; it is this : —that many of them were

evidently spoken for the consolation of the living. We are ofien told

“that it matters nothing to the dead, whether their sleep be long or

short, since they are totally insensible.” But it is of consequence to

the living; and Christ spoke for these, and not for the dead. How

comforting in this view are many passages! “Let not your hearts be

troubled : in my father’s house are many mansions; if it were not so,

I would have told you; I go to prepare a place for you; and if I go and

prepare a place for you, I will come again and receive you to myself;

that where I am, there ye may be also.” How is it to be supposed

that the afflicted disciples understood this promise?

In like manner he spoke to Martha and Mary on the death of their

brother. “Thy brother shall live again.” “I know,” says Martha,

“that he shall live again at the last day.” Nay; more than this,

afflicted one! “I am the resurrection and the life; and whosoever

liveth and believeth in me, shall never (lie! " “Believest thou this?”

She did now believe it, and soon had glorious confirmation of her faith,

in the miracle that followed. There are other such passages. And we

ask now : are the smitten children of bereavement warranted, in look

ing over the graVes of their buried dead to a present conscious happi

ness of their spirits, or must we foreVer dwell on their bodies alone?

We might justly quote, in the same connection perhaps, that sweet

passage so often used on funeral occasions: “Blessed are the dead who

die in the Lord, from henceforth; yea, saith the Spirit, for they rest

from their labors and their works do follow them.” (Rev. XIV, 13.)—

Apamf, according to usage, may as well be refered here to imme

diatemss, as to an era of time's history; but we do not choose to rely

on any passage which admits of a different interpretation. The pas

sages already quoted, as disposed of so summarily by our author, we

regard as of full force also. But the next of our additional, is :

6. In Hebrews, x1, 23: “Ye are come,’’ says Paul to his fellow Chris

tians, “ye are come to the general assembly of the Church of the first born,
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whose names are written in Heaven, and to the spirits of just men made

perfect.” The key to this whole representation is no doubt in under,

standing this “coming unto” as intended of communion, or a common

interest; and this is represented as in the present: “Ye are come unto,"

How would it do to read the future concerning the other things here

mentioned? Ye shall come to “ God, the judge of all,” “to Jesus

Christ,” and to “the blood of sprinklings," No, it is all a present in~

heritance, and in affirming it, Paul has 1.501(1 us that “the spirits of just

men are made perfect." _

7. We will now conclude this argument, so far as the Scriptures

are concerned, by one more passage from the Apostle Paul, which has

generally been regarded as conclusive. Paul says of himself (in his

Epistle to the Phillt'pians, I : 23) : “ I am in a strait betwixt two, having

a desire to depart and be with Christ, which is far better; for, to me

to live is Christ, and to die, is gain.” (V. 22,) He has in another

place (2 Cor., v: 8.) said, that “ to- be absent from the body, is to be

present with the Lord.” And this shows us why be his more willing

to die than to live, as now asserted.

The Bishop objects to this application of the latter text, because

Paul speaks of his hope of being “clothed upon,” which he supposes

can only refer to the Resurrection. But this is only another instance

of representing the consummation in one instance, and only of a part

in the other. He does say, at all events, “that to be, absent from the

body, is to be present with the Lord.”

Let it rest here therefore. Whether we can fully understand this

whole subject or not; whether God as told us much or little about it ;

one thing we do seem to know, if we accept a Revelation, —-—there is

such a thing as an intermediate state, and the dead who have died in

the Lord, are already enjoying it.

We have no desire to strengthen this argument by a mere inference;

and yet there is one which has struck us with peculiar force. It is this ;

if the spirits of the righteous dead are slumbering now in a state of total

insensibility ; if, with two or- three exceptions, none have gone to Heaven

from Adam downward; then it follows, that there are yet no other hu

man worshipers there; and the new song: “Unto him that loved us,

and washed us from our sins in his own blood,” has not yet been heard

above! Who can believe that Heaven is thus solitary? And that the

dust of Adam and Isaiah, and all the martyrs, is as if it had not been?

We must say of it, that to us it is the most desolating thought that ever

entered our mind.

We object to this doctrine moreover, because of t'ls cmmectz'mu,—.
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Almost invariably it stands in connection with other errors, some of

them absolutely fundamental; because it rests so much on negative

evidence, the same doubtful reasoning, applied to the whole Bible,

would leave almost nothing provable; and, finally, because it is so ob

viously contrary to the whole instincts of our nature, which our Saviour

addresses when he would comfort the afflicted. ,

Were we preaching, therefore, instead of prosecuting “a critical

discussion,” we should say, it was pre-eminently practical, and attempt

to remove those impressions which this doctrine is calculated to make.

We have known persons to be sorely distressed when it was first brought

to their minds. We do not believe, indeed, they would ever have

dreamed of it from simply reading their Bibles. But some metaphys

ical speculator,— or rather, in most instances, some apostle of a new

system, —has first brought it to their minds; and, in a weak state of“

their faith, it has almost destroyed them. They have now hung over

the graves of their buried dead, with all but agony. Instead of look

ing over into the spirits’ happy home, as they had been accustomed to

do, they have clung to the grave alone, “the deep, damp vault, the

darkness and the worm,” and it is no wonder they were distracted.

We say to such, therefore: You need not so mourn; for this doc

trine is not true. Jesus knows your frame; Jesus “would not leave

you comfortless,” and he has told you, by as full an instruction as the

case admits of, that the righteous dead do already live in a higher and

better state. PRESBUTEROS.
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MINISTERIAL CALLS—NO. V.

There is one other subject, connected with ministerial calls, on which

We propose to offer a few suggestions. It was briefly mentioned in our

first number. We refer to what seems to us the too prevalent custom

of ministers being candidates before vacant churches, or seeking to

secure calls. That every faithful minister will earnestly desire to be

constantly employed in the preaching of the word, is certainly true and

certainly right. It follows, of course, that every such minister, if un

employed, will prayerfully look for a field of labor. This, however,

may be done without standing before any church in the attitude we

have mentioned. But it is not uncommon for settled pastors, on learn

ing that an important church is about to become vacant, to seek directly

or through friends an invitation to visit such church. They have met

with difliculties in the churches they are serving; or the fields appear

to them too obscure or too limited; or their salaries are inadequate.

They desire to make a change; and if they can obtain a call to a more

desirable field, they stand ready to accept it. To this whole course of

proceeding there are, as it seems to us, great objections; and very se

rious injuries result from it

1. The providence of God is very much left out of view. If a

sparrow falls not to the ground without our Father ; if the steps of every

good man are ordered by the Lord; is it not clear that the minister of

Christ, who will unreservedly commit his way to the Lord, will see
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providences pointing him to the field where his Master would have him

labor? And can any minister expect to be either happy or useful, if,

ignoring the providence of God, he take the matter in his own hands?

How can a settled pastor be sure that God is willing to have him change

his field of labor, unless there are in the church he serves, or in a call

to another field, such circumstances as may properly be regarded as

providential, indicating his duty to change? He may see little fruit

resulting from his labors; but this fact may only be a call to more

earnest prayer and to greater faithfulness in his work. Besides, it is

not always possible for a pastor to know the extent to which he is doing

good. The good seed do not always spring up immediately. An ex

cellent minister once complained, in a New Year’s sermon, that during

the entire year he had no evidence, that his preaching had resulted in

the conversion or in the awakening of a single soul. Yet, afterwards,

he ascertained that not less than a dozen ilnpenitent persons had been

deeply impressed during that discouraging year. The lack of visible

success in winning souls, is certainly a call to self-examination, and to

serious and prayerful inquiry, why the influences of the Holy Spirit

are withheld; but it does not authorize a pastor to seek invitations to

other fields of labor. It not unfrequently happens, that a pastor labors

for years with little apparent success; and then he is permitted to reap

a glorious harvest; and in some instances, the saying is fulfilled : “One

soweth, and another reapeth.” (John, 4 : 37.) Our Lord said to his

disciples : “I sent you to reap that whereon ye bestowed no labor; other

men labored, and ye are entered into their labors.” We could point

to a church in a neighboring State, where an able minister preached

the Gospel for thirty years, with little apparent success; but under the

labors of his successor, a young and inexperienced man, there was a

great revival, and the church became very strong. Undoubtedly there

were prominent defects in the manner of preaching adopted by the

older minister, which would account in part for the smallness of the

number converted under his ministry. Yet he had filled the minds of

the people with God’s precious truth; and when the Spirit was poured

out, the good seed brought forth “some thirty, some sixty, and some

an hundred fold.” We could name a minister who, within six months,

wrote to a pastor about to resign his charge, inquiring whether he could

not secure to him an invitation to visit the church, and giving several

reasons why he felt inclined to change his field of labor; and yet his '

church has recently enjoyed a powerful revival, resulting in the addi

tion of large numbers on profession. It is now very apparent, that his
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work was not done in the field to which God had directed him; and he ‘

is doubtless thankful, that the invitation he sought was not given.

It was our privilege, more than thirty years ago, to be intimately

acquainted with an eminently good minister, in whose church there

occurcd a painful difficulty between two prominent men, who were

brothers-in-law; and one of them was a ruling elder. Every efi'ort to

efl'ect a reconciliation failed. His health was feeble, and he was easily

depressed. After a time, he yielded to the conviction, that in conse

quence of this difficulty, his usefulness in that church was at an end;

and he sought another field. After his departure, we labored in a pro

tracted meeting in that church, during which a number of persons

gave evidence of conversion; and of these, several, probably the ma

jority, attributed their awakening to the faithful preaching of their late

beloved pastor. He remained but a short time in his new field, and

had very little evidence of the Divine blessing on his labors. He was

never again pleasantly settled, and, in a few years, was called to his

rest. We have always believed, that he committed a great error in

leaving the church where he had labored with success, all the members

of which cherished for him great respect andstrong afi'ection. No

man could do much as he to settle the discouraging dilficulty; and un

less evidently called of God to labor elsewhere, he should have remained.

Of all men, ministers of the Gospel are specially bound to live in

the firm belief and in the practical regard of the doctrine of Divine

providence; for it may be truly said, that no class of men are so abso

lutely dependent, for success in their work, upon the immediate bless

ing of God. Whilst they exhort others to the exercise of strong faith,

let them be able to say: “ We walk by faith.” Let no pastor move, or

seek an invitation to move, until he can point to facts or circumstances

which may be fairly construed as providential indications in that di

rection. And even the minister who is, for the present, out of employ

ment, can know in what direction God would have him go, only by the

loadings of Divine providence; and it has been well said, that he who

is willing to observe providences, will have providences to observe.

“In all thy ways acknowledge him, and he shall direct thy paths.”

2. The course to which we are objecting, as it seems to us, is in

jurious to the ministerial oflice, and, therefore, to the cause of Christ.

It is impossible that the ministerial oflice can command any great res

pect, if the impression shall prevail, that those who fill it are, like can

didates for secular ofiices, seeking the most lucrative, the most promi

nent or the most pleasant positions. Their movements will be regarded

as prompted by the love of “filthy lucre,” or ambition, or love of' ease.
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Nor will the people long continue to respect ministers of the Gospel, if

they are induced to believe, that they are held in so low estimation

generally, that necessity requires them to ask for places to preach,

where they can get bread for their wives and children. It was a ter

rible humiliation to which God subjected the family of Eli, when he

foretold, that every one that should survive, would say: “Put me, I

pray thee, into one of the priests’ ofiices, that I may eat a piece of

bread.” Ministers are too commonly regarded, at least by worldly men,

as a sort of semi-beggars. It is painful and humiliating to see any

minister going from church to church in the hope of getting a. call,—

virtually asking the favor of being permitted to preach to them for a

stipulated sum.

Most assuredly there is in the ministerial office no encouragement to

pride or ambition; and yet Paul did not hesitate to magnify his oflice.

(Rom. 11 : 13.) It is the right and the duty of Christ’s ministers to

stand before the Church and the world, as men called to the highest

and most honorable, as well as the most responsible of all oflices; as

men who have a great work to do under the direction of their glorious

King, and who, in the doing of it, move at his bidding, not doubting

that he will guide them, protect them and provide for them; as men

who ask no church to place them in its pulpit, who realize that in the

midst of millions of perishing men they are in no danger of lacking

employment. Faith in the unfailing promises of God, and a proper

appreciation of the great work entrusted to their hands, will induce

them to occupy such a position; and God will bless them in it. Then

will they command the respect, not only of the Church, but of the

world. '

3. The minister who allows himself to appear as a candidate before

a church, desiring a‘call, inflicts a deep injury upon himself, and im

pairs his own usefulness. The church may extend to him the desired

call; but they will feel, that he has asked an important favor, and they

have granted it. He stands before them as one received into a family

at his own request, and who, therefore, is expected to be quite modest,

and to give no trouble. They go to hear him preach, rather as a favor

to him, than to secure instruction which is important to themselves.

They feel quite at liberty to hear him critically, to pick flaws in his

discourses, and to object to pointed reproofs of their faults. He is

very much in the condition of a husband whose wife is the head of the

family, with this exception, that the church feels at liberty to dismiss

him, when tired of extending favors to him. And if such be his po

sition' before the church, what must it be before the world? If pious
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wives apologetically speak of his defects, unconverted husbands cannot

be expected to do more than favor “the parson” with an occasional

hearing; and knowing, sons and daughters, in the teens, must say

smart things about his discourses. In every church, there will be

found those who love the Gospel too well not to hear it in the love of

it, and who respect the ministerial oflice too highly, and love the cause

of Christ too much, to disparage the pastor. Unfortunately, however,

these too generally constitute a minority even of the members of our

churches. Most professors of religion, and a still larger proportion of

non-professors, find it difiicult to separate the message from the man.

Widely different from the position now described, is that of the min

ister who has not directly or indirectly sought the call; who appeared

before the church at their earnest invitation, not only that they might

form an intelligent judgment respecting his ability to edify them, but

that he might decide, in the fear of God, whether the call, if made

out, should be regarded as coming from above. If he be called, and,

after prayerful deliberation, see his way clear to accept, he goes amongst

them as “a man of God,” as one who has asked no favors, and who

expects fearlessly to preach to them the Gospel in its purity, whether

it shall please or displease,—as one who stands prepared to leave- the

place just so soon as duty bids. Such a pastor stands before the church,

not only as an independent man, but as a messenger whom God has

sent to declare his will.

4. The number of candidates appearing in our more important

vacancies, makes an incorrect and unfavorable impression in regard to

the need of a larger number of ministers. For years past, there has

been a general complaint in all the evangelical denominations, of the

scarcity of ministers, and of the comparatively small number of pious

young men who study for the ministry. Our own Church has pro

claimed, that “the fields are white to the harvest, and the laborers

few,” and yet whenever an important church becomes vacant, the

elders are annoyed with the number of candidates who either happen

to spend a Sabbath with them, or seek directly or indirectly an invita

tion to preach to the church. The natural conclusion would be, that

the number of ministers is already too great; and, therefore, there is

no propriety in the earnest appeals to the churches to be liberal in aiding

poor young men in their studies, or in urging pious young men to con

sider the question, whether they are not called to this work. The state

of things is really anomalous. The number of ministers is entirely too

small to meet the demands at home and abroad; and yet if we should

judge by the number of applicants for the pastorate of every important
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church, we should say, it is unnecessarily large. It ought not so to be.

How shall we account for it? Is the standard of piety in our Church

so low, that our ministers are moved chiefly by large salaries or easy

positions? Or are they unwilling to labor where the finger of God

points them? Whatever the cause or causes may be, one thing is cer

~ tain, viz.: that every man who is called of God to preach the Gospel,

can find plenty of work to do, if he will throw himself into it with all

his heart, pray for Divine direction, and follow the leadings of Prov

idence.

We desire not to be misunderstood in what we have said. We are

far from objecting to visiting a church by its own invitation; but we

insist, that the church shall distinctly understand, that the minister is

not a candidate,—is not seeking a call, but is simply affording them

an opportunity to hear him, whilst he is surveying the field, that he

may know what his Divine Master would have him do; that the ques

tion of his acceptance, even if called, is to be a matter of prayerful

examination, and is to be determined only by the indications of God’s

providence. Thus he will not disregard the doctrine of Divine provi

dence which he preaches, and will not compromise his sacred ofiice or

himself.

The subject we have briefly discussed in several numbers of the

Expositor, is one of vast importance to the Church and to the cause of

Christ. We have aimed, not to dogmatise, but to reason. We have

by no means exhausted the subject. We venture to hope, that the

suggestions thrown out will call forth other and abler pens in the dis

cussion. Whilst as ministers we endeavor to be faithful to our people,

let us not fail to be faithful to each other. Whilst we urge our people

to be zealous and to make sacrifices for the cause, let us not forget to

inquire respecting our own zeal and our own sacrifices. Whilst we

preach to them, that there is at Providence which will bless them in the

self-denying and faithful discharge of their duties, let us not by our

own conduct contradict our preaching. Let every minister who is not

out of health, and who is not regularly employed in the work to which

God has called him, inquire earnestly and prayerfully why, in such a

day as this, when the call for laborers comes from every direction, he

is idle. How has he gotten out of the work? Has there been no error

committed, which might yet be corrected? We surely live in an age,

when every preacher of the Gospel should be deeply in earnest, and

when every one whose health will permit, should be at work.

a
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AM I A CHILD OF GOD?—-NO. V.

1. There is no feature of depraved human nature more universal

or more prominent, than the disposition to return evil for evil. It shows

itself in childhood; and nothing but the grace of God ever overcomes

it. No trait of character in our Saviour was more prominent or more

lovely, than his meekness,—his disposition to return good for evil.

This was exhibited in an eminent degree, when on the cross he prayed

for his crucifi‘ers: “Father, forgive them, for they know not what they

do.” Now, Christ was our example, as well as our Saviour. In his

spirit we see what we ought to be, and what renewing grace would make

us. “Now, if any man have not the spirit of Christ, he is none of his.”

(Rom. 8: 9.) And when he promises rest to the weary and heavy

laden, he says: “Take my yoke upon you, and learn of me; for I am

meek and lowly in heart; and you shall find rest unto your souls.”

(Math, 11 : 29.)

Here, then, we have a clear and decisive test of our piety. Human

nature is strongly disposed to retaliate, when injury is suifered; but the

renewed heart is disposed not only to forgive injuries, but to return

good for evil. If we have this lovely disposition, then indeed we are

the children of God. Let us faithfully apply to ourselves this test.

That we may do so, let us try to get a clear understanding of the Gospel

principle.

There are two classes of cases to which the law of forgiveness applies.

First. There are cases in which one individual injures another, under

the influence of anger or of some strong impulse; but when the wrong

is brought distinctly before him, he acknowledges his fault, professes

repentance, and asks forgiveness. In such a case, the Gospel law re

quires us to forgive the injury, and to treat the offending party as if no

wrong had been done. Peter denied his Saviour three times; but when

he “went out and wept bitterly,” he was freely forgiven. And so, says

Paul, “even as Christ forgave you, so also do ye.” (Col. 3:13.) If we

eXpect on repentance to be received into God’s favor, then must we

receive a penitent brother. Our Lord carried this principle very far.

Peter asked him: “Lord, how oft shall my brother sin against me, and

I forgive him? till seven times? Jesus saith unto him, I say not unto
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thee, until seven times, but until seventy times seven. (Math. 18 :21, 22.)

As often as an offending brother professes repentance, we must heartily

forgive him. And the true Christian will rejoice to forgive; for, as

our Saviour says, “if he shall hear thee, thou hast gained thy brother;”

and in the view of a warm-hearted Christian, this is no trifling gain.

This is the charity which, Paul says, “sufi'ereth long, and is kind.”

(Cor. 13 : 4.)

Second. There are cases in which an individual becomes another’s

enemy, and that without any cause; and in which he not only seeks to

injure him, but makes no acknowledgment. In what sense is forgive

ness to be exercised toward such persons? Evidently they cannot be

recognized as Christian brethren, or treated as friends. In such cases,

two duties are required, viz. : first, that we do not cherish feelings of

revenge,—that we indulge not the disposition to injure them in return,

either by act or word. “Dearly beloved, avenge not yourselves, but

rather give place unto wrath; for it is written, vengeance is mine; I

will repay, saith the Lord.” (Rom. 12: 19.) He who undertakes to

punish a fellow man for an injury done, is guilty of the impiety of as

suming to himself one of the prerogatives of God. Even the civil law

will not allow such a course; and if it did, civil government could not

exist. Much less will God permit a sinful creature to smp into his

place. Peter, exhorting Christians to bear patiently unmerited ill-treat

ment, says: “For even hereunto were ye called: because Christ also

suffered for us, leaving us an example, that ye should follow his steps;

who did no sin, neither was guile found in his mouth; who, when he

was reviled, reviled not again; when he suffered, he threatened not, but

committed himself to him that judgeth righteously. (1 Pet. 2 : 21-93.)

But it is not suflicient, that we do not cherish revengeful feelings;

we must cherish feelings of benevolence toward our enemies. It is not

enough, that we abstain from injuring them by word or act; we must,

as we have opportunity, do good to them. It was depraved human

nature, that induced the Jewish teachers to interpret the law of God

as meaning: “Thou shalt love thy neighbour, and hate thine enemy.”

Our Saviour gave the true meaning thus: “But I say unto you, love

your enemies, bless them that curse you, do good to them that hate you,

and pray for them that despitefully use you and persecute you, that ye

may be the children of your Father which is in Heaven; for he maketh

his sun to rise on the evil and on the good, and sendeth rain on the

just and on the unjust.” (Math. 5 :43-46.) _Paul, in forbidding Chris

tians to take revenge, inculcates the opposite duty, quoting Prov. 25 :

21, 22, thus : “ Therefine, if thine enemy hunger, feed him; if he thirst,
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give him drink : for in so doing thou shalt heap coals of fire on his

head. Be not overcome of evil, but overcome evil with good.” (Rom. ‘

12: 20, 21.) There is no revenge so noble, as that which punishes

bad men by acts of kindness; and no victory so glorious, as that which

overcomes evil with good. The professing Christian never gives clearer

evidence that he is a child of God, than when he manifests this lovely

spirit. It shone brightly in the first Christian martyr, when, as his

enemies were stoning him to death for his efforts to do them good, “ he

kneeled down, and cried with a loud voice: Lord, lay not this sin to

their charge.” (Acts, 7: 60.) The Apostles breathed the same spirit,

when Paul could say of them : -‘ Being reviled, we bless; being perse

cuted, we suffer it ; being defamed, we entreat.” (1 Cor. 12 : 4, 5.)

There are very clear reasons for cherishing the spirit of benevolence

toward enemies, and of hearty forgiveness toward Christian brethren.

For, in the first place, God’s benevolence toward his enemies is the only

reason why we are not now in hell, and why we have any well grounded

hope of Heaven. We were his enemies, and were reconciled only by

the death of his Son. (Rom. 5 : 10.) How unseemly is a spirit of re—

venge in one who himself deserves eternal vengeance. How hateful

in a rational creature is a spirit precisely the reverse of that of the in

finitely perfect God. In the second place, we are even now dependent

for all our hopes of life and of Heaven upon God’s forgiving mercy.

“Forgive us our debts,” is a petition we must daily ofi'er; and it is

eminently fitting that we add to this petition the condition afiixed to it

by our Saviour: “ As we forgive our debtors. ” And, then, if our

brethren sin against us, we ourselves are too imperfect to deal in severe

censure or harsh judgments. Paul exhorts Christians to deal kindly

with those overtaken in afault, and to endeavor to bring them back to

the path of duty, “considering thyself, lest thou also be tempted.”

(Gal. 6: 1.) Let him who is without sin, throw the first stone. Let

the professing Christian who is tempted to indulge revengeful or even

unkind feelings towards others, read carefully that parable in Math.

18 : 23-35, —-and see there exhibited in fearful clearness both the sin

and the danger of indulging such feelings. And then let him read the

commentary of our Lord upon the petition : “ Forgive us our debts, &c.”

He says : “ For if ye forgive men their trespasses, your Heavenly Father

will also forgive you; but if ye forgive not men their trespasses, neither

will your Father forgive your trespasses.”

The exercise of this spirit is one of the clearest evidences of the new

birth, for two reasons: the first is, that it is so directly opposed to one

of the strongest dispositions of depraved human nature, and so like
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one of the most remarkable and lovely virtues exhibited in the life of

.our Saviour. The disposition to retaliate, being one of the strongest

in our fallen nature, is one of the most difficult to overcome; and the

virtue of meekness, consequently, is one of the most difficult virtues

to cultivate. Besides, there has ever been a prevailing public senti

ment, which seems to demand that insults or injuries shall be resented;

and there is some reason to apprehend, that meekness will be regarded

by the world as cowardice. And although it may not be true, that the

lack of physical courage is morally wrong, it certainly is considered as

disgraceful. Therefore, it is often quite as diflicult for one to run the

risk of being regarded as a coward, as it is to master the disposition to

retaliate. If grace enable him to overcome both, then indeed is the

heart renewed, and he is a child of God.

Just here we may expect, for the reasons already assigned, to see

most of the imperfection of the piety of Christians. This will be pe

culiarly the case in persons of strong passions or of irritable temper.

Depravity runs strongly in this direction; therefore, much grace is ne

cessary to restrain it. In the struggle, too, we are in no little danger

of deceiving ourselves. It is right to hate that which is sinful; and

too often Christians flatter themselves, that it is only the wrong doings

of persons that they hate, whilst really their hatred rests upon the per

sons themselves. But if we dislike only that which is wrong in per

sons, and not the persons, then we will not seek to injure them, but

will do them good, if opportunity ofl'ers. Let Christians examine them

selves; for unchristian feelings towards others, not only obscure our

evidences of regeneration, but grieve the Holy Spirit, wither our piety,

if we are God’s children, injure our usefulness, and destroy our peace.

Therefore, says Paul, “ grieve not the Holy Spirit of God, whereby ye

are sealed unto the day of redemption. Let all bitterness, and wrath,

and anger, and clamour, and evil speaking, be put away from you, with

all malice; and be ye kind one to another, tender-hearted, forgiving

one another, even as God for Christ’s sake has forgiven'you.” (Eph.

4 : 30-32.)

But whatever imperfections may be perceived in Christians with re

gard to their exercise of meekness,—- the spirit of forgiveness,-— if the

grace of God is in the heart, the victory will be gained. Let us not

allow ourselves to cherish the belief, that we are the children of God,

until we pan heartily pray : “Forgive us our debts, as we forgive our

debtors.” But if, in this respect, we discover in ourselves the spirit

of Christ, let us rejoice in the assurance, that we are indeed new crea

tures.
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2. Another of the most universal and strongest dispositions of de

praved human nature, is to rebel and murmur, when cherished plans

are disappointed, or when beloved objects are removed. There is, there

fore, no better evidence of a change of heart, than heartfelt resignation,

under such trials, to the will of God. “ If ye endure chastening,” says

the Apostle, “God dealcth with you as with sons; for what son is he

whom the father chasteneth not.” (Heb. 12: 7.) The resignation or

acquiescence, which is a Christian virtue, implies several things, such

as the following :

First. A firm and undoubting belief in the doctrine of Divine Prov

idence. As the plans of men are carried out by the use of means, so

are they often defeated by means, or by their own lack of skill in the

use of means. And amongst the unconverted, there is a general dis

position to attribute successes and failures, prosperity and adversity,

joys and griefs, exclusively to the operation of the laws of nature, or

to the errors and wrongs doings of men. The Scriptures, on the con

trary, teach, and the enlightened Christian firmly believes, that God

exercises a providence over all the works of his hands, and especially

"'over his rational creatures. He, therefore, believes, that “the way of

man is not in himself; it is not‘in man that walketh to direct his steps.”

(Jer. 10 : 23.) He is accustomed to pray: “ Give us this day our daily

bread ; ” and he is persuaded, that “ every good gift and every perfect

gift is from above, and cometh from the Father of lights.” (Jam. 1 : 17.)

"His successes in life he attributes to God, and his disappointments and

afllictions also. When Job lost his children, he said: “The Lord gave,

and the Lord hath taken away.” He has the right to do as he pleases

with his own.

Second. Acquiesccnee in the will of God, especially in afllictive

providences, implies a firm persuasion of the goodness and the wisdom

of God. If the dispensations of his providence are guided by that

infinite love, that seeks the highest good of his people, and by that

infinite wisdom which can select the best means of securing that good,

then there is the best reason why we should say: “Thy will be done.’’

On this ground, the Apostle urges the duty of resignation; for our

Heavenly Ifather, he teaches, chastens us “for our profit, that we may

be partakers of his holiness; ” and though chastisement in itself is not

‘j oyous, but grievous, “nevertheless, afterward it yieldeth the peaceable

fruit of righteousness unto them which are exercised thereby.” (Heb.

12.) Often it is a severe trial of faith to believe that to be for the best,

which runs contrary to very strong feelings, and which in itself is only

painful. Nevertheless, Paul says: “We know that all things work
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together for good to them that love God, to them who are the called

according to his purpose.” (Rom. 8 : 28.)

Third. A clear perception of our unworthiness and imperfection is

essential to resignation under trials. It is not uncommon to hear un

converted people, when sufi'ering some afiliction, ask : “What have I

done to deserve so much suffering?” But with right views of our

selves we see, that we sufl'er nothing in comparison with our demerits.

And then our great imperfections constitute a very valid reason, why

we should endure chastisements. “ Before I was afflicted,” said David,

“ I went astray ; but now have I kept thy word. It is good for me that

I have been afflicted, that I might learn thy statutes.” (Ps. 119: 67, 71.)

It is in days of darkness, that faith is exercised and strengthened. It

is in times of trial, that patience has its perfect work. It is when idols

are torn from our embraces, that we turn to God. It is when called to

bear heavy burdens, that we cry to God for strength. It is when

earthly joys are gone, that we “with joy draw water out of the wells

of salvation.” It is when constrained to feel that we have no portion

on earth, that we say to God: “Thou art my portion.” The white

robes are worn by those who “came out of great tribulation.”

But whatever intellectual beliefs we may have on this subject, noth

ing short of the renewing and sanctifying grace of God can reconcile

us to dissappointed plans, lost treasures, shattered health, the death of

friends, and other ills to which the children of God, as well as others,

are often subjected. There are two ways in which human depravity

shows itself under afflictions. To these the Apostle refers, when he

says : “Ye have forgotten the exhortation which speaketh unto you as

unto children: My son, despise not thou the chastening of the Lord,

nor faint when thou art rebuked of him.” (Heb. 12 : 5.) Some despise

the Lord’s chastenings. Refusing to acknowledge his hand in them,

they fret and rage, or strive, as soon as possible, to forget them ; or

acknowledging a Providence, they venture to assail the justice of God,

and harden themselves in rebellion. Others faint under their trials,

Refusing to see any good in them, and despairing of seeing better days,

they sink into a murmuring despondency; and though obliged to give

up wordly comforts, their unbelief prevents them from seeking those

which come from above.

But the true Christian, though not altogether free from these sinful

states of mind, takes the views already stated, trusts the grace of God

in Christ to bring good out of evil, and “rejoices in tribulation.” Often

indeed the struggle is severe, before there can be a hearty acquiescence

in the will of God. Trials frequently find the faith of God’s people
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weak, and their piety in a low state. Then, if those trials were brought

upon them, as in the loss of property, by the injustice of others, they

are slow to see the hand of God in them; and their indignation burns

against the immediate agents by whom they have suffered. Even when

the aflliction is the death of a beloved friend,—husband, wife, child,

parent,—especially if the bereavement come suddenly, faith is found

to be too weak to sustain the shock; and for a time, there are rebellious

feelings arising. We were once attending the funeral of a young man,

the youngest and most fondly cherished child of a widowed mother.

He had left home for the South, in the hope of recruiting his shattered

health; and his body had been brought home for burial. Though the

aged mother had known many a sorrow, this trial seemed too great for

her ; and in the bitterness of her grief, she said: “I feel like flying in

the face of God.’’ Yet was she grieved at her own want of resignation;

and in a little time, her heart settled down into a calm and sweet sub

mission to the Divine will. Of the grace of resignation we may say,

as we said of the grace of forgiveness, it is so directly opposed to our

fallen nature, that it is one of the most difficult to cultivate and keep

in exercise. Yet these graces, when in lively exercise, not only aflord

most cheering evidence of regeneration, but lighten the troubles of life, '

and sweeten all its joys.

In five numbers, we have now endeavored to point out th ‘e evi

dences, which justify the conclusion, that we are the children 6 God.

Much more might be said on the same subject ; for spiritual life, like

natural life, may manifest itself in a great many ways. But in view

of what we have said, the doubting professor and the earnest enquirer,

we are persuaded, may arrive at a safe conclusion. Two or three

thoughts more we venture to suggest, viz. :

First. Assurance is a blessing to be attained and preserved only by

constant diligence,—-faithfulness in the cultivation of Christian virtues,

and in the discharge of Christian duties. Our distinct consciousness

of every feeling of the heart, is in proportion to the strength of that

feeling. Faith may exist in a state so feeble, that we cannot determine

- whether it really works by love. The same is true of every Christian

afi'ection. It is only, therefore, when our Christian graces are in lively l

and vigorous exercise, that we can say undoubtingly : “I know whom '

I have believed.” A low standard of piety begets doubts and fears.

They who would “rejoice in hope,” must be “fervent in spirit, serving

the Lord.” (Born. 12 : 11, 12.) “Where e the rather, brethren, give

diligence to make your calling and election sure; for if ye do these

things, ye shall never fall; for so an entrance shall be ministered unto
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you abundantly into the everlasting Kingdom of our Lord and Saviour

Jesus Christ.” (2 Pet. 1 : 10, 11.)

Second. If any, who have followed us in our efforts to describe the

Christian character, still doubt whether they have passed from death

unto life, let them not be content to continue in suspense. Such doubts

hinder our prayers, and rob us of the supports and the enjoyments

religion is designed to afford, and which we so much need. In times

of trial and affliction, or in the prospect of death, assurance is an ines

timable blessing; and at such times, doubts and fears are doubly dis

tressing. The question whether we have been born again, can be

satisfactorily settled; and it is greatly unwise to allow it to continue

unsettled.

Third. To those who, after prayerful examination, find in themselves

the virtues of the Spirit, we say: “Rejoice evermore.” Let them try

to obtain adequate views of the greatness and richness of the blessings

their Heavenly Father has secured to them. Well may they adopt the

language dictated by the grateful and joyful feelings of Peter : “Blessed

be the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, which, according to

his abundant mercy, hath begotten us again unto a lively hope, by the

resurrection of Jesus Christ from the dead, to an inheritance incorrup

tible, undefiled, and that fadeth not away, reserved in Heaven for you,

who are kept by the power of God, through faith unto salvation, ready

to be-revealed at the last time, wherein ye greatly rejoice.” (1 Pet. 1 :

3-6.) Trials, temptations, afflictions will come; but in view of that

glorious inheritance, let us say, with Paul : “For I reckon that the suf

ferings of this present time are not worthy to be compared with the glory

which shall be revealed in us.” (Rom. 8 : 18.) Let us close our remarks

‘ on this deeply interesting subject, with the exhortation of Peter:—

“Wherefore gird up the loins of your mind, be sober, and hope to the

end for the grace that is to be brought unto you at the revelation of

Jesus Christ.”
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THE MANAGEMENT OF REVIVALS.

EVery part of the work of the Christian minister involves great res

ponsibility; for it stands immediately connected with the greatest in

terests of mankind and with the glory of God in his Church. But

there are times when this responsibility is greatly increased; because

the state of things is such, that extraordinary results, good or evil, flow

from what is done. This is eminently true of seasons of revival, when

the Holy Spirit is poured out in very large measure, Christians are re

vived, and the impenitent are inquiring for the way of life. To know

how, at such times, rightly to divide the word of truth, to keep up

and increase the piety of believers, to awaken the impenitent, and skil

fully to guide anxious souls, requires wisdom from above. “ Who is

suflicient for these things?” It is certain, that in not a few instances,

great evils have grown out of the unwise management of revivals, which,

in the commencement, were genuine. Most of our readers have read

or heard of the great revival in the West, about the beginning of the

present century, in the progress of which multitudes were converted,

but which terminated in great extravagances and in the rise of funda

mental error. Out of that revival arose the New-Lights, an Arian

sect, who fondly dreamed that the Millennium had commenced; and

from it the Shakers received considerable recruits. Great and lament

able evils arose likewise from unsound preaching and unwise measures,

in the extensive revivals in the East and West, some thirty years ago.

But even in those revivals in which no unscriptural doctrines are

preadied, and no extraordinary or censurable measures are adopted,

there is often great lack of skill ; and consequently the results are far

less happy, than they might have been. Three evils are often observed

to attend revivals, viz. : 1. They are of very short continuance. As

the morning cloud and as the early dew, they pass away, leaving some

precious fruits; but the Spirit seems “as a wayjfaring man that turneth

aside to tarry for a night.” 2. They are followed by seasons of great

deadness and apathy. The standard of piety in the church sinks very

low ; and for a length of time no more conversions are witnessed. 3.

The pr0portion of back-sliders is quite too great. These are of three

classes : those who continue in the church, as dead branches on the

vine; those who return to the world, and throw off all religious res

traint; those who fall into sects holding fundamental error. Without

2
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doubt, it should be the prayerful study of ministers and laymen to avoid,

as far as possible, these evils, and to secure the opposite advantag' s.

It has been our privilege,—-a privilege for which we desire ever to be

truly thankful to God,—-—to labor much in revivals during the last

thirty years. Our experience and our observations have been valuable

to ourself; and we venture to suggest some thoughts for the considera

tion of our brethren. Perhaps we may succeed in inducing others to

give the results of their investigations on this deeply interesting sub

ject.

We begin with the great principle, that God regenerates and sancti

fies men through his revealed truth. “Of his own will,” says James,

“beget he us with the word of truth.” “Sanctify them through thy

truth,” was our Saviour’s prayer. It is the Gospel, which is “the

power of God unto salvation to every one that believeth.” Then if we

desire a genuine revival of religion in the Church, we must “preach

the word.” If we desire men to be converted, we must “preach the

word.” A clear and forcible view must be given of their relations,

their duties and their necessities. All true religious feeling arises in

view of religious truth. On this point there is no difference of opinion.

But the Scriptures contain an extensive system of truth, embracing a

great number of doctrines and principles, precepts and promises. To

know how to adapt the selection and treatment of subjects to the pe

culiar state of the hearers, is the part of true wisdom. The attainment

of it should be the earnest prayer, as well as the constant study, of

Christian ministers. To this point we propose, for the present, to con

fine our remarks.

In the commencement of a protracted meeting or of a series of

religious services, it is quite common to find professing Christians de

siring a revival and hoping for it, when at the same time their Own

piety is in a low state. All true Christians must, of course, have some

desire to grow in grace, to see the impenitent converted, and to enjvy

that happiness which they cannot experience in a back-slidden stat 2.

Under the influence of this desire, and urged by a zealous pastor, thr y

are willing and even anxious to have a series of meetings appointe l,

and to call to their aid some popular, warm-hearted minister. 018

whose heart is in his work, and who has been accustomed to labors >f

the kind, will very soon discover the true state of feeling. The co l

gregations may be large or small, but there is little of that tenderne ‘5

of heart, of that humility of soul, of that earnest desire for the co \

version of men, which are so characteristic of a powerful revival >f

religion. Many years ago, we had the opportunity of attending a seri s
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of meetings in a town in New Jersey, in just such a state of things.

A protracted meeting had been appointed, and several ministers from

abroad were in attendance either during the whole, or a part of the

time. The first discourse was delivered by a young pastor of a neigh

boring church. He preached on the subject of revivals. He told the

people what were some of the characteristics of a genuine revival, and

quoted a number of passages from the prophets, particularly from those

chapters of Isaiah, which point to the glories of the latter day. All

that he said was true and excellent; and the congregation left the

church with the impression, that a revival is a glorious thing,-—-a bless

ing much to be desired. But this they knew before, and, therefore,

had appointed the protracted meeting. Their love to God and their

faith in Christ had not, however, been called into exercise; their re

pentings were not kindled; and they were very much in the state of

mind in which they had been before they heard the discourse. Several

other discourses, not much better adapted to the cold state of the church,

were preached, and the meeting closed without any visible results.

Some years ago, a series of meetings were held in a church in the West,

in which there was rather more than ordinary interest. A brother from

a distance came to assist the pastor. His first sermon, delivered on

Wednesday evening, was on the Judgment, and was addressed chiefly

to the impenitent. Of this class there were but few in the house,—'the

very large majority being members of the church. The unhappy se

lection of the subject produced a feeling of disappointment, and was

an unfortunate introduction for the brother who delivered it. Two or

three succeeding discourses were almost equally inappropriate; and

the effects were depressing and discouraging. In the same church, on

another occasion, when the interest was much deeper and more general,

a brother invited to preach, selected for his text Deut. 29: 29, “The

secret things belong unto the Lord our God,” &c. The sermon was a

very labored defence of the doctrine of Divine sovereignty, in the de

livery of which the chief feeling displayed was an earnest desire to

preach a very able sermon on a difficult subject. It is easy to imagine

the effects produced. We by no means intend to intimate, that such

subjects ought not to be discussed in times of revival. But in this

instance, the time and the manner were both unfortunate.

In our more youthful days, we were very much urged to hold a series

of meetings in a church some thirty miles from our residence. Under

the impression that there was unusual religious interest in the con

gregation, we went at very considerable inconvenience. On entering

the church, we were painfully disappointed. The congregation was

I
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small, and the very atmosphere was chilling. We selected for our text

Josh. 5: 23, “Curse ye Meroz,” &c. The sermon exhibited the sin

and danger of a backslidden state of the church. We have long been

satisfied, that in choosing such a subject at that particular time, we

judged unwisely. '

\Vhat, then, should be the character of the preaching in the com

mencement of a series of religious services, when there is no very ge

neral or deep interest? The aim, as it seems to us, should be to call

into exercise those affections which are found in the heart of every true

believer. For this purpose, we have found it best to begin with some

points of Christian experience. In a series of meetings in a country

church, some years ago, our first discourse was founded on Rom. 7 :19,

“For the good that I would, I do not; but the evil which I would not,

that I do.” The subject, of course, was the spiritual conflict. The

number present was small, for the weather was inclement; but the feel

ing amongst professors of religion was solemn and tender. A powerful

revival was the result of the services, which were continued for a week.

On another occasion, the first discourse was on Heb 12: 1, 2. The
Y subject was the Christian race. The congregation was composed of

about an equal number of believers and impenitent persons; and the

subject, though specially applicable to the former, afforded the oppor

tunity of a strong appeal to the latter. Often we have commenced a

protracted meeting with a discourse on Rom. 8 : 16. The subject was

the witness of the Spirit, or the evidences of being a child of God.

When professing Christians begin to wake up from a state of compar

ative coldness, the anxious question with many is: “Am I a child of

_God?” And even to those who are troubled with no doubts, the sub

ject, rightly handled, is always deeply interesting and refreshing. We

have rarely ever preached on such a subject, without seeing evidence

of tender interest; and not unfrequently we have seen impenitent per

sons much afl'ected. On other occasions, we have selected for the text

2 Cor. 5: 17, “If any man be in Christ, he is a new creature.” This

class of subjects, the number and variety of which is large, is most

appropriate and efl‘ective in the commencement of a series of religious

services; and we have found it wise to preach much on Christian ex

perience for the first two or three days. By the Sabbath morning, the

church is often found to be in a very solemn and tender state of feeling.

Then it is wise to discuss some one of the leading doctrines of the

\ Gospel; for then the congregation is likely to be full, and to be com

posed of all classes; and such subjects, wisely discussed, are equally

applicable to all. Take, for example, the doctrine of justzIficatitm. It
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raises a question which interests all reflecting minds, viz. : 'How can an

accountable creature, who has broken the law of God, expect, when he

shall be called to render his last account, to be justified, and not con

demned? The discussion of such a subject, moreover, gives scope for

close reasoning, and thus furnishes matter for thought to the most in

telligent hearers, as well as to others; and if men are to be brought to

feel, they must be induced to think. Still further, such a subject as

this affords an opportunity for the most afl'ecting exhibition of the love

and grace of God, and for the strongest appeals to believers and to the

impenitent. The same may be said of all the leading doctrines of the

cross. If the services are to be protracted through the week, it is most

important that the church be truly revived before the close of the Sab

bath, and that a number of the impenitent be so far impressed, as to

feel disposed to continue to attend the services during the week.

The history of many revivals of religion is remarkable for two im

portant features, viz. : First. Their commencement is attributable under

God to the instructive and faithful preaching of the great truths of the

Gospel. Second. An important change in the character of the preach

ing, soon after their commencement, results unfavorably to the piety

cf the church and to the progress of the work. The great revival in

Northampton, as we learn from President Edwards’ narrative, com

menced with the preaching the doctrines of Calvinism in opposition

to Arminianism, particularly the doctrine of justification by faith alone.

“ Although great fault was found with meddling with the controversy

in the pulpit, by such a person, at that time, and though it was ridi

culed by many elsewhere, yet it proved a word spoken in season here;

and was most evidently attended with a very remarkable blessing of

heaven to the souls of the people in this town. They received thence

a general satisfaction with respect to the main thing in question, which

they had trembling doubts and concern about; and their minds were

engaged the more earnestly to seek that they might come to be accepted

of God, and saved in the way of the Gospel, which had been made

evident to them to be the true and only way. And then it was, in the

latter part of December, that the Spirit of God began extraordinarily

to set in, and wonderfully to work amongst us ; and there were, very

suddenly, one after another, five or six persons who were, to all appear

ance, savingly converted, and some of them wrought upon in a very

remarkable manner.” A similar history might be given of the begin

ning of very many of the most powerful revivals. Ministers have

been led to preach, with unusual clearness and force, the leading doc

trines of the cross. Under this exhibition of the truth, believers have
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been built up in their faith; and difiiculties have been removed from

the minds of others. The Spirit of God owns his own truth; and a

work of grace begins.

Now comes the critical period; and just at this point the wisdom of

Christ’s ministers is most frequently at fault. A revival has com

menced; or there are decided indications of the presence of the Holy

Spirit. Public religious services must be more frequent, and the Gos

pel must be preached day and night, or at least every night. One indi

vidual after another gives evidence of seriousness, and both the pastor

and his people very properly desire to see them take a decided stand;

but this desire, in itself so proper, almost universally leads to a speedy

change in'the character of the preaching. “Choose you this day whom

you will serve.” “ Seek the Lord, whilst he may be found.” 810., &c.

This is the class of texts selected; and the discourses take a very lim

ited range of thought, and become more hortatory, and less instructive.

Several evils of a very serious character result, viz. :

First. The discourses are addressed chiefly, if not exclusively, to

the impenitent. They, therefore, contain little that is instructive to

believers, or adapted to strengthen their graces ; and their attention is

' directed, by the circumstances, and by the character of the preaching,

from their own spiritual condition to that of others. Now, it is impos

sible that the piety of the Church can be maintained in a growing

state, except by appropriate truth received into the hearts of the mem

bers. One might as reasonably expect that his body would be nonr

ished by seeing hungry persons fed. Moreover, it will be found, that

religious excitement kept up mainly by concern for the impenitent,

and by seeing them give evidence of conversion, will by no means

prevent the decline of piety in the soul. If Christians are to be con

stantly engaged in laboring for the conversion of others, their own

souls must be constantly fed on their appropriate food. The conse

quence of this unfortunate change in the character of the preaching,

is—that in the midst of the revival the piety of the members of the

church begins to decline. This is not immediately perceived, because

there is still enough to keep the feelings in an excited state.

In the management of revivals there are two important truths which

should never be forgotten. The first is—that the revival will not

cease, so long as the piety of the members of the church continues in

a growing state ; but it will assuredly begin to decrease in power, so

soon as their piety begins to decline. The other is-—that it is impos

sible to keep up the piety of the church for any length of time, except

by the exhibition, in due proportion, of the rich truths of God’s
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word. The truths of the Gospel, in their proper variety and propor

tion, are the food of the soul, in the use of which the Christian graces

are all symmetrically developed and strengthened. There is never a

time, when it is so important to keep up the piety of the church, as

when a revival is in progress; and, strange as it may seem, there is

never a time when it is more difficult to do it. Feed the souls of be

lievers, if you would see the good work continue in unabated power.

Second. Another great evil resulting from the change in the char

acter of the preaching, is—that intelligent men, whose minds are now

awakened to the importance of religion, and who desire instruction,

are rather injured than benefittedf They have thought enough on the

subject to get their minds into difficulty; and now they desire to hear

the doctrines and principles of the Gospel explained. Indeed, all

classes of men, no matter how well instructed theoretically, find them

selves in darkness, when religion begins to become with them a prac

tical matter. They are, consequently, now in special need of instruc

tion ; and there is never a time so favorable for imparting the needed

instruction, as when the Holy Spirit is enlightening their minds. But

in the common-place thoughts addressed to sinners, from such texts

as we have mentioned, and in the earnest, impassioned exhortations

usually given, there is very little instruction imparted—very little cer

tainly of the kind most needed. The consequence is, that that class of

men who will not act, except from clear conviction, and from a distinct

understanding of their duty and the way to do it, gradually lose inter

est, and disappoint the hopes that were awakened by their apparent

seriousness. Other intelligent persons, attracted to the house of God

by hearing that a revival is in progress, healing little that is instruc

tive, and much that is common-place exhortation, with a good deal of

apparent excitement, are rather disgusted than favorably impressed.

It is a capital mistake to suppose, that the impenitent are convinced

of sin, or persuaded to trust in Christ, chiefly by impassioned exhorta

tion. Conviction of sin arises from a clear perception of the relations

and obligations of men; for when they see distinctly what their obli

gations are, and how great they are; then they compare their past

lives and their present state with what they ought to have been.

The great doctrines of the Gospel exhibit these obligations in their

true light. And so awakened sinners are not induced to come to

Christ mainly by earnest, impassioned exhortation, but by a clear per

ception of the way in which such sinners may be saved. Exhortation

is, indeed, necessary; for men do need to be urged to do their duty,

and attend to their great interests. But exhortations should follow
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the exhibition of the way of life. Let them not constitute the body

of the discourse, but the application. Teach first, and then exhort.

Third. A third evil resulting from the change we have mentioned

is, that the convictions of those who become awakened, are not so deep

or so clear as they should be. If it be true, as it surely is, that right

religious feelings are those which arise in view of the truth; it fol

lows, that indistinct views of truth will result in feelings of not a very

clear or well defined character. Besides, in hortatory preaching, the

appeals are too generally to the sympathetic feelings, the fears and the

hopes. The conscience and the moral affections are not addressed

chiefly, as certainly they should be. Men may be aroused to think by

appeals to their fears; and therefore it is quite proper thus to address

the careless. Men may be excited to desire religion by appeals to

their hopes; and therefore it is well to hold up heaven to their view.

An appeal to the sympathetic feelings may be the means of gaining

for the truth a more interested and favorable hearing. But let it not be

forgotten, that the seat of true religion is not chiefly, or at all in

either of these classes of feeling, nor in all of them together. In the

dread of punishment there is nothing morally good, nor is there any

thing good in the mere desire or hope of happiness here or hereafter.

In the sympathetic feelings there is nothing of a moral character; and

in their nature they are transient. Whilst, then, it may be quite

proper to make appeals to these classes of feelings, let it not be forgot

ten that the appeal must be mainly to the conscience and the moral

afl'ections. Regeneration is the giving of a new heart. N0 man ever

became a true Christian merely because he feared future punishment,

or merely because he desired future happiness. The true convert sees

the character of God to be lovely, and he loves it ; he sees sin against

God to be wrong and hateful, and he hates it. Now, it is in the great

doctrines and principles of the Gospel, not excluding also the moral law,

that the character of God is seen in the true light, and that sin ap

pears “exceeding sinful.” These are the themes, therefore, which

are blessed of God to the enlightening and conversion of sinners. So

long as the preaching continues to be instructive, the convictions of

those awakened will be deep and clearly defined; and there will be

few spurious conversions.

Fourth. This brings us to a fourth evil arising from the change in

the character of the preaching, viz., there is greater danger that the

professed conversions will be spurious. Unconverted persons have no

distinct idea of the peculiar views and feelings of the true Christian.

Nothing is more common, therefore, than for them to suppose them
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selves to be converted, when they have experienced no radical change;

. and the danger of error on this subject is in proportion tov the degree

in which they are conscious of feelings of a religious character, or

feelings connected with religion, but which may be experienced by

unconverted persons; and in proportion to the prevalence of excite

ment around them. Let the doctrines of the Gospel be clearly set

forth, and set forth in their practical bearings on the heart and life;

and let the views and exercises of renewed minds, as they are con

tained in the Scriptures, be kept before the minds of the people,

and the Holy Spirit will make his 0Wn truth effective to their conver

sion.

It is a fact replete with instruction, that in most revivals those re

ceived into the church during the earlier stages of the work, hold out

well; whilst the large proportion of backsliders and apostates will be

found amongst those received in the later tages of it. The reason is

obvious. The former were either impressed before it was supposed that

there was a revival, or before the character of the preaching was

changed from the instructive to the hortatory; the latter were im

pressed after that change was made. The former were sanctified

through the truth; the latter were excited by appeals to their sympa

thetic feelings, their hopes and their fears.

The fifth evil resulting from the change in the character of the

preaching is, that revivals are of short continuance, and are followed

by a painful and unhappy reaction. A genuine revival, wisely man

aged, will not be as the morning cloud and the early dew; and instead

of being followed by a long season of spiritual deadness, it will leave

the church with an elevated standard of piety, and in a healthy,

growing state. In the nature of the case it must be so. A true re~

vival begins in the church; and it is indicated by the increase of the

life and vigor of the graces of God’s people. During the progress of

the work, the Spirit’s influences are enjoyed in an unusual measure by

them. Consequently they are growing in grace and in the knowledge

of Jesus Christ more rapidly than at ordinary times. Now, if, imme

diately after the close of the good work amongst the impenitent, the

standard of piety in the church is found to be low; if a season of

apathy and spiritual deadness follow; the evidence is painfully de

oisive, that some great error has been committed. The evils resulting

from such reaction are very great.

If the preaching is chiefly hortatory and declamatory, the appeal

will be chiefly to those classes of feelings which do not principally con_

stitute vital piety; and these. will, in a large measure, take the place
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of those higher afi'ections which are specially to be cherished. Or the

appeals, when the preaching is mainly hortatory, are of a character

which fails to strengthen the Christian virtues. Christian faith, and

love, and humility, are not strengthened by exhortations to believe, to

love, and to be humble, but by the clear and forcible exhibition of

those truths which are adapted to call these graces into vigorous exer

cise. .

The great truth which we desire to insist upon, as of vital import

ance, is—that in the commencement, and during the entire progress

of every revival, the preaching should be instructive; that it should

be addressed as much to believers as to the impenitent ; and that the

instruction given should not relate so much to the danger of the im

penitent, as it should hold up before both believers and impenitent

persons the cross of Christ, and the great doctrines, duties, and prom

ises which cluster around the cross. So far as we have, in the Scrip

tures, specimens of the preaching of the Apostles, they strongly con

firm what we have now said.

In another number we may have something more to say on this

interesting subject.

DIVINE DEGREES.

 

In preceeding numbers we have contemplated the character of the

Great God. We have seen the world created by his hand, and man

placed upon it, bearing the image of his Creator. We have seen him

put on trial in Eden, not as an individual, but as the representative of

his race. We have seen his fall and its results in the universal de

pravity, mortality and ruin of mankind. It is now time to raise the

question—For what purposes did God create this world and man?

Every intelligent being acts with design; and all his works have

an aim. God is infinitely intelligent. Neither reason nor the Scrip

tures allow us to suppose, that he acts without choosing ends and the

means of accomplishing them. We are in a world created by him;

and we constitute a part of a great family of rational, accountable, im

mortal beings, placed by him in the world. It is natural, and it is

right to inquire how far he has revealed his purposes in connection
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with the world and man. Let us begin our inquiries with plain, uncon

trovertible truths; and from these let us cautiously and prayerfully rise

to those which are higher and more diflicult.

1. God created this world and placed man upon it for some end or

ends worthy of himself. Throughout creation, so far as our observa

tions can extend, we see adaptations of means to ends. The light and

the eye are mutually adapted to produce vision. The air and the lungs

are mutually adapted to sustain animal life. The world and the uni

verse present to our contemplation one strangely complicated machine

ry with millions of mutual adaptations of things to particular ends.

But we cannot avoid the conviction that, beyond and above all these,

there is some great purpose to be accomplished by means of the world

and man. That God designs to glorify his own name, there can be no

doubt; for Paul says—“For of him, and through him, and to him are all

things.” (Rom. 11: 36.) Again—“Thou art worthy, O God, to re

ceive glory, and honor, and power: for thou hast created all things, and

for thy pleasure they are and were created.” (Rev. 4: 11.) And

again—“ The Lord hath made all things for himself; even the wicked

for the day of evil.” (Prov. 16: 4.)

Now, if it be true, as it unquestionably is, that God created the

world and man for his own glory ; the question arises—In what way is

he chiefly glorified? All his works exhibit his pcrfections, and, there

fore, glorify him. “The heavens declare the glory of God ; and the

firmament showeth his handy work.” ‘ “All thy works shall praise

thee, O Lord.” But God is glorified in a far higher degree by the

redeemed church of Christ, than by all his visible works; for in the

plan of redemption his moralperfections, which pre-eminently consti

tute his glory, are wonderfully displayed. It is by the [church that

“the manifold wisdom of God” is made known to “the principalities

and powers in heavenly places ;” and it is displayed according to the

Divine purpose. Y(Eph. 3: 10, 11.) We thus arrive at two great

truths, viz: 1st. That God created the world and man for his own

glory ; and 2d. That the glory of God is seen mainly in the plan of

redemption through Jesus Christ. From these truths we reach legiti

mately and unavoidably the conclusion, that the great purpose for

which the world and man were created, was—that God might be glo

rified by means of the redeemed church.

2. God is now governing the world and man with reference to the

great end for which they were created. A wise man, when he fixes

upon an end to be accomplished, selects the proper means and employs

them till the end is gained. God is infinitely wise; and, thefore, he
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chose and is using the means, as well as the end. And since it is im

possible to suppose, that he would determine upon an end that could

not be accomplished; or that he would select means that were inade

quate to accomplish the end which he designed to eifect; it follows,

that whatever end he has determined upon or decreed, will certainly

be accomplished. On this point we are not left to our reasoning; for

the language of the Scriptures is perfectly unequivocal. “There are

many devices in man’s heart; nevertheless the counsel of the Lord,

that shall stand.” (Prov. 19: 21.) “I am God and there is none like

me, declaring the end from the beginning, and from ancient times the

things that are not yet done, saying, My counsel shall stand, and I will

do all my pleasure.” (Isaiah46: 3, 10.)

God created the world and man for a great end; and he is now gov

erning the world and man, so as certainly to accomplish that end.

“The Lord reigneth.” He “worketh all things after the counsel of

his own will.” (Eph. 1: 11.) Christ as Mediator is appointed “to be

head overall things to the church.” (Eph. 1: 23.) He has in his

hands all power in heaven and in earth. (Math. 28: 18.) And “he

must reign, till he hath put all enemies under his feet.” (1 Cor. 15:

25.) The world is under Christ’s mediatorial reign; he is “King of

kings and Lord of Lords.” The influences by which he governs the

world and man, may be divided into two general classes, viz: material

and spiritual. He governs matter in accordance with immutable laws,

interposing in his own way to effect his purposes. He sends or with

holds rain, and thus fills the land with plenty, or curses it with famine.

He regulates the seasons, blessing the people with health, or sending

disease and death. N0 reader of the Bible needs to be told, that fam

ines are universally represented as Divine judgments, and fruitful

seasons as manifestations of the Divine goodness. It is partly in

view of God’s control of the material world, that our Saviour teaches

us to pray—“Give us this day our daily bread.” It is in view of this

same doctrine that the Psalmist says—“The Lord is my shepherd; I

shall not want.” And Solomon says—“Honor the Lord with thy sub

stance, and with the first fruits of all thine increase: so shall thy barns ‘

be filled with plenty, and thy presses shall burst out with new wine,’’

(Prov. 3: 9, 10.)

\ But God governs the minds of men; and the influence which he ex~

erts upon them is of two kinds, viz: providential and sanctifying.

These two kinds of influence include all the power which he exerts

upon the minds of men. Let us first, consider the presidential influ

ence. Under this head we include all that influence, which does not
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renew and sanctify the heart. It is, in some instances, merely the in

fluence of motives; in others, there is a spiritual influence exerted.

God hardened the heart of Pharoah by leaving him wholly under the

control of his depraved affections and passions; and then the desire to

retain the Jews as his servants, was a motive strong enough to induce

him to refuse to let them go. ' As water becomes hard as a stone, when

the caloric is withdrawn from it; so does the human heart become hard

and unfeeling, when God leaves it to itself. (Rom. 1: 24—36.) Abim—

elech was restrained from acting improperly toward Sarah, whilst she

was in his house. (Gen. 20: 6.) “For I also withheld thee from sin

ning against me." Joseph was sent into Egypt. “And God sent

me before you to preserve you a posterity in the earth.” (Gen.

45: 7.) He was sent through the instrumentality of his wicked broth

ers and of the Ishmaelitish merchants. Rehoboam took the counsel of -

the young men, instead of that of the old men; “for the cause was

from the Lord, that he might perform the saying, which the Lord

spake by Ahijah, the Shilonite unto Jeroboam the son of Nchat.” _

(1 Kings 12: 15.) Cyrus, in taking Babylon, simply fulfilled God’s

purpose; and when he allowed the Jews to return to Jerusalem, he act

ed under divine influence. God said of Cyrus, “He is my shepherd,

and shall perform all my pleasure: eVen saying to Jerusalem, Thou

shalt be built; and to the temple, Thy foundation shall be laid.” (Isaiah

44: 28.) And in the first year of his reign, “that the word of the

Lord by the mouth of Jeremiah might be fulfilled, the Lord stir

red up the spirit of Cyrus, King of Persia, that he made a proclama

tion throughout all his kingdom,” in which proclamation he said, “The

Lord God of heaven hath given me all the kingdoms of the earth; and

he hath charged me to build him a house at Jerusalem.” (Ezra 1: l,

2.) When Ezra sought and gained aid from the king of Babylon to

complete the temple, he ascribed his success to Divine influence upon

the king’s heart; and he said—“Blessed be the Lord God of our fath

ers, which hath put such a thing as this in the king’s heart, to beautify

the house of the Lord which is in Jerusalem; and hath extended

mercy unto me before the king, and his counsellors, and before all the

king’s mighty princes.” (Ezra 7: 37, 38.

The Scriptures abound with facts and passages like these, from all

which the conclusion is most fully warranted, that in various ways and

by eifective influence, God controls wicked men, so as by their instru

mentality to accomplish his purposes. “And he doeth according to

his will in the army of heaven, and amongst the inhabitants of the

earth.” (Dan. 4 : 35.)
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God controls many minds mainly by his sanctifying influence. His

Spirit convinces them of sin. He takes away their stony hearts, and

gives them hearts of flesh. He quickens them into spiritual life. He

creates them unto good works. He works in them to will and to do.

Thus they become his children; and then, by his providence and grace,

he finishes the work thus begun. He uses means. The word of truth

is presented to their minds; and the dispensations of Providence bring

them under the influence of the truth, and arrest their attention to it.

But sanctification is emphatically God’s work. We state these truths

now; and we propose to confirm them, before we close this discussion,

by references to the language of God’s word.

The truths now stated prepare the way for an explanation of the

doctrine of the Divine purposes, which, if we mistake not, will obviate

most of the objections urged against it. No doctrine has been more

constantly and grossly misrepresented and caricatured. Indeed we do

not remember to have seen it correctly stated by any one who has un

dertaken to controvert it. Let the following statement of it be care

fully considered.

The purposes or decrees of God are properly divided into three

classes :

1st. There are some things which he purposed to do by the imme

diate exertion of his power. Thus he purposed to create the world;

and he said: “Let us make man in our own image.” And in the case

of every sinner who is converted, there is the exertion of Divine power,

though ordinarily in connection with revealed truth. Miracles, wrought

in confirmation of the truth, belong to this class,

2nd. There are some things which God purposed to do indirectly,

that is, by means of what are termed second causes. 'Thus “he maketh

his sun to rise on the evil and on the good, and sendeth rain on the

just and on the unjust.” (Math. 5 : 45.) Thus he gives us daily bread.

Thus he protects his people. All our blessings are truly from God;

and yet we do not look upon them as miraculous interpositions. In

the wilderness, God fed his people miraculously; and it is still true,

that “every good gift, and every perfect gift, is from above, and cometh

down from the Father of lights.” (James 1: 17.) Yet providential

blessings are bestowed in connection with the use of means.

3rd. > There are some things which God purposed to permit and to

overrule to his own wise ends. Thus he permitted the temptation and

the fall of our first father and mother. The language of the “Fest

minster Confession is in point here : “Our first parents, being seduced

by the subtility and temptation of Satan, sinned in eating the forbidden

v
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fruit. This their sin God was pleased, according to his wise and holy

counsel, to permit, having purposed to order it to his own glory.” (Ch. 4.)

That God could have prevented Satan from tempting Adam and. Eve,

no one will deny. That he was indifierent with regard to the temptap

tion, no one will pretend. That he did permit the temptation, none

will deny; and surely none will deny, that he had reasons for permit

ting it. Now, since the world and man, as we have seen, were created

for his glory; and since he is glorified mainly by his redeemed Church;

is it not clear, that he chose to permit the temptation, because he pur

posed to order it for his own glory in connection with the plan of re

demption'f

Again, God sent Joseph into Egypt. This the Scriptures expressly

declare. How did he send him? Not by miracle, but through the

instrumentality of wicked men. Did he dispose them to wickedness?

Most certainly not. Since, then, Joseph’s brothers sold him, because

they hated him; and the Ishmaelitish merchants bought him, because

they loved money 3 and since it was by this means he was carried into

Egypt; how can it be true, that God sent him? The answer is,—God

in his providence overruled their evil designs for the accomplishment

' of his benevolent purposes. This is Joseph’s own explanation of the

matter. “But as for you, ye thought evil against me; but God meant

it unto good, to bring to pass, as it is this day, to save much people

alive.” (Gen. 50: 20.) Joseph’s brethren hated him, and resolved to

kill him. This God prevented. The same hatred, then, induced them

to determine to sell him. This God permitted. But they might have

sold him to men traveling to some other region; whereas God’s purpose,

as it had been revealed to Abraham (Gen. 15 : 13.), was to send him

into Egypt. He, therefore, so ordered it, that the merchants came

along just at the proper time, and were going to the proper place. But

they might have sold Joseph to any one of ten thousand men in Egypt;

'or might have kept him as their own slave. God in his providence so

ordered things, that Joseph was sold to Potiphar, “an ofiicer of Pha

roah, captain of the guard.” It was, however, God’s design that Jo

seph should become known to Pharoah, and should rise to great power

in Egypt. He, therefore, permitted Potiphar’s licentious wife to

slander him; and he so ordered things, that he was thrown into the

prison in which were Pharoah’s servants, wh0se dreams he interpreted.

Now two things are absolutely certain, viz.: 1st. That God was not

the author of the hatred of Joseph’s brethren, which prompted them

to sell him; nor of the covetousness of the merchants, which prompted

them to buy him and sell him; nor of the licentiousness of Potiphar’s
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wife, which prompted her to slander him. 2d. That God did so over

rule and control the evil passions of all these persons, as by means of

them to accomplish his wise purposes. He purposed to send Joseph

into Egypt, and to raise him to POWer there; and he used them to

fulfil his purpose. The history of God’s dealings with Joseph, does

most strikingly illustrate and prove the doctrine of the Westminster

Confession, that “ the Almighty power, unsearchable wisdom, and infi

nite goodness of God, so far manifest themselves in his providence,

that it extendeth itself even to the first fall, and all other sins of

angels and men, and that not by a bare permission, but such as hath

joined with it a most wise and powerful bounding, and otherwise order

ing and governing of them, in a manifold dispensation, to his own

holy ends; yet so, as the sinfulness thereof proceedeth only from the

creature, and not from God; who being most holy and righteous,

neither is, nor can be the author or approver of sin.” (Ch. v, sec. 4.)

Let us examine this language. It teaches, that God’s providential

control does extend to the sins of angels and men. How does it ex

tend to them? Does God dispose them to sin? The Confession

teaches no such thing. God’s providential control extends to the sins

of angels and men.-—1st. In that He permits them; 2d. In that He

bounds and controls them. Joseph’s brethren hated him. God per—

mitted this. They resolved to kill him. God bounded their evil

passions, and so ordered it that instead of killing him they sold him to

men going to Egypt. Can any thing be clearer? And will any one

pretend, that because God determined to permit the hatred of Joseph’s

brethren, he was the author of that hatred? or that because he so

bounded it as to order it to his own glory, he was the author of it?

This absurd and unscriptural position must be taken; or the charge,

that'this doctrine makes God the author of sin, must be withdrawn.

We have now pointed out the three classes of divine purposes. To

which of these can any believer in the inspiration of the Scriptures

object? He cannot object to those things which God purposed to do

by his own immediate power; for they are all wise and good. He can

not object to those things which He purposed to do indirectly, as in

the. bestowment of providential blessings; for these, too, are wise and

good. He cannot object to God's perm/{ting sin; for most certainly

it is permitted. Will he object to God’s bounding the evil designs of

men, so as to prevent evil, and bring good out of them? Will he

pretend, that wicked men must be turned loose without providential

control?

Let it be understood, that all the purposes of God connected with
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this World and with man, are fulfilled, now that the Work of creation

is completed, by his providential control and by his sanctifying influ‘

once. Which of these can any believer in the Scriptures reject? Is

not the Bible full of both? And what Would be the condition of this

World without both?

3. The purposes of God extend to “whatsoever comes to pass ” To

this there can be no valid objection. For if God might so bound and

control the purposes of Joseph’s brethren, and of the other parties con

cerned, as to order them to his own wise ends, there can be no reason

why He may not do the same thing with regard to any number of

men, or to eVery man in the World. If he might send the proud king

of Assyria to punish the backslidings of the Jews; why might he not

control and direct the movements of every other proud and ambitious

man? “ O, Assyrian,” says he, “the rod of mine anger, and the staff

in thine hand is mine indignation. I will send him against an hypo

critical nation, and against the people of my Wrath will I give him a

charge to take the spoil, and to take the prey, and to tread them down

like the mire of' the streets. Howbeit he meaneth not so, neither doth

his heart think so; but it is in his heart to destroy and cut of? nations

not a few. Wherefore it shall come to pass, that when the Lord hath

performed his whole work upon Mount Zion, and on Jerusalem, I will

punish the fruit of the stout heart of the King of Aesyria, and the

glory of his high looks. Shall the axe boa-st itself against him that.

heweth therewith, &c.?” (1sa. 10 : 5—15.) The Assyrian king is:

free to have his own motiVes and plans; but God will bound and:

order his goings, so as to accomplish his own purposes. He is the once—

the instrument in God’s hand ; and yet he is a free agent. \Vhy may

not the same be true of all other bad men?

That the purposes of God do extend to whatsoever comes to pass, is:

perfectly clear from the following considerations:

1st. The providence of God extends to whatsoever comes to pass. It

extends to all the plans and movements of men. So says Solomon—

“ The heart of a man deviseth his way; but the Lord directeth his.

steps.” (Prov. 16: 9.) Jeremiah says, “ O Lord, I know that the

Way of man is not in himself: it is not in man that walketh to direct

his steps.” The providence of God extends even to the life of a spar-i

row. “ Are not two sparrows sold for a farthing? and one of these

shall not fall on the ground without your Father.” (Mat. 10: 29.)

On this point our Arminian brethren agree with us. John Wesley

has a sermon on the doctrine of Providence, on the text—“ Even the

hairs of your head are all numbered.” In this sermon, Mr. Wesley

3
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contends earnestly, that God. “is concerned, every moment for what bef

falls every creature upon earth, and more especially for every thing

that befalls any/of the children of men.” He says, “It is hard, in

deed, to comprehend this: nay, it is to believe it; considering

the complicated wickedness, and the complicated misery, which wesee,

onevery side. But believe it we must, unless we will make Gods

liar; although it is sure, no man can comprehend it. It behoves us,

then, to humble ourselves before God, and to acknowledge our igno

rance. Indeed, how can we expect that a man should be able to com

prehend the ways of God I?” Mr. Wesley denies that there can be a

general providence, without a particular providence. He says to the

objector—“ You allow-a general providence, but deny a particular.

And what is a general, of whatsoever kind, it be, that includes not par

ticulars? Can you instance in any general that is not? Tell me any

genus, if you can, that contains no species? What is it that consti

tutes a genus, but so many species added together? What, I pray you,

is a whole, that contains no Merenonsense and contradiction."

It is clear, then, that the providence of God extends to whatsoever

comes to pass. _ , a >

.Znd. God, in His providence, simply fulfilling His purposes. His

providential control is ,either, accidental or designed. It is impossible

that it can be accidental; for no intelligent being acts thus. Intelli

gence aims to accomplish ends by suitable means. And if it were

conceivable, that God’s providential control could be accidental, it

would be neither wise nor good. Butno one will pretend, that there

can be such a thing as an accidental providence. Inevitably, there

fore, we reach the conclusion, that God’s ‘providential control is but

the carrying out of His wise purposes. ‘Now, if His providential con

trol extends to whatsoever comes to pass, His purposes must have pre

cisely the same extent. His works are the carrying out of His pur

poses; therefore, His purposes must be coextensive with His works.

Now, since it is certain, that the providence of God extends to what

soever comes to pass ;_ and since in his providence he is simply fulfilling

his purposes; it follows, that his purposes extend to whatsoever comes

to pass; or, which is the same thing, God has foreordained whatsoever

comes to pass. This conclusion, it seems to us, cannot be avoided.

4. The purposes of God are eternal and immutable. To this truth

rthere can be no objection, if it be admitted, that those purposes do

exist, and do extendto all things, For‘all the objections urged against

the eternal purposes of God, lie against the purposes themselves, not

against the periodof their formation, whether in time or before time.
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For, since the purpose must exist before the act or series of acts to

which it gives rise ; if it is unjust, or if it interferes with man’s free

agency; these results will follow as certainly, if the purpose exist one

day or one moment before the act or series of acts, as if it existed from

all eternity. But the attributes of God compel us to admit, that all

his purposes must be eternal and immutable. All the purposes of in

telligent beings are based upon knowledge, real or supposed. Men form

new purposes from time to time, only because they gain additional

knowledge. Their plans extend as far into the future, as their certain

or probable information; and every new purpose formed, is in conse

quence of new knowledge gained. Men change their purposes, be

cause they discover, that their information was incorrect. Every

change of purpose is caused by a corresponding change of views. But

God learns nothing new; and, therefore, forms no new purposes. God

never discovers that he was under erroneous impressions; and, therefore,

he never changes any of his purposes. It is consequently as true of

his purposes as it is of his attributes, that “with him is no variableness,

neither shadow of turning.” Accordingly the Scriptures constantly

represent his purposes as eternal. Did he determine to send into this

fallen world his only begotten Son? “He verily was foreordained before

the foundation of the world.” (1 Pet. 1: 20.) Did he determine to

call and save a multitude of sinners ?—-he does it “according to his

own purpose and grace, which was given us in Christ Jesus before

the world began.” (2 Tim. 1: 9.) Did he determine by means of his

redeemed church, to show to principalities and powers in heavenly pla

ces his manifold wisdom Y—it was “according to the eternal purpose

which he purposed in Christ Jesus our Lor .” (Eph. 3: 11.)

But it is asserted, that the doctrine of Divine Decrees is inconsistent

with man’s free agency, and, therefore, with his accountability. This,

objection is obviated, in large part, by the explanation of the doc

trine already given. If the doctrine were what it is so constantly rep

resented by its opposers; there might be force in the objection; but as

it is really held by the Presbyterian Church, and by other enlightened

Calvinists, the objection has no force. On this point, however, we pro=

pose to say something in our next number.
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THE LAW OF EXPEDIENCY,

There are some things which ought to be done in all circumstances,

and others which ought not to be done in any circumstances. These

are things commanded or forbidden by the moral law. There are other

things which, in themselves, are neither morally good nor bad, but to

which circumstances may impart a moral character. They are things

which, in some circumstances, it may become our duty to do; or things

which circumstances may render it sinful to do; but, considered apart

from circumstances, they may be performed or omitted, as one chooses,

These things, which constitute a Very large class, are to be governed

by what may he called the law of' expediency. The great principle of

this law is this: There are certain things which God has commanded

us to do. The obligation to do those things necessarily involves the

obligation to avoid whatever tends to prevent us from doing them, and

to perform whatever will facilitate the doing of them. To this prin

ciple Paul has reference, when- he says: “All things are lawful for me,

but all things are not exPedientl; all things are lawful for me, but all

things edify not. Let no man seek his oWn, but every man another’s

Wealth." (1 0'01". 10 : 23, 24.) He is writing respecting the eating of

things ofi'cred to idols ,- and the obligation he sets forth, is to seek the

spiritual edification of others, rather than our 0WD gratification. The

word wealth, in this passage, means simply advantage or good.

We can now easily understand the principle involved in the law of

expediency. _ Christians are under strong moral obligation to promote

each other’s spiritual edification, and to do what theyr can to secure the

conversion of the impenitent. “We then that are strong ought to bear

the infirmities of the Weak. Let every one of't1s please his neighbor for

his good to edification. Even as Christ pleased not himself,” &c., &c.

(Born. 15 11—3.) Christians, then, are bound to avoid all indulgences,

though in themselves innocent, which Would preVent, in any degree,

the discharge of this duty,— the accomplishment of this end. For

example, in the primitiVe churches there were both Jewish and Gen

tile converts, having respectively those prejudices which naturally grew

out of their previous modes of thought. The former were disposed to

insist on those distinctions betWeen clean and. unclean meats, which
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are found in the law of Moses, and to regard as sacred the Jewish holy

days. The latter had no such conscientious scruples. Out of this dif

ference arose unpleasant feelings and mutual eensures. Paul charges

them to bear with each other’s prejudices in regard to those things,

which were really indifferent. If the Jewish convert esteemed certain

days as holy, and chose to observe them religiously, let him do so. If

the Gentile convert had no such regard for Jewish holydays, and felt

that he ought not to observe them religiously, let him enjoy his own

opinion. “Let every man be fully persuaded in his own mind.” The

same principle is applied to distinctions between meats. Paul knew,

“that there is nothing unclean in itself; ” and yet it is evident, that

“to him that esteemeth anything to be unclean, to him it is unclean.”

That is, it would be sinful for .an individual to eat anything which he

believed God had forbidden him to eat.

But here comes in the law of expediency. The Apostle teaches,

that the eating or not eating is indifferent in itself,—is neither good

nor bad. “But if thy brother he grieved with thy meat, now walkest

thou not charitably. Destroy not him with thy meat, for whom Christ

died. Let not, then, your good be evil spoken of.” “Let us, there

fore, follow after the things which make for peace, and things where

with one may edify another. For meat destroy not the work of God.

All things indeed are pure; but it is evil for that man who eateth with

offence. It is good neither to eat fi'esh, nor to drink wine, nor anything

whereby thy brother stumbleth, or is ofl'ended, or is made weak.” That

is, it is the clear duty of every Christian to seek the peace of the church,

and the edification of its members; but it is not the duty of 2. Chris

tian to eat any particular kind of meat. Now, if the eating of any

particular kind of meat, or the drinking of wine, will impair our Chris

tian influence over any of our brethren, will create disturbance in the

church, or in any way is likely to lead them to sin, then the obligation

to abstain is clear. And he who, under such circumstances, will eat

or drink, proves that with him the gratification of his appetite is pre

fered to the peace of the church and the edifieation of believers. The

duty to seek these things, necessarily implies the duty to abstain from

the indulgences which interfere with the discharge of that duty.——

(Rom. 14.)

The law of expediency was likewise applied by the Apostle to the

eating of things offered to idols. We know, says he, that an idol is

nothing in the world; but every one has not this knowledge. “For

some with conscience of the idol unto this hour, eat it as a thing of

fered unto an idol; and their conscience, being weak, is dcfiled.” Now,
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if a weak brother should see one better informed sit at meat in the

idol’s temple, his conscience would be emboldened to eat, and he might

be led into idolatry. “And through thy knowledge shall the weak

brother perish, for whom Christ died. But when ye sin so against the

brethren, and wound their weak conscience, ye sin against Christ.

Wherefore, if meat make my brother to ofend, I will eat no flesh while

the world standeth, lest I make my brother to offend.” (1 Cor. 8.) The

principle is perfectly clear. Every Christian is bound to seek the edi

fication of his brethren, the peace of the church and the conversion of

the impenitent, and, therefore, he is bound to abstain from all indul

gences, though in themselves allowable, which tend to hinder him in

the discharge of these duties. Most cheerfully will every true Chris

tian endure that self-denial which the good of Christ’s cause demands.

This principle his one of extensive application. It requires us, in

things indifi'erent, to respect the weaknesses and prejudices of Chris

tian brethren and of worldly persons, so that we may do them no in~

jury, and may exert upon them a good influence. It is applicable :

1. To temperance. It would be dificult, perhaps impossible, to

prove, that to drink intoxicating liquors, except as medicine, is in all

cases sinful. It may be shown, indeed, that the habitual use of such

drinks, even in very moderate quantities, is injurious to the health,

and begets an appetite which becomes a powerful temptation to degrad_

ing vice; and on these two grounds alone the duty of abstinence may

be properly urged. For clearly we have no right to injure our health,

or to go into temptation, in order to comply with custom, to please ac

quaintances, or to gratify our taste. But the duty may be very strongly

urged on the ground of expediency. As a weak brother might be led

into idolatry, or an idolater confirmed in his error by seeing a well in

formed Christian sitting at a feast in an idol’s temple, so may young

persons or others not so well guarded as the Christian, be led into the

habit of drinking, by seeing a professor of religion use intoxicating

liquors as a beverage. Or persons who have been habitual drinkers,

but have reformed, may be induced thus again to taste the poison, and

may be ruined. [Suppose a dozen persons at a dinner table, one of

whom has been, more or less, an intemperate man, but has wholly

abandoned the use of intoxicating drinks. Wines and brandies are on

the table. Every other individual drinks one or the other of these

liquors. It requires no ordinary courage for the reformed drinker,

under these circumstances, to abstain. If he should refuse to drink,

remarks of a mortifying character may be madeg He drinks, and is

ruined. Let every Christian resolve so to act, that his conduct shall
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"never tempt a human being intointemperance. Let his unbroken in

fluence be exerted in the right direction. _

And here we cannot but notice a very prevalent custom, which has

greatly surprised us. Nonearc so deeply interested in discountenanc

ing‘intemperance, aswomen._ ,What greater afllictipn can there be,

than a. drunken husband, or brother, or son? Yet it is quite common

for pious ladies to have brandy peacheson their tables, and to invite

their guests to partake ofthem- Peaches are. delicious fruit. Why

they should he soaked in poison, before being set on the table, it is

diflieult to imagine. But‘in no way the fatal appetite be more

easily formed, than by suchv means ,-.;and there isno way in which those

who would be ashamed to drink brandyin the presence of ladies, can

so easily and pleasantly indulge‘the-tzyste. single peach or the half

or quarter of it, may ruin a man hasbeen struggling to overcome

the wretched habit of drinking intoxicatingglliquors. . For this thing

there can be no possible justification; any, of our lady readers

have allowed brandy .pepeliestc placednn‘ theirtable, we sincerely

hope they willutest thiswmntterbythc Scripture law of expediency.

It is wrong. The same, maybe said .iothei; articles of food, in which

small quantities. of intoxicating liqnowre put.

2. The law of. expediepgy applies, to dancing and some other

_ amusements. Let it be admitted, though it is certainly not true, that

a Christian might attend dancing; parties, and move, gracefully ingthe

giddy circle, without injury. to himself.i ‘Yet against his doing so there

are two arguments, which,.,asit seems to us, arevconclusive. In'the

first place, there are great numbers the’church who believe dancing

to be wrong, and who have little or 11.0, confidence in the piety of pro

fessors who indulge in _it,; _,The consequences are, that the professor

indulging in this amusement, notyonly loses his, influence with such

persons, but impairs the trnezpeapelandunity of thechurch. Imagine

a. church the memberslo'f, whiel1_;have,.little, or no confidence in each

other. What efficiency couldsucht, church have? But every danc~

ing member pursues a course the tendency .of which. is to produce such

a. state of things. Let it be.admitted, ,ifigou please, that opposition

to dancing is a mere prejudice. Xet itisja prejudice extensively pro

valent in the church, not in weakminds only, but in. multitudes of the

strongest. Now, since. Paul exhorted Christians toabstain from eating

meat, because of the prejudices or weak consciences of their brethren,

with what consistency can any Christian refuse to be governed by the

same principle? It is,n0t,a duty to.dance.; this is certain. It is duty

to preserve and extend our Christian influence, and-t0 seek the peace
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and edification of the church : this is certain. Dare we, then, disregard

a duty to Christ, in order to gratify a taste or a fancy? What is our

religion worth, if for such a purpose it will not hear so small a sacrifice?

But this prejudice, if such it must be considered, is not confined to

the church. It is felt by multitudes of non-professors. They believe,

that the dancing party or the ball room is no place for a Christian; and

they know, that this is the prevailing sentiment amongst godly people.

Over these the dancing professor can exert no good influence. Nay,—

he furnishes them a plausible excuse for their own worldliness; and he

brings reproach upon the cause of Christ. Now, will any one pretend,

that dancing is so great a good, that a disciple of Christ ought not to

forego the enjoyment of it for such considerations? Even if the self

denial were far greater than in the case of any real Christian it can he,

ought not every child of God to rejoice to make it? Is it so, that true

religion furnishes so little enjoyment, that its professors must resort to

amusements of which the very best that can be said, is—that they are

of doubtful propriety in themselves, and in which it is impossible for

them to indulge without compromising their Christian standing and

the cause of their Saviour? It is really astonishing that this particular

amusement should be so very fascinating. Let the Scripture law of

expediency be applied to it; and the question, with the conscientious

Christian, will soon be settled. ~

3. The law of expediency applies to the hearing of the preaching

of erron'sts. We do not mean to intimate, that there is no other law

which applies to such cases. It is too common for Christians, when

they have not preaching in their own churches, to go on Sabbath to

hear men whom they themselves regard as fundamentally heterodox.

The tendency and the eflect of the preaching of such men, as they

must believe, is to hinder the progress of the Gospel, and to ruin the

souls of men. How the going to hear such preaching on the Sabbath,

can be reconciled with the command to keep it holy, we are at a loss to

conceive. Nor can we see how the true disciples of Christ can spare

those sacred hours for such a purpose. The object is either to while

away an hour or two that hangs heavily on their hands, or to please

friends whose partialities lie in that direction, or to gratify curiosity.

How can the conscientious Christian act from either of these motives?

But the law of expediency applies to such cases on Sabbath days

and on other days. When orthodox Christians are seen going to such

places, others are induced to go, who, less instructed, may embrace

ruinous error. And the impression is made, that one church is about

as good as another, irrespective of its creed. This mischievous senti
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ment is already too prevalent. Let no Christian lend his influence to

extend it.

e One may, indeed, be so placed, that, being under obligations to ex

pose prevailing error, it may be his duty to hear an errorist preach;

just as a. minister of Christ may feel it his duty to read the works of

infidels, that he may be the better able to guard men against them.

Just so physicians make post mortem examinations, that, having dis

covered the workings of disease on the human system, they may be

able the more effectually to counteract it. But we would be much sur

prised to find any one make such examinations for his own entertain~

ment; and so would we be astonished to find a Christian minister amus

ing himself by reading Paine’s Age of Reason. Why should Chris

tians, then, be so often found listening to the plausible and fatal errors

of false teachers?

The law of expediency is of very extensive application; and it be

hoves Christians to study it. There are ten thousand things in the

course of one’s life, to which it ought to be applied. In the ordinary

affairs of life, all persons are accustomed to act upon the principle

which constitutes this law. For example, to sleep during the night, is

not sinful,- but to sleep, when a sick relative needs attention, would be

wrong. To visit one’s friends, is not sinful; but were a mother to go

out visiting, when a sick child required attention, she would be justly .

censured. Things indifferent become sinful, whenever they interfere

with duties; and things indifferent become obligatory, whenever they

contribute to that which duty requires us to accomplish.

The life of the Christian is one of self-denial, not only in respect to

ungodliness and worldly lusts, but in respect to all indulgences which

interfere with the great work he is called to do. It is a work'so un

speakably important in all its bearings, and so honorable, that an angel

might rejoice to engage in it. Then let the blood-bought disciple of

Christ rejoice to take up his cross daily, and follow his Redeemer.
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SIGNS OF THE TIMES.

 

Three events have occurred within the last twelve months, which

have arrested the attention of all reflecting men, viz: the money crisis,

the rebellion in India, and the great revival now in progress. Each

of these events has connected with it circumstances so peculiar, as

justly to challenge the careful and serious consideration of every reflec

ting mind.

The money crisis found our country in the enjoyment of unprece

dented prosperity. Riche had been rapidly acquired; and the love

of money was urging men on to enlarge their business or to extend

their speculations. The crisis came suddenly and unexpectedly.

Shrewd men, whose business it was to observe the clouds in the com

mercial sky, saw no sign of the approaching storm. None of the causes

which usually produce such crises, seemed to operate. In every part

of the country, crops were uncominonly abundant. Business had not

been afl'ected by interruptions in the navigation. Money was abun

dant in the country. One prominent banking institution, which had

enjoyed unbounded confidence, suspended. A panic, as in the cry

of fire in a crowded hall, commenced. Rapidly it extended from

east to west. Confidence was first shaken, and then destroyed. Men

who had money, hoarded it up. Banks suspended or broke, and stocks

becam'e almost worthless. Multitudes who thought themselves rich,

suddenly saw poverty staring them in the face; and multitudes more

found the gains of years of labor swept away, as in a moment. The

panic passed over to Europe, and did its work there.

In the history of our country, such a commercial crisis was never

before known—s0 causeless, yet so general and so disastrous. N0 sim

ilar trouble ever did so much to prove to thinking men the uncertainty

of worldly possessions, and the truth that God does exercise a providence

over the affairs of man. The church stood rebuked for her worldli

ness; and impenitent men looked around them to see whether there

could be any certain portion in this world, ‘

This extraordinary visitation was followed immediately by another.

The Sepoys in the British army in India mutinied. The rebellion was

wholly unexpected, and found the English government wholly unpre
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pared to meet it. Its ramifactions were very extensive. It had all

the marks of a furious fanaticism; and the dreadful outrages commit

ted indiscriminately on men, women and children, exhibited a most

diabolical spirit. It seemed as if the fiends of hell had been turned

loose. Evangelical missions, supposed to be firmly established, were

broken up, and their property destroyed; and many valuable lives were

sacrificed under most agrivated circumstances. It seemed as if the

days of British rule in India were numbered; and as if the cause of

missions in that benighted country, had been thrown back half a cen

tury. The Church in this country and in England had precious in

terests and long-cherished hopes there. It was evident, that God had

a controversy, not only with England, but with the Church. Praying

men sought earnestly for the cause, and besought the Head of the

Church to over-rule the terrible calamity for good. The rebellion was

suppressed; and English authority will probably be more firmly estab

lished in India, than before. The church, too, we hope and believe,

will go forward in her great work with more zeal, and with a sense of

more entire dependence on God.

These two events were immediately succeeded by the present extra

ordinary religious interest. Its commencement was nearly simultane

ous in every part of the country, in country places, in towns and cities,

and in all the different denominations. And whilst, as ever heretofore,

the preached Gospel has been the chief means in the conversion of

men; the religious interest seems to have extended to multitudes, who

have not been accustomed to attend upon such means. The proportion

of young persons and of females interested is not nearly so great, as

in most revivals of religion. Large numbers of men in the meridien

of life or of more advanced age—men hitherto absorbed in business

pursuits—thoughtless, hardened men—have paused in their downward

career, and remembered that God made them, that they are accounta

ble to God, that they are sinners and need a Saviour. To an extraor~

dinary extent the work is free from an undesirable excitement. Men

feel, but it is the feeling of sober conviction of sin, and of their duties

and necessities. Multitudes come together; and yet there is an order

and a stillness rarely seen in so large assemblies. It is one of the

most extraordinary features of this work, that men are inclined to at

tend meetings for prayer, even at very unusual hours. Large rooms

thrown open for the purpose, in New York, in Boston, in Philadelphia,

in Chicago, in Cincinnati, in Pittsburgh and other cities, are filled

with men of business, from 12 to I o’clock. Very large additions

have been made to the churches. We have recently seen it stated,
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that in one week fifty-thousand persons made a public profession of

faith. The extraordinary character and the extent of the work have

arrested the attention of the secular press. Its progress forms a prom

inent feature of the daily news; and the astonishing progress of it calls

forth serious comments. One of the most interesting features of this

work, is the outflowing of Christian affection beyond the narrow lim

its of denominational interests. We see no movement looking towards

the breaking down of denominational organizations. Each denomina

tion is doing its own appropriate work. But the ministers and mem

bers of all the evangelical denominations can and do meet and pray and

exhort together, forgetful apparently of minor differences, and rejoic

ing to recognize each other as children of the same Father, as follow

ers of the same Saviour, as led by the same blessed Spirit, as engaged

in the same great work for the salvation of the world. This is well.

Itis in precise accordance with the truth and the spirit of Christianity.

Such are some of the very remarkable features of this great work.

That it has a cause, no one can doubt. To the Christian its character

clearly indicates that cause. It is a great work of God. Let those

who deny or doubt this, if they can, assign any other cause. To the

reflecting mind, it is instead of a thousand arguments in favor of the

truth of Christianity. To the believer it is another pledge of the

final triumph of the Gospel in our fallen world. God can work when

and where he pleases.

When we view the work in connection with the two events already

noticed, we see evidence of the co-working of the providence and the

grace of God. Christ is “head over all things to the Church,”

The world is under the mediatorial reign; and this reign is for the sal

vation of men. In the history of every believer, of every church and

of the whole church and the world, it would be found, if we under

stood that history, that the providence of God is exercised with, refer

ence to the work of redemption. This is “the wheel within a wheel.’ ’

For some years past, however, there has been a state of things

which seem inconsistent with this view. The providence of God has

opened almost the whole world to the Gospel; and yet the Church

has not been prepared to go forth and reap the fields white to the

harvest. The number of ministers has been wholly inadequate to the

great work; and the attractions of other professions and pursuits have

directed the attention even of pious young men from the work of the

ministry. Meanwhile the Churches have not been prepared to sus

tain a very large increase in the number of ministers. The standard

of piety has been too low. May we not hope that the present great
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Work will remove the apparent inconsistency between the movements

of Divine providence and the workings of Divine grace? The stand.

ard of piety, We may hope, will be elevated, and the number of min

isters greatly increased. The churches will send forth their sons, and

will sustain them in their work.

“The signs of the times” have now become a deeply interesting,

and yet a very difficult study. When the question is asked—“ Watch

man, what of the night ?” we fear, the answer must be—-—“ The morn

ing cometh, and also the night.’’ There are cheering signs ; but there

are gloomy signs likewise. There were some great revivals of religion

amongst the Jews, during the reigns of Asa and Hezekiah; and yet

the general tendency of things was downward, until the church and

nation were carried into captivity. Our country is now blest with

great revivals of religion ; and, therefore, there is ground to hope for

the future. But after all, it may be, that error, fanaticism and cor

ruption, will, on the whole, continue to gain upon us. If so, the

future will be dark. It cannot be denied, that dangerous error has

made alarming progress in parts of our country, which have heretofore

held up the standard of truth. We ought not to be ignorant of the

fact, that infidelity in the form of Phrenology, Mesmerism and Spirits

ualism, has got down amongst the masses of the people, and has made

much progress amongst them. And it is too true, that those masses

are very imperfectly reached, especially in our cities, by evangelical

infiuen ces.

May God in his mercy give tohis ministers and people, wisdom and

grace to meet the crisis which is rapidly approaching, so that the

powers of darkness shall not gain even a temporary triumph. If the

revival shall have the effect to lead those whose speculations have

corrupted their faith, back to the great doctrines of the cross 3 and if

revealed truth, instead of fanatical views, shall mould and guide the

intense feeling now everywhere manifesting itself; all will be well,

and the results will be glorious. Undoubtedly the devil, if he cannot

stop the Work, will seek to mar it. \Vhen the Jews Were re-building

the temple, their adversaries, unable to prevent them, said—“ Let us

build with you ; for we seek your God, as ye do.” Christian minis‘

ters need great wisdom in such a day as this. v
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For the Presbyterian Expositor.

REPENTANCE.

 

MATH- B: 8.-Brlng forth therefore fruits meet for mpentancc.

John the Baptist was a very plain preacher. He declared the truth

without respect of persons. No matter who were his hearers, they

Were sure to hear the will of God clearly unfolded. Whether he spoke

to the mixed multitude, to the fierce soldiers, to the proud Pharisees,

to the unbelieving Sadducees, or to the infamous Herod, the truth was

plainly and fully uttered. This was as it should be. Neither the fear

nor the favor of man, should prevent the ambassador of heaven from

faithfully delivering the message with which he is charged. That

message is a call upon man to return to his duty, as a subject of the

government of God. And this call is to be made upon all men, inas

much as all stand in the same relation to that government,-- the rela

tion of rebels. The highest prince, as well as the meanest beggar,

should therefore be faithfully admonished of his duty to repent and

turn to God, for we are all hastening to the grave and to the judg

ment seat.

Repentance is a grace of the Spirit. It is his gift, or the effect of

his operation upon our hearts. He so enlightens our minds, as to dis

cover to us the evil of sin; so reveals to us the compassion of God in

Christ, as to incline us to return unto him; so melts and moulds our

hearts, as to turn us from our evil ways, and draw us to the cross. Jesus

Christ is exalted to give repentance. (Acts 5 : This he does by

his Spirit. He it is that imparts to as correct views of sin, leads us

to sorrow for it, to confess it to God and forsake it. N0 other repent

ance brings forth the meet fruit required.

Repentance is a duty. As we have sinned, we must repent. Though

the Spirit leads us to repentance, he does not repent for us; though it

is his gift, it is our act. It is a change of mind and a turning,—-a

godly sorrow for sin manifested by forsaking it. Being a fruit of the

Spirit, it implies correct views of God. When one begins to repent,

he begins to see the character of God in its true light. He sees its

holiness, and admires it; and that holiness makes his sins appear the

more monstrg‘us and detestable. He sees the justice of God, and adores
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it; and that justice gives him correct apprehensions of punishment,

while it constrains him to confess it right. He sees the goodness and

forbearance of God, and they open in his soul the fountains of peni

' tential grief. He sees the mercy of God in Christ, and his heart

hreaks within him, he pours out his confessions, and, with the prodigal

returning, says: “I have sinned,” and with the publican: “ God be

merciful to me a sinner.” (Luke 15 : 21, and 18 : 13.) And while the

penitent has correct views of God, he also has correct views of sin and

of himself because of sin. Sin he regards as the abominable thing

which God hates, and he also hates it. (Jet. 44 : 4.) He abhors him

self on account of sin; loathes himself, and repents in dust and ashes.

(Job, 42 : 6.) He looks upon himself as the chief of sinners, esteems

himself the most unworthy, casts himself into the very dust of humi

liation before God, and cries : “ Uncleanl unclean!” (1 Tim. 1 : 15.—

L'ev. 13 : 45.)

There is a spurious repentance. It may be the result of terrors of

conscience; and it is followed by no permanent and thorough reforma

tion of heart and life. Judas repented; but instead of turning to God,

he went and ‘ hanged himself. (Mat. 27 : 3—5.) So men now may re

pent, not truly, and die by their own hands. They may repent, because

they fear the frowns of society, or the wrath of God; and yet be un

hu'mbled in heart and corrupt in life. They may repent, after a man

ner, and yet bring forth no fruits meet for repentance. It is not every

kind of repentance, therefore, which God will approve; nor should

every pang of conscience, nor every confession of sin, be honored with

the name. \Vhat is required is not the sorrow of the world which

worketh death, but that godly sorrow which worketh repentance to sal

vation, not to be repented of. (2 Cor. 7: 10.) Thus the Psalmist speaks :

“I thought on my ways, and turned my feet unto thy testimonies.”

(Ps. 119 : 59.)

But why is repentance necessary? Because man is a sinner. (Born.

3 : 23.) As arebel against God, he must confess his fault and forsake

it, or die unforgiven. To pardon without repentance, would be to

sanction the crimes of which men are guilty. If it be said, that this

consequence is avoided by the fact that an atonement has been made,

in which God has shown his hatred of sin and his determination to

punish it; it may be answered, that this does not prevent the sanction

of crime in pardoning the guilty without repentance, so long as they

do not embrace the atonement as a basis of pardon. Although an atone

ment has been made, and accepted on the part of God as a satisfaction

to his justice, yet it must also be accepted by the sinner, before he can
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be entitled to its benefits. And for him to accept it without repent

ance, is an impossibility. Why was it necessary for Christ to die, and

why did he die, but because the sinner deserved to die? And how

can the sinner avail himself of the benefits of Christ’s death, without

acknowledging that he himself deserved to suffer as Chrit did; yea,

that he deserves the wrath of God for ever? But such an acknowledg

ment implies correct views of the character of God, of his holiness

and justice, of the evil of sin, and of ourselves as sinners ; and how

can it be made without repentance? God has devised a way by which

he can be just, and yet justify them that believe (Born, 3 : 26.); but

that way indispensably requires repentance on the part of man, and he

must repent or perish. (Luke 13 : 3.) God has so decreed. The pur

pose has gone forth; and it is as immutable as his throne. - The sinner

must turn or die, repent or perish.

And he has many calls to repentance. God has not only revealed

his will, which teaches the necessity of repentance, but he has so ar

ranged fie kingdom of providence and of grace, that the duty should

be frequently enforced. He has sent his servants to preach repentance

and remission of sin; and wherever they go, they deliver this message,

and call upon men to repent and become reconciled to God. And

their instructions are enforced by the dispensations of providence.

Though God is good, and his works manifest his goodness,—though

this world was made to be the dwelling place of happy beings,—yet

the events which are constantly occurring, show the displeasure of God

against sin. The sufl'erings through which men are called to pass,

teach them the evil of sin, and plead with them eloquently to forsake

it. Every pain we feel-every tear We shed—every afiiiction—every

sigh and groan—has a voice which pleads with us to forsake the ways

of trangression. And the mercies we receive flow from that goodness

of God which should lead us to repentance. (Rom '2: 4.) The Spirit

of God convinces of sin, of righteousness, of judgement, that he may

lead us in the way of life. (John 18: 8.) Our duty, therefore, is not

only made known, but pressed upon us, and we cannot innos

cently neglect it. Have We obeyed the calls which have been sounding

in our ears from our infancy upward? Have we repented? Do we

profess to he pcnitent? Whet evidence do we give that we are so?

Do we bring forth the fruits of repentance?

These‘é'i’i‘uits are not works equivalent to repentance, or something

which will answer as a substitute for it. It has no equivalent. There

can be for it no substitute. It is something which every sinner must

do, or die ; and it is something which he should do immediately. There
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is no necessity for waiting, no wisdom nor prudence in delay; for now

is the accepted time. (2 Cor. 6: 2.)

Among the fruits meet for repentance is faith. Whether faith or

repentance is first in order, it is not necessary for us now to inquire,

- and much less to decide, though the decision were easy. It is enough

for our present purpose to know, that they are inseparably connected,

so that where one exists, the other must also. It is one of the dis

tinguishing marks of genuine repentance, that it is always accompanied

byv faith in Christ. In this respect, it is remarkably distinguished from

spurious repentance, and mere compunctions of conscience. In such

cases, there are no proper apprehensions of Christ, no true reliance

upon him for pardon and salvation. But where there is genuine re

pentance, there the soul apprehends Christ as the way of access to the

Father,—the only sacrifice for sin,—and relies upon his merits for

acceptance and eternal life. And now does our hope rest, not on our

own works, not on our tears and prayers, not on the mercy of God

without a satisfaction to his justice, but upon Jesus Christ, the sinner’s

friend? If we have faith, we have repented ; but if we have not faith,

neither have we repentance. How utterly vain, then, are the pratings

of those, who, when urged to repent, say they do repent every day,—

while, at the same time, they care no more for Jesus Christ, than did

the Jews, who delivered him over to Pilate and the Roman soldiers to

be crucified! That repentance which has no reference to the cross,—

which does not lead to a humble reliance upon the atonement, is worth

less. We must bring forth the fruit of faith, or renounce our hopes!

Among the fruits meet for repentance are peace and joy. These are

inseparably connected with faith; andas they who have repented have

faith, so have they also the graces of the Spirit. (Gal. 5 : 22.) Thus

it is written : “Being justified by faith, we have peace with God, through

our Lord Jesus Christ, by whom also we have access by faith into this

grace wherein we stand, and rejoice in hope of the glory of God.”

(R0 1. 5: 1, 2.) Here are peace with God and rejoicing in hope con

nected with faith; and as every true penitent has faith, so, to a greater

or less extent, he has peace and joy,— not rapture always, perhaps but

seldom, but sweet quiet and composure, resulting from reliance 'upon

Christ, and usually proportioned to the firmness of this reliance. There

is a false peace and a spurious joy. These are distinguished from the

genuine by the fact, that they are not connected with faith,~— have no

connection with reliance upon the Saviour,——and of course’may exist

where there is no genuine repentance. We may cry peace and safety,

when there is no peace nor safety. And we have reason to apprehend

4
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that this is the case, when our peace and joy are not based upon faith

and repentance, or have no connection with them.

Those fruits meet for repentance which have been named, are such

as serve to satisfy ourselves of its genuineness. But we must also

bring forth such fruits as will serve to prove to others that we are truly

penitent.

Among these is the forsaking of sin. Repentance, it has been said,

is a turning. In itself it implies, not only proper views of sin, and

the confession of sin; but also the forsaking of sin,—turning from sin

unto holiness. \Vhat evidence can one give that he repents of a crime,

when he continues to repeat that crime? What evidence can one give

that he repents of his sins, when he continues on in the practice of

them? The true penitent, like the prodigal, returns to his Father's

house, and submits to his Father’s laws. (Luke 15 : 18—21.)

And a holy life is one of the fruits meet for repentance. Not a

mere external rectitude,— not a forced conformity to the rules of pro

priety,-not a slavish devotion to forms and ceremonies,—but a heart

felt submission and obedience to the Gospel of Christ. Various con

siderations may induce an impenitent man to lead a life of general cor

rectness; but the love of Christ constrains the true penitent to live not

to himself,but to him who died for him and rose again. (2 Cor. 5 : 14, 15.)

He not only forsakes his sins, but endeavors to conform his whole con‘

‘duct to the revealed will of God, and so walks in newness of life.

(Rom. 6: 4.) Do you look for the evidence of his repentance? you

find it in his daily walk and conversation. There you see him endea

voring to undo the evil he has done, and striving to grow in grace and

in the knowledge of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ. (2 Pet. 3 : 18.)

I have now a question to propose, which demands a serious consi

deration and a solemn answer from every reader. And I put it in the

form of a direct and personal address, with the hope that every one

will consider it as addressed to himself. It is this : flat-e you repented .5’

My aged reader, have you repented? And you, middle-aged rim, or

woman, have you repented? And my young friend, have you repented ?

Let the question come home to your heart, reader : have you repented 1’

It is an honest question, an important question : let it come home ,- let

it ring through every avenue of your soul : Have you repented? The

importance of repentance, its necessity to your present peace and future

happiness, have been imperfectly unfolded. It is a duty with which

there can be no dispensation. It must be done, or your soul is undone_

There is no salvation without it, no hope of heaven. It is pardonable

for me, therefore, to be in earnest in asking the question: Have you
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repented? And what answer do you returh? Were it put to you now,

by the Judge of all, what would be your answer? Did a voice from

heaven inquire : Have you. repented? what would be, what must be,

the response of your heart?

“ Repentance, then, is the great, immediate and pressing duty of all

who hear the Gospel. They are called upon to forsake their sins, and

return unto God through Jesus Christ. The neglect of this duty, is

the rejection of salvation. For, as we have seen, unless we repent, we

must perish. It is because repentance is thus indispensably necessary,

that God reveals so clearly, not only the evil of sin, and the terrors of

the law, but his infinite compassion and love; that he calls upon us to

turn unto him and live, assuring us that he is the Lord, the Lord God

merciful and gracious, long-suffering, and abundant in goodness and

truth. This call to repentance commonly follows men from the cradle

to the grave. It is one of the first sounds which wakes the infant's

ear ; it is .one of the last which falls on the failing senses of the dying

sinner. Everything in this world is vocal with the voice of mercy.

All joy and all sorrow are calls to return unto God, with whom are the

issues of life. Every opening grave, every church, every page of the

Bible, is an admonition or an invitation. Every serious thought or

anxious foreboding is the voice of God, saying: Turn ye, for why will

ye die? It is through all these admonitions that men force their way

to death. They perish, because they deliberately reject salvation."—

Way of Life.

' w. J. M.

SHORT EDITORIALS.

 

DEATH or REV. THOMAS OLELAND, D. D.— This venerable min

ister of Christ closed his earthly career on the 31st of January, in the

eightieth year of his age.

From early childhood, the name of Dr. Cleland has been as familiar

to us as household words. One of the churches of which he was, for

many years, pastor, that in Harrodsburg, is within twelve miles of the

place where our youthful days were spent; and frequently he visited

that neighborhood for the purpose of preaching the Gospel to a feeble

church, or to solemnize marriages. His sterling integrity, his earnest
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piety, his sound judgment and his pulpit eloquence, gave him great

influence amongst the people; and the announcement that he was to

preach, always collected a large audience.

For many years, Dr. Cleland was, we believe, the most popular Pres

byterian preacher in Kentucky; and as he possessed a robust constitu

tion, preached extemporaneously, commonly using a brief skeleton,

and spoke with extraordinary ease to himself; his labors were much in

demand. Few ministers, we believe, have enjoyed more extensive

usefulness, both in the conversion of sinners and in the edification of

believers. In several respects, he was an extraordinary preacher. He

preached more on doctrinal subjects, than most ministers ; and he had

the happy tact of so illustrating doctrinal truths, as to strike the minds

of the people; and at the same time, their practical hearing was exhib

ited with great efi‘ect. He was accustomed to converse familiarly with

all classes of persons, in all states of mind; and thus he learned, what

many ministers never learn, how to preach to the people.

The great excellency of his sermons, and one principal secret of his

success, was— that they abounded in Scripture quotations and explana

tions. He did literally “preach the word.” A rich Christian expe

rience enabled him to preach with far greater effect the precious truths

the power of which his own heart had felt.

Dr. Cleland had an extraordinary control over the sympathic feelings

of his hearers. There was something peculiar in the tones of his voice,

adapted to awaken in the minds of others the strong emotions of his

own 3 and not unfrequently he introduced an anecdote, which he could

tell with great effect. Under his melting appeals, we have repeatedly

seen almost the entire congregation weeping, and in one or two in

stances, have heard them sob and even cry out. We have known no

man who could so control the feelings of his hearers, as Dr. Cleland,

when in his happiest moods.

His social qualities added much to Dr. Cleland’s influence. He was

the furthest possible from moroseness; and he had none of that profes

sinnal dig/nifty, which rendered it difiicult for either old or young per

sons to approach him. And if he could tell anecdotes in the pulpit,

which would draw tears from all eyes. he could as readily tell anecdotes

in the social circle, that would convulse all with laughter. Few min

isters, we believe, enjoyed a more uniform cheerfulness, or contributed

more to the cheerfulness of those around him.

Dr. Cleland was remarkable for the punctual fulfilment of his ap

pointments, and for his uniform attendance upon the meetings of

church courts. His efiiciency, however, was mainly in the pulpit, not
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in ecclesiastical bodies. His writings were chiefly, if not exclusively,

of a controversial character. He did important service in the con

troversy with Barton W. Stone, and published some /good tracts on

Campbellism. His forte, however, was in the pulpit. He published

a Hymn Book, which was much used in Kentucky from twenty-five

to thirty years ago.

The great error of Dr. Cleland’s life undoubtedly was identifying

himself with the New School in the division of the Presbyterian

Church, though none will call in question his sincerity. The range of

his influence was thus greatly diminished, inasmuch as that body has

been very small in Kentucky.

Having known him for many years, we were prepared for the an

nouncement, that he has been looking forward “with pleasing anticipa

tion to the period of his release.” His ministry extended through a

period of about fifty-tour years. He reared a large family of children,

trio of whom are ministers of the Gospel, and one is the wife of a

minister.

This imperfect tribute we feel constrained to pay to the memory of

one whom we have long loved, from whom we and our father’s family

have received spiritual benefits in past years.

___~ .‘_
__ ..

REVlVALs.—— In times past. editors have felt it a precious privilege

to record the rivivals with which particular churches have been visited.

But now this is impracticable. So numerous are these blessed works

of grace, that our weekly papers and monthly periodicals would find

room for little else, if they would attempt even a brief notice of them.

For so glorious a work, resulting in the'conversion of so great numbers

of all classes, every pious heart is devoutly' thankful, and for its con

tinuance and extension every true Christian will fervently pray.

One of the most extraordinary phases of this great work, is the union

prayer-meetings, filling with men of all classes the largest halls in our

cities. We have had the opportunity, from time to time, of attending

the meetings in Metropolitan Hall, in Chicago; and we have seen more

than two thousand persons, many of whom could not obtain seats, all

apparently solemn, and not a few deeply affected. The remarks, with

a few exceptions, have been decidedly evangelical in their character,

and both pointed and earnest. The prayers have been brief and often

very earnest. Appropriate hymns have been sung apparently “with

the heart and with the understanding.”

Of the extent to which happy results may be anticipated from these
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meetings, it would be premature to form an opinion as yet. Undoubtr

edly God will hear “the efl'ectual fervent prayer,” and he will bless

his own truth, wherever faithfully exhibited. Yet we do not doubt,

that the permanent fruits of this great work will be found mainly in

connection with the preaching of the Gospel. The interest awakened

in many minds by these large prayer-meetings, we may hope, will lead

them tpathe house of God, and thus they will be led in the ways of

truth.

Let us'rejoice and bless God for the evidence, that his Spirit is doing

a great work in the land; and let us watch and pray, that the work be

not marred by the weaknesses of men or by the devices of Satan.

DR. Srnacun’s GREAT WORK.—F0ul' volumes of Dr. Sprague’s

great work, Annals of the American Pulpit, have now appeared,—

the two first containing biographical notices of Congregational minis

ters; the two last, of Presbyterian ministers. Imperfect as these

sketches must necessarily be, they furnish a very large amount of valu

able information respecting many of God’s ministers whose labors have

contributed largely to the advancement of the cause of Christ in our

country; and incidentally much information that will contribute to the

history of these two Denominations. In looking over these volumes,

we cannot but admire the patience and toil it must have cost the worthy

author to collect and arrange the materials. In this fast age, when

books are written as if by steam, we are scarcely prepared to see a man

writing volumes of letters in order to gather materials, and patiently

arranging them through a series of years for one work. Dr. Sprague

has done the Church a great service, and has made for himself a name

that will live long after he shall have entered into his rest.

ALLEGHANY SEMINARY.—The number of students in this Semi

nary, about ninet'y, indicates a high degree of prosperity. The power

ful revivals enjoyed by the churches in that region will, in all probabi

lity, give the institution a still larger number next year. The examina

tions commence April 26th, and close on the 28th.

 

DANVILLE SEMINARY.—- The catalogue of this Seminary shows

forty students during the current year. The resignation of Professor

Robinson may have a somewhat unfavorable influence upon it ; but it

is presumed, measures will be immediately taken to supply his place.
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REV. NATHANIEL W. TAYLOR, D. D.—This distinguished minister,

for many years a professor of theology in the New Haven Seminary,

has closed his earthly labors, in the seventy-third year of his age.

That he was a man of extraordinary abilities, no one can doubt, who

knows the prominent position he has so long occupied, and the exten

sive influence he has wielded. To the Presbyterian Church he has

been known chiefly as the advocate of what has been called the New

Divinity, which repudiates the doctrine of original sin, and the strictly

vicarious nature of the atonement. His peculiar views are undoubtedly

very current in New England ;, and, for a time, they gave great trouble

to the Presbyterian Church. Apart from his peculiarities, which we
Imust regard as of most unhappy tendency, he is said to have been a

man of many excellencies.

—~______

RESIGNATION or Pnor. Rosrnsorv.—-We learn that Rev. Stuart

Robinson, professor of Church Government and Pastoral Theology in

the Danville Theological Seminary, has given notice of his purpose to

resign his professorship; and it is supposed he will accept a call to the

pastoral care of the Second Presbyterian Church in Louisville. The

announcement will doubtless take the friends of the Seminary by sur

prise, inasmuch as Prof. Robinson has but just entered upon his work

in the Seminary. His reasons will, of course, be given in due time.

THE WESTERN CHURCHMAN.— We have received two numbers of

The Western Churehman, a monthly paper published in this city,

under the editorial conduct of Rev. N. H. Schenck, pastor of St. James

(Episcopal) church. It is well printed on good paper, and is decidedly

evangelical in its character. The price is one dollar. May it enjoy a

long career of usefulness.

Tnn GREAT PRAYER-MEETING.— The mid-day prayer-meeting in

Jaynes’ Hall, Philadelphia, presents one of the strange scenes of this

remarkable day. Three thousand persons are found assembled in that

immense hall, day after day, at the busiest hour, to call on God in

prayer. “Great spiritual movements,” says the American Presby

terian, “have been usually identified with some eloquent voice. But

no name, except the Name that is above every name, is identified with

this meeting.”
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REVIVAL IN OGLETHORPE UNIVERSITY.— The Southern Presby

terian publishes a letter from President Talmage, giving an account

of' the commencement and progress of a powerful revival in Oglethorpe

University. It commenced early in March. The letter is dated

March 19. The President says a “Last night, the scene was thrilling

and overpowering. The dense crowd, the solemn and awful stillness,

the heaving sigh, the tearful eye, all told that God was in the midst of

us with power. There was scarcely a student on the campus absent

from the meeting, excepting two or three who have been in feeble

health. I doubt whether there is a solitary young man on the grounds,

who is not in some degree under conviction of sin. Some twelve or

fifteen are entertaining hope of the pardon of their sins. And forty

remained last night, after the meeting was dismissed, for. religious

conversation and prayer ; and others went away to their rooms to weep

alone."

PUBLISHER’S NOTICE.

Anticipating an extended call throughout the year, for all the num

bers of the EXPOSITOR, a limited number to meet this call has been

printed.

An early application for the consecutive numbers will be promptly

attended to, and in one wrapper sent to new subscribers by mail.

Subscription price: $1-50, invariably in advance. To ministers and

students, the EXPOSITOR will be sent for $1.

36“ EXPOSITOR Office, No. 19 Portland Block (third story), corner

of Washington and Dearborn streets, Chicago, Ill.

EASTERN AGENCY FOR THE EXPOSITOB.— JOHN M. WILSON,

Publisher, No. 111 South Tenth Street, below Chesnut, Philadelphia,

will receive subscriptions, and act as General Agent for the EXPOSITOB

in the Eastern States. ‘
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DIVINE DEGREES—No. 2.

The doctrine, that God has foreordained whatsOever comes to pass,

it has been asserted, is wholly inconsistent with the free agency, and,

therefore, with the accountability of men; and consequently it is charge

able with making God the author of sin. Now, since it is certain,

that men are free and accountable agents; and since it is certain, that

God is not the author of sin; this objection, if well grounded, must be

admitted to be‘fatal to the doctrine. Let us, therefore, examine it

carefully. It has been too common for Calvinistic writers and preach

ers to make an admission, which, we are sure, is not warranted by the

truth, and is injurious in its consequences, viz. : that'we cannot recon

:ile the doctrines of divine decrees and man’s free agency, though, as

zhey say, they must be consistent, since the Scriptures teach bcth.

[his ground is tenable. That is to say, it might be true, that there is

)etween two doctrines what appears to us inconsistency; and yet the

nconsistency might be only apparent, not real; and if both were taught

n the Scriptures, the only fair conclusion would be, that, though ap

>arently inconsistent, they are really not so. But in the case b, fore

l3, there is no necessity and no propriety, as it seems to us, in mailng

uch van admission. We do not deny, that there is something in con

lection with these doctrines, which is not explained in the Scriptures,

nd which is incomprehensible to us; but the question is : Where is

be dark point? To 'a certain extent Arminians and Calvinists agree.
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Now, does the apparent inconsistency lie in the points respecting which

the two parties agree, or in the points respecting which they difier?

If the latter be true, then it would be fair to acknowledge, that what.

ever difliculty exists, belongs exclusively to the Calvinistic system; but

if the former, then it will appear that the difliculty belongs equally to

the two systems, and that neither of the parties can urge it as an 0b

jection to the peculiar doctrines of the other. This last, we contend,

and hope to prove, is the truth in the case:

Free agency, in an accountable creature, is the capacity to choose

and to act, in view of motives, without compulsion or forcible restraint.

This capacity, it“ such it may be called, belongs to the nature of mind.

We have the same evidence of possessing free agency, as of possessing

a mind, viz. : consciousness. We know that we have minds, because

We are conscious of thinking, reasoning, choosing, refusing, &c.; and

we know that our minds act freely, because we are conscious of thus

acting. Now, since free agency belongs to the nature of mind, if it

be destroyed or impaired, it must be by some force brought to bear

upon the mind, the tendency of which is to prevent it from acting in

accordance with its nature. The question, then, arises : Does the doc

trine of Divine decrees, as held by enlightened Calvinists, or as taught

in the Westminster Confession, imply such a force? If it does, then

it is inconsistent with man’s free agency ; if it does not, the objection

is groundless.

Let us state the question thus : If this doctrine destroys the free

agency of man by bringing a compulsory force to bear upon it, that

force is found either in the decrees themselves, as exist'mg in the Divine

Mind, or in the mere certainty of their accomplishment, or in the in

fluence which God exerts on the minds of men, in order to bring them

to pass. The force, if there be any, must be in one of these three

things, or in all of them together; for no other supposition is possible.

1. Do the decrees or purposes of God, simply as existing in the

Divine Mind, destroy or impair man’s free agency? A decree or pur

pose is a determination to do something directly or indirectly, or to per

mit something which might be prevented. But it is self-evident, that

a mere purpose to act, as it exists in the mind, cannot operate on any

ot r mind. It must be embodied in words or acts, before it can exert

any influence whatever. This will not be disputed.

2. Does the mere certainty of the fulfilment of the Divine decrees

bring a force upon the mind, which destroys or impairs its free agency?

It is certainly incumbent on him who professes to find force in mere

certainty, to show where that force lies. But if certainty were incon
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sistent with free agency, then God’s foreknowledge would destroy it, if

that foreknowledge embraces the moral acts of' men. Whatever is

foreknown, is certain; and yet foreknowledge is not the cause which

makes anything certain. It is self-evident, that in mere knowledge

there is no force whatever. Our Lord said to Peter: “Verily I say

unto thee, that this night, before the cock crow, thou shalt deny me

thrice.” (Math. 26 : 34.) He knew that Peter would commit this

great sin; and, therefore, it was absolutely certain. But was Peter’s

free agency destroyed or impaired? He did not think so; for when

he remembered what Jesus said to him, “he went out and wept bit- -

terly.” Isaiah foretold that Cyrus, leading the Medo-Persian army,

would subdue Babylon, and would cause the temple in Jerusalem to be

rebuilt.” (Isaiah 44 : 28.) Will any one pretend, that God’s fore

knowledge of these things destroyed or impaired the free agency of

Cyrus and of those who acted with him?

Arminians are not agreed amongst themselves respecting the fore

knowledge of God. Dr. Clarke has defined omniscience to be “the

power to know all things,” just as omnipotence is the power to do all

things. And he argues, that as God has the power to do many things,

which he does not do; so it does not follow from the fact that he can

know all things, that he must hnow all things. He says: “God has

ordained some things as absolutely certain; these he knows as abso

lutely certain. He has ordained other things as contingent; these he

knows as contingent.” He explains what he means by contingent

things thus : “ By contingent, I mean such things as the infinite wis

dom of rS‘rod has thought proper to poise on the possibility of being or

not being, leaving it to the will of intelligent beings to turn the scale.”

This theory, besides being utterly inconsistent with the Scripture re

presentation o'f the attribute of omniscience (which is never spoken of

as a mere capacity to know), is directly in the face of the prophecies;

for these abound with predictions of events which depend upon the

free agency of men, and which, therefore, are contingent, in the sense

in which Dr. Clarke uses the term. Rev. Richard Watson, an able

Arminian writer, well remarks : “ The whole body of prophecy is

founded on the certain prescience of contingent actions, or it is not

prediction, but guess and conjecture,-—t0 such fearful results dry the

denial of the Divine prescience lead! Our Lord predicts, most cir

cumstantially, the destruction of Jerusalem by the Romans. If this

be allowed, then the contingencies involved in the conduct of the Jews

who provoked that fatal war,--in the Roman senate who decreed it,—

in the Roman generals who carried it on,——in the Roman and Jewish
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soldiers who were engaged in it,—were all foreseen, and the results of

them predicted. If they were not contingencies, that is, if they were

not free actions, then the virtues and vices of both parties, and all the

acts of skill, and courage, and enterprize, and all the cruelties and suf

ferings of the besieged and the besiegers, arising out of innumerable

volitions, and giving rise to the events so circumstantially marked in

the prophecy, were determined by an irreversible necessity.” (Theo.

Inst. p. 2, ch. 4.)

Two points, then, are perfectly clear, viz. : that the decrees or pur

poses of God, as they exist in the Divine Mind, do not bring any force

on the human mind to destroy or impair its free agency; and that the

certainty of future events is attended with no such force. If, then,

there is anything in this doctrine which is inconsistent with man’s free

agency, it must be in the’influence on the minds of men by which the

Divine purposes are fulfilled.

3. Now, then, the question arises (and upon this question the whole

controversy turns) : Can God so control men, as to bring to pass his

purposes, without interfering with their free agency? Let it be remem

bered, that there are two kinds of influence by which the purposes of

God are accomplished, so far as human instrumentality is employed,

viz. : providential and sanctifying. By the former, for example, Cyrus

was sent to take Babylon, and to restore the Jews to their own land.

By the latter, the three thousand on the day of Pentecost were con

verted to God. These two kinds of influence constantly meet and co

operate in the same event. For example, the providence of God

brought Lydia from the city of Thyatira to Phillippiyand the Spirit

of God there opened her heart, that she attended unto the things which

were spoken of Paul. (Acts 16.) S0 thousands of persons can dis

tinctly trace their conversion to afiiiction providentially sent or to other

providential events, in connection with the gracious influences of the

Holy Spirit.

Now, if the purposes of God destroy or impair the free agency of

man, it must be because providential control and sanctifying influence

are inconsistent with free agency ; for it is precisely by these influences

that all the purposes of God, connected with the instrumentality of

meni'are fulfilled. But if God can, without destroying or impairing

the free agency of men, exert upon them such a providential control

and such sanctifying influence as to fulfil his purposes, then his pur

poses are not inconsistent with their free agency. Let us, then, care

fully consider the following points :

First. No man can, with any propriety, assert that God cannot exert
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such influences as we have supposed, without destroying the free agency

of men, unless he understands how the mind acts, and how the Spirit

acts upon the mind. For how can any one assert, that two things are

incompatible with each other, when he understands neither of those

things, and cannot know how the one operates on the other? But no

one understands either how the mind acts, or how the Holy Spirit acts

on the mind. Therefore, no one ought to assert, and no one can prove,

that such influences are destructive of free agency.

Second. Arminians, especially those of the more evangelical class,

admit and hold, that God does exercise a providential control over all

men, and does exercise a sanctifying influence on many. In Exod 34 :

24, we read : “Neither shall any man desire thy land, when thou shalt

go up to appear before the Lord thy God, thrice in the year.” Dr.

Clarke, the Arminian commentator, thus remarks on this passage :

“What a manifest proof was this of the power and particular provi

dence of God! Thrice every year, did God work an especial miracle

for the protection of his people, controling even the very desires of

their enemies, that they might not so much as meditate evil against

them. They who have God for their protector, have a sure refuge.”

Now, either God did, thrice in the year, destroy the free agency of the

enemies of the Jews, in order that he might protect their homes, whilst

they went to attend the annual festivals; or he controled their desires

Without interfering with their free agency. N0 one will assert the

former; the latter, therefore, must be true. But if he could so com

pletely control their desires at those particular seasons, in order to ac

complish his purposes, he could as easily control them at all seasons,

and can as easily control the desires of all other men. Very properly,

therefore, Dr. Clarke regarded this as a proof of “the power and par

ticular providence of God.”

God purposed or decreed, that the temple in Jerusalem should be

rebuilt. It favor of this, “he stirred up the spirit of Cyrus, king of

Persia,” and he disposed the heart of Artaxerxes to aid Ezra in finish

ing the work. Therefore, Ezra said: “Blessed be the Lord God of

our fathers, which hath put sucli a thing as this in the king’s heart, to

beautify the house of the Lord which is in Jerusalem; and hath ex

tended mercy unto me before the king, and his counsellors, alfl before

all the king’s mighty princes.” (Ezra, 1 & 7.) Now, either God des

troyed the free agency of Cyrus and of Artaxerxes, or he could and did

dispose them to do his will without interfering with their freedom.

The former no one will aflirm; the latter, therefore, must be true. But

if he could and did dispose those men to fulfil his purposes, without
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interfering with their freedom, then he can do the same'thing with all

other men. -

VVe have now given one remarkable example of a restraining influ

ence exerted over the evil passions of men, and another example of

what we may term a softening influence, disposing wicked men to do

what God has predetermined. An equally remarkable example of a

providential control of a different kind, is found in Isaiah 10 : 5—15.

This passage was quoted in a preceding number. Will the reader take

his Bible, and read these verses carefully? God’s purpose was to

chastise the Jews for their backslidings and their wickedness. In ful

filling this purpose, he employed the proud king of Assyria. “I will

send him against an hypocritical nation, and against the people of my

wrath will I give him a charge,” &c. Yet the king was free to have

his own motives in this thing; and for his wicked motives God declares

his purpose to punish him. “Howbeit he meaneth not so, neither

doth his heart think so ; but it is in his heart to destroy and cut ofl'

nations not a few.” He is in the Lord’s hand as the axe, the saw, or

the rod ; yet his free agency is not impaired, and he is held accountable

for his wicked designs. His aims were evil; God’s aims were wise and

good. Here we have what we may term a directing influence. The

ambition of the Assyrian king might have led him against other na

tions; but, in the providence of God, his course was directed against

the Jews. God was not the author of his ambition; but he did control

and direct it. How he did this, the Prophet does not explain; but that

he did it, is absolutely certain. Now, if God could and did send the

wicked king of Assyria to execute his purposes, without interfering

with his free agency, he can employ any other wicked man in the

same way.

Take one more example, which is perfectly clear and conclusive.

Peter, on the day of Pentecmt, said to the Jews : “Him, being deliv

ered by the determinate counsel and foreknowledge of God, ye have

taken and by wicked hands have crucified and slain.” (Acts 2 : 23.)

On this passage Dr. Clarke makes the following remarkable comment :

“By the determinate counsel, that counsel of God which defined the

time, place and circumstances, according to his knowledge, which al

ways saw what was the most proper time and place for the manifesta

tion and crucifixion of his Son, so that there was nothing casual in

these things, God having determined that the salvation of a lost world

should be brought about in this way; and neither the Jews or Romans

had any power here, but what was given to them from above. It was

necessary to show the Jews, that it was not through Christ’s weakness
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or inability to defend himself, that he was taken; nor was it through

their malice merely that he was slain; for God had determined long

before, from the foundation of the world (Rev. 13 : 8.), to give his Son

a sacrifice for sin; and the treachery of Judas, and the malice of the

Jews, were only the incidental means by which the great counsel of

God was fulfilled : the counsel of God intending the sacrifice; but never

ordering that it should be brought about by such wretched means.

This was permitted ,- the other was decreed.” This is remarkably good

Calvinism to come from a man who was an earnest opposer of it. Ob

serve, Dr. Clarke asserts, that God decreed the crucifixion of Christ

from the foundation of the world; and he says, the treachery of Judas

and the malice of the Jews were the means by which this great decree

was fulfilled. It is perfectly clear, then, that wicked men have been,

and, therefore, may still be, engaged in fulfilling God’s decrees, without

having their free agency impaired. This is enough. But Dr. Clarke

says, God ordered the sacrifice, but not that it should be brought about

by such wretched means. Did he, then, decree an end without de

termining upon the means to that end? Or, can any human being ~

conceive that Jesus Christ could have been condemned and crucified

by any other than “such wretched means?” It is absolutely impos

sible. It is clear, then, beyond the possibility of a doubt, that God

decreed that an event should take place, which could take place only

by the instrumentality of wicked men, acting under the influence of

the worst passions. But Dr. Clarke says, the sacrifice was decreed;

the means by which that sacrifice was made, were permitted. If he

means that God did not dispose the Jews to hate his Son, but only

permitted their malicious feelings, we agree with him. But we say,

with the Westminster Confession, it was “not a bare permission, but

such as hath joined with it a most wise and powerful bounding, and

otherwise ordering and governing of them” to his own glory. For

example, God decreed that he should be crucified, not executed in any

other way ; and God decreed, that not a bone of his body should be

broken. (John 19 : 36, 37.) “And when they had fulfilled all that

was written of him, they took him down from the tree, and laid him

in a sepulchre.” (Acts 13 : 29.) They went just so far as God had

decreed and foretold, and no further. They did “whatsoever his hand

and his counsel determined before to be done.” (Acts 4 : 28.) Now,

if wicked men could be employed in fulfilling the great purpose of

God, on which depended the salvation of men, without having their

free agency destroyed or impaired, most assuredly wicked men may be

employed in fulfilling any other purpose of God.
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It is, then, clear beyond all question, that God can and does exercise,

over the minds of men of all classes, a controling providential in

fluence, so as by their instrumentality to accomplish his all wise pur

poses; and that their free agency is not impaired by this. control. He

who denies this, must reject the doctrine of Divine Providence. Nay,

he must reject the Bible itself,- for this doctrine runs through the

whole of its history, the whole of its prophecy, the whole of its didactic

teaching, the whole of its promises.

But the providence of God is exercised over men with special refer

ence to the work of salvation. In addition, therefore, to the providen

tial control of which we have been writing, God exerts a sanctifying

influence,-—an influence which results in the turning of many to right

eousness. In many, perhaps in all cases of conversion, both the provi

dence and the grace of God are immediately concerned, as in the case

of Lydia, already mentioned. The case of Col. Gardner, related by

Dr. Doddridge, is a remarkable illustration of this truth. He was not

only an ungodly man, but was exceedingly addicted to dissipation in

some of its worst forms. It was whilst waiting for the hour to fulfil a

criminal engagement, that he took up a book which his mother or aunt

had placed without his knowledge in his portmanteau; and in connec

tion with the reading of that book, he was arrested by the Spirit of

God in his downward career.

Now, the question arises : Can God, by his providence and Spirit,

exert on the minds of men such an influence, that they will certainly

repent and believe? We say nothing new of the question, whether

Divine grace is irresistible; but wether these two influences, providen

tial and gracious, may be such as to render the conversion of the sinner

certain. For, if they may be so strong, then God can fulfil all his pur

poses relative to the conversion of men, without interfering with their

free agency. Now, if we admit a Divine agency at all, as the more

evangelical Arminians do, to what extent may that agency go, before

it interferes with free agency? None but God can tell. Rev. Richard

Watson says : “Regeneration is that mighty change in man, wrought

by the Holy Spirit, by which the dominion which sin has over him in

his natural state, and which he deplores and struggles against in his

penitent state, is broken and abolished, so that, with full choice of will

and the energy of right affections, he serves God ‘freely, and runs in

the way of his commandments.” Westley, in his sermon on the New

Birth, says: “It is that great change which God works in the soul,

when he brings it into life, when he raises it from the death of sin to

the life of righteousness. It is a change wrought in the whole soul by
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the almighty Spirit of God, when it is ‘created anew in Christ Jesus,’

when it is ‘renewed after the image of God, in righteousness and true

holiness,’ when the love of the world is changed into the love of God;

pride into humility; passion into meekness; hatred, envy, malice, into

a sincere, tender, desinterested love for all mankind. In a word, it is

that change whereby the earthly, sensual, devilish mind is turned into

the ‘mind which was in Christ Jesus.’ ” Arminians, then, agree with

us, that God can and does, without interfering with their free agency,

exert upon the minds of men a mighty, transforming influence, which,

in multitudes of cases, does result in their conversion. We hold, that

he can exert such an influence as will, in all cases in which he so de

signs, result thus. The language of the Bible on this subject is very

strong. God is said to quicken or make alive, and to new create the

soul. (Eph. 2 : 5, 10.) Now, before an Arminian can make good his

objection against this doctrine, that it destroys free agency, he must

prove, that God cannot exert upon the human mind such influence as

will uniformly make men willing to turn to him. But to prove this, is

certainly impossible. Consequently the objection falls.

But we have said, that the difliculty in this doctrine arises, not in

regard to points on which Calvinists and Arminians differ, but in re

gard to points respecting which they agree. The difilculty is to under

stand how providential control and sanctifying influeince are consistent

with free agency. Explain this point, and we will at once show how

Divine decrees and human free agency are reconcilable. But the Ar

minian, as well as the Calvinist, holds the doctrines of providential

control and sanctifying influence; therefore, Arminians as well as Cal

vinists are involved in the difficulty. Before the former can urge

against the latter the objection we are considering, they must abandon

these fundamental doctrines. The difliculty is not how to reconcile

Divine decrees and free agency; but how to reconcile Divine influence

and free agency. This no man can do, simply because no man under
stands howithe Spirit of God operates on the human mind; and for

this reason, also, no man can prove the two inconsistent.

We are now prepared to answer the objection, that this doctrine

makes God the author of sin. For if it does not interfere with free

agency, this cannot be true. Let it be further observed, that God

never purposed to dispose any man to feel or act sinfully. Whatever

men do under the promptings of Divine influence, is in itself right.

Thus God restrained the enemies of the Jews, that they should not

desire their land, when they were attending the annual festivals. Thus

he stirred up the spirit of Cyrus to permit the return of the Jews to
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their own land ; and he put it into the heart of Artaxerxes to beautify

the temple of Jerusalem. If he hardened Pharoah’s heart, it was by

leaving him to himself. If he sent Joseph into Egypt, it was by over

ruling the evil passions of his brethren and of others. If he fulfilled

his decree respecting the crucifixion of Christ by wicked men, it was

by bounding and controling their malignity, not by influencing them

to hate him. The right acts of men God prompts them to perform ;

the wrong acts he permits and overrules to good ends. Thus the finally

impenitent are represented as “vessels of wrath fitted to destruction,”

fitted by their own voluntary course of sinning; and the righteous, as

“vessels of mercy, whic he (God) had afore prepared unto glory.”

(Rom. 9 : 22, 23.) '

In another number, we may have something to say particularly of

the doctrine of ELECTION.

\

THE TECNOBAPTIST.

Comparatively few religious works of a controversial character come

from the pens of laymen. The appearance of such a work from such

a source, consequently, is likely to excite special attention. It is not

surprising, therefore, that The Tecnobaptist,—-a book published by

Judge Mayes, of Mississippi, against the doctrine of infant baptism,—

has occasioned considerable discussion. This book has lain on our

table unread for several weeks, partly because our labors have very fully

occupied our time, and partly because of an invincible dislike of books

of a controversial character, written on the plan adopted by our author.

It purports to be a dialogue between a Calvinist, an Arminian and a

Baptist. It is very rarely that in such works anything like justice is

done to the sentiments of those whose faith the writers propose to con

trovert. They choose for them their position, and select for them just

such arguments and such modes of stating them, as will aflord them

an easy triumph; and in the selection of characters and circumstances,

many opportunities are afforded to make effective appeals to prejudice.

Casting our eye over an exchange paper of a very decidedly Baptist

type, we read, concerning this book, the following startling statement :

“ It is read by Pedobaptists with consternation, at the havoc it makes
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with their conclusions, even admitting their own premises.” Strange

as it may seem, We were instantly seiZed with a slight curiosity to ex

perience somewhat of this consternation which was said to be agitating

our brethren. Without delay, therefore, we began to read the book.

As We read the first few pages, we could not but admire the skill

with which our author, with a great show of impartiality and child

like desire to get at the simple truth, contrives to awaken prejudice in

favor of the vieWs he proposes to advocate, and against the opposite

views. He introduces the discussion on this wise :

1. A Calvinist and an Arminian become much concerned because

of the blindness of a Baptist friend in the same tOWn, who did not

have his children baptized. After much consultation and prayer, they

agree together to spend a day in the efl'ort to lead him in the right way.

This is quite an extraordinary course to be pursued by an Arminian

and a Calvinist ,' and we are curious to inquire, why our author chose

to represent two Pedobaptists as thus conspiring to convert a Baptist.

As a lawyer, he has become pretty well acquainted with human nature;

and he knoWs there is something in it, that leans strongly to the side

of a man thus assailed, when quietly attending to his own business,

and that desires, apart entirely from the merits of the question, to see

him triumphant. If he had represented two Baptists as thus combin

ing to convert a Calvinist and an Arminian,—a thing quite as likely to

happen,—-he would have lost the benefit of a pretty strong prejudice.

2. The Pedobaptists are made to assume an offensive attitude at

the outset, whilst the Baptist meekly reproves them, and they confess

their error. They are made to beg the question,-—to assume that they

are right, and to claim infallibility, whilst the Baptist, gently reprov

ing them, consents to the investigation, provided his friends will con

duct it, “desiring sincerely not to force upon him their opinion, but

that all may ascertain the trut .” The Arminian is made to say : “I

stand reproved, my friend.” Is it true, that Pedobaptists are more

positive in their opinions, and more disposed to lay claim to infallibility,

than are Baptists? It is not; and yet our author so represents them;

for the Calvinist, the Arminian and the Baptist confessedly are repre~

sentative characters. Why, then, did he make the Pedobaptists assume

an offensive attitude? He knows there is something in human nature

which, in view of such a reproof so well deserved, is strongly inclined

to say: “Served them right,” and to take sides with the more modest

and candid man. If he had made the Baptist assume such an atti

tude, and receive such a reproofi—and event quite as likely to occur,—

he would have deprived his cause of another strong prejudice.
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3. The Baptist is made to say: “While I have carefully perused

every treatise I have been able to find in favor of infant baptism, I

have studied but one against it, viz.: the Bible.” Nothing is said

about the reading of the Pedobaptists. Is it true, that Baptists gen

erally adopt their peculiar views after reading simply Pedobaptist works

and the Bible? Do not our Baptist papers and Baptist pulpits abound

in discussions of this subject? And is it true, that Baptists read the

Bible more faithfully than Pedobaptists? Why did our author choose

to represent the parties in this light? Why does he claim for his

Baptist champion what is not true of one in ten thousand of his Denom

ination? He knows that amongst Protestants there is a very strong

leaning towards a man whose faith has been derived simply from the

reading of the Bible; and this feeling is greatly increased, if he have

read everything he could find against it, and nothing save the Bible in

favor of it. Very naturally they conclude, that there is decided pro

bability, previous to any examination, that his faith is scriptural. Had

our author represented the Pedobaptists as having read every treatise

they could find against infant baptism, and only the Bible in favor of

it,——a thing quite as likely to be true,-—he would have deprived him

self of the aid of another very strong prejudice.

In each of these three particulars, a very important advantage is

given to the antipedobaptist side, before the discussion commences,—

an advantage to which it has no just claim, and which, if it has truth

to sustain it, it does not need, and its advocates should not seek. It is

diflicult to render truth more contemptible, than by appealing to preju

dice in its support. This is the common resort of error. It is impos

sible to suppose, that this appeal to prejudice is accidental. It has all

the marks of a plan laid by a shrewd observer of human nature. And

it is worthy of remark, that the advantage is gained by asserting indi

rectly what the author would not directly aflirm. Judge Mayes would

not say, that Pedobaptists are more disposed to controversy on this

subject, than Baptists ; that they are more dictatorial; or that the

Baptists, whilst they read Pedobaptist works, read nothing but the

Bible on their own side of the question. And if he should say so, no

one would believe him. And yet these very things are so artfully pre

sented, as to produce the same effect as if they were true.

But these are the least important faults of our author. He professes

to show, that even if Pedobaptist principles are admitted, they entirely

fail to prove the doctrine of infant baptism. But in the first pages of

his book, it is perfectly apparent that his seeming triumph is gained

simply by putting Baptist principles into the mouths of . Pedobaptists,—
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that is, by misrepresenting the principles of Pedobaptists, not on minor

points, but upon the very points which are fundamental to the contro

versy. So that, instead of refuting infant baptism on Pedobaptist prin

ciples, the whole merit of his argument consists in showing—what no

one ever denied—that Baptist premises do not lead to Pedobaptist

conclusions.

Our author says, “he has adopted what he conceives to be the best

method of making the former two (Pedobaptists) express accurately

the doctrines which they respectively represent. If, however, he has

failed, the misrepresentation was not designed; and he will be grateful

to any one who will kindly point it out.” We have no desire to charge

him with designing to misi'epresent; but we are constrained to say,

that his misrepresentations are so important, and that they relate to

those views of Pedobaptists which are so well known, that they cannot

be accounted for, except on the supposition that he either designed to

misrepresent, or that he has undertaken to state their views, without

even attempting to ascertain what they do hold. The latter supposi

tion, we are to presume, is the true one ; but it is very far from justi

fying the misrepresentations. N0 man has the right to undertake pub

licly to state the religious opinions of any class of men, unless he

knows accurately what those opinions are; and any one of twenty pub

lications by Pedobaptist authors of high standing, would have in

formed our author on this subject. The charge we make is a. grave

one; and we proceed to point out some of the misrepresentations.

1. The Baptist asks his Pedobaptist friends to select one argument

which they regard as the strongest in favor of infant baptism, and rest

their cause on that; and they are made to choose “ the argument derived

from the rite of circumcision.” Now, every one at all acquainted with

the views of Pedobaptists, knows that they do not rely chiefly upon

the argument derived from the rite of circumcision, but upon the cove

nant with Abraham, of which circumcision was the first seal. The rite

of circumcision might have been simply a civil institution; and then

no argument, of course, could be derived from it in favor of infant

baptism. The character of the rite depends upon the character of the

covenant of which it was the seal. Pedobaptists contend, that that

covenant was strictly religious, not civil; that its promises contain the

Gospel; and that upon it the true Church was organized in the family

of Abraham. They contend, moreover, that that covenant and the

Church organized upon it embraced both professed believers and their

children; and that they still embrace both. And because both were

embraced in the covenant and in the church, both received the seal; of

b
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the covenant and the initiatory rite; and both have the right to that

ordinance which has taken the place of circumcision. Now, it is per

fectly apparent, that the strength or weakness of this argument can be

tested only by a careful examination of the covenant and its promises,

concerning which much is said in the New Testament; and yet in this

book we find no such examination. It is so notorious, that Pedobap

tists rely upon the Abrahamic covenant, and not merely or chiefly upon

the rite of circumcision, that there can be no excuse for placing them

in a false position.

2. The Calvinist is made to appeal to the covenant at Sinai (Ex.

19: 5, 6.), and to say: “Here, by an unanimous vote, the nation ac

ceded to the proposal, and thus, by their' own voluntary act, became

God’s Kingdom. Thus the natural seed of Abraham, in the line of

Isaac and Jacob, constituted the Kingdom, or visible Church of God,

until the coming of Christ.” This is a most inexcusable misrepresent

ation of Pedobaptist views. It is not true, that Pedobaptists believe

that the Jewish nation were constituted the Kingdom 01' Church of

God by a vote at Mount Sinai. On the contrary, they hold that the

Church was organized in the family of Abraham four hundred and

thirty years before the covenant at Sinai. Confessedly the rite of cir

cumcision was appointed in the family of Abraham to be the seal of

God’s covenant with him and his seed. Calvinistic Pedobaptists are
I not chargeable with the absurdity of believing, that the covenant and

the seal existed nearly five hundred years before the Church for whose

benefit they 'were designed. Prof. Pond, 0f Bangor Theological Semi

nary, gives the true Pedobaptist ground as follows: “What was the

covenant of the Church of Israel? Not the Sinatic covenant ; for God

had promised to be the God of Israel, and when speaking of them,

uniformly calls them his people, long previous to the promulgation of

the covenant from Sinai. The covenant of the ancient Church was

unquestionably the covenant with Abraham—That the covenant with

Abraham still exists, as the covenant of the Church, may be shown

from other considerations.” The same ground is taken by the late

Dr. Woods, of Andover, by Dr. Dwight, by Watson in his Theological

Institutes, by Dr. Kurtz, and indeed by all evangelical Pedobaptists.

This misrepresentation is the more injurious, for two reasons, viz. :

First. Because it is certain, that the Sinatic covenant passed away at

the introduction of the New Dispensation; and if the Jewish Church

‘ was organized on that covenant, it too has passed away, and no argu

ment can be derived from it in favor of infant baptism. Second. This

misrepresentation confounds the Abrahamic Church with the Jewish

1
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nation or commonwealth. This is a Baptist error; and yet our author

has made the Calvinist say, that the nation was the Church. (Page 9.)

As already stated, Pedobaptists believe that the Church was organized

in the family of Abraham four hundred and thirty years before the

state or commonwealth existed. The state, it is true, was organized

chiefly for the benefit of the church; but the two organizations were

perfectly distinct. The conditions of membership in the church and

the conditions of citizenship were not the same. Persons might be,

and many were members of the church, who had no rights whatever

in the commonwealth or nation; and many were citizens, who were

not members of the church. But our author, by putting this Baptist

error into the mouth of the Calvinist, gains a great advantage to the

Baptist side of the question. For since all admit that the Jewish na

tion ceased at the death of Christ; if the church and the nation were

identical, the church was abrogated. Indeed our author makes the Ar

minian say, that “in the days of Christ, a great religious revolution occur

red—n0 other than the abrogation of the church state of the Jews; for

the great reason of their peculiarity and election, as a nation, was termina

ted by the coming of the Messiah.’’ (p. 15.) Is it possible that he is so

little acquainted with the views of Pedobaptists, as not to know—that,

according to their faith, the church existed long before the state, and was

entirely distinct from it; and that although the latter was abrogated at the

coming ofChrist, the former continues and will continue to the end oftime?

3. The Pedobaptists are made to say, that the law of membership

in the church was so changed at the introduction of the new dispensa

tion, as to exclude all but regenerated persons. Thus the Calvinist

says—'4“ The New Testament church, or Christian Church, is the same

as the Old Testament church, only rendered more spiritual, and with a

change of external rites. It consists no longer of the seed of Abra

ha'rir, born of the flesh, but of the spiritual seed of Abraham.”

Again—“ Then we are agreed thus far at least,—that those who are

born of the flesh, whoever may be their progenitors, are not the spirit

ual-seed of Abraham, and cannot enter into the Kingdom of God, or

church, Without a regeneration and another birth, which is a spiritual

birth or being'iborn of the Spirit.” (pp. 13, 18.) Now if there is any

thing perfectly notorious in this whole controversy; it is that the Pedo

baptists hold, that the law of membership in the church, under the new

dispensation, is the same as under the old. Under the old dispensation

the covenant and the church embraced professed believers and their

children ;- under the new dispensation the same covenant and the same M

church embrace the same persons. Cur author represents Pedobaptists 55“k
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asholding, that under the new dispensation only regenerated persons have

the right to membership in the church. This is not true, as all at all

acquainted with Pedobaptist principles, must know. This is one of the

distinctive doctrines of the Baptists. But this misrepresentation af

fords Mr. Baptist an easy triumph over his opponents; for if only re

generated persons have the right to membership in the church, it re

quires no great logical powers to draw the conclusion, that infants, who

can give no evidence of regeneration, have no such right.

We are at a loss to see why our author, after making his Pedohap

tists give up the whole question, and advocate every distinctive doctrine

of the Baptists, did not close his book. The display he makes of syllo

gisms and of mathematical propositions, is wholly needless. It is

scarcely necessary to attempt to show, that the major and minor prop

ositions of a syllogysm being Baptist, the conclusion cannot be Pedo

bapn'st. The application of mathematics to such a question, is about

as proper, as the attempt to measure the height of a tower by the moral

law.

4. Another admission our author forces his Pedobaptists to make,

viz: that under the old dispensation adult servants were circumcised

without professing faith. And then he argues, that Pedobaptists, to be

consistent, must baptize their adult servants without requiring a pro

fession of faith; or if they refuse to do so, they must, on the same prin

ciple, give up the baptism of the children of believers. (pp. 26. 28.)

Now Pedobaptists make no such admission 3 and it cannot be proved,

that adult servants were circumcised irrespective of their faith.

As we have already remarked, the sole merit of this book consists

in proving, what even a child might see, that Baptist premises cannot

lead to Pedobaptist conclusions. Or in other words, it consists in the

most glaring misrepresentation of Pedobaptist doctrines. The follow

ing are the principles which our author represents Pcdobaptists as

holding, viz :

First, That the main argument for infant baptism is derived from

the rite of circumcision.

Second, That the Abrahamic 0r Jewish church was organized at

Sinai. .

Third, That the Abrahamic or Jewish church was identical with

the Jewish nation.

Fourth, That the Jewish church state was abrogated at the intro

duction of the new dispensation.

Fifth, That adult servants belonging to Jews were circumcised

without regard to their faith.
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Sixth, That the law of membership in the Christian Church is not

the same as in the Jewish church, but has been so changed, as to ex

clude all but regenerated persons.

These are the principles which he puts into the mouths of Pedo

baptists, not one of which do they hold, almost every one of which they

have uniformly rejected and opposed. We shall send our notice of

this book to the author, as he has requested us to do ; and if he can

show, that Pedobaptists do hold the doctrines he has ascribed to them,

and from which he so triumphantly draws his conclusions against infant

baptism, he is welcome to the use of our columns to a reasonable ex

tent to do it If he cannot, he certainly owes it to himself to explain

how he came so glaringly to misrepresent them.

In one respect he seems to have dealt fairly. The dialogue is be

tween a Calvinist, an Arminian and a Baptist. Time was, when Bap

tists were Calvinists; but now they are Baptists, intensely Baptists.

The mode of baptism, the subjects of baptism, the design of baptism,

the administrator of baptism, ministerial communion as elfected by

baptism, the revision of the Bible with a View to baptism,—these are

the absorbing topics which occupy and distract their attention. But

what are their views of the doctrines of grace, no one can tell. They

are not Calvinists; they are not Arminians ; they are Baptists. As a

morbid growth on the human body draws the nutriment from other

parts of the system, and leaves them to wither; so has the baptismal

controversy afflicted the Baptist denomination. The Campbellite sect

owes its existence and its strength mainly to the zeal of the Baptists

for their peculiar views; and their numerous divisions on other mo

mentous questions are traceable to the same source.

 

A FEEBLE CHURCH REVIVED- AND STRENGTHENED.

In the autumn of 1826, whilst a teacher of the preparatory depart

ment of Centre College, we made a visit to our parents in Garrard

; County, about half-way between Danville and Nicholasville. In that

neighborhood was a very small Presbyterian church, consisting of

twelve or fifteen members, almost all of whom were quite advanced in

Q

life. The only house of worship was one built of hewed logs, and
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weatherboarded, but wholly unfit for use in the winter, which was occu

pied alternately by several denominations. When there was preaching

in the winter, it was either in a small school-house adjoining, or at a

private house. The large majority of the people were in very mode

rate circumstances; though there was a number of families who were

well to do in the world. The only regular preaching was that of Meth

odist Circuit-riders, whose appointments were frequently not on sab

bath. The Presbyterians, too feeble to support a pastor, had only

occasional preaching. Drunkeness was one of the prevailing vices of

the neighborhood; for at that time the temperance reform was un

known; and the universal opinion was, that whiskey or brandy was

quite efficacious in preventing sickness in the spring, and in protecting

the human system from the extremes of cold,'wet and heat. The

great majority of the people made no pretension to religion, although

the more respectable part of them were accustomed to go to preaching,

especially when an appointment was made for any minister of note.

At the time of the visit just mentioned, preaching was expected;

but the minister did not arrive. We, then a very young member of

the church, were requested by some of the men of the world to send

them a preacher. One of them, an old man who had never manifest

ed any personal interest on the subject, said—“ Send us a warm

preacher.” We promised to try. There was in the College, a young

man, studying with a view to the ministry, who had been very active

in the great revival in that institution, some twelve 0r eighteen months

before. Not knowing of any minister whose services could be secured,

we urged him to go, and give them an exhortation. At first, he

shrunk from the responsibility; but we succeeded in convincing him

that he ought to go. Accordingly an appointment was made at a

private house on Saturday afternoon, and at the church on Sabbath.

With anxious hearts we made our appearance at the appointed time

and found a goodly attendance. We did not go without united, earn

est prayer: and we looked anxiously for the results. Greenbury D.

Murphy, (for such was the name of the young brother) had made

special preparation. He was a young man of ardent piety, of a

sound and discriminating mind, and of very considerable fluency as

a speaker. His mode of preparaiion was rather singular. After

having studied his subject as well as he could, he would retire, if possi

ble, to a grove or to some secluded spot, where he would deliver his

.exhortation with apparently as much earnestness, as if he had before

'him a large congregation. His exhortations were the farthest possible

from being pointless. His appeals to the impenitent Were sometimes
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terrible; and his eye would rest with such intense fixedness on individ

uals, and his gestures would seem so distinctly to point them out, that

many regarded him as personal, and they were much offended. Yet in

his discourses there was so much precious gospel truth, and he manifested

such earnest desire for the salvation of the impenitent, that his labors

were attended with the happiest results.

During the first service we he held, on Saturday afternoon, some

three or four young persons were deeply impressed; and when the con

gregation was dismissed, we spent a little time in conversing with

them. We were greatly encouraged by this promising commencement

of our labors; and most fervently did young Murphy plead for a greater

blessing, when we retired to the grove for prayer at sunset, as was our

wont, when laboring together. The blessing of God seemed manfestly

to attend the sabbath services, at the close of which any who were

willing to converse about their souls’ salvation, were invited to retain

their seats. Several accepted the invitation, whilst some remained from

very different motives. \Ve now saw with joy that a good work had

begun; but the elders who were old men, and had not seen a revival for

many years, were more alarmed than rejoiced. They seemed afraid

either to help us, or to oppose us. Soon, however, their hearts warmed

up, and their vision became clear, as their children began to inquire

what they must do to be saved.

Our College duties required us to return to Danville by 8 o’clock on

Monday morning; and, therefore, the break of day found us on our

horses. We left an appointment for another meeting two weeks from

that time; and we continued thus to visit the neighborhood every two

weeks, until Christmas. At that time there was a recess in the Col

lege for some ten days. In that neighborhood the holidays had gen

erally been spent in visits, parties and frolics. We concluded to hold

a protracted meeting during the whole ten days. The announcement

of our purpose was by no means pleasant to some of the thoughtless

young people whose parents were members of the church. We held

meetings for prayer and exhortation twice a day at private houses, and

spent as much time as we could in conversing with the thoughtless and

with the serious.

It was soon apparent, that the Spirit of God was moving in the

hearts of the people. A large number of families, embracing a con

siderable company of people, were in constant attendance. The num

ber of serious persons rapidly increased; and the convictions were deep

and pungent. The severity of the weather was forgotten, and night

and day, the houses were filled. Soon 'we found those who gave
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pleasing evidence of having passed from death unto life. It fell to

our lot to deliver the closing exhortation, at the end of the series of

meetings. Not an indifferent hearer was seen in the house; and when

the invitation was given for those willing to converse to remain, all kept

their seats. Every heart seemed full of intense feeling. Older

Christians were greatly refreshed and strengthened; young converts

rejoiced in the Lord; and others were yet in distress. Amongst these

last were two aged men, whose white heads indicated that their race

was almost run, one of whom had been an intemperate man. We

have reason to hope, that both of them were converted. On our re

turn to Danville, we applied to Rev. Samuel K. Nelson, the pastor of

the Church, to hold a meeting, to receive the young converts and ad

minister the Lord’s supper. He rejoiced at the good news we brought

him, and cheerfully complied with our request. The meeting was

held in a private house occupied by a family not one of whom, before

our protracted meeting, took any interest in religious matters. The

mother and most of the children were amongst the 'young converts;

and the father was under deep conviction. The occasion was one of

deep and solemn interest, as some thirty persons connected with the

principal families in the neighborhood, stood up to make a public pro

fession of their faith in Christ. There was joy in that house and there

was joy in many families. A number of the converts have passed

away from the earth; and two of them are ministers of the Gospel.

During theSpring and Summer we kept up our semi-monthly meet

ings. Our habit was to go to the neighborhoood either on Friday

evening or on Saturday morning, and to spend Saturday in visiting

families, and as far as possible in conversing with the impenitent. The

good work continued gradually to go on, and at each communion some

were admitted on examination. The next autumn Murphy went to

the Theological Seminary, and we were left alone to-keep. up the meet

ings. The people were greatly attached to him; and when he took

leave of them, there was scarcely a dry eye in the congregation. He

read as the foundation of his closing exhortation 2 Cor. 13: 11 “ Fi

nally, brethren, farewell. Be perfect, be of good comfort, be of one

mind, live in peace; and the God of love and peace shall be with you.”

Murphy was one of the few whose greatest usefulness in the church

preceded his entering the ministry. His health failed before he had

completed his Theological studies; and although he lived several years

after he was ordained to the sacred oflice, he was never able to accom

plish much. He fell asleep in Jesus nearly twenty-four years ago ; but

there are a number of ministers still preaching the word, who can

trace their first serious impressions to his faithful labors.
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After Murphy’s departure, we keptup the meetings as before; and

the next Christmas we determined to hold another protracted meeting

amongst the people. Part of the time we secured the assistance of

one or two pious students in the College. We enjoyed another re

freshing season, and the number of conversions was larger than in the

previous winter. It was a glorious work.

One case interested us exceedingly. The man was an old neighbor

of our father, much older than ourself, whom we had known from

early childhood. He was a very moral man, and an excellent neigh

bor; and his hopes of salvation were founded on his good works.

Knowing that our custom was to converse, as we had opportunity, with

the unconverted, he always seemed restless, when in company with us

~—evidently being averse to any such conversation. We observed this,

and avoided any allusion to the subject. At length at the close of a

meeting at our father’s house, he remained, and entered freely into

conversation, telling, as was his habit, some amusing anecdotes.

Finally he said, he did not understand that passage of Scripture in

1 Cor. 13: 1—3, and asked us to explain it. We were extremely grati

fied by this request; for the explanation of this passage afi'orded us the

best possible opportunity for attacking the foundation on which he

was building. We entered into a full explanation, showing that all the

good works of unconverted men, since they were not prompted by su

preme love to God, avail nothing as to their salvation. We simply ex

plained the passage, but made no application of the truth to his own

case. Our explanation was very offensive to him, though he was too

much of a gentleman to say so to us; but on his way home he argued

the case earnestly and even indignantly with his wife. “A pretty

doctrine this,” said he. “For forty years, I have been doing all the

good I could; and now I am to be told, it is all worth nothing!”

But the mind of this man was ill at ease. He 'found it as difiicult to

satisfy himself, as to convince his wife. For some two weeks or more

the conversation was renewed with her from time to time, with the

manifestation of considerable irritability At the end of about a month

we again saw him. The communion season was approaching; and we

were surprised to hear him express the desire to unite with the

church. We asked him what had effected so great a change in his

views. He replied—“ I was very much vexed about that text you ex

plained to me ; but I could not keep it out of my mind. I argued

with my wife against the views you presented; but the more I fought

against it, the more the conviction forced itself upon me, that it was

true, and I was obliged to give up.” We rejoiced to learn, that he had
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indeed been driven to the cross of Christ to find a better righteousness.

He has long been a ruling elder in that church. It not unfrequently

happens, that the first effect of truth upon the minds of men, isto

produce irritation, although it ends in conversion. Much may be done

for the salvation of men by watching for opportunities to impress the

truth on their hearts in private conversations.

The little church now numbered about one hundred members; and

we be believed the time had come to erect a house of worship. The

people, as we have said, were generally in moderate circumstances; and

as yet they had not learned to give. Very naturally they thought

themselves unable to build. We insisted that they could; and a sub

scription paper was prepared. So far as we remember, the sum

subscribed was five hundred dollars. But “the people had a mind to

work.” One of the young converts was a stone-mason; and he agreed

to lay the foundation. Two of them were carpenters; and they would

do their part. Another had a saw-mill; and would saw the lumber.

Another agreed to do the hauling. A man was hired to make the

brick, and put up the walls. The remainder of the work was done by

the people themselves. The corner-stone was laid on the 4th of July;

and before winter, we were worshipping in our new house, without a

debt upon it. The house was very plain indeed, but it was comforta

ble; and many a happy Sabbath did God’s people enjoy there.

The erection of this house required what was considered extraordi

nary liberality on the part of two or three individuals. An old Bap

tist brother expostulated with one of them, on learning the amount

he had subscribed. He insisted, that he was doing injustice to his

family. His reply was conclusive, and it may well arrest the attention

of many professors of religion. He said, “I have been giving a good

while on the other side ; and I thank God that I now have the priv

ilege of giving some to his cause.” Another—a farmer in com

fortable circumstances—said he had lost nothing by giving; for his

crops had been uncommonly good that year. Giving does not im—

poverish. It is deeply interesting to see how much a feeble church

can accomplish, when the people have a mind to work.

In the autumn of 1828, we were licensed to preach. Retaining our

connection with the. college, we continued to preach to that people,

till about the 1st of October, 1829. They had made out a call for us;

but we had determined, having studied Theology privately, to go to

Princeton Seminary, and there take a more extended course of study.

Our love for that church was exceedingly strong, and it was with great

pain that we took leave of them, expecting never again regularly to

preach the word to them.
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There may be other instances, but we happen not to know of any,

in which a feeble church was built up and sustained for as long a time

by the'labors of young men, who had not been licensed to preach. It

must be acknowledged, that there is danger in leaving such a work so

exclusively in inexperienced hands. The interests are too great; and

extraordinary success is dangerous to young men themselves. Never

theless under the advice and in connection with the older ministers

young men can do much good, and ought to be encourged to labor

for the conversion of sinners. Such labors are of immense advantage

to themselves. They keep theirpiety in active exercise, and in a heal

thy, growing state. True religion is in its nature active; and the piety

of candidates for the ministry, if they confine themselves to study, is

likely to decline or become morbid and sickly. Besides, young men

engaged in such labors, become acquainted with human nature, with

the objections and difficulties of different classes of men, and with the

various phases of religious experience; and they study the Scriptures

with human nature before them. They learn what too many ministers

never do, to preach to men as they are. Indeed it is of the utmost im

portance that young Christians of all classes should be trained to ac

tive efi'orts to promote the cause of Christ. A working church will

be a growing church.

About the time of which we are writing, the,new measures, which

afterwards became so prominent a subject of controversy, began to be

introduced. Anxious seats became inseparably connected with revi

vals; and in many instances, at the close of the sermon the vote was

taken. All who were on the Lord’s side were called on to raise the

right hand. It is not surprising that we tosome extent adopted these

measures, when we saw them so earnestly advocated by our Theolog

ical teacher and by other ministers in whom we had great confidence.

At once an unfavorable change occurred in the character of revivals.

There was more of man, and less of God in them. There was more

show of feeling, but less depth of feeling. The character of the

preaching was unhappily modified. It was more hortatory and declam

atory, and less instructive. The standard of piety in the churches was

lower; and there was a larger number of spurious conversions. The

revivals were of shorter continuance, and were followed by seasons of

spiritual apathy. Experience has shown the injurious efiects of such

measures; and happily they have been very generally abandoned.

There are throughout our country many feeble churches, such as the

one whose history we have been giving, that might be built up, if

they could enjoy, even for two or three weeks, the constant labors of
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earnest ministers of the Gospel. Our church greatly needs a larger

number of ministers who know how to do such work, and have a mind

to it. We are are sure, that if our pastors would more frequently en

gage in such labors, both themselves and their churches would be

gainers by them.

 

PREACHING ADAPTED TO THE PEOPLE.

 

“I discover, on looking over my manuscripts, that I have not selected

discourses adapted to the present state of things.” Such was the re

mark of a minister of some years standing, to a pastor for whom he had

just preached, and in whose church a powerful revival was in progress.

He had left home on a tour of observation, having in view a settle

ment somewhere in the West, and, as we presume, had put in his

trunk a number of sermons which he regarded as amongst his best.
I The remark, taken in connection with the discourse just delivered,

struck us as a forcible illustration of the very painful embarrassments

under which those ministers frequently labor, who in preaching con

fine themselves to their manuscripts. The power of the preached

Gospel does not consist simply in the utterance of sentiments which

are true and scriptural, however handsomely or eloquently they may

be expressed, but in the clear and impressive exhibition of those truths

which are adopted to the actual state of things. If, on a fast day,

during the prevalence of an epidemic, a minister should deliver an

able and eloquent discourse on the inspiration of the Scriptures; it

would be regarded as almost an outrage. If, on a sacramental occasion,

just before the church received the emblems of the Saviour’s sufl'er

ings, the preacher should deliver an able sermon on unfulfilled

prophecy; intelligent christians would be indignant. If one should

preach a sermon of extraordinary ability on the scriptural form of

church government, to a congregation composed of men and women

anxious to know what they must do to be saved ; he would be justly

censured. The Scriptures contain a very extensive system of truth,

embracing a very great variety of doctrines and principles, of which

I‘some are adapted to one state of things; others to other states. Now,
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it is an important part of the wisdom of the ministers of Christ to se

lect and present just those particular truths which the actual state of

things amongst the people demands; ani the minister who cannot do

this, is poorly fitted for his work. There would be but one opinion in

regard to the examples just given of the inappropriateness of certain

subjects to particular occasions; and they serve to illustrate the princi

ple already stated—that the power of preaching depends not merely on

the presentation of scripture truth, however ably and eloquently, but

also upon the selection of those truths which are suited to the existing

state of things. Although it is true, that mistakes so gross as those

we have supposed, .are seldom made, yet it is true that ministers do

very often fail to select suitable subjects for their discourses, or rather

to preach sermons such as the people most need to hear.

This unfortunate difliculty occurs oftentimes, not because they do

not know what is needed, but because they have it not ready. They

have a certain number of manuscript sermons, on certain texts, and

they dare not trust themselves to speak extemporaneously, or with brief

notes. Consequently they must either refuse to preach, or make the

best selection they can, from what they have. They are much in the

condition of a physician on a journey, who, on leaving home, wrote out

and put in his pocket-book a certain number and variety of prescrip

tions, and who dares not trust himself to write a prescription without

his books before him. The best he can do for patients to whom he may

be called, is to choose from amongst those he has, the one which comes

nearest to the necessities of the case. It is amazing that there should

be so many who have been in the ministry for years, who are so tied to

their notes and so helpless without them, that they cannot preach on

any subject on which they happen not to have 'awritten discourse with

them. There must be some radical defect in that mode of training

young men for the ministry, which results in this way.

We are not objecting to writing sermons, nor to the habit ordinarily

of reading them—although on these points we have our own views;

but we do most earnestly protest against having ministers so trained,

that they are frequently obliged to preach sermons, the inappropriate

ness of which to the occasion, every intelligent hearer must remark,

and which are perfectly powerless, because so inappropriate. There

is nothing-so difficult or so intricate in religious truth, that a sound

theologian, such as every minister should be, may not trust himself to

utter it, unless he have first written 'out in full all that he proposes to

say. Nor is beauty of style so essential to the edification of believers

and the conversion of sinners, that every period must be rightly round

ed ofi', before it can be uttered in the hearing of intelligent people.
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But in adapting discourses to the existing state of things, the mode

of treating the subjects is about as important as the right selection of

of them. The human mind is dark by reason of its depravity; and

even Christians see through a glass darkly. Moreover, the great ma

jority of intelligent men and women are not much accustomed to think

closely on abstract principles. It becomes necessary, therefore, that

the mode of stating the subject, the arguments employed and the illus

trations used, be such as will strike the minds of the people. Many a

finely written discourse is delivered without instructing or impressing

one in ten of the hearers. The preacher, forgetting that he is ateaeher

of the ignorant on the most important of all subjects, has played the

orator; or he has used illustrations suited only to the learned. Let

every minister pray that God would teach him how to teach.

The Gospel, moreover, must be preached with reference to prevailing

errors; and it is no small part of the wisdom of Christ’s ministers so to

preach it as to expel error from minds enthraled by it, or to remove

difliculties in which the teachings of errorists have involved the minds

of many; or to guard the minds of the people against the plausible

appeals of error. The discussion of difl'erent subjects must, therefore,

be modified by the errors known to exist in the community. Our

foreign missionaries understand perfectly, that they cannot preach the

Gospel with any hope of success amongst the heathen without care

fully studying the forms of error which prevail amongst the people to

whom they are sent. The missionaries in India apply themselves assid

uously to the study of the religion of the country; and they form their

discourses with reference to the errors of that religion. The mission

aries in China do the same thing. Now, it is almost as necessary that

ministers of the Gospel'in our country make themselves familiar with

the different forms of infidelity and of error, which exist in difl'erent

parts of our own country ; not that their discourses may be chiefly con

troversial, but that they may so frame them as to refute the errors

Without an attack in a controversial form. No minister is likely to

lose the attention of his hearers, who can so state and illustrate the

truths of the Gospel, as to relieve their minds from difficulties under

which they have been laboring, and make them understand what has

appeared dark or contradictory.

But such adaptation of the mode of treating subjects to the state of

men’s minds, is often quite impossible for those who confine themselves

to their manuscripts. Their sermons are stereotyped; and if they have

not time to get up a new edition revised, they must preach them just

asthey are. A minister who has preached a dozen years to some
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quiet congregation in one of the old states, will probably find a large

part of his manuscripts poorly adapted to the state of things in the

West. For here, particularly in the newer states and territories, he

will find a state of society which probably never existed before on the

face of the earth. There are multitudes of intelligent people in the

east, who have a much more correct knowledge of the state of things

in China, than in the North-VVestern States.

A few days since, an intelligent elder residing in Illinois wrote us,

desiring us to secure a preacher for his church. Said he—“we desire

a preacher of some warmth. We want one who will blaze away, even

if he scatters a little. \Ve prefer such to the cold patent-right mode of

preaching.” This worthy elder expresses the sentiments and feelings

of thousands of devoted christians throughout the West. They are not

wholly indifierent to style ; but they greatly prefer earnestness. They

are anxious to hear ministers whose discourses are the outpourings of

deep feeling 5 for nothing short of this can give them power over the

hearts of their hearers. And then they are more anxious to understand

the doctrines and principles of the Gospel, than to have their ears

tickled with pretty sentences. For it too often happens that the most

tame and common-place thoughts are dressed up in flowing periods and

fine figures. It is painfully evident that the chief labor has been be

stowed on the style, not on the thought. Our people wish to have

ministers who appear before them as embassadors for God, bearing on

their minds and hearts messages from Him concerning infinite interests;

whose earnest desire it is both to save themselves and those who hear

them.

The church greatly needs ministers who are quick to discover the

state of things, where they are called to labor, and who can readily

adapt their discourses to it; who are able both to discuss the proper

subjects on short notice, and to address themselves to people of all

classes, so as to arrest their attention, and cause them to understand;

whose souls are stirred within them by the great themes of the Gospel,

and by the deplorable condition of impenitent men. We livein an age

of excitement. The world is in earnest in its pursuits. Errorists of

all classes partake of the general feeling, and are deeply in earnest.

A cold, or a tame ministry will not meet the exigencies of the church

in such an age. The minister who will succeed in this day, and in this

country, must be a praying student of his Bible and of men.
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THE MYSTERIOUS DISAPPEARANCE.

Some twenty-seven years ago, a young woman, the daughter of R0

man Catholic parents, entered a nunncry not far from Bardstown, Ky.

She at first entered as a pupil, but after some time she was induced to

take the veil, and entered upon what was regarded as a religious life.

After she had been from twelve months to two years in perhaps two

nunneries, she suddenly threw off her religious habit, and returned to

her father’s house. This unexpected step surprised her parents; and

they demanded her reasons for abandoning the convent. Knowing

their superstitious veneration for the priesthood, she hesitated to re

veal her reasons, unless in the presence of some two Protestant neigh

bors. This her father refused to permit, and sent for a married son and

his wife, who were not more intelligent than himself, and were equally

bigoted. The daughter stated as her reasons for leaving the nunnery,

the licentious conduct of the presiding priest, and the prevalence of

corruption in the institution. When she entered the convent, she re

garded it as the gate of heaven ; now she viewed it as the gate of hell.

These statements, so far from satisfying her superstitious relatives,

excited their highest displeasure; and discovering that she was likely

to be roughly handled, she fled to the house of an aged Baptist minis

ter, about a mile distant. From childhood she had known him and

his family. To them she related her story, and begged their protection.

She desired to state the facts under oath; and the minister prevailed

upon a neighboring magistrate to go to his house, and hear what she

had to say. Unwilling, however, to excite the enmity of his Remish

neighbors, he declined administering the oath.

The young woman remained several months in the neighborhood, spen

dinghertime in different families. Ofcourse, the revelations she had made,

soon became matter of conversation amongst the people; and the indig

nation of the more zealous Papists was excited against her, and threats

of violence were heard. Soon she disappeared from the neighborhood,

and nothing more was heard of her. The magistrate, in whose family

she had spent several weeks, made enquiries of her father respecting

her, but received an evasive answer. Some years afterwards he

was called to write the old man’s will ; and observing that he did not
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mention the name of this daughter, he ventured to ask him whether

he did not intend to leave anything to her. He answered, that he sup

posed she was dead.

This mysterious disappearance awakened in the minds of those who

had known and respected the unfortunate young woman, strong sus

picions that she had fallen a victim to priestly vengeance. And about

the summer of 1834, the magistrate related to us the facts, and freely

expressed his suspicions. In May, 1836, in reply to some queries ad

dressed to us by the Rev. Dr. Brownlee, through the Protestant Vin

dicator, of New York, we published the leading facts, omitting the

names of the parties, which indeed we had forgotten, in the Western

Protestant, of which we were then editor. Soon after, we received a

letter from Rev. Geo. A. M. Elder, then President of St. Joseph’s

college, calling for names and particulars. The character of the letter

sufiiciently indicated a purpose to institute against us a civil suit for

libel. Knowing, however, that what we had published was literrally

true, we laid before the public all the material facts together with the

names of the parties. As we anticipated, a suit was instituted for the

character of the presiding priest, and the damages were laid at ten

thousand dollars.

The trial of this suit forms one of the most exciting chapters in our

life; and the whole affair is too instructive to be permitted to be soon

forgotten. A quarter of a century very nearly has elapsed; and a

considerable number of the prominent actors in it, embracing the

priest who instituted the suit and the three prominent lawyers employed

by him, have passed away from the earth. We can now review all

the transactions connected with it calmly and dispassionately. Indeed,

in looking back to that period, and remembering the changes time has

made, we feel like saying, in the language of another :—-“ What

'shadows we are, and what shadows we pursue l” Still, whilst human

beings are passing away like shadows, principles live, and extend their

influence for good or for evil over the rising generation; and Popery

still survives, unchanged in its character and in the character of its

institutions. Hence we now republish the facts relating to that suit.

Our situation at the time referred to was sufiiciently critical. We

were a young man, less than thirty years of age, and had been settled.

in Bardstown, less than five years. That town was then the strong

hold of P0pery in Kentucky. There were their cathedral, the episco

pal residence, their principal college, their most celebrated nunnery,

together with quite a number of less celebrated institutions; and the

number of Romanists was very large, and their influence extensive.
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The suit, moreover, was not simply an affair of the priest whose

character was implicated. On the contrary, it was instituted in his

name during his absence in Europe; and the Romish clergy of

the State threw their whole influence into it. It was really a suit

designed to vindicate the character of the priesthood and of their

nunneries; and in the prosecution of it they were able to array against

us an immense influence, pecuniary, political, social and literary.

They were the more inclined to do their utmost, because they had

very recently been engaged in a protracted controversy, in which they

had signally failed. Add to all this, the facility with which they

could multiply witnesses to suit them, and the uncertainty attending

the law, in the hands of corrupt and prejudiced men ; and it will be

seen, that our position was far from being enviable.

The priests employed three of the ablest lawyers of that bar, viz:

Hon. John Rowan, Hon. Ben. Harden and Benj. Chapaze, Esq. On

our side, Hon. 0. A. VVicklifi‘e, Hon. J. J. Crittenden and Nathl. Wick—

lifi'e, Esq., were employed. The case, of course, was ably managed on

both sides; and the trial of such a suit, which was pending some

twelve months, excited deep and general interest.

The course pursued by the priests was characteristic. It had been

proclaimed, that the suit was instituted simply for the purpose of

eliciting the truth—the whole truth; and yet the very first efi'ort of

their counsel was to exclude the entire testimony by legal technicalities.

The woman herself, it was contended, was the only competent witness

to prove the guilt of the priest; and since she could not be found, the

decision must, of course, be in his favor. Yet it was not denied, that

the young woman had been in the nunnery; that she assigned, as a

chief reason for leaving it, the licentious conduct of the priest; and

that she had disappeared from the neighborhood. Suppose, then, the

priests had succeeded in excluding the testimony; would the public have

been satisfied ?. Would the character of the presiding priest or of the

nunnery have been vindicated? Assuredly not. It was too evident,

that they would rather have a forced and unsatisfactory verdict, than a

fair investigation. This course made an unfavorable impression.

Failing in this effort—the testimony being admitted in mitigation of

damages, their next effort was to prove the young woman insane.

This is not an uncommon resort with the priesthood in such difficulties.

In this effort they encountered serious difliculties. In the first place,

their witnesses differed irreconcilably, both respecting the time of her

becoming deranged, and concerning the character of her derangement.

In the second place, their own witnesses proved, that after the time

i.
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when she was alleged to have become insane, she was a pupil in the

nunnery, and was admitted to take the veil. In the third place, the vio

lence of her parents and relatives towards her, in consequence of her

charges against the priest, demonstrated~that they did not really

believe her to be insane. In the fourth place, a number of the neigh

bors of high standing, who had known her from childhood, and who

had her at their houses after she left the nunnery, testified to her

soundness of mind, and that until after her disappearance they had

never heard it intimated, that she was supposed to be deranged. The

physician who attended her in a spell of illness, after she left the con

vent, bore a similar testimony. In the fifth place, the testimony of the

different witnesses on the priest’s side was contradictory in many im

portant particulars. It was clear as light, that she was perfectly sane;

and that the charge of insanity was gotten up for the occasion. The

entire failure to sustain this charge, taken in connection with the con

tradictory character of the testimony, made an exceedingly unfavorable

impression upon the public mind. It was proved, and not denied, that

her character for veracity was unimpeachable. If, then, she was of

sound mind, as the entire testimony demonstrated ; then her charges

against the priest and the nunnery must have been true. Why should

she have abandoned the convent and exposed herself to so much re

proach and persecution, unless she had the strongest reasons for so

doing ?

But the darkest point remained to be cleared up. The unfortunate

woman had mysteriously disappeared; and the question was asked

with increasing earnestness—where is Mlly McPherson? President

Elder, in announcing his purpose to institute the suit, had promised I

that the mystery should be cleared up at the time of the trial; and not ‘

a few expected the missing girl would be produced on that occasion.

But all such expectations were doomed to disappointment. Instead of

producing her, the priests sought to prove, that she, soon after her

disappearance, had taught a school for some three months in a town in

Indiana. But difliculties of the most serious character attended the

testimony on this point. In the first place, it was wholly inconsistent

with all the testimony designed to prove her insane. For if she had

been deranged for ten years, how could she succeed in teaching school,

and act so sensibly and properly that her employers never thought of

derangement? In the second place, if she did teach for a few months

in Indiana; still the question returned, what became of her? For

still she could not be found. If she was insane, she would attract the

more notice, and would be the more easily found. If she was not ;

3
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then the force of her charges remained; and the question respecting

her mysterious disappearance became more intensely interesting. The

facts in the case seemed to justify the conclusion, that, anticipating

enquiries, the priests had sent a woman to Indiana to teach for three

months, calling herself by the name of the missing woman, and then

to disappear. However this may be, certain it is—that the legal inves

tigation failed to throw a single ray of light upon the fate of the un

happy young woman. Twenty-two years have elapsed since the termi

nation of this famous suit, and more than twenty-five, since her

disappearance; and still her doom is involved in midnight darkness.

Until that day when the secrets of all hearts shall be revealed, the

mystery will not be explained. All the circumstances of the case,

however, compel the conviction, she sufi'ered violence at the hands of

somebody, in consequence of her charges against the priest and his

nunnery.

It is a remarkable fact, that the priests never published either the

verdict or a single line of the testimony. The trial continued about a

week, during which time the court-house was crowded to its utmost

capacity by anxious spectators. The jury, after failing to agree res

pecting the instructions of the court, came in to obtain an explanation.

The court decided, that on one point, viz: the question of the priest’s

guilt, the young woman herself was the only competent witness in plea

of justification. This decision compelled the jury to find for the

plaintifi'; since the witness could not be found. And thus, if she had

been taken away by force, their own iniquity shielded the priest. On

being satisfied of the instructions of the court, the jury announced the

verdict, viz: damages to the amount of one cent!

The defeat was terrible. The suit had been tried just where the

Romish clergy and their institutions were best known, and where they

had the greatest influence. That their cause was ably managed, there

could be no doubt. Every advantage had been taken, which legal

technicalities could afl'ord, and the strongest appeals had been made to

prejudice and passion. The bishop and some twenty of his clergy

were present to overawe the jury. After all, the whole amount of -

damages secured was one cent instead of ten thousand dollars! And:

then nine of the jury published a card, stating that they would not

have given even nominal damages, if they could have helped it. No

wonder the clergy did not publish the verdict. It covered them with

disgrace. ‘

But the suit had been instituted professedly for the purpose of ob

taining the testimony, and laying it before the public; and if the jury
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had done injustice to the cause of the priests, it was the more impor

tant that they should publish it. We took down the testimony, as it

was delivered by the witnesses, and had it signed by the court, and

filed away amongst the records; and then we published it in a small

volume. The priests issued a prospectus, proposing to publish it; but

they took care never to do it. N0 better evidence was needed to prove

that they felt the testimony to be strongly against them, than their

avoiding the publication of it.

The whole affair throws light on the character of the Romish clergy:

and their nunneries. If the priest implicated had been left to take

care of himself; or if, in view of the testimony against him, he had

been subjected to discipline, it might not have been fair to draw any

general conclusion from a particular case. But the clergy of the State.

identified themselves with him; and the clear evidence in the case did

not impair his standing amongst them. It is fair to conclude, there~

fore, that he had done nothing which, in their estimation was wrong.

This affair shows how little protection, even in this free country,

helpless females entrapped into convents have. Popery turns the hearts

of the fathers from their children, if they dare resist the clery; and

there are ways of disposing of those likely to do injury, so that they.

will not again be heard of. Yet those nunneries where females are

enslaved and degraded, over which unmarried men preside, are the

places where many Protestants send their daughters to be educated i

Is it not amazing?

The conflict through which we passed! in Bardstown, was protracted

and fierce. Single-handed we withstood the combined forces of Popery

and Jesuitism, until they were routed and covered with disgrace. Our

success we ascribe to the good hand of our God upon us. He turned

the counsel of the crafty into folly, and caused them to fall into the pit

they had dug. We Were young and inexperienced; and our friends.

were comparatively few; but God was our helper. We would not de

sire to pass through such another conflict; and yet we cannot regret

having passed through that. Public attention was thus called to the

true character of Romanism; and its progress in Kentucky was greatly

checked. Four of the lawyers, President Elder and a number of the

witnesses have gone the way of all the earth. Having obtained help of

God, we continue till this day. All praise to His name.
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ALEX. CAMPBELL ON EXPERIENCE.

The April number of the Millennial Harbinger contains an article

from the pen of our old friend, Alex. Campbell, on “the pending

issues of the current Reformation; ” in which are some things deserving

a passing notice. _

He begins with the following proposition: “Christian Experience

succeeds faith, and cannot precede it.” This, he thinks perfectly 0b

Vious. \Ve beg leave to differ. What is christian experience, but the

conscious exercise of the Christian graces? It can be nothing else.

But faith is one of the most important of those graces, and necessarily

stands connected with others. For example, it works by love; and

love is the very soul of true religion. Consequently the exercise of

faith is‘ part of christian experience; and as soon as faith begins,

christian experience begins. Therefore, it neither precedes nor suc

ceeds faith; for this would be to precede or succeed itself. But if

the exercise of faith is christian experience, as most assuredly it is;

it is very easy to answer the question propounded by Mr. Campbell,

why the relation of christian experience should be required as a pre

requisite to baptism.

From this unscriptural proposition Mr. C. makes the following im

portant deduction: “Follows it not, then, that all true and genuine

christian experience commences after, or with the act of christian im

mersion, and cannot legitimately antedate it.” Let us admit this ,- and

two conclusions follow inevitably, viz: First, That no person, until im

mersed, can have any christian experience; and those never immersed,

never have any Christian experience. Second, None are Christians,

until they are immersed; and those never immersed, never become

Christians. This conclusion cannot be avoided, unless Mr. Campbell

will say, there have been and are Christians who have no christian

experience ; but the absurdity of such a statement would be too glaring.

The conclusion, then, to which we are forced, is—that there are no

Christians amongst all those who have received baptism by pouring or

sprinkling; and if no Christians, then none that are saved, unless Mr.

Campbell will say, that Jesus Christ saves some adults, who are not

Christians

b
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Error is never consistent. On the great question—what constitutes

a Christian? or whether any but immersed persons are Christians,

Mr. Campbell has maintained precisely opposite propositions. In his

Millennial Harbinger, New Series, Vol. 1, he reasons thus: “If

there be no Christians in the Protestant sects, there are certainly none

among the Jews, Turks, Pagans; and therefore there are no Christians in

the world except ourselves, or such of us as keep, or strive to keep,

all the commandments of Jesus. Therefore, for centuries there has

been no church of Christ, and no Christians in the world; and the pro

mises concerning the everlasting Kingdom of Messiah have failed,

and the gates of hell have prevailed against his church. This can

not be; and therefore there are Christians among the sects. But who

is a Christian? I answer, every one that believes in his heart that

Jesus of Nazareth is the Messiah, the Son of God, repents of his sins,

and obeys him in all things, according to his measure of knewledge of

his will—I cannot, therefore, make any one duty the standard of

christian state or character, not even immersion into the name of the

Father, of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit, and in my heart regard

all that have been sprinkled in infancy without their own knowledge

and consent, as aliens from Christ and the well grounded hope of

heaven—Should I find a Pedobaptist more intelligent in the Christian

Scriptures, more spiritually-minded and more devoted to the Lord than

a Baptist, or one immersed on a profession of the ancient faith, I could

not hesitate a moment in giving the preference of my heart to him

that loveth most. Did I act otherwise, I would be a pure sectarian,

a pharisee among Christians. Still I will be asked, how do I know

that any one loves my Master, but by his obedience to his command

ments? I answer, in no other way. But mark, I do not substitute

obedience to one commandment, for universal, or even for general

obedience. And should I see a sectarian Baptist or a Pedobaptist

more spiritually-minded, more generally conformed to the requisitions

of the Messiah, than one who precisely acquiesccs with me in the

theory or practice of immersion as I teach, doubtless the former rather

than the latter would have my cordial approbation and love as a

“Christian. So I judge, so I feel. It is the image of Christ the christian

looks for and loves; and this does not consist in being exact in a few

items, but in general devotion to the whole truth as far as known.

With me mistakes of the understanding and errors of the affection are

not to be confounded. They are as distinct as the poles. An angel

may mistake the meaning'of a commandment, but he will obey it in

the sense in which he understands it. John Bunyan and Johu Newton
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were very difl'erent persons, and had very different views of baptism,

and of some other things ; yet they were both disposed to obey, and

to the extent of their knowledge did obey the Lord in everything.”

We have given this long extract, because it teaches sound doctrine,

and because it flatly contradicts the doctrine taught in the Harbinger

for April,——that “Christian experience commences after, or with the

the act of Christian immersion, and cannot legitimately antedate it.”

In this passage Mr. Campbell distinctly teaches, that immersion is not

essential to the Christian character ;-—that every one is a Christian,

who, like John Newton, believes in his heart that Jesus of Nazareth

is the Messiah, the Son of God, repents of his sins, and obeys him in

all things according to his measure of knowledge of his will. Nay, he

admits, that persons not immersed may be more spiritually-minded, and

therefore better Christians, than some who have been immersed. But

if such are Christians, then they have Christian experience; and if

they should be better Christians than some immersed persons, then

they would have a richer Christian experience. Therefore it is not

true, Mr. Campbell himself being judge, that Christian experience

commences after, or with immersion, and cannot antedate it.

In the same article, Mr. Campbell teaches, that the Holy Spirit

“works in the hearts of those who constitute his church, and through

its members he works upon the world." Again, “We know not how

spirit acts upon spirit but by oracles, or words uttered. So man works

upon man to will and to do.’ ’ \Vhat if we do not know how spirit acts

upon spirit? What right have we to say, that the Holy Spirit can act '

on the human heart, only as man works upon man? Paul teaches,

that God saves us “by the washing of regeneration and renewing of

the Holy Ghost, which he shed on us abundantly through Jesus Christ,

our Saviour." (Tit. 3: 5, 6.) Is it true, that one man is ever said to

shed his Win? on another. No one ever uses such language to ex

press the influence which the mind or spirit of one man exerts on

another. Why, then, does Paul, in speaking of the saving influence

of the Holy Spirit, use language never used to express the influence

which men exert on each other? Evidently because the influence of

the Holy Spirit on the human heart, is entirely different from the in

fluence of one finite mind upon another. The latter, therefore, cannot

serve to illustrate the former; much less does the fact, that men act

upon each other’s minds only by words uttered, prove—that the Holy

Spirit operates in no other way. No writer with whom we are ac

quainted, abounds more in such false analogies, than Mr. Campbell.

Again—Paul says, “ Brethren, my heart’s desire and prayer to God
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for Israel is, that they might be saved.” (Rom. 10: 1.) Why did

Paul pray to God for the conversion of the Jews, if He operates on

the minds of men only by words uttered? He had the word of God;

and if Mr. Campbell’s doctrine be true, he had nothing to do, but to

preach it with all the eloquence he could command, and leave it to

have its proper eifect. To pray for their conversion, would have been

perfectly absurd. In this same number of the Harbinger, we see a

letter from a Prof. Richardson, which is highly commended, in which

he finds fault with another Campbellite preacher in Missouri, who

“ taught openly that the Holy Spirit acted immediately upon the

heart in conversion, and in accordance with this view he participated,

at least on one occasion, in the proceedings of the Methodists in pray- '

ing for sinners at the anxious-seat." Now, so far as the anxious-seat

is concerned, we have no zeal for it whatever; but when the Methodists

and others pray to God, that he would convert and save sinners; they

do precisely what Paul did, and what the Scaiptures abundantly teach

us to do. Moreover, since the Methodists preach the word, as well as

pray; they do not expect the influence of the Spirit ordinarily without

the word. It is, therefore, evident that Mr. Campbell and his followers

in objecting to such prayers, deny altogether the influence of the

Spirit in the conversion of men, except so far as the word of God was

dictated by the Spirit.

Many have had the impression, that Mr. Campbell has been becoming

more orthodox within the last few years. It is too evident, from the

number of the Harbinger now before us, that he holds to the same

fundamental errors with which he set out in his Reformation.

GOD’S WAYS AND MAN’S WAYS.

For some time after the resurrection of Christ, the opinion prevailed

amongst the Jewish Christians, that the blessings of the Gospel were to

be confined to the Jews. Even the Apostles, though inspired to preach

the Gospel, were left for a time, under the influence of this prejudice

in relation to the extent of the Gospel offer. It was not until Peter

had received a special command from God, that he consented to ac
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company the messengers sent to him by Cornelius. And when he heard

from Cornelius the manner in which he was induced to send for him; then

a new and glorious truth burst upon his astonished mind. “ Then Peter

opened his mouth, and said, Of a truth I perceive that God is no re

specter of persons : but in every nation he that feareth him, and worketh

righteousness, is accepted with him.” (Acts 10: 3-1, 35.) And when

he witnessed the miraculous descent of the Holy Spirit upon Cornelius

and his household, he said—“Can any man forbid water, that these

should not be baptized, which have received the Holy Ghostas well as

we?” Under the influence of the prejudice just mentioned, they

of the circumcision at Jerusalem contended with Peter for going to

the uncircumcised and eating with them. His defence was a. simple

narrative of the facts in the case, with the following conclusion:

“Forasmuch then as God gave them the like gift as he did unto us,

who believed on the Lord Jesus; what was I that I could withstand

God?” This argument effectually dispelled the prejudice of those

disciples. “ When they heard these things, they held their peace, and

glorified God, saying, Then hath God also to the Gentiles granted repen

tance unto life.” In the bestowment of his grace, God often signally

rebukes the errors and the bigiotry of those who imagined themselves

the favorites of heaven. This truth is strikingly illustrated by the

great revival which has blest, and is still blessing our land.

There'are those who glory in belonging to the true church, and who

refuse to recognize the ministers of other denominations. But the

Holy Spirit has not only owned and blest the churches they refuse to

recognize, but has blest them in the conversion of men far more abun

dantly. Thus God has effectually answered all their arguments

respecting apostolic succession. He has shown them, if they were

not too blind to see it, that whatever may be true about the suc

cession, it has nothing of the great importance they attach to it. Nay,

it is too evident to be doubted, that this extreme zeal for a certain

outward order of the church, has been in the way of the blessing they

might have enjoyed. Surely if God viewed the matter as they do, the

converting power of his Spirit would be confined to the churches they

suppose to be of the true succession from the Apostles.

There are multitudes who denounce the doctrines commonly called

' orthodox, as of extremely evil tendency, who have a. higher opinion of

human nature, and magnify the eflicacy of the word of God without

any special influences of the Holy Spirit. Yet in this great revival, it

is perfectly apparent, that what they regard as dead orthodoxy, has had

a power over the minds and hearts of men, which their preaching has
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not at all exhibited. Unitarians, Universalists and Campbellites seek

in vain to account for this state of things. It is sufficiently evident,

that the doctrines they preach, are far more agreeable to human nature

in its depravity, and that those preached by evangelical ministers are

“not after man ;” and yet these last take hold of the minds of men of

all classes with a tremendous power, and turn them to the paths of

righteousness. There is an influence pervading the masses of the peo

ple, in all directions, which evidently cannot be attributed to the elo

uence or fervor of any class of preachers. It arrests men of all clas

ses in their thoughtlessness and in their mad rush after riches or pleas

ure, and turns their minds to God and to eternal things. It effects a

radical change in their moral principles and affections, and in their

aims and conduct. The extensive manifestation of this influence is

the very best refutation of all those systems of doctrine, which deny

‘ the special influence of the Holy Spirit in conversion. One might as

well deny, that the wind blows, because he does not see it, and “can

not tell whence it cometh and whither it goeth.” We cannot see the

wind, or explain its movements; but we can see and feel its effects. So

the mode of the Spirit’s influence is incomprehensible; but the effects»

are sufficiently manifest. Still errorists, more blinded by prejudice than

the Jewish Christians, will fail to see the light or acknowedge the

truth.

This great work of God has demonstated the falsity of Abolitionism.

Its advocates have refused to hold fellowship with the Southern churches

and ministers, and have charged them with living in heinous sin

against God. But the Holy Spirit has passed over the boundary fixed

by fanaticism for his operations; and our Southern churches and col

leges are enjoying. powerful revivals of religion. At the same time the

churches and ministers in the free states, who have steadfastly resisted

Abolitionism, and have been denounced as the advocates of “the sum

of all villainies,” have been quite as abundantly blest, to say the very

least, as those whose zeal 0n the subject of Slavery has burned most con

stantly and fervently. There lies on our table now an Abolitionist sheet,

in which we are honored as “Zion of the pro-slavery tribe;” and yet

our church has enjoyed, for several months past, a revival of extraor

dinary power, in which large numbers of men and women have expe

rienced deep conviction of sin, and have taken their stand, as joyful

disciples of Christ, in his church. We venture to say, that no church

belonging to any abolitionist body has been more abundantly blest,

within the fast seven months, than the one to which we have the hap

piness to minister. “Ye took charge of it last October, when it consisted
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of not more than seventy members, and had no congregation. Since

that time, though we have had a small and inconvenient house

of ..;_worship, and though abolitionists here have done all they

could to cripple our influence, we have received over a hundred mem

bers, about one half of whom have been admitted on examination, and

a very uncommon proportion of whom are men who are heads of

families. a

We state these facts not for the purpose of boasting of any thing

we have done, but to show that God himself is furnishing the most

conclusive arguments against the principles and course of Abolitionists

Has there been a powerful rivival in Yale college? There have

been revivals of equal power in Jefierson College, in Davidson College

and in Oglethorpe University. All these institutions belong to the much

abused Old School Presbyterian church; and two ofthemare located in the

extreme South. Hundreds of similar facts might be adduced. The

Gospel produces the same effects in the churches and under the minis

try of men, denounced in the bitterest terms by Abolitionists, which it

has produced in the most powerful revivals, in every part of the world.

The convictions of sin are as deep and pungent, and the evidences of

conversion are as clear and satisfactory, as in any Abolitionist church

in the world ; and the number of conversions is as great.

These are incontrovertible facts. What is the legitimate and un

avoidable conclusion from them? We know how Peter once reasoned

from such-facts, and how he would reason again. He said—“Fores

much then as God gave them the like as he did unto us, who

believed on the Lord Jesus Christ ; what was I, that I could withstand

God?” We know how the disciples at Jerusalem reasoned from such

facts. “They held their peace, and glorified God, saying, Then hath

God also to the Gentiles granted repentance unto life.” Such precisely

is the conclusion to which Christian men, fearing God, would come

from such facts. '

We do not say, that the existence of a genuine, or even powerful

revival in any church, proves the truth of every doctrine they hold,

or the righteousness of everything they do. But in the Christian

system there are fundamental doctrines; and there are fundamental

principles of morals. If any church reject any one fundamental

doctrine of the Gospel, they reject the Gospel itself; and they cannot

enjoy a genuine revival of religion. And if any church reject 'any

fundamental principle of the moral law, and indulge in or defend any

gross sin or iniquity; they reject the moral law, and cannot enjoy a

genuine revival of religion. For example, who would believe, that a
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genuine revival could exist in a church whose pastor preached, and

whose members believed, that theft and robbery are not sinful, and

whose members either themselves committed these iniquities, or held

christian fellowship with those who were notoriously guilty of them?

Or what would be thought of a revival in a church in which lying was

justified, and notorious liars were received to membership? No one

believes, that the Holy Spirit would dwell in such churches, or that

God would hear their prayers. Abolitionists, then, have the choice

.of three positions, viz:

1. They may aflirm, directly in the face of the clearest evidence,

that the revivals in the churches to which we have referred, are

spurious.

2. They may say, directly in the face of the clearest teachings of

the Bible, that the Holy Spirit dwells in churches guilty of committing

or defending the grossest immoralities, and that God answers their

prayers and blesses the labors of their ministers.

3. They may admit, that they have been advocating unsound

doctrines, and have wrongly accused those churches and ministers.

One of these positions they must take; for there is no other possible.

Let them make their election. Meanwhile to us it is clear as light,

that the great work of God, in every part of our country, North and

South, is the most unanswerahle refutation of their doctrines, and the

clearest condemnation of their course. God blesses those whom they

curse, and holds fellowship with those whom they excommunicate.

There is no better cure for narrow-minded sectaranism or for fanatic

ism, than the careful and candid observation of the workings of Divine

grace. It is something worse than-folly to denounce, as fundamentally

heretical or fundamentally immoral, those whom God evidently owns

and blesses. It is a high degree of presumption for any man or class

of men to refuse to hold christian fellowship with those whom God

evidently owns and honors. “Master,” said John, “we saw one

casting out devils in thy name, and he followeth not us; and we for

bade him, because he followeth us not. But Jesus said, forbid him

not: for there is no man which shall do a miracle in my name, that

can lightly speak evil of me.” (Mark. 9: 38, 39.)
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A MIND TO WORK.

(The following is a brief outline of a sermon on Nehemiah 4: 6. We

know not by whom the outline was prepared; but we remember to have

preached the sermon.)

The re-building of the city and temple of Jerusalem was a work of

immense expense and difliculty, for the Jews who had returned from

Babylon. They were for the most part, poor ; and were surrounded

by powerful and cunning enemies, who left no means untried to stop

the progress of the work. A number of years had passed since Cyrus

permitted and encouraged them to return; and yet 'when Nehemiah,

who still remained in Babylon, enquired of some who returned, of the

condition of the city and its inhabitants, they answered—“ The rem

nant that are left of the captivity there in the province, are in great

affliction and reproach: the wall of Jerusalem also is broken down,

and the gates thereof are burned with fire.’ ’

Nehemiah sought and obtained leave to visit Jerusalem for the pur

pose of rebuilding it. The enemies of the Jews laughed them to

scorn, and said, “ \Vhat do these feeble Jews? will they fortify them- 7

selves? will they sacrifice? will they make an end in a day? will they

revive the stones out of the heap of the rubbish which are burned:

even that which they build, if a fox go up, he shall even break down

their stone wall 1” Yet, to the amazement of their enemies, the wall

was built firmly and substantially. All hands labored and watched,

day and night, and the work was soon done. The secret of their won

derful success is given in a very few words, viz: “The people had a

mind to work.”

In this language several things are implied or expressed :

1. They greatly desired that the work should be done. Their patri

otic and their religins feelings conspired to fill them with an intense

desire to see their metropolis and their holy city restored to its former

beauty and prosperity. By the rivers of Babylon, many of them had

wept when they remembered Zion, and had hung their harps upon

the willows, refusing to sing the songs of Zion in a strange land.

They now stood amid the ruins of their once great and beautiful city;

and their spirits were stirred within them, as, at the urgent exhortation

of Nehemiah, they determined to arise and build.
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2d. They believed that the work could and would be done. Of

this they were assured, not only by Jeremiah, Isaiah and Ezekiel,

whose prophecies were in their hands, but by Huggai and Zachariah,

who were inspired to encourage them to go forward in their work. An

angel had assured Zachariah, that God said—“ I am returned to Jeru

salem with mercies. My house shall be built in it, saith the Lord of

Hosts, and a line shall be stretched forth upon Jerusalem.” These

feeble Jews had faith in the promises of God. Men never undertake

a work which they do not believe they can accomplish. Faith is essen

tial to Works: it is the cause, of which works are the effects. They

did not trust themselves. If they had, the taunts of their ene

mies would have been merited, and their disappointment and confusion

would have been certain. But they replied to their enemies—“ The

irOd of Heaven, he will prosper us ; therefore, we, his servants, will

arise and build ; but ye have no portion, nor right, nor memorial in

Jerusalem.’’ -

3d. They were willing to undergo much self-denying trial, that

the work might be done. The people had a mind to work. The

governor, the princes, the priests and the people, all labored. They

toiled from the rising of the sun in the morning till the stars appear

ed.” They were not content to give what they could easily and conve

niently spare, and to labor when they had no work of their own to do.

Behold what a few poor, despised, persecuted people can accomplish,

when they have amind to work. Let us learn a lesson from the exam

ple thus left on record for our instruction and encouragement. The

church of Christ has been called to perform a greater and more difiicult

work than that undertaken by Nehemiah and his associates, viz: to

bring this rebellious world under the power of the Gospel of Christ.

The work is great; and the difficulties are both numerous and appaling.

Yet all that is necessary to the most complete success is a mind to

work. There must be an intense desire that the work may be accom

plished. The Savior has taught us to pray “ Thy kingdom come 3 ”

and if this petition be ofi'ered up as it should, it will express the fer

vent desire of the heart, that the Kingdom of Christ may come.

There must be confidence that the Kingdom will come. Is there not

abundant evidence to encourage such confidence? If the Jews had

repeated assurances from God, that Jerusalem should be rebuilt; wd

have abundant assurances, that ultimately the kingdomof God shall be

even more firmly established throughout the earth. And is anything

too hard for the Almighty? Has he promised, and will he not perform?

If the Jchm _had been encouraged by witnessing the fulfillment of a
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considerable portion of the promises of God concerning Jerusalem ; so

has the Christian seen the fulfillment of many of the most remarkable

prophecies concerning the success of the gospel.

But there must be a willingness to endure much self-denying labor.

If every Jew was required to be in his place, building the walls of

Jerusalem; every Christian is required to deny himself, take up his

cross, and follow Christ—t0 “ be steadfast, unmovable, always abound

ing in the work of the Lord.’ ’ And as God said to Zerrubbabel, so

he says to the Church—“ Not by might, nor by power, but by my

Spirit, saith the Lord of Hosts. Who art thou, 0 great mountain?

before Zerrubbabel thou shall become a plain : and he shall bring forth

the head-stone thereof with shoutings, Grace, grace unto it.”

NEW SCHOOL SOUTH.

 

The General Synod of the Southern branch of the N. School, re

cently held its meeting in Knoxville, Tenessee. In accordance with

the expressed wish of the Convention which met in Richmond last sum

mer, the Synod adopted a paper seemingly looking toward a union with

the Old School General Assembly. The character of the paper renders

it absolutely certain that it will not be entertained by our Assembly.

It proposes, in the first place, an adoption of the Confession of Faith,

of the most vague and indefinite character. Its language is the follow

ing: “ We agree to unite as ecclesiastical bodies, by declaring, as the

Synod now does, an approval of the Westminster‘Conf'ession of Faith,

and larger and shorter chatechisms, as an orthodox and excellent system

of christian doctrine; and also our adherence to the plan of worship,

government and discipline contained in the Westminster Directory.”

Again: “Both bodies agree that it is consistent with the require

ments of the Westminister Confession of Faith, to receive said C0n

fession according to the adopting act of 1729, to wit: as containing

all the essential truths of christianity, and also the doctrines that

distinguish the Calvinistic from the Pelagian, Socinian and Arminian

systems of theology. We agree likewise in believing that this system of
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doctrine contains the following truths, namely, the Trinity—the Incar

nation and Deity of Christ—the Fall and Original Sin—Atonement—

Justification by Faith—Personal Election—Efl'ectual Calling—Perse

verence of the Saints—the Eternal Happiness of the Righteous—and

Eternal Punishment of the Wicked.”

It is perfectly easy to see, that such an adoption of the Confession

of Faith would Open wide the door for all those errors which, twenty

years ago, divided the Presbyterian Church; and the proposition, on

the part of the Synod, thus to adopt it, “ for substance of doctrines,”

is suflicient evidence that the New Divinity prevails in that body.

The Synod further proposes, that both bodies shall “agree in de

claring that slaveholding, or the relation of master and slave cannot,

in any case, be a bar to membership in the Church of Christ. And

whilst they admit the right of the judicatories to take cognizance, in

the way prescribed in the constitution, of cruelties practised in the

relation, they hereby declare the opinion that, as the continuance or

abolition of the system of slavery in this country belongs exclusively

to the State, the discussion or agitation of slavery, further than pertains

to the moral and religious duties arising from the relation, is inappro

priate to the functions of church judicatories.” If the true position

of the Presbyterian Church cannot be ascertained from the deliver

ances repeatedly made in years past, there is little hope that any paper

could now be adopted, which would throw light on the subject. It is

to be hoped, therefore, that our church will stand firmly in the position

she has so long occupied, refusing to adopt any additional declaration

to satisfy any party. '

The Synod still further propose, if the union be agreed to, “that

the Presbyteries represented in this United Synod shall, as Presbyte

ries, and without an examination of their ministers, be merged into the

Synods connected with the General Assembly, to which, because of

their geographical limits, they properly belong.”

Since our own ministers, on removing from one Presbytery to anoth

er, are examined, it is not probable that our Assembly will consent to

receive entire Presbyteries from the New School without examination.
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THREE GRADATIONS OF LOVE.

  

A christian, says Richard Baxter, doth love God in these three

gradations: He loveth him much for his mercy to himself, and for

that goodness which consisteth in beniguity to himself; but he loveth

him more for his mercy to the church, and for that goodness which

consisteth in his benignity to the Church. But he loveth most of all

for his infinite perfections and essential excelleneies, his infinite power

and wisdom, and goodness, simply in himself considered. For he

knoweth that love to himself obligeth him to returns of love; espe

cially dilfercncing, saving grace; and he knoweth that the souls of

millions are worth more incomparably than his own, and that God may

be much more honored by them than by him alone, and therefore he

knoweth that the mercy to many is greater mercy, and a greater dem

onstration of the goodness of God, and therefore doth render him

more amiable to man. And yet he knoweth that essential perfection

and goodness of God, is simply in himself and for himself, is much

more amiable than his benignity to the creature.

 

A GOOD “HEM.”

Rev. Jas. Hamilton, speaking of family worship, as conducted by

Rev. Philip Henry, says: “In the morning he arranged it so that

the bustle of the day should not infringe on it ; and in the evening so

early that no little girl should ever be nodding at the chapter, nor any

drowsy servant yawning through the prayer. ‘Better one away than

all sleepy,’ he would say, if occasionally obliged to begin before some

absentee returned ; but so much did the fear of God and affection for

the head of the household reign, that none were wilfully missing.

And with this ‘hcm’ around it, the business of each successive day

efl'ectually kept from ‘ ravelling.’ ”
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THE NORTH CHURCH.—-As a great number of our brethren have

taken a deep interest in our removal to Chicago, and in our labors here,

it may be gratifying to them learn something respecting the success

God has granted us. The North church, to which we accepted a call,

though organized some nine years ago, has passed through some very

discouraging trials; and at the time of our removal to Chicago, its

membership numbered less than seventy; and it could scarcely be said

to have a congregation. Its circumstances were the more discouraging,

because it had no suitable house of worship, and it felt the powerful

influence of a prevailing prejudice against the Old School Presbyterian

Church. In addition to these difficulties, very zealous eflorts were

made, on the first announcement of our purpose to settle in Chicago,

to cripple our influence by exciting prejudice. One or two secular

papers of this city, in their burning zeal for Abolitionism, abounded

in the grossest misrepresentations of our views and of the objects of

our removal to this city. Others, too, from whom we had a right to ex

pect a widely different course, threw their whole influence in the same

direction. Misrepresentations the most injurious‘were industriously

circulated in all directions.

Nevertheless, from the beginning of our labors here, the congrega

tion has steadily and rapidly increased. The standard of piety in the

church soon began perceptibly to rise. The Gospel was heard with a

deep and tender interest, and the spirit of prayer began to manifest

itself. Almost immediately a number of highly intelligent men, heads

of families, exhibited unusual interest in hearing preaching; and some

time before revivals began to prevail through the country, we were

permitted to rejoice in the manifest indications of the presence of the

Holy Spirit amongst us. Twice on the Sabbath, during the entire

winter, our house has been filled, often much crowded; and the entire

services have been marked by deep solemnity. The feeling continued

to increase, until we rejoiced to find ourselves in the midst of a

powerful work of grace.

The good work has gone on silently, but powerfully, some three

months, and thus far, has resulted in the addition to the church on

profession of fifty-four persons. Of these at least two-thirds are

men, a number of them well known in the business circles, and about

the same proportion are heads of families. We have received, in all,

4
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by letter and by examination about one hundred and ten; so that the

North church now numbers about one hundred and eighty members.

There are probably few, if any churches in the city embodying a lari

ger number of eflicient, influential men.

Our house is too small for our congregation; and we are taking steps

to erect a large and commodious one.

Our success we record to the glory of the Redeemer, and for the

encouragement of those who have taken a deep interest in the prosper

ity of the Presbyterian church in Chicago.

/

DR. TYNG ON THE DEATH or HIS SON.—The sudden death of Rev.

Dudley A. Tyng, caused by an accident in connection with a threshing

machine, is a very sad and mysterious providence. He was the son of

Rev. Dr. Tyng, of New York—a young minister of fine talents, of

decidedly evangelical views, and of fervent piety. A shortacquaintance

with him, whilst he was pastor of Christ’s Church, Cincinnati, had led

us to regard him as destined to be one of the brightest ornaments of

the Episcopal Church. The evangelical portion of that church must

regard his sudden death, in the midst of his usefulness, as a great loss.

On a recent Sabbath evening his venerable father preached, in Con

cert Hall, Philadelphia, a sermon on the death of his son, to an

immense crowd. The occasion must have been a most trying one. '

We take the following touching extract from this discourse :

On his return to his distant home on Sunday night, previous to this

sorrowful event, he said to his wife after he had come into the house:

“I have enjoyed my ride home so much; I have had such sweet and

pleasant communion with God all the way upon the road.” 0, this

was the key to all his feelings in the hour, and the work of the trial

through which he was to pass. This was the provision for his journey

through the valley of the shadow of death; and it is a coincidence a

little remarkable, that on that very night, he found her reading, in

her solitude, the life of Summerfield ; and having just arrived at the

period of his youthful departure, she said, “How sad to see such an

early death ! If you had only been a few moments later, I should

have finished the whole book to-night 1” little imagining that another

youth was soon to follow in the same peculiar experience.

>1< * * * * * >k ‘ >|< * *
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At nine o’clock, I perceived him sinking away rapidly, and when

his wife and myself were alone by him, I announced to him my con

viction that the glorious end was rapidly approaching. He had

cherished strong hopes of his recovery, in the impression that his work

could not have been completed, and that he had yet much to do. Yet

he had previously, early on this morning, delivered up all his earthly

concerns into my hands, and said with sweet composure, “Father, will

you take charge of them all for me ?” and when I answered him in

the aflirmative, “ Now, father, I will think of them no more.”

He received the annunciation of his approaching death with the

utmost calmness and delight, replying, “ My father dear, I dearly love

you all, but I had rather be with Jesus than with my dearest ones on

earth. Lay me straight in the bed, father, and cover me up, and let

me wait my Father’s time.” '

We arranged his bed as well as was possible, and he lay in quietness

in it for a little while. His friends and family were gathered immedi

ately around his bed. As I announced to them the certainty of his

approaching departure, we watched his blessed and animated counte

nance in its repose. During this interval he spoke occasionally, in

brief remarks, to those around him, which need have no place here.

But at this moment one testimony was given which has been referred

to already in the public prints, and though I should not have intro

duced it to the public myself, (for I esteem such brief addresses as

beyond right of public knowledge,) yet it is my duty, it having been

proclaimed, to repeat it correctly. When his beloved and faithful

physician had returned from a short absence from the house, a little

before 10 o’clock, he said to him, “ Doctor, my friends have given me

up ; they say I am dying. Is that your opinion ?” The doctor, after

a few moments examination, answered him in the affirmative. “ Then,”

said he, “doctor, I have loved you much as a friend; I long to love

you as a brother in Christ Jesus. I cannot repay the obligation I am

under to you, unless I am permitted to bring you to a Saviour’s feet.

Let me entreat you now to come to Jesus, that you may he to me

forever a dear brother in Christ, and that you may be far more useful

than I have been.”

He was presently asked if he had any messages to send to his breth

ren in the ministry, or to his congregation. He answered us, “Not

now, I am too much exhausted.” Again he reposed for a few mo

ments, and then opened his eyes with a very elevated expression, and

said in a loud and very distinct voice, “Now, father, I am ready. Tell

them “Let us all stand up for Jesus—let us all stand up for Christ

Jesus in prayer—accepted in Christ, having no other claims than His

righteousness, that Christ may be glorified in us forever.”

He again sank in repose and quiet for a season, and then again raised

his eyes and voice, and said with equal distinctness, “ Now, father, I

want to send a message to my church. I love that church ; I love the

principles on which it has been founded; I want to see those princi

ples established in the church; I want to see men gathered into the

church on these principles, such as shall be saved. I wish my people
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to go on vigorously and unite'lly, and establish that church for the

glory of Christ forever.”

Much exhausted by such effort, he sank at these intervals into per-.

fect quietness ; and then he suddenly aroused, and said to us, “ Sing!

Sing! Can you not sing?” We hesitated—saw it was impossible,

when he himself struck the words,

i “ Rock of ages cleft for me,"

and we followed him, and we sung the first two verses of that hymn—

but he could sing no more—n0 more could wehsorrow silenced us all.

In reference to his own death, he said, “ I wish to say in regard to

this dispensation, I am perfectly satisfied—I have not one fault to find

with it. I say it emphatically, I have not one fault to find with it.

I desire only that it may be abundantly sanctified to us all.”

His beautiful private, personal address to his wife, and two address

es to his family and particularly to his little children, who were sever

ally brought to him, and to whom he gave separately a father’s parting

kiss and blessing, these were all so spiritual, so sweet, so solemn, that

they can never be efiaced from the memory of those who heard and saw

the remarkable scene which they made up.

But after all this passed by, his powers of endurance were' rapidly

failing, and he felt himself just going; he turned to me again with the

sweetest smile. “ Now, father, dear, kiss me once more,” and as I

kissed him he said, “Good night, dear father.”

Soon after this, at about twenty minutes before eleven o’clock, his

mind began to wander, and all his ungoverned imaginations were con

nected with his church, and his expressions even then were beautiful

and afl'ectionate. He had an hour of imaginary contest with some per

sons who detained him in the church and would‘not release him, cry

ing to them as his mind roamed, “Dear brethren, Oh this is true— '

you will kill me ; that Sunday night’s sermon of an hour and a half,

killed mehlet us go home—why will you all kill yourselves?” Then

again, as if a crowd was waiting—“ Open the doors and let them come

in l”

I never spoke to him. During this period, even, he knew us and

would answer us with perfect intelligence, constantly begging us to

“go home,” and I could only put him off in peace by telling him that

at 12 o’clock we would go home—Your Father’s time would come.

He seemed at last to pass this contest, and I said to him as he lay down,

relaxed and prostrate: '

“My dear son, have you been surrounded by enemies?”

“Yes, father.”

“But,” said I, "Jesus was with you, darling.”

“Oh, yes, certainly.”

“And are you now at rest?”

“Yes, perfectly.”

“Is the prospect bright before your eyes?”

“ Oh, yes it is glorious.”

But the power of life was now fast going, and he seemed no longer

conscious of our presence. I aroused him again and asked:
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“Do you see me, my dear son?”

“ N0.”

“Do you know me?”

“N0.”

“Do you not know your father’s voice?”

“ N0.”

His wife then made the same attempt, but with no other result. I

then said:

“ My darling son, do you know Jesus?”

“ Oh, yes,” said he, in a voice of wonderful strength and deliberation,

“ Oh, yes! I know Jesus—I have a steadfast trust in Jesus—a calm

and steadfast trust.” He spoke it with astonishing distinctness.

This was, perhaps, within an hour of his departure. After this

he could say no more, connectedly; yet, one half hour afterward, per

haps, I thought he might still be conscious to my voice, and I asked

him:

“ Are you happy, my dear son ?”

And he answered me very distinctly,

“ Oh, perfectly, perfectly!”

How. strange! They were the very words with which his sainted

mother closed her testimony to me six-and-twenty years before, within

five minutes of her death. From that moment he gently sobbed away

his life like an infant who had fallen asleep in crying. His pulse be

came fainter, until the last one passed, and all was quietness and rest.

The Bulletin says:

The delivery of the sermon was calm and steady, and impressed one

with the idea of emotion governed and reined in with a hand firm

enough to gauge and measure every pulse and every throb. Among

the congregation, self-control was not so complete, and hundreds were

weeping at once.

Singing and praying closed the exercises with great solemnity, and

the crowded audience sought the cool air with a feeling of relief

mingled with their solemnity, although they had shown no signs of

impatience during the course of this remarkable and affectionate dis

course.

LAY CONVENTIONS.—One of the most favorable signs of the times

is the increasing activity of Ruling Elders and lay members of the

church in direct efi'orts to promote the interests of religion, and to turn

men to righteousness. This is indicated by the Lay Conventions which

have been held recently. One of these, composed of Ruling Elders

and Deacons, was recently held in Petersburg, Va. The following
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resolutions, adopted by this Convention we take pleasure in copying:

1. Resolved, That this meeting of elders and deacons from

churches within the bounds of the Synod of Virginia feel it to be a

duty to record that this assembling of ourselves together has been one

of great pleasure, and, by God’s blessing, of profit, it is hoped, to those

who met—that it has been, what it was only designed to be, one of

prayer and conference in relation to the condition of our Church—that

the ministering brethren, Pryor, Hoge, and Martin, have attended

our session, and very materially added to the profit and pleasure of the

meeting; and that above all, the meeting records its thankfulness to

Almighty God for the goodness and mercy which gave the desire for

such a meeting.

2. Resolved, That after a full, free and informal conference and in

terchange of views, this meeting records the following as among the

results of its observations.

1st. That the Elders and Deacons of Virginia have great occasion

for self-abasement and mourning over the hitherto depressed condition

of our Church, and over the long continued absence of any general

revival of religion in our churches.

2d. That among the causes of the displeasure manifested by a just

God to us as a Church, may be included the sin of holding very inade

quate views in theory and in the consequent practice on the part of

ruling elders and deacons, of the warrant for their divinely constituted

ofiice, and of the duties and responsibilities accompanying the high

trust confided to their hands.

3d. That we consider it our business to understand and carry out

the teachings of the Bible, and of the Confession of Faith, rather

than to devise new schemes, and that with this view we recommend

that our form of government, as contained in these books, be more

thoroughly studied and understood, and the principles therein contain

ed fully developed and carried out.

4th. That this meeting most affectionately suggest to their brethren

holding similar offices in our Synod, to unite with those composing

this meeting in a more unreserved dedication of ourselves to our God

and to the service of our blessed Saviour, and in prayer for divine

wisdom and grace for more faithful performance of our duties as office

bearers in the Church of Christ.

3. Resolved, That the members of this meeting engaged to God and

to each other, and earnestly recommend it to their brother elders and

deacons, to adopt immediate measures for the establishment, where not

already existing, of prayer meetings—to make more earnest efforts to

secure the religious instruction of our children, and servants, and to

give more diligent attention to the duty of visiting the people of our

respective churches.

4. Resolved, that this meeting most affectionately commend to the

consideration of their brethren in this Synod the importance of giving

more earnest heed to the instructions of God’s word, and the teaching

of our form of government in relation to the ofiice of Deacon, and to

the duty of electing Deaconskin every church.
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5. Resolved, That as we consider attention to the bringing of tithes

into the storehouse of God, as being among the most important duties

devolving upon the Ruling Elders and Deacons of our Church, we will

ourselves be more faithful in this matter, and will in our respective

Presbyteries endeavor to carry out the principles of the report on the

support of the ministry sanctioned by the Synod at its last meeting,

and that we will in other suitable ways endeavor to carry out more fully

the principles of our book on this subject.

6. Resolved, That this meeting regards the Central Presbyterian,

as at present conducted, eminently adapted to advance the interests of

the Presbyterian Church, and for that reason it should be taken by

every family connected with said Church in the bounds of this Synod;

and this meeting most respectfully recommends to all such families to

take each one copy of said paper, and should there be families unable

to pay the subscription price, that members of the respective churches

who are able, take such measures as may cause the paper to be fur

nished to every family. l

7. Resolved, That this meeting ought not to adjourn without re

cording their profound gratitude for the rich and unmerited mercies of

God now being manifested in evidences of a newly awakened interest

in some of our churches, in the great concerns of the immortal soul,

and have occasion to be greatly encouraged now to continue to pray for

a general revival of religion in our beloved land.

JUDGE GREEN ON THE TRACT CONTROVERsY.-—-Abolitionism will

never rest, till it has divided every church and broken down every

benevolent society in the land, unless its course shall be arrested by

the truth and God’s blessing on it. The conflict in the American

Tract Society is only one of its fruits. We have not seen the letter of

Judge Green, of Tennessee, to the Tract Society, nor the particular

Tract to which he refers in the following extract of that letter, which

we take from an exchange paper. But we copy the extract as expres

sive 0f the views of a large number, we hope and believe, a majority

of Southern Christians respecting the evil of slavery:

“ In conclusion on this subject, I have no hesitation in saying that

this Tract, although ably and ingeniously gotten up, (if Mr. Whipple’s

desire was to vilify the South by a specious presentation of the worst

characters South, in their worst acts, and apply the facts stated to the

people of the South, as a. delineation of general character) is one of- the

l
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grossest libels I have ever been called upon to examine. And that

Tract was offered to the Society for publication"! Had it been published

and sent South, it would instantly have put an end to the operations of

the Society among us.

“Those who oppose the action of the Committee will, of course,

publish it, should they succeed in impressing their views on the

Society at its approaching meeting. They are now sending it out

through the country, together with the suppressed Tract, by way of

appeal from the decision of the Committee.

“ Our only trust is in God. He has all hearts in his hand, and can

turn them as he will. If he permit the great evil of the disruption of

this Society, and of the Union of these States, I know he will so over

rule it, that the wrath of man shallpraise him.

“ I have not intended to defend the institution of slavery. I have

long considered it an evil,—-an evil Gas Mr. Rives once admitted in

the Senate,) morally, socially and p0 itically. Until within the last

twenty-five years, I never heard any well-informed Southern gentleman

give expression to any contrary sentiment. About that time, Mr.

Calhoun first anounced the opinion that the institution was a desirable

one. Now, many Southern men, following Mr. Calhoun, and pressed

by aggressive attacks from the North,—hold the same opinion. But

I never have sympathized with this sentiment.

“ I hold slavery to be an evil,—-a greater evil to the master than the

slave. But we find it amongst us. It raises, in the circumstances

which surround it, questions of most difficult solution. These questions

must be determined by those, and those alone, who endure the evil.

Others can do nothing towards putting an end to it, or towards mitiga

ting its character. Such interference is only calculated to exasperate

and awaken opposition to the views of ofiicious intermeddlers. If the

North would benefit the slave, it will be most efiectually accomplished

by leaving us to manage the question.”

A Goon Answsn.-—Those foreigners in New York who sympa

thise with the recent attempt to assassinate the emperor of France, re

cently had a procession in N. York in honor of the memory of Orsini

and his associates, and were addressed by orators of the same class. A

committee applied to the Superintendent of the Police for a force to

protect the procession from disturbance. He replied—that he would

have a force in readiness to protect the procession against violence, and

to protect the city against the men who would form such a procession.
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ELECTION.

In preceding numbers we have given what we consider conclusive

evidence, that God has foreordained whatever comes to pass. If so,

then he has foreordained the conversion of every individual who has

been, or will be converted. \Vhen we have established the general

doctrine of Divine Decrees, we have, of course, established the doc

trine of Election; for it is embraced in the other. All the arguments,

therefore, which prove the former, are equally, conclusive in favor of

the latter. Since, however, a number of particular objections are

urged against the doctrine of Election ; it deserves a separate consid

eration.

1. We begin with the great truth, which the more evangelical class

of Arminians agree with Calvinists in holding, that all men are fallen,

and are :by nature children of wrath. Mr. Watson, the Arminian

theologian, proves—that “the import of the death threatened as the

penalty of Adam’s transgression, included corporal, moral or spiritual,

and eternal death,” and “that the sentence included also the whole of

his posterity.” This sentence is either just or unjust. It must be

just, since it is the sentence of that law which is “ holy, just and good.”

But if it is just, God is under no obligation to remove it, or to provide

for the deliverance of mankind from it. For to say, that the sentence

of condemnation is just, and yet that God is under obligation to pro
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vide means of escape from it, is to say that justice forbids the infliction

of a just sentence, which is a contradiction.

2. Evidently, then, the providing of a plan of salvation for men,

is wholly of grace. God was under no obligation to make any such

provision. Accordingly Paul teaches, that it is “the grace of God

that bringeth salvation.” (Tit. 2: 11.) It was the amazing love of

God, not his justice, which led him to give his only begotten Son for

the salvation of men. (John 3: 16.) It was the grace of our Lord

Jesus Christ, that induced him to become poor, that we might be rich.

(2Cor. 8: 9.) _

3. If the Gospel provision was wholly of grace ,- if God was under

no obligation to make it; then the ofer of this provision is equally of

grace. Consequently God is not under obligation to send the Gospel

to all men, or, to any of them. If therefore he sends it to one people,

he confers on them a great favor to which they had no claim; and if,

for reasons which he does not reveal, he does not send it to others, he

does them no injustice. As a matter of fact, he granted to the Jews

religious privileges which he granted to no other nation. “For what

nation is there so great, who hath God so nigh unto them as the Lord

our God is in all things that we call upon him for? And what nation

is there so great, that hath statutes and judgments so righteous as all

this law, which I set before you this day? (Deut. 4: 7, 8.) He

sheweth his word unto Jacob, his statutes and his judgments unto

Israel. He hath not dealt so with any nation: and as for his judg

ments, they have not known them.” (Ps. 147: 19, 20.) And under

the New Dispensation many nations, communities, families and indi

viduals have not had the Gospel, whilst others have enjoyed its clear

light. Speaking of God’s purposes of grace, Watson says—“These

purposes have been declared to man, with great inequality we grant,

a mystery which we are not able to explain.” Again—“The second

kind of election which we find in Scripture, is the election of nations,

or bodies of pe0ple, to eminent religious privileges, and in order to ac

complish,'by their superior illumination, the merciful purposes of God,

in benefiting other nations or bodies of people.” Still further he says

—-“God has the right to select whom he pleases to enjoy special privi

leges; in this there is no unrighteousness, and therefore in limiting

those favors to such branches of Abraham’s seed as he chose to elect,

neither his justice nor his truth was impreached.” On this point, then,

there is no controversy.

4. If the providing of a plan of salvation, and the offer of the

Gospel are both wholly of grace; so is that influence of the Holy

\>.

v.
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Spirit which opens the hearts of men to receive the Gospel. Armini

ans and Calvinists agree, that conviction of sin and regeneration are

the work of the Holy Spirit. “ And when he (the Comforter) is come,

he will reprove the world of sin, and of righteousness and of judg

ment. (John 16: 8.) “According to his mercy he saved us by the

washing of regeneration, and renewing of the Holy Ghost; which he

shed on us abundantly through Jesus Christ.” (Tit. 3: 5.) “For

we are his workmanship, created in Christ Jesus unto good works,”

&c. (Eph. 2: 10.) This is not only the work of the Holy Spirit;

but it is eminently a work of grace. That is, it is a work which God

is under no obligation to perform, but which he performs as a mere

matter of favor or grace. This the apostle distinctly teaches in the

2nd chapter of the Epistle to the Ephesians. “But God who is rich

in mercy, for his great love wherewith he loved us, even when we were

dead in sins, hath quickened us together with Christ, (by grace are

ye saved) ; and hath raised us up together, and made us sit together in

heavenly places in Christ Jesus.” And when Paul speaks of his

christian labors, to which he was prompted by the Holy Spirit, he re

presents that Divine influence as wholly gracious. “But I labored

more abundantly than they all; yet not I, but the grace of God that

was with me.” (Cor. 15: 10.) Here again Mr. Watson agrees with

us. He says of Christ—“The second Adam is a. quickening spirit.

The Holy Spirit is the purchase of his redemption, to be given to man,

that he may again infuse into his corrupted nature the heavenly life,

and sanctify and regenerate it. Here is the mercy.” Dr. Clarke, com

menting on Eph. 2: 5, says—“And as this quickening or making alive,

was most gratuitous on God’s part, the apostle, with great propriety,

says, By grace are ye saved.” On this point there is no coptroversy.

But if the influence of the Holy Spirit in convincing men of sin and

in renewing their hearts, is wholly of grace; then God may give or

withhold it, as his infinite'wisdom may dictate. If, then, he bestow

it upon some, and not upon others, or if he bestow it more abundantly

on some than on others; he confers upon the one class a great blessing

to which they had no claim; and from the other he withholds what they

had no right to, and, therefore, does them no injustice. For to say,

that the influences of the Holy Spirit are entirely of grace, and yet

that God is bound to confer on men those influences, is to confound

grace and justice, or to say that they are gracious, and that they are

not. And to say, that if God confer this gift upon one, he is bound

to confer it on all, is to 'Inaintain the absurdity that grace conferred on

one, beeomes a debt to all others! Still further, it is perfectly clear,
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that if God may, without injustice, grant to some, special religious

privileges which he does not grant to others, he may also grant to some,

more powerful spiritual influences than to others; for both are equally

of grace.

On the following points, then, Calvinists and Arminians of the more

evangelical class agree, viz: that all men are totally depraved, and lie

under a just condemnation; that the providing of a method of salva

tion is wholly of grace, not of justice; that the Gospel offer is equally

of grace, and that God may and does grant to some far greater religious

advantages, than to others; and that those Divine influences which

dispose men to embrace the Gospel, are eminently of grace, and con

sequently may be given or withheld, or may be given in larger measure

to some than to others. But if God might justly send the Gospel to

some and not to others, or to some more fully and abundantly than to

others; then he might purpose beforehand to do this; for if the thing

itself be not unjust; the design or purpose to do it, cannot be unjust.

Still further, if God might justly give or withhold the convicting and

sanctifying influences of his Spirit, or might give them more abund

antly in some cases than in others, without injustice; then he might

design or purpose to makethis difference without injustice. And if

he might purpose to make this difference, that purpose might be from

eternity; for if there is no injustice in the purpose itself, it is self

evident that there can be none in the period when it was formed.

Thus we dispose of the objection so commonly urged against the

doctrine of Election, thatit is unjust. It will not be pretended, that the

injustice is toward those who are saved. If, therefore, there be injustice,

it must be toward those not elected. Injustice consists either in with

holding from individuals or bodies something to which they have a right,

or inflicting upon them evil which they do not deserve. But since it

is admitted, that none of the human family have a right to the offers

of salvation or to the sanctifying influences'of the Holy Spirit; it is

‘ perfectly evident, that the withholding of these from all or from any

cannot be unjust. And since it is admitted, that all are under a just

sentence; it is clear, that the inflicting of that sentence on all or any

of them cannot be unjust. If God had left all to perish under the

just sentence of his law, he would simply have displayed his infinite

justice. If, for his own glory, he saves some, and passes by others,

he displays his mercy in the one case, and his justice in the other.

On this point, as on some others, Mr. Watson maintains contradictory

principles. In reference to the non-elect he sa'ys—“ In whatever light

the subject be viewed, no fault, in any right construction, can be

~
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chargeable upon the persons so punished, or, as we may rather say,

destroy/ed ; since punishment supposes a judicial proceeding, which

this act shuts out. For either the reprobates are destroyed for a pure

reason of sovereignty, without any reference to their sinfulness, and

thus all criminality is left out of the consideration, or they are destroyed

for the sin of Adam, to which they were not consenting; or for per- -

sons-l faults resulting from a corruption of nature which they brought

into the world with them, and which God wills not to correct, and

they have no power to correct themselves.” The objection thus urged

raises two most important questions. The first relates to the justice of

the imputation of the sin of Adam to his posterity. The language of

Mr. \Vatson clearly means, that it would be unjust that Adam’s post

erity should be lost in consequence of his sin. If so, the imputation

of that sin to them must be unjust; for to say, that the sentence rest~

ing on them in consequence of that sin, is just, and yet that the

infliction of it would be unjust, is absurd and contradictory. Mr.

Watson holds, that the posterity of Adam do lie under that sentence;

he cannot, therefore, charge the infliction of it upon any or upon all,

as injustice.

The second question raised in view of Mr. Watson’s objection, is

respecting the elfect of depravity upon man’s free agency and account

ablility. He speaks of “personal faults resulting from a corruption of

nature which they brought into the world with them, and which God

wills not to correct, and they have no power to correct themselves ;”

and he most distinctly intimates, that to punish men for actual trans

gressions flowing from corruption of nature, would be unjust, unless

God had exerted on them an influence to correct it, since they are

powerless in the matter. On this point he reasons more fully thus:

“If all men everywhere would condemn it, as most contrary to justice

and right, that a sovereign should condemn to death one or more of

his subjects for not obeying laws which it is absolutely impossible for

them under any circumstances which they can possibly avail themselves

of to obey, and much more the greater part of his subjects, and to

require them, on pain of aggravated punishment, to do something in

order to the pardon and remission of their ofi'ences, which he knows

they cannot do, say to stop the tide or to remove a mountain, it implies

a charge as awfully and obviously unjust against God, to suppose him

to act precisely in the same manner as to those whom he has passed

by and rejected, without any avoidable fault of their own.” Now the

question arises—Does depravity so destroy the free and accountable

agency of men, that it is as unjust that they should be required to
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love and obey God, as to stop the tide or remove a mountain? If it

does not, Mr. Watson’s objection is founded upon a false view of it,

and, therefore, has no force. If it does, no man can sin, unless God

by his Spirit enable him to sin! Observe, total depravity, we are told,

makes it as impossible for a man to obey God, as to stop the tide or

move a mountain, and places him “under a necessity of sinning in

every condition.” But it is self-evident that for a man to fail to do

what it is impossible for him to do, or for a man to do what he is under

a necessity of doing, is not sin. To call it so, is an abuse of language.

According to this doctrine, therefore, no man can commit a sin, so long

as he is totally depraved. A Divine influence must be exerted on him

before he can sin, and deserve punishment! And then in hell, where

all are totally depraved, there can be no sin at all! To such absurdities

are we driven by the Arminian view of depravity.

Now, the truth is, that the mind is, from its nature, a free agent;

and the most depraved man is as free an agent as the holiest. The

only possible evidence of free agency is the mind’s consciousness; and

the worst man is just as conscious of choosing and acting freely, as the

best ; and, therefore, to require him to do right, and to punish him for

doing wrong, is not unjust.

But it is said, that the doctrine of Election cannot be true, because

it would make God a respecter of persons ,' whereas Peter said—“ Of

a truth I perceive that God is no respecter of persons: but in every

nation he that feareth him and worketh righteousness, is accepted with

him.” (Acts 10: 34, 35.) But what is the meaning of the phrase—

“respecter of persons?” It either means, that God treats all men

alike—confers on all equal favors, especially equal religious privileges;

or it does not. If it does not, then the doctrine of Election which

represents him as making a difference, is not liable to this objection.

But Mr. Watson, whilst he urges this objection, destroys all its force

by his own admission. He says—“ This phrase, we grant, is not to be

interpreted as though the bounties of the Almighty were dispensed in

equal measures to his creatures. In the administration of favor, there

is place for the exercise of that prerogative which, in a just sense, is

called the sovereignty of God; but justice knows but one rule,” &c.

Just so. In his dealing with men God will treat none unjustly. That

is, he will not withhold from any of his creatures what they have a

right to ; nor inflict upon them any punishment they do not deserve.

But since all the blessings of the Gospel salvation are purely of grace,

mere favors, the rule of justice does not apply. Mr. Watson admits,

that in the bestowment of favors God may act as a sovereign “in a
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just sense.” What he means by a just sense, it is diflicult to determine.

He acknowledges, however, that both in the bestowment of temporal

blessings and of religious privileges he does make great diflerences,

before he becomes a respecter of persons? We are willing to take Dr."

Clarke’s exposition of this phrase. It is as follows: “He was now

convinced that God was no respecter of persons ,' that all must stand

before his judgment-seat, to be judged according to the deeds done in

the body ,' so no one nation of people, or individual, could expect to find

a more favorable decision than another, who was precisely in the same

moral state: for the phrase respect of persons, is used in reference to

unjust decisions in a court of justice, when through favor, or interest,

or bribe, a culprit is acquitted, and a righteous and innocent person is

condemned. As there is no iniquity (decisions contrary to equity)

with God, so he could not shut out the pious prayers, sincere fasting,

and benevolent alms-giving of Cornelius; because the very spring

whence they proceeded was his own grace and mercy. Therfore he

could not receive even a Jew into his favor (in preference to such a

person,) who had either abused his grace or made a less godly use of

it than this Gentile had done.” God is not a respecter of persons, so

long as he treats none of his creatures unjustly, and so long as he

rejects no one who fears him and works righteousness. But the doc

trine of Election does not represent him as doing either of these things;

therefore the objection, that it makes God a respecter of persons, is of

no force.

It is further objected, that the doctrine of Election is inconsistent

with the sincerity of God in offering salvation to all. This objection

might have force, if this doctrine represented God as preventing any

from accepting the Gospel ofl'er; or if it represented the atonement of

Christ as insuflicient to save every one who believes. But it does

neither of these things. The worst that can be said, is—that God

leaves the non-elect in the exercise of their free agency to accept or

reject the Gospel; and it is certain, that such are the nature and in

finite sufliciency of the atonement, that all who exercise faith in Christ

will be saved. Will it be pretended, that God cannot be sincere in

offering a gratuitous salvation to a free moral agent, who needs that

salvation, unless he at the same time influence him by supernatural

power to accept?

This doctrine, it is objected, involves the damnation of infants.

The objection is wholly groundless; but as it is fully answered in our

present number, we pass it without further remark.

We see, that the objections urged against this doctrine, are ground
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less; but after all, is the doctrine Scriptural? Is it true? The fol

lowing Scripture facts give the correct answer to this question, viz:

1. Every true believer has experienced a radical change in his

heart or moral nature. This is evident, because believers are said to

have been born again, to be new creatures, to have been quickened or

made alive. These strong expressions can mean nothing less than a

radical change—“ Old things are passed away; behold, all things are

become new.” On this point the more evangelical Arminians agree

with us. We need not, therefore, go further into the proof of it.

2. God is the author of this radical change. In most cases of con

version there are three Divine agencies, if We may so call them,

employed, viz: the providence, the word and the Spirit of God. The

providence of God brought Lydia and Paul together at Phillippi ; Paul

preached the word; and the Holy Spirit opened her heart, that she

attended to and received that word. The providence which brought

her to hear Paul, was not accidental ; it was a fulfilmemt of a Divine

purpose. The opening of her heart to receive the Gospel was not

accidental, but the execution of a Divine purpose. God designed to

bring her to hearfPaul; and he designed to open her heart; and as he

knew, that thus by his providence and his grace she would be con

verted, he designed to convert her. And if he designed to convert

her, he had elected her; for by election we mean only God’s gracious

purpose to convert sinners.

Certain it is, that the Scriptures ascribe the regeneration of the

heart wholly to God. They do not teach, that the sinner aids in his

own regeneration, any more than in his original creation. Thus God

said—“ A new heart will I give you, and a new spirit will I put within

you," &c. (Ezek. 36: 25.) Paul says—God, “even when we were

dead in sin, hath quickened us together with Ohrist——\Ve are his work

manship, created in Christ Jesus unto good works,” &c. (Eph. 2: 5,

10.) On this point there can be no controversy betWeen those who

hold the fundamental doctrines of the Gospel.

3. God effects this change, not because the subjects of it were

better than others, but of his sovereign grace. We mean not to say,

that in the exercise of his grace God acts arbitrarily or without reas

ons. We mean simply to say, first—That the reasons are not found

in any moral qualities belonging to those he regenerates; and, second,

That he has not chosen to make known the reasons in view of which

he acts. All that he teaches us on this subject, is—that it has seemed

good to him to do as he does, and not otherwise. God cannot be

induced to regenerate the heart of a sinner, because of any moral ex
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cellency of his; for regeneration is the beginning of spiritual life or

holiness; it is a quickening or making alive. But there can be no

holiness or moral excellency in one who is dead in sin. Besides, if

one is more moral than another, or more inclined to listen to. the

ofl'ers of the Gospel; this state of mind results from good influences,

providential and gracious, under which he has been placed. Perhaps

he is the child of pious parents, and has been trained up in the nurture

and admonition of the Lord ; whilst another is the child of infidels,

errorists or immoral persons, and has grown up under the most corrupt

ing influences. There is a very great variety in the influences,

favorable and unfavorable, under which different persons have their

characters formed; and these have much to do with their conversion.

But those influences are not accidental. No converted child of believ

ing parents regards it matter of accident, that he was the child of the

covenant, and, like Timothy, from a child knew the holy Scriptures.

But in not a few instances, those brought up under the most unfavor

able circumstances are converted, whilst others with far better oppor

tunities, remain in darkness and sin. Thus God shows, that human

nature under the most advantageous circumstances brings forth no fruit

unto salvation ; and that the Holy Spirit can subdue the most wicked

hearts. But whatever may have been the influences which have favored

and resulted in the conversion of any sinner, they were all providential

or spiritual; and they were influences which God designed to bring to

bear upon him to that end, and which he knew would effect it. 'They

were influences, moreover, to which he had no more right, than thou

sands of others who never are brought under such. Accordingly, the

Scriptures do most distinctly teach, that regeneration is not in conse

quence of any excellency, or right inclination, or works of the sinner,

but simply of the grace of God. “Not by works of righteousness

which we have done, but according to his mercy he saved us, by the

washing of regeneration, and renewing of the Holy Ghost,” &c. (Tit

3: 5.) “Blessed be the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ,

which according to his abundant mercy, hath begotten us again unto a

lively hope,” &c. (1 Pet. 1: 3.) “Who hath saved us and called us

with a holy calling, not according to our works, but according to his own

purpose and grace,” 8w. (2 Tim. 1: 9.) “According as he hath

chosen us in him before the foundation of the world, that we should

be holy, and without blame before him in love: having predestinated

us unto the adoption of children by Jesus Christ unto himself, accord

ing to the good pleasure of his will to the praise of the glory of his

grace, wherein he hath made us accepted in the beloved.” (Eph. 1i
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4—7.) In what way could God teach us more plainly, that nothing in

men influences him to renew their hearts ?—that their regeneration is

of his mere mercy?

4. God designed from eternity to renew the hearts of those whom

he does renew. To this there can be no objection, since the work is a

good one—one which causes joy in heaven amongst the angels, and

joy on earth amongst Christians. It would be sufficiently absurd to

object, that God determined too soon to do a good work. Besides, as

we have proved in preceding numbers, God forms no new purposes,

and changes none he has formed. Accordingly Paul teaches, that his

purpose and grace “were given us in Christ before the world began.”

(2 Tim. 1: 9.) And again—“As he hath chosen us in him before the

foundation of the world, that we should be holy and without blame

before him in love.” (Eph. 1: 4.)

This, then, is the doctrine of Election—that God regenerates the

hearts of all that are saved; that he does this, not because of any

excellency or right inclination in them, but of his infinite mercy and

grace; and that he does it in fulfilment of his eternal purpose. But

here the great difliculty arises—why does not God treat all alike? Why

does he not exert equal influences of a saving nature upon all? We

do not know, because he has not told us why. But on this precise

point our Arminian friends are by no means free from difliculty. As

we have already seen, Mr. Watson says of God’s purposes of grace—

“These purppses have been declared to men with great inequality we

grant, a mystery which we are not able to explain.” Now, there is

some important connection between the preached Gospel, and the con

version and salvation of men; or there is not. If there is not, then

those who have it not, are as likely to be saved, as those who have it;

and, therefore, so far as the salvation of the soul is concerned, it is

wholly unimportant to send it to them. If there is, then those to

whom the Gospel is sent, are more likely to be saved than others.

Why has not God given equal opportunities of salvation to all? We

agree with Mr. Watson in saying, this difference is a mystery which

we are not able to explain.

But if God may make a great difference in the bestowment of the

means of grace upon difl‘erent persons, as confessedly he does; how

great may that difference be? Who can tell? If it be said, those

who have not the Gospel, are accountable only for the light they have;

we admit it. But they are depraved: and the question is, whether

the influences brought to bear upon them are suflicient to overcome

their emnity to God. If it be said, that no one will be lost, who acts
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up to the best light he has; we shall not object. But to suppose any

one to do this, is to suppose him already regenerated; for no unre

generate person does any such thing.

Lydia heard Paul preach; and the Lord opened her heart, that she

received the Gospel, and became a true Christian. Now who can say,

that every other woman in Phillippi would not have done the same

thing, if brought under the same influences then and before, which

she experienced? Paul himself was converted in connection with the

miraculous appearance of Christ. Who can say, that there was any

Jew in Jerusalem, who would not have been converted, if subjected to

precisely the same influences? Reader, are you a Christian? Can

you say, that any one whom you know, would not have become a

Christian, if he had the same training, and been brought under the

same influences in kind and in degree? The point is this: God knows

with infinite certainty what kind and degree of influences will result

in the conversion of every particular individual. Then the determin

ation to bring any individual under such influences, is a determination

to effect his conversion, and is the election of him. The not bringing

any individual under those influences which God knows to be necessary

to his conversion, is in fact a passing of him by. When, therefore,

it is admitted, that God brings to bear upon some persons more effective

influences, than upon others, the whole principle involved in election,

is admitted.

One thing is absolutely certain, viz: that none will be lost, except

for their sin. Left to the exercise of their free agency, and account

able only for the light they have, many will perish, because they will

continue to sin. Whilst in Election God’s purpose to save, was not in

view of any good works foreseen; in what has been called Reprobation,

the purpose of God to condemn, was in view of the sins of the persons.

That there are heights and depths in this great subject which the

human mind cannot reach or comprehend, is clear; and therefore in

the investigation of it, the true position of such beings as we, is at the

feet of the great Teacher, looking up with child-like docility and

humble prayer for divine guidance.

Those who desire to see, from our pen, a fuller discussion of the

whole subject, will find it in a little book, written by us several years

since, and published by J. D. Thorpe, Cincinnati. It may be had also

of Keith 8: Woods, Booksellers, St. Louis.
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There have been few men whose early history was more extraordi

nary, than that of John Newton. He was blessed with a godly mother

—one of the greatest of all blessings, under whose faithful instruction

' he was, and whose earnest prayers were offered for him, till he was

seven years of age. As he grew up, though at times under strong

religious impressions, he grew gradually worse, being exposed to all

the temptations of a sea-faring life, till he became not only an infidel,

but one of the most profane, profligate and abandoned young men.

During a stay of fifteen months on the coast of Africa, his degradation

and misery seemed complete. Yet was he destined to be not only an

eminent Christian, but an eminently wise and useful minister of Christ,

and to be the instrument in turning many a sinner from the error of

his way, and in helping many a child of God in his spiritual warfare.

The religious experience of Newton presents more that is instructive

to Christians of all classes, than that of almost any man with whose

history we are acquainted. It was what may be properly called a rich

experience; and it was eminently scriptural. In reading the accounts

he has given of his exercises, there is very little allowance to be made

for peculiarities of temperament. In reading the life of Payson, we

constantly feel, that we have before us an eminent servant of God-—

one who lived in close communion with his Saviour; but we see also,

that his elevations and depressions received a strong coloring from his

nervous temperament. In that of David Brainerd, we see rich piety

with a tinge, sometimes a very deep tinge, of melancholy. In the

biographies of some others, we find much variety as to incident, with

many excellencies, but with less of spirituality, than We could desire.

Newton was rarely, if ever, melancholy; or if he was so, he under

stood the nature of such depression too well to mistake it for a phase

of his religious experience. He seldom, if ever, had those great joys

which, at times, lifted Paysonnlmost to heaven. He was blest with

an equal temperament, inclined to cheerfulness. He was a constant

and prayerful reader of the Bible; and its glorious truths were very

often the subject of his pleasing and devout meditation. He had very

humble views of himself, and very exalted views of his Saviour and
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of his wonderful grace. He lived much in communion with God, and

found a. large share of his happiness in doing good to others. He

greatly excelled in letter writing; and his correspondence is the richest

with precious truth, that we have ever seen. There is no writer whose

works on religious experience we peruse with equal pleasure and profit.

The first permanent religious impressions made on the mind of Mr.

Newton, were in a storm, on his return from'Africa to England, in

which the vessel very narrowly escaped being wrecked. He then

began to read the New Testament with the earnest desire to know

whether Christianity were indeed true, and was not long in being satis

fied on this point. But though he began to pray, and was greatly

reformed, and soon approached the Lord’s table, in the Episcopal

church; yet the light entered his mind so gradually, that he was pro

bably never satisfied respecting the precise time when he experienced

a change of heart. He says—“If I had any spiritual light, it was

but as the first faint streaks of the early dawn.” It is, indeed, a singu

lar fact, showing how slowly the light sometimes enters even the

renewed mind, that he continued in the slave trade for several years

after he had evidently become a true Christian-the iniquity of the

trade having not occurred to him. But however feeble spiritual life

in him was in its earlier stages, it attained afterwards a vigorous

growth, and brought forth abundant fruits.

None but a truly devoted Christian could use such language as the

following: “My whole study and desire is comprised in this short

sentence—‘To walk with God ’-—to set the Lord always before me; to

hear his voice in every creature, in every dispensation, ordinance and

providence; to keep him in view as my portion, sun and shield; my

strength, advocate and Saviour. And all my complaints may be

summed up in this one—a proneness to wander from him. This is

too frequently the case with me, I hardly know how or why. Through

mercy I am in a measure delivered from the love of this present evil

world ; the desire of my heart is towards God; I account his loving

kindness to be better than life, and esteem all his precepts concerning

all things to be right, just and good. I do not even wish for a dispens

ation to admit any rival into my heart; he richly deserves it all, and I

am willingand desirous to be his alone, and to be wholly conformed to

him. Yet still I find the efiects of a depraved nature; and notwith

standing all my struggles against inward and outward evil, I am too

often carried away from the point of simple faith and dependence.”

Newton’s Christian experience preserved him, in the main, from

doubts of his acceptance with God; but it rather gave him deep views
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of his depravity and of the infinite sufliciency of Divine grace, than

elevated him to extraordinary joy. He had much peace, though he

was familiar with spiritual conflicts, but he rarely rose to what he would

call joy. “As to me,” says he, “the Lord deals gently with me :—

my trials are few, and not heavy; my experiences run in a kind of

even thread; I have no great enlargements, and am seldom left to great

darkness and temptation: I am often wandering away, but the Lord

seeks me out, and brings me back from time to time, much sooner than

I could expect. I am enabled through grace to keep myself from the

world, so that I have not been left to bring a blot on my profession.

But alas! my heart is a filthy, defiled heart still. It is well that he

only who knows how to bear with me knows what is in me. My com

fort is comprised in this one sentence—‘ I know whom I have believed’

-—I know that Jesus is mighty to save; I have seen myself lost in

every view but the hope of his mercy; I have fled to him for safety;

I have been preserved by him thus far; and I believe he willv keep

that which I have committed to him even to the end. Blessing, and

honor, and glory, and praise, be to his name, who hath loved poor

sinners, and washed them in his most precious blood. Amen.” After

saying—“ I mourn under such a deadness and barrenness in secret

duties, as I believe very few, who are in any measure alive, are exer

cised with ;” he adds—“ The Lord has been pleased to give me such

a view of the all-suflicient righteousness of Jesus, and the certainty

of the promises in him, that these doubts seldom pierce more than skin

deep, and at the bottom of my dry, complaining frame, he is pleased

to maintain a stable peace.”

Newton was wise enough to know, that sorrowing after Christ is as

good evidence of piety and as profitable to the Christian, as rejoicing

in him. “In our bright and lively frames,” he says, “we learn what

God can do for us; in our dark and dull hours, we feel how little we

can do without him; and both are needful to perfect our experience

and establish our faith. At one time we are enabled to rejoice in God;

at another we are seeking after him sorrowing ; these difl'erent seasons

are equally good in their turns, though not equally comfortable, and

there is nothing we need fear, but security, carelessness and presump

tion.”

Writing to a friend who insisted upon assurance and joy as always

attendant upon grace in a thriving state, he says-“ He has said,

‘Blessed are they that mourn;’ but he has not said, More blessed are

they that are comforted. They are to be sure, more happy at present;

but their blessedness consists not in their present comforts, but in those
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perceptions of Gospel truths, which form them to that contrite spirit

in which God delighteth, and which makes them capable of Divine

comforts, and spiritual hungerings and thirstings after them—I would

not represent myself as a stranger to peace and joy in the Holy Ghost.

In the midst of all my conflicts, I have a heart-felt satisfaction from

the Gospel, which nothing else could give. But I mean, though this

be with me as an abiding principle, it rarely affords me what I think

you intend, when you speak of sensible comforts. I cannot feel that

warmth of heart, that glowing .of love, which the knowledge of such

a Saviour should inspire. ‘ I count it my sin, and I feel it my burden,

that I cannot. And when I truly do this, when I can abhor myself

for my stupidity, mourn over it, and humbly look up to the Lord for

relief against it, I judge my soul to be at such times as much alive to

God, as it would be if he saw fit to increase my comfort. Let me

either rejoice in him, or mourn after him, I would leave the alternative

to him, who best knows how to suit his dispensations to my state; and

I trust he knows that I do not say this because I set a small value upon

his presence.” In a single sentence he describes the state of those in

whose souls grace is thriving: “In a word, an humble, dependent frame

of spirit, perseverance in the use of appointed means, care to avoid all

occasions of sin, an endeavor to glorify God in our callings, and an

eye to Jesus as our all in all ;—-these things are to me sure indications

that the soul is right, that the Lord is present, and that grace is thriv

ing and in exercise, whether sensible conolation abound or not. The

true character of Newton’s experience may be seen in the view he was

accustomed to take of the most desirable state of mind, and in the

themes which were most prominent in his preaching. As to the

former, he says—“ In my judgment they are the happiest who have

the lowest thoughts of themselves, and in whose eyes Jesus is most

glorious and precious.” As to the latter, he says—“The two points

on which I largely insist, are the glories of the Redeemer, and the

happiness of a life of communion with God.” With him Christ was

every thing, himself nothing; and an humble walk with God was the

highest privilege and the most exalted happiness. His clear views of

the all-suflieiency of Christ, and his experience of the power of his

grace, saved him from distressing doubts which might have been caused

by the deep experience he had of his own depravity. “His blood,”

said he, “speaks louder than all my evils. My soul is very sick, but

my Physician is infallible. He never turns out any as incurable, of

whom he has once taken charge.” “ If we would muse less upon our

selves, and mediate more upon the Lord Jesus, we should do better.”

2
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Mr. Newton was a Calvinist; but with him the doctrines of grace

were not theories or speculations. They entered deeply into his

experience. His soul fed upon them as the most nutritious food; and

in temptation and trial he found in them support and consolation.

Speaking of those doctrines called Calvinistic, he says—“ I am sure I

can say for myself, that I received not the Gospel from man. The

little instruction I had received in my youth, I had renounced; I was

an infidel in the strictest sense of the word. When it pleased God to

give me a concern for my soul, and for some years afterwards, I was

upon the sea, or in Africa, at a distance from the influence of books,

names and parties. In this space the Lord taught me by the New

Testament the truths upon which my soul new ventures its everlasting

concerns, when I did not know there was a person upon earth who had

the same views with myself, or at least did not know where to find

such a person; perhaps I may rather say, I took it for granted that all

people who were religious, were of my mind, and hardly suspected that

any who professed a regard to the Bible, could doubt or deny what

appeared to me so plain.” Again he says—-—“I believe most persons

who are truly alive to God, sooner or later meet with some pinches in

their experience, which constrain them to flee to those doctrines for

their relief, which perhaps they have formerly dreaded, if not abhorred,

because they knew not how to get over some harsh consequences they

thought necessarily resulting from them, or because they were stumbled

by the miscarriages of those who professed them. In this way I was

made a Calvinist myself; and I am content to let the Lord take his

own way, and his own time with others.” By the way, it is a remark

able fact, that a very large proportion of the best works on religious

experience—works that have become universally known and approved

by the people of God—were written by Calvinists. Such are the

works of Baxter, Owen, Watts, Bunyan, Doddridge, Guthrie, Edwards,

Alexander, and a multitude of others. It is deeply interesting to

observe how similar are the views of eminently godly persons in every

age, when they have been left chiefly under the guidance of the word

and Spirit of God, without the unhappy influence of narrow-minded

sectarianism. - a

The chief excellency of Newton’s hymns is the rich Christian ex

perience which runs through them. He says in regard to them—“ As

the workings of the heart of man, and of the Spirit of God, are in

general the same in all who are the subjects of grace, I hope most of

these hymns, being the fruit and expression of my experience, will

coincide with the views of real Christians of all Denominations.” In
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regard to those hymns which are more of the Calvinistic type, he says

—“ Many gracious persons, (for many such I am persuaded there are,) \

who differ from me, more or less, on those points which are called

Calvinistic, appear desirous that the Calvinists should, for their sake,

studiously avoid every expression which they cannot approve. Yet

few of them, I believe, impose alike restraint upon themselves, but

think the importance of what they deem to be truth justifies them in

speaking their sentiments plainly and strongly; May I not plead for

an equal liberty? The views I have received of the doctrines of grace

are essential to my peace; I could not live comfortably a day, or an

hour, without them. I likewise believe, yea, so far as my poor attain

ments warrant me to speak, I know them to be friendly to holiness,

and to have a direct influence in producing and maintaining a Gospel

conversation; and therefore I must not be ashamed of them.”

Mr. Newton was not only a bright example as a Christian and a

minister, but equally so in private life. His affection for his wife was

of extraordinary strength; and few couples, it is presumed, have lived

so long and so happily together. On the 25th anniversary of their

marriage, he wrote a number of verses, headed “ Ebenzear: A memo

rial of the unchangable goodness of God under changing dispensations ;”

one verse of which runs thus:

Sure none a happier life have known,

Than ours thus far has been ;

But could we covet, now ’tis gone,

To live it o'er again ‘2

His letters to his wife may be safely recommended to all husbands.

Domestic happiness would not be so rare a thing as unhappily it is, it

husbands and wives dwelt together as did John Newton and his wife.

The sorest afl'liction of his life was her death, after they had lived

happily together forty years. During her long and painful illness

his piety shone more brightly than ever before. He felt an earnest

desire to be able, under that trial, to show the power and excellency

of the Gospel which he had long preached; and for this he constantly

prayed. He says—“ Through the whole of my painful trial, I attended

to all my stated and occasional services, as usual; and a stranger would

scarcely have discovered, either by my words or looks, that I was in

trouble. Many of our intimate friends were apprehensive, that this

long aflliction, and especially the closing event, would have overwhelmed

me; but it was far otherwise. It did not prevent me from preaching

a single sermon, and I preached on the day of her death. After she

was gone, my willingness to be helped, and my desire that Lord’s

goodness to me might be observed by others for their encouragement,
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made me indifferent to some laws of established custom, the breach of

hich is often more noticed than the violation of God’s commands.

' was afraid of sitting at home, and indulging myself by poring over

my loss; and therefore I was seen in the street, and visited some of

my serious friends the very next day. I likewise preached three times

while she lay dead in the house.” After her body was deposited in

the vault, he preached her funeral sermon with great self-control.

Few ministers, under similar circumstances, could do as Mr. Newton

did. His self-control did not arise from lack of affection for his wife,

but from the extraordinary supports of Divine grace. He says—“I

saw, what indeed I knew before, but never till then so strongly and

clearly perceived, that as a sinner, I had no right, and as a believer I

could have no reason, to complain. I considered her as a loan, which

he who lent her to me had a right to resume whenever he pleased; and

that as I had deserved to forfeit her every day from the first, it became

me rather to be thankful that she was spared to me so long, than to

resign her with reluctance when called for.” Yet he adds—“When

my wife died, the world seemed to die with her, I hope to revive no

more—The Bank of England is too poor to compensate for such a loss

as mine.”

We should feel, that we had conferred a gu'eat favor upon our read

=ers, if we could prevail upon them to procure and read the writings of

this eminent servant of God,—especially his correspondence We

never read a page from his works without profiting by it. We know of

no work of modem or of ancient times, which, in our view, would be

of greater advantage to young ministers, than the works of John New

ton. His writings are rich, very rich With instructions of immense

importance to them. He was as remarkable for his great practical

wisdom, as for the depth and richness of his piety.
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There are things connected with the fall of man and the introduction

of sin into the world, which are painfully mysterious. Anongst them

are the sufferings and death of infants. The theories and speculations

of men, learned or unlearned, have thrown not a ray of light upon the

subject. The only light to be gained at all, is found in the word of

God. Even this does not answer all the questions which curious or

anxious minds would propound. God gives something to comfort his

people, but leaves room enough for faith in his infinite wisdom and

goodness. If he does not tell us all, he does give evidence enough that

“he hath done all things well.”

Our attention was called to this subject by the reception, some days

ago, of the following:

Cnrcaco, MAY 5 1858.

ReV' N. L. RICE, Dear Sir: It was my privilege, last Sabbath, to

listen to your excellent and soul-stirring discourse on Rom, 5: 10.

That was a timely sermon for me, and I left the sanctuary of God

greatly benefited, and resolved in heart to lead a different life. This

I am still resolved on; but just as I begin to tread the narrow way, an

obstacle is thrown in my way. Perhaps it should not be, and it will

not, so far as my striving to live a Christian life i concerned; but if

there is truth in the statement made in this paper, in regard to the

doctrines of your church, it will cause me to select another. As there

may be other young men who are troubled about this article as I am,

perhaps it would be well for you, in some manner, to notice it. From

your remarks, last Sabbath, I cannot think that you hold any such

doctrine.

4 Respectfully, one of your hearers,

A YOUNG MAN.

This letter enclosed the following article from the North Western

vHome Journal, of April 28th.

“ THE SHADOW ON THE Hnaarrn.” New York: Robert Carter &

Brothers. Chicago: Wm. Gr. Holmes, 37 Wells street.

The world does move!

Here is a prompt, bold avowal of a great truth which we believe,

and ever have believed, and which we think is supported by those two
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best of tests,-—Scripture and common sense—and here comes one of

the “South side view divines,” N. L. Rice, one of the fogiest kind of

fogies, in theology as well as every thing else; and he, N. L. Rice,

writes an introduction endorsing the position that infants who die are

not damned.

It was only last Sabbath week, that we listened to a harrangue of

over an hour, in which the man labored to impress upon his hearers

the exceeding sinfulnes of sin, the tediousness of the the “preach”

relieved now and then by an avowal that all mankind, infants and all,

were under condemnation, and dying in this state, they (infants and

all,) would be cast away into hell-fire.

This introduction of N. L. Rice, and the rest of this volume, it

seems to us, should be taken in hand by some of our rich benevolent

societies, the American Tract Society, for instance, (as we have seen

nothing in the book against slavery,) could publish this book, and

send a copy to a host of so-called orthodox clergymen, and give them

the benefit of this new light—of a religion of justice and humanity.

What a shame that men preach in this age of light and reason, that

infants are damned.

This little volume will come to many a bereaved and sorrow stricken

heart, bringing sweet messages of comfort and assurance, of bliss eter

nal, of those who have gone up to the brighter and better land.

We are thankful for the publication of this work and for its

teachings—North Western Home Journal.

Of the North Western Home Journal and its editors we know noth

ing beyond what we have learned from this article; but its character is

a suflicient reason why we do not care to know them better. We

choose, however, to take occasion in connection with it, to expose a slan

der ten thousand times repeated, and as often refuted ;'and to bring

before our readers the excellent book which has called it forth.

The impression sought to be made, and which was made on the

mind of the young man, is—that hitherto Presbyterians have held and

preached the doctrine of infant damnation ; and this charge is con

firmed by the statement of the editor, that he very recently heard as

preach this doctrine. On this last point we have two remarks to

make, viz:

1. If we rightly understand the language employed, we are charged

with the impropriety of laboring to impress upon our hearers “the ex

ceeding sinfulness of sin ;” for this, he says, was the main point of the

discourse; and perhaps the tediousness of itto him may have arisen

from his having a better opinion of sin. We refer him to Paul, who

committed the same error! Rom. 7: 13.

2. The impression designed to be made, that in that discourse we

taught, that any dying in infancy are lost, is absolutely false. Not

only was no such doctrine taught, but nothing was said, which any
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fair-minded man would attempt to 'so construe. “What a shame,” says

he, “that men preach, in this light of age and reason, that infants are

damned.” And how lamentable, say we, that men claiming the chris

tian name, and spreading their sentiments broad-cast through society,

will trample truth under their feet.

We have now before us a pamphlet which we wrote and published

on the doctrine of Election, twenty-four years ago, in which our views

on this subject are stated as follows: “Some have said, if we believe

the doctrine of election, we must of necessity believe, that some infants

are damned. This, however, is a mistake. The confession of Faith

does, indeed, say—J Elect infants, dying in infancy, are regenerated

and saved by Christ through the Spirit;’ but it does not say, that all

infants, dying in infancy, are not of the elect. If, as Calvinists gen

erally believe, all infants dying in infancy are saved, they are all pre

destinated or elected to be saved. Or, in other words, if God does

regenerate and save all infants, he determined from eternity to do so.

But though I am far from maintaining, that any infants are lost; I am

equally far from admitting, that God would be unjust, if he were not

to save all infants. If God were in justice bound to save them, they,

of course, would need no Savior; for why should Christ die to prevent

God from acting unjustly? or why should he sufi'er to render it con

sistent for God to do that which justice requires him to do? Accord

ing tothis doctrine a large portion of the human family would be saved,

not by grace, but on the ground ofjustice. But surely the Bible teaches

us a very different doctrine. Infants are saved by the grace of God

through the redemption that is in Christ Jesus.” Such are the views

we published a quarter of a century ago, and have published probably
fifty times since. i

In our debate with Alexander Campbell, in 1844, he charged the

Presbyterian Church with holding the doctrine of infant damnation.

In answer to this charge we made the following remarks:

“I am truly gratified, that the gentleman has brought forward the

charge against us of holding the doctrine of the damnation of infants;

because it is believed by many who are unacquainted with our views.

He says, our confession of Faith teaches this doctrine. This is not

correct. It is true, that it speaks of elect infants—‘ Elect infants,

dying in infancy, are regenerated and saved by Christ through the

Spirit.’ Are all infants, dying in infancy, elect? All Presbyterians,

who express an opinion on the subject, so believe. The expression,

‘elect infants,’ the gentleman seems to think, implies non-elect infants;

but I call on him to produce one respectable Presbyterian author, who
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ever interpreted the confession of Faith as he has. I never heard a

Presbyterian minister, nor read a Presbyterian author who expressed

the opinion, that infants dying in infancy are lost. Mr. Campbell

boasts of his familiarity with the doctrines of our church. He, then,

is the very man to make good this oft-repeated charge. I call for the

proof. So far as I know the sentiments of Presbyterians on this sub

ject, they believe, that all that die in infancy are of the elect—are

chosen of God to eternal life, and are sanctified by the Holy Spirit,

and saved according his eternal purpose. Infants do not die by acci

dent. He whose providence extends to the falling of a sparrow, takes

care of every human being; and we believe, that his purpose is to save

those whom he calls from time to eternity before they are capable of

knowing the truth. But the gentleman has made the charge, that the

Presbyterian Church holds the doctrine of the damnation of infants;

and now I demand the pr0of—The very worst that any candid man

can say of our Confession, so far as this subject is concerned, is—that

it does not profess to determine whether all infants are saved. It gives

not the least intimation that any are lost.”—Debate, p. p. 679, 680.

In answer to this challenge, Mr. Campbell, familiar as he was with

Presbyterian authors, could not name one who has ever avowed this

doctrine, nor can the editors of the Home Journal name one. In the

view of every candid man the interpretation of a public document uni

formly received from the beginning by those who have prepared and

adopted it, settles its meaning; and no doctrine can be truthfully

charged upon any denomination of professing Christians, which their

accredited ministers have never avowed, much less which they have

uniformly disavowed.

We need only further refer to the Lectures on'the Shorter Cate

chism by the late Dr. Ashbel Green, published by the General Assem

bly’s Board of Publication. Referring to several charges made against

those who adopt the Westminster Confession—that of holding to the

damnation of infants, amongst them—he says—“Need I assure you,

that we reject every one of these revolting ideas, with as much sin

cerity as any of those who charge us with them—and with far more

sensibility, I hope, than some who charge us? Whenever therefore

you hear Calvinists and Calvinism charged with these, or any similar

sentiments, remember that the party who does it is either ignorant or

malignant. He either does not know what we believe, or he wilfully

misrepresents our sentiments. He draws his own terrific consequences

from our principles, and then charges us with them. But we ourselves

draw no such consequences; and we earnestly contend, that they do not
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necessarily or fairly follow from anything we hold. We even shudder

when we hear them repeated—I think it proper now to add, that in

regard to infants, there are many Calvinists who believe that all infants,

who die before the exercise of reason, belong to the election of grace;

and therefore that there can be no question, or doubt, of their salvation.

SCOTT, who was a sound and very rational Calvinist, was decidedly of

this opinion, as appears from his commentary on Math. 19: 14—‘Suf

fer little children to come unto me, and forbid them not, for of such

is the kingdom of God.’ The expression (says Scott) may intimate

that the kingdom of heavenly glory is greatly constituted of such as die

in infancy. Infants are as capable of regeneration as grown persons;

and there is abundant ground to conclude, that ALL those who have

not lived to commit actual transgressions, though they share in the

otfects of the first Adam’s ofi'ence, will also share in the blessings of

the second Adam’s gracious covenant, without their personal faith and

obedience, but not without the regenerating influence of the Spirit of

Christ.” (Vol. 1 p. p. 193, 194.) The excellent John Newton, who

was a decided Calvinist, held the same views. Writing to two of his

friends who had lost a child, he says—“ I hope you are both well recon

ciled to the death of your child. Indeed, I cannot be sorry for the

death of infants. How many storms do they escape! Nor can I

doubt, in my private judgment, that they are included in the election of

grace. Perhaps those who die in infancy, are the exceeding great

multitudes of all peoples, nations, and languages mentioned, Rev. 7:

9.” Rev. Dr. Smyth, of Charleston, S. 0., one of our ablest ministers,

has recently written a book advocating the same views, of which we

regret that we have not a copy by us. Other prominent Presbyterian

ministers have published the same views. ‘

Such are the views now held, and which have always been held by

the Presbyterian Church on this subject. The book so decidedly rec

omended by the Home Journal, was written by a Presbyterian minis

tar; and the Preface contains sentiments uttered by us twenty-five years

ago. “The world does move!” Such men as the editors of the Jour

nal do sometimes learn what are the real views of those they have been

accustomed to misrepresent and villify. The articles now embodied in

this book were first published in the St. Louis Presbyterian, whilst we

were its editor, and were published in their present form at our sugges

tion. We can heartily recomeud it to all—especially to those who

have buried infant children. It is not only a work the sentiments of

which are Scriptural and consoling; but there is a charm about the

style and in the spirit of the work, which makes it a pleasure to read it.
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TEACH FEMALES TO HELP THEMSELVES.

“The times are squally,” said a young husband playfully to his

wife; “what if I should fail, one of these days?” She replied prompt

ly and cheerfully—“I should give myself no trouble about it ; I would

establish a school; or you might keep a retail store, and I would keep

your books for you.”

The education of this lady had not been of that character, so com

mon now-a-days, which is as superficial as it is showy. She had not

only studied the solid branches, but the relative who directed her

education, insisted that she should be so thoroughly taught, that she

could teach others. There seemed little probability, at that time, that

it would ever be necessary for her to support herself by teaching.

The time, however, did come, whilst she was yet young, when she

found it necessary to take charge of a school ; and thus she had the

pleasure of making herself useful, and of feeling independent. Her

prompt answer to her husband, therefore, resulted from her confidence

that she could do again what she had done.

We have related this incident, which the happy couple, should this

meet their eye, will readily excuse, for the purpose of calling attention

to a prevailing evil of immense magnitude, and of suggesting a remedy.

The evil is the extreme helplessness of the great majority of women

in our country, when thrown upon their own resources for support,

especially if they have small children. Their helplessness arises, not

from the fact that there is nothing for them to do, but from the fact

that they are not qualified to do anything by which they can make a

living. They may pass for educated ladies; but their knowledge of

the different branches of science is too superficial to enable them to

teach successfully. They may be sufficiently acquainted with music

to sing and play creditably in the parlor; but their acquaintance with

music as a science is quite too slight to secure them success in giving

lessons. In other departments of female labor they are no better in

structed, perhaps not so well. They lack the taste and skill which

would make them successful as millineis; and they cannot cut, fit and

make dresses, so as to succeed in such business. In keeping boarders

—a business to which widows are often driven—they would not suc

ceed, because they would not make good managers, and turn everything

to good account.
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The consequence is, that if their husbands fail in business—an oe

currence so exceedingly common in these days—they can do nothing

to aid them, or to diminish expenses, till they can get a start; or if

they are left widows in indigent circumstances, they have not only the

bereavement,-—in itself heavy enough—to bear; but are overwhelmed

and disspirited at their utter inability to provide for their helpless

children. They may have relations who will aid them; but the feel

ing of dependence is extremely galling, especially if they are led to

suppose, that the aid is given reluctantly or with difficulty. Or their

children must be scattered about in different families, and thus deprived

of a. mother’s afi'ectionate care and training, and gradually estranged

from each other. To avoid such evils, great numbers of women deli

cately raised, utterly unused to hardship, eke out a scanty subsistence

by doing coarse sewing almost twenty hours out of twenty-four, for an

almost nominal price. Grief, hardship and mortification rapidly break

their spirits, undermine their health, and hurry them to the grave;

and their children go into some orphan asylum, or are scattered amongst

strangers.

These are not matters of rare occurrence. Would that they were.

Go into the narrow streets of all our cities; enter into the cellars, gar

rets, and shanties; and you will find hundreds of such females; and

in may part of the country you may find others who have not sunk

so low, battling against overwhelming difficulties, and sinking one by

one into early graves.

Is there no remedy for an evil so prevalent, and of so fearful magni

tude? The women’s rights doctrines we abhor, as utterly unsoriptural,

unnatural and ruinous to the happiness of women themselves. The

condition of woman can never be improved by taking her out of the

sphere in which God designed her to move, and thrusting her into

man’s place. The results of such a course would be failure of success,

and the loss of that peculiar respect and regard which all but the

most degraded men feel toward the female sex. But extremes beget

each other; and to the reflecting mind the extreme positions of a new

party in politics, religion or morals, indicate evils in the opposite direc

tion, which ought to be speedily remedied. There are crying evils? in

the condition of the women of our country, which loudly demand to

be removed; and these evils do partly give countenance to those who

have recently become so clamorous for woman’s rights. Infidelity has

undertaken to place woman in a more favorable position; but the

history of the world shows, that whilst it may pull down evils, it- can

never build up anything good in their stead. It overthrew tyranny in

France; but it put lawlessness and anarchy in its place.
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Where shall we find a remedy for the crying evil of which we are

speaking? We answer—first, in the forming of a correct public senti

ment; and,second, in the right education of young females. There is a

corrupt public sentiment, which does infinite harm—a public sentiment

so unreasonable and so unscriptural, that Christians ought to set their

faces like a flint against it. It is that sentiment which makes it (is

reputable for young women to be iudustriously and usefully employed.

‘ She is a school mistress,’ is a remark which, if made respecting a young

lady, may cause her to be dropped out of what is called the higher

circle; and when the invitations are sent out for the evening party,

she will not be one of the select company. And what is the ‘school

mistress’ doing? Why, she is improving her mind by the study of

the great truths of nature and of history; and she is training younger

minds for usefulness by imparting to them knowledge which is more

precious than gold, and by deve10ping the noble powers of those noble

minds. And whilst thus nobly employed, she is supporting herself,

or making something to give to the various objects of benevolence.

Her employment is worthy of a rational mind and of a benevolent

heart; and it evinces that wisdom that foresees possible evil, and pro

vides against it. And yet multitudes of our young misses, whose

fathers are lawyers, doctors and merchants, and whose lives are being

spent like that of the butterfly, would feel quite lowered, not to say

degraded, by associating familiarly with the ‘school mistress.’

‘ She is amilliner,’ or ‘she is a dress-maker,’ would be deemed a

sufficient reason in the higher circles for cutting the acquaintance of a

lady, however intelligent or refined, whose misfortunes had rendered

it necessary for her to exert herself for the support of her family, or

for declining to acknowledge a young lady who prefers to support her

self bv her industry, to being dependent upon relatives. If a teacher

is supposed to belong to one of the humble grades of society, a milliner

or dress-maker is assigned even lower place. And why? Not because

of any inferiority in intelligence, in refinement or in- moral excellence,

but simply because she is doing the very best that her circumstance!

allow for the support of herself and of those dependent upon her.

'What are the effects of this public sentiment? In the first place,

it presents an almost insuperable barrier in the way of the proper

training of young females. As they cannot entertain the thought of

ever descending from the circle in society in which they now move;

they cannot think of qualifying themselves to become teachers, much

less to engage in anything regarded as still lower in the scale of

respectability. A superficial education, therefore, with some attention

to the ornamental branches, is quite sufiicient, and may be soon attained;
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whilst in the vulgar business of dress-making and the like, “ignorance

is bliss.” A change of circumstances, therefore, finds them utterly

unprepared to meet it, and as perfectly helpless as infants. In the

next place, this public sentiment often prevents even those who could

succeed, from engaging in any business by which they can support

themselves. If they would yield to the stern requirements of necessity;

they have near relatives in better circumstances, who would consider

themselves disgraced by their taking such a step. Thus whilst there

might be independence, usefulness and happiness, there is the spirit chaf

ing under the mortification of dependence, and the heart brooding over its

misfortunes. Then comes an unfavorable change in the circumstances

of those proud friends, who have by a meagre or a tolerable support

kept that woman in “ durance vile.” The assistance heretofore vouch

safed is withdrawn ; the time has passed, when she could have helped

herself; and unmingled wretchedness is the result. This is no fancy

sketch. W'e have seen it all.

Another and a terrible consequence of this public sentiment, i the

contracting of unsuitable marriages from mercernary motives. Young

ladies grow up with the impression fixed in their minds, that they are

to be provided for by husbands; and as they can do nothing for them

selves, the possession of money becomes an essential qualification in a

suitor. Time passes on rapidly; and the apprehension that nothing bet

ter is likely to offer, induces them to become the wives of men whom

they do not love or admire, and perhaps cannot respect. Externally

every thing may seem fair; but in multitudes of instances there is a

wretchedness compared with which extreme poverty would be bliss.

Is this public sentiment sustained by any valid reason? Is not every

employment honorable, which is honest and useful? Does not the lady

who is intelligent, refined and morally excellent, possess everything

that should be required to introduce her into the best society? Is

not the lady who, by her industry, is both independent and useful,

worthy of higher regard, than she who lives on the toil of others,

and spends her time in that which is neither profitable to herself,

not useful to others? The truth is, this public sentiment is nearly

as inexorable as the law of caste amongst the Hindoos, and more

senseless. However the world may regard it, Christians should treat

it with the contempt which it richly merits. God has put great honor

upon those who were found industriously employed in humble, but use

ful avocations. David was called tobe King of Israel, whilst watching

his father’s flock. The reputed father of our Lord was a carpenter: and

he himself was cradled in a manger. Dorcas, who was raised from
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the dead by Peter, was industrious in making clothes for widows and

orphans. Paul supported himself, when necessity required, by making

tents. Read James 2: 1—3, and see how an inspired apostle viewed

this matter. Those distinctions in society, which are founded on rea

son, we would ever respect; those which are merely harmless, we

would tolerate; but those which are both unreasonable and mischiev

ous, we would ever oppose and disregard. It is the religious duty of

every Christian to employ his time and his energies, in that way in

which he can make himself most useful to others, and best provide for

those who are dependent upon him; and it is a shame for Christians to

slight persons, male or female, for discharging their religious duty.

Let every young lady be so educated, that she can support herself, and

others, if need be, by her own industry. If possible, let them be thor

oughly qualified to teach in some one or more departments. If their

circumstances should never require them to teach school, their thorough

training will the better fit them for the duties of wives and mothers;

and the consciousness that, in case of emergency they can take care of

themselves, will itself be a source of constant satisfaction. But all

cannot be teachers. Then let them make themselves thoroughly ao

quainted with some department of labor, in which by excelling they

can support themselves by moderate exertions. If in the good prov

idence of God their circumstances should always be comfortable, they

can, in many ways, turn their skill to good account. There are few

men who are not so situated more than once in the course of life, that

economy in domestic affairs becomes a matter of grave importance.

There are still fewer women, left widows, whose circumstances do not

require care and skill in their expenditures. And there are no moth

ers training up daughters, who can properly neglect to teach them

how to practice economy. Mtffii

As there are few things more uncertain than earthly possessions, it

becomes a matter of prime importance, that the young, both males

and females, should know how- to take care of themselves in the day

of misfortune. Above all, let them be taught, that the Lord reigns;

that whatever wealth or skill we may have, only “the blessing of the

Lord maketh rich ;” and that in the proper use of our faculties, and

in the faithful discharge of our duties, we may claim the promise—“l

will never leave thee, nor forsake thee.” Having done what we can,

we may cast all our care on Him, knowing that he careth for us.
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A CONGREGATIONAL MINISTER IMMERSED.

 

In the Christian Times, of May 12th, we find an article addressed

to the ministers and members of the Congregational churches through

out the United States, in which the Rev. Asa Prescott assigns reasons

for leaving the Congregationalists, and uniting with the Baptists. It

appears that Mr. Prescott has been a member of the Congregational

Denomination for more than twenty years, and has been in the minis

try some five years. Curiosity led us to read this article, to see whether

this new convert to Baptist views had anything new or striking to offer

in the support of his new creed. We discovered something rather

original, as coming from such a source; and we think it worth while

to lay it before our readers.

Mr. Prescott had been laboring with a Methodist minister, in the

month of November, in a series of meetings; and he had set apart a

day for private fasting and prayer. “During that day, this thought

was impressed upon my mind, and I wrote it down thus: The thing

of the utmost importance to come is to come up to the letter and spirit

of every Bible requisition.” Now, it is strange, if he is a christian,

that this sentiment was never before impressed upon his mind; for it

is taught a hundred times over in the Bible. Has he, as minister,

never preached it to his people? If not, he has been strangely un

faithful. But he says—“That exerted a powerful influence on all my

life.” We hope it will continue to exert such an influence ; and when

he does come up to the letter and spirit of every Bible requisition, he

will be prepared for heaven. But what connection had this with his

conversion to Baptist views, since, as he says, he believed himself in

the right on that question; and he had “examined it, as he thought,

with all the honesty and care that he was capable of at that time, and

decided that he could not see any exclusive mode taught in the Bible.”

Well, some two or three weeks after this plain Scripture sentiment had

been so remarkably impressed upon his mind, Mr. Prescott was in his

study, deeply interested in preparing to preach; and he says—“While

there alone, suddenly almost as a flash of lightning, the thought was

impressed upon my mind—1 You are wrong on baptism ; you have not

been baptized,’ or something like it. My mind was greatly agitated

all day Sabbath and Monday. It was with great difficulty that I could
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preach on Sabbath. The exercises, hoWever, were gone through with;

I preached again on Monday evening. Tuesday morning before rising,

I earnestly desired to know if there was any passage of Scripture which

would teach me how Jesus Christ wished all persons to be baptized.

Almost as quick as thought, these words, combined together, came to

mind: ‘Go ye into all the world, and TEACH ALL NATIONS, IMMEBS

mo THEM in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the

Holy Ghost.’ The Words ‘all nations’ and ‘immersing them’ seemed

to be written in fire in the dark. I decided to know, if possible,

whether the Scriptures warranted that interpretation. I commenced

studying the Bible alone, earnestly desiring to know the trut .” The

result of this examination we have already stated.

This must be considered a remarkable, eVen a wonderful conversion

in regard to which we have a few remarks to make.

1. So far as Mr. Prescott’s examination of the Bible went, as stated

by himself, the arguments which decided his mind are such as are fa~

miliar to every one who is at all acquainted with the subject; and since

he had previously given it a thorough and honest examination, he must

have weighed them all before, and found them not in favor of the

Baptist doctrine.

2. We are forced to the conclusion, then, that his conversion is to

be attributed to the change in his mind, produced by these extraordi

nary revelations; for they were either delusions, or they were properly

revelations. Observe, his mind was not suddenly turned to truths

already known and disregarded, as in the case of a sinner suddenly

awakened. It was revealed to him as suddenly as a flash of lightning

comes, that conclusions to which he had previously come, after mature

examination of the Bible, were erroneous, and that he had not been

baptized; and then it was revealed to him, still more vividly, that im

me'rsz'on is the only true baptism! Under the powerful excitement

produced by these revelations, Mr. Prescott began to search the Scrip

tures ; and the arguments which had no weight before, were now

deemed conclusive. His conversion, then, is clearly the result of these

revelations. What are they worth? Ought the least reliance to be

placed in them? If not, then his conversion is of no advantage to

the Baptist cause.

On one point we agree with Mr. Prescott, viz: that if immersion is

the only true baptism, a revelation is necessary to prove it ; for forty

nine fiftieths, if not ninety-nine hundredths of the readers of the

Bible have failed to see it. But if this doctrine is so clearly taught in

the Bible that no such revelation is needed ; it is very clear that God
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has made none such to him, and his vivid impressions are mere delu

sions. In this article Mr. Prescott tells us that the Bible does so

plainly teach immersion, that new converts, never particularly instruct

ed on the subject, and directed to the New Testament as their guide,

will decide, “ninety-nine out of a hundred,” for immersion ; and yet

he tells us that he had examined the subject with- all the care and

honesty he was capable of, and come to the opposite conclusion. How

amazingly blinded he must have been. But, even if revelations were

the order of the day, is it to be credited that God would reveal to Mr.

P. a truth taught as clear as light in the New Testament, and which

nothing but sinful blindness could prevent him finding there? And

shall we regard him as an instance of' most extraordinary favor? For

no one else, so far as we know, has had supernatural light on this

subject.

But we are not living in an age of new revelations; and none but

deluded persons and imposters pretend to them. We met an English

man several years ago, who was then a Shaker, living in their settle

ment in Ohio. He told us, his father belonged to the Church of

England; that he had been, for years, a merchant in India, several

hundred miles above Calcutta; that he had never seen a Shaker in his

life, nor read one of their books; that he accidentally heard of the

settlement in Ohio, and so deeply and vividly was it impressed on his

mind, that they were the true people of God, that he sold out, came

to Calcutta, took ship, and never stopped till he reached the place.

This man had turned to the Bible, and with the aid of that singular -

impression on his mind, he found the Shaker doctrines there. His

conversion was more wonderful than that of Mr. Prescott; and his

impressions were, doubtless, quite as worthy of credit. We live in a

day when delusions of this kind abound. The Mormons receive such

revelations; and even infidelity receives abundance of them. \Ve regret

to see, that the Baptists, in their zeal for their peculiarities, are willing

to countenance a delusion of a ruinous character. For they have

ordained anew this deluded gentleman; and the Times publishes his

statement, and calls attention of its readers to it, without any intima

tion of disapprobation. They will probably discover, that such im

pressions can work against the Gospel, as effectually as for immersion.
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There are times in the lives of many, perhaps of most persons, when

a single word or sentence fitly spoken is clothed with wonderful power.

“A word spoken in due season,” says Salomon, “how good is it.”

And again—“A word fitly spoken is like apples of gold in pictures of

silver.” There are time, when under the pressure of temptation the

mind is on the point of yielding, and when one wrong step may be

the beginning of a. downward course that will terminate in ruin; or

when sinking under the weight of disappointments and troubles, it is

likely to yield itself up to despondency. At such times a word of

friendly warning or a kind and encouraging expression will break the

dangerous charm which the temptation has acquired, or lift up the

crushing weight from the burdened heart. Sometimes such a word
comes providentially, without design on the part of any human being ; i

at other times, it comes from a kind heart watching for an opportunity

to do good. We propose to state a few facts illustrative of this truth.

An aged and very excellent christian man once related to us the

following facts: For a length of time he had been in the habit of tak

ing his dram, as the phrase was, three times a day. The habit had

been formed either because of the prevailing custom at that time, or

because he supposed the indulgence beneficial to his health. The _

quantity had been very gradually, and to him, imperceptibly increased ;

yet he had never been intoxicated. One day, a friend accosted him on

the street, and said to him kindly—“ Mr. H., are you aware that you

are in danger?” He answered—“No, I am not. What danger do

you think me exposed to?” Said his friend—“ My dear sir, you are J

in danger of becoming an intemperate man.” Mr. H. was amazed.

He had never suspected the danger. On reflection however, he

resolved entirely to abandone the use of intoxicating drinks; and so

soon as his system had time to recover from the influence of his drams,

he saw distinctly the fearful precipice on which he had been standing;

and he never ceased to be thankful to that friend for his faithful warn

ing. It was emphatically a word in season. Had it not been spoken,

or had it been spoken at a later period, he might had spent a wretched

life, and sunk into a dishonored grave. What an untold amount of

good that individual was instrumental in doing in a single mom entl
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Some years ago, a pastor of a church in one of the Western States

was‘delivering a course of lectures on church history. One of his

regular hearers was a lawyer of high standing, who, more than twenty

years before, had been a lieentiate, having pursued his studies at Prince

ton, but who became sceptical, and had continued so up to that time.

The evening was inclement; and the lawyer reflected, that his friend

the pastor would have but a small audience, and might be pleased to

see him in his pew. This motive determined him to go. An incidental

remark in the lecture awakened in his mind a train of thought which

deeply interested him. On returning home, he got his commentaries,

sat down to investigate the subject, and thus spent most of the night.

The result was, that his doubts disappeared; he received the Bible as

undoubtedly the word of God, and ere long entered the ministry, in

which he has ever since been a faithful and successful laborer. The

incidental remark of the pastor was a word in season to him. The

bow drawn at a venture is often guided by an unerring hand.

Col. Gardner, whose remarkable conversion is related by Dr. Dod

dridge, was an exceedingly dissolute man. His conversion seemed one

of the most unlikely events in the world. He had a criminal engage

ment at a late hour of the night, and was whiling away the intervening

time in his room. He carelessly took up a book which his mother or

aunt had slipped into his portmanteau, but which he had not read.

His attention was arrested, his conscience aroused, and over-powering

conviction seized upon him. He forgot the criminal engagement,

spent the night in prayer, and became one of the most eminent Chris

tians in modern times. That neglected book was a word in season to

the wretched man.

More than twenty years ago, a gentleman removed with his family

to one of the rising cities in the West. Having speculated largely

just before the pecuniary crisis in 1837, he lost everything; and for a

length of time he resided with his family in a country place, in deep

poverty. During the period of their trials, his oldest daughter took

up and read a religious book which had been in their house for twenty

years; and it was the means, by the blessing of God, of leading her

to Christ. Rejoicing in hope, she felt deep solicitude for her father’s

conversion. She ventured to speak to him, and earnestly to exhort

him to pray. He became a praying man and an earnest christian, and

an active ruling elder. N0w the entire family are all zealous followers

of Christ. That book was a messenger of mercy, a word in season, to

that family. ~

Many years ago, a boy on the road between Princeton and Trenton'
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was swearing very profanely, something having occurred to displease

him. At that moment, a student from the Theological Seminary was

passing by. He stopped, spoke kindly to the angry boy, and pointed

out to him the sin of profanity. Years passed, and the boy had grown

up to manhood; and as we were passing the same place in the stage

with him, he told us this incident, and stated that he had never uttered

- a profane oath since that time; and although he was not a professing

Christian,_ he manifested great respect for religion. The word in season

Was a great blessing to that boy, though he who spoke the word, pro

bably never knew the efi'ect it produced.

Nearly thirty-five years ago, a young man was teaching a school in

one of our \Vestern States within a few steps of a country church.

The Methodists had just held their quarterly meeting, in the progress

of which there was earnest preaching and some considerable excite—

ment among the congregation. The young teacher’s mind had become

very seriously impressed, though he had not in any way given expres

sion to his feelings. On the day after the meeting closed, a local

preacher made a friendly call, during an hour’s recess, and entered

freely into conversation. The young teacher, of a serious turn of

mind and now considerable impressed, would have been much gratified,

if he had introduced the subject of religion; for he was embarrassed

with difficulties, and would gladly have received counsel from a man of

experience. But the conversation was purely of a secular character,

with two or three rather amusing anecdotes. If the preacher had

embraced that opportunity to speak kindly and faithfully to the young

man, he would almost certainly have united himself to the Methodist

church, and have become a Methodist minister. But the occasion was

allowed to pass unimproved; and the young man’s mind was unfavor

ably impressed. In the course of' twelve months, he gave up his school,

entered college, and soon became a member of the Presbyterian church.

For many years, he has been a minister in that church. A word in

season from that Methodist minister might have done for the young

man and for the Methodist church a work which he never again had

in his power to do.

Dr. John M. Mason, one of the most eminent of American minis

ters, had been, for some time, in darkness and distress. Suddenly he

emerged from this gloomy state, and was filled with unspeakable joy.

He gives the following account of the change in his state of mind:

“ March 23d 1796.——A long period of darkness and deadness hath at

length been succeeded by an hour of light and life. This morning I

'was engaged in reading a part of Dr. Wynpersse’s excellent defence
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of the true and eternal Godhead of our Lord Jesus Christ; I lighted

on a pleasing solution of the objections raised by adversaries against

this glorious fundamental doctrine of the Gospel from John XVII: 3.

On turning up my interleaved Blble to mark the place, my eye caught

that sweet passage in chap. XVI: 22. ‘And ye now therefore have

sorrow: but I will see you again, and your heart shall rejoice, and your

joy no man taketh away from you.’ ' It was indeed a word of power—

of power divine. I felt it spoken to me, even to me. It pierced, it

melted my very soul. Coldness, hardness dullness, fied away. It is I

the voice of my Beloved—behold he cometh! Never did the passage

appear so sweet, so rich, so full of grace and glory. My soul shall be

joyful in my God; for he hath clothed me with the robe of righteous

ness: he hath covered me with the garments of salvation! and, all

thanks be to thee, no man can take this joy—from me. O, feast of

fat things! 0, moment never to be forgotten!” This passage of the

Scripture was a word in season to his troubled spirit.

Great'numbers of similar facts, many of them more striking, might

be gathered up. These are suflicient to show the value of a word in

season—a word fitly spoken. The individual who would not have

listened to you, or would not have profited by what you could say, in

the day of prosperity, will lend an attentive ear in the dark day of

adversity and of trial, when his mind is looking for light, and his heart

longs for consolation. Watch for the opportunity. Farmers sow their

seed after a shower, when the softened and moist earth is prepared for

it. Christian do thou likewise. Christ made the bestowment of

temporal blessings the occasion of imparting spiritual benefits; and

the latter, which had not been desired, were far greater blessings than

the former. Imitate his example. When you give to the poor tell

them of “the true riches.” When you visit the sick, tell them of the

balm in Gilead and the Physician there. When you speak comforting

words to the mourner, tell him of Him who said to the widow of Nain

-—-“Weep not.” When you see a fellow-man, especially a christian

brother, strongly tempted to sin, speak promptly and kindly to him,

before the passions become too much aroused, or he has committed

himself by taking a step from which he may not recede.

In a western city there was a merchant who became embarrssed,

and was in danger of losing everything. He loved his young and

rising family tenderly ; and he was deeply distressed at the dark pros

pect before him and them. In looking over his affairs, he thought he

saw, that if he could obtain a. certain sum of money for a short time,

he could work through and save himself. He knew not how to get
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it; for his embarrassment was known to those who occasionally favored

him in this way. In an evil hour Satan whispered to him, that by

forging the names of endorscrs he might realize the money ; and as he

felt sure he could take up the notes before they fell due, no one would

be injured. Pcrplexed and distracted, he listened to the whisperings

of the tempter, and the act was done. Whether he could have paid

the notes, we know not; but by some means suspicion was awakened;

one of the notes was taken to one of the gentlemen whose name had

_ been forged; and he was detected. He fied, leaving his astonished

and heart-broken wife, and his now more than fatherless children, and

probably now wanders in a foreign land. Up to that time, he had

been a man of unblemished character; and in his standing in the

church was fair. From his retreat he wrote letters expressive of his

deep penitence. If one word of encouragement and of friendly warn

ing could have fallen upon his car from some sympathizing friend, in

the hour of temptation, what a world of sorrow might have been pre

vented. A word in season might have saved that man.

Our country furnishes thousands of examples of men, who in the

- days of prosperity never suspected themselvas of being capable of doing

an unrighteous or dishonest act, who, overwhelmed by misfortune, and

abandoned, as they supposed, by every body, have yielded up their

principles, and fallen into sin. It is amazing that Christian men, en

gaged in business, who know the temptations that assail men in pecu

niary embarrassments, so rarely show by their conduct toward the un

fortunate a spirit at all diiferent from that of a cold, selfish world?

A very wealthy man, one who has excelled in business and has been

greatly prosperous, became seriously embarrassed in the late money

panic, which has left so many rich men in poverty. Worn out with

anxiety and labor, he became depressed and disheartened, and made up

his mind, that all was hopelessly lost. He had no hope, in his morbid

state of feeling and no heart to make further efi'orts. He had one

friend who Came to him in his troubles, inquired into the state of his

affairs, and suggested and urged certain steps by which he might extri

cate himself, Reluctantly (for he had become too desponding to exert

himself, ) he followed the advice of his friend, and got through his

embarrassments with but little loss. Many a man who has been reduced

to poverty, and left with debts which he may never be able to pay, might

have come out as well, if he had had “ a friend in need "—one who would

have kindly consoled him in his troubles. We have repeatedly been

amazed at the apparent cold indifi'erence with which even Christian

men look upon the crushing misfortunes of their brethren, or of others

having claim on their sympathies. In many instances, eifective aid
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could be aflorded without any pecuniary risk; or the unfortunate men

could be enabled to close their businees without the ruinous losses,

which constantly occur from forced sales or assignments. Thus, great

sufi'ering might be prevented, and the cause of Christ might be pro

tected from the reproach it so often sufi'eis in connection with

failures in business.

That aid both in counsel and otherwise, is often rendered to men

in pecuniary troubles, we do not doubt; but so far as we have been able

to learn, it is generally rendered either as a matter of pecuniary in

terest to the party rendering it, or because of peculiar relations exist

ing between the parties, not as a matter of moral or religious principle.

Conversing some time since with a Christian gentleman of long expe

rience in business, we expressed our surprise, that Christian men did

not seem to think of applying Bible principles to such matters, he

remarked, that whilst aid was often rendered to men in pecuniary

troubles, either as a matter of personal friendship, or of interest, he

would not expect, from his observations and experience, to receive any

aid from a Christian brother, rather than from any other man. Another

remarked in regard to one of our cities, that the principle had been very

generally adoptcd—that “every tub must stand on its own bottom.”

This principle is supremely worldly, and scarcely what an enlightened

selfishness would dictate. We mean, not to urge the duty of pecuni

ary risks to save those who have become embarrassed, but only such

aid in counsel and otherwise as can be safely rendered, and such sacri

fices as Christian principle requires to save others from distress. And

we urge this, not simply for the sake of the suffering parties, but for the

honor of religion. Their are few things which present greater obsta

cles in the way of the Gospel, than the manner in which Christian

men of high standing act in business matters. If they are honest and

fair in their dealings, they often exhibit nothing of the benevolence of

the GOSpel of Christ.

But the principle with which we set out is a broad one, and is appli

cable to multitudes of cases which constantiy arise. There are times

in the lives of most persons, when a kind word or a kind act is of in

calculable value; and such times afl‘ord those opportunities of doing

great good with little self-denial and in a very short time, which all

Christians should thankfully embrace. And inasmuch as an incidental

remark or a book may become of infinite value to some persons soul,

our constant prayer should be—that our conversation, may be good to

edification, that it may minister grace to the hearers; and we should be

ever ready to cast our bread upon the waters. The whole is express

ed by Paul in the phrase—“ ready to every good work.”
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For some time past, the American Tract Society has been agitated

by the subject of slavery, the Abolitionists insisting that it should

publish tracts on this subject. At the annual meeting of the society,

twelve months ago, a compromise paper was adopted, to the effect,

“that the political aspects of slavery lie entirely without the sphere of

this society, and cannot be discussed in its publications, but that those

moral duties which grow out of the existence of slavery, as well as those

moral evils and vices which it is known to promote, and which are

condemned in Scripture and so much deplored by evangelical christians,

undoubtedly do fall within the province of this Society, and .can and

ought to be discussed in a fraternal spirit.” As we stated at the time,

this paper in its obvious meaning is unobjectionable, but we said, at the

same time, that different interpretations would be put upon its lan

guage, and the controversy would be renewed. Such has been the

result; and the Executive Committee found it impossible to make any

publication without losing the patronage of the South and of a con

siderable portion of the North. Their failure to carry out the resolu

tion adopted in 1857, raised a great outcry against them; and the

Abolitionists mustered their whole force at the late meeting in New

York, for the purpose of disapproving the course pursued by the Com

mittee, or at least of constraining them hereafter to publish tracts of

the kind indicated.

The meeting was very largely attended, and the excitement was

intense. Bishop McIlvaine, of Ohio, one of the original members of

the Society, and by six years the oldest of the list, took the_lead in

sustaining the course pursued by the Executive Committee ; and Rev.

Ii. Bethune, of New York, stood prominently on the same side of the

question. Rev. Dr. Tyug, of New York, and Dr. Bacon, of New

Haven, were prominent in advocating the reaflirming of the action of

1857. After an exciting discussion, attended at times with consider

able disorder, the vote was taken, and the Executive Committee were

sustained by an overwhelming majority, so large that it was deemed

wholly unnecessary to count the votes. This result was not secured- by

Southern votes; for there were from all the Southern States only

thirtyfive members.
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It may now be regarded as the settled purpose of the overwhelming

majority of the supporters of this Society, that it shall not be distracted

and divided by the subject of Slavery. The result will probably be,

that the Abolitionists will soon withdraw, and have a Tract Society of

their own; although Dr. Bacon announced it as his purpose to agitate

as long as he lives, and to leave it as a charge to his sons to do the

same after his death; or as Dr. Bethune humorously remarked—“Dr.

Bacon tells us that he will never give it up; he will pursue us, with all

the little Bacons after him, from generation to generation.”

On the merits of this question we have but a few things to say. In

the first place, the difficulty is not, and has not been respecting the

publication of Tracts on the duties of masters and slaves, or against

any immoralities of any kind. The plain truth is—that both Southern

and Northern men were Wise enough to see the real aim of those who
i have originated and continued this agitation. Could any one doubt,

that such men as the editors of the Independent, Dr. Cheever, Tappan

and others, were resolved on forcing the Society into Abolitionist con

troversy; and that they agreed to the paper of 1857, merely as a

stepping stone to something further? It was in this view, that we

regarded any compromise measure as worse than useless.

In the second place, it is profoundly absurd for men to be clamor

Ously urging the Tract Society to publish on the subject of Slavery,

when they cannot agree amongst themselves what sentiments shall be

published. For example, the Executive Committee were to publish

Tracts on those moral duties which grow out of the existence of

slavery; but Lewis Tappan, condemning a certain Tract pointing out

the relative duties of masters and slaves, said—“There is no authority

inthe religion of Christ for prescribing duties for the conduct of wrong

doers, while they maintain an anti-christian relation—He urged the

Tract Society to 'meet slavery even-handed, to treat it as a sin against

God and a crime against man.” Dr. Cheever said—“The only ground

on which the Tract Society had any right to meddle with the subject

of Slavery in these publications, was the fact that it was a sin against

G0 . The first moral duty that grew out of the existence of Slavery,

vfas the declaration that it was a sin—Slav‘ery was man-stealing. The

Tract Society must become an Abolition Society, if it did its duty to

God.” Drs. Bacon, Palmer and'Tyng whilst voting to sustain the

paper of 1857, diifered, especially Dr. Tyng, very essentially from

Tappan, Cheever and others, as to what are “the moral duties” arising

(from the existence of Slavery. Now, in the name of reason, what is

the sense or the propriety of insisting, that the Society shall publish
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Tracts on the moral duties growing out of Slavery, when the very

men who urge this measure, difl'er toto coelo respecting the nature of

those duties.

And here we meet with one of the most remarkable facts in the

history of morals. For thirty years, at least, the subject of Slavery

has been discussed in the pulpit, in ecclesiastical bodies, in news-papers,

Tracts and books; and resolutions enough have been passed to fill

volumes; and yet men, even those who claim the Bible as their guide,

are not only not agreed respecting it, but are wider apart than when

the discussion commenced. It is not true simply as between those

in the free and in the slave-holding States. It is true as between

those in the free States, and even in New England, where the discus

sion has been longest and most warmly kept up. In the Tract Society,

at its late meeting, there were no less than four sets of views on the

subject, viz: those represented by Tappan and Cheever; those repre

sented by Bacon and Palmer; those represented by Tyng and others;

and those represented by McIlvaine and Bethune. These are all

Northern men. However this diversity may be accounted for, it is

evidently vain to agitate the question of publishing Tracts, until those

sustaining the Society can come to some agreement respecting what

they will have published.

Had the discussion of the subject of Slavery been commenced and

continued, as the importance and the difiiculty of it demanded; and

had those who undertook the discussion of it, investigated it in view

of the facts as they exist, applying to those facts the principles of the

moral law; good men would long since havebeen nearly of one mind

respecting it. But the facts have been exaggerated and distorted;

abstractions have been discussed, instead of realities; and bitter de

nunciations on both sides have aroused the worst passions, and rendered

calm and candid inquiry with the mass of men an impossibility. The

slaves of our country have had no greater enemies, as to the practical

results of their conduct, than the Abolitionists.

We rejoice in the result of the agitation in the Tract Society; not

that we are unwilling to see Tracts circulated on the relative duties of

masters and slaves—far from it 3 but because the real aim of the agi

tators is perfectly transparent. The Tract Society, said Gheever, must

become “an Abolition Society.” This and nothing less was the aim;

and had they gained a single point, they would have redoubled their

efiorts to agitate, and force the Society into these extreme measures.
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DIFFICULTIES OF INFALLIBILITY.

There is plausibility in the doctrine so much urged by the Roman

clergy respecting the necessity of a living, infallible interpreter of the

word of God. The human mind is dark by reason of its depravity;

and the visible unity of the Church of Christ has been sadly marred

by the errors of men. It does seems as if it would be an inestimable

blessing to the church and the world to have an infallible instructor in

Divine things, a centre of unity to which all might look with confid

ence. But we no sooner turn to Rome, where such an interpreter and

centre of unity is said to be found, than we encounter insuperable

difliculties.

1. The first of these difficulties relates to the manner in which the

claims of the Pope are proved to be well founded. Can they be proved

by tradition? Tradition, we are distinctly taught, is in the keeping

of the Church ; and both its authority and the interpretation of it

depend upon the infallibility of the Church. Her infallibility must

be proved, therefore, before we can receive her traditions, as a ground

of faith. But confessedly she is not infallible without the Pope, her

head. Therefore his supremacy must be proved, before the infallibility

of the church can be established, and before we can receive the tra

dition of the Church.

Can the Pope’s claims be proved by Scripture? No—because both

the inspiration and the interpretation of the Scriptures, we are assured,

require the authority of infallibility. But if we cannot know, as

Milner, an eminent Romish writer, confidently maintains, what books

are inspired; we cannot decide what books to consult on this important

point; and if, as the Romish clergy stoutly maintain, we cannot

understand the Scriptures, ven if assured of their inspiration, with

out the aid of an infallible interpreter; they can be of no value to us,

until the claims of the Pope and his Church are established. Now,

since the only possible sources of information on this all-important sub

ject are tradition and Scripture, neither of which can avail us anything,

we can never find the infallible interpreter and centre of unity.

2. A second difliculty arises from the acknowledged ignorance of

the Popes, respecting their own endowments, and respecting the
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nature and extent of the authority belonging to their office. There

have, for hundreds of years, been two parties in the church of Rome,

the one insisting that the infallibility belongs to the Pope; the other,

that it belongs to a general Council. These parties are called Trans

alpines and Cisalpines. The former, according to Butler, “ascribe to

the Pope a superiority, and controling power over the whole church,

should she chance to oppose his decrees, and consequently, over a

general council, her representative. They further ascribe to the Pope

the extraordinary prerogative of personal infallibility, when he under

takes to issue a solemn decision on any point of fait .” The latter,

according to the same writer, “afiirm, that in spirituals the Pope is

subject, in doctrine and discipline, to the church, and to a general

council representing her.” (Book of the Church, p. 107.) It is

evident, then, either that the Pope is not infallible; or if he is, he

cannot prove his infallibility even to multitudes of his own children.

How, then, can he prove it to others? But an infallibility that cannot

be proved, cannot be used, and is, therefore, worthless. The same may

be said of a general council; for multitudes of Popes do not believe

that such a council possesses infallibility. We have, thus, the clear

testimony of a great number of the Romish clergy, that the Pope is

not our infallible guide; and we have the testimony of perhaps an

equal number, that a general council is not. Consequently we cannot

safely follow either of these rival claimants. Now, when God gave

inspiration to the Apostles, he enabled them to prove it. If he had

inparted the like gifts either to the Pope or to a general council; would

he not have furnished them with satisfactory proof, that they possessed

such a gift?

The Popes have been involved in the same or greater error or un

certainty respecting the nature and extent of the authority appertaining

to their oflice. “From an humble fisherman,” says Butler, a standard

Romish writer, “the Pope successively became owner of houses and

lands, acquired the? power of magistracy in Rome, and large territorial

possessions in Italy, Dalmatia, Sicily, Sardinia, France and Africa, and

ultimately obtained the rank and consequence of a great temporal

prince. Here the Pope did not stop; but claimed, by divine gift, a

right to exercise supreme temporal power over all christian sovereigns,

when a great good of religion required it. This claim was unfounded;

both the Gospel and tradition declared against it, and it produced great

evil.” (p. 80.) Here it is distinctly acknowledged that the Popes

fell into a great error in regard to the proper functions of their oflice,

claimed authority which Jesus Christ, whose heirs they pretended to
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be, never gave them, and that great evil was the result. If they

fall into errors so mischievous regarding the authority vested in them ;

what confidence can we place in them as guides of others? And if

there was no infallibility in the Church to keep her head from mistakes

so grievous; how can there be any infallibility to prevent her members

from erring in faith? Surely the man who fails to understand what

God has appointed him to do, is not the man to guide others infallibly

in these duties.

3. A thirddifliculty attending the claims of the Pope, is—that his

infallibility does not go far enough. If we need an unerring guide at

all, we need one whose inspiration goes considerably further than that

claimed for the Pope. Archbishop Hughes. in his controversy with

Dr. John Breckenridge, says—“ It is a principle of our belief, that the

dogmas of' our Church were originally revealed by Christ, and taught

by his Apostles: that these dogmas, or articles of faith, and morals,

are the only objects for the definition and transmission of which, in

the ‘teaching of the Pastors,’ the divine promise of infallibility is

recorded in the Scripture, claimed by the church, or necessary in the

preservation of revealed truth. Besides doctrines—articles of faith

and morals—which are immutable, there is discipline, for which in

fallibility is neither claimed nor necessary.’’ The word discipline

embraces two particulars, viz: the principles which are to regulate the

treatment of members of the Church by those to whom its government -

is entrusted, and the application of these principles in the actual gov

ernment of the church. In the latter it may be, that even an inspired

man might err, unless it were given him to read the hearts of men,

but in the former, it is not possible that an inspired man should err.

For example, Paul says—'4‘A man that is a heretic, after theifirst and

second admonition, reject,” &c. (Tit. 3: 10, 11.) Here is a direction

given in relation to discipline. Will it be pretended, that it was not

given under the influence of inspiration? The Apostles of Christ were

as truly infallible in what they determined respecting discipline, as in

what they taught respecting doctrines and morals. Indeed discipline

is founded upon doctrines and morals, and is the practical application

of both; and they who cannot apply those principles infallibly, cannot

teach them infallibly. For example, certain christian teachers at Anti

och insisted upon the obligation to circumcise the Gentile converts,

and require them to keep the law of Moses. A council of the Apostles

and others was held at J erusalcm to determine this question. They said

to the Gentile converts—“ It seemed good to the Holy Ghost, and to us,

to lay upon you no greater burden, than these necessary things,” &c. If
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the council had decided in favor of circumcision, then the Gentile con

Verts would have been required to conform to this decision, and would

have been subjected to discipline, in case of refusal; as they were

required to conform to those “necessary things,” such as abstaining

from eating things offered to idols, &c. The decision was, that they

should not be required to be circumcised. Here, then, was a question

of discipline, arising out of a question of doctrine; and the infallibi

lity of the council Was equally possessed and equally necessary in both.

In 1 Cor. 5: 1,—Paul determines another case of discipline. It was

the case of a man who had his father’s wife, whom, in the name of

Christ, he required the church to excommunicate. In 2 Cor. 2: 1,—

he gives direction for his restoration to his place in the church. This

was a case of discipline arising out _of morals: and Paul writes as

an inspired Apostle respecting it. It may be true, that in some minor

points, discipline may be left to the prudence of officers of the church;

but the broad distinction made by Archbishop Hughes between doc

trines and morals, on the one hand, and discipline on the other, is pal

pably unscriptural and absurd. If the Pope claims to be the succes

sor of an Apostle, and to exercise apostolic prerogatives, he must have

apostolic inspiration. These views apply with equal force to a general

counpil viewed as the infalible body.

But what shall we say, when the Pope, who in matters of discipline

lays no claim to infalibility, takes it upon himself, to make decrees di

rectly in the face of directions which Apostles gave by inspiration and

to change divinely appointed ordinances? Paul, pointing out the quali

fications ofa bishop, expressly allows him to be “the husband ofone wife;”

th Pope, purely as a matter of discipline, forbids the clergy to marry.

Christ in fire institution of his supper, used both bread. and wine, the

Pope as a matter of discipline, forbids the wine to the people. How

can we accept, as an inspired guide, one who has the presmption to set

aside the teachings of inspired men?

Still further, it has been found convenient for the Romish clergy to range

under the head of discipline some of the most important questions of

morals. For example, the 4th General Council of Lateran assembled

in Rome, A. D. 1215, not only excommunicated the VValdenses and

Albigenses, but commanded the secular powers, “that as they desire to

to be reputed and taken for believers, so they publicly take an oath for

the defence of the faith, that they will study in good earnest to extermi

nate to their utmost power, from the land subject to their jurisdiction,

all heretics devoted by the Church,” and denounced excomunication

against those who refused or neglected to do this. Now the question,
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whether it is right for civil rulers to exterminate those condemned as her

etics by the church, is a question of morals; and there are two ways of

deciding such a question. The first is to decide the abstract question,

without reference to any particular case; and the second is—to command

men to do the thing. For when a man or body of men commands a cer

tain act or course of conduct, and threatens excommunication in case of

neglect or refusal; it is decided in the clearest manner to be morally

right. In this manner did the 4th Council of Lateran decide, that it

is right for civil rulers to pUt heretics to death; nay—that it is a most

important duty.

But, says Archbishop Hughes, “The Fourth General Council of

Lateran was assembled especially for the purpose of condemning the

errors of the Albigantian heresy. In this capacity it was infallible-

because as the representative organ of the church, it was discharging

the duty for which the church was divinely instituted, viz: teaching

all truth, and consequently condemning all error. But when they

pass from definition of doctrines to the enactment of civil and bodily

penalties, their decisions are sustained by no promise of infallibility,

and by no authority derived from God, for that purpose. Whatever

right they may have derived from other sources or circumstances, to

inflict civil punishment, it is certain that they have derived none from

' their vocation to the holy ministry or the interposition of hands.” Now,

it is absolutely certain, that the council had no right to command civil

rulers, in the name of Jesus Christ, to do such an act, and to.enforce

obedience by the highest censures of the church of Christ, unless that

right belonged to their office as ministers of Christ. And they had no

. gin-15’ . _ .1m
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right, still further, to denounce rulers who disregarded this command,

and to absolve their vassals from their oath of allegiance, and expose

their country to be seized by Catholics; unless this right appertained

to their ministerial or priestly oflice. Bishop Hughes says, the minis

terial office confers no such right. We are, then, forced to the con

clusion, that this general council, with the Pope at its head, not only

exercised authority of the most important character, which God did

not give them, but commanded men, under the severest penalties of

the church, to commit murders in tens of thousands of instances, and

rewarded their obedience to the iniquitous mandate with plenary in

dulgencesl And this is the guide we are called upon to look up to,

as certain to teach us nothing but truth, and to command nothing but

righteousness! An infallible teacher of God’s word commanding his

disciples to break God’s law, and inflicting the most terrible punish

ments upon those who refuse!
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4. The Pope’s infallibility operates too slowly. We are living in

the year of our Lord 1858 ; and yet it is only about three years, since

one of the most prominent doctrines of the Romish faith took its place

in the creed, viz: that of the immaculate covception of the Virgin

Mary. We have before us the decrees of the Council of Trent, the

last general council, which assembled in the 16th century; but it is

not in them. We have the Catechism of Trent, published by the Pope’s

authority, and giving a complete view of the doctrines of the Church;

but it is not there. We have the creed of Pope Pius IV, but we do

not find it there; nor do we see it in the Douay Catechism. No—it

was defined as an article of faith on the memorable 8th of December,

1854. During the early ages of Christianity it was unknown. For

the last six centuries it was permitted to remain as an opinion, a con

troverted point, received by some as an opinion, rejected by others as

an error. At the end of nineteen hundred and fifty years, the Pope

who claims to have been appointed and qualified by God to teach the

whole of the doctrines of Christianity, and to guard the people against

all error, solemnly converted the opinion into a doctrine, fixed the seal

of infallibility upon it, and called upon all christians to receive it as a

' part of their creed! Untold generations of Catholics have lived and

died in ignorance or in the rejection of this doctrine ; and all .who did

receive it, were obliged to receive it simply as an opinion—a matter

of private interpretation, and therefore a matter of uncertainty. And

the Virgin Mary was, all the while deprived of an honor to which she

was justly entitled. And what is nota little singular, that faith which

would have saved a Romanist in the holy city on the morning of the

8th of December, would not have saved him in the afternoon of the

same day! This is the unchanging church, and this the immutable

creed! Now, an infallibility which cannot discover all the doctrines

of Christianity in less than nearly twenty centuries, works too slowly

for those whose life on an average is much short of three-score and ten

years. Indeed there is no certainty that all of their doctrines have

been discovered even yet. Other opinions may yet be honored with a

place in the creed. Why not?

5. Not a few of the Popes are admitted to have been amongst the

vilest men that ever disgraced the Christian name; and by their noto

rious and shameless immoralities they did more to fill the church with

corruption and wickedness, than all other men. Reeve, a Romish his

torian, in his History of the Church, says—in the 11th century,

“simony and incontinence had struck deep root among the clergy of

England, Italy, Germany and France. The evil began under those
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unworthy Popes, who so shamefully disgraced the tiara by their im

moral conduct in the 10th century; and the scandal spread, and had

now continued so long, that the inferior clergy pleaded custom for their

irregularities. Many even of the bishops were equally unfaithful to

their vow, and with greater guilt. Hence the corrupt laity, being un

der no apprehension of a reproof from men as deeply immersed in vice

as they, gave free scope to their passions. To stem the torrent of so

general a licentiousness which then deluged the Christian world,

required the zeal and fortitude of an Apostle.” (vol. 1, p. 515.) Now,

it is a most severe tax upon our faith, to ask us to believe, that during

that long period, when Popes and bishops recklessly trampled under

foot the morals of the Gospel, disregarding their solemn oaths, and by

their example leading the people to perdition, they sedulously guarded

the truth, both as to doctrines and morals, from all error and corrup

tion—that the Holy Spirit dwelt in men, making them infallible, who

were all the while degrading themselves below the meanest beast around

them.

These are some, though by no means all of the difiiculties which

press upon the doctrine of Popish supremacy‘and infallibility. Yet

it is the doctrine which lies at the very foundation of their whole sys

tem, and should, therefore, be more evidently true than any other.

But even if, after a full investigation, we agree to receive the doctrine,

and enter the infallible church; we can never cease, if we think at all,

to remember—that the conclusion to which we have come, rests upon

no more secure foundation, than our private judgement, which this

same church regards as a very uncertain thing. Verily they gain

little, who throw aside the Bible, and look to Rome for light.

DIABOLOS, DAIMON, DAIMONION.

 

There are three words in the New Testament, which are translated

by the English word devil. The first is diabolos, which signifies

literally a false accuser; the second is da'imonion,‘ and the third is

daimon. These three words, though translated by the same English

word, are not synonymous. It may be interesting briefly to examine

them, as they are used in the Scriptures.

4
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In every instance, with one exception, in which the word diabolos

is used in the New Testament, it is the name of the prince of evil

spirits. The one exception is found in John 6: 70. “Jesus answered,

Have I not chosen you twelve, and one of you is a devil”—rliabol0s.

Here the name is applied to Judas Iscariot undoubtedly because his

exceeding wickedness made him strikingly like the devil; just as, for

the same reason, Paul called Elymas the sorcerer, “the child of the

devil.” (Acts 13: 10.) In all other instances, the application of the

word to the prince of darkness is too clear to be mistaken. It was he

who tempted Jesus, (Luke 4: 2,) and who is called, by way of eminence,

the tempter. It is he who comes and takes the word out of the minds

of those who have heard it, lest they should believe. (John 8: 12.)

It was he who put it into the heart of Judas to betray our Savior.

(John 13: 2.)

He is declared to be a murderer and the father of lies. (John44.) He is prince of the fallen angels; therefore they are called “ his

angels. (Math. 25: 41.) The ungodly are declared to be his children.

(1 John 3: 9, 19.) He goeth about as a roaring lion, seeking whom

he may devour. (1 Pet. 5: 8.) The wicked are led captive by him

at his will. (2 Tim. 2: 26.) He is that old serpent that deceived our

first parents. (Rev. 20: 2.) Universalists and others have denied the

existence of a personal devil, and regarded the word only as signifying

the principle of evil,- but the language of the Bible both in the Old and

the New Testament is perfectly clear. In the former he is called Satan

which means an adversary, which word is in the Septuagint translatec

by diabolos. '

The word diabolos, in the plural number, is used as description 0

the character of human beings. Thus, in giving the character to b

maintained by the wives of deacons, Paul says—“ aven so must thei

wives be grave, not slanderers”—diabolous. (1 Tim. 3: 11.) In

Tim. 3:3, it is translated false accuser-s, as also in Tit. 2: 3. Th

word occurs in the plural only three times, and each time it relates 1

human beings, not to fallen angels. Properly speaking, there is bi

one devil.

The words claimo'n and daimonion, which are used in the same sens

have two or three meanings. In the first place, they signify the go<

worshipped by the heathen, most of whom were deified men :11

women. Thus, when Paul preached Christ at Athens, they said—“ E

seemeth to be a setter forth of strange demons. Our translation h

it “strange gods.” (Acts 17: 18.) > So Paul ,says—“ The thin}

which the Gentiles sacrifice, they sacrifice to devils, (Greek demon
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and not to God; and I would not ye should have fellowship with

devils (demons).” (1 Cor. 10: 20, 21.) Dr. George Campbell, in a

learned dissertation on this subject, says—“The proper notion is, be

ings, in respect of power, (whatever be their other qualities,) superior

to human, but inferior to that which we Christians comprehend under

the term divine. For this reason, even the higher orders of the

heathen divinities, those whom they styled Dii majorum genti'um, are

included in the Apostle’s declaration.” In this sense the word is used

in Deut. 32: 17; for in this passage the Septuagint has daimoniois;

and our translation has the word devils. It would have been better,

we cannot but think, if this word, when applied to heathen divinities,

had been rendered (lemon, not devil.

Amongst the Jews the words daimon and daimonion are constantly

used to signify evil spirits, embracing probably both the fallen angels

and the spirits of the wicked who have died; and in this sense it is

used in the four Gospels. The Pharisees said of Christ—“ He casteth

out devils (Greek demons) by the prince of the demons.” (Math. 9:

In Luke 8:27, we read of a man who “had devils (demons)

long time,” and that Jesus commanded “the unclean spirit” to come

out of him. In Rev. 16: 14, we read of “spirits of devils (demons)

working miracles,” &c.

We may sum up what we wish to say as to the meaning of these

words, in the following particulars:

1. Wherever in the New Testament and in the Old, the word devil

is applied to the heathen divinities, the Greek word is daintonion or '

Jaimon.

2. Wherever a devil or devils are said to possess persons, or they

are said to have a devil or devils, the Greek word is daimon or daimon

ion.

3. In every instance in which the word devil is used in the plural

number, it is the translation of one or the other of these words, not a

translation of (liabolos.

4. Wherever we find the word devil in the singular number, pre

ceded by the article the, except where the connection shows, that a

demonaical possession is referred to, the Greek word is diabolos, and is

the name of the prince of darkness.

From these facts we may gain some light regarding the work of

evil spirits, in prompting wickedness and retarding the cause of Christ

in the world.

1. -The devil carries forward the cause of darkness by means of

false doctrine, by wicked suggestions, and by stirring up persecution
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against the church of God. As to the mode or modes in which he

gains access to the human mind, we have no knowledge. The fact that

he does so, is abundantly taught in the Scripture. It is as promoter

of error, that he is transformed into an angel of light; and errorists

are called his ministers. (2 Cor. 11: 13—15.) Religious error is

“the snare ” in which he often takes unwary souls. (2 Tim. 2: 25,

26.) It is by exciting the desires of men for that which is unlawful,

covering the sin with plausible pretexts, that he ruins many. Thus

he tempted Eve, and thus he tempted our Lord. The same end is

gained by appeals to the appetites. (1 Cor. 7: 5.) He often excites

the wicked to oppose the cause of Christ, and to persecute his people.

He put it into the heart of Judas to betray our Lord. (John 13: 2.)

It is said, he “entered into him.” This is the only instance, we

believe, in which Satan is said to have entered into or possessed any

one. The meaning probably is—that he gained complete control of

his mind. In Rev. 12: 12, he is said to come down, “having great

wrath, because he knoweth that he hath but a short time.” Christians

are often tempted to despair, or to blaspheme. Many are his “ devices ”

for ruining the souls of men. (2 Cor. 2: 11.)

2. The devil employs in his evil work all the fallen angels and

perhaps wicked men that have died, called (lemons. One of the ways

in which these have operated, has been by gaining complete control

of the minds of wicked men, and thus giving direction to their thoughts

and actions. This control has resulted sometimes in madness, some

times in gross immorality, sometimes in pretensions to superhuman

power or knowledge. The two men coming out of the tombs, “ex—

ceeding fierce, so that no man might pass that way,” are an example

of the first kind of influence. Mary Magdalen, out of whom were

cast seven devils, was an example of the second kind. The damsel

“possessed with a spirit of divination,’ was an example of the third

kind. The class of demoniacs have abounded in all ages, especially

amongst the heathen nations; and even in the most enlightened coun

tries they still exist. They often display a knowledge of persons and

things at a distance, which is surprising, and exhibit a power that is

superhuman. Therefore they are said to perform miracles. There is

little difliculty, however, in discriminating between their marvels and

the miracles which prove the inspiration of the Scriptures. These last

were wrought by reversing the laws of nature, which none can do but

He who made those laws. Our wonder-workers often claim to efl'ect

extraordinary cures; but they never attempt to raise the dead, or open

the eyes of those born blind.

7
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The Spiritualism which has of late attracted so much attention, if

it is anything more than delusion or wilful deception, can claim no

higher origin than this. Its revelations and physical demonstrations

are confessedly nothing more than the doings of the spirits of deceased

men and women; and the manifestations of its writing and speaking

mediums do strikingly resemble those of which we read in pagan

nations. There is not one professed communication, which may not

have come from a lying spirit, and not a physical demonstration

which might not have come from a source equally degraded. The very

best that can be said for them, then, is—that they are wholly unworthy

of credit; and it is absolutely certain, that good spirits would not place

themselves in a position in which they could not be distinguished from

evil ones, and expect men to believe them. We say thus much now.

It is easy to demonstrate in other ways the utter falsity of Spiritualism.

In howmany ways evil spirits are permitted to tempt and to trouble

the people of God, and to lead others to ruin, we may not fully know.

We know enough, however, to see how necessary it is to “ put on the

whole armor of God, that we may be able to stand against the wiles of

the devil,” seeing we “ wrestle against principalities and powers.” We

see the importance of our Savior’s exhortation—“ Watch and pray,

that ye enter not into temptation.” We know, for our encouragement,

that if we resist the devil, he will flee from us. (James 4: 7.) And

we know, that if there are hosts of evil spirits combined against us,

the angels “are all ministering spirits, sent forth to minister for them

who shall be heirs of salvation.” (Heb. 1: 14.) We know, that our

Savior “led captivity captive,” and saw Satan fall like lightning from

heaven. We can comfort the timid by saying, as Elisha said to his

afl'righted servant—“ Fear not: for they that be with us are more than

they that be with them.” If we are surrounded by enemies, the

mountains are full of horses and chariots round about us. (2 Kings

6: 15—18.)

In all this there is nothing unreasonable. There are wicked men ;

why may there not be wicked beings who have not material bodies?

Wicked men are permitted to devise and carry out wicked plans; why

may not wicked spirits be permitted to do the same thing? And why

may there not be good spirits engaged in works of benevolence and

mercy? In the midst of the abounding wickedness of men and devils,

it is cheering to remember, that the wrath of man will be made to

praise God, and undoubtedly He will equally overrule the wrath of

the devil and his angels. When Satan put it into the heart of Judas

to betray the Son of God ; he struck a death-blow at his own kingdom;

and all his devices will be overruled-in the same way.
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GLARING PERVERSION OF SCRII’TUli-li.

In Heb. 9: 27, 28, we read as follows: “And as it is appointed

unto men once to die, but after this the judgement: so Christ was once

offered to bear the sins of many; and unto them that look for him

shall he appear the second time without sin unto salvation.” The

' leading design of the inspired writer evidently is to show the immense

superiority of the priesthood of Christ over that of Aaron, and to

prove that the latter possessed no real eflicacy, but was merely typical

of the former. In the immediate connection he mentions two respects

in which the superiority of Christ’s priesthood is manifested. The

first is—that after his sacrifice of himself he did not enter into an earthly

temple—“holy places made with hands”——but into heaven itself, now

to appear in the presence of God for us. The second is, that the sac

rifice of Christ did not require to be repeated, as did the sacrifices of

the Levitieal priesthood. The Jewish high-priest entered once every

year, into the holy of holies in the Jewish temple, always bearing the

blood of a fresh sacrifice; but Jesus Christ ofiered a sacrifice once in

the end of the world, and then forever entered heaven.

And now to show the suitableness of this sacrifice to the necessities

of men, the Apostle says, as it is appointed that men shall die but

once, and then be judged ; so Christ died for them once, bearing their

sins, to save them from condemnation; and to those who look for him

he will appear the second time without a sin offering for their salvation.

But this perfectly obvious meaning of this passage is fatal to Uni

versalism, which denies that there is any judgement after death; and

it has put the ingenuity of its advocates to the test to escape the force

of it. But the resources of men, when closely pressed by God’s truth,

are often surprising. We have before us a Universalist paper which

has a dissertation of nearly three columns on the passage. The follow

ing is the sum of the exposition given by the writer: “Hence the

high-priest under the law, is represented as being slain, that is by

proxy, in those sacrfices that were olfered. After being thus slain,

the high priest entered into the holy place beyond the veil, and pre_

sented his offering before the mercy-seat, while all the congregation of

Israel, were anxiously waiting without, for the token of their weep

tance with God. When they heard the sound of the golden bells that
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were attached to the garments of the high-priest, the whole multitude

shouted aloud for joy, knowing that this was the signal of the acceptance

of their high-priest, and with him all the congregation, whom he repre

sented.” According to this writer, the men to whom it is appointed

to die, were the Jewish high-priests; their dying means that they were

to kill an ox or some other animal, and thus “die by proxy,” and the

judgement after death is the acceptance of priest and people in conse

quence of the sacrifice, which was indicated by the sound of the golden

bells!

We should not have noticed this most absurd and ridiculous perver

sion of Scripture, if it had been merely that of a newspaper writer; but it

is substantially the interpretation given by leading Universalists. Let

us, then, look at it for a moment.

1. \Vhat evidence is there that by the word men the jewish priests

are meant? In the connection and throughout the Epistle they are

called by their oflieial name, not once called by the general term men

2. Since there was but one high-priest at any one time, who entered

into the holy place, as reprensenting Christ; why should the word

men in the plural be used ?—especially as in the 25th verse, the high

priest is spoken of in the singular. 3. Where do we find authority

for saying the high-priest died by proxy? Is there a single place in

the Bible, where the officiating priest is said to die, when he offers an

animal in sacrifice? Not one. The dire necessity of Universalism,

however make strange demands upon human language, 4. According

to this exposition, the high-priest died by proxy every year, whereas

the Apostle says, it is appointed unto men once to die, not once every

year; and so Christ died for them once, not once every year. The

word once has necessarily the same meaning in both verses, the 27th

and 28th. 5. What evidence is there, that the word judgement is

used to expressed God’s acceptance of the priest and the people, when

he entered into the holy place with blood? Is the word used in this

sense in the law of Moses or in the Bible? Not in a single instance.

A grosser perversion of Scripture language, than this, cannot be

found. It is not only unsound, as to all principles of language, but it

has not even plausibility to support it. Yet is only by such perversion

of language, that the force of the passage against Universalism can be

evaded. In no way do errorists more distinctly discover the weak

ness of their faith, than by the straits to which they are driven in at

tempting to turn the edge of the sword of the Spirit.
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DEATH OF MINISTERS.

 

Rev. Dr. Tyler, late Professor of Theology in East Windsor Semi

nayy, departed this life on the 14th ult.

He was a man of very considerable abilities. In his theological

views he did not go with Dr. Taylor of New Haven, on the one hand;

nor on the other, did he adopt so fully the old-fashioned Puritan The

olog , as to satisfy those by whom the East IVindsor Seminary was

founded. On retiring from his Professorship he delivered an address

in defence of his views, which we have not seen.

On the 8th ult., Rev. Dr. Alfred Ryors, Professor of Mathematics

in Centre College, died of Erysipelas, in the 47th year of his age.

Dr. 'Ryors had been President of two Colleges, and maintained a high

standing as a scholar and a minister. '

Rev. H. P. Goodrich, D. D , departed this life, at his residence at

Carondolet, near St. Louis, on Monday night, the 15th ult. Dr. Good

rich was, for several years, a Professor in the Union Theological Semi

nary, Va. He afterwards removed to Missouri, was fora short time

connected with Marion College, which has perished, labored in the

ministry in Jefi'erson city, and finally settled near St. Louis, where he

resided at the time of his death. He was a man of fine talents, of

extensive and varied learning, and of many excellencies.

Rev. William Wylie, D. D., died in Wheeling, Va; on Sabbath

morning, the 9th ult., aged eighty-five years. Dr. Wylie continued in

the active labors 0f the ministry, until past his 86th year, when he was

disabled by a fall. For the last twenty years, he was pastor ofthe First

Presbyterian Church, Newark, Ohio. -
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INSTANCES OF MELANCHOLY.

 

There is something profoundly mysterious in that state of mind

which is called melancholy. It proceeds from a variety of of causes,

and exists in very different degrees; but in its more prominent mani

festations it exhibits remarkable uniformity. Its leading trait is the

gloom it throws over whatever is most interesting to the mind. When

a very worldy man becomes melancholy, his worldly prospects become

darkened. He imagines that he is about to be reduced to poverty and

want, and the conviction seizes upon his mind without any real cause,

and defies the evidence of facts and of reason. He becomes dispirited

and incapable of exertion, and gives up all as hopelessly lost. We

have known instances in which wealthy men imagined themselves en

tirely bankrupt, and could not be convinced to the contrary. When

religious persons, or those inclined to religion, become melancholy, a

deep gloom rests upon their religious prospects. They can find no

evidences of piety'in themselves. They have no feelings of the right

kind—imagine themselves perfectly hardened and abandoned of God.

In its advanced stages they are harrassed by blasphemous thoughts,

which they are tempted to utter. Soon they come to believe that they

have committed the unpardonable sin; and deep, black despair settles

upon the mind. In the progress of this terrible malady, the tendency

generally, perhaps uniformly, is to commit suicide; and in multitudes

of instances, this has been its sad termination.
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\Ve have said that melancholy is traceable to several causes. In

some instances it originates in physical disease. Diseases which afi'cct

the nervous system, produce melancholy. Some persons have a consti

tutional tendency of this kind, which is easily aggravated. Distress

of mind, from disappointed hopes, sudden bereavement, loss of prop

erty, ill treatment on the part of relatives, and the like, often produce

melancholy. In its milder forms, it frequently results from nervous

exhaustion, or from slight bodily indisposition.

Our present purpose is, not to write a dissertation on melancholy,

but to give a brief account of several cases which have come under

our own observation. It is a subject in regard to which ministers of

the Gospel ought to be well informed; and correct information among

the people may serve as a preventive of this dreadful malady, and may

prevent those who have friends thus afiiicted from aggravating it by

unwise eiforts to remove it.

Twenty-eight years ago, we became acquainted with two young ladies,

who were cousins, in an eastern city, where we were temporarily labor

ing. These young ladies were well educated, and highly intelligent.

They had been very gay and worldly. On a visit to Philadelphia, they

became interested on the subject of religion, and returned home joyful

converts. One of them was exceedingly affectionate and amiable, and

of a remarkably cheerful disposition. The other was of a very ardent

temperament, and her nervous system was uncommonly weak. Both

were very lovely christians; and we took occasion frequently to visit

and converse with them.

For several weeks their happiness continued unabated. But soon

the sky of the one of ardent temperament became suddenly overcast.

Her delightful emotions disappeared, and were succeded by painful

'depression. She became much alarmed, and concluded that all her

recent happiness was a delusion—that she was not really converted.

‘ Then her conscience was dreadfully troubled, because she had made a

public profession of religion—had approached the Lord’s table, and

had eat and drunk unworthily. She read her Bible, prayed and strug

gled to get her happy feelings back again ; but the more she struggled

the worse her condition appeared, until she' became convinced that she

had no feeling, was perfectly hardened. She was on the borders of

despair, confined herself to her room, refusing to see company, and felt

that she dared not pray for any one but herself.

This dreadful darkness continued so long, and her mental anguish

was so great and constantly increasing, that we became alarmed lest

she should become deranged, or sink into hopeless disease. We had
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no doubt of the genuineness of her conversion ; but no presentation of

the Gospel or its promises that we could make, availed any thing.

She exhibited singular skill, as persons under the influence of melan

choly generally do, in showing that the promises did not apply to her

case. At length, we one day called to see her, to make one more ef

fort to relieve her mind. She would scarcely consent to come into the

room; and when she did, her countenance was the picture of despair.

With as much apparent cheerfulness as possible we took a seat by her,

and entered into conversation,'and said to her—“Ifyou should find a

little boy running about these streets, weeping and asking every one he

met, it he had seen his father, rel'using to be comforted unless he could

find him ,- would you denounce him as a hard-hearted wretch, and tell

him 'to go about his business?” She replied, with some surprise at

the question, “ Certainly not.” “Would you regard his distress at his

father’s absence, and his earnest desire to find him, as affording evi

dence of' filial afl'ection?" “Yes—I would.” “Well, you have been,

these two weeks, seeking for your Father, and have been greatly troub

led that you cannot find him. You now feel that if you could find

him, you would be happy; and yet you say, you do not love him!”

The effect of this illustration was surprising. She at once saw in her

deep distress the evidence of her love to God. A crushing weight

was suddenly lifted from her heart. Her countenance put on a cheer

ful aspect. She put on her bonnet, and walked with us to the prayer

meeting.

In this case the melancholy arose, not from disease, nor from any

afllietion. It was simply the result of nervous exhaustion. Her mind

had been intensely interested for weeks, first under conviction of sin,

and then in the possession of the joy of a young convert. The phys

ical system was exhausted ; and the result was sudden depression of the

animal spirits. This was mistaken for the lack of religious affection;

and all the eflorts to produce the desired feeling, simply increased the

exhaustion, and consequently rendered the depression more painful.

A day or two of quiet and rest in the beginning of the trouble, would

have relieved the mind and saved the young woman from an immense

amount of suffering. Such troubles, though generally not so great,

are not uncommon to young converts, especially in seasons of general

religious interest.

Some years ago, a gentleman belonging to another church, brought

his sister-in-law to see us. She was in despair, and had been for some

time. She considered h'erself abandoned of God, and her condition

hopeless. On inquiring she informed us, that she had been much ex
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\ercised in mind on the subject of religion; when, at length, as she

was listening to a. discourse in our church her feelings suddenly sub

sided; she could not regain them; and she concluded the Spirit had

forever forsaken her. She was not disposed to turn to the world; was

not willing to live in sin; earnestly desired to walk with God. Her

trouble arose from confounding sensible emotions with religious desires

and affections—a very common error. The matter was explained, and

her mind was at once relieved.

In the same city of which we have spoken, resided a young lady

of rare mental endowments, of amiable and affectionate disposition,

of devoted piety, intimately acquainted with the benevolent operations

of the Church, and very active in doing good. She was possessed of

a feeble constitution and of an ardent temperament. She was very

subject to sick head-aches and nervous depressions. In her seasons of

depression, she often concluded she had been deceived, and was really

unconverted. On one of those occasions, when the Lord’s supper was

about to be administered in the church to which she belonged, she

came to us in much trouble, when the following conversation occurred:

“The next Sabbath is the day of our communion, and I do not

know what to do. I feel that I cannot approach the Lord’s table. My

heart is like a rock. And yet I fear my absenting myself will injure

the cause; for my acquaintances in and out of the church are numer

ous. And then my parents and sisters are not professors ; and they

will not understand it. I dare not commune; and yet I fear my not

doing so will injure the cause. What shall I do?”

“Well, if you are an unconverted sinner, I do not see what you have

to do with the cause. It is rather a singular kind of sinner that is

much afraid of injuring the cause of Christ. Let the cause take care

of itself. You cannot approach the Lord’s table, because you cannot

feel as you think you should. Can you feel right when you read the

Bible?”

“No—I cannot.”

“Then quit reading it.”

“Can you feel right when you pray?”

“I cannot.”

“Then quit praying. Now, when you absent youself from the Lord’s

supper, because you can’t feel as you should, and quit reading the

Bible and praying for the same reason, the devil will have gained the

advantage he seeks.”

“I cannot give up reading my Bible and praying.”

“Then you had better do your whole duty, especially as sinners are
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not likely to be much concerned about the cause of Christ. The

shortest way to get out of your troubles, is to do your duty.”

She took the advice given, and was soon as cheerful and happy as

ever. Mental depression is constantly mistaken for the lack of reli

gious feeling; and Christians of feeble nervous systems or disposed to

melacholy, are often seriously injured by neglecting their duties and

privileges at such times.

Some years ago, we were invited by her physicians to visit a young

lady of fine intelligence and decided piety, suffering under religious

melancholy which amounted to derangement. It originated in matri

monial disappointment. At the time we visited her, she seemed to have

lost sight of the original trouble, and never alluded to it; but her mind

was wholly occupied with her religious state. She was impressed with

the idea, that she had sinned away her day of grace, or had committed

the unpardonable sin. On other subjects she talked rationally, and

even with a degree of cheerfulness. But although her evidences of

piety were entirely satisfactory, no view of them that could be presented,

afforded anything more than temporary relief. In one conversation she

said—“Last night the devil came to me, and taunted me. He told

me, I need not think of escaping from him; that I was in his power,

and could not possibly get away.” We knew, it was useless to tell her,

she was mistaken; and that it was all delusion. She had seen and

heard the devil, as she believed; and to attempt to convince her to

the contrary, would be perfectly vain. We, therefore, answered——

“ You know, the devil never tells the truth, if he can help it. He is

a liar and the father of it. He is trying to distress you by following

his old trade. Will you believe him instead of the Savior?” Her

countenance was lighted up with pleasure—“That is a fact,” said she;

“the devil is a great liar.” “Now,” we replied,——“ when he comes to

you again, just tell him he is a great liar, and to clear himself.” Noth

ing we ever said to her, afforded half so much relief. She has long since

quite recovered, but has yet a vivid recollection of that conversation.

This young lady was sent to a Lunatic Asylum, where a cure was

efiected. Her melancholy originated in mental trouble; but her dis

tress had produced physical disease, which required skilful medical

treatment. Nothing else could have relieved the mind. The very

natural reluctance to send persons thus afilicted to an asylum, where

they can receive proper treatment, often results in serious, if not fatal

injury. The disease rapidly gains strength, and becomes incurable;

or suicide closes the tragedy.

In he same. city and about the same time we had on our hands an
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other distressing case of the same kind. It was that of a lady of from

forty-five to fifty years of age. She was under medical treatment for

some disease peculiar to females, for some twelve months; and if we

were to judge by the number of pill boxes showed us by her husband,

which had been emptied into her stomach; we would say, she had

taken medicine enough to destroy any constitution. Whilst confined

to bed, as she was for months, her mind was cheerful, and her evi

dences of piety were clear and satisfactory. But after she so far

recovered, as to be about the house, her nervous system gave way, and

mental depression first led her to doubt her piety, and finally threw

her into despair and derangement. As in all such cases, she belieYed

herself abandoned of God, and thought she had committed the un

pardonable sin. Finally she became persuaded, that she had com

mitted some crime, for which she was to be arrested and brought be

fore the civil court. Nothing more than partial and temporary relief

could be afforded by any view of the Gospel, which could be presented ,

and she immediately relapsed into deeper despair. At length, being

left to sleep in her room without company, she hanged herself by the

post of the bedstead, and in the morning was found dead.

Religion is, in no way, responsible for cases of this kind. Melan

choly is by no means peculiar to religious people; and the mind thus

aifiicted always seizes upon whatever most deeply interests the feelings;

and that object, whatever it is, becomes the point of derangement.

Its natural eifect is to produce gloom and forebodings of evil; and, of

course, evil is anticipated in being deprived of what is most prized.

With worldly persons, as already intimated, melancholy covers worldly

prospects with gloom; with religious persons the religious prospects

become dark. The disease, however, is physical, whatever may have

been its first cause. No doubt, indeed, that false views of religion of

an exciting kind often produce derangement in some of its phases.

The Millerite delusion which, a few years ago, produced so much ex

citement, inducing great numbers to look for the immediate advent of

Christ, produced derangement in not a few instances; and the same

results have followed the marvels of modern Spiritualism. But scrip

ture truth, so far from producing such results, is one of the surest pro

tections against them.

From these and similar cases of religious melancholy, we arrive at

several very important practical conclusions, viz:

1. As it is a christian duty, as far as practicable, to preserve the

health of the body; so is it specially a duty to guard against those

diseases which disqualify the mind for its duties. On some accounts
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ministers of the Gospel are peculiarly exposed to those diseases which

produce melancholy. ' Their sedentary habits impair digestion; whilst

their mental labor, drawing largely on the nervous system, greatly aggra

vates the evil; and the anxieties and troubles inseperable from their pro

fession, operate as another cause. These causes co-operating very often

produce seasons of great depression, and not unfrequently, permanent

melancholy. And there is no class of men so greatly disqualified for their

work by mental depression, as Christian ministers. They are obliged

to preach; and yet the mind, in this state, becomes incapable of tmking

hold of any subject. Their discourses should be delivered under the

influence of strong emotions; yet melancholy clouds the intellect, and

renders the mind incapable of emotions. They must go forward with

confidence in diflicult labors; yet melancholy completely unnerves them,

and fills the mind with despondency. They must comfort and encour

age others; yet under the influence of melancholy they themselves

need a comforter. We ourself have often entered the pulpit, when the

state of our mind had rendered it impossible to make much preparation,

and when nothing but the excitement produced by the presence of the

congregation, (with, we hope, the grace of God)'enabled us to proceed.

We have often spoken words of consolation and encouragement to

others, with a crushing weight on our own spirits. Let ministers, by

proper attention to diet, rest, exercise and to their hearts, preserve a

cheerful frame of mind.

But other persons of sedentary habits are exposed to the same class

of troubles; and not a few by indulging the appetite, bring upon them

selves diseases which result in melancholy, and greatly disqualify

them both for the duties and enjoyments of life. For reasons which

we do not profess fully to understand, women are, we believe, more

exposed to melancholy, than men. To preserve bodily health and a

cheerful mind, as far as possible, is as much our duty as our interest.

2. In those cases, (which are numerous,) in which mental trouble

is the cause of melancholy, ministers of the Gospel and judicious

Christians, if they understand the matter, may do much to arrest and

permanently to relieve it. If the trouble is strictly of a religious

nature, and arises from mistaken views of religion, or mistaken views

of the person’s religious state; entire relief may be given by suitable

instruction. Correct the error which causes the trouble; and the

trouble will suddenly or gradually disappear. If the -mind is likely

to yield to melancholy in consequence of disappointments or bereave

ments, let the individual be impressed with the truths, that afliictions

are divinely sent for the good of God’s people 5 that God promises
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grace according to our day; and that the light afliictions endured here

are not worthy to be compared with the glory to 'be hereafter revealed

in us. Let the afflicted be reminded of Christ’s sufferings for them.

(Heb. 12:)

But in those morbid states of feeling which do not yield to religious

instructions and consolations, it often becomes essential to furnish the

mind with pleasant occupation ; or a change of place and of scenery

becomes necessary. Let new and pleasant thoughts enter the mind,

and new and cheerful feelings will be likely to take the place of mel

ancholy thoughts and depressions. But never scold, or reprove, or

find fault with melancholy persons ; nor make light of their troubles.

Their gloom often seems so causeless and unreasonable, that their friends

speak harshly or unkindly, or resort to ridicule. A youth came to us,

some time since, in great distress, despairing as to his religious pros

pects, and saying, that everybody disliked him. His brother afterwards

called, and said, he had felt quite impatient at his unreasonable con

ceits, and that his employers were likely to dismiss him for the same

reason. We explained to him the condition of his brother—that the

cause was physical—was indeed incipient derangement—as much be

yond his control as any other disease ; and urged him, by all means,

to avoid everything like harshness. It soon became necessary to send

hini to a lunatic asylum.

In a. large proportion of the instances of melancholy, it results from

brooding over misfortunes, especially those which are sudden and

unexpected. Several years since, we were called to visit a lady, who

was a member of the Methodist church, who had sunk into religious

melancholy in consequence of the loss of her husband, who was burnt

to death on a steam-boat. The shock to her nervous system was too

great; and at the time we saw her, she seemed, in large part, to have

lost sight of her bereavement, and to have sunk into religious despair.

With improved health, her mind recovered, in a good degree, its cheer

fulness. We knew a man, a number of years ago, who sunk into

religious melancholy, in consequence of the sudden and unexpected

loss of his property. The original trouble produced a diseased state

of the body; andthen the mind, in its gloom, turned to religion for

support, but was at once plunged into doubt as to its conversion, and

doubt ended in despair. This is the true history of a great many

cases of religious melancholy. The original trouble is not of a spirit

ual character. The mind broods over it, until physical disease results;

or if the trouble be sudden and very great, disease is speedily produced.

Then the afflicted individual turns to religion for support; but in his
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depression and gloom he can find no satisfactory evidence that he is a

Christian. Then the prominent trouble becomes religious; and reli

gious melancholy is the result.

Now, the true preventive of these terrible troubles is a lively and

growing piety. Faith is the great antidote to trouble. “Let not your

heart be troubled,” said our Lord to his disciples, “ye believe in God;

believe also in me.” The more we love earthly objects, the more the

loss of them will distress us. The less confidence we have in the

wisdom and goodness of God, in his providence and grace, the deeper

will be our trouble, when constrained either to “walk by faith,” or to

walk in darkness. The more our afiections are set on things heavenly,

the less will we be troubled by the loss of things earthly. For,

“ Wh should the soul a drop bemoan,

Who as an ocean nigh ? "

The greatest earthly calamity leaves the Christian’s great treasure un

touched, and the deepest earthly afllictions are but a part of that

training through which God, our Heavenly Father, is taking us, that
we may be prepared for heaven. I Our greatest mental distress, often

arises from the low state of our piety, our love of worldly things, and

our lack of faith and resignation.

In those cases in which melancholy is caused, in the first instance,

by physical disease, the patient requires the skilful treatment of the

physician of the mind and of the physician of the body. Each may

contribute to remove the trouble, and to restore the mind to cheerfulness.

For in such cases, the body first acts injuriously on the mind, and then

the mind reacts on the body, aggravating the disease. Any relief

that can be given to the mind, afi'ords aid to skilful medical treatment;

and vice 'vcrsa.
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THE TWO ASSEMBLIES.

Twenty years ago, a painful rupture occurred in the Presbyterian

Church in these United States, which resulted in two General Assem

blies, each representing a portion .of the divided Church. For a num

ber of years previous, controversies in respect to important doctrines

and great principles of eclesiastical polity, waxing warmen every year,

prepared the way for the unhappy result. At the time of the divis

ion, it was scarcely certain which party could claim the majority. In

the Assembly of 1835, the Old School party had the majority, and

carried alltheir measures. In the Assembly of 1836, the New School

were in the majority, and were able to carry through all their plans.

In the Asssembly of 1837, the Old School again had the majority ; and

then several Synods organized, as it was believed, unconstitutionally,

were cut off. The law-suit instituted by the New School for the funds

of the Church, was decided in their favor by the lower court, but re

versed by the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania.

The points of controversy were partly doctrinal, partly eclesiastical.

In regard to the former the first and leading doctrine about which

there was controversy, was that of Imputat'ion. The Old School held

that Adam stood as the representative of his posterity, so that the con

sequences of his sin came upon them, as if they had committed it.

Consequently they “were by nature children of wrath,” and were bom

with original sin or a depraved nature. The New School denied the

truth and the justice of this doctrine of original sin, and held that

none are depraved, until by a voluntary choice they make themselves

so. They, however, inconsistently admitted, that by a divine constitu

tion things are so ordered, that there is a moral certainty that all

Adam’s posterity will, in the beginning of their accountable agency,

choose the wrong, and thus enter upon a course of sin.

As the imputation of Adam’s sin to his posterity was rejected; so

the imputation of Christ’s righteousness to believers was also rejected.

This difference led to controversy respecting the nature of the Atone

ment. The Old School held, that Christ, in becoming incarnate, “ was

made under the law”-—--that his obedience and his sufferings were

legal—that he did endure the penalty of the law for his people; “that
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Such, in a few words, is an outline of the great controversy. Twenty

years haVe elapsed; and there has been time for passion to subside, and

for the working of the principles advocated by the respective parties,

to be tested. The past history of the Church is replete with lessons

of instruction; and it is our wisdom occasionally to review the past,

that we may be wiser in the future. Great changes have taken place

within the twenty years, since the division of the Presbyterian Church.

1. In the first place, the New Theology, of which we have given

an outline, seems to have run its course. It was regarded as contain

ing new and important discoveries, and as destined to form a new and

glorious era in the history of theology. It was supposed to remove

mighty obstacles which had opposed the progress of the Gospel, and

to leave sinners without excuse. Conversions would now take place

far more rapidly than since the apostolic age; and those who clung

to the old-fashioned theology, would be left in a small minority. The

new theology, aided by the enlarged views of ecclesiastical polity,

would soon usher in the millennium) What is the__result? The new

doctrines, if advocated at all, are thrown into thehshade; the traveling

evangelists, whose fiery declamation almost ruined so many churches,

have disappeared, together with their “new measures ;” and the New

School, as well as the Old, are quietly working upon the old plan—

preaching the great doctrines of the Gospel, and praying for God’s

blessing upon them. No doubt, many still hold the errors mentioned ;

but they no longer challenge public attention.

2. The New School have nearly or quite abandoned their voluntary

Boards, and are, as fast as possible, forming ecclesiastical Boards or

 

Committees. They are still tied to the voluntary societies; but evi

idently things do not work smoothly; and soon the separation, which

lihas begun, will be perfected. Already the New School have their

,Committees of Publication, of Education and of Church Extension.

{They have tacitly yielded the principle, and acknowledged, that the

{Old School were in the right. The Dutch Reformed Church has

likewise adopted the same principles.

3. The Plan of Union has been repudiated by the Congregational

jsts, as of injurious tendency; and if it is now at all in operation, it is

found to work badly. N0 one is now disposed to advocate it.

Thus our New School brethren have substantially abandoned every

.iimportant position which, in the great controversy, they maintained, and

are rapidly approaching the very ground from which they originally

departed. But how do the two bodies now stand, as compared with

each other?
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1. The one is a homogeneous body, united in theological views

and in church polity; the other is heterogeneous, having amongst its

ministers widely dilferent views of doctrine and polity. The new

Divinity still has its advocates amongst the New School; and the

Congregational element, leaning to voluntary Boards, is strong enough

to be decidedly felt. The Old School are one in faith and polity.

2. The one body is fully organized for every department of its

great work, and has accomplished much within the last twenty years,

both at home and abroad. The other is but very imperfectly organized,

has lost twenty years, and is still trameled by discordant views, and by

its connection with the voluntary Boards. The Old School has its

Board of Foreign Missions, and its missionaries, churches and Pres

byteries in heathen lands; its Board of Domestic Missions, with its

missionaries in every State and Territory of the Union; its Board of

Education with its candidates for the ministry in difi‘erent colleges and

seminaries; its Board of Publication with its large and valuable list of

standard publications, gaining a circulation in every part of the coun

try ; and its Church Extension Committee, now fairly under way,

assisting feeble churches to erect houses of worship. The New School

has its Committees, recently organized, just beginning to act, but

crippled by discordant views and rival boards, of which it cannot rid

itself.

3. The one body is national; the other sectional. Our church is

strong in both the free and the slaveholding States; our General

Assembly is equally welcome in New York and in New Orleans, in

Philadelphia and in Charleston; and our ministers are everywhere

received with confidence and cordiality. Thus our Church preaches

the Gospel in every State, and makes its influence felt over the whole

country, resisting the extremes of the day both in the North and in

the SOuth, and binding this glorious Union together. The New

School Assembly is limited to the free States; and the great body of

its churches are embraced in three or four of these States. The

question of Slavery has been debated for twenty years; and resolution

upon resolution has been adopted--resulting only in a division of the

body. Now the New School Assembly has no influence in the slave

holding States, cannot send the Gospel to them, and exerts no influence

to preserve our civil Union; whilst the fragment in the South is destined

to a brief struggle, terminating in extinction. The sectional character

of the New School body will do it incalculable injury; for it will be

a reason why the more conservative class of men will not be inclined

to identify themselves with it, and a reason why fanatical men will
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seek to enter it. Thus a few years will, in all probability, produce

unhappy changes.

4. The Old School body is immensely larger than the New. A

large proportion of the men who were prominent in the advocacy of the

new Divinity and in pushing the measures lwhich resulted in divi

sion, have abandoned the New School body, and returned to Congrega

tionalism. Many have returned to us; and some have formed an

Abolition organization. Thus the numbers and strength of the body

have been frittered away, until it is probably not half so large as the

Old School church.

We do not state these facts for the purpose of reproaching our New

School brethren, or of boasting of the superior goodness or wisdom of

the Old School. We record them as the results of the workings of

great principles. The great mistakes and disasters of our New School

brethren, are easily traceable to two or three theological principles,

which were adopted; and these have branched out, and brought forth

abundant fruit—teaching over again the lesson so often taught in the

providence of God, that we are safe only as we regard ourselves as

disciples, sitting at the feet of our Great Teacher. Whenever chris

tian ministers begin to turn philosophers, instead of interpreters of

God’s word, and to imagine that they live in an age of progress,

when new discoveries in Theology are to be expected , nothing

can result, but errors, strifes and divisions. The doctrines men

tioned, although to superficial thinkers, comparatively unimportant,~

were prolific of important consequences. It may be safely asserted,

that a large proportion of the most dangerous heresies which have

cursed the Church of Christ in difierent ages, have originated in erro

neous views respecting the relation of Adam to his posterity, and

consequently respecting the character of men by nature: The ten

dency of these errors has been to elevate man, and to degrade the

cross of Christ and the work of the Spirit. These errors, in a cold,

philosophic age, would have led to a speculative Unitarianism. In an

age of excitement, like the present, they run into spurious revivals and

unscriptural reforms. Abolitionism, women’s rights and other radical

isms of this day are their legitimate fruits.

Thus, we repeat, we are learning over again the lesson so often taught

in the history of the Church, that we are safe only as we consent to sit

as disciples at the feet of the Great Teacher, instead of becoming philo

sophers, going in search of metaphysical discoveries. God has spoken

to us in human language; and our true position is that of interpreters

of language. The study of Mental Science is, indeed, important, but

2
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whenever it requires all the skill of the critic to force the language of

the Scriptures into agreement with our philosophy, we are in iminent

danger. It is impossible new to review the controversies of the last

thirty years, without being satisfied, that human philosophy had far

more to do in discovering and developing the new Divinity, than the

Scriptures had. The time will never come, when natural philosophers

can safely go beyond ascertained far-ts and the principles which those

facts demonstrate, So the time will never come, when theologians

can safely go beyond the facts of Revelation and the principles which

those facts involve. The former must ever be the mere interpreters

0f the volume of Nature; and the latter must ever be the mere inter-

preters of the volume of Revelation.

THE CHURCH vs. THE STATE, -

  

The Church and the State are both organizations of God, but in

widely difl'erent senses and for very difierent purposes. The Church

was organized by the immediate authority and under the immediate

direction of Christ. God has made known his will, that civil govern

ment shall exist; and, therefore, it is an ordinance of God. Conse

quently Paul, speaking ofcivil government, says--“ The powers that be .

are,0rdained of God. Whosoever therefore resisteth the power, resist—

eth the ordinance of God. (Rom. 13: 1, 2.) But God has not given

his sanction to any particular form of government; and therefore every

nation has the right to choose its own form, whether a monarchy, an

oligarchy, or a republic.

The purposes for which the Church and the State are organized, are

widely difierent. The former is designed for the preservation and

propagation of the revealed Truth, and for the edification of God's

people. The latter is designed to protect men in the enjoyment of

their civil rights. Properly, therefore, these two organizations do not

at all interfere with each other. It is only when the one or the other

departs from its legitimate sphere, that there is any conflict.

Since these organizations are so essentially different in their nature

and design, the terms of membership in the Church and of citizenship

in the State must be essentially difierent. Persons may be members
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of the church, who are not recognized as citizens by the State; and

persons may be good citizens, not offending against any law of the

State, who have not the qualifications requisite for membership in the

Church. A slave may be a member of the church, though not recog

nized as a citizen ; and an infidel may be a citizen, but cannot be rec

ognized as member of the Church.

As both Church and State are organizations of God, both are sub

ject to his law. If, therefore, either command us to do what God has

forbidden, or forbid,us to do what God has commanded; it is our duty

to disobey such laws. When the King of Babylon passed a law, that

no man should pray for thirty days, Daniel rebelled and set the law at

defiance ; and when the Jewish high priest and those associated with

him, forbade the Apostles to preach the Gospel, “Peter and the other

Apostles answored and said, we ought to obey Godmther than men.”

These principles are perfectly obvious ; and.yet it is most singular,

that intelligent men, who claim to enlighten the people on these

grave subjects, fail to reeognite them, and adopt principles which are

not only unsound, but of ruinous tendency. Our attention has been

called to this subject by some strictures we have seen on a marriage

case which was decided by the late New School Assembly. Take as a

specimen, the following from the Cincinnati Enquirer:

THE Cnuncu vs. 'rrnr STATE.-‘-“-Tlle General Assembly of the_

Presbyterian Church, at their late meeting at Chicago, Illinois, took

action in a divorce case that is attracting much public attention. The

facts in the case are as follows: Some years ago, the Rev. Mr. Shields,

of Iowa, married a lady who had been divorced from her first husband,

on the ground of habitual intemperance and brutality. The divorce and.

marriage were strictly legal under the laWs of that State. Neverthe

less, the Presbyterian General Assembly has decided that they are not

married, but are guilty of living in adultery, because the Scripturali

ground of divorce was not shown to exist. The former husband of the

lady is dead; but even that did not prevent the General Assembly from

assuming the extraordinary power of reversing the civil law, and pu.

nishing a clergyman from complying with it. The decision is im.

pcrtant, because, as laying down a principle, it reaches a great number

of people who are exactly in the same position as Mr. and Mrs. Shields.

The latthr are now liable to the punishment of ell-communication from

the church for the heinous offense of getting married under the laws

of Iowa, which are substantially similar to those of many other States

in the Union.

This action of the church is very unfortunate and much to be de

plored. Marriage, in the United States, is nothing but a civil contract,

having no connection with any ecclesiastical “institutions or ordinances.

For.the Church to set up against the State in this matter, and thunder

its bulls and fulminations of ex-oommunieaticn against Christians who
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see fit to obey the latter, is an assumption of power that carries us back

to the most palmy days of clerical tyranny and usurpation. In this

country, any ecclesiastical body that advances pretensions Paramount

to and which are not obedient to the civil law, will greatly lose caste

and public respect. In the Synod, the decisions of courts and the

laws of the States were spoken of with contempt, as “heaven-wide

- from right,” and entitled to no respect. The spirit and temper of the

discussion were as bad as the decision of the majority was injudicious

and wrong.

Whatever a majority of the Synod may think, when they square

their rules of right and wrong according to strict ecclesiasticalplatforms,

few reasonable and sensible men will believe that Christians who

recognize the American law of marriage and divorce, as embodied in

statute-laws, commit any sin or religious offense; and any attempt to

prescribe or persecute them, by denying the rights and privileges of

the church therefor, will awaken a feeling of sympathy for the pro

scribed, aud of indignation against those who arrogate to themselves

the power of fulminating a “higher law” than that of the State.

The principles involved in this decision are indeed important; and

it is amazing that they are 'not better understood. In the first place,

it is astonishing that the editor of the Enquirer should say, that

“marriage, in the United States, is nothing but a civil contract, having

no connection with ecclesiastical institutions or ordinances.” The

truth is, marriage is a divine institution, whose date necessarily goes back

beyond the existence of civil goverment. It is recognized and regu

' lated by the moral law, and by the Gospel. The word of God is the

rule of faith and practice to the Church; and her discipline should be

founded upon it. Adultery, which is one of the violations of the Scrip

ture law of marriage, is a sin against God, and calls for the discipline

of the church. To learn what is adultery, christians go the Bible, not

to the civil law. John the Baptist had no reference to the civil code of

Rome, when he said to Herod, who had married his brother Philip’s

\ wife—“It is not lawful for thee to have her.” Neither had Paul any

reference to the laws of Rome, when he commanded the excommuni

cation of the man who had his father’s wife. (1 Ger. 5: 1.)

The civil law of any one of these States grants a woman a divorce

from her husband, or a man a divorce from his wife, and permits the

party obtaining a divorce to marry again. That is, they may marry

again without violating the civil law; they may marry and yet be rec

ognized as good citizens. But those who become members ofthe church,

bind themselves to obey the law of God. The question, then, is per

fectly legitimate and proper, whether any divorce granted by the State

is in accordance with the Divine law; and whether, according to that

law, the divorced party can marry again. In Other words, whilst none
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deny to those persons legally divorced the rights of citizens; it may

be very proper to decide, that they ought not to be members of the

Church. For, asalrcady remarked, the qualifications for citizenship

‘in the State, and for membership in the church, are as different as

are the nature and design of the two organizations.

Nothing can be more absurd, therefore, than to charge an ecclesiasti- '

cal court, which is bound to decide all cases of discipline by the moral

law and the Gospel, with placing itself in opposition to the State, be

cause it decides that an individual may be a good citizen, and yet not

be qualified to be a church member. “ Our law,” says Blackstone, “ con

siders marriage in no other light than as a civil contract. The holiness

of the matrimonial state is left entirely to the ecclesiastical law: the

temporal courts not having jurisdiction to consider unlawful marriage

as a sin, but merely as a civil inconvenience. The punishment, there

fore, or annulling, of incestuous or other unscriptural marriages, is the

province of the spiritual courts; which-act pro salute animus—for the

salvation of the soul.” The truth is, that the State has no more right

to determine the law of church membership, than the church has to

determine the law of citizenship.

It is not only the right of the churches to exercise discipline upon

those who 'avail themselves of the lax civil legislation of our States to

violate the Bible laws respecting the marriage relation ; but it is their

special duty to do so in this day, when divorces have become so com

mon, and are obtained on so slight pretences. The marriage relation

lies at the foundation of society, and is the most important relation

which God has established on earth. He has said of the husband and

wife, “ They are no more twain, but one flesh ” Let marriage come

to be generally regarded, as the Enquirer represents it, merely as a civil

contract, and speedily the very foundations of the social structure will

give way, and vice in its worst forms will abound. Judge Bicknell,

of Indiana, on delivering an opinion on a suit for divorce, recently

made the following statement: “ The law of Indiana requires the

court to grant divorces very freely. The legislature seems to have

been inclined to break down the sanctity of marriage, as established

by Christianity, and to adopt in its place, the loose immorality of

Paganism.” Such is the legislation which the Church of Christ is

expected to accept as sufliciently pure to regulate its discipline! This

is “the American law of marriage and divorce,” of which the En

quirer says—“ few reasonable and sensible men” will believe that

those who conform to it “ commit any sin, or religious efl'ense 1” And

if the churches shall venture to turn to the law of God, and by it to
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decide upon the moral character of marriages and divorces, they “ will

greatly lose caste and public respect,” and will call forth “ indigna

tion” for venturing to believe that there is “ a higher law than that of

the State I” How absurd I

As to the particular case decided by the New School Assembly, we

have little to say. That they were right in deciding it by the divine

law, and in not regarding the civil law as at all settling it, is absolutely

certain. There is a very general agreement amongst interpreters of

the Scriptures, that divorce cannot properly be granted, except for

adultery or desertion. There may be other causes which would jus

tify a wife, for example, in refusing, for the time being, to live with

her husband ; but her right to separate from him would not imply her

right to marry another man. (1 Cor. 7 : 11.) In the case before the As

sembly, the woman had obtained a divorce from her husband on the

ground that he was addicted to intemperance, and that, when intoxi

cated, he treated her badly, and even threatened her life. There was

no charge of adultery or desertion. Now, if she was treated cruelly,

especially if her life was in danger, she might very properly have

separated from him for the time; but, hard as the case may be, it fur

nishes no scriptural ground of divorce. And since marriage is a

divine institution, governed by the divine law, a divorce granted by

a civil court, not for scriptural reasons, whilst it may relieve the party

from civil liabilities, cannot really annul the marriage, and, of course,

cannot authorize a second marriage.

In all these United States cases of divorce for reasons not scriptural

have multiplied ; and in the newer States such cases are said to be

very common. It is time for the churches to take their stand on the

scriptural basis, and maintain the sanctity of the marriage relation.

The decision made by the New School Assembly will have an impor

tant moral influence, and will, we do not doubt, commend the general

approval of Christians of all denominations.
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GAINS AND LOSSES.

 

The desire to accumulate property and money is natural, and is not

necessarily wrong. “Go to the ant, thou sluggard,” says Solomon,

“consider her ways, and be wise: which, having no guide, overseer or k

ruler, provideth her meat in the summer, and gathereth her food in the

harvest.” The ant is one of the four things mentioned, “which are

little upon the earth, but they are exceeding wise.” (Prov. 29: 24, 25.)

Industry, with a view to accumulate, is as truly a christian duty as pray

er; and therefore the Apostle Paul commanded “that if any would not

work, neither should he eat.” And he teaches not only the duty to

provide for one’s own household, but to labor in order to be able to give

to the needy. (Eph. 4: 28.) The sin and danger connected with gain

are in placing the afl'ections upon it, and expecting happiness chiefly

from it. “If riches increase, set not your heart upon them.” “The

love of money is the root of all evil.” It is one of the clearest evi

dences of human depravity, that the rapid or great increase of worldly

blessings is dangerous to the morals and piety of men. “How hardly

shall they that have riches enter into the kingdom of God.” Both

poverty and riches are temptations too strong for poor human nature

to bear; and therefore there is wisdom in the petition, which is too

seldom ofl'ered—“ Give me neither poverty nor riches.”

It would not be true to say, that it is the duty of any one to seek to

be rich ; but it is the duty of all to be industrious and economical,

that they may have something to give to benevolent objects; for “it

is more blessed to give, than to receive.” But even the most superfi

cial observer of past and passing events, must be impressed with the

anxitty and uncertainty which attend almost all secular pursuits,

especially in our day and in our country. It is not at all uncommon

to find men one year enjoying all the luxuries of wealth, and the next,

reduced to extreme poverty, even burdened with debts, which only

years of toil can liquidate. Nay, it does not at all surprise us to meet

with men who have been successively rich and poor several times in

the course of half a life. In the most prosperous times, failures and

successes are of common occurrence; and then there are, every few

years, commercial crises, which sweep, like the tornado, over the

Country, bearing away from multitudes of all classes, the gains of years
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of anxious toil. We have lived only about fifty years; and yet we

have a distinct recollection of several of these disastrous seasons. The

important bearing of these vicissitudes upon morals and religion, ren

ders them a legitimate study for both ministers and laymen. Whilst

the multitude will still rush on, each grasping at whatever is within

his reach, and running over the unfortunate who have fallen in the

exciting race; there are some who will be disposed to enquire how

the evils which attend these rapid changes, may be avoided. Perhaps

a proper consideration of the causes may suggest the proper remedies.

We do not propose to say a word respecting the causes which produce

embarrassment in the commdrcial world. They have ever been numer

ous, and are likely to multiply with the increasing facilities of inter

course between the difl'erent civilized nations. , They have operated too

secretly to be foreseen by the great majority of men in business, and

even by the shrewdest of them; and as the different nations become

more and more one great commercial family, the difficulties in the way

of reading the signs of the times, will multiply.

Still it is for considerate men to inquire how, in the midst of such

fluctuations, they may be safest; how they may enjoy most that peace

of mind which is so important to growth in grace; and how they may

accomplish the greatest amount of good with the means they can com

mand. Let us, then, glance at some of the principal causes which

prevent the success of men in their several pursuits, or lead to ultimate

embarrassment and failure, even after the most flattering success has

been enjoyed. The subject is one of vast extent, and a full discussion

of it, by one competent to the task, would be of immense advantage

to those who are willing to learn from the experience and observa

tions of others. Among the most frequent causes of embarrassment

and failure, we may name the following:

1. Engaging in business without fully understanding it“ A thor

oughly accomplished teacher will always find pupils. A skillful physi

cian will have patients. An able lawyer will have clients. A thorough

business man will be in demand, and will command capital, and will

have business to do. The same is true of the mechanic, the farmer,

860. But the large majority of those who enter upon these several pur

suits, are poorly qualified for them. They do not fully understand their

business. They may get along for a time, when they meet but little

competition, or when the affairs of the country are moving in their ordi

nary channel. But when men better qualified come in competition

with them; or when the business of the country is unsettled, and every

vessel requires a skillful pilot, failure is inevitable. Large numbers of
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teachers, physicians, lawyers, merchants, men in all pursuits, fail for

lack of knowledge of their business. Let young men take time to get a

thorough training. It will pay well, and save them great trouble. Ours

is a fast age, and, therefore, in large part, superficial. The young man

who st0ps to qualify himself thoroughly, will soon overtake and outstrip

the precocious youth who rushed on with a superficial training.

2. Another cause of failure is lack of energy and industry. The

teacher must still be a diligent student; and so must the physician, the

lawyer, the minister,_the farmer, the mechanic. Each must study the

principles of his business, the causes which hinder or promote it, and

carefully watch thedetails of it. Dr. Franklin says, amongst the in

structions his father gave him, when a boy, he frequently repeated a

proverb of Solomon—“Seest thou a man diligent in his‘business, he

shall stand before kings; he shall not stand before mean men.” And

he adds—“I then considered industry as a means of obtaining wealth

and distinction, which encouraged me; though I did not think that

I should ever literally stand before kings, which has, however, since

happened; for I have stood before five.” Young men, who in early,

youth have not been obliged to be habitually industrious, generally

lack both physical and mental vigor, and seldom overcome their early

habits of indulgence. They sit up late at night, sleep late in the mor

ning, and look for the shade in the heat of the day. Others, whose

minds are active, whose bodies are vigorous, whose habits have been

formed to industry, and who have struggled through difliculties, can

do more business, and do it better, and therefore leave them behind.

As a general thing, the men who succeed in business in our large cities,

are ’the sons of poor farmers or mechanics, or of men in very moderate

circumstances; whilst but a few of the sons of our rich merchants,

though set up in business by their fathers, meet with permanent suc

cess. A laborious childhood and youth make an easy manhood and an

independent old age. The indolent man trusts his business in the

hands of clerks; and they soon discover that their work is not closely

scrutinized, and take advantage. An irresolute man sinks under difli

culties which might be easily surmounted. Nothing can compensate

for the lack of industry and energ , and these are acquired in early

youth, rarely at a later period.

3. A third cause of failure is haste to be rich. Young men (and

often old ones) are impatient of the comparatively slow returns of reg

ular industry and a safe business, especially when they see others accu

mulate fortunes in five or six years or less. They, therefore, extend

their business beyond the limits which their capital requires them to

\
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fix. The consequence is—that the first commercial crisis that'occurs,

if not sooner, they are made bankrupts. Or they plunge into specu

lation. Success in one instance, stimulates desire, and increases their

self-confidence. Many thus become suddenly very wealthy, and as

suddenly very poor. For one large speculation, if unfortunate, often

sweeps away more than all the gains of ninety-nine successful adven

tures; and in the present fluctuating state of things, it is scarcely pos

sible that any man can be uniformly successful through a series of years.

Revulsions, which none can foresee, will certainly come. The man

who allows himself to speculate largely, is not half so certain of success,

as of failure, in the end. The number of successful men is just large

enough to tempt the multitude into the whirlpool. A few, and only

a few, are wite enough to stop in time. Speculating is like gambling.

He, who scarcely ventured a dollar in his first games, will risk tens of

thousands before he has played long. Ought Christians, whatever

their motives, to trade beyond the means they can control, in the ex

pectation of advancing prices? Is it wise, or right?

Others, finding business profitable and capital increasing, extend

their business. The merchant doing well in one town or city, con

cludes to establish another house, that he may gain more rapidly.

The banker, who has done a large and prosperous business, establishes

a branch. Then their business is too extensive for their personal

supervision; and they are obliged to trust to‘ the judgment, the faith

fulness, and the skill of other men. For a time, things work well,

and riches seem to flow into their laps ; but in the end, either by the

fault of their employees or in consequence of a commercial crisis, all

is lost. He who has enlarged his business, until he cannot personally

superintend it, is not half so certain of‘growing richer, as of losing

all he has.

A young physician in one of our Western States, went to Missis

sippi, with the fixed purpose of speedily accumulating a fortune. He

pushed his practice, and resorted to speculation. He soon found his

anticipations realized, in large part. He was numbered with the

wealthy men. Times changed, and all was swept away. He then

removed to Illinois, and resumed his practice ; and said he, “ Since I

gave up trying to be rich, I have done well.” Thousands could re

. late a similar experience. Too many, however, are not wise enough

to give up the pursuit of the charming phantom, and continue to

plunge deeper into trouble in the vain hope that fortune will yet favor

them. The men who have become truly and permanently rich, are

generally those who were content to move slowly and cautiously at
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first, and to keep a careful eye to the amount of their capital, and to

the details of their business.

The hurry to be rich, whether successful or not, is too generally

injurious to the piety, if not to the morals of christian men. The

love of money grieves the Spirit; the cares of the world and the de_

ceitfulness of riches choke the word; and the facilities of getting

money or property by improper means, often prove too strong a. tempt

ation for christian principle. “ They that will be rich, fall into tempt

ation and _a snare, and into many foolish and hurtful lusts, which drown

men in destruction and perdition.”

4. A fourth cause of failure is endorsing. “ He that is surety for a

stranger,” says Solomon, “ shall smart for it; and he that hateth sure

tiship is sure.” It is unwise, unsafe and wrong, for any one to endorse

for a larger sum than he can afl'ord to loose, without failing to meet

his engagements, and discharge his obligations to others and to his

own family. The most kind-hearted men are those most likely to

sufl‘er in this way. There may be circumstances which compel one to

risk more than, in any ordinary state of case, he should ; but he who

would avoid trouble and ruinous losses, would do well to take the Bible as

his guide in this matter. There are few worldly trials so hard to bear, '

as being reduced to poverty to pay the debts of others. He who is in

the habit of endorsing, is likely to experience this trial.

5. A fifth cause of failure, is the formation of partnerships. Com

paratively few men can be trusted in pecuniary matters; and many,

whose integrity is unimpeachable, lack judgment. Men form part-'

nerships to increase capital and business ; but without the greatest

care they will suffer, and often in spite of the utmost caution. In

multitudes of instances they are stripped of all they have.

6. A sixth cause of failure is vanity. Men are doing a prosperous

business ; and they and their families desire to move in a certain circle;

and in that circle are men of far greater capital ; and yet in the styleof

house, furniture and equipage, they and their families desire to be

equal to them. Thus all who have this kind of vanity, (and it is

very common) are doing their utmost to keep up with some who are

really in better circumstances, or with some who, though not as well

ofl', are resolved to shine, at least for a time. Parties must be as fre

quent, as fashionable, as brilliant ; and they must go to the watering

places in the hot months. A desperate efi'ort is often made to keep up

appearances, even when the most ordinary prudence demands retrench

ment.'

This weaknfise has been the ruin of many a man who might have
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accumulated great wealth. This is particularly likely to be the result,

if the man has a wife who is fond of show, and who is always posted

up concerning the latest fashions. Perhaps she was reared in the

midst of wealth and splendor, and has never been taught economy,

much less self-denial. We read, some years ago, a little book entitled

“The Three Experiments of Living,” which is replete with instruc

tion. These experiments were, living within the income, living up

to the income, and living above the income. The man who became

wealthy under the first experiment, ceased to prosper under the sec

ond, and lost all he had under the third.

But if we may not escape from the dangers which attend business

of almost every kind, we may at least learn lessons of wisdom from

the uncertainties which surround us. We may learnTlst. The folly

of making the pursuit of “ uncertain riches" the, chief aim of life.

The counsel of infinite wisdom and benevolence, is—“ Lay not up for

yourselves treasures on earth—But lay up for yourselves treasures in

, heaven.” He who is “rich in faith, and an heir to the kingdom

which God hath promised to them that love him," may be happy,

though poor in earthly goods; but he is truly wretched, who has ex

hausted his youthful and manly energies in the pursuit of wealth, and

then finds himself poor in this life and without hope for the life to

come. Paul bids Timothy “ charge them that are rich in this world,

that they be not high-minded, nor trust in uncertain riches, but in the

living God, who giveth us richly all things to enjoy.’’

2d.' The uncertainty of our earthly possessions teaches us to do good

with them, whilst we have them. There is nothing which is so safe
for us, as that which we have given to the Lord’s cause. i “ He that

hath pity on the poor lendeth unto the Lord ; and that which he hath

given will he pay him again.” (Prev. 19 : 17.) He who uses his pos

sessions as the Lord’s steward, secures two blessings of inestimable

value, viz :——The favor of God in this life, and an eternal reward in

heaven. It is the christian’s precious privelege to convert perishable

wealth into imperishable treasures. Multitudes cheat themselves out

of priceless blessings by holding their possessions under the delusive

intention of using them for benevolent purposes hereafter, or of leav

ing a portion of them to the cause of Christ in their wills.i Solomon

said—“ There is a sore evil which I have seen under the sun, namely,

riches kept for the owners thereof to their hurt. But those riches

perish by evil travail, and he begetteth a son and there is nothing in

his hand.” (Eccl. 5 : 13, 14.) Use your temporal blessings for the

cause of Christ, whilst you have them; and then you will surely have

them forever.
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3d. A true and strong faith will secure to us confidence and peace

in the midst of the ceaseless fluctuations in the affairs of this world.

Whatever may be the causes which render secular pursuits uncertain,

our God has the control of them all, He has bidden us ask for daily

bread, and he will surely give it; and he has taught us, having food—

and raiment, to be therewith content. “ Let your conversation be

without covetousness ; and be content with such things as ye have.

For he hath said, I will never leave thee nor forsake thee.” (Heb.

13 : 5.) “Trust in the Lord and do good; so shalt thou dwell in the

land, and verily thou shalt be fed.” Since the promise of God can~

not fail, why should we be disturbed by the changes going on around

us? Only let us be careful not to forfeit the Divine blessing, either

by our unbelief or by our sin. “ Let not your heart be troubled ; ye

believe in God, believe also in me.”

4th. Let Christians regard their losses as providential, and make a

wise improvement of them. Our Heavenly Father knows what we

need, and what our true interests require us to be deprived of. He

withdraws no earthly possession which is not injuring us, or the with

drawal of which will not prove a blessing. Even Paul with all his

humility and zeal, needed a thorn in the flesh ; and all believers are

so far imperfect that they need trials. It is our happiness to know,

that our troubles are wisely and benevolently ordered. They who

murmur and repine under disappointments, only add to their burdens,

and turn blessings into curses.

5th. It is most cheering to remember that “ the true riches” are not

“ uncertain.” Our great inheritance is in the keeping of our Heav

enly Father, and lies beyond the reach of earthly changes. Primitive

Christians took joyfully the spoiling their goods, “knowing that they

had in heaven a better and an enduring substance.” If we should be

left penniless, we shall not be left without an inheritance and a home.

6th. Let parents be far more concerned to teach their children

habits of industry and economy, and to lead them to Christ, than to

leave them a large inheritance. With right principles and habits they

will get what they need ,' Without these, they will not keep what they

have. He whose capital is in his head and heart, has a safer invest

ment, than bank stock or real estate. In every town and city statistics

in abundance can be gathered to show, that the rich are the children

of the poor, and that many of the poor are the immediate descend

ants of the rich. “’ealth is seldom a blessing to him who makes it 3

still less frequently is it a blessing to his children.
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It is the revealed purpose of God to save an innumerable multitude

of the human family, to the glory of his grace. In the way of their

salvation are two principal difficulties. The first arises from their le

gal obligations; the second, from their personal characters. The atone

ment of Christ is designed to mmove the legal difliculty; and the

sanctifying influence of the Holy Ghost, the personal difiiculty. We

can never so Well understand and appreciate the nature of the atone

ment and the character of Christ_wh0 made it, as when We haVe clear

views of the extent and nature of man’s legal obligations, Let us

briefly examine these:

1. 'When God created man, he placed him under a perfect law, by

obeying which he Would enjoy the Divine favor, and be perfectly

happy; disobedience to which would eXpose him to its just penalty.

The word law is used in the Scriptures in several senses. It is some

times used to signify the whole Revelation of God, as contained in the

Bible, as in Ps. 19: 7,—-“ The law of the Lord is perfect, converting

the soul.” In some instances it signifies the the books of Moses, as

in Luke 24: 44. It sometimes has reference to the ceremonial insti

tutions of the Old Dispensation, as in Gal. 3: 17. It also signifies

the moral obligations of men, as in Rom. 3: 19, 20. It is in this last

sense we shall use the word in the present discussion. Of this perfect

law Paul speaks, when he saysw“ For Moses describeth the righteous=

ness which is of the law, That the man that doeth these things shall

live by them.” (Rom. 10: 5.) ‘

2. The moral law embraced in the Decalogue rests upon the axio

matic principle, that there is in the condUct of men that distinction

which is expressed by the words right and wrong. It proceeds upon the

principle, that their particular obligations arise from the‘relations they

sustain. Each individual sustains twoprincipal relations, viz: to God

and to men. The MO tables of the law expose the obligations arising

from these two relations. The great principle which runs through the

law, is—that the moral quality of human actions depends upon the

affections by which they are prompted; or, in other words, that all that

is good or evil in men, is in their hearts, not in their intellects or their

avert acts. This principle is so clear, that no one who understands the

\
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proposition, can doubt its correctness. Accordingly our Lord gives the

sum of the moral law thus: “Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with

all thy. heart, and with all thy soul, and with all thy mind. Thou

shalt love thy neighbor as thyself.” (Matth. 22: 37, 39.) Paul ex

presses thesalne truth, when he says-“Lore is the fulfilling of the

law.” (Rom. 13: 10.) Perfect love, acted out in all the relations of

life, would constitute perfect obedience or perfect holiness. Such love

has been exercised, and such obedience rendered, by the angels in.

heaven. Therefore they are perfectly holy, and enjoy perfect bliss.

43. It is to be remembered, hoWeve'r, that human- obligation is in

creased in proportion to the blessings which God bestows upon men.

This principle is stated by our Saviour, when he says—J‘That servant

which knew his lord’s will, and'prepared not himself, neither did ac

cording to his will, shall be beaten with many stripes. But he that

knew not, and did commit things worthy of stripes, shall be beaten

with few stripes. For unto whomsoever much is given, of him shall

be much required; and to whom men have committed much, of him

they will ask the more.” (Luke 1‘3: 47, 48.) The same truth is taught

in the parable of the talents. (Math. 25.) Each servant was held

accountable for the number of talents committed to him.

4. Rewards and penalties belong to the very nature of law. The

reward of perfect obedience to the moral law, as we have seen, is life;

and “the wages of sin is death.” (Rom. 6: 23.) The word death, in

this passage, stands as the antithesis of eternal life ; it is, therefore,

eternal death. It is not necessary to discuss the question, whether

each particular sin deserves eternal death. It is enough to know, that

since the fall, all men are “dead in sin,” and left to themselves they

will forever sin, and therefore, sufi'er forever.

5. This law, because it is perfect, is immutable. To change a per

fect law, would be to make it imperfect. Then it would either require

too much, and, therefore, be unjust ; or it would require too little, and,

therefore, permit sin. ’ If, in any case, a transgressor were receiVed into

the Divine favor, without an ato ment, the law would, in that case,

be annuled. But this cannot be ; "‘for” said the Lord, “verily I say

unto you, Till heaven and earth pass, one jot or one tittle shall in no

wise pass from the law, till all be fulfilled.” (Math. 5: 18.)

Such, in a few words, is the law under which man was originally

placed, and under which, unless grace relieve him, he must forever

continue. What, then, is the condition of men under this law?

1. All have sinned, and are, therefore, under the penalty or cilrse

of the law. “For all have sinned, and come short of the glory of
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God.” (Rom. 3 : 23.) “ For as many as are of the works of the law,

are under the curse ; for it is written, cursed is every one that contin

ueth not in all things which are written in the book of the law to do

them.” (Gal. 3 : 10.) It requires no argument to prove that all have

sinned ; and that by sinning all have incurred the penalty of the

law. Now, since the law is perfect and, therefore, immutable; and

since both the honor of the Law-giver and the well-being of his ra

tional creatures, require that it be fully sustained; none can escape,

on legal principles, the sufiering of the penalty.

2. All are sinners—habitual transgresscrs of the law; and, there

fore, are continually plunging themselves more deeply into guilt and

condemnation. Consequently, if their past oflences were pardoned,

they would be immediately exposed to the same curse, in consequence

of sin constantly committed. “ So then they that are in the flesh,

cannot please God.” (Born. 8 :8.)

No'wondezr, then, that Paul represents men as “without strengt .”

(Born. 5 :6.) No wonder our Saviour said——-“ The Son of man is

come to save that which was lost.” (Math. 13 : 11.) The law of God

has claims upon them which they cannot discharge. The justice of

God forbids the setting aside of the claims of the law. The well-being

of all holy creatures requires that the authority of the law be main

tained. The terrific darkness, the fearful lightnings and thunders

that attended the giving of the law on Mount Sinai, but too distinctly

proclaimed, that “ by the deeds of the law there shall no flesh be jus

tified in his sight.” .

From this state of things one of two results must follow, viz: all

must endure the penalty of the law; or the principle of substitution

must be introduced into the Divine government. The latter alterna

tive was adopted. In various forms and in the most unequivocal lan

guage, Christ is repressnted as the substitute of his people. He was

“ made under the law to redeem them that were under the law.” (Gal.

4 : 4, 5.) “ When we were withou strength, Christ died for (instead

of) the ungodly.” (Rom. 5 : 6.) e gave “his life a ransom for

many.” (Math. 20 : 28.) “ The Lord laid on him the iniquity of us

all.” (Isiah 53 :6.) “ He redeemed us from the curse of the law,

being made a curse for us.” (Gal. 3 : 13.) He was “ once offered to

bear the sins of the many.” (Heb. 9 :28.) Men are redeemed “ with

the precious blood of Christ.” (1 Pet. 1 : 19.) God “ made him to

be sin for us, who knew no sin ; that we might be made the right

eousness of God in him.” (2 Cor. 5 : 21.) And because Christ

obeyed and suifered for us, he is our righteousness. (1 Cor. 1 : 30.)
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He is “ the end of the law for righeousness'to every one that believeth.”

(Rom. 10 : 4.)

How could the doctrine be more unequivocally taught, that Christ

was the substitute of his people—that he acted and sufi'ered in their

stead—than by such passages as we have now cited? And the Scrip

tures abound with such. But the great work of Christ—the work of

atonement—throws light on his character, and assists us to decide the

momentous question, whether he is a creature, or is truly Divine. Uni

tarianism has existed in three forms, viz: in the form of Sabellianism,

which holds to a trinity of ofliccs, but denies a trinity of persons in

the Godhead; in the form of Arianism, which regards Christ as a

super-angelic being, the most exalted of all creatures, yet not equal

with God; and in the form of Socinianism, which regards him as a

mere man. The first of these forms of Unitariansm is held by the

Swedenborgians; the second is held by some Unitarians in New Eng

land aud by the Newlights of the West ; the third is held by many

Universalists and Unitarians. Now, it is an instructive fact that Uni

tarians of every class reject the great doctrine of the Atonement.

Socinians regard the death of Christ as that of a distinguished mar

tyr, who sealed his testimony with his blood. Arians regard his death

as designed to prove to men that God loves them, and thus induce

them to become reconciled to God. The rejection of the doctrine of

a vicarious atonement, is a necessary consequence of the denial of the

Divinity of Christ. For every creature owes to the Creator the

obedience of all his powers. He is bound, on his own account, to

love God with all his heart, soul and mind, and his fellow-creatures

as himself. More than this no creature can do. If, then, Christ

is a creature, as he must be, unless he is truly Divine; he could

not obey or suffer for men, and, therefore, could not make an atone

.ment for them. The man who can do no more than pay his own

debts, cannot pay the debts of others. So the being whose whole

powers are required to discharge his own duty, cannot become the sub

stitute of others, under the law of God.

The argument stands thus: If Jesus Christ did make a vicarious

atonement for men, he must be truly Divine, since confessedly no

creature could make such an atonement. Therefore all those Scrip

tures which teach, that he did make such an atonement, are clear proofs

of his Divinity. Now it is impossible for an unprejudiced mind to

read the Scriptures carefully, without being convinced, not only that

they do teach the doctrine of the atonement, but that it is emphati

cally the great doctrine of Revelation. It was the theme of the

3
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prophets. It was taught symbolically by every bloody sacrifice under

the Old Dispensation. And Paul, who did not shun to declare the

whole counsel of God, said to the church at Corinth—“ For I deter

mined not to know anything among you, save Jesus Christ, and him

crucified.” (1 Cor. 2: 2). And again—“But God forbid that I should

glory, save in the cross of our Lord Jesus Christ, by whom the world

is crucified unto me, and I unto the world.” (Gal. 6: 14.) The salva

tion of men is chiefly ascribed, not to his teaching, nor to his example,

but to his death on the cross.

Now, since the doctrine of the Atonement is the great doctrine of

the Scriptures both of the Old and New Testaments; and since he who

made the Atonement must be both God and man 3 it is clear that the

concurrent teaching of the whole Scriptures proves the doctrine of the

Divinity of Christ. Take from the Scriptures the atonement of Jesus

Christ, and all that remains, is of no value to lost men. Take from

the Scriptures the Divinity of Christ, and you necessarily take from

them the atonement. The doctrine of his Divinity is not only scrip

tural, therefore, but is essential to the Christian system. The gospel

preached by Unitarians, is fundamentally difi'erent from the Gospel of

the Scriptures.

For the Presbyterian Expositor.

RIGHT CHRISTIAN EFFORT.

Our ears have heard much about laboring for Zion ; but our eyes

have seen only a small company of true Cristian workers. We have

set under many an exhortation which seemed in pointedness to come

like the blows of a sledge hammer, but in the end seemed to fail of

bringing delinquents into service. The exhortation comes inculcating

that we must labor for Christ, and it is received by the hearers in all

- sorts of ways. One thinks it verily no work at all unless he takes

spade or pick-axe and earns a dollar for Christ. He may be right;

but the chances in most communities are, that with such' an idea he

is egregiously wrong. Working in Christ and for Christ, means no

such thing: to contribute according to ability is a/scriptural duty,

binding always and, in so far as it is done, is regarded as a service

acceptable, an odor of a sweet smell. But in the appeallof Dr. Dufi
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the Missionary of the Scotch Church, which he made in the First Pres

byteriam Church at Princeton while in this country, true Christian

labor is dignified by being elevated to the right standard. Said he—

“We don’t care so much about your money, but 0, we want your

prayers, give us your prayers in this great wor .”‘ The fervor with

which he uttered this appeal we shall never forget; the millions of

India hanging upon the mercy of a covenant keeping God, seemed by

his presence and his burning words to be brought to our door.

And here is the point of his appeal :—the God of India is the God

and Father of Jesus Christ and therefore a God of covenant mercy in

whose hands are all hearts to be moved at his pleasure. And being a

covenant keeping God, he hears the prayers of his children; therefore,

prayer takes hold of Omnipotence, and moving it can affect India;

therefore, “give us your prayers, O, we want your prayers.” Since

his return to India how have events verified the appeal of this venerable

divine! As if God would himself speak out of the heavens by his

providence and say to the American church, give India your prayers.

This is the true standard of Christian labor: a life of faith, in the

Gospel of Jesus Christ.

Following this truth it will be interesting to note the refreshing rills

that start out of this unwasting fountain, flowing through the Church

of God, by its individual members, to bless mankind.

1. The life of faith is one which is under control and does not

run to waste aimless, and without system, wavering and inconsistent.

For faith without works is dead—it is no more faith; and this is so

clear that a correspondent scripture declares, by their fruits ye shall

know them.

2. Thus much is true of faith in the abstract: but when we super

add the faith of the gospel, the life by necessity is shaped by the prin

ciples of the gospel. And this is true in whole or in part, according

as the faith of the gospel obtains in the individual soul. For exam

ple, we find vast multitudes holding in light esteem the Old Testa

ment Scriptures; but of these multitudes who contrariwise profess an

intense attachment to the New Testament, it is diflicult to find a single

one that is in any wise free in Christ Jesus. Still farther, of these

same intense lovers of the New Testament, we find the majority have

afl'ection so strong that they think as our Unitarian friends say, Jesus

Christ was a beautiful man. >

A life of earnest, full faith in the gospel is always beyond contro

versy. (I. Tim. III: 10.) And the reason is simply because the mys

terious divine power of God is in that life. Conformity to the will 0.

‘l
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God is spontaneous by the indwelling of the Holy Ghost. And out

of the abundance of the heart the mouth speaketh. And the measure

of the fruits of the Spirit, (Gal. V: 22,) which any individual Chris

tian yields, doth but signify his ingrafting into Christ and how he abides

in the vine; whether he be a scion half-set, with barely life to foliate, or‘

whether he receive in full flow the juices which cause fruetifieation.

3. And yet one step further: faith in the gospel of Jesus Christ,

This is the consummation of all godliness, and the end of the whole

gospel in salvation. Both Old and New Testaments do alone declare

Jesus Christ unto salvation. As this one and only Bible doctrine is

its evangelical exposition obtains in the heart of a sinful man, it energi

zes his life that he becomes, according to the felt power of the love of

Christ constraining, a wow-lan- in Zion, a builder of the walls—and

every one in his several vocation.

II. Some brief observ‘ations may illustrate the foregoing scriptue

ral truth. It happened some time since that we were, for a little'

while, privileged with the company of the Rev; Daniel Dana, D. D,

The conVersation turned upon Bible truth and the ministers’ work.

In reviewing a long ministry of sixty years he remarked——“If I had

it to live OVer again, I would be more: careful to seize on opportuni

ties wherever possible to speak some word of truth to sinners and

t0 the impenitent.” Said he, “by watching it can be done without

offence and often to great good. And that you may know what I

mean I will give an example or two.”

“ There .was a man in Open violation of the command of God who was

in the habit of posting accounts on the Sabbath. A friend rallied him

one day about his constant absence from church. The ungodly man re

plied, ‘ Why, sir, that's the only time I can get to settle up my accounts.’

With much kindness the Christian friend rejoined, ‘ O, sir, you need not

,be alarmed about that, for there is a day appointed for that especial

business.’ ”

This was blessed to the reforming of that sinner’s life,- and was quo

ted by this most venerable divine as working for Christ; such work as

with the experience of sixty years’ labor for Christ he would still strive

to perform, living by faith in the Gospel of Jesus Christ.

We give the following fact, which came under our own observation

and was of more touching interest, inasmuch as we had never felt a

'very cordial ayinpathy with one of the parties before.

Delayed last summer at a railway station in Ohio, we fell into con

versation with a gentleman, an entire stranger to us ; and shortly get»

ting upon the subject of religion, we freely disconrsed on the new
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birth and the governing influence this doctrine should have in every

effort to do good. How utterly useless is every attempt to do any

thing for the elevation of the immortal soul, without this ohange of

heart entering at once into the plan of the effort. Our friend assented

at once, and said through Divine grace he owed his conversion to a

reproof given on this wise. With several friends and the Rev. Mr.

B of Indianapolis, he went out on a fishing excursion. Being

alone with the e'lergymen for a time, something was said about relig

ion; Mr. at a chosen time, putting the question,—Are you a

Christian ?” Being answered in the negative, Mr. B rejoined

gently but pointedly, “ It is time, sir, you was one ;” and this was all.

But our friend said, it was an arrow that never suffered him to rest

after it, and some seven years after, having by the Holy Spirit in his

own way been brought clearly to apprehend the truth as it is in Jesus,

he made a public profession of his faith in Christ. '

If we lived in the full faith of the Gospel of Christ, how many

such arrows we should unwittingly send into the hearts of the impen

itent! And the true cause of many of our short-comings, is the want

of the true and correct faith of the Gospel. We have already allu

ded to the power there is in this faith, and how completely they that

have it do work for Christ. And as further illustration, witness St.

Paul, who, by reason of it, ceased not to warn men night and day with

tears. The great secret of success for preaching is not in a show of

wordly wisdom ; but it is in the demonstration of the Spirit through

an ever felt and exceeding power of the faith of Christ.

The individual Christian must build up the kingdom of Christ, by

being built up in the most holy faith, for without faith it is impossi

ble in anywise to please God. But let it ever be remembered, true

faith is practical; and that faith, the power of which does nothing,

is not the faith of the Gospel by which holy men of old went through

great tribulations. (Heb. 11 1 33—38.) What do we say then? Work,

brethren,- work the mine of God’s eternal truth, and leave the beg

garly elements of earth and strive mightily for the faith, and in the

faith, and with the faith of the blessed Gospel of the Son of God.

0, idler in God’s vineyard, what a cloud of witnesses have thee in full

survey; and O sinner at ease in Zion! Up, thou dead, sleepy soul,

“ Nothing has half thy work to do,

Yet nothing’s half so dull."

Lazy Christian, scarce eating the bread that is put into thy mouth by

‘the gift of God’s only Son, there is we written against you, “ I know

thy works ; because thou art neither cold nor hot, I will spew thee
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out of my mouth.” Hast thou no work of faith to do for Christ?

Whence then comes it that the Church must needs be goaded to duty

incessantly by her ministry. 0 what sin lies at thy door, thou indo

lent, easy Christian. Thou thinkest thyself to be whole in Christ,

when thou art poor, and blind and naked, and hast need of all things.

Up, get thee into the vineyard; and say no work“ No man hath hired

,me.” See on Sinai’s top a fiery law going forth against the sinner ; and

art thou perfect in _all the law, that thou shouldst escape. “ If any man

do Christ’s will, he shall know of the doctrine.”

From this consideration of Christian effort, it is manifest the whole

Church is guilty before God. How few live as expecting until Christ

'shall make his enemies his footstool l A warning stands recorded for

us ; seeing it is plainly declared of the Israelites that they entered

not in because of unbelief. The work of serving Christ, we conclude,

is an individual and a heart work, upon the performance of which

rest the issues of eternity. Reader, what art thou doing in the faith

of the Gospel of Christ? Art thou living out that faith; and so a
bright and burning light? I Epsilon.

For the Presbyterian Expositoz.

CHRISTIAN FAITH.

BY REV. SAMUEL HASKELL.

 -  

In the Lord will Irejoiee,

Praising with acheerful voice;

Though the fig tree fail to bloom,

And the mind he fill’d with gloom,

II'hough the vine withhold its fruit,

Jesus still the case will suit.

Jesus shall be all my joy

And his praise my tongue employ;

Though the olive tree should fail

Making every heart to quail,

Though the field should yield no meat,

Jesus shall my joy complete.»
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Jesus shall my heart-song be

Sweetest song of all to me ;

Though no flock be in the fold,

And each joy of earth grow old;

When no herd is in the stall

Jesus shall be all in all.

PREVALENOE OF SLAVERY.

For some years past, urgent appeals have been made to the sympa

thies of' the American people in behalf of the enslaved Africans. Very

broad principles have been announced, and very reckless denunciations

hurled against the oppressor of the poor negro. In the progress of the

discussion, certain women appeared on the platforms at anti-slavery

conventions, and claimed the right to be heard in behalf of the op

pressed. A new question was thus raised, viz: whether such a posi

tion belonged properly to the rights of women. Upon this question

the Anti-slavery society divided, and two societies were formed. One

of these societies advocated the rights of enslaved Africans; the other

advocated the rights of enslaved women and Africans. Certain wo

men and their humble admirers were thus put upon a new investiga

tion. If women had the right to appear upon the public platforms and

mingle in the stormy debates of excited conventions, and if to deprive

them of this right was oppression: might they not have some other

rights of which they are deprived? and might not the oppressions of

women be greater than our mothers and grand-mothers had supposed?

This interesting inquiry was prosecuted with a zeal worthy of the

cause; and it was soon discovered and proclaimed, that all the women in

our country and in the world have been and are slaves, held in durance

vile by the “lords of creation.” Why should not women be lawyers,

doctors, preachers, and the like? Why should not they vote and be

voted for? Why should not they aspire to the honors and emoluments

of civil oflice? The spirit of the women, so far as they had been en
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lightened, was aroused. They would never consent to be slaves; not

they! They would scatter light in all directions, and arouse all woman

kind; and they would show the haughty men, that there is power in

woman.

Ours is a progressive age ; and whilst Lloyd Garrison discovered that

the Bible and the Church are the great supporters of slavery, and bit

terly denounced both; the women found out, that the institution of

marriage was the cause of all their troubles. And since the Scriptures

evidently sustain this institution, they denounced both marriage and

the Scriptures. ,

In a convention recently held in one of the N. England States, the

complete results of these new discoveries were exhibited. A woman,

‘a married woman, offered a resolution to the efi'ect——“that the slavery

and degradation of woman follows from the institution of marriage ; that

by the marriage contract she loses the control of her name, her person,

her property, her labor, her afiections, her children, and her freedom.”

Upon this resolution there arose, we are told, “an exciting discussion.”

In the afternoon of the same day, slavery was the subject of discussion;

and a Mr. Foster said, “he cared nothing about the Union; he would

say, rather than a single slave should be held in bondage, down with

the Union, down with the Constitution, down with Religion, down

with the Church, down with the Bible, and let all go to hell and dam

nation.” Thus these infidel fanatics, under pretence of securing to

woman her rights, would take away that Volume and that religion

which only have ever elevated and blessed her, and would reduce her

to the degradation of a brute; and under pretence of securing liberty

to the slave, they would reject that Book which is the only charter of

human rights, to which the world is indebted for all the true liberty

it enjoys. The French Infidels, in the beginning of the present cen

tury, overturned the government of France, because it was tyrannical,

and substituted for it the most fearful tyranny which the annals of his

tory record. The infidels of this land, male and'female, are seeking

to do the same thing for our country. As there is no greater blessing

to any people, than a true reformation,‘which controls and elevates the

afl'ections of the human heart ; so is there no greater curse, than a false

reform, which gives a loose rein to the corrupt passions of the multi

tude. Infidelity never effects a reformation of the former kind, but

always of the latter. a

The false reformers of our day are like the quack doctors who

so much abound. The diseases these last pretend to cure, are real

diseases; but their remedies either produce other diseases, or destroy
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the littlle remaining strength of the patients. Our pretended reform~

era find real evils in society; but under pretence of removing these,

they undermine and overturn the only principles which can remove

any evil or produce any reformation. v

It is better for the people that quack doctors should make preten~

sions too bold and reckless to be credited by any but fools; and it is

better for all the interests of individuals, families, Church and State,

that our false reformers should carry out to their legitimate extent the

principles they advocate. Thus in the former case, the number of

victims will be smaller ; and in the latter the reaction in favor of the

truth will sooner take place. In this view we may rejoice, that Aboli

tionism is bringing forth its legitimate fruits. When it shall have

run its course, the way will be open more fully for the religion of the

Bible to elevate the slave, and still more fully to give to woman her

true position. '

 

For the Presbyterian Expositor..

THE ATONEMENT—ITS DESIGNS, ITS MYSTE

RIES AND ITS RELATIONS.

 

It is a question of great and solemn interest, what relation the

atonement sustains to the whole human race, past, present, and to

come. Just views of this subject will greatly enlarge and greatly ex

alt our ideas of the atonement. The relations of the atonement are uni

versal so far as man and his works are concerned. There is not a great,

or ordinary work undertaken by the hands of man, which does not

sustain some relation to the atonement. Every physical improvement

in the human condition sustains this same relation. Agriculture, for

instance, has to be improved in the number, variety and excellence of

its products. Commerce has to multiply her marts, to increase the

materials and abundance of her traflic, to widen and multiply her old

tracks and to create others in every sea and ocean. All nations have

to be visited and invited to enter the rank and file of commercial

amity and reciprocity. The seas of the w0rld have to be spanned by

lines of swift ships in all the directions of trade and travel. Me~
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chanical genius has yet to ornament the world with the beauty of its

productions, as well as fill it with the useful and convenient. Continents

and islands have yet to be made great nett-works of commercial opera

tions. The iron horse is yet not only to dash by palaces of state and

through cities of oriental magnificence, but the snort of his pride and

of his power is yet to be heard along the deserts both of the eastern

and western hemispheres. The bewildered Arab of the one, and

the startled and wandering Indian of the other, are yet to have more

than their wildest fancies of enchantment outstripped in the maddened

speed and satanic train of this mighty and mysterious monster of art

and civilization.

The times hasten on when there will be no “ends of the earth.”

The people of all continents and all latitudes and longitudes will talk

to each other as one neighbor talks to another. The mysteries of

thought and language will fly along the far down channels of the

mighty deep; will pass the monsters of the sea in their journeyings

afar, and will laugh to scorn the swiftest speed of the Leviathan him

self. Kings and cabinets will talk the language of diplomacy thou

sands of miles apart. Commerce will make its contracts, and war will

settle its disputes with agents invisble and far distant. The greatest

enchantrnents and things most mysteriously wonderful will be found

in the open domain of philosophy itself.‘

In all this there is no extravagance. These things are already has

tening to their completion. But by whose hands are all these and all

the ten thousand other wonders of science, philosophy, art and indus

try assuming their prophetic promise? To a great extent it is by ‘

those who care but little for either God or man. Men who have their

own ends in view and not the slightest reference to, or faith in either

the atonement or its revelations. The bold infidel adventurer in

science, the ardent investigator of the geological mysteries of the des

erts, or the icebergs of the north, the dwellers in the everlasting fog

lands of German rationalism, the dealers in the lingo of transcendental

gibberish, the theological nondescripts who “finding God in every

thing and yet find him in nothing,” who would reason us out of reason

and leave us without a substitute—these, all these with every other

form of infidelism sustain a place assigned them in the government of

God. These are the hewers of wood and drawers of water in the great

sytem of Divine Providence. In the great and mysterious move

ments of wheels within wheels, a La Place is as necessary as :1. Newton,

and at Le Compt as essential as a Boyle.

But contrary to all notions of theirs, such men are the foundations
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upon which God builds his church. Not indeed in the spiritual sense,

as the church is built upon Christ and his Apostles, but as they pre

pare the world for the prevalence of the gospel. But they urge for

ward the wheels of physical, scientific, and industrial good, and are

therefore, so far, co-workers with God. The gospel is that great power

which lays under contribution the works of all hands, infidel or believ

ing. The atonement has its great designs which subordinate alike

fidelity and infidelity. It employs to its own ends philosophy true or

false, men good or bad, friends or enemies, just as the case may need.

The pride of reason, the pomp of power, the truth of God and the

falsehood of all" error, are but the agents of its progress, and the ele

ments of its final victory. It is for the atonement’s sake that God turns

the counsel of the wicked upside down.

Again, we see the relation of the atonement to the wicked in what

it often does for their children. We see how the children of the alien

and the atheist, the descendants of a false and scornful philosophy, of

proud and hateful unbelief, have often come bowing with joy before

God’s truth ; and doubtless they will continue to do so in greatly aug

mented numbers, till nnbelief shall be no more.v

Look, too, at the boundless maeses of the ignorant, the vicious, and

the idolatrous, all over the world. Wherefore are they born, or where

fore do they live? What relation does the atonement sustain to them?

That it does sustain a relation, yea, a necessary relation to them, will

appear plain, when we look at them simply in the light of ancestors to

a long line of posterity whose distingushed honor it shall be to consti

tute and promote the kingdom of God during the times that are yet to

come. In such an aspect of things, we can see how ages and nations

of people the most abominable and corrupt may sustain an intimate

--thongh not saving, relation to the atonement of Jesus Christ. We

can here see how God is the “ Saviour of all men ” but “specially of

those who believe.” -

It takes the whole of mankind to make up the final result of the di

vine purposes relative to the atonement. The righteous and wicked

alike sustain a relation to that great and wonderful work. The right

eous sustain the relation of speciality and salvation, while all the finally

wicked sustain the relationship of an agency, great, various, and won

derful, and totally undesigned by them, yet altogether essential to the

completion of the designs of the atonement.

In the light of such an amazing set of facts we can see how even

the wicked of all times and countries have stood in their lot. God

holds in his hands the genius and learning, the science and philoso
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phy, the literature and arts, the existence and the character of the

wicked and the righteous, all of which he turns to the fulfillment of

his own purposes touching the atonement.

As we look upon the atonement in its relations to all men and all

the works of. men, we are struck with new wonder and admiration.

It is the centre around which all things turn, and we may say, in con

sequence of which the world stands. H.

THE WORD “CONVERSATION.”

There are in the Scriptures certain important words of frequent

occurrence, which determine the meaning of many passages. With

out a correct knowledge of the precise meaning of them, our views of

the passages in which they are found, must be obscure, if not errone

ous. One of these important words is the word conversation. In all

living languages, words are constantly changing their meaning. In some

cases, the sense is enlarged ; in others, it is contracted. The primary

meaning of the English word conversation, (derived from the Latin

c0nversatio,) is conduct or course of life ; and this was evidently its

ordinary meaning at the time when our translation of the Scriptures

was made. In our day, the word generally signifies talk or familiar

discourse. In this sense it embraces very much less than it formerly

did. In 1 Pet. 1 :15, we read—“ But as he which called you is

holy, so be ye holy in all manner of conversation.” Now, we should

come very far short of the meaning of the passage, if we should un

derstand the word conversation in its modern sense, as expressing only

talk or familiar discourse. The Greek word here used, signifies the

whole course of conduct; and this is the meanihg of the English

word. In James 3 : 13, we are obliged to understand the word in

this large sense,--“ Who is a. wise man, and endued with knowledge

amongst you? let him shew out of a good conversation his works

with meekncss of wisdom.” » '
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It is impossible, in a translation, to give all the shades of meaning,

which words and phrases have in the original. The word conversation

is used in the translation of three different words in the Greek, viz :

odes, a way, (Hebrew, derek) anastrophei—a turning about from one

thing to another—and politeuma, citiZenship. Thus in (Ps. 50 : 23,)

we read-“And to him that ordereth his' conversation aright, will I

shew the salvation of God.” Here the word conversation is the

translation of the Hebrew word derek, and of the Greek word (in the

Septuagint) odes, These words properly signify a way or journey,

The allusion is to the life of man as a journey.- Enoch ordered his

conversation aright, when he “ walked with God.” The same view is

taken of the life of a good Then, when Soloman says—~“ The path of the

just is as the shining light, that shineth more and more unto the perfect

day.” (Prov‘ 4: 18.) Also when Isaiah represents the righteous as

saying—*—“ He will teach us of his ways, and we will walk in his paths.”

(Isaiah 2 : 3,) This is a' beautiful conception of the lives of good

men. Under Divine guidance, they set out for the land of promise,

and they walk by faith until they reach the better country. The word

conversation, even in its largest sense, does not at all express this

beautiful conception.

In the large majority of instances in which the word conversation

occurs in the New Testament, it is the translation of the word anas~

h-ophe, or the corresponding verb anastrepho. In one instance—

(Heb. 13 : 5,) it is the translation of the word tropes, which has about

the same signification as the words just mentioned. These Greek

words forcibly express the whole conduct ; and the English word con

versation is an exact translation of them—signifying a turning about

from thing to thing.

In two or three instances, the word conversation is the translation

of the Greek Word politeuma, or of the corresponding verb, pol'l'teuo.

These words difler, in the view theyipresent of the christian life, from

the words mics and anastrophe. They contemplate the individual as

a member of an organized body, and as discharging the duties arising

out of his relations. In Phil. 1 : 27, we read—“ Only let your

conversation be as becometh the Gospel of Christ.” The phrase-—

“let your conversation be,” is the translation of the word politeuo.

This word, as Dr. J. A. Alexander very properly remarks, is “derived

from the noun citizen, and meaning therefore, to act the part, enjoy

the rights, and perform the duties of a citizen, or one belonging to some

state or body politic.” The Christian Church is “ the commonwealth

of Israel ;” and the Apostle exhorts the Phillippian Christians to
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deport themselves as members of that Church organized upon the

principles of the Gospel, and composed of those who profess to obey

its precepts. “In the same proper sense,” says Dr. Alexander, “and

not as a mere figure or accommodation, he applies the Greek word to

the Christian life, in Phil. 1 : 27.

In the same sense Paul uses the word politeuo in Acts 23 : 1,

where our translation renders it by the word live—“ I have lived (pe

pol'iteumai) in all good conscience before God, until this day.” That

is, ‘ I have conscientiously endeavored to discharge my duties to God,

as a member of his Church.’ Or, as Dr. Alexander paraphrases it—

“ I have lived as a citizen to God, or of that body in which God is

the immediate sovereign.” .

Very nearly in the same sense, the word conversation is used in

Phil. 3 : 20. “ For our conversation (politeuma) is in heaven,

from whence also we look for the Saviour, the Lord Jesus Christ.”

That is, our citizenship is in heaven. We belong to a body whose

home is in heaven, whose record is on high.

To sum up the whole in a few words, the word conversation, as used

in the Old Testament, contemplates the good man as on a journey to

the better land, as walking by faith, as walking with God, as led in

paths of righteousness. In all the instances in which it occurs in the

New Testament, except in Phil. 1 :27 and 3 : 20, it signifies the entire

course of conduct, turning from one thing to another. In these two

instances, it contemplates the Christian as a member of the Church of

Christ, having duties arising out of this relation to discharge, and as

destined to dwell with the Church in glory. The word, threfore, as a

translation of the words above mentioned, expresses the Christian’s

way orjourney, the Christian’s conduct on his journey, and the Chris

tian’s citizenship, or connection with the Church of Christ.
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DEATH OF THE REV. N. H. HALL, D. D.

The name of Nathan H. Hall, D. D., has been familiarly known to

the Presbyterian Churches in the West, for many years past. The St.

Louis Presbyterian brings to us the sad news, that he has closed lfis

labors in the church militant. Our long continued and pleasant ac

quaintance with Dr. Hall, being frequently engaged with him in years

past, in the work of the ministry, prompts us to pay the tribute of

Christian affection to his memory.

Dr. Hall commenced his ministerial labors, if we mistake not, in

Springfield Ky. During the period of his labors in that part of the

State, he came in collision with the Romish Bishop David, in Bards

toWn. The brief discussion took place in the court-house; and, as we

may well suppose, it produced no ordinary excitement. Dr. Hall’s

forte was by no means in controversial discussion ; but on that occa

sion his extraordinary fluency, and his familiarity with the Scriptures,

placed the Bishop before the public at great disadvantage. The con

troversy terminated by the publication of a pamphlet by the Bishop, and

a. reply by Dr. Hall. From Springfield Dr. Hall removed to Lexington,

Ky., and took charge of the 1st Presbyterian church in that city, of

which he continued to be Pastor for more than twenty years.‘ From

Lexington he removed, some years ago, to Columbia, Missouri, where

he continued until very recently to discharge the duties of pastor of

the Presbyterian Church.

Dr. Hall was a man of ardent temperament and of strong impulses.

His mind was of that cast, which is not easily disciplined to close

study, but which grasps the great truths of the Gospel, and presents

them in a light adapted to impress the masses of the people. He pos

sessed a large and commanding person, a countenance glowing with

genial feeling, and when excited, with intense emotion. His voice

was clear, strong and musical. He always preached extemporaneously,

had a ready command of language and great fluency. We do not re

member ever to have heard him utter a sentence, which indicated

the slightest effort at style or eloquence. His mind seemed absorbed

with his subject, and his single aim to present it in the most simple

and impressive manner
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The peculiar cast of Dr. Hall’s mind, his studies and his character

as a public speaker, eminently fitted him for the work of an evange

list. In the regular ministrations of a pastor, his discourses would be

very unequal. To bring out his powers fully, he required the stimulus

of a present crowd. It is not surprising that his labors in the particular

department for which he was best fitted, Were greatly in demand. Few

pastors labored so much from home. Indeed there were few whose

physical energies would not have sunk under the amount of preaching

he performed apparently with the utmost ease. Wherever he went

preaching the 'Word, and holding protracted meetings, (in which be

greatly delighted,) he attracted crowded audiences ; and his labors

were often attended with the most marked results. He did not excel

in the clear discussion of doctrinal subjects _; but in opening up the

simple plan of salvation, and in the power of his appeals to the im

penitent, we have rarely heard him equalled. Indeed, the great de

fect in his preaching in the protracted meetings,-in which he so much

delighted, was his too exciting appeals to the sympathies of his hear

ers. He abounded in anecdotes, in the telling of which with efiect

he had very few equals.

We heard Dr. Hall for the first time, more than thirty years ago,

about the commencement of the great revival which spread over the

State of Kentucky and the adjoining States. We yet have a vivid

recollection of the first sermon we ever heard him preach, which was

in the old court house in Danville, Ky., before we felt any very spe

cial interest on the subject of religion. In that great work he was an

efiicient laborer; and from that time till within the last few years, he

has been one of the most efficient preachers in the “rest.

Dr. Hall was one of those men whose exeellencies and defects were

both prominent; yet those who knew him most intimately, could not

doubt that he loved the cause of Christ, and was willing to spend and

be spent in promoting it. But his labors are finished ; and he has en

tered into his rest. Those of us who have labored with him, must soon

follow. May we have grace to be faithful.

Dr. Hall died in the 76th year of his age. His ministry extended

through more than fifty years.
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UNITARIANISM AND THE WORLD.
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I

What use is there in making a distinction, where there is no difl'er

ence? This question is suggested by the proceedings of the Western

Conference of Unitarian churches, which recently met in Cincinnati.

With remarkable consistency a number of the preachers rejected the

distinction between the church and the congregation. Mr. Mumford,

of Detroit, aid—“he had no report to make upon the number that

had joined his church. His congregation and his church were one,

and the communion, like the other service of the church, was for the

whole congregation.” Mr. Noyes, of Chicago, said—“ he had no ac

cession of church members to report. He did not believe in a church

separate from the congregation. He wished to have all his people feel

themselves to be in the church, and if they must be divided into saints

and sinners, he should go out with the sinners.” Others uttered sim

ilar sentiments. Indeed these appear evidentlyto have been the views

of the body. Some spoke of a simple form of covenant adopted by

those who desired to be members of the church; but even they stated,

that the rites of the church, baptism and the Lord’s supper, were free

to all the congregation.

It is very evident, that those gentlemen did not mean to intimate,

that all the individuals composing their congregations, profess to have

been converted, and to have become new creatures in Christ. (2 Cor.

5: 17.) For in such a case, no one would make a distinction between

the church and the congregation, since all would be really members of

the church, entitled to all its privileges. But they meant, that the

diiference between those who are mere hearers- of their preaching, and

those who profess to be Christians, in the Unitarian sense, is too slight

to be of any importance; or as Dr. Hosmer said, “the line of distinc

tion is a mere shade.”

Now, whilst on many very important points we should be constrain

ed to difl'er widely from these Unitarian preachers; we do most fully

agree with them, that the dilference between a Unitarian church and

the outsiders who constitute the congregation, is far more nominal,

than real—that it is a mere shade. In the first place, there is no sys

tem of doctrines which they profess to believe; and therefore, the out

siders may be quite as orthodox as the members. In the next place,

the members do not profess to have experienced any renewal of heart;

4
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and, therefore, the outsiders may be quite as good as they. Why,

then, should any distinction be made? If the church and the world

are alike, why make a difference? Whilst, therefore, we do not admire

the Unitarian religion, we do admire the consistency of the Unitarian

preachers in so nearly acknowledging, that their religion amounts to

nothing.

But herein we find one of the most conclusive proofs, that Unitari

anism is not Christianity. We observe, it is spoken of by its advo

cates, as a liberal religon, by which we suppose it is intimated, that it

makes few claims upon the faith or the conduct of men, and allows

pretty free scope to their inclinations. We are the more confirmed in

this view, because recently one of the most distinguished Unitarian

preachers of New York preached in favor of the Theatre,the corrupt

ing influence of which is apparent to all; and divers of his brethren

coincided with him. Now, in reading the Scriptures, we find great

prominence given to faith, or the cordial belief of truth. “Ye shall

know the truth,” said our Lord to the Jews, “and the truth shall

make you free.” “ \Ve walk by faith," said Paul. “This is the vici

tory that overcorneth the world,” said John, “even our faith." We

observe further, that those who become true Christians, are represented

as having experienced a very great change. They have “passed from

death to life ;” they are “new creatures,” they have experienced “the

renewing of the Holy Ghost." Consequently they are “ not of the

world.” We likewise notice‘ a very wide distinction between the

church and the world, and that the Apostles and primitive teachers of

Christianity, regarded the administration of baptism and the Lord’s

supper as matters of serious interest, not to be extended indis

criminately to all. Peter exhorted the inquiring sinners, on the day

of Pentecost, to repent and be baptized. Philip would baptize the

eunuch only on his professing to believe with all his heart. \ Paul says

—“ Let a man examine himself and so let him eat of that bread and

drink of that cup.” ,

Since, then, Christianity attaches great importance to faith, whilst

Unitarianism does not ; since Christianity produces a radical change in

those who embrace it, and Unitarianism does not ; since Christianity

is careful respecting the qualifications of those who partake of the sac

raments, and Unitarianism is not ; the only fair and legitimate conclu

sion is—that Unitarianism is not Christrianity. It retains scarcely

enough of the form of Christianity, one would think, to deceive any

attentive reader of the Scriptures. It belongs fairly to the world, and

is as powerless to reform or tosave men, as Free Masonry or Odd

Fellowship.
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CENTRAL CHURCH, CINCINNATI.

The new house of worship erected by this flourishing church, was

dedicated to the service of God on Sabbath, the 20th ult. The ser

mon was preached by the pastor, Rev. N. West, Jr., from Ps. 87: 3.

“Glorious things are spoken of thee, 0 city of God.” The dedicatory

prayer was offered by the Rev. Dr. Plumer, who also preached in the

evening. The Daily Gazette, of Cincinnati, gives the following de

scription of the new edifice: .

“The new building is 62 feet wide by 115 dee , from outto out.

The style is Gothic. The plan consists of a tower and spire (not yet

completed) on the S. E. angle; a Lecture Room, 38 by 58 feet; a

Sunday School Room, 36 by 24 feet; a Young Men’s Room, 20 by 36

feet; :1. Ladies Sewing Room or ‘Missionary Room,’ 20 by 26 feet; a

Trustees’ Room, and a Study for the accommodation of the pastor.

Each of these rooms has an independent approach from the outside of

the building. Tbe pastor’s room also communicates by a private stair

way directly with the rear of the pulpit.”

The Central church was organized in the Spring of 1844. At its

organization it consisted of thirty-three members, chiefly from the 1st

church, of which Dr. Joshua L. Wilson was then senior pastor. The

little colony was weak in every thing but faith. It was composed of

men and women, almost all of whom were quite young or in the prime

of life, who “had a mind to work.”

The origin of this church, we may rem‘ark, is curious—showing how

God in His Providence turns the labors of errorists to the promotion

of his cause. Alexr. Campbell preached a sermon in Richmond, Ky.,

in the autumn of 1843. Out of that sermon originated the celebrated

Lexington Debate between Mr. Campbell and ourseli'; albeit we did not

hear the sermon, and had nothing to do in the getting up ofthe Debate.

It was agreed, that we should meet at Bethany, Va-., to prepare the

Debate for the press; but afterwards Mr. Campbell and Rev. Dr.

Brown, owner of the copy-right, changed the plan of procedure and

arranged for us to meet in Cincinnati. Thus we were deprived of the

privilege of visiting the far-famed Bethany, and were unexpectedly

obliged to spend some two months in Cincinnati, in which there was not,

toour knowledge, a single individual with whom we could claim ac_

quaintance. During our stay, we preached several times, and amongst '
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others, made the acquaintance of Dr. Wm. S. Ridgeley, a warm-hearted

Kentuckian, whose guest we became.

At that time there were but two churches of our denomination in

Cincinnati, viz : the 1st and the 5th, of which the latter was feeble.

There was an earnest desire on the part of some to organize another

church; and whilst we were engaged in preparing the debate for the

press, our friend Dr. Ridgeley was busy in making up a colony to be

organized on condition that we would agree to take charge of it. Our

feelings became much enlisted in favor of this new and feeble enter

prise; and in June, 18-14, we removed to Cincinnati to become the

Pastor of the Central Church. Thus we are happy to inform our old

friend Mr. Campbell, he was unwittingly the occasion of the organi

zation of a Presbyterian Church, which, for fourteen years, has been a

burning and shining light, and promies to do good service for long

years to come. Neither his sermon ‘in Richmond nor his part of the

Debate was designed to favor Presbyterianism; nevertheless both

were made to promote it in more ways than one.

In July the little colony commenced worshipping in an old, dilapi

dated church edifice, on the corner of Fourth and Plum streets, which

went by the rather forbidding name of Brimstone rorner, derived, no

doubt, from the rather furious preaching the people were wont to hear

there. The congregation increased rapidly, and so did the church;

for at each communion we received from 15 to 35 members—always

receiving some on examination. The Spring following. a lot was se

cured on Fifth street, between Plum and Western Bow, and a church

edifice was completed during the summer. it was very plain in style.

and rather unsightly. Nevertheless we spent many a delightihl Sab

bath and many‘a happy evening in that house; and greatly were we

blest in the conversion of sinners and in the edification of believers.

Never did we undertake any work with more enthusiasm ; and never

were our poor labors more blest. Our labors as pastor of the Central

Church extended through nine yea/rs; and long before we left, it

numbered between 450 and 500 members. A multitude of sacred

memories stand connected with that period; and with thanksgiving

we remember the good hand of our God, that was upon us and upon

that beloved church. _ ‘ I

We rejoice that under the ministrations of the present pastor, the

Central Church continues to enjoy the smiles of the Head of the

Church ; and that recently it has been strengthened by large additions to

its membership. May its light long continue to burn brightly, and the

labors of its pastor long continue to be blest of God to its edification.
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EDITORIAL NOTICES.

  

CENTRE COLLEGE AND BACON COLLEGE—A correspondent of the

Presbyterian Herald calls the attention of the friends of Centre Col

lege, located in Danville, Ky., to an efl'ort now being made to revive

Bacon College, a Campbellite Institution at Harrodsburg, under the

name of Kentucky University, and urges them to vigorous and liber

al efi'orts to place Centre College on a broader basis. For the for

mer Institution, it is stated, a most liberal charter has been secured,

both as to the receiving and holding of funds, and as to the range of

Professorships and studies; and Geo. B. Bowman, Esq., of Mercer

County, has raised, in a short time, in some three or four counties,

one hundred andfifty thousand rlollars, and proposes to contiune his

labors in behalf of the Institution, till the endowment shall have reached

half a million. '

We have no doubt, this appeal in behalf of Centre College is

timely 3 and we hope, it will be heeded. The day, we are per

suaded, has very nearly come, when those Colleges which are per

manently to prosper, must be placed on a broader foundation than

heretofore; and unless we err, the organization of our Colleges must

be changed to something like that of the Virginia University and

Brown University. There must be difl'erent schools, and young men

must be permitted to graduate in one, two,- or several schools, without

being required to go through the whole curriculum. The number of

sciences which must he taught in our Colleges is now so great, that no

young man, in the time allotted to collegiate studies, can gain anything

like a knowledge of them all. If, therefore,we are to make thorough \

scholars, the attention of students must be confined mainly to those

sciences for which they have a taste, and which may fit them for the

pursuits in which they expect to engage; and they must be permitted

to graduate in those particular sciences. This is the plan, as we un

derstand it. proposed to be adopted by this new University. Presby

terinns have long taken the lead in the educational institutions of our

country. It is to be hoped, they will not allow themselves to be de

prived of the honor they have so long enjoyed.

At the same time, we are not at all alarmed at the magnificent plans

of our Campbellite friends. There is nothing easier than the organi
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zation on paper of great Institutions, and the obtaining of liberal

charters. Very generally, too, when it is announced that one hundred

and fifty thousand dollars have been raised for such a purpose; the

Institution would be largely gainer by accepting one half of that sum

in cash; then the raising of the next hundred and fifty thousand is a

very different affair. Our Campbellite friends are a very u-in (1y people;

or this world of ours would have been revolutionized, long ere this.

Without pretending to the gift of prophecy, we predict—that twenty

years hence, the endowment of the Kentucky University will fall

some hundreds of thousands of dollars below half a million.

Still, let the Presbyterians of Kentucky stir themselves to make

Centre College what it should be. The times demandit of them.

Newspaper appeals, however, though by no means worthless, will not

accomplish the work. Those to whom the interests of the, College

are specially entrusted, must “devise liberal things,” and adopt wise

. measures; and 'II'nll’U/(lutllo' must be employed to carry them out.

NARRATIVE or REMARKABLE Convmsrons, &c.—We have before

us a book of large pretensions. It claims to contain “ Narratives of

Remarkable Conversions and Revival Incidents, including a Review of

R-evivals, from the day of Pentecost to the Great Awakening in the last

century—conversions of eminent person—instances of remarkable

conversions and answers to prayer—4am account of the rise and progress

of the Great Awakening of 1857—58. By Wm. C. Conant. With

an Introduction by Henry Ward Beecher.”

A review of Revivals from the day of Pentecost to the great awak

ening in the last century, if anything like justice were done to the

subject, would be a Work of great research and labor, and would

require much time and patient investigation; yet all that our author

says on this vast theme, is embraced in forty-seven pages- ; and the

whole that he has written on revivals down to the Reformation of

the 16th century, is contained in four and a halfpages, more than

two of which pages are taken ‘from the second chapter of the Acts of

the Apostles, and from the narrative of Paul’s converson in the same

book! Forty-two pages more despatch what remains of the long pe

riod. To call this a review of the revivals enjoyed by the Church of

God during a period of seventeen centuries, does seem to us to be

trifling with a great and most interesting subject.

This “ review ” is followed by narratives cf the conversions of emi
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nent persons, the most of which are not larger than ordinary obituary

notices in a newspaper. The conversion of Wilberforce, for example,

occupies about a half a page, and that of Augustine about an equal

space! If there was any thing of special interest in the conversion of

these and other eminent persons, it is absolutely impossible to present

it in so short a space. Much the larger portion of the book is filled up

with “ remarkable conversions and revival incidents,” many of which

are doubtless true, and many of which are probably not. They are

mainly scraps gathered from newspapers.

The book closes with a superficial and very imperfect account of the

great revival which is still in progress, of the results of which no man

can possibly form any accurate judgement as yet. The Introduction

by Mr. Beecher, which it is said is omitted in that portion of the edi

tion designed for the South, is characteristic—containing some good

remarks; but it might have been written by a Unitarian. He is prob

ably uot far from the truth, when he says, the book contains a “good

deal of cha ,” many-mistakes and some untruths. On the whole it im

presses us very unfavorably. It has much the appearance of a book

hurriedly gotten up in a time of religious interest, as a good specula

tion. The subject is too important and too sacred to be thus handled

 

DEATH OF DR. JANEWAY.——The Presbyterian records the death of

Rev. Jacob Janeway, D. D., which occurred at his residence in New

Brunswick, N. Jersey, on the 27th ult., in the 84th year of his age.

The editor gives the following brief notice of his life:

During the many years which he ministered as pastor of the Second

Presbyterian Church, Philadelphia, he well earned the character of a

sound, judicious, and well read theologian, as well as a pure, holy, con

sistent, and truly amiable Christian. He left Philadelphia to assume

the Presidency of the ‘Western Theological Seminary, in Allegheny

City, Pensylvania. For many years he has been President of the

Board of Directors of the Theological Seminary at Princeton, New

Jersey, and President of the Board of Domestic Missons, and had

been associated with other institutions of the Church.

During a long period of years, it was our privilege and happiness to

know him intimately, and to be much associated with him in various
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Christian enterprises, and we can truly say that we have never known

any man more exempt from the common infirmities of humanity.

His temper was remarkably equable, his pastoral labors most systemat

ically pursued, his intercourse with his friends cheerful and genial, his

interest in his work never flagging, and his conscientiousness perfect.

In all the relations of life he was a model, and he was always ready

and prompt to every good work When the pressure of years began to

tell upon his energies, although they but little affected the freshness

of his personal appearance, he retired in a great measure from pulpit

duties, but to the progress of the Redeemer’s kingdom he was ever

alive. He leaves two sons in the ministry. His calm contemplation of

death, expressed to us about a year since, has now been followed by a

glorious realization of the heavenly state, and he has been gathered in

like a shock of corn fully ripe.

Accnssrons IN PHILADELPHIA—The communion seasons in many

of the Old School Presbyterian churches in Philadelphia, having been

held on the last two Sabbaths; we herewith give the numbers added so

far as we have been able to ascertain them. It is proper to state that

these accessions by no means embrace all the fruits of the revival in

these congregations, inasmuch as some of them received much larger

additions 'at their preceeding communions, and in others the commu

nions have not yet occurred. Weomit the numbers added on certifi

cate, giving only the accessions from the world.

Tenth Church. (Dr. Boardman's) 41; Spring Garden Church, (Dr.

McDowell’s) 17 ; Fourth Church, (Dr. Cheeseman’s) 38 ; Central

Church, (Dr. H. S. Clarke’s) 30; West Spruce Street Church, (Rev.

Mr. Breed’s) 33; North Church, (Rev. Mr. Christian’s) 22; Ninth

Church, (Dr. Blackwood’s) 18 ; Cohocksink Church, (Rev. D. Gas

ton’s) 33 ; Seventh Church, (Rev. J. M. Crowell’s) 18‘; Sixth Church,

(Dr. Jones’) 13; Richmond Church, (Rev. Mr. Shinn’s) 13; Union

Church, (Rev. Mr. Magill’s) 10 ; Arch Street Church, (Dr. “'ads

worth’s) 15. Total 301.

In one or more of these churcnes the majority admitted were young

men, and from the Spirit with which many of these young converts

have entered on their Christian life, there is reason to hope that they

will prove valuable accessions. There are others in almost all the

churches, inquiring the way of salvation, and it is expected that by

another communion season, they also may come out on the Lord’s side.

—Presbyteria'n. ' '
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DIVINITY' OF CHRIST—NO. II.

 

The work of Christ in the redemption of man, as we have seen,

proves his true and proper Divinity. This is evident from the fact,

that all those who reject the doctrine of his Divinity, do likewise reject

the doctrine of the Atonement. But there are other proofs, which

put the truth of the doctrine beyond reasonable doubt. In reading

the Scriptures, we find two classes of passages relating to Christ—the

one having direct reference to his ofiicial position and work; the other

to his attributes and character; and the names applied to him, as to

their significancy, belong respectively to these divisions. Thus

the names Christ and Messiah have reference to his oflice and

his work as the Saviour of man. The names God, Son of God,

Jehovah, &c., have reference to his nature and perfections. There

are four classes of opinion in regard to the character of Christ,

viz: the Trinitarian, the Sabellian, the Ariun, and the Socinian.

The Trinitarian believes Christ to be truly God and truly man. In

him the Divine and human natures are mysteriously united, so that

he is one person in two natures. The Sabellian view is, that the

Scripture Trinity is a trinity of oflices, not of persons. Consequently

Christ is God under certain manifestations of himself. The Arian

regards Christ as greatly superior to every other created being, but

inferior to God the Father. The Socinian looks upon him as only a

great and good man. Now, let us examine the diflerent classes of

Scripture passages to which we have referred, and decide which of

c
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these views is sustained by the word of God ; for every believer in the

inspiration of the Bible, must believe, that all the diflerent classes of

Sclipturc passages are perfectly consistent and harmonious. Conse

quently that view of the character of Christ, which harmonizes all of

them, is the true view. _

I. There is one classof passages which speak of Christ as a man.

Isaiah says: “ He is despised and rejected of men ; a man of sorrows

and acquainted with grief.” (Ch. 53: 3.) “For there is one God,

and one mediator between God and men, the man Christ Jesus.”

(1 Tim. 2: 5.) "' Fur since by man came death, by man also came the

resurrection of the dead.” (1 Cor. 15: 21.) There are many such

passages, including those in which he is called “the Son of man,"

from'all which it is clear, that Jesus Christ is a man, having a human

body and ahuman soul. His actions and his sufferings prove the same

thing. He made his appearance on the earth, as a babe; he grew in

stature like other children; he manifested all the features, all the

sympathies, all the weaknesses, without the depravity, of men.

II. There is another class of passages which speak of Christ as

existing before he became incarnate, and as having come down from

heaven. Thus he said to Nicodemus—“ And no man hath ascended

up to heaven, but he that came down from heaven, even the Son of

man which is in heaven.” (John 3: 13.) To the caviling Jews he

said—“ What and if ye shall see the Son of man ascend up where he

was before ?” (John 6: 62.) And in his intecessory prayer he said:

“ And now, 0 Father, glorify thou me with thine own self, with the

glory which had with thee before the world was.” (John IT: 5.)

These and similar passages demonstrate, that Christ did exist in glory

with God the Father before this world was created ; and, therefore, he

was more than man.

III. There is a third class of Scriptures, which speak of Christas

God. The peculiar names, attributes and works of God are attributed

to him. The Apostle John commenced his Gospel by teaching the

Divinity of Christ. “in the beginning was the Word, and the \Vord

was with God, and the Word was God.” The name God is not here

used in an inferior sense, as it sometimes is ; for, in the first place, he

was in the beginning—a phrase which takes us back beyond the

creation of our world; (Gen. 1: 1.) and, in the second place, he

created all things. “All things were made by him; and without him

was not anything made, that was made.” Creative power is infinite,

and is, therefore, peculiar to Divinity. In Rom. 9: 5, he is said to be

“ over all, God blessed forever.” And, if it be admitted that the word
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God is, in some instances, applied to creatures; it is certain that no

creature is ever said to be God over all. Some have sought to evade

the force of this passage, by changing the pointing, and reading it

thus: “ Of whom, as concerning the flesh Christ came, who is over

all. God be blessed forever.” Or, “ of whom, as concerning the

flesh Christ came. God who is over all be blessed forever.” The

only reason that can be assigned for such a change in the sentence, is

the desire to escape from the doctrine so obviously taught by it ; and

it makes a doxology such as is not found elsewhere in the Bible. The

phrase, “ blessed be God,” as McKnight remarks, occurs above twenty

times in Scripture; and in every instance eulogctos, blessed, goes

before Theos, Goal ; and Times always has the article prefixed, which'

is not the case here. Other reasons might be assigned against the

Unitarian construction of the passage; but since there are no reasons

in its favor, it is unnecessary. Beyond a question, then, Christ is the

supreme God. This doctrine is taught with great clearness in that

remarkable passage in Ps. 45: 6, 7. “ Thy throne, O God, is forever

and ever; the sceptre of thy kingdom is a right sceptre.” No one,

on reading this verse, would doubt, that the referenc is to the supreme

God. The following verse reads thus: “'lhou lovest righteousness

and hatest wickedness; therefore God, thy God, hath annointed thee

with the oil of gladness above thy fellows.” In the 1st chapter of

the Epistle to the Hebrews this passage is quoted to prove the superi

ority of Christ over angels. In Ps. 102, we read—“I said, O my

God, take me not away in the midst of my days : thy years are through

out all generations. Of old hast thou laid the foundations of the

earth ; and the heavens are the work of thy hands. They shall perish,

but thou shalt endure: yea, all of them shall wax old like a garment;

as a. vesturc shalt then change them, and they shall be changed. But

thou art the same; and thy years shall have no end.” Did any reader

of this Psalm ever doubt its reference to the supreme God? And yet

in the lst chapter to the Hebrews, it is applied to Christ.

In the year of King Uzziah’s death, Isaiah had an overpowering

vision of the glory of God, and heard the Seraphim crying one to

another—“ Holy, holy, holy is the Lord (Heb. JEHOVAH) of hosts;

the whole earth is full of his glory.” (Ch. 6: 1.) No one, on read

ing the whole passage, would doubt, that the prophet wrote concerning

the eternal God—especially as the peculiar name of Divinity—JE110

VAH—is employed ; and yet the passage is applied to Christ in John

12: 41. “ These things said Esaias, when he saw his glory, and spake

of him.” The same peculiar name of Divinity is applied to him in
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Jer. 23: 5, 6. “Behold the days come, saith the Lord, that I will

raise unto David a righteous Branch, and a King shall reign and

prosper, and shall execute judgment and justice in the earth. In his

days Judah shall be saved, and Israel shall dwell safely: and this is

his name whereby he shall be called, THE Loan (Janovan) OUR

RIGHTEOUSNESS.”

IV. There is another class of passages of Scripture, which repre

sent Jesus Christ as possessing two natures infinitely difl'erent from

each other. Thus in Isaiah 9: 6, 7. “ For unto us a child is born,

unto us a son is given; and his name shall be called Wonderful,

Counsellor, The Mighty God, The Everlasting Father, The Prince of

Peace. Of the increase of his government and peace there shall be

no end; upon the throne of David, and upon his kingdom to order it,

and to establish it with judgement and with justice, from henceforth,

even forever.” That this is a remarkable prophecy respecting the

advent of Christ, there can be no doubt. The first part of it reprt

sents him as a human being—a child born, a son given. The last

part represents him not only as God, but the mighty God—language

never applied to any creature however exalted. It represents him as

the everlasting Father—or the Father of eternity, The German

critics have resorted to various expedients to escape the force of this

strong language in f'avor of the Divinity of Christ; but these expedi

ents only show how difficult it is to torture the language of the Bible

into any meaning favorable to Unitarianism. It is just as clear, that

he is the mighty God, as that he is a child, a son, a human being.

Our Lord asked the Pharisees—“ What think ye of Christ? whose

son is he? They say unto him, the son of David. He saith unto

them, How then doth David in spirit call him Lord, saying, The Lord

said unto my Lord, Sit thou on my right hand, till I make thine

enemies thy footstool? (Math. 22: 42, 44.) The diflicult question

was this: How can Jesus Christ be both David’s son and David‘s

Lord? If we admit, that heis truly man and truly God, we can solve

the difliculty. In the one nature he was the son of David; in the

other, he was David’s Lord. The same doctrine was taught, when our

Lord said to John the Apostle—“ I am the' root and the ofispring of

David, and the bright and morning star.” (Rev. 22: 16.) How is he

both the root and the ofi'spring of David? As to his Divine nature,

he is the root of David; as to his human nature, he is the oifspring

of David. In both his natures he is the bright, the morning star.

In Micah. 5: 2, we find a remarkable prophecy of the advent of

Christ, which brings to view his mysterious nature—“ But thou, Beth
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lehem Ephratah, though thou be little among the thousands of Judah,

yet out of thee shall he come forth unto me, that is to be ruler in

Israel; whose goings forth have been from of old, from everlasting.

Therefore will he give them up, until the time that she which travaileth

hath brought forth.” He is to be born in Bethlehem; and yet his

goings forth have been from everlasting, or (literally translated) from

the days of eternity. Only human beings are born; and only God

has existed from eternity. Therefore Christ is both man and Godfi

This 'is the prophecy quoted by the Jewish priests, when Herod asked ‘

them, where Christ should be born. (Math. 2: 3—6.)

V. There is one class of Scripture passages, which represent Christ ‘

as inferior to God the Father; and another, which represent him as

equal with God. Our Saviour said to his disciples—“ If ye loved me

ye would rejoice, because I said, I go unto the Father, for my Father ~

is greater than I.” (John 14: 28.) Paul says of him—“ Who being

in the form of God, thought it not robbery to be equal with God.”

(Phil. 2: 6.) These passages taken together, teach—that there is a

sense in which Christ is inferior to the Father; and that there is a

sense in which he is equal with the Father.- We say, all men are

mortal; and we say, all men are immortal. Now, either these two

declarations are contradictory, or there is a sense in which all are mor

tal, and a different sense in- which all are immortal. So these texts of

Scripture must be contradictory; or Jesus Christ is equal with God

the Father in one sense, and inferior in another. '

Now, let us examine each of the views of the character of Christ

to which we have referred, and see which of them is in harmony with

the difl‘erent classes of Scripture passages. Let us first take the So

cinian. It holds, that Christ is a mere man. This view agrees well

with one of these classes, viz: that which speaks of him as a man,

the son of man; but it is wholly irreconcilable with the others. For,

if he is a mere man, then he did not exist before he appeared on

earth. Then how could those passages be true, which declare his pre

cxistence'? And how can those be true which speak of him as God,

the everlasting Father, the mighty God, Jehovah ? It is evident that

we must reject the Socinian theory, or give up the inspiration of the

Scriptures.

The Arian view corresponds no better with the different classes of

Scripture passages. It harmonizes, indeed, with those which teach

simply his pie-existence; but if Arianism be true, he is not truly

man; for he has not a human soul. He is not God; for he is only

an exalted creature. We are constrained, therefore, to reject this

view. \
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The Sabellian doctrine likewise fails to harmonize with the several

classes of Scripture we have quoted. According to it, Christ is truly

God ; but he is not truly man, since he has no human soul. Besides,

it encounters another insuperable difficulty; for it regards the terms

Father and Son as applicable to two oflices or manifestations of the

same Person; whereas the Scriptures most distinctly represent them

as two Persons. Thus the Father says to the Son—“ Thy throne, 0

God, is forever and ever.” How absurd to say, that God in one oflice

thus addresses himself in another oflice! The Scriptures abound with

passages in which, according to this doctrine, the same absurdity must

occur.

Let us try the Trinitarian view. If we admit it to be true, there is

entire harmony in all the different classes of Scripture passages. The

Scriptures clearly teach, that Jesus Christ is truly man ; and the

Trinitarian believes him to be truly man. The Scriptures declare that

he existed before he appeared on earth ; and this accords precisely

with the Trinitarian faith. The Scriptures declare him to be God, the

mighty God, the everlasting Father, Jehovah, equal with God; and

precisely thus the Trinitarian believes. The Scriptures teach both

that he is equal to God, and that he is inferior to God; that is, that

he is equal in one sense, inferior in another; and the Trinitarian holds

that in his human nature and in his otficial work he is inferior, but in

his Divine nature equal to God. The Trinitarian finds no difficulty

in admitting, that he is the child born, the son given, and yet the

mighty God, God over all. In a word, if we admit the Trinitarian

view, we find the language of the Scriptures, in its obvious sense,

perfectly consistent and harmonious. The moment we take any other

view, we meet with evident contradictions and insuperable difliculties.

The fair, inevitable conclusion, therefore, is—that the doctrine of

Christ's true and proper Divinity is Scriptural and true.

This view is further confirmed by the works performed by Jesus

Christ. He exhibited all the attributes of human nature, and yet

performed the works of Divinity. He slept during the storm on the

lake; yet rose and rebuked the winds and the waves, and produced a

great calm. He wept at the grave of Lazarus, yet called him up‘from

the grave. None who saw and heard him, could doubt that he was a.

man; and yet none, unless strangely blinded, could regard him as a

mere man. If some things he did, displayed human weakness 3 other

things exhibited almighty power. '

' This view likewise accords with his promises. If he is truly Di

vine, then might he consistently say—“ Where two or three are gath
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cred together in my name, there am I in the midst of them.” (Math.

13: 20.) But if he is a finite being, how could such a declaration be

true? N0 finite being can be in diiferent and distant places at the

same moment. It is the precious privilege of Christians to pray to an

all-present and all-knowing Saviour. And if he is truly God, then

might he consistently say to the Apostles, sent forth on their great

mission—“ Lo, I am with you always, even to the end of the world.”

Then, too, he might be “head over all things to the Church ;” and

then may he at the last day, judge the world, being'infinite in knowl

edge, as well as in power.

This doctrine, still further, is in harmony with all that is said, of

Christ as one with t Father, and as equal in glory. He said to

Philip—“ He that hath seen me, hath seen the Father.” (John 14:

9.) Could the loftiest angel use such language without blasphemy ?

The Apostle speaks of him as “the brightness of his (the Father’s)

glory, and the express image of his person, and upholding all things by

the word of his power.” (Heb. 1: 3.) It is not true of the most exalted

creature in the universe, that he is the brightness of God’s glory. Be

tween God and the most glorious creature there is infinite difference;

and the latter would be but a. faint reflection of the glory of the

former. Since, then, Jesus Christ is the brightness of the Father’s

glory, he must be infinite in his nature and perfections ; and therefore

he may be truly said to uphold all things by the word of his power,—

which could be said only of God.

No wonder, then, that both men and angels are commanded to worship

him. If there is any truth which the Scriptures do plainly teach, it

is-—that God only is the proper object of religious worship. This truth

is contained in the decalogue; and is clearly taught in Acts 10: 26,

and Rev. 19: 10—22: 9, 10. And yet when God brought his Son

into the World, he said—“And let all the angels of God worship him.”

(Heb. 1: 6,) And he commands, f‘that all men should honor the Son,

even as they honor the Father ; ” and it is added—“ He that honoreth

not the Son, honereth not the Father which hath sent him.” (John

5: 23.) “Wherefore God also hath highly exalted him, and given

him a name which is above every name: that at the name of Jesus

every knee should bow, of things in heaven, and things in earth, and

things under the earth ; and that every tongue should confess that

Jesus Christ is Lord, to the glory of God the Father.” (Phil. 2: 9,

11.) Is not he truly God, before whom all rational creatures in the

universe are called upon to prostrate themselves in adoring worship?

And is not he omnipresent and omniscient, upon whom believers every

2
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where are taught to call in the time of need? For Paul addresses

one of his Epistles to the Church in Corinth—“ With all that in

every place call upon the name of Jesus Christ our Lord, both theirs

and ours." (1 Cor. 1: 2.) Would there be any propriety in address

~ing prayers to an absent being, and one who might know nothing of

the necessities of the supplicant?

From the Scriptures referred to in the present article, and in the

one in the preceding number, it is evident, that it is not simply true,

that there are several passages the most obvious interpretation of which

teaches the doctrine of the Divinity of Christ, but that the whole

current of Scripture teaching is strongly confirmatory of it. The

great work of Atonement, the passages wwh directly treat of his

nature and attributes, the promises he has made and the work he is

now doing, the worship rendered him by inspired men and angels—

all confirm strongly this fundamental doctrine of the Gospel , and at

least forty-nine fiftieths of the readers of the Bible, in all ages, have

so understood it. ' ,

There is, indeed, deep and profound mystery connected with this

doctrine. The relation existing between the Father and Son is in

comprehensible to us. The term Son is borrowed from a human rela

tion, as better than any other adapted to express that mysterious

relation. There is a sense in which all men are the children of God;

there is a difl'erent sense in which angels are the sons of God. But

there is a peculiar sense in which Christ is the Son of Godjand

therefore he is the “only-begotten.” (John 1: 14.) That is to say,

he sustains to the Father a relation which no other being in the uni

verse sustains. The term Son, therefore, does not imply that he is a

creature; for if he were, he would not be the only-begotten Son of

God. As amongst men the son is, in nature and attributes,'equal with

his father; so is it with the Son of God. He possesses the Divine

nature. And since God exists from eternity; so his essential relations

are eternal. Therefore it may be properly said, that the Son of God,

as to his Divine nature, is eternally begotten, as his human nature was

begotten in time.

And, therefore, as the eternal God takes the significant name I AM,

(Exod. 3: 14.) so does the Son say, “Before Abraham was, I AM.”

(John 8: 58.) The Jews, no doubt, interpreted his language correctly,

when they understood him, in calling God his Father, as “making

himself equal with God?” (John 5: 18.) True, the relation between

the Father and the Son is profoundly mysterious; but so is the very

existence of God. True, the connection between the human and
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divine natures of Christ is wholly incomprehensible to us; but so is

the union between our minds and bodies. Man is a profound mystery

to himself. Is it strange, then, that Christ is a mystery to us? “His

name shall be called wonderful.”

I

BAPTISM FOR REMISSION OF SINS.

 

What is baptism? To whom ought it to be administered? For

what end or ends is it to be administered? These three questions have

long been discussed earnestly; and professing Christians are not yet

agreed as to the true answers to them. We propose now briefly to con

sider the third.

In regard to the design of baptism, there are two points respecting

which there is a very general agreement. The first is, that it intro

duces persons into the visible church; or, at least, that without bap

tism no one can be recognized as a member of the visible church.

The second is, that it is significant of santification. As water cleanses

material bodies, it is a suitable emblem of spiritual purity. Then God

says—“ Then will I sprinkle clean water upon you, and ye shall be

clean; from all your filthiness, and from all your idols will I cleanse

you. A nevr heart also will I give you, and a new spirit will I put

within you. ” (Ezkl. 36: 25, 26.) Ananias said to Paul—“ Arise,

and be baptised, and wash away thy sins, calling on the name of the

Lord.” (Acts. 22: 16.) ’

But there are two questions of great practical importance, which

are answered very differently by different Denominations of professing

Christians. The first is, whether baptism is a regenerating ordinance.

That is, does baptism itself regenerate,»or is the regenerating agency

of the Hely Spirit confined to the administration of baptism? The

second is, whether baptism is a justifying ordinance, or whether sins

are remitted only in the reception of baptism. The Church of Rome

teaches, that when our Lord was baptised by John, “ he gave to the
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water the power of sanctifying,” that “such is the admirable efficacy of

this sacrament as to remit original sin, and actual guilt however enor

mous ;” that “God hates nothing in those who are regenerated, for in

those who are truly buried with Christ by baptism into death, who

walk not according to the flesh, there is no condemnation : putting 03

the old man and putting on the new, which is created according to

God, they become innocent, spotless, innoxious, and beloved of God ;”

although “concupiscencc or the fuel of sin still remains.” See Cate

chism of the Council of Trent. According to Rome, then, baptism

is both a sanctifying and a justifying ordinance. Accordingly that

Church teaches, that even infants dying without baptism are lost.

“Infants, unless baptized,” says the Catechism just quoted, “cannot

enter heaven.” The Douay Catechesm has the following question and

answer. Q. “Whither go infants that die without baptism? A. To a

part of hell, where they endure the pain of loss, but not of sense,

and shall never see the face of God.” Regarding baptism as, in all

cases, absolutely essential to salvation, the Roman Church quite con

sisently allows any person to administer it in case of necessity—“even

the laity, men and women, to whatever sect they may belong. This

power extends, in cases of necessity, even to Jews, infidels, and here

tics; provided however, they intend to do what the Catholic Church

does in that act of her ministry.” Thus not only is the ordinance

made assential to salvation, but even the intention with which it is ad~

ministered.

The Episc0pal Church is divided in regard to the design and eflica

cy of baptism ; but the Book of Common Prayer evidently teaches the

doctrine of baptismal regeneration. After baptizing an infant the

minister is directed to give thanks in the following language: “We yield

hearty thanks, most merciful Father, that it hath pleased thee to re

generate this Infant with thy Holy Spirit, to receive him for thine ’

own Child by adoption, and to incorporate him into thy holy Church.’’

The doctrine here taught differs little from that of Rome, and, there

fore, the prevailing tendency exhibited amongst the Episcopal clergy, for

some ‘years past, to return to that corrupt Church, is not surprising.

The Campbellite body, if we may judge by the teaching of their

leader, reject the idea of baptismal sanctification, but hold the doctrine

of baptismal justification, though in consequence of his using the

phrase—the new birth—in an unusual sense, Mr. Campbell’s views

have been much misunderstood. In the Lexington Debate he defended

the proposition, that “Christian Baptism is for the remission of past

sins.” In his opening speech he employs the following language:

’

.
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“When the administrator baptised for the remission of sins, and the

subject received baptism confessing his sins, have we not reason to be

lieve that sins were pardoned in the act of baptism ?" [n his Christian

Baptist, published many years ago, Mr. Campbell uses the following

language: “ In the third place, I proceed to show that we have the

most explicit proof that God forgives sins for the name’s sake of his

Son, or when the name of Jesus Christ is named upon us in immer

sion—that in and by the act of immersion, so soon as our bodies are

put under water, at that very instant our former or old sins are washed

away; provided only that we are true believers.” Again, “I am bold,

therefore, to affirm. that every one of these who, in the beliefof ‘what

the Apostle spoke, was immersed, did, in the very instant in which he

was put under water, receive the forgiveness of his sins, and the gift of

the Holy Spirit. If so, then, who will not concur with me in saying

that christian immerson is the Gospel in the water ?” (pp. 416, 417.)

The same doctrine is most unequivocally taught in his Christianity

Restored, (pp- 196, 197.) ‘

The Westminister Confession of Faith teaches, that “Baptism is a sac

rament of the New Testament, ordained by Jesus Christ, not only for the

solemn admission of the party baptized into the visible Church, but also

to be unto hima sign and seal of the covenant of grace, of his ingraf

ting into Christ, or regeneration, of remission of sins, and of his giv

ing up unto God, through Jesus Christ, to walk in newness of life.”

This we hold to be the true doctrine. Baptism does not regenerate

the soul, nor is the regenerating influence of the Spirit confined to the

administration and reception of baptism. Baptism does not remit sins; ‘

nor is remission confined to the time of its administration. But bap

tism is the seal of the covenant of grace, in which covenant regener

ation and remission of sins are secured ; and it seals to every individual

the remission of sins on the terms of that covenant. It is the Divine

pledge that his sins shall be remitted, if he truly believe and repent;

and it binds the recipient to live in accordance with that covenant.

That baptism is not a regenerating ordinance, is clear from the fol

lowing considerations:

1. It is to be administered to adults, only when they profess faith

and repentance, which are exercises of a regenerated heart. That in

adults faith is a prerequisite to baptism, will not be denied. When

the eunuch desired to be baptized, Philip said to him~“If thou be

lievest with all thine heart, thou mayest.”. (Acts, 8.) Nor is it less

evident that repentance must precede baptism in adults. Peter said to

the anxious enquirers after salvation—~“Repent and be baptised.’ ’ Are
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faith and repentance the exercises of a regenerate, or of an unregenerate

heart? This question may be answered thus: 1. Faith and repen

tance, being moral exercises, are good or bad, holy or unholy. But

since they are commanded by God, and have the promise of salvation;

they must be good or holy.' 2. Regeneration is the begining of holi

ness in the heart; consequently faith and repentance, being holy exer

cises, must be the efiects or consequents of regeneration. Otherwise

holy exercises would precede holiness in the soul, which is absurd.

But since faith and- repentance must precede baptism in adults; and

since regeneration precedes faith and repentance; adults are regenerated

before they are proper subjects of baptism. Therefore baptism is not

a regenerating ordinance. And if it is not so in the case of adults,

there is no reason to consider it so in the case of infants.

2. There are cases on record in which persons were truly pious, and,

therefore, regenerate, before they were baptized. Cornelius was “a devout

man, and one that feared God with all his house, which gave much alms

to the people, and prayed to God always.” (Acts 10: 2.) Now, “the

fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom,” that is the beginning of

true piety. Moreover Cornelius’ prayers and alms “came up for a

memorial before God.” They were consequently olfered with accep

table feelings, or with a right state of heart. Cornelius, therefore, was

a regenerate man; and yet he was baptized, after which he received

the miraculous gifts of the Holy Spirit. It is clear, then, that baptism

is not a regenerating ordinance. Paul found certain disciples of John

at Ephesus, who had received Johns’ baptism, who were evidently re

generated persons ; and yet he administered to them Christian baptism.

(Acts 19.)

3. The declarations of our Savour and his Apostles prove, that

baptism is not neccessary to regeneration or to the remission of sins.

Our Savour said—“He that believeth on him, is not comdemned.”

And again-“ He that believeth on the Son, hath everlasting life.”

(John 3 : 18. 36.) He could not have more clearly taught, that so soon

as a sinner believes in Christ, he is pardoned and has eternal life. But

according to the doctrine of those who make baptism a regenerting or

a justifying ordinance, or both, sinners must believe before they are

baptized. Then since they are pardoned and have eternal life as soon

as they believe; they must be both regenerated and justified before

they can be baptized. The same doctrine is taught by Paul, in his

epistle to the Romans. The following is the conclusion of his argu

ment on this point. Having proved that “by the deeds of the law

there shall no flesh be justified in his sight,’,’ he says——-“ But now the

v
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righteousness of God without the law is manifested, being witness

ed by the law and the prophets; even the righteousness of God which

is by the faith of Jesus Christ, unto all and upon all them that be

lieve. ” Again—“Therefore we conclude, that a man is justified by

faith, without the deeds of the law. ” Again—“ Being justified by

faith we have peace with God through our Lord Jesus Christ.” (Rom.

3: 21, 22, 28 and 5 : 1.) The justifying righteousness of Christ,

we are here taught, is upon all that believe, and all are justified by faith.

Now, since great numbers do believe before they are baptized; and

since many who believe, are never baptized; it is clear that the justify

ing righteousness of Christ is upon many before they receive baptism,

and upon many who never receive it. And since all admit, that unre

generate persons cannot be justified ; it follows, that multitudes are both

regenerated and justified before they are baptized. Consequently bap

tism is not a regenerating 0r justifyingr ordinance.

4. If baptism be necessary to regeneration or remission of sins, or

to both, multitudes who really repent and believe, and who love the

service of God, must perish forever, only because they could not receive

baptism. An individual cannot baptze himself. Suppose, then, one

should repent and believe, as did the thief on the cross, when the re

ception of baptism is impossible; the result is, that a good man sinks

to perdition for want of an external ordinance, which it was impossi

ble for him to receive. Now, if there is any truth inculcatcd alike by

reason and revelation, it is, that God does not require impossibilities of

any one in order_ to salvation. “For if there be first a willing mind,

it is accepted according to that a. man hath, and not according to that

he hath not.” (2 Cor. 8: 12.) This is a broad principle in

God’s moral goverment. If the heart be right, if there be a willing

ness to do duty, then God requires nothing of an individual, which he

could not do, if he would.

As we have seen,- the doctrine we are opposing, makes the salvation

of infants dependent upon circumstances, or upon the will "of others.

Accordingly the Church of Home teacheshin the most unequivical

language, that all infants dying unbaptized are lost. The doctrine of

Alexander Campbell is no less absurd and unscriptural ; for since he

makes the mode of baptism essentialto the validity of the ordinance,

all must be lost, who have fallen into a\mistake regarding the mode.

According to him, all who have been baptized by effusion or sprink

ling, are really unbaptized, and, of course, unpardoned. Multitudes,

therefore, whose lives have proved them devoted servants of God, must

have perished, if the doctrine be true. Thus the reception of an ordi
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nance, and that in a particular mode—a mode respecting which

Christians have understood the Scriptures differently—4s made as impor

tant as purity of heart and uprightness of life, if not more sol This

view, it would be easy to prove, is contrary to the whole current of

Scripture teaching, which every where exalts the religion of the heart,

and uprightness of conduct, far above ordinances

But let us examine the passages so much relied on by those

whose views we are opposing. All of them appeal to our Sayour’sdec

laration to Nicodemus—“ Except a man be born of water and of the

Spirit, he cannot enter into the kingdom of God.” (John 3: 5.)

Those of them who understand the new birth to be regeneration, hold

that the Spirit regeneratesthe soul at the time when baptism is admin

istered. Those who, with Alexander Campbell, understand the new

birth to be a change of state from condemnation t0 justification, insist

that sins are remitted in the act of receiving baptism, not before.

But it is rather singular, that it should have been so generally taken

for granted, that being born of water means Christian baptism. What

evidence is there that this is true? Christian baptism was not insti

tuted for some time after this conversation; and it is certainly reasonable

to conclude, that our Savour intended to make Nicodemus understand

him. But how could Nicodemus misunderstand him, if he referred

to an ordinance not yet in existence? Besides, he reproves Nicode

mus for failing to understand him—“ Art thou a master (or teacher)

of 'Israel and knowest not these things?” He was a professed ex

pounder of the Old Testament, and should, therefore, have understood

the doctrine our Savour was teaching. But if that doctrine Was, that

Christian baptism is necessary to regeneration or to justification; how

should his knowledge of the Old Testament make him understand it?

The truth is, our Lord was explaining the new birth to a Jew ; and

when he did not understand it, be illustrated its nature by reference to

water, which throughout the Old Testament is the emblem of spiritual

cleansing. Thus he would teach, that the new birth, as to the nature

of it, is a change from sinfulness tg holiness; and since God is the

author of it, we are said to be born of God, or born of the Spirit.

There is no evidence, however, that there is, in this passage, any special

reference to baptism; and therefore it does not prove, that baptism is

a regenerating or a justifying ordinance.

To the anxious enquiry, on the day of Pentacost—“ Men and

brethren, what shall we do ?”—Peter answered—“Repent and be bap

- tized every one of you in the name of Jesus Christ for the remission

of sins, and ye shall receive the gift of the Holy Ghost.” Here, it is
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confidently argued, Peter plainly teaches the doctrine, that baptism is

administered in order to the remission of sins. The Greek preposition

translated for, in this passage, is eis, which sometimes means in, some

times to, sometimes into, sometimes in order to. If we understand it

to mean here. in order to the remission of sins; the question will be,

whether it is repentance or baptism that secures remission, or whether

both are equally necessary. That repentance without baptism secures

remission of sins, is clear from the following considerations:

1st. In several passages of Scripture, repentance and the remmis

sion of sins are connected. “ Thus it is written, and thus it behoved

Christ to safer and to rise from the dead the third day; and that repen

tance and remission of sins should be preached in his name among all

nations.” (Luke 24: 46, 47.) “Him hath God exalted with his

right hand to be a Prince and a Savour, for to give repentance to Isreal,

and forgiveness of sins.” (Acts 5: 31.) The obvious meaning of

these passages is—that in all cases repentance secures remission of

sins. Many other passages of the same import might be quoted, were

it necessary.

2d. In other instances in which the Apostles directed inquirers

what they must do to secure remission of sins, baptism is not men

tioned. Thus Peter preached—“Repent ye therefore, and be conver

ted, that your sins may be blotted out, when the times of refreshing

shall come from the presence of the Lord.” (Acts 3: 19.) Here

the conditions of remission are repentance and conversion—the for

mer signifying a change of mind ; the latter, the corresponding change

of conduct. When the heart is renewed, the sinner turns to God; or

is converted. If baptism had been as neccessary to remission, as re

pentance, Peter could not have omitted to mention it. When the

jailer at Philippi asked Paul and Silas—“Sirs, what must I do to be

saved Y”—Their answer was—“Believe on the Lord Jesus Christ, and

thou shalt be saved.” (Acts 16: 30, 31.) In this case faith is men

tioned as necessary to salvation; but baptism is not. But it may be

said, that neither repentance nor conversion is here mentioned, though

both are admitted to be necessary to remission. We answer, these

three things, repentance, conversion and faith mutually imply each

other; and therefore it is not necessary, in every case, to mention them

all. That is to say, every true penitent is a believer; and every penitent

believer is converted. But persons may be penitent believers, turning

from sin to God, and yet not, for days or months, receive baptism, or

perhaps never. The fact, then, that in directing inquirers what to do

to obtain remission of sins, the Apostles omitted to mention baptism

3
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as necessary, proves—that it is repentance without baptism that en

sures this blessing. '

It may be asked, why then did Peter mention baptism in the passa

ges under consideration? We answer, it was the habit of the inspired

writers to connect the outward ordinance with the grace or blessing ‘of

which it was the sign or seal. Thus in Ezekiel 36: 25—27, the sprink

ling of clean water is connected with the giving of a new heart; and

it might be plausibly argued, that the former is as necessary, as the lat

ter. The same thing is observable in the 51st Psalm—“ Purge me

with hyssop, and I shall be clean: wash me, and I shall be whiter

than snow,” 810. See also Heb. 10: 22, and Titus 3: 5. Repen

tance is that radical change of mind, which secures remission of sins;

and baptism is the ordinance administered upon profession of repen

tance, and which seals to the true penitent the remission of his sins.

But it is by no means certain, that in the passage under review the

word eis signifies in order to. It may mean simply into. This prepo

sition occurs several times in connection ,with baptism. In passing

through the Red Sea, the Jews “were baptised unto (Greek—ears)

Moses in the cloud and in the sea.” (1 Cor. 10: 2.) Their baptism

identified them with Moses as their leader. Persons receiving baptism

are said to be “baptised into Christ.” (Gal. 3: 27.)v They are also

said to be “ baptized into his death.” (Rom. 6: 3.) Baptism is the

ordinance which visibly identifies them with Christ, as crucified for the

sins of his people. In these passages the word cis cannot mean in

order to. John the Baptist said to the Jews—“I indeed baptize you

with water unto (sis) repentance.” (Math. 3: 11.) Of course he did

:not baptize them in order that they might repent. They professed

repentance , andupon that profession or into that repentance he bap

tized th‘ehln. So Peter preached, on the day of Pentecost, the doctrine

that sins are remitted through Jesus Christ; and into this faith he

baptized those who professed repentance and faith. The late Profes

sor Stewart paraphrases Acts 2: 38, thus: “Baptism on account of

Jesus Christ into (cis) the remission of sins; that is into the. belief

and reception of this doctrine; in other words, by baptism and profes

sion, an acknowledgement of this doctrine, on account of Jesus Christ

was made.” 7

We are inclined to adopt the view of the passage already given, viz:

that the Apostle connects the inward grace and the outward ordinance ;

that repentance secures the remission of sins ; and baptism is the pub

lic profession of repentance, and the seal of that covenant in which

remission is promised. -
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For the Presbyterian Expositor.

FORSAKE ALL, AND FIND ALL.

0n no point of Christian doctrine was our Savior more uncomprom

ising in his demands than upon the tone of the inner life of him who

would be his disciple. On this subject he said many things hard to

be understood by the carnal heart, and still harder for it to welcome.

His words, as a two-edged sword, cut their way as they go, and leave the

poor flesh all bleeding with masterly wounds. “ He that loveth father

or mother more than me, is not worthy of me: and he that loveth

son or daughter more than me, is not worthy of me. And he that

taketh not his cross, and followeth after me, is not worthy of me.”

“If any man come to me and hate not his father, and mother, and

wife, and. children, and brethren, and sisters; yea, and his own life

also, he cannot be my disciple.” “ For whosoever will save his life,

shall \ lose it: and whosoever will lose his life for my sake, shall

find it!’

In the church there has been an old motto of long usage: N0 cross,

no crown l But all its beauty is in its truth. Jesus has plainly said.—

“Whosoever doth not bear his cross, and come after me, cannot be

my disciple." Some clergyman has said that he was thankful he had

a Bible that has a whosoever in it. Reader, remember that as God’s

sword has two edges and cuts both ways, so there are two kinds of

whosoevers, and the blackness of the impassable gulf separates them

eternally. And to conclude, thou impenitent sinnerr-Christ has

summed up one of his divinest speeches on conversion thus: “S0

likewise whosoever he be of you that forsaketh not at all that he hath,

he cannot be my disciple.” I /

And touching the closeness of the required union with Christ taught

in this doctrine, our divine Savior elsewhere spake to his disciples in

this wise: “ Verily, verily, I say unto you, except ye eat the flesh

of the Son of man and drink his blood, ye have no life in you. Who

so eateth my flesh and drinketh my blood, hath eternal life; and I

will raise him up at the last day. For my flesh is meat indeed, and

my blood is drink indeed. He that eateth my flesh and drinketh my

blood, dwelleth in me and I in him.” Many disciples, we are told,

when they had heard this, said, this is an hard saying, who can hear
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it? But the very same doctrine is taught, likewise, in the Epistles,

where St. Paul enjoins upon the Phillippians in this wise : “ Let

this mind be in you, which was also in Christ Jesus: who, being in

the form of God, thought it not robbery to be equal with God; but

made himself of no reputation, and took upon him the form of a

servant, and was made in the likeness of men: and being found in

fashion as a man, he humbled himself, and became obedient unto

death, even the death of the cross.” And again the same is declared

to the Romans—“ If ye live after the flesh ye shall die."

In all these Scriptures, the doctrine is clearly taught, that salvation _

is only by an entire renunciation of self, and an entire oneness with

Jesus Christ, by an-holy consecration, as he who walked with God and

was not; for God took him.

I. The doctrine of Christ requires that we be one with him in

person : i. e. personally we must above all prefer Jesus Christ. “ What ?

How strange I” says the little child. 2‘ Love Jesus more than father or

mother? I never saw Jesus.” Yes, “whom not having seen we love,"

says the Apostle. How many a young convert has struggled too with

these fightings of self I “ More than home, or brethren, or sisters, or

native land, and dear friends; than all, must I love Christ, and love

him so that compared with him I must needs even hate them and

my own life also ! Are these the terms on which I must be a Christian,

if at all? Is this the bitter cup from which I must ever drink ;

living always upon such principles ? Can I endure this perpetual soul

death! This is complete death—both unto self, and unto sin, and

unto the world: and how can the dead live? ‘ If a man die shall he

live again?’ ”

As regards the world, this is not our rest. Not even' for the sinner;

for here the wicked is as the troubled sea, which cannot rest. The

place of his rest is fixed in hell, where he shall abide in endless,

changeless torment. In the personal choice of Christ, therefore, the

doctrine of this world and its pleasures is entirely to be subjected to

the sublime doctrine of a future state. In the language of Christ it

is put thus :—“ What shall it profit a man if he gain the whole world

and lose his own soul? Or what shall a man give in exchange for

his soul ?" '

“ Man has a soul of vast desires,

He burns within with restless fires;

Tossed to and fro his passions fly

From vanity to vanity.
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“ In vain on earth we hope to find

Some solid good to fill the mind:

We try new pleasures; but we feel

The inward thirst and torment still."

II. In cross bearing we must signify our union with Christ; and

by real endurance show not merely to the world, but to our blessed

Master, that his love constrains us. Jesus endured the cross, despising

the shame. In the same spirit so may we; yet the cross will be no

less a cross. It is a cup of bitterness: and the drinking of it brings

the soul to exceeding sorrow. A night and a Gethsemane are appoint

ed to as mwy as would enter the kingdom. But think not to try and

escape from your cross. Our Lord did indeed pray—“ Father, if it

be thy will, let this cup pass from me.” But he also said—“ For this

cause came I to this hour.” And the very significance of his command,

“ Follow me,” implies, in the clearest manner, that as many as he

calls under his yoke, he expects with him to endure the cross.

When in league with sin the world has no cross for a man. Christ

declared himself not of the world, and hence the world loved him

not. If he had been of the world, the world would have loved his

own. To his disciples He said, “I have chosen you out of the world.

And for this very purpose he came, and in this world of which His

kingdom was not, he was of no repute. And it was by necessity in

the accomplishment of His Mediatorial work that he became thus of

no repute, that grace might abound For St. Paul tells us (Gal.

3 : 21,) “if there had been a law given which would have given life,

verily, righteousness should have been by the law.” So then as parta

kers of the benefit of Christ, becoming one with Him by Faith, in

the same world of sin, we must needs be of no repute in the world’s

estimate as was Christ. As followers of the Lord Jesus, we are no

more of this world. And Christ declared—“ I have chosen you out of

this world: hence, the world will persecute you, because ye are not

of it; even, as also, they persecute me.”

This is the inevitable law of cross-bearing; and in this world, “we

unto you when all men speak well of you.”

4 III. And thus, forsaking all, we find all. How strange! How un

mathematical, and incomprehensible to the worldling! With his new

eyes, Paul saw this enigma to be the divinest axiomatic truth; and he

was willing for Christ, to be esteemed as a fool by the world.

The very infidels, of the bitterest kind, admit Christ to be of the

most perfect and lovely character; and his doctrine to be the purest.

And when the required oneness which we have been discussing obtains
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between Christ and an individual soul, do not the essential elements

and requisites for heavenly happiness appear? His blood having been

shed for sin as an atonement: and then by this strange death to self,

being ingrafted into Christ—living in Christ, how shall not that life

be more glorious? For this we know—“ If we die with him, we shall“

also live with him.”

“ O glorious hour! 0 blest abode!

I shall be near and like my God."

In thus becoming partakers of Christ in his humiliation and death

(“ for know ye not as many as are baptized, are baptised into Christ's

death ?”) we are not come, saith the Apostle, to the mount that burned

with fire, nor unto blackness, and darkness, and tempest; but ye are

come unto Mount Zion, and unto the city of the living God, the

heavenly Jerusalem and to an innumerable company of angels, to

the general assembly and church of the first-born which are written

in heaven, and to God the Judge of all, and to the spirits of just men

made perfect, and to Jesus the Mediator of the new covenant.

These are the all things in Christ Jesus which are found of him

who willingly forsakes all for Christ. And who can tell the joys of

paradise where dead in Christ, by that death and Jesus’ blood made

like Him, live forever with him? After such soul regeneration by

the mediation and redemption of Jesus Christ experienced by vast

multitudes, can the song of the cross of Christ ever cease? More

than this; the cross of Christ becomes triumphant through our be

coming partakers of its bitterness and bearers together with Jesus of

its curse , to the end, that by divine grace, we shall be sharers of the

kingdom of the Lord Christ, and in it reign kings with Him. Great

God 1 what mystery is this? A rightful heirship with the Prince of

the King Eternal given to one damned by every principle of thy

heartsearching law? Even so, most holy and sovereign God; even

so, Lord Jesus, who hast taken upon Thee to be the friend of sinners,

and art become the elder brother of them that embrace the ofi'er of

thy mercy.

In view of these things, the great Apostle writes—~“ Therefore let

no man glory in men: for all things are yours; whether Paul, or

Apollos, or Cephas, or the world, Or life, or death, or things present,

or things to come; all are yours; and ye are Christ’s ; and Christ is

God’s.” '

“Oh for a heart to praise my God.

A heart from sin set free;

A heart that's sprinkled with the blood
So freely shed for me. i
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“ Oh for a heart submissive, meek,

My great Redeemer’s throne;

Where only Christ is heard to speak,

Where Jesul reigns alone."

EPSILON.

 

THE WORD “FAITH.”

 

Few words occur more frequently or have greater prominence in the

Scriptures, than the words faith and believe. The former is the trans- -

lation of the Greek word pistis; the latter, of the Greek verb pisteuo.

A correct knowledge of the different senses in which these words are,

used in the Bible, is essential to the right understanding of a very '

large number of the most important passages, and indeed, of the plan

of salvation.

I. The word pistt's,—-faith, is used to signify that system of truth

which God has revealed, and which he commands us to'believe. Paul

mentions some who “concerning faith have made shipwreck.” (1‘ Tim.

1: 19.) That is, they had rejected some of the fundamental doctrines

of the Gospel, here called the faith. Amongst the qualifications

requisite for the office of Deacon, he specifies “ holding the mystery

of the faith in a pure conscience.” (1 Tim. 3: 8.) Luke states, that

Felix, the Roman Governor, “ sent for Paul, and heard him concerning

the faith in Christ.” (Acts 24: 24.) in these passages it is evident,

the word faith signifies the Gospel system. Whenever it is so used,

it is preceded by the Greek article, and should be translated the faith.

In the first of the passages just quoted, our translators unfortunately

omitted the article. . .

Used in this sense, the word faith has reference not so much to the

certainty of the things respecting which it is exercised, but to the

source from which we derive our knowledge of them. All our knowl

edge may be divided into two parts, viz : that which we have derived

from the observation of our senses and our consciousness; and that

for which which we are indebted to the testimony of others. In

strictness of speech we call the former knowledge; the latter, faith.

We do not say, I believe I see the sun; or I believe I hear thunder:

or I believe my head pains me. We know these things. But we

believe that Cyrus took Babylon and restored the Jews to their coun
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try; and we believe the Roman army destroyed the temple at Jcrusa

lem. The words faith and belief do not imply necessarily, that we

are less certain respecting the latter class of facts, than the former,

but only that these two classes of knowledge are derived from sources

entirely difierent. The Apostle declares faith to be “the substance

of things hoped for, the evidence of things not seen.” It relates to

things of which we know nothing, except the testimony of God.

II. The word pistt's is very constantly used to signify the exercise

of the mind in admitting or receiving truth on evidence. We are

justified by faith ; we walk by faith ; we overcome the world by faith.

But the word faith comprehends some three distinct exercises of the

mind. In the first place, it expresses merely intellectual conviction in

view of evidence. Thus Paul appealed to Agrippa—“ King Agrippa,

believest thou the prophets? I know that thou believest.” (Acts 26:

27.) His faith was nothing more than intellectual conviction. In

the same sense Simon Magus, on witnessing the miracles wrought by

Philip, believed. In the second place, the word faith expresses that

belief which is accompanied by the heartfelt approbation of the truth

believed. This is the faith “that worketh by love.” This is believ

ing with the heart. (Born. 10: 10.) In the third place, the word

faith expresses trust. It is that exercise of the mind and heart

which commits all interests into the hands of God, and feels that they

are safe; and which confides in his wisdom, goodness and power even

in the darkest dispensations. “ Nevertheless," said Paul, “ I am not

ashamed: for I know whom I have believed, and am persuaded that

he is able to keep that which I have committed unto him against that

day.” (2 Tim. 1: 12.)

II I. The word faith (pistis) signifies fidelity. “ For what if some

did not believe? shall their unbelief make the faith of God without

effect T” (Rom. 3: 3.) This passage Dr. Hodge renders thus :—

“ What if some were unfaithful? Shall their unfaithfulness make

the faithfulness of God without efi‘ect ?” The word pistes is frequent

ly used in this sense, as in 1 Cor. 1: 9. “ God is faithful, by whom

ye were called ;” and again—“ Moreover, it is required in stewards,

that a man be found faithful.”

To sum up the whole in a few words, the words fitith and belief

express the truths to be received; the exercise of the intellect and

heart in receiving and resting upon those truths ; and Christian fidelity

in obeying them. Thus the whole Christian life is embraced in a

single word. No wonder, that this word is one of great prominence

in the Scriptures; and ‘no wonder... that the Apostle James says—

“ Faith, without works, is dea .”
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“MORE BLESSED TO GIVE.”

That was a beautiful saying of our Lord—“ that it is more blessed

to give, than to receive ;” and Paul, in his afl'ecting farewell address

to the elders of Ephesus, bids them remember it. (Acts 20: 35.)

The practical belief of the truth of this saying, would work wonders in

the evangelical operations of the Church. N0 one would be disposed

to charge men generally with any lack of inclination to receive.

“Give, give,” is the importunate cry that meets us at every turn ; and

the hope of gain stimulates the multitude to great and protracted

exertions, mental and physical. It requires no argument to prove to

them, that they are blest, when they receive. Suppose it possible to

satisfy them fully, that they are more blessed in giving ; what a revo

lution such a belief would work in their conduct. But we Christians

profess to believe this. Do we really believe it? Is our faith in it

of that kind which produces correspondiiig works?

The Scriptures give great prominence to Christian liberality. Every

one is familiar with the parable of the good Samaritan. Every pious

heart has been affected by the simple narrative of the widow’s two

mites. Our Lord called the attention of his disciples to that act of

liberality, and said—“Verily I say unto you, that this poor Widow

hath cast more in, than all they which have cast into the treasury.

For all they did cast in of their abundance; but she of her want did

cast in all that she had, even all her living.” (Mark 12: 42—12.)

Honorable notice is made of the liberality of Cornelius, the first Gentile

admitted with his family into the Christian Church. He “ gave much

alms to the people, and prayed to God always.” (Acts 10: 2.) Dorcas,

too, “ was full of good works and alm deeds which she did ;” and the

tears of the weeping widows, as they shewed Peter the coats and

garments which she made, whilst she was with them, were an honor

outweighing a crown ; whilst her miraculous restoration to life was the

most impressive commentary on that beautiful saying of Christ already

quoted. The extraordinary liberality of the churches of Macedonia

is mentioned by Paul, as a wonderful exhibition of the workings of

divine grace. “ How that in a great trial of afliiction, the abundance

of their joy, and their deep poverty abounded unto the riches of their

4
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liberality. For to their power, I bear record, yea, and beyond their

power, they were willing of themselves.” (2 Cor. 82- 1—3.) The

contributions sent by the Phillippian church to Paul in his missionary

'labors, were “an odour of a sweet smell, a sacrifice acceptable, well

pleasing to God.” (Phil. 4: 18.) And that Apostle bids Timothy

“ charge them that are rich in this world, that they be not high-mind

ed, nor trust in uncertain riches, but in the living God, who giveth us

all things richly to enjoy; that they do good, that they be rich in

good works, ready to distribute, willing to communicate, laying up in

store for themselves a good foundation against the time to come, that

they may lay hold on eternal life.” (1 Tim. 6: 17.)

These are but a small portion of the scripture teachings on this

important subject; but they are suflicient to show, that Christian

liberality is one of the effects of Divine grace on the heart; that it

secures the favor of God in this life; and that in its blessed results it

extends to eternity. He who gives liberally, treasures up abundantly.

“ There is that scattereth, yet increaseth.” But let us not be mistaken.

Cnristian liberality is not giving from momentary impulse, when some

exciting appeal is made ; but it is the constant outflowing of the

benevolence of the renewed heart. It is not giving just when it is

convenient to give, or such quantity as we can conveniently spare.

Self-denial is a gospel law; and Divine grace made the churches of

Macedonia liberal “in their deep poverty.” In our day, there is a

loud call for liberality. The Church has on hand great and noble

enterprizes. God in his providence has opened wide the field for

evangelical labors ; and the cry of perishing millions in our own land

and in other lands calls for constant, self-denying liberality. In our

day and in our land, moreover, infidelity and error in all their forms

are animated by an extraordinary zeal. A great preparation is going

forward for another great era in our world’s history. This is no time

for Christians to hoard up their treasures for selfish enjoyment; and if

they do so, God will curse their blessings. If ever there was a time

when it was a duty to give; we live in such a time. If ever there

was a day when it was a privilege to give, we live in such a day.

Now, the question is one of great practical moment—how can

Christians, with the means they have, give to the cause of' Christ the

largest amount, or so give as to accomplish the greatest good? Much

has been said and written, of late, in favor of systematic giving ; and

it would be difficult to overestimate the importance of it. It may be

urged on two grounds, viz: 1st. The benevolent operations of the

Church, to be carried on successfully and efficiently, must be conducted
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systematically. Our missionaries at home and abroad must receive

their salaries regularly; and the credit of our Boards must not be

permitted to suffer. Every one who has lived on a salary, knows how

much more valuable a given amount is, when paid at regular intervals,

than when irregularly received ; and our missionaries are obliged to

live on salaries so limited, that prompt payment is to them a matter of

great importance. But if our Boards are to fulfil their engagements,

they can do so only by the systematic giving of the churches and, of

course, of individual Christians. 2d. The Christian who gives syste

matically, will give a larger amount in the year, than be otherwise

could, and will give with less embarrassment. All who have paid any

attention to such subjects, know—that a man who could not, at any

one time in the year, give fifty dollars without serious inconvenience,

can easily give twelve dollars at five different times without any diffi

culty. Thus a Christian who gives systematically, can give sixty dollars

per annum with less inconvenience than he would otherwise experience

in giving fifty ; and this sum of sixty dollars regularly paid in, will

be worth to the church as much as seventy dollars paid irregularly.

We may add—that since our Boards have dispensed with agents—

an arrangement which is a great saving to the Church—it becomes

absolutely essential, that the churches and individual Christians give

with system. Otherwise in a very short period all our benevolent

operations will become embarrassed. But how can the churches be

induced to give systematically? * * * *

Thus far we had written, when the following article was handed us

by an esteemed Elder, whose mind has been turned specially to this

subject for years, and who has been enabled to do much in calling the

attention of the Church to it, and in putting the different churches on

the right plan. We need scarcely ask for this article a careful perusal.

SYSTEMATIC BENEVOLENCE.

 

EDI'roa PRESBYTERIAN Exrosn'on:

You are at liberty to publish the enclosed letter, making no refer

ence to names or localities. The simple plan alluded to has been

eminently successful whenever it has been believed in and faithfully

tried. I have before me- the result in one little church not averaging

sixty members, where in twenty months $873.20 was raised for Mis

sionary purposes; and in the Sabbath School of the same church,

during the same period, forty children and teachers raised with ease
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$348.45 for the Boards of our Church. I am at a loss to understand

the reason why, with such facts before us, this or some other plan is

not adopted very generally in all our churches and sabbath schools.

Greatly honored, indeed, will that man be of God, who, possessing the

love and confidence of our whole church, shall find his heart filled

with the importance of rearing the children of our church in orderly

habits of systematic benevolence. I expect to see the day, when by

an order of General Assembly, our Board of Publication will be

directed to publish and furnish to every church in our connection, a

regular system of subscription and collection.

Let me suppose a case, and let us try to anticipate what would be

the effect upon the great heart of the church, as the sabbath morning

should come, when by an order of General Assembly, cards of sub

scription in all our churches, and little notes of hand in all our sabbath

schools should be distributed, and the whole church and her children

should on that day tell our Boards what we would do for them jor

the coming year.

No one movement of the church, since the first day of the week

was set apart to commemorate the resurrection of our Lord, would

possess more thrilling interest. The result in one short year would

astonish and delight our every heart. Five years of system, order and

uniformity, all over our beloved Zion, would not have half passed away

before a new era would have been inaugurated in all the ramifications

of our church’s great mission, at home and abroad.

The spirit has been poured out from on high in answer to prayer.

Perhaps not so few as one thousand young men have been called into

the church during this revival, to preach the all glorious gospel. The

church owes it to her Great Head to devise, and speedily, some “ lib

eral thing ” by which the means may be provided to educate and equip

these panting young soldiers to lead on in the great coming battle day.

'Pause a moment and conceive, reader, if you can, the moral efl'ect uponv

the church herself, of such a concerted movement to call out the

dormant energies of her sons and her daughters and their little ones,

to begin to do in earnest and in order, something in a small degree

expressive of the love we should bear to IIim, for the greattht'ngs He

has this year (Zone for ,us.

“The field is the world,” and it‘ is “ripe for the harvest ;” but the

“laborers are few ;” and while we pray, and fervently, “the Lord of

the harvest, that he would send forth laborers into his harvest ;” is it

not manifest that prayer is heard, and answers sent, and men raised

up quite as fast, as the Church furnishes the means to educate, equip
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and send out her laborers? I venture tremblingly to express the

doubt, if any question more momentous can be presented for solution,

to our whole church, than this one regarding the inaugurating a sys

tem which shall interest, drawout and concentrate the energies of the

Presbyterian (Iliurch, in support of her well—devised plans to execute

her manifest mission. I tremble lest I presumptuously “ darken

council by words without knowledge,” as I venture to once‘again ex

press the opinion, that until the children of the Church shall be rear

ed in, some orderly habits of love, and labor and benevolence for

_ our Boards, her great work will not-be heartily, and rapidlz , and

joyousl'y consummated.

Whole-hearted consecration of ail the free, and gushing, and grate

ful “bringing of all the tithes into the store-house,” is perhaps the

exception, not the peculiar characteristic of the converts of the recent

revival. The reason is one of simple solution. They have been “born

again,” without having been raised in orderly habits of benevolence.

The sin of covetousness has, peradventure, insidiously fastened upon

many. Let me illustrate familiarly the position of such men, and the

warfare before them. I “draw my bow at a venture:” the wounded

Child of God knows where to find the Physician.

I had the following narrative from a most reliable source, and as

near as may be will give it in the language of the narrator:

“ I knew a man who, until past the meridian of life, manifested in

all his transactions a mean, miserly spirit. Money was his God. He

was proverbially a “mean man.” Between forty and fifty years of

age, he became a subject of ‘ Sovereign Grace.’ His eyes were opened

to see with great distinctness the truth of that word—‘A man’s life

consisteth not in the abundance of the things which he possesseth.’

In a word he was truly converted. At the period of which I speak,

he was a wealthy farmer, on one of our rich prairies. He united with

the people of God. He confessed and most deeply deplored the sin

of covetousness. He promised with Divine help to ‘Live no longer

unto himself.’ He was sincere in;his promise and his purpose. Little

did the poor man know himself; the power of habit, of temptation, or

of the conflict before him between the ‘ Old ’ and the ‘ New Man.’

As was then in the Methodist Church in the country, and is to

some extent the custom at this day, the minister in charge was in the

habit of receiving his dues in provisions, &c. Soon after ‘Old Cov

etous’ united with the class, the preacher got out of meat: so he ,

‘harnesscd up’ and rode over to Bro. G’s house.’

‘Good morning, Bro. C.’
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‘Good morning; glad to see you; won’t you ’light ?’

‘N0, thank you. Wife says we are out of meat, and I thought—’

(Old man.) ‘Out of meat are ye!’ (New man.) ‘ Well, I’m glad

to hear it; it will do me good to supply you. Go to my smoke-house,

yonder, and take the best ham you can find—mind and tithe the biggest.’

On went the preacher, and soon returned, bearing a ham weighing

twenty pounds. He passed on to his wagon.

Now came the conflict.

(Old man in his heart, solus.) ‘You old fool! that ham weighs

twenty pounds! Hams are scarce—worth 1s per pound.’ (New man,

solus.) “‘ God loveth the cheetful giver.” “What shall it profit

aman, though he gain the whole world and lose his own soul.” 0

God forgive me! “Get thee behind me Satan.” Here, Mr., come

back! come back! Now,’ said he, ‘go again to my smoke-house, and

this time get two hams. Get the very best—mind you get rousers.’

Soon he returned, bearing forty pounds more of the precious meat;

then came over the poor man again the spirit of covetousness.

(Old man.) ‘Well, you are a fool! ' You will die in the Poor

House yet! Forty, sixty pounds worth—$8.00. Eight dollars gone

slick!’ (New man.) “‘Honor the Lord with thy substance. Give

and it shall be given unto you.” “Rejoice not against me, O mine

enemy, though I fall, I shall arise again.” “ Though I walk through

the Valley of the Shadow of Death, I will fear no evil.” Oh! I am,

I am in the Valley.’

Poor man, he was, and like Bunyan’s Christian, he sheathed his

sword and cried to Him who was ‘able and willing’—‘ “ Lord save me.” ’

(New man.) ‘ Here, Mr., come back! come back!’ Now his manly

form trembled! The water stood in his eyes, and then, like a little

child, he wept and sobbed as he told his minister of the warfare within.

‘And now, Mr. Devil,’ said he, ‘]f you don’t quit this business, I’ll

give away every ham I’ve got in the smoke-house!”

Then ‘Apollyon spread his wings and left him for a season.’ ”

Reader, did you ever know such a man? All this may be Greek

to you, if so, just turn to 1 Cor. 2: 12, and you will learn the simple

reason. I personally know the man described above. I knew him

when he hoarded everything. I know him now, an honor to his “ new

nature,” and t0 the Savior he loved; building churches, profuse in

his benevolence, “Given to hospitality.” 0, how does such a man

“preach the Word!” Talk of great preachers! the tongue of the

eloquent! One such living example of the power of the cross, is a

high above mere pzlln't eloquence, as we can well conceive.
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The children of this generation have a mission before them, and

that to all human appearance, while yet the blush of their youth shall

have hardly passed away, second to none since the advent of the

children’s Friend. Let them come up to that great work with all the

ardor and piety, and talent, and wisdom of Cromwell and of Luther,

of Baxter and of Bunyan, of Whitfield and of Spencer. They will

come but half armed to the conflict, if they bring not with them the

panoply of trained bedevolenoe. It is true that God can and will, in

his own way, bring out his own treasures, his own silver and gold, for

his own work, but to put to shame the “Prince of this world.” He

will do it by human instrumentality. Blessed work! to be His in

strument in organizing the children of the Presbyterian Church into

a consolidated Missionary Association. Oh I for “ words that burn ”

with love for souls—that may reach some hearts of influence, that

will never rest until a Juvenile Bureau of Illissions is inaugurated at

Phildadelphia, and the reflex influence of such a movement is felt to

the most remote bounds of our beloved Chin-ch.

The plan to which allusion has been made, was, with entire una

nimity, adopted by the Synod of Illinois, at its session in Bloomington

in October, 1856.

A sample card of subscription for adults, a sheet of the little en

graved notes of hand, to interest and engage the children, together

with a leaf from the Sabbath School Record Book, will be sent by

mail, to any address, on receipt of one three cent postage stamp, ad

dressed “ Prebgterian Expositor, Chicago, ll .” S.

JUNE 30TH, 1858.

VERY DEAR Sm:

It is at a late hour, I must admit, to acknowledge your kindness

in sending me, by Mr. Himrod, your Books, Notes and Cardson Sys

tematic Benevolence; but if my delay indicates a want of appreciation,

(which I hope will not be so regarded,) it furnishes me an opportunity

of speaking more confidently with regard to its excellency and practical

utility. The gift was peculiarly timely; our sabbath school had been

but recently organized, and I may say your system of benevolence was

adopted at the very commencement of its existence. It has far sur

passed our highest expectations, though it was undertaken with some

hesitancy, on account of our feebleness. Our teachers are now per

fectly satisfied that it is the only eflicient plan, and it meets with the

hearty co-operation of all our scholars.

Our sabbath school was organized July 15, 1855. We had during
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the first year not more than thirty or forty scholars, and we collected

by these notes and cards seventy dollars ; the second year over a. hun

dred dollars; this year we are supporting a mission school in China,

besides contributing to the several Boards connected with our Church.

The school in China we intend to be a permanent one. WVe. cannot

thank you too much for directing our attention to this method of

giving, and while you already have the satisfaction of seeing its happy

and useful efi'ect in many places, I trust God may continue to smile

upon it until it is universally adopted in our beloved church.

It may be interesting to you, connected with our branch of the

church, to state that it is the only old school church in our city. It

was organized amid great opposition in 1855, with nine members,

holding its meetings in the attic of a four story building—our con—

gregation numbering at the time from forty to fifty. We now have a

beautiful church of our own, in one of the most desirable locations in

the city, at a cost (including the lot) of $17,000 and are out of debt.

Our members have increased to fifty, our sabbath school to one hundred

and eighty, and our congregation ordinarily three hundred. At our

communion on the second Sabbath of July, we expect an addition of

twenty or thirty on examination. The Rev. Mr. Blackburn is our

pastor, and is highly esteemed and beloved by his people. The Lord

has blessed us, and I trust we are thankful.

Very respectfully yours,

—————-—————-.v~.-*---—-———

JUDGE MAYES’ REPLY.

 

YAZOO CITY, JULY 14, 1858

Emma PRESBYTERIAN Exrosrron,

Dear Sir: Accept my thanks for a copy of the Presbyterian
Expositor for May, containing a review of “The Tecnobaptist ;” and i

for your liberality in ofiering me the use of your columns to respond. I

have not, until now, had leisure or inclination to accept the profiered

courtesy.
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In strict propriety, I ought to confine myself to one of the two speci

fied purposes for which the use of your columns, to a reasonable ex

tent, has been tendered ; but I feel the usual disposition to impose on

generosity; and make some remarks on other points suggested by your

review.

You compliment the skill with lwhich, in the Tecnobaptist, I con

trive “ with a great show of impartiality and child-like desire toget at

the simple truth,” to awaken prejudice in favor of the views I pro

pose to advocate; and against the opposite views. If the book con

tains any thing worthy, in this respect, of the admiration which you

express, be assured that I, like many military celebrities, have achiev

ed praise by merely blundering on a good position.

1. The first mark “ of aplan, laid by a shrewd observer of human

nature,” consists in representing an Arminian and a Calvinist as agree

ing, “after much consultation and prayer, to spend a day in the efiort

to lead” a Baptist in the right way. This you say, “is an extraordi

nary course to be pursued by an Arminian and Calvinist.” Of course

you do not allude to the consultation and prayer before taking an im

portant step; but to the fact of their combining to convince a Bap

tist of what they regard an important error. This may be an extraor

dinary course for them to pursue ; but I cannot see that it is at all im

proper, or calculated to excite prejudice against them. The Tecno

baptist introduces three true and liberal Christian gentlemen, who are

warm friends and devoted Christians. Was it not obligatory upon any

two of them, as Christions and as friends, to make some effort to

correct any error of judgment by which the third was led to live

in the neglect of any Christian duty? Is it calculated, to preju

dice one against them that, “after many consultations, and frequent

prayers for a better guidance than their own judgments,” they deter

mined to enter upon the conscientious discharge of that obligation?

Could they be represented in a more amiable light? They are not lit

igious Pedobaptists, resolving to force a wrangle upon a quiet Baptist;

but humble, conscientious, prayerful Christians, entering upon the dis

charge of what they thought a solemn duty, with a becoming sense of

their own liability to err in judgment,~ and an humble reliance upon

Him whose wisdom is infinite.

If I have done injustice to the Pedobaptists in representing them as

regarding the baptism of infants, as a very important Christian duty, I

must shift the responsibility to the shoulders of Rev. Samuel Miller,

D. 1)., and the Psesbyterian Board of Publication, by whose authority

his treatise on infant baptism has been published for many years. In

that book I find these passages :—
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“ The baptism of a child is one of the solemn transactions pertain

ing to our holy religion (p 55). Verily, my dear friend, those who re

fuse or neglect the baptism of their children, not only sin against

Christ by disobeying his solemn command; but they also deprive both

themselves and their children of great benefits.” (p. 42.) " The er

ror of our Baptist brethren in rejecting the church membership and

the baptism of infants, is a most serious and mischievous error. 'It

is not a mere mistake about a speculative point; but is an error which

so directly contravenes the spirit of the whole Bible, and of all Jeho

vah’s covenants with his people, in every age, that it must be consid

ered as invading some of the most vital interests of the body of Christ,

and as adapted to exert a most baneful influence on his spiritual king

dom.” (p. 54.) Much more might be quoted to the same effect.

If the baptism of infants be such a solemn and important duty, and

its rejection so serious and mischievous an error; a sin against Christ,

so baneful in its consequences and influences; I am sorry to learn from

you that an earnest and prayerful efi'ort to correct that baneful error,

and pursuade to the discharge of that solemn and important duty, “is

quite an extradorniary course to be pursued by an Arminian and a

Calvinist.”

But why did I not represent “two Baptists as thus combining to

convert a Calvinist and an Arminian ? ” Though this may be “a thing

quite as likely to happen,” and quite as well adapted to bring out all

the ideas which I desired to present, it would but have encumbered the

writer and perplexed the reader to have had two representatives of

the same opinions. The reason for introducing two Pedobaptists, and

only one Antipedobaptist, is sufiiciently explained in the preface to the

Tecnobaptist, where it is said,—“ Some, who agree as to infant baptism,

are divided on the subject of baptismal regeneration, which is inci

dentally considered. It was therefore more convenient to introduce three

colloquists” ( p. VI ). But for this distinction of doctrine, I would

have preferred but two speakers. The introduction of a fourth has

nothing to recommend it, except to avoid exciting a prejudice of the

possibility of exciting which I never dreamed, until informed by you

that I had exercised great skill, and evinced a deep insight into hu

man nature by accomplishing that object.

2. The second mark “ of a. plan laid by a shrewd observer of hu

man nature,” consists in making the Pedobaptists “ assume an oflensive

attitude at the outset.” This was certainly not intended, and I am not

yet able to perceive in what respect their attitude is more ofiensive

than that of the Antipedobaptist. They are not “made to claim in
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fallibilityf’ but he to insinuate such a charge, by saying, “If I also

lay claim to infallibility.” True, they “are made to beg the question—‘

to assume thatthey are right ;” but not until the same fault was first

committed by the Antipedobaptist. When asked what was the book

against infant baptism which he had studied, he answers, “the Bible.’’

They at once detect and expose the begging of the question by saying,

“ Whether that book be for or against infant baptism is the very point

in issue.” Then it is that they beg the question, by adding, “And, it

is to convince you that the Bible favors the baptism 'of infants; that we

are here this morning.” He first begs the question by assuming that

the Bible opposes infant baptism ; they afterward beg the question by

assuming that the Bible favors infant baptism. In what, then, is

theirs the more offensive attitude?

But the Antipedobaptist “meekly reproves them, and they confess

their error.” Here too they have the advantage ; for, while many can

he meek in reproving, few havethe candor and magnanimity to prompt

ly confess an error. The latter course promises more toward an im

partial investigation than the former. You say, “ there is something

in human nature which, in view of such a reproof, so well deserved,

is strongly inclined to take sides with the more modest and candid

man.” Unlike you, I deem him “the more modest and candid man,”

who meekly takes reproof and confesses his fault.

While it is true that the colloquists “are confessedly representative -

characters,” it is not true that any of them represent denominations,

or schools of theology, in any thing except mere doctrine and argu

ment. The preface expressly declares that “it has been attempted to

make them, in character and temper, equally representatives of the

true and liberal Christian gentleman, of "whatever denomination.”

Nor is any one of them, in any respect whatever, a representative of the

Baptist denomination ; for, again, the preface states that, “in doctrinal

opinion, two of them represent two classes of theologians ; while the

third is merely the vehicle of the Opinions of the writer, who is not

connected with any denomination.” It cannot be supposed, therefore,

that I intended any thing so far from my opinion of the truth as a

representation, “that Pedobaptists are more positive in their opinions,

and more disposed to lay claim to infallibility, than are Baptists.” On

the contrary, those who represent the “doctrinal opinion” of Pedobap

tists, having first, like men of candor and Christian meekness, ac

knowledged a fault, which had been urged upon them in a tone of

much less meekness, and with much more the appearance of irritation,

proceed to utter the most enlarged and liberal sentiments. The one
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proposes that they seek “the teaching of the Holy Spirit,” and the

other oflers up a prayer that they may “put on humbleness of mind

and meekness.” If any advantage be given toeither side, it seems to

me, that the Pedobaptists have it; and, had my argument resulted fav

0rably to infant baptism, no doubt some suspicious Baptist would have

charged me with having artfully excited prejudice against his brethren

by representing them as more prone to rebuke, and less inclined to

confess and amend their errors than Pedobaptists. He would discover

that, with a deep insight into human nature, I had made the Baptist

beg the question, by assuming that the Bible favors his views, and

angrily charge the Pedobaptists with begging the question because they

intimate that the Bible favors their views. And he would discover

many other “marks of a plan laid by a shrewd observer of human na

ture,” which I have not time, space, or ingenuity to enumerate.

3. You find a third mark ‘_‘ of a plan laid by a shrewd observer of

human nature” in the remark of Mr. B. that he had carefully perused

every treatise he could find in favor of infant baptism, but had studied

only one against it; namely the Bible. It was not intended here to

claim any thing whatever for the Baptist denominaton ; nor make any

representation as to the course of study of either Baptists or Pedobap

tists. It is a mere statement through “the vichicle of the opinions of

the writer,” of a fact concerning himself. Probably it might have

been stated with more propriety in the preface, but it was brought in

where it is, more for the purpose of conducting the discourse to the

point of discussion, than for any other.
As little as you would suppose it, I would be aslfar as yourself from

exciting prejudice against Pedobaptists in general, and Presbyterians

in particular ; and I would as promptly as yourself, repel the charge

that they are “more disposed to controversy on this subject than Bap

tists, that they are more dictatorial,” or “that Baptists read the Bible

more faithfully than Pedobaptists.” My infancy was tenderly watched

by a devout Methodist; my youth was passed, first among Episcopa

lians, and subsequently among Presbyterians; and for many years,

nearlyall my most intimate associations have been among members of

the latter denomination. This society of Christians has been more es

pecially endeared to me by the companionship, for a brief time, of one

of the purest and most elevated of Christians, a member of the Pres

byterian church, and reared from infancy by members of that church.

It is the only church that I ever assayed to join, and I was only pre

vented by the request of the minister that I would read farther on the

subject of baptism, in order to remove my objections to sprinkling.
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I am the more earnest in disavowing any intention of appealing to

prejudice, because I agree with you that it is the common resort of er

ror, that the truth does not need it, and that nothing is better calculated

tomake the truth contemptible. If the Tecnobaptist contain anything

which has the appearance of such appeal, however impossible you

may find it to suppose so, it has been purely accidental; and, much as

Imight desire to appropriate your compliment to me as “a shrewd ob

server of human nature,” ,candor requires me to confess that it is not

merited by any plan laid in the Tecnobaptist for the purpose of excit

ing prejudice. On the contrary, my sole and honest effort was to allay

prejudice; to represent three Christian. gentlemen, equally decided in

their opinions, equally swayed by prejudice, but equally willing to lay

aside prejudice, and re-examine their opinions, “being prepared in

mind to follow God, and God only, which way soever he ” should lead

them. This was intended as a preparation of the minds of the read

ers, to practice the like impartiality, to lay aside their prejudice also,

and come to the investigation in a love of the truth.

That I have not succeeded to my satisfaction in disarming prejudice,

is evident from the fact that my very efforts to do so have created a

jealous suspicion on your part, that I have designedly, artfully and

\very skillfully labored to arouse prejudice. It is evident, also, from

the fact that I have provoked from you an attack on the Baptists, with

whom I have as little connection as with the Presbyterians, by simply

taking the letter 'B. as the name of him who was to oppose infant

baptism. The dialogue is not “between a Calvinist, an Arminian,

and a Baptist,” but between an Anti-Pedobaptist and two Pedobap

lists, of the latter of whom “one was of the Calvinistic, the other of

the Arminian school.” The first is nowhere called a Baptist, but is

mentioned as one “of Baptist views ;” that is, one whose views con

berning infant baptism agree with those of the Baptists. If I could

have dispensed with a third speaker, the dialogue should have been

between A., Anti-Pedobaptist, and P., Pedobaptist. But, Pedobaptists

being divided on the question of baptismal regeneration, Arminian

Pedobaptists holding the one side, and Calvinian Pedobaptists the

other, it was more convenient to designate them by the letters A. and

C. The only convenient letter, to represent the Anti-Pedobaptist

speaker, was B., which was farther recommended by the fact that the

colloquists would then be represented by the first three letters of the

alphabet, and the memory of the reader be assisted to keep in view

the difl'erence of opinion among them, by letting each letter remind

him of some doctrinal distinction, Armt'nt'an, Baptist, Calvinist. As
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Arminianism and Calvinism were 11 to be discussed, it could not be

intended to represent that Baptists are or are not Calvinists. As they

oppose infant baptism, opposition to that doctrine and practice is sufli

ciently indicated by the word Baptist 3 and that word being sufliciently

represented by the letter B., it was stated, not that the Baptist, but

that “he of Baptist views, is Mr. B.” This provokes you to say:

“In one respect he seems to have dealt fairly. The dialogue is

between a Calvinist, an Arminian, and a Baptist. Time was when

Baptists were Calvinists; but now they are Baptists, intensely Bap

tists. The mode of baptism, the subjects of baptism, the design of

baptism, the administrator of baptism, ministerial communion as

eifected [affected ‘1] by baptism, the revision of the Bible with a view

to baptism,—these are the absorbing topics which occupy and distract

their attention. But what are their views of the doctrines of grace,

no one can tell. They are not Calvinists; they are not Arminians;

they are Baptists. As a morbid growth on the human body draws

the nutriment from other parts of the system, and leaves them to

wither; so has the baptismal controversy afflicted the Baptist denom

ination. The Campbellite sect owes its existence and its strength

mainly to the zeal of the Baptists for their peculiar views; and their

numerous divisions on other momentous questions are traceable to the

same source.”

Having innocently subjected the Baptists to such an onslaught, I

trust that I have compensated them in part, by having afforded you

an opportupity to pay a compliment to their logical consistency. You

say, the whole merit of my argument “consists in showing—what no one

ever denied—that Baptist premises do not lead to Pedobaptist cone/u

sions;” and again, “ the sole merit of this book consists in proving,

what even a child might see, that Baptist premises cannot lead to Pe

dobaptist conclusions.” If some Pedobaptist would write a book that

would establish the converse of this proposition, he would render a

valuable service to the Pedobaptist cause.

But it is time that I should come to the subject for which you ten

dered me the use of your columns; either to show that Pedobaptists

hold the doctrines I ascribe to them, or to explain how I came so

glaringly to misrepresent them. My remarks having already attained

a length far beyond my expectations, I will defer this part of my

response until another number.

Very respectfully yours,

R. B. BIAYES&
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In a recent number of the Expositor, as our readers remember, we

gave a brief review of a book entitled “The Tecnobaptist,” in which

we'pcinted out what we regarded as the unfair method of conducting

the discussion, adopted by the author, and exposed his misrepresenta

tions of the principles of the Pedobaptists. We offered to the author,

Judge Mayes, of Mississippi, the use of our columns to a reasonable

extent, if he chose to attempt to vindicate himself from the charges

we felt constrained to make. In our present number, our readers will

find the first part of his reply. It will be seen, that he confines him~

self to some preliminary criticisms of ours, in which we exposed what

we regarded as a plan on his part to gain the advantage of certain

strong prejudices, which are very prevalent. As he disclaims any de

sign of the kind, we are obliged to attribute the peculiar method

adopted to that prominent feature of human nature, which often un

consciously seeks to place an antagonist in an unfavorable attitude—

aided, no doubt, by the habits acquired in the legal profession, in which

it is often found necessary to make the best of a bad or doubtful

cause. Such habits quite naturally cause men to occasionally “blun

der on a good position.”

1. The author opens his dialogue by making an Arminian and a

Calvinist adopt a plan for convincing a Baptist friend, who was quietly

attending to his own business, of the error of his ways. We said, this

is an extraordinary proceeding, well calculated to excite sympathy in

favor of the assailed party. The Judge replies, that the Baptists,

according to Dr. Miller, are in serious error; and, therefore, an attempt

to convince them and lead them to the truth, is not calculated to awa

ken prejudice. We are aware, that on both sides the difference is re

garded as important; and still it is notoriously true, that there is a prev

alent prejudice against proselytism, especially amongst evangelical

denominations; and therefore it is—that we constantly find those who

engage in such discussions, however kindly, assigning reasons in justi

fication of their course; whilst there are constant eflorts on the part of

controvertists to represent themselves as the assailed party. The re

marks of Judge Mayes go very far in showing, that such a prejudice
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is unreasonable; but all prejudicds are so, and yet they exist, and are

often too powerful for the most conclusive arguments. After all, it

will occur to most persons, that in that same town there were many

persons in a far worse condition spiritually, than Mr. Baptist; and

that Messrs. Arminian and Calvinist would have been better em

ployed in expending the same amount of prayer and labor for the -

conversion of the impenitent. Certain it is; that the prejudice does

prevail, notwithstanding the Judge’s logic; and, therefore, Pedobaptists

have the right to take exception to his method of introducing the

discussion.

2. His reason for arraying two Pedobaptists against one Baptist

seems to us eminently unsatisfactory. The reason is——that he desired

“incidentally” to discuss the subject of baptismal regeneration. We

answer—1st. Neither Arminians nor Calvinists, as such, hold the

doctrine of baptismal regeneration; and therefore, the introduction of

the two speakers did not at all facilitate the accomplishment of the

object. If he desired to discuss this subject, he should have intro

duced a high church Episcopalian or a Papist. 2d. There are three

distinct questions of controversy respecting baptism, viz: the mode in

which the ordinance ought to be administered; the subjects to whom

it should be administered; and the design for which it is administered.

These questions, though somewhat related, are entirely distinct; and

the attempt to discuss two questions at the same time, is admirably

adapted to produce confusion, and to prevent any satisfactory result.

Pedobaptists differ from each other respecting the design of baptism;

, and the same is true of anti-pedobaptists. Why, then, has our author,

"whilst discussing the subjects of baptism, chosen “incidentally” to dis

cuss the design? Of course, he did not wish to confuse his readers;

yet such is the inevitable effect.

3. We objected, that our author had chosen to place the Pedobap

tists in an oifensive attitude, and to make the Baptist meekly reprove

them, whilst they confess their fault. Judge Mayes admits that he

did make them beg the question, but not until Mr. Baptist had been

made to commit the same fault. Now, if, as he says, the Baptist is

not a representative character, but “merely the vehicle of the opinions

of the writer 5” we are at a loss to know why he should make himself

beg the question, unless he means to convey the idea, that before

entering upon the investigation which led him to adopt Baptist views,

he assumed that the Baptists are in the right. But we cannot but

think, that the Judge now does as much injustice to Mr. Baptist, as he

previously did to Messrs. Calvinist and Arminian. We feel constrained
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to defend him. Mr. Arminian intimates, that he has confined himself

to books that favor his own views, and advises him not to do so. He

replies—“ Nor have I; for, while I have carefully perused every treat

ise I have been able to find in favor of infant baptism, I have studied

but one against it-—the Bible.” N0w, we cannot admit, that a man

is chargeable with begging the question, when, in reply to an implied

charge, he states the fact, that he has reached his conclusions only

after having read every treatise he could find against them, and has

only read the Bible to find whether they are true. And the complaint

we make is, not only that the Pedobaptists are made to beg the ques

tion, assuming that they are in the right, but that nothing is said

about their reading on the subject. We still further object to the plan

of the dialogue, if Mr. Baptist is not a representative character, but

only Judge Maycs, whilst the others are representative characters.

The respective parties do not stand upon an equal footing; for the

Baptists get the advantage of whatever Judge Mayes may advance' in

argument, and of his peculiar reading, without being held responsible

for his mistakes. We insist, [that in a fair dialogue all should be rep

resentative characters, or none. Indeed the Judge does speak of Mr.

B., as “he of Baptist views," and if he represents Baptist views, he

is a representative character. The Judge does indeed make a distinc-~

tion between a Boplist and a man of Baptist views ,' but it is a dis

tinction we are unable to appreciate. We confess our dislike to one in

a discussion, who is, and yet is not, a representative character.

It may be very creditable to the Pedobaptists, as the Judge says, to

confess their faults when pointed out 3 but it is more creditable not to

deservt; reproof ; and the feeling is strongly with the man, whose

sense of propriety preserves him from all improper assumptions, even

when assailed.- The Judge’s supposition of what “some suspicious

Baptist” might have said in a certain contingency, does not change

the obvious truth, that the man who takes it upon himself to convert.

another to his opinions, and in so doing arrogates infallibility, does

instantly encounter a powerful prejudice. '

lVe can most cheerfully accept the earnest disavowals of Judge

Mayes, respecting a design to excite prejudice against Pedobaptists

and in favor of Baptists ,' and if the article we are now reviewing

could accompany his book, our objections might be obviated. But our

views of the tendency of his dialogue remain unchanged; and having

seen the same thing much more prominently exhibited in more than

one book recently published by Anti-Pedobaptists, we very naturally

supposed the plan deliberately arranged. We are happy, too, to learn,

\
5
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that the Judge is so largely indebted for his knowledge'of the Bible

and his piety, to faithful, sound Pedobaptist instruction and influence.

If he should have been led off on a false track, on one or two subjects;

the precious seed sown in early youth and nurtured in maturer years,

we hope and believe, will bring forth fruits to eternal life.

The severest feature of our “onslaught” on the Baptists, is its

truthfulness. Whether the Judge designed it or not, he did them

justice. They are simply Baptists! Most welcome are our Baptist

brethren to the compliment to their “ logical consistency.” .However,

to say that men consistently carry out false premises, is not saying

much in their praise. Indeed, we presume, most intelligent Baptists

would admit, though the Judge does not, that Pedobaptists areeqnally

consistent as themselves. If not, why have so many volumes been

written against Pedobaptist premises, in order to escape from Pedo

baptist conclusions?7 The truth is, Baptists and Pedobaptists difi'er

not simply respecting the subjects and mode of baptism. They differ

respecting the c0Venant of grace and the organization and character

of the Church; and hence they differ respectlng the subjects of bap

tism. Both are consistent in legitimately carrying out their premises;

and the Judge, we are very sure, will fail to reach Baptistconclusions

logically from Pedobaptist premises. But we shall hear from him on

this point hereafter.

_____ ____‘'y>—-——

0

CAUSES FOR DIVORCE.

 

Marriage is a Divine institution, which dates back before sin had

cursed the human race. It is, therefore. consistent with the highest

degree of purity, and is conducive to the happiness of the parties so

united. There is no other earthly relation so intimate; insomuch that

it is said of the husband and wife, “they are no more twain, but one

flesh.” They are one in all their interests, and they should be in

affection. Marriage can take place scripturally only between one man

and one woman; and it can be dissolved only by death, or by crime

on the part of the husband or the wife. “What God hath joined

together, let not man put assunder.”
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In our day and in our country, divorces are readily granted by our

Legislatures and civil courts for a variety of causes ; and infidelity in

some of its modern forms, is laboring to overthrow the sacred institu

tion. Its exceeding importance to sound morals, to religion, to human

happiness—nay, to the very existence of Church and State—demand

that the people understand the subject, and that the churches and all

the friends of domestic purity and peace, shall give their whole influ

ence to sustain it against the tide of corruption.

We have received a letter from a. Methodist minister, with whom

we-have not the pleasure of a personal acquaintance, in which he

requests us to answer the following questions: “ Is not willful aban

donment, without cause, a scriptural cause for divorce It—and may not

such a person feel at perfect liberty to marry again, (1 Cor. 7: 15)?

What does your Church in her policy say upon the question of aban

donment ?” These questions we prefer to answer in the present form,

as many of' our readers may be willing to see our views, together with

such information as we can present on this important subject.

1. It is agreed, on all hands, that fornication on the part of hus

band or wife gives the aggrieved party the right to claim a divorce.

It does n0t,actually dissolve the marriage tie; but it does present a

scriptural ground for its dissolution, if the aggrieved party' chose to

demand it ; and in that case the party injured may marry again.

(Math. 19: 9.) So far all parties agree.

2. It is maintained, that willful deserlion, without cause, on the

part of the husband or wife, dissolves the marriage tie, and leaves the

injured party free to marry again. This opinion is supposed to be

sustained by 1 Cor. 7: 15. “But if the unbelieving depart, let him

depart. A brother or a sister is not under bondage in such cases:

but God hath called 1m to peace.” The question which the Apostle

was answering, was—whether a believing wife or husband should

separate from an unbelieving partner. The question is answered neg

atively. Then the question arose—what if the unbelieving husband

or wife abandon the believer, refusing to perform the duties of marri

age ? The answer is in the language just quoted. The Westminister

Confession mentions two justifiable causes of divorce, viz: “adultery

or such willful desertion as can no way be remedied by the church or

civil magistrates "—“wherein a public and orderly course of proceeding

is to be observed, and the persons concerned in it not left to their own

wills and discretion in their own case.” Dr. Hodge, in his comment

ary upon the passage of scripture just quoted, says—“ This is the

interpretation which Protestants have almost universally given to this
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verse. It is a passage of great importance, because it is the founda

tion of the Protestant doctrine, that willful desertion is a legitimate

ground of divorce. And such certainly is the natural sense of the

passage.” Dr. Clarke, the Methodist commentator,.explains the pas

sage in the same way—“ If such obstinately depart, and utterly refuse

all cohabitation; a brother or a sister, a Christian man or woman, is

not under bondage to any particular laws, so as to be prevented from

marrying.” Gill, the Baptist commentator, interprets the passage in

the same way—“ Nor are they bound to remain unmarried, but 'are

free to marry another person, after all proper methods have been tried

for a reconciliation, and that appears to be impracticable: desertion in

such a case, and attended with such circumstances, is a breach of the

marriage contract, and a dissolution of the bond; and the deserted

person may lawfully marry again ; otherwise a brother, or a sister, in

such a case, would be in subjection and bondage to such a person.”

Dr. Dick, remarking on this passage, says—~“As willful deserticn not

only implies alienation of afi'ection, but defeats all the designs of mar

riage, it seems to entitle the injured party to be released from an

obligation which the other has violated, and which now serves only as

a restraint upon the natural liberty of the innocent.” Dr. Doddridge

paraphrases the passage thus: “However, if the unbelieving party,

in such circumstances as these, be absolutely determined, and will

depart, let him or her depart, and take the course they think best;

and the consequence is, that a brother, or.a sister, who hath been

united to such a wife, or husband, in matrimonial bonds, is by such a

conduct of a former partner, discharged from future obligation, and is

not in bondage in such cases.” Scott interprets the passage thus:

“The apostle further observed, that if the unbelieving wife, or bus

band, chose to depart, and to disannul the marriage according to~ the

laws of the community; the believer was not required to act in oppo

sition to it, or to be embarrassed, as if reduced to bondage by the

preceding contract.” He further remarks—“ The fathers in general

interpret this, as allowing the deserted person to marry again.” Whit

by and McNight take substantially the same view. The learned

Mathew Pool thus interprets the passage: “ Sensus ergo est, In hoc

_ casu liber est fidelis, postquam omnia expertus fuerit ut infidelem

discedentem revocet ad ofiicium. Liber est non solum a toro et mensa,

sed etiam a vinculo deserentis.—The sense is, In this case the believer

is free, after he has tried all expedierrts to bring the unbeliever de

parting back to his duty. He is free not only from the bed and

and board, but likewise from the bond of the deserting party.
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It will be seen from the authors now cited, that amongst Protestants

there has been a very general agreement in holding, that wilful deser

tion is a scriptural ground for annuling the marriage contract. And

yet this view is attended with one serious difliculty, which is strongly

urged by Dr. Dwight in his Theology. In Math. 5: 32, our Lord not

only mentions fornication as the only justifying cause for putting away

or divorcing a wife, but adds—“Whosoever shall marry her that is

divorced committeth adultery.” In view of this language Dr. Dwight

reasons thus: A divorced wife, if innocent, sufi'ers not only what is

tantamount to desertion, but is even more injured ; yet our Lord forbids

her to marry. Is it reasonable, then, to suppose, that an inspired

apostle would permit a deserted wife or husband to marry? In answer

to the objection founded on Math. 19: 9, Pool says—Demissionis causa

nulla justa est nisi adulterium. Labertatis autem causa altera, viz:

voluntaria infidelis discessio. Christus de licita, voluntaria atque

expetita, conjugis dismissione disputat; Paulus de necessaria obliga

tione partis desertee, ubi deserens nullo modo retineri possit.-——There

is no just cause of seeking divorce but adultery. But there is

another cause of liberty, viz.- the voluntary desertio-n of the unbe

lieuz'ng party. Christ discourses respecting the lawful, voluntary and

desired putting away of a wife ,' Paul, concerning the necessary obli

gation of the deserted party, when the deserting party can in no way

be retained. This answer is conclusive as to the objection founded on

Math. 19: 9; but it scarcely meets the objection urged by Dr. Dwight,

from Math. 5: 32. This objection, however, is merely inferential, and,

therefore, must yield to the obvious meaning of Paul in 1 001'. 7: 15.

When he says—“a brother or sister is not under bondage in such

cases,” the meaning must be, that the deserted party is not bound

to give up the service of Christ in order to live with the unbelieving

party; or that the deserted party is not bound still to live with the

party refusing such intercourse ; or that the conduct of the deserting

party dissolves the marriage tie. It is scarcely possible, that Paul felt

called to decide a truth so perfectly clear, so constantly taught by all

the Apostles, as that the claims of God are stronger than those of men

in any relation ; nor can it be supposed, that he gravely decided, that

a husband or wife is not bound still to live with the party absolutely

refusing to permit it. We must, therefore, understand the Apostle

to say, that willful desertion without cause dissolves the marriage tie, and

leaves the injured party at liberty to marry again. The force of the

argument, together with the general agreement of the ablest interpret

ers, seems to us to settle the question.
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But the marriage tie is designed to be broken only by death ; and

if it be sundered by any other cause, the sorrow consequent is far

greater than if death had done the work. To the unmarried, there

fore, we would say—take care how you enter into matrimonial engage

ments. Wait until an intimate mutual acquaintance enables you to

judge of principles, dispositions and tempers, and until strong afi'ec

tion, maturing with such acquaintance, binds heart to heart. To the

married we would say—study the peculiar temper and disposition of

your partner in life, and carefully guard against whatever may weaken

afi'ection. Bear and forbear. Yield everything but principle, rather

than produce discord. There is an immense amount of unhappiness

in married life, which might be easily avoided; and many separations

are traceable to trifles, scarcely worthy of a moment's thought. Some

trifling difierence caused unpleasant feeling and unpleasant words.

Neither party was willing to make concessions. Coolness followed;

and then other-causes gradually increased the alienation, until those

who once tenderly loved each other reached thédreadful determination
to separate. As you regard your ownv'peace of mind and the welfare

of your children, guard against the slightest alienation. Cherish,

sacredly cherish mutual alfection.

DEATH OF REV. JAMES K. BURCH.

  

On the night of the 28th ult., our venerable father-in-law, Rev.

James K. Burch, departed this life, and entered into his eternal rest

He was in the 73d year of his age, and has been in the ministry more

than fifty years. He commenced his labors in Raleigh, North Caro—

lina. Thence he removed to Philadelphia, and was for several years

the pastor of one of the churches in that city, where his labors were

eminently blessed in the conversion of the impenitent and in the edi

fication of believers. Some thirty-five years ago, he removed to Ken

tucky, and became pastor of the church in Flemingsburgh. He was

afterwards settled several years in Danville, where he was principally

' engaged in‘ teaching females, in which department he had few
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equals. For many years past, his has regarded his health as too

precarious to justify him in'taking the pastoral charge of a church;

though it has ever been his delight to preach the Gospel, and he was

ready and willing to labor in the feeblest churches, where the provi

dence of God cast his lot.

Mr. Burch possessed a mind of extraordinary vigor, and rigidly

systematic. In all his business transactions he was accurate to a cent;

and all his affairs, the more minute as well as the more important, were

kept in perfect order. He had a large library, and yet he could place

his hand on any book at night withcut a light ; and his papers were

filed away, so that he had no difficulty, at any time, in finding any

one of them. He never had to hunt for any thing.

He studied carefully and thoroughly every doctrine and precept of

the Bible; and although he never wrote his sermons, they were pre

pared with great care. We may say truly, that we have never heard

sermons which were richer in Scripture truth, conveyed in Scripture

language, than his. Indeed many of them displayed extraordinary

ability. Multitudes remember his sermon on the doctrine of Election,

. which consisted in the proof of ten facts. We greatly regret that

when [we last heard this sermon, we did not take it down in short

'hand, and write it out. .

In the earlier years of his ministry, Mr. Burch, who was a man of

strong emotions as well as of powerful intellect, posessesed an attrac

tive oratory which drew crowds to hear him. In Philadelphia he

preached to immense audiences. In later years, his mind filled with

precious truth, his discourses were often of too great length; and yet we

have seen him keep up the interest of a congregation from twoto three .

hours, and at the close melt all to tears by his powerful appeals. In

deed his diseourses were so rich with Scripture truth, s0 lucid, so

pointed and earnest, that those who desired instruction and loved God's

word, could not fail to be interested.

N0 man in the Presbyterian Church was more thoroughly acquain

ted with her ecclesiastical polity, than Mr. Burch. Consequently his

influence in church courts was very strongly felt, though he rarely

made speeches of any great length. His opinion on any question of

discipline or order had great weight with his brethren. As a mode

rator he had few equals. '

To those but slightly acquainted with, Mr. Burch he had the appear

ance of being stern and morose; yet few men possessed more arder of

feeling, or cherished warmer friendships. He was called to pass through

many and very sore trials. Through them all, he maintained Ithe
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spirit of an humble, resigned disciple of Christ. Only about three

months ago, he was lefta widower; and after the death of his wife, he

felt that there was nothing to bind him to this world, but a widowed

daughter and her little children. His last illness was painful, though

of short continuance; and his end was peace. On the night before he

died, when he did not expect to live till morning, though he could

only whisper, he gave full expressipn of his feeling, his confidence

and his hopes—repeating with much emphasis several Scripture passa

ges and appropriate verses of hymns. The character of his experi

ence is expressed in a single verse which he repeated with much

feeling: \

" A guilty, weak and helpless worm.

On thy kind arms I fall ;

Be then my strength and righteousness,

My Savior and my all."

And then he repeated the following beautiful verse:

“ Prepare me. Lord, for thy right hand,

Then come the joyful day ;

Come death and some celestial band,

To hear my soul away."

He asked us to sing the 17th Psalm, which he seemed greatly to

enjoy; and when we repeated to him the text—“There remaineth

therefore a rest for the people of God; ” he repeated it slowly and em

phatically. To the last moment his mind was perfectly clear, and his

hopesunclouded. Of eight children, who grew up to maturity, only

three survive him; and they are permitted to rejoice in the assurance,

that his toils and sorrows have terminated in eternal joy. “Blessed '

are the dead that die in the Lord.”

PAGANISM, MAHOMETANISM, POPERY.

These are the three great organized enemies of Christianity. When

they shall be overthrown, its progress, there is reason to believe, will

be rapid and triumphant. It is worth while to notice carefully the

signs of the times with reference to these opposing forces.
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The strong hold of Paganism is in India and China. There are

found systems of idolatry, hoary with age, in their influence pervading

the masses of the degraded population, and presenting mighty obsta

cles in the way of the Gospel. But the glory of China is departing.

The late extensive rebellion, which doubtless still exists, has left the

empire divided and enfeebled; and the present collision with the great

European powers must terminate in their triumph, and Will prepare

the way more fully for the introduction arid propagation of Christianity

amongst the millions who now sit in the region and shadow of death.

It is interesting to know, that not only has an encouraging commence

ment been made in the good work, but that evangelical missions in

China seem to have been specially blest, of late. The Chinese are a

people amongst whom the progress of the Gospel is likely to be very

rapid, when once the power of paganism over them shall have been

fairly broken.

Recent events in India, in themselves so untoward, are likely to

result in great good to the cause of Christ. If the British government

shall succeed in completely subduing the rebels, as there is little reason

to doubt; then their authority will be more firmly established than

ever—especially as that government will learn some important lessons

by the rise of this rebellion. And then the facilities for the spread

of the Gospel will be greater than ever. Already much has been

accomplished; and the work, temporarily arrested, will be renewed

with unusual zeal.

Mahometanism has long been decaying ; and now the acknowledged

superiority of Christian nations, and their influence in securing freedom

of conscience, cannot but hasten its downfall. The occasional out

breaks of the followers of the false prophet, though in themselves to

be deplored, will only bring Christian power more effectively to bear,

and hasten the great result, so distinctly foretold. The recent massa

cre of Christians at Djidda will make the power of England more

distinctly felt.

Popery, unchanged in spirit, still struggles for the mastery; but

there are not wantings signs of its approaching downfall. The French _

troops still occupy Rome; and whether the Pope could remain there,

if they should be withdrawn, is extremely problematical. France, the

only strong supporter of Popery in Europe, is a nation of infidels.

For political ends, Pepery is upheld; and the priests continue to render

themselves odious by their persecuting spirit. But in spite of opposi

tion, the Gospel still gains in France and in Italy. Scarcely any nation

that sustains Popery for its own sake, has any considerable influence
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in Europe, and wise men do not regard the government of France as

likely to be permanent. In our own country, Popery has gained

rapidly by emigration; but what it has gained here, it has lost in Eu

rope. Parts of Ireland that were almost exclusively Popish, have been

Protestantized; and the work still progresses. Besides, great numbers

of those who come to our country—especially of the young—cease to

be Papists. Spain, once the great supporter of Rome,'ean render

her little assistance new. Degraded, poor, divided and distracted,

Spain is but a broken reed. Mexico—poor, degraded Mexico, bleed

ing at every pore—the sport of revolutions and counter revolutions,

trembling on the very borders of annihilation; what can it do for

Rome? The republics of South America promise nothing better than

Mexico.

On the whole, it may be confidently aflirmed, that all the great

Anti-Christian powers are decidedly on the wane; and that Christian

influence is becoming more controling. How long the conflict will

last, and how soon the decisive blow will be struck, God only knows.

The signs of'the times, however, encourage the people of God to pray,

“ Thy kingdom come.” '

 

SHORT EDITORIALS.

PROGRESS or THE REVIVAL—The continued progress of the great

revival in the Eastern cities, and its increase through the country,

should awaken feelings of gratitude in every pious heart. Hitherto

the churches in those cities have been almost deserted during the hot

season; and pastors have felt, that they could accomplish but little in

their work. This summer it has not been so. The New York Ob

serevr of the 29th ult., says—“ It is with humble and devout thanks

giving to God that we record the fact that the spirit of prayer seems

to be unquestionably on the increase. We doubt whether at any one

time, since the revival began, the genuine spirit of prayer was deeper

than it is now. We have now passed into the eleventh month of our

daily union prayer-meetings. Look in now, to-day.- See that crowd

of upturned faces: see them standing—yes, standing about the doors

and all the halls without,—the lecture_room filled. ‘ Hear the requests
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for prayer, read. Listen to the prayers which follow. Behold the

house filled up with these most earnest exercises; and all this month

after month, through all the busy season, through all the dull season,

through all the cold season, and through all the hot season, and say,

can you doubt whose hand is in all this ?”

The Presbyterian says—“ Notwithstanding the heat of the weather,

and the large number of absentees from the city, the noon-day prayer,

meetings at Jayne’s Hall, Philadelphia, are still kept up and well atten

ded. It is true, that there are not the crowds which were wont to flock

there during the winter and spring, but there are hundreds who thus

daily assemble, and from the spirit manifested, there is reason to believe

that God is with them. In addition to the Jayne’s Hall prayer-meet

ing, there are some ten or eleven other daily prayer-meetings in differ

ent parts of the city. On Sabbath evening thre are prayer-meetings

in no less than nineteen of the engine and hose houses; and services

are held nightly, as well as on the Sabbath, at two tents.”

One of the converts from amongst those attending these meetings,

is a scofl'er, who had been for fifteen years a member of the “Sunday

Institute,” and infidel club, which meets on Sabbath to revile the

Scriptures l '

 ______

STATE or THINGS IN INDIA.—T0 some considerable extent distur

bances continue in India, and are likely to continue for some time.

We are happy, however, to see a statement from one of the Secreta

ries of our Board of Foreign Missions, to the effect—that all the proba

bilities are—that the British rule will continue and will be firmly es

tablished; and that there is even now encouragement to send out addi-_

tional missionaries. He says—“ The actual condition of our mission

ary affairs, it may be added, goes far to relieve the apprehensions that

have been expressed. At all the stations of the Lodiana Mission the

brethren have resumed their work months ago, and with marked en

couragement; they have even gone forth on missionary tours, to some

extent, as in former years. In the Furrukhabad Mission, which is

in the heart of the disturbed districts, the Missionaries are resuming

their labors at the stations, holding preaching services, schools,

&e.,—From both these Missions earnest applications have been made

by brethren for more laborers.” It is further stated, that several Eng

lish Missionary societies have already sent new laborers to India

and are preparing to send more still.
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“ THE Two Assnnnmns.”—The New York Evangelist, or a cor

respondent of that paper, writes a brief reply to‘an article, in the last

number of the Expositor, on the two Assemblies, in which it is denied

that the New School have receded from the ground they occupied, at

the time of the division of the Church, with regard to ecclesiastical

Boards. The writer says—“ \Ve have uniformly maintained th‘e right

to use our Church or voluntary organizations in doing our Christian

work. On this ground we stand more firmly than ever. To this

noble basis of Christian freedom the Old School Presbyterian Church

is now returning, after vainly attempting to compel their congregations

to patronize exclusively ecclesiastical organizations.” This entire

statement, however believed by the writer, is wholly untrue, as all the

discussions at the period referred to will show. It is not true, that

the Old School ever attempted “to compel their congregations to pat

ronize exclusively ecclesiastical organizations ;” and, of course, it is

not true, that we have receded from this ground. It is not true, that

the New School contended simply for “ the right to use the Church‘or

voluntary organizations.” They opposed ecclesiastical Boards in toto ,'

and, therefore, the Assembly of L836, in which they had the majority,

refused to have a Board of Foreign Missions, which had been determ

ined upon by the preceding Assembly, in which the Old School were

in the majority. Proof of these facts is easily obtained.

When the writer represents us as “taunting” the New School on

account of these charges, he is guilty of a misrepresentation unbe

coming a Christian man.

_ ACADEMY or Mnsrc A Rowan—The Presbyterian states, that

the Academy of Music, or great opera house in Philadelphia, is likely

to prove a failure. This is attributed in part to the licentious char

acter of many of the performances. “Some of the operas,” says

the Presbyterian, “were so atrocious in their plots on the score of

morals, as really to be suited to the tastes of only the corrupt audien

ces of Paris, Florence or Vienna. The more moral part of the secu

lar press expostulated without effect on the subject, and repetitions of

the abominable sentiments, tricked out with all the artistic graces of

the musical composer, were forced on the ears of the wives, mothers

and daughters of Philadelphia.” ‘

The truth is, theatres and operas never have been, and never can

be purified.
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THE OLD Sonoon PRESBYTERIAN Cannon 0N SLAVERY.—Such

is the title of a pamphlet of forty-eight pages, a copy of which some

one has sent us, printed on very cheap paper, the author of which is

“James Patterson, D. D., President of Westminster College,” and

which was published in 1857. The design of this pamphlet seems to

be, first, to make the impression, that the Presbyterian Church, once

anti-slarery, has become eminently pro-slavery ; and, secondly, to

exhibit President Patterson's familiarity with all those adjectives with

which Abolitionists have, for years past, bespatterefl those who refuse

to embrace their peculiar notions. We have been accustomed to feel

considerable respect for the Presidents of literary institutions, as men

of talent and of scholarship; and when we take up a pamphlet, claim

ing as its author a President, and purporting to contain adiscussion of

an important, complicated, difficult subject, in regard to which men

eminent in learning and piety have held and still hold views difl'erent

from thhse of the writer ; we naturally expect to see a clear, discrim

inating statement of the principles involved, and of the positions of

the different parties, together with an array of manly argument, with

some little of the modesty which true learning ever possseses. [Noth

ing of all this do we find in President Patterson’s pamphlet. He

starts off in a full gallop, increasing speed with every page, and rides

through at a fearful rate on adjectives! The publication (a thousand

such might be found amongst the rubbish in the various printing

offices in our towns and cities,) seems to have done no great harm.

/

“Pnnsscnrnn YOUNG MINIs'rEn.”-—-Under this caption we find

an article in the Presbyterian of the West, copied from the Chicago

Daily Press and Tribune, introduced by the following editorial re

marks: “Our readers have not forgotten the war of extermination

which has been waged during the past year against Rev. B. W. Hen

ry, pastor of the South Presbyterian Church of Chicago, by a wealthy

and influential member of the North Church and his friends. The

following statement will show the progress and present posture of this

disgraceful afl‘air. We do hope, the appeal which is made below, will

be promptly and liberally responded to.”

We have steadfastly refused to involve ourself in any controversy

respecting the affairs of the South Church, preferring to let folsehood

and slander have their course for a time. We have, however, thought

it not improbable that, ere long, duty would demand of us a full
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expose of the matter ; and we are prepared, with facts and documents,

to do it efiectually. When this shall be done, another leaf will be

turned over of the history of the concealed effort to found an Aboli

tion Seminary in the North-West, and another leaf of the history of

Dr. Monfort's intrigues. We shall regret to be forced into any fur

ther controversy; but if a still further exposure of such men as Dr.

Monfort shall be necessary, we are prepared to make it.

ATLANTIC TELEGRAPH.-——Tllls great work, regarding the success of

which so many doubts, and fears, and hopes have existed, is at length

completed, and the news of the successful laying of the cable, has

produced an extraordinary sensation throughout our country. This

triumph of science brings Europe to our very doors; and now with

lightning speed the news from all parts of Europe will be daily carried

to all our cities. God is bringing all the nations of the earth closer

and closer together; so that whatever seriously afl'ects one, must aflect

all. Undoubtedly this mingling of the interests of the different na

tions has important reference to the great purposes of God respecting

his church. \

The Atlantic Telegraph fleet sailed from Queenstown on Saturday,

July 17th.; arrived at mid-ocean on Wednesday, the 28th, ; made the

splice at 1 o'clock P. M.. on Thursday, the 29th, then separated—the

Aganiemnon and Valorous bound to Valentia, Ireland, and the Niagara

and Georgia for Trinity Bay, N. F., where they arrived on the 4th of

.August. It is 1698 nautical, or 1950 statute miles from the telegraph

house at the head of Valentia Harbor, to the telegraph house at the

Bay of Bulls, Trinity Bay 3 and for more than two thirds of this dis

tance the water is more than two miles deep. The cable was paid out

from the Agamemnon at about the same speed, as from the Niagara;

and the electrical signals sent and received through the whole time

were perfect.

LAWRENCE UNIVERSITY.—Olll‘ brethren in Kansas are wide awake

to the importance of Christian education. By a letter from a brother

laboring at Lawrence, we learn that initiatory steps have been taken

to found an Institution at that place, to be called, The Lawrence Uni

versity. We regret that we are unable to accept the invitation so

cordially extended to attend, at an early day, a meeting of the Board

of Trustees. The following information, which we take from a slip of
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anewspaper, sent us from Lawrence, will be interesting to our readers :

The initiatory steps have been taken for the establishment of an

institution of learning of a high character, in Lawrence, to be under

immediate control of the Presbyterian Church in the United States of

America. The school is designed to be of a high moral and religious,

but not sectarian character, and to go into operation early in Septem

ber next. The trustees and directors are elected, and the trustees are

instructed forthwith to proceed in the erection of a building, about

thirty-six by sixty feet and two stories high. This building is designed

only as a wing of the main buildings, which are expected to cost not

less than fifty thousand dollars. Dr. Miner, Col. Blood and G. W.

Hutchinson have been appointed by the trustees as a committee to

solicit contributions in the Territory. in money and lands. It is hoped

that the citizens of Lawrence and vicinity will not allow themselves to

be surpassed by other portions of the Territory, in their subscriptions

for an enterprise that will add so much to the attractions and advant~

ages of Lawrence.

In a pecuniary point of view, holders of real estate in this vicinity

will greatly enhance the value of their own property, by upbuilding

such an institution in our midst. It is hoped, therefore, that the above

committee will meet with a cordial reception in the contributions of our

citizens. A lady of boundless energy is already in the field, at the

East, raising funds; and her reports show that the project must and

will succeed. Several gentlemen of wealth and influence at the East,

are also at work. The action of the trustees will appear in print from

time to time.

The Directors are——Rev. Wm. Willson, Rev. Richard Cordley, Hon.

Chas. Robinson, John M. Coe, Esq., C. E. Miner, M. D., Rev. G. W.

Hutchinson, James A. Finley, C. L. Edwards, Lawrence; Rev. F. P.

Montfort, Brownville; T. E. Thomas, D. D., New Albany, Ind.; N.

L. Rice, D. 1)., Chicago, 111.; C. Van Rensselaer, D. D., Philadelphia,

Pa; R. J. Breckenridge, D: D., Kentucky; Rev. H. I. Coe, St. Louis,

MO.; M. \V. Jacobus, D. D., Alleghany City, Pa.

The Committee chosen to solicit funds have appointed John Boles, _

of Lawrence, as agent for the Territory. Mr. Boles will be the active

agent of the above named Committee, and is fully authorized to receive

subscriptions in cash or real estate, and receipt for the same, in any

part of Kansas.

The trustees of this institution met in Lawrence, on Monday, June

28, and permanently organized by the election of the following Board

of Olficers:

C. E. Miner, M. 1)., President; Josiah Miller, Esq., Vice President;

C. L. Edwards, Secretary ; Col. James Blood, Treasurer.

The following, with the above, constitute the Board: ‘

Rev. F. P. Montfort, 0f Browuville; Rev. W'm. Willson, Dougla

County ; Col. S. W. Eldridge, Lawrence ; James A. Finley, Lawrence;

Hon. Wm. Brindle, Lecompton.
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MASSACRE or CHRIsTIANS BY MOHAMMEDANS.—In the telegraph

ic news from Quebec, Canada East, brought by the steamer Indian, we

find an account of a dreadful massacre of Christians by Mohammedans,

at “Jeddahn’ in Arabia. Twenty persons, including the British and

French Consuls, are reported to be victims to this outrage. Attacks

of this kind by the Mohammedans have been painfully frequent with

in the last few months. Christian missionaries have been cruelly as

saulted at different points in Syria since the commencement of this

year. In January last the house of an American colonist—Mr. Wal

ter Dickson—near Jaifa, was attacked by a party of Arabs, his son-in

law murdered, the wife of the murdered man and her mother brutally

violated, and the missionary himself beaten senseless by the guns of

the maruders.

In May, at a point farther north—the little town of Zahleh, half

way between Beyrout and Damascus—another American missionary

(Rev. Mr. Dod) was driven out of his home by the natives, and com

pelled to take to the mountains under a scorching Syrian sun, with

his wife and infant child. ' This last outrage, however, is represented

of a more bloody and alarming character, and will probably demand

the interference of England and France, whose representatives are

among the murdered. Since the outbreak of the Indian war there

seems to have sprung up among the Mohammedan nations all over

Asia, a bloody hostility to the Christians; whether that event has had

anything to do with the sudden revival of that spirit or not, it is hard

to say ; but it looks as if it had gained an extraordinary impulse, from

the fact that the Mohammedan and Hindoo population of Hindostan

were in arms against the great “civilizer” of the Indian peninsula.

The following telegram, from Acting Agent and Consul-General

Green, contains a fuller account :—-Her Majesty’s ship Cyclops arrived

at Suez from Jeddah on the 3d instant. On the evening 'of the 15th

of June, the Mohammedan inhabitants of Jeddah rose and messacred

the Christians. Among the victims were Mr. Page, the English

Vice-Consul; M. Eveillard, the French Consul, and his wife, and

about twenty others. The English and French Consulates were plun

dered. The Cyclops was anchored about two miles from the town,

and during the night some Greeks swam 01f to the vessel. The next

morning two boats sent to the town were attacked and obliged to fight

Efire ?] on those who endeavored to intercepttheir retreat. On the

9th, the Governor-General of the Hedjaz, who was at Mecca, arrived

with eight hundred men. The Cyclops left Jeddah on the 24th, and

brings up the Christians who escaped, including the daughter of the

French Consul and the French interpreter, both badly wounded, and

twenty-four others.
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THE TRINITY.

All who believe that Jesus Christ is truly divine, do also believe in

‘ the personality and divinity of the Holy Spirit. All the scripture _

evidences which sustain the former doctrine, therefore, do likewise

prove the latter. So likewise all the arguments which prove the lat

ter doctrine, areZconfirmatory of the former. N0 one, so far as we know,

ever held that there are two persons in the Godhead. The exceeding

importance of this whole subject demands a distinct discussion of the

personality and divinity of the Holy Spirit, and of the doctrine of

the Trinity. The fact that the only unpardonable sin is that against

the Holy Ghost, should teach us to enter upon the discussion with

humility and reverence.

The Holy Spirit is either a person, possessing personal properties,

and performing personal acts; or a divine attribute or influence. Trin

itarians assert the former; Unitarians, the latter. “By the Holy Ghost,”

says Lardner, “I apprehend we are to understand, the miracles of our

Savior's ministry, and likewise the miracles wrought by his apostles, and

and the spiritual gifts bestowed upon the apostles, and other disciples of

Jesus, and all believers in general soon after our Lord’s ascension, and

all the miraculous attestations of the truth and divine original of the

doctrine taught byxJesus Christ.”

It may be admitted, that the word spirit, used with reference to God,

is employed in the Scriptures in different senses. It may likewise be
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admitted, that there are passages in which it is diflieult to determine

whether the reference is to the third person in the Trinity, or not.

What we affirm and shall try to prove, is—that the Ila/y Spirit is

not an attribute or influence of God, but a- Divine Person. This doc

trine is clearly established by the following considerations:

1. The Holy Spirit is represented as performing personal acts,

such as speaking, teaching, witnessing, &c. Our Lord said to his dis

ciples—“ But the Comforter, the Holy Ghost, whom the Father will

send in my name, he'shall teach you all things, and bring all things to

your remembrance, whatsoever I have said unto you—He shall testify

of me—He will convince the world of sin, and of righteousness, and

of judgement—‘When he, the Spirit of truth is come, he will guide

you into all truth; for he shall not speak of himself 3 but whatsoever

he shall hear that shall he speak, and he will shew you things to come.”

(John 14: 26, & 15: 26, & 16: 8,13.) Here observe, first, the pecu

liar name given to the Holy Spirit, expressive of his office work, viz:

Comforter or Advocate, properly applicable only to a pcrsm. The

same name (Paralelelos) is applied to Christ in 1 John 2: 1. Christ

is our Paraelete or Advocate in one sense; the Holy Spirit, in another.

In both cases the word is applied to persons. Observe, secondly, the.

personal pronoun he (ekeinos) applied to the Spirit—“ He shall testi

fy,” &c. Observe, thirdly, what the Holy Spirit does—he testifies;

he teaches ; he speaks what he hears, 810. Are not these all personal

acts? Would any one, not misled by a previously adopted theory,

think of applying them to an attribute or an influence ? Many similar

passages are found in the New Testament. Thus it is said—“ As they

ministered to the Lord, and fasted, the Holy Spirit said, Separate me

Barnabas and Saul for the work whereunto 1 have called them.”

(Acts 13: 2.) “ N0w the Spirit speaketh expressly, that in the latter

times some shall depart from the faith,” ,&e. (1 Tim. 4: 1.) In one of

these passages the Spirit speaks authoritatively, and sends forth certain _

men to the Gentiles; in the other, he utters a prediction respecting future

events. Both these are properly personal acts. In the 8th chapter

of the Epistle to the Romans, the Spirit is said to bear witness with

our spirits that we are the children of God. ow, as we or our spirits

with whom the witness is borne, are persons; so also is the witnessing

Spirit. In the same chapter, the Spirit is represented as teaching us

what to pray for, as making intercession for us with groanings that can

not be uttered; and it is said—“ He that searcheth the hearts, know

eth what is the mind of the Spirit.” Interceeding is a personal act;

and since God knows the mind (pkronema),of the Spirit, that is, the

will of the Spirit, he must be a person.
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2. The Holy Spirit has intelligence and ejections, and is, therefore,

a person. “The Spirit searcheth all things, yea the deep things of

God.” (1 Cor. 2: 10, 11.) Consequently the Holy Ghost teachelh wis

dom, and the words in which it is to be communicated to others. I

The Holy Spirit is grieved by the sins of believers. “And grieve

not the Holy Spirit of God, whereby ye are sealed unto the day of‘

redemption.” (Eph. 4: 30.) Now, in whatever sense the word grieve

may be understood, it can apply only to an intelligent person. The

spirit is displeased with the sins of his people.

3. Two of the most remarkable passages in the Bible are those

which speak of the sin against the Holy Ghost, and of Ananias and

Saphira as lying to the Holy Ghost. With regard to the former, our

Lord teaches thus: “Wherefore I say unto you, all man,ner of sin

and blasphemy shall be forgiven unto men: but the blasphemy against

the Holy Ghost shall not be forgiven unto them. And whosoever

speaketh a word against the Son of man, it shall be forgiven him:

but whosoever speaketh against the Holy Ghost, it shall not be for

given him, neither in this world, neither in the world to come.”

(Math.‘12: 31,32.) Mark records the language thus: “Verily I say

unto you, All sins shall be forgiven unto the sons of men, and bias

phemies wherewith soever they shall blaspheme: but he that shall

blaspheme against the Holy Ghost, hath never forgiveness, but is in

danger of eternal damnation. Because they said, He hath an unclean

spirit.” (Mark 3: 28—30.) If there can be such a thing as blasphemy

against an attribute or an influence; is it conceivable that such blasphe

my can be more criminal, than blasphemy against God, and of course,

against all his attributes? But here Christ and the Holy Spirit are

brought into close connection, and are spoken of as distinct persons.

As Dr. Owen remarks—“ They are spoken of with reSpect unto the

same things, in the same manner; and the things mentioned are

spoken concerning them universally in the same sense. If the Holy

Ghost were only the virtue and power of God, then present with Jesus

Christ in all that he did, Christ and that power could not be distinctly

spoken against; for they were but one and the same.”

And here, in passing, we may gain some tolerably distinct idea of

the sin against the Holy Ghost. Since it is blasphemy, it must con

sist in words uttered; and inasmuch as the Jews committed this sin

by ascribing the works of Christto “an unclean spirit,” the sin would

seem to consist in attributing the work of the Spirit to satanic influence.

Yet other malignant language uttered against the Spirit and his work,

may amount to the same sin. Perhaps it was not the design of our
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Savior to define this awful sin precisely. The line beyond which mer

cy goes not, is obscurely drawn, that men may not venture too near.

Ananias and Saphira perished by a dreadful judgement, because Sa

tan inclined their hearts " to lie unto the Holy Ghost.” To lie to an

attribute or an influence, is an absurdity. The Holy Ghost is, there

fore, a person ; and that He is a truly Divine person, is clear, because Pe

ter said, that in lying to the Holy Ghost they “lied unto God.”

(Acts 5.) '

The attempt has been made to evade the force of this argument by

saying, that personification is a common figure in the Scriptures; that

charity, for example, is spoken of as a person. (1 Cor. 13.) “Charity

envieth not—seeketh not her own—rejoieeth not in iniquityflbelieveth

all things,” &c. The frequency of the use of this figure in the Scrip~

ltures is admitted; but it never occurs in such way as to mislead any

one. No one ever imagined, from the language of Paul respecting

charity, that it was a person. But if the language of the Scriptures

respecting the Holy Spirit is to be thus understood; it has certainly

misled ninety-nine hundredths of all the readers of the sacred vol

ume. This cannot be admitted. No correct speaker or writer ever

uses figurative language, so as to mislead the most careful hearers or

readers. _

When the truth is established, that the Holy Spirit is a person, not

an attribute or an influence, his Divinity follows, of course. N0 one, so

far as we know, has admitted the former, and denied the latter. The

Holy Spirit is omnipresent; for he dwells in all the people of God,

everywhere and at all times; and his influence is exerted, wherever

the Gospel is preached. He is omniscient; for he is acquainted with

the necessities of all the saints, and makes intercession for them—yea,

he searcheth the deep things of God. But a most conclusive proof of

both the personality and the Divinity of the Holy' Spirit, is found in

the Lord's direction, that baptism shall be administered “in the name

of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost.” The admin

istration and reception of baptism must be regarded as a solemn act of _

worship. It-is the consecration of an immortal being to the service of

God. Can there be a greater absurdity, than to suppose that this

sacred ordinance is directed tobe administered in the name of God,

and in the name of a creature of God, and in the name of an attri

bute or an influence of God? Lardner paraphrases the great Commis

sion thus: “Go ye therefore into all the world, and teach, or disciple

all nations, baptizing them into the profession of faith in, and an 0h

g ation to obey, the doctrine taught by Christ, with authority from
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God the Father, and confirmed by the Holy Ghost.” Thus the very

same language means one thing with reference to God the Father, a

totally difi'erent thing with reference to Jesus Christ, and a third thing

totally difi‘erent from both these, with reference to the Holy Spirit!

So difficult is it to compel the Scriptures to harmonize with Unitarian

views.

The Divinity of Christ and the personality and Divinity of the

Holy Spirit being established, the doctrine of the Trinity is, of course,

‘ established. That is, the Scriptures do teach that there is one only true

God, existing in three persons. This sublime doctrine is purely one

of Revelation. The works of God reveal his attributes, but not

the mode of his existence. This last only God himself can reveal;

and, therefore, we must go to his word for all the light we can hope to

gain. In the doctrine of the Trinity there is profound mystery—mys

tery which the mightiest angel cannot comprehend; but there is no con

tradiction or inconsistency. It would be a contradiction to say, that

God is three and one in the same sense; but to say that he is three in

one sense and one in another, is not contradictory. Every man is two

in one sense, and one in another. He possesses two natures, which

may be and are separated.

This great doctrine, it may be admitted, is less clearly reavealed in

the Old Testament, than in the New. Nevertheless very clear traces

of it are found all through the Scriptures of both Testaments. The

language in Gen. 1: 26, is most naturally understood in this way—

“Let US make man in our image, after our likeness.” And still more

obvious is the reference to a plurality of persons in the Godhead, in the

following language: “ And the Lord God said, Behold, the man is be

come as one of us, to know good and evil.” (Gen. 3: 21.) There is

distinct reference to a plurality of persons in Ps. 110: 1—-“ The Lord

said unto my Lord, Sit thou at my right hand, until I make thine ene

mies thy foot-stool.” The same thing is observable in Isaiah 48: 16.

“And now the Lord God and his Spirit hath sent me."

But in the New Testament we constantly meet this sublime doctrine.

Two of the most remarkable passages are the Apostolic commission,

already quoted, and the Apostolic benediction. The latter reads thus:

“The grace of the Lord Jesus Christ, and the love of God, and the com

munion of the Holy Ghost, be with you all. Amen.” (2 Cor. 13: 14.)

The three persons of the Trinity are brought to view in their oflicial

work, in Eph. 2: 18. “For through him we both have an access by

one Spirit unto the Father.” We come to God the Father, through

the mediation of his Son, by the aid of the Holy Spirit.
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The practical working of Unitarianism affords a very conclusive ar

gument in favor of the doctrine of the Trinity. In the,first place, it

leads to very low views of the’inspiration of the Scriptures. No one

is surprised to hear a Unitarian preacher deny their plenary inspira

ration. In the second place, the rejection of the doctrine of the Trin

ity leads to the rejection of every leading doctrine of the Gospel.

The total depravity of men, the doctrine of the atonement, the sancti

fying influence of the Spirit, find no place in a Unitarian creed. And

then the Gospel, as preached by Unitarians, is powerless. It is attend

with none of the eifects which it produced under the ministry pf the

Apostles. Under the preaching of Peter, three thousand Jews “were

pricked in their hearts, and said unto Peter and the rest of the Apostles,

Men and brethren, what shall we do?” Who ever knew impeni

tent men to be thus affected upder the preaching of Unitarians?

Unitarianism is incapable of aggressive movement upon the world. In

New England it was simply the falling away of certain ministers and

churches who had professed an orthodox faith; but it has done little,

very little to propagate itselfin this country or in any other. It gath

ers members who fall away from orthodox churches, rather than draws

them from the world. Arianism arose in the West, in the begin

ning of this century, in a powerful revival, which began under ortho

dox preaching. Being born in a time of unprecedented excitement,

it displayed, for a time, something of the same spirit ; but it has long

since become nearly as powerless as Unitarianism in New England.

A' revival of religion is as incomprehensible to Unitarians generally,

as the New Birth was to Nicodemus. This any one may see by read

ing the comments of Unitarian editors on the glorious work of grace

with which our churches have recently been visited. A Unitarian

prayer-meeting is regarded as a strange thing, rarely seen in this world.

Still further, the change wrought by Uunitarianism upon those who

embrace it, is almost too slight to be noticed. The Theatre—that

most corrupt and corrupting of the world’s amusements—finds earnest

advocates in the Unitarian pulpit. Indeed it seems to be the aim of

modern Unitarian preachers to obliterate the distinction between the

church and thelworld. The ordinances are administered indiscrimin

ately to the professed convert and the mere hearer, or equally neg~

lected by both. In support of these statements we need only refer to

the discussions in the Unitarian Convention, noticed in our last number.

In the Gospel we read—“All Scripture is given by inspiration of

God, and is profitable,” &c. The Gospel “is the power of God unto

salvation.” The true convert is “created anew in Christ Jesus”—
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“has passed from death unto life.” The faithful disciple is “not con

formed to this world.” \Vhat a contrast between these declarations

respecting the Gospel and its effects, and the faith of Unitarianism

and its fruits!

There are, indeed, profound mysteries involved in the doctrine of

the Trinity, and in the union of the human and divine natures of

Christ; but so are there mysteries in the very being of God, and in

all his attributes. Indeed where can we turn our eyes without encoun

tering mysteries}? “W'ho by searching can find out the Almighty to

perfection ? ” Let us finite, ignorant beings sit devoutly at the feet of

the Great Teacher, and learn wisdom at his mouth; and let us humbly

adore the Triune God, the Father, Son and Holy Ghost.

THE WORD “MYSTERY.”

—..._..—

The word mystery, in our translation of the Scriptures, occurs only

in the New Testament; but here it occurs frequently, and it is a word

of so much importance, as to justify a somewhat particular inquiry in

to its meaning or its diiferent meanings.

The Greek word musterion, translated mystery, signifies literally some

thing concealed—a secret. There are two classes of concealed things

01' secrets in relation to human knowledge, viz: those which are un

known, simply because undiscovered or not revealed; and those which

are, in their nature, incomprehensible to the human mind, and which,

therefore, cannot be revealed. In the former sense, the truths ofscience,

discovered from time to time, were previously mysteries, though now

well understood; in the latter, the selfexistence of God is a mystery,

and so is the mode of his existence. There is some danger that the

reader of the Bible may misunderstand the word, because its most or

dinary meaning, as now used in the English language, viz : something

incomprehensible, is not its ordinary meaning in the sacred volume. In

deed one learned author, Dr. George Campbell, has contended, though

we think incorrectly, that it has not this meaning in any single passage

of Scripture. I

)

‘r
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The most common meaning of the word mystery, as used in the

Bible, is a secret—something formerly unknown to men and which

would never have been known, had not God revealed it. Thus the

Gospel, embracing the entire plan of' salvation, is called a mystery.

Paul requested the prayers of the Ephesian Christians ,‘-that I may open

my mouth boldly to make known the mystery of the Gospel.” (Eph.

6 : 19.) In the same sense it is used in 1 Cor. 2: 7. “But we speak

the wisdom of God in a mystery, even the hidden wisdom, which God

ordained before the world to our glory.” The whole plan of salvation,

which could never have been known, but by revelation, is properly a
mystery. I

The word mystery is frequently used with reference to some partic

ular truths of the Gospel, or some of the Divine purposes respecting

it. Of the resurrection of the righteous, Paul says—“ Behold, I show

you a mystery: we shall not all sleep, but we shall all be changed, in a

moment, in the twinkling of an eye, at the last trump.” (“ 1 Cor. 15:

51, 52.) The doctrine of the resurrection is emphatically a doctrine

of revelation, which only God could make known. It is, therefore, a

mystery. For the same reason, the purpose of God to call the Gen

tiles into his kingdom, and to place them on an equality with the Jews,

is called amystery. Thus Paul writes to the Ephesians: “ How that

by revalation he made known unto me the mystery, as I wrote afore in

a few words, whereby when ye read ye may understand my knowledge

of the mystery of Christ, which in other ages was not made known unto

men, as it is now revealed unto the holy apostles and prophets by the

Spirit; that the Gentiles should be fellow heirs, and of the same body,

and partakers of his promise in Christ by the Gospel.” (Eph. 3 : 4, 6.)

In the same general sense the word is used with reference to the design

of God in permitting the strange blindness of the Jews. “For I would

not, brethren, that ye should be ignorant of this mystery (lest ye

should be wise in your own conceits) that blindness in part is happen

ed to Israel, until the fullness of the Gentiles be cdme in.” (Rom. 11:

25.)

In a sense somewhat different to the word mystery is used in 2 Thess.

2: 7. “ For the mystery of iniquity doth already work ; only he who

now letteth will let, until he be taken out of the way.” The mystery

of iniquity, Mc. Night remarks, is a scheme of error not discovered,

whose influence is to encourage iniquity. He, therefore, paraphrases the

passage thus: “ For the hidden scheme of corrupt doctrine on which

that wicked tyranny is founded, and the pride, ambition and sensuali

ty which are nourished thereby, already inwardlyworketh among the
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false teachers, only till the heathen magistrates, who now restrain them,

be taken out of the way.” Accordingly the appropriate name given

to Rome, in the Book of Revelations, is “MYSTERY, Babylon the

Great, the mother of harlots and abominations ofthe earth.” ( Rev. 17:

5.) This great system of error arose in concealment; and in the

same spirit Rome has ever carried on her dark designs. Dr. Campbell

thought, and with some plausibility, that the word mystery here has

reference to the allegorical meaning of the vision of the woman. In

asense somewhat different from either of the preceeding, the word

mysterfi‘ is used With reference to truths conveyed in parables or sym

bols. Thus our Lord said to his disciples—~“ Unto you it is given to

know the mystery of the kingdom of God; but unto them that are

without all these things are done in parables.” (Mark 4 z) The ex

planation of the parable of the sewer was the unfolding of the mys

tery. 1n Rev. 1 : 20, we read—“ The mystery of the seven stars which

thou sawest in my right hand, and the severi golden candlesticks. The

seven stars are the angels of the seven churches ; and the seven candle

sticks which thou sawest are the seven churches.”

There are, we believe, only two passages in the New Testament, in

which the word mystery signifies that which is incomprehensible.

The first of these is Eph. 5: 32. “This is a. great mystery; but I

speak concerning Christ and the church.” The Latin Vulgate here

reads—sacramentum hoc magnum est—this is a great sacrament;

and accordingly the church of Rome, referring the language to the mar

riage relation, places marriage amongst her sacraments. But the word

mustcn'on undoubtedly has reference to the union between Christ and

his people ; and the idea is, that this union is incomprehensible. Dr;

Campbell gives a. diiferent view of the meaning of the word here—re—

ferring it to the marriage relation as illustrating the union between

Christ and his church; and he thus paraphrases the language : “This

is capable of an important and figurative interpretation ,1 mean as it re'~

lates to Christ and the church. ” But this exposition seems forced and

unnatural. Dr. Hodge understands the language as expressive of the

incomprehensibleness of the union between Christ and believers; and

this is doubtless the true view.

The second passage to which we referred, is, Tim. 3: 16. “And

without controversy great is the mystery of godliness: God was mani

fest in the flesh, justified in the Spirit, seen of angels, preached unto

the Gentiles, believed on in the world, received up into glory.” Dr.

Campbell confidently gives the following as the meaning of this pas

sage, viz: “Great unquestionably is the divine secret, of which our
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religion brings the discovery; God was manifest in the flesh,” &c.

If this exposition is correct, the word myste/y is here used in its more

ordinary meaning, viz: that which could be known only by revelation.

But if the reference be more directly to the incarnation of the Son of

God; then the word mystery signifies that which is incomprehensible.

Some of the ablest commentators understand it as including both ideas,

viz: a truth which could never have been known, unless revealed, and

a. truth which is in its nature incomprehensible. It is a system of

truth, having the incarnation of Christ as its central truth, the tenden

cy of which is to godliness or true piety.

The word mystery conveys to our minds two important ideas! Thi

first is, that the system of truth contained in the Scriptures rises in

comparably higher than the wisdom of man. ‘ If it is true, as most

certainly it is—that “ the world by wisdom knew not God ;” it is even

more emphatically true, that human wisdom cannot teach us how to

approach God, nor throw any light upon that world which lies beyond

the grave. The Gospel “ is not after man.” It came not from man,

nor is it agreeable to man unrenewed. It is “ the wisdom which is from

above,” even the “manifold wisdom ” of God. It calls us “out of dark

ness into his marvellous light”. It imparts to the child a wisdom su

perior to that of the greatest philosophers. It lights up the path of

life, and unveils the eternal future. “ 0 how love I thy law.”

The other truth is—that the Gospel brings to our view imeompre

hensible mysteries. It not only reveals truths to which the human

mind could never attain, but truths connected with which there are

the sublimest mysteries. “ GREAT is the mystery of godliness.” With

the spirit of humble disciples, let us receive the precious truths which

God conveys to our feeble intellects; and with the adoring humility of

Paul he contemplated the profound mysteries connected therewith

exclaim,—“O the depth of the riches both of the knowledge and of the

wisdom of God! how unsearchable are his ways, and his judgments

past finding out.” Nature’s works abound with mysteries beyond our

comprehension. How much more mysterious are the nature of Jeho

vah, and the mode of his being, and the counsels of his wisdom. The

whole Gospel is a mystery—that is, a system of truth which never

could have been known, but by revelation ; and it brings to view things

which finite minds cannot comprehend.
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INTERESTING CONVERSATION WITH! A SKEPTIC.

Nearly twenty years ago, there was a revival of great power in a

church in which we were laboring. In that vicinity resided at man of

deservedly high standing, at man of cultivated mind and of general

reading. He was now advanced in 'life, and was generally known to

be skeptical in his opinions. His father had been an infidel; and he

had, in early youth, adopted the same opinions. Having an eminent

ly godly wife and a number of relatives who were decided Christians,

he often found it necessary to defend his opinions; and indeed he had

read more on both sides of the question, than any man with whom we

remember to have conversed. His opinions were not of the low and

degrading type of most ofthe infidelity of the present day. Like Frank

lin, of whom he often reminded us, he was a Deist, believing in the

being of an infinitely perfect God, and his providence over the alfairs

of men. He had witnessed several revivals; and yet his philosophy,

he thought, gave the true explanation of religious excitements. They

occurred chiefly amongst women and young people; and it was not

very difficult to awaken their sympathies and their fears.

The revival just mentioned presented the subject to his mind in a

new light, and started questions which he could not satisfactorily an

swer. There were some twenty or more men in the town so nearly of

the same age as to be familiar acquaintances, most of whom-attended

more or less frequently the Presbyterian church. These men, now arri

ved at mature years, and having successfully passed through several sea

sons of religious interest, our friend thought beyond the reach of those

appeals which afi'ected younger persons and females. Unaccountably

to him, however, the revival began amongst this class of men. As

the weather was inclement, and he resided in the country, he was not

present at the commencement of the protracted meeting; but hearing

that several of the men in whose stability he had much confidence,

were amongst the inquirers or had already professed conversion, he

hastened to town to inquire into this strange state of things. He at

tended preaching, and found us without assistance, preaching in our

accustomed manner the truths of the Gospel. He heard no strong ap

peals to sympathetic feelings, and witnessed but little that he could

call excitement. Yet the work went on powerfully amongst the men
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He was more than ever astonished, and acknowledged that his philos

ophy was at fault. As we met him on the street he said—“ There is

a remarkable state of things in your church. There are some things

about it I cannot very satisfactorily explain. I wish you would come

out and see me. I have read and conversed so much on this subject,

that I do not know whether I can hope to hear anything new; but I

_ should be glad to converse with you.” We promised to visit him, and

the time was fixed. At the appointed time we went, soon after break

fast, and found him waiting. We had fire in a room to ourselves; for,

said he, “I have no wish that my sons should hear my sentiments.”

This was the most interesting conversation of the kind we ever held,

and the most protracted; for it occupied the most of two days. Know

ing' him to be a man of extensive reading, and that he had read much

on this particular subject, we were satisfied that if there were unan

swerable arguments against the inspiration of the Scriptures, he could

present them. Being ourself a young man, we entered upon this dis

cussion with deep solicitude for the result, and we trust, with earnest

and believing prayer. To give even a tolerably full outline of this

conversation, at this distance of time, would be impossible; yet some

of the prominent topics discussed, together with the method of hand

ling them, are so deeply impressed on our mind, that we can' never for

get them. \Ve will try to give a very brief outline of the conversa

tion upon the points most distinctly remembered.

Said our friend, as we were entering upon the investigation,—“I

fear, I shall wound your feelings, if I shall freely state my objections

to the inspiration of the Scriptures.” We replied—~“ Give yourself

no uneasiness on that subject. All I ask is—that you will reasonfairly.

Please to state your objections with the utmost freedom.”

Fmsr OBJEcriON.—“A revelation from God, it has seemed to me,

should and would be universal. The whole world should have it.

Now, only a small portion of the human race possess the Scriptures.”

ANSWER—1. “The revelation contained in the Scriptures was

universal. It was made to Adam, then to Enoch, then to Noah and

his family. But the knowledge of it has been lost through the wick

edness of men; just as the knowledge of the Gospel has been nearly

lost in the country where it was first preached by Christ and his Apos

tles. Paul explains this point, when he says of the pagan nations—

“Because that when they knew God, they glorified him not as

God, neither were thankful, but became vain in their imaginations,

and their foolish heart was darkened. Professing themselves to be

wise they became fools, &c. And even as they did not like to retain
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God in their knowledge, God gave them over to a reprobate mind,” &0.

(Rom. 1: 21, 22, 28.) You will scarcely insist, that God, after hav

ing revealed to men his will, was bound to interpose to prevent them

from losing it.”

2. “But if universality is to be the test of religious truth, what be

comes of Deism, which is your creed? According to your creed, there

has been no fall of man, and men are not by nature depraved. They

are, therefore, disposed to learn religious truth. Now, you hold

that God has sufficiently revealed himself in his works; and yet it is

a fact, that very few in any age or country have understood this reve

lation. You have read extensively on the subject; allow me to ask,

whether you have ever found a Deist in any country where the Bible

has not been known'! I mean, one whom you are willing to acknowl

edge as a fair representative of the Deistical creed.”

_“I never thought of that.”

“I wish you would think of it; and if you can find a Deist where

the Bible has not been known, report him to me. My mind has been

turned to this subject , and Ihave been able to find no such character.

Socrates and Plato, I know, are thoughtto have approached the truth.

But I think, you will scarcely acknowledge either of them as enlight

ened Deists; for even Gibbon says, the God of Plato resembled an idea,

rather than a God. Now, if it be true, that Deists are found only in

christian lands; is it not pretty clear, that you Deists have gotten your

light from the Bible, and then claimed it as the light of nature?

When once we have the idea of God and his perfections, it is easy to

see in his Works the evidences of his being and of his attributes; but

the question is, whether men, without having gained these ideas from

the Bible, have ever got them from the works of nature. But do

you not see, that in making universality the test of religious truth,

you overturn your own creed!”

“I believe, I must give up this argument.”

SECOND OBJECTION.—“Tlle account given in the books of Moses, of

the conduct of the Jews in the journey from Egypt to Canaan, is abso

lutely incredible. I cannot believe that if they had seen the stu

pendous miracles they are reported to have seen, they could have re

belled and murmured, as they are said to have done. The argument

seems to me conclusive; and I recently silenced completely a christian

friend who was trying to convert me to his views. I illustrated the

argument thus: ‘ You are anxious to convince me of the inspiration of

the Scriptures, and are not able to do it. Now suppose you had~ the

power to command the earth to open at our feet, as it is said to have
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opened to swallow up Korah, Dathan and Abiram, in proof of the

truth of the Bible. \ It opens and closes at your bidding. Do you not

believe that I would be convinced?’ This argument stopped my

friend.”

ANSWER.——“l\.ly dear sir, the argument is all on my side of the

question.”

“How can that be?”

“Why, in the first place, you will admit, that a man’s testimony

against himself is good. Or, in other words, men, when charged with

wrong doing, will justify themselves, if they can. Will they not?

“Certainly, this is human nature.”

“Well, the Jews rebelled against Moses, and sinned against God.

He reproved them sharply, and referred them to the miracles they

themselves had witnessed. Why did they not turn upon him and say:

‘We have seen no such wonders as as you talk of. You have given

us no such evidence that you are sent of God.’ Would not such a

reply have been the very best defense they could make? and would

they not have made it, if they could? But they admitted the mira

cles, though in so doing they condemned themselves; for it is histor

ically true, that in every age the Jews have held the books of Moses

to be inspired, and have believed that the miracles there recorded were

actually wrought. Will you not admit their testimony against them

selves?”

“This is a strong view of the case, I acknowledge. It had not

occurred to me.”

“I have still another answer. Miracles cannot change the hearts of

men. They only afibrd evidence to establish the truths they are

wrought to prove. Now, do you not know many men who believe the

Bible to be true, and consequently that not only duty, but their high

est interests require them to be Christians, who nevertheless do not act

upon these convictions? Now, you contend that it is incredible that

the Jews should have acted contrary to their convictions; when you

see men around you habitually doing this very thing!”

“ My argument, I must acknowledge, will not stand the test.”

THIRD OBJECTION.—“ The doctrine of eternal punishment seems

to me inconsistent with the perfections of God. I cannot admit that

God can finally abandon any of his rational creatures. I have enter

tained a view of this kind: I suppose men to be passing through a

succession of states. If a man live uprightly in the present life, he

will rise in the scale of being in the next state, and so on. If he be

not a virtuous man in this life, in the next state he will descend in the
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scale; and thus, continuing vicious, he may descend lower and lower,

through an indefinite number of states of being; but even at the low

est point, he may begin to reform and to rise into higher states. This

is my theory; and it seems to me to be sustained by reason.”

ANSWER—“Allow me to reply, first, that we are not competent to'

judge correctly concerning the demerit of sin against God, or what

would be a just penalty. We are familiar with sin, and. are our

selves tainted with it. lt is not strange, therefore, that we should look

leniently upon it. Besides, no one can judge correctly respecting the

proper penalty for the transgression of a civil law, unless he under

stand the importance of the law, and the evil efi'ects likely to flow from

the transgression of it. To the mind of a child, the penalty attached to

the crime of forgery would appear cruel. We are not impartial; we

have not the data on which to form a judgment; and probably our

minds are less capable of understanding the whole bearings of the case,

than the mind of a child to understand what penalty should be inflicted

upon the forger.”

“In the second place, you will acknowledge, that the longer a man

continues in an evil course, the less likely he is to abandon it. If, for

example, you knew a man who had, for sixty years, been a liar or a

dishonest man, you would scarcely expect to see a radical change in

him. Now the Bible teaches, that the man who, in spite of all good

influences, continues to sin to the end of the present life, will continue

to sin in the future state; and, of course, he will be unhappy. The

doctrine certainly is in accordance with all we know of the effects of

habits of wrong doing; and there is no evidence that in the next world

there will be any good moral influences more powerful, or as powerful

as those exerted here. If not, then, he who died in sin will continue

to sin.”

“Agaiu,-—the penalty attached to any law must depend upon the

importance of the law, and the strength of' the disposition to transgress

it. If a certain civil law is essential, not only to the well-being, but

to the existence of the State, and if the disposition to break it be preva

lent and very strong; then a wise legislature would increase the severi

ty of the penalty, till it became strong enough to sustain the law. In

such a case, he who would propose a. milder penalty, would simply en

courage the vices which would ruin the State. Now, my dear sir,

think what must be the effect of your views upon the morals of men.

The Scriptures contain a perfect moral code. The reward of obedience

is eternalalit'e; the penalty of disobedience, eternal death. You know

there are multitudes who believe this law to be from God; and yet,

2
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in spite of the greatness of the reward and the penalty. they continue

to transgress. You propose to diminish both of these motives infi

m'tely ; what must be the effect upon morality? When we consider the

prevailing disposition of men to sin, does it not appear that there is

wisdom in the greatness of the reward and of thepenalty? Is it not

better to present stréng motives to prevent men from sinning?”

Our friend, who well understood the force of reasoning, and who

would not cavil, dropped his objection, and passed on to another.

FOURTH OBJECTION.—-“ The Bible evidently teaches the doctrine

of Divine Sovreignty, asit is called, and this doctrine I cannot receive.

It seems to me inconsistent with the benevolence, not to say the

justice, of God. Many years ago, a friend urged me to read the. New

Testament through. I consented. I began, and read on till I came

to John 12: 39, 40. ‘Therefore they could not believe, because that

Esaias said again, He hath blinded their eyes, and hardened their

heart: that they should not see with their eyes, nor understand with

their heart, and be converted, and I should heal them.’ This was too

much for me, and I closed the book.” .

ANSWEnr—“Excuse me, but you do hold the doctrine of Divine

Sovreignty; and as it stands in your creed, there is something very

objectionable.”

“ You are certainly mistaken.”

“I think I can satisfy you that I am not mistaken. The peculiar

feature of this doctrine to which you object, is-—that it represents God

as making a diflerence in the treatment of men, which is not founded

upon a difference of character and conduct. Is it not so?” I

“ It is so." ' ' >

“Now you believe in the doctrine of Divine providence. There,

for example, is a man born blind, whilst his brother is born with the

inestimable blessing of sight. This is a very great difference, which

cannot be referred to any difference in the character and conduct of

the individuals. There is another man born with a feeble constitution,

in which are the seeds of fatal disease, whilst his brother is born with

a robust constitution." ’

"These are important differences. I grant; but they do not relate to

the moral character and the future destiny of men." ,

“True, but they are differences which aflect their happiness very

seriously. Now, if God may make such differences in giving or with

holding blessings, who can decide how jar he may go? Besides, there

are differences which affect the moral character and future destiny of

men. There, for example, is an individpal horn of enlighted and vir
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tuous parents, who wisely train his mind, his affections and habits. His

life is spent in the practice of virtue; and, according to your creed,

he rises higher in the next state. But there is another. who is born

of ignorant, degraded, vicious parents; and from early childhood his

character is formed under the most demoralizing influences. He lives a

vicious life, and sinks into deeper degradation and misery in the next

state. The former may continue to ascend, and the latter to descend,

according to your theory, until the distance between them shall be im

measurable—the one being an angel and the other a devil. This won

derful diflerence is, traceable to the providence of God, which gave to _

each individual his parents. Again, one is born in the darkness and

corruption of India or Africa; another is born in our own enlight

ened country. You cannot deny these providential'diiferences, and

you cannot doubt that they do afl'ect the moral character and future des

tiny of men; can you give any satisfactory explanation of them? ”

“They must be regarded as beyond our comprehension.”

Just so ; but your creed has the Worst of it. For you do not admit

the trial and fall of man; and, therefore, you reject the doctrine of

original sin and depravity. Consequently in the case of the individu

al born blind, or sickly, or of vicious parents, or in pagan darkness,

there is suferinq without sin. This looks very much like injustice.

In our creed there is suffering, indeed, but not sufi'ering without sin.

If we admit that we both have some difliculties to contend with; I

think you must acknowledge yours to be greatest. I could not believe

the doctrine of Divine sovreignty, as it stands in your creed.”

“The view you present has great force, I acknowledge ; but there is

one very serious difiiculty it does not remove. The passage to which

I referred, and which confirmed by skepticism, not only teaches that

the Jews could not believe, but aflirlns that God hardened and blinded

them, lest they should be converted. Can you believe, that men are

ever so despoiled of their free agency, that they cannot do their duty?

. —and, above all, that God hardens them in sin, so that they may not

do it :I" ' ‘

“ My reply is, in the first place, that the words can and cannot are

used in senses widely different, both in the Bible and in common con

versation. I may say of a child, he cannot lift an hundred pounds ;

and he cannot understand the science of astronomy. The word can

not here occurs twice in the same sentence, but in widely different

senses, as the connection shows. Then again we say of an irritable

man, he cannot govern his temper. Here the word cannot is used in

a third sense. You would readily excuse the child in both the cases
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mentioned; but you would not so readily excuse the ill-tempered man

for his violence. Thus of Joseph’s brethren, who sold him into

Egypt, it is said—‘ They hated him, and could not speak peaceably

to him.’ Here is a cannot, but they were not excusable, and did not

excuse themselves. Now, faith is a matter not of the intellect only,

but of the heart; and the inability of the Jews to believe, was like

that of Joseph’s brethren—it was the result of prejudice and hatred.”

“ So it may have been; biit remember, God is said to have hardened

their hearts.”

“True, but there are two ways of hardening men’s hearts. The

one isOby exciting and influencing them to sin; the other is by with

drawing from them all softening influences. If you would make water

hard and solid, you would simply abstract the caloric from it, and then

solidity is its natural state. Now the Scriptures do not teach, that

God ever influenced or disposed men to sin; but they do teach, that

he sometimes withdraws from wicked men those good influences which

they have abused and resisted. Or, as Paul explains it,—“ For this

cause, (viz: their persevering wickedness) God gave them up unto vile

affections.” (Rom. I: 26.) v Thus he hardened the heart of Pharaoh;

and thus he hardened the Jews.”

“ Your explanations, I confess, place the subject in a new light. I

believe, I shall be obliged to waive this objection.”

“ You must admit the doctrine of divine sovreignty, or give up the

doctrine of Divine providence, and thus run into practical atheism.”

FIFTH 0BJE0TION.—“The conduct of professing Christians has

gone far to confirm my disbelief of the Bible. They profess to be

guided by a perfect rule, and to have experienced a supernatural

change; and yet in not a few cases their conduct is far from being

unexceptionable."

ANSWER.—-—“True, there are amongst professing Christians not a

few unworthy persons ; but you forget, that Christ said, the wheat and

tares grow together until harvest. There is no way of preventing

some hypocritical and self-deceived persons from entering the church.

It is even true, that all Christians are imperfect; that is, they fail to

come up to th'eir own rule. But this fact seems to me to afford an

argument for the inspiration of the Scriptures; for it shows that the

Bible is better than the best of men. This could not be, if men

made it. Now, the Mahommetan can be perfectly consistent—he can

come fully up to his rule. It was made by man, and made to suit

man in his imperfect-ion; but he who would come up to the requirements

of the Bible, would be a perfect man. The fact that its moral code is

perfect, demonstrates that God is the author of it.”
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“I cheerfully acknowledge, that the Bible teaches a very pure mor

ality; but I cannot admit this fact to be a proof of its inspiration. It

seems to me to prove no more, than that that it is better than any

other system of religion—perhaps the highest effort of the human

mind in this direction.”

“It is certainly superior to Deism. Did you ever know a man to

improve, in morals. by abandoning the belief of the Bible for that of

Deism?"

“ Comparisons are invidious.”

“Not always. We may safely judge of moral principles, and of

systems of religion, by their effects upon the morals of those who sin

cerely embrace them. Virtue, you will admit, is nothing but obedi

ence to moral and religious truth; as Gibbon says, ‘The primitive

Christians demonstrated their faith by their virtues.’ Now if Deism

has in it more truth than Christianity; the man who gives up the lat

ter for the former, would hold more truth and. less error, and would

become a better man, a better husband,vfather, neighbor, citizen. We

can point to many who, by abandoning Deism for Christianity, have

become better men. Can you furnish any example of the converse of -

this?” '

“I am not sure, that I can."

“ Then, the argument is ours. We have more truth than youl”

“Still you may not have unmixed truth, and therefore not

inspiration .’ ’

“W'e can test the question about unmixed truth in this way: Ex_

amine carefully the faults and imperfections of Christians, and see

whether any of those imperfections are caused by adhering to the

Bible in spirit and in act, or whether all of them result from a depart

ure from Bible teaching. If the former be true, then the Bible is

imperfect and, therefore, not inspired; if the latter, then the Bible is

perfect, and therefore, inspired. Can you mention any moral imper

fection, which you have observed in any Christian, which you could

say was produced by. adhering to the Bible?”

“I am not prepared to say that I can.”

“Then again the argument is strongly with us."

. Over this and much more ground we passed, examining each point

till our friend abandoned his objection, till near the close of the second

day, when he advanced and abandoned his last argument. .He was

much aifected, and said, with tears: “ I have been wrong so long, that

fear I shall never get right. I have had increasing fears, for some

years, that my opinions might not, after all, stand the test." We an
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swered—“ This very fact affords a. very forcible argument against them.

You have been prejudiced in favor of these views; and yet as your

mind has matured, and you have extended your investigations, they seem

to grow weaker. Is it not apparent, then, that they lack evidence to

sustain them? Precisely the reverse of this is true with regard to

Christians. The more thorougly they examine the evidences of the

inspiration of the Scriptures, the clearer and more conclusive do those

evidences become.”

“I think, I sincerely desire to know the trut .” .

“ But have you,n0t adopted an unsound and unsafe method of ex

amining the great subject? Your objections are chiefly abstract and

. . . . . .

philosophical. They go into a region where the human mind cannot

'safely pursue investigations. The subjects are in their nature vast,

and we have not the data on which to reason. You see, we are too hard

for you even in the region of abstractions; but our faith rests on evi

dences far more conclusive, than most of those I have advanced ; for

my object has been td meet your objections. But, adopting the same

method of reasoning, I can prove that there is no God,_ by an argu

ment in which I defy you to pick a flaw _; and yet the conclusion you

know and can prove to be false."

“ Let me hear that argument.”

“I would reason thus: Propw>iftiun—If there were an infinitely

perfect God, and if he were to create a world, and place rational, ac

countable, immortal creatures upon it; they would be perfectly holy

and happy. Proof. In the first place, such a God, being infinitely

holy and benevolent, would infinitely prefer that his rational creatures

should be holy and happy, not sinful and miserable. In the second

place, such a God, being infinite in wisdom, would know. how to make

a world, with what faculties and powers to endow his creatures, and with

what circumstances and influences to surround them, to render it cer

tain that they would always be holy and happy. In the third place,

such a God, being omnipotent, would be able to make such a world,

and so to endow and locate his creatures, that they would always be holy

and happy. Conclusions—1st. Since the world with its inhabitants

is not such a. world as an infinitely perfect God would create; it was

not created by such a God. 2d. Since, if there is a God, he must be

infinitely perfect, and since the world was not created by such a God,

and we have no other proof of the existence of God; there is no God.

“ There is the argument. Can you detect any fallacy in the reason
ing .7" i

“ None.”
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‘~ Now, you know, it is easy to demonstrate, by a multitude of proofs, I

which are absolutely conclusive, the being of an infinitely perfect

God. Hence l insist that abstract reasoning on these great subjects

is dangerous. We cannot decide what an infinitely perfect God should

and would do, unless we were ourselves infinitely perfect.”

The conversation closed with an examination of some of the posi

tive proofs of the inspiration of the Scriptures. Whether our friend

ever embraced the Gospel, we cannot say; though we know, he mani

fested a deep interest in it. His sudden death, after we had left the

neighborhood, prevented his friends from satisfactorily ascertaining the

state of his mind. _

Repeated conversations with intelligent skeptics has greatly strength

ened our conviction, that a. solid argument cannot be framed against

the inspiration of the Bible; andour intercourse with such men has

abundantly satisfied us, that if ministers of the Gospel were familiar

with the ground they 'really occupy, and knew how to meet their 0b

jections, as they may be met; much larger numbers of them would

become believers. lVithin the last few years, ‘infidelity has assumed

new and more dangerous forms in our country, and is penetrating more

amongst the masses, and even amongst women. The whole subject

demands the attention of ministers of the Gospel.

\

DAY OF GRACE GONE.

aim. _____.__.._‘"

There is a period within which every individual who hears the Gos

pel, may be' saved; and there is a point beyondwhich mercy does not

extend. This was true of the city of Jerusalem. Jesus wept over it,

saying—“If thou hadst known, even thou, at least in this thy day,

the things which belong unto thy peace! -but_n0w theyaare hid from

thine eyes.” (Luke 19: The same fearful truth is taught in re- -

gard to individuals, in Prov. I: 24—31. I -

How long the period of mercy will continue, in any particular case,

none can know. In some instances, as in that of the penitent thief,

it has extended almost to the very close of life; In other cases, there
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is reason to believe that wicked men live for years after the Spirit has

ceased to visit their souls—given over “ to a reprobate mind.” (Rom.

1: 23.) We have seen men of four~score years, though very rarely,

indeed, give evidence oi repentance; and we have seen many compar

atively young men, whose consciences appeared to be “seared as with

an hot iron.”

There are two ways in which the bounds of mercy may be passed.

The first is by blasphemy against the Holy Ghost, which is commonly

called the unpardonable sin. In such cases, the sinner, at one fearful

leap, passes beyond the reach of grace ; and nothing remains, but “a

fearful looking for of judgment and fiery indignation.” The second

is by the gradual process of hardening in sin. Depraved aifections

are strengthened, and the conscience is weakened, until the former

gain complete sway over the mind, blinding the intellect and perverting

the conscience, or silencing its voice altogether. The Holy Spirit

often resisted visits the soul no more. In many cases. probably, there

are deep convictions, just before the boundary is passed , and a. tre

mendous conflict, before the final choice of sin is made. Then succeeds

a fearful quiet, as when the last dreadful groan and deep sigh leave the

human body a lifeless lump of clay.

The aggravation of sin is in proportion to the degree of light and

the privileges enjoyed; and, therefore, those who have from childhood

enjoyed the clear light of the Gospel, and have been placed under de

cided christian influences, are likely sooner 10 pass the fearful line,

than those less favored. Therefore it was, that our Lord upbraided

“ the cities wherein most of his mighty works were done, because they_

repented not,” and denounced against them more terrible judgments

than against Tyre and Sydon. (Matt. 11: 20, 24.) Privileges involve

responsibilities 3 and opportunities slighted or despised becoine‘dread

ful curses. _ - _

The uncertainty of the period within Which “the longsuffering of

God” will wait with us, ought to be a warning to the young, to the

middle-aged, t0 the old, no longer to trifle with Divine grace. "‘ For if

we sin wilfully after that we have received the knowledge of the truth,

there remaineth no more sacrifice for sin, but a fdarful looking for of

judgment and fiery indignation, which shall devour the adversaries.”

(Heb. 10: 26,30.) The man of business or pleasure may pass the

'line in the midst of his rapid gains, or in his gayest moments. Angels

trampled upon God’s law, and met a fearful doom; it is the peculiar

guilt of men, that they tread un_der foot the Son of God, count the

blood of the covenant an unholy thing, and do despite unto the Spirit

of grace. ‘
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But there are multitudes of persons who are often discouraged and

alarmed with the apprehension that they have sinned away their day

of grace, or have committed the unpardonable sin. Awakened and

anxious persons are often tormented in this way ; and so are Christians,

when aroused from a backslidden state, or when oppressed with melan

choly. For the instruction and encouragement of persons thus troub

led, we propose to say a few things.

1. The unpardonable sin is committed by the utterance of blas

phemous words against the Holy Ghost. “ Whosoever shall speak a

word against the Son of man, it shall be forgiven him: but unto him

that blasphemeth against the Holy Ghost, it shall not be forgiven.”

(Luke 12: 10.) It is malignantly ascribing the work of the Holy

Spirit to the devil—“Because they said, He hath an unclean spirit.”

(Mark 3: 28,30.) This sin is never committed by those who are

troubled with blasphemous thoughts, which they are tempted to utter.

The very fact that the temptation is distressing, is the best evidence

that the heart is not in such a state as to commit it. Such temptations

are likely to assail Christians, when suflering under a severe attack of

melancholy. This species of trouble is strikingly described by Bun

yan, when he represents Christian as passing through the valley of the

shadow of death: “One thing I could not let slip: I took notice that

now poor Christian was so confounded, that he did not know his own

voice; and thus I perceived it: just when he was come over against

the mouth of the burning pit, one of the wicked ones got behind

him, and stcpt up softly to him, and whisperingly suggested many.

grievous blasphemics to him, which he verily thought had proceeded

from his own mind. This put Christian more to it than anything that

he met with before, even to think that he should blaspheme Him that

he loved so much before; yet if he could have helped it, he would

not have done it: but he had not the discretion either to stop his ears,

or to know from whence these blasphemies came.” Dr. Alexander, in

his able work on Religious Experience,—a book which every Christian

should possess—gives some striking examples of this species of temp

tation. Let distressed, tempted Christians know, that such temptations,

however distressing, are not the unpardona-ble sin, nor anything like

it, but the devices of Satan, who takes advantage of their melancholy

state.

2. Anxiety lest one’s day of grace has passed, especially if there

be no immediate danger of death, is one of the clearest evidences that

it has not passed. “The carnal mind is enmity against God ;” and

the affections and desires of every unrenewed mind run after thipgs

3
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earthly. So long as the Spirit of God continues to visit the uncon

verted, they have more or less of conviction of sin, and of religious

desires; and the Christian is never entirely without such feelings, even

when greatly backslidden. But when God finally leaves the sinner

to himself, there is no restraint upon his depraved affections ; and such

abandonment occurs after the conscience has been seared by continu

ance in sin. Consequently the mind is left to the blinding influence

of evil affections, and to the snares of the devil, unrestrained by an en

lightened or sensitive conscience. Then, of necessity, one of three

things results, viz:

1st. The sinner embraces some system of ruinous error, presented

by the devil, as “an angel of light.” For every such system, whilst

it holds out the promise of eternal life, not only fails to deliver men

from the dominion of sin, but inflames and strengthens some of their

evil passions. When the weeping Savior turned from Jerusalem, say

ing, that the things belonging to her peace were hid from her eyes, the

people were not less zealous in their religion than before. They were

simply left to “believe a lie.” (Thess. Z: 11, 12.)

2d. Or, the sinner, absorbed with worldly pursuits, and unwilling

to be disturbed, cherishes deep~seated hatred of religion. He absents
himself from the house of God, and is angryiif approached on the

subject. We do not say, that every one who shows these dispositions,

is certainly abandoned of God; but we do say, that one thus aban

doned would be likely to manifest them. When the heart is left to

itself, it shows its natural enmity to God and his truth.

3d. Or, the abandoned sinner, hardened in heart and scared in

conscience, is utterly indifferent to the claims of religion, and turns off

_every attempt to press the subject upon him with a jest or a sneer.

Of such persons our Lord spoke, when he said—“They made light of

it (Gospel invitation) and went their ways.” (Matt. 22: 5.) We do

not mean to say, that all are abandoned of God who treat sacred things

with unbecoming levity; but we do say, that such levity, with cavils

and snecrs, often characterize those forsaken of God.

Now, if what we have said is true, it is perfectly manifest that those

who still feel conviction of sin, and anxiety to turn from it and to be

come true Christians, have not sinned away their day of grace. Their

religious interest proves that the Spirit is yet with them. It is true,

indeed, that a sinner abandoned of God might be greatly alarmed

and terribly distressed in the immediate prospect of death; but should

the danger pass away, his fears would be as the morning clouds and

he early dew. The alarm experienced by such persons, moreover, is
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not of the nature of conviction of sin, which awakens the desire of

holiness. '

Two conclusions are justified by the preceding remarks:

1st. That no one can safely defer the duty of repentance and faith.

We may pass the, invisible line at any moment. “ To-day, if ye will

hear his voice, harden not your hearts.”

2d. That no anxious soul, whether professor or non-professor,

should be discouraged by the suggestion, either that he has committed

the unpardonable sin, or that his day of grace is passed. “ Come unto

me, all ye that labor and are heavy laden; and I will give you rest.”

If sin is a burden, this invitation comes to you. The desire to turn

to God, proves that God has not turned from you.

RETROSPECT OF LIFE.

 

Life, in the retrospect, is commonly said to appear short. To us

it does not so appear. The true philosophy of the subject is given by

Rev. Wm. Jay, in his autobiography. He remarks?“ Life is common

ly said to appear short, and to some even in advanced years it may so

appear; but they have been persons whose condition has been distin

guished by much sameness, whose progress seemed to consist in one

journey, whose passage has been always smooth, and who have not

many things to strike, and, as it were, detain the mind, in looking back.

But life to others in retrospect seems to be like a succession of stages,

each having its beginning and ending, and a variety of separate, inter

mediate residences; from one of which to another the memory can

hardly pass without re-entering and enjoying or suffering their scenes

and events again. 'And this gives the notion of length. Now, in my

case, life has not only run through infancy, and childhood, and youth,

and manhood, and in a great measure through age itself, but has been

made up of such diverse states, and has been attended with so many

new (as to myself) and interesting occurrences, that I cannot go over

it quickly ; and my first conciousness, feelings and actings seem a long

way back.” '
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The further one advances in life, the more he is disposed frequently

to dwell upon the past; and the more numerous and the more impor

tant are the bearings of those memories upon the enjoyments of the

present and the hopes of the future. Few, if any, dream in the boy

ancy, the excitement, the passion of earlier life, what an influence the

sayings and doings of each day are destined to have upon their peace

and happiness, when the pressure of years shall induce serious reflec

tion upon the past. Not a few in advanced life would adopt the lan

guage of Cowper, as expressive of their own feelings:

“ Worlds should not bribe me back to tread y

Again life's dreary waste,

To see the future overspread

With all the gloomy past."

We remember, when quite a small boy, to have heard a man and his

wife, who were advanced in life, expressing to each other their feelings on

this subject. He would have been willing to go back, and travel again

over the same road ; but she, who looked at things in a graver light, and

who had known many a sorrow in which he but slightly sympathised,

nay, not a few of which he had thoughtlessly or passionately caused,

would on no account be willing to live life over again. The conver

sation made a deep impression upon our youthful mind, though they

knew not that it attracted our attention. Dr. Franklin, speaking of his

successes and happiness in life, said,—-“This good fortune, when I re

flect on it, which is frequently the case, has induced me sometimes to

say, that, if it were left to my choice, I should have no objection to go

over the same life from its begining to the end, requesting only the ad

vantage authors have of correcting in a second edition the faults of

the first. So would I also wish to change some incidents of it, for

others more favorable. Notwithstanding, if this condition was denied,

I should still accept the offer of re-commencing the same life.” Frank

lin may be regarded as having enjoyed as much of that happiness

which is earthly, as almost any one who has lived; and having no very

clear perceptions of the future, and no very certain grounds of hope,

it is not surprising that to live over again his life seemed a thing to be

desired. '

Rev. Wm. Jay, when advanced in life, expressed similar feelings,

though in view of widely different principles, aims and pleasures.

After repeating the lines of Cowper just quoted, he said—“But such

language is not for me. I should not shrink from the proposal of repeti

tion. “ Goodness and mercy have followed me all the days ofmy life.”

My duties have not been burdening and irksome. My trials have
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been few compared with my comforts. My pleasures have been cheap,

and simple, and therefore very numerous. I have enjoyed unsatiating

ly the seasons and the sceneries of nature. I have relished the boun

ties of Providence, using them with moderation and thankfulness. l

have delighted in the means of grace; unutterable have been my de

lights_in studying and perusing the Scriptures. How have I verified the

words of Young—

“ Retire and read thy Bible to be gay."

Preaching has been the element of my heart and my head. My la

bors have met with much acceptance—nor have I labored in vain. I

have seldom been without hearing of some instances of usefulness from

the pulpit or the press. God has honored me to call by my labors

not a few individuals, even into the ministry. The seat of my resi

dence was, of all others, the place of my preference. My condition

has been the happy medium of neither poverty nor riches. I had a

most convenient habitation, with a large and lovely garden—a con

stant source of attraction, exercise and improvement. I had a sufficient

collection of books of all kinds. My wife was a gentlewoman, a saint

and a domestic goddess. My children were fair, and healthy, and du

tiful. My friends were many, and cordial, and steady. Where shall

I end? -

“Call not earth a barren spot,

Pass it not unheeded by;

"I‘is to man a lovely spot,

Though a lovlier awaits on high!"

We can scarcely wonder that in reviewing such a life, Mr. Jay

should feel no reluctance at the thought of repeating it. Not one in

a thousand, however, of God’s people or of his ministers has traveled

over the path of life with so many blessings and so few trials.

The life of John Newton, after he became a christian and was set

tled in life, was remarkable for its cheerfulness and enjoyment; and in

his domestic relations he was greatly blest. Yet in taking the retro

spect he seemed disinclined, even were it possible, to live over the

happiest part of it. Writing, on the 25th anniversary of his mar

riage, an address to his wife, in which he recorded ‘-' the undhangeable

goodness of God under changing dispensations,” he said——

"Sure none a. happier life have known,

Than ours thus far has been;

But could we cover, now ‘tis gone,

To live it‘o'cr again?
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Like checker’d cloth, the warp with love

And comfort has been spread;

But cares and crosses interwove

Have furnish'd half the thread.

Yes! even we, who so much joy,

So much endearment know,

Have found that something will annoy

And tarnish all below."

Whatever may be our opinions respecting a second journey through

this world, we shall never be called to choose. Every step in life is

a step never to be retraced. The bloom of youth once gone returns

no more; and the vigor of manhood returns not to take the place of

infirm age. The events, too, of the past are for ever stereotyped;

and many of them have an abiding place, whether we desire it or not,

in our memory. Still, past years may teach us lessons of wisdom, and

may come to us in later periods, with precious treasures of joy. Thus,

only, can we live life over again.

Past years may teach us lessons of wisdom. There are no truths

we so well understand, as those we have seen illustrated in their actual

working; and there are none so deeply impressed on our minds, as those

we have learned in the school of suifering. If the observation and

experience of past years shall make us wiser in those which yet remain,

we shall gain more than by traveling again the same journey; and

none can tell how valuable those lessons, learned amid the conflicts of

time, will be to God’s people, in their eternal home. Two or three

great and precious truths are learned by all who consider well the

past. One is to place little confidence in men. Another is to place

unbounded confidence in God. “I have been young, and now am

old,” said the Psalmist, “yet have I never seen the righteous forsaken,

nor his seed begging bread.” _ A third truth taught by observation

and experience, is—that the connection between doing right and being

happy is very intimate, and the connection between sin‘ and misery,

no less so.

But if the earlier years of life are well spent, they aiford precious

joys, when the mind must draw its enjoyments mainly from the past

and the future. The memory retains, most fully and distinctly, the

incidents of early life. The recollection of duties done, of kind acts

performed, of tears wiped away, of troubled hearts comforted, of wan

derers reclaimed—these, in the later years of life, afi‘ord many a feast

of fat things; whilst the recollection of an opposite course withers

even the few pleasures that earth still oifers to the aged. And then
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a virtuous past makes a bright future. Hope feeds on good deeds, and

grows strong; not that good deeds purchase heaven, but that they

prove our title to it, through Jesus Christ. Thus, Paul speaks first of

his good fight, and then of his crown of righteousness. And so a sel

fish, wicked past makes a dark future—“a fearful looking for of judg

ment and fiery indignation.” For “whatsoever a man soweth, that

shall he also reap.”

No—we may not return and travel over again the path of life; yet

will the past continue to throw its lights and shades over coming years.

Multitudes cannot be happy now, nor in the remaining years of life,

because the past constantly throws its dark shadows across their path,

ominous of the darker future. Some there are who cannot be misera

ble now, because the past illumines their path, and dispels the dark

ness with which declining years would overspread it. To the young

we would say—“ Remember now your Creator.” To the more ad

vanced we would say—“Redeem the time.”

THE FAITHFUL WATCHMAN.

One of the most important and diflicult duties of the Christian

minister is that of guarding the purity of the church’s faith. It is

one of the most important; for God sanetifies “through the truth”.

The corruption of the truth, therefore, interferes with sanctifieation,

and often produces that most dangerous thing—a Zeal not according

to knowledge. “We walk by faith ;” therefore every degree of cor

ruption of the faith interferes with the Cristian walk. The true unity

of the church consists in “the unity of the faith ;” therefore the inev

itable cfleet of error is to mar or destroy that unity, and thus to pro

duce division, strife, and every evil work.

The duty of every minister, as a faithful watchman, to guard the

church against the inroads of error, is manifest; but it is the most

diflicult of all his duties, and requires more wisdom, firmness and cour

age, than any other. For this there are many reasons. We propose

to point out some of them.
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1. Outside of the church, and even amongst large pumbers of in

tclligent Christians, there is no very high appreciation of doctrinal

truth. Not a great many of the latter class of persons, perhaps, would

adopt in its length and breadth, the absurd sentiment—that it does

not matter what a man believes, if his conduct is right; and yet, unless

the error is palpable and gross, large numbers would cover it with the

mantle of charity, and would condemn the man who is so uncharitable

as to make any decided, public opposition to it. This ‘is particularly

the case, when error has gained an entrance into that branch of the

church with which we are connected. The evils of controversy are

manifest ,- and a false peace is preferred. In such circumstances, it

requires both wisdom and courage to be faithful. N0 one desires, if

he can avoid it, to lose friends and make enemies, especially in his own

branch of the church , and temporal interests are often involved in

the decision of the question of duty: This is one reason why error is

so often allowed to gain great strength in the church, before it is op

posed.

2. Comparatively few are capable of discovering the tendency of

a particular error, especially if in its announcement it seems not widely

variant from the truth. The skillful physician often detects fatal ten

dencies in a disease which, to the eye of those unacquainted with medical

science, and even to eyes of many doctors, appears almost harmless.

Such a physician would urge vigorous treatment, when others would

do little or nothing. Precisely so it is with religious error. In very

many instances, in its first announcement it seems to differ so slightly

from the truth, that to controvert it is regarded by many as mere logo

machy; and even its advocates frequently do not see the inevitable

consequences to which it must lead. Such, in its early beginnings,

was what is now called the New Divinity. The difference between it

and orthodoxy, on the subject of Adam’s relation to his posterity, ap

peared to many intelligent men, and even ministers of the Gospel,

much more verbal than real. The same was true of other points. Con

sequently the man who made a serious matter of it, especially if he

entered into any public controversy, was sure to be charged by large

numbers of good men with uncharitableness toward his brethren, with

seeking to impair their usefulness, and with disturbing the peace of

the church for nothing. Thus, his feelings must be wounded, preju

dices excited against him, and his influence diminished. It is not

surprising, in such circumstances, that good men, who saw the danger

to the purity of the church’s faith, debated long whether it was wise

for them to engage in such a controversy.
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3. Errorists, whilst in the minority, and desiring to retain thelr

connection with the church, and their influence in it, have ever been

accustomed to represent the difference between them and the orthodox

as quite unimportant, consisting more in words than ideas; and these

misrepresentations mislead large numbers of people, and even of min

isters of the Gospel. By this means, odium, is thrown upon the faith

ful friends of the truth, as slanderers of their brethren, and as dis

turbers of the church. Arius and his followers, in the fourth century,

whilst denying the Divinity of Christ, employed language so similar

to that of the orthodox, that great multitudes believed them sound in

the faith: The rise of Unitarianism in New England was marked by

the same peculiarity. Indeed, the doctrines of Christ’s Divinity and

the Atonement were, in many. cases, not so much denied as ignored.

They were simply not preached. Even recently, a prominent Unita

rian preacher in the West said to a lady friend of ours—“There is

but a shade of difference btween us,” and one might hear him preach

for months without hearing any open denial of those great doctrines.

Moreover, in his church are found not a few persons, whose training

was in orthodox churches, and who have been misled by the similarity

of nuich of his phraseology to that used by sound men. \

The same peculiarity attended the rise of Campbellism in the Bap

tist denomination. Did Mr. Campbell deny the doctrine of the influ

ence of the Holy Spirit in regeneration? He employed language

which, in its obvious meaning, denied it; but when the error was

Charged upon him, plausible explanations were resorted to. The Spirit,

he said, is in the word, and operates on the minds of men only through

the word. Those who ventured to charge upon him the denial of the

Spirit's influence in conversion, were pronounced slanderers. And

when the errors of Mr. Campbell became manifest, the question whether

a particular preacher was a follower of his or not, often agitated

churches, and produced the most painful differences. Some twenty-five

years ago, a very pious old Baptist gentleman was an inmate in our

family. The Baptist preacher whom he was accustomed to hear, he

came suspected’of having fallen into the errors of Campbellism. These

suspicions greatly troubled our aged friend. He listened to his preach

er’s discourses with the closest attention. Often he would come to

the conclusion that his suspicions were unjust; and then he would

hear language that would revive his fears. He went once and again

to converse with brother 0., that he might satisfy his mind. Brother

C. assured him that he was not a Uampbellite. Some things he ad

mired in Mr. Campbell, others he objected to. He did not doubt, he
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was much slandered, &c., 8:0. Over and over again, the old gentle

man’s fears were dismissed and revived. We said to him—“The dif

ference between the doctrines of Mr. Campbell and the old Baptists,

is very material; and if your preacher chose, he could make himself

understood. His ambiguity shows what he is. Errorists have always

pursued this course. Your preacher is a Campbellite.” Ere long the

church was divided, and the preacher threw off all disguise. But for

a length of time, those who regarded him as unsound, were bitterly

reproached as slanderers of their pastor; and the feelings of those

charitable-people who sided with him, became so much enlisted, that

they went with him when his errors were more openly avowed. This

is substantially the history of a thousand cases.

Precisely the same thing occurred in the great controversy which

divided the Presbyterian Church, twenty years ago. The driftrences

were declared by many of the advocates of the new views, to be little

more than verbal, or a mere difference in philosophy. One minister

said, the difference is the same as between an old cocked bat and a

cocked old hat. And a number of New School men, in 1837, drew

up a statement of their views, which looked so much like true Pree

byterian doctrine, that many pronounced them sound in the faith, and

strongly sympathised with them as persecuted men. Great reproach

was heaped upon the men who saw through the ambiguous phraseol

0g , and contended against the inroads of error. '

Precisely the same thing has recently occurred. A great Theological

Seminary was to be founded in the North-West. There were evidences

that there was a purpose to make it a place for inculcating the peculiar

views of Abolitionists; and the attention of the Synods was called

to these evidences. Quite an outcry was raised. The individuals, it

was declared, were grossly misrepresented. They agreed substan'ially

with the General Assembly on the subject of Slavery A ruling

elder published that there was but a shade of difl‘erence; and they

were slandered, persecuted men. Finally, a smooth document, express

ive of their views, was laid before the Board and the Synods. The

vindication was declared to be complete 3 and one or two Synods en

dorsed the paper. Great odinm was heaped upon those, especially am,

who had dared to make the charge.

Then appeared certain letters written by the same hand. Amaze

ment was felt through the church. It was now clear, beyond the pos

sibility of a doubt, that the charges made were true. There was on

foot a plan which, if successful, must inevitably have divided our

Church. Then arcse an outcry about the publication of private, letters

—-thus diverting attention from what could not be justified.
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Such has been the course of error in every age A conscious weak

ness drives its advocates to ambiguity and concealment; and those who

venture to pull ofi' the mask must consent, for a time, to bear bitter

reproaches for doing what the Bible and their ordination vows demand

that they shall do.

4. The ditliculty in the way of the discharge of the duty of guard~

ing the purity of the church’s faith, is often greatly increased by the

apparently pious and benevolent aims of the advocates of error. Uni

tarians advocate “a liberal Christianity,” and who does not love lib

erality ? The Universalists are filled with benevolence, and shocked

at the idea that any human being could go to hell, even if he desired

to. And who does not admire benevolence? “God is love.” The

New-Lights of the WVest shouted for the Millennium; and the voices of

such men as the venerable David Rice, of Kentucky, were drowned

amid the shout, when they dared to oppose the jerking and barking

fanaticism. Most bitterly were they charged with opposing the work

of God; and not a few pious people believed the charge true, and

turned their backs upon those faithful defenders of the truth. Alex

ander Campbell longed for the union of all Christians. Christ him

self prayed that they might be one. Creeds and Confessions were the

mighty obstacles to this glorious end. Down with them, whether

sound or unsound. Ask one question, and then immerse the candi_

date. The end aimed at was confessedly most desirable. Who does

not desire to see the union of all Christians? M ultitudes of excellent

people were captivated by the beautiful vision, and followed the Re

former of the nineteenth century. The New School cherished en

larged views. They would evangelize the world by national societies,

made up of diflerent denominations. They did not even wish to send

“a Presbyterian religion” to the heathen. Sectarian bigotry was no

longer to be tolerated. And then they desired to see great revivals,

and multitudes converted; and their theology removed great obstacles

out of the way, and their “new measures” brought men to the point.

To oppose these views was to oppose Christian liberality and the on

ward progress of the Gospel. Abolitionists would have “all men free

and equal.” They abhor oppression, and especially human chattelism.

God\made of one blood all nations. They would break every yoke,

and let the oppressed go free. They would deliver our country from

its greatest curse. If they use strong language, it is because they ab

hor “the sum of all villainies.” To oppose their views is to advocate

and uphold oppression and cruelty. Our infidel reformers would drive

‘ from the country the clergy, who have always deluded the people for
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their own ends. We live in an age of progress; new light has dawned

upon our world. The spirits from “the spheres” have come down to

talk to us of the better land. Down with the Bible, which is quite

out of date, and with marriage, which is the slavery of women.

“ Liberté, Egalité, Fraternité.”

Thus has it ever been, and thus Peter foretold it would be. The

men “who privily shall bring in damnable heresies, even denying the

Lord that bought them,” shall “speak great swelling words of van

ity,” promising men liberty, whilst “they themselves are the servants

of corruption.” And as all error is of kindred nature, even those who

hold errors not fundamental, pursue courses very; similar to those of

heretics. And here arises a difliculty which severely tries the courage

of faithful ministers. Multitudes, both of people and ministers, are

captivated with the goodness of the end professedly aimed at, and for

get to examine carefully, whether the means proposed are adapted to

the end; and it is quite to the interest of errorists to confound these

two things. For it enables them to heap 0dium upon those who oppose

their measures, as being opposed to the end they professedly seek, and

in favor of the continuance of‘ the evils they are seeking to remove.

Thus the advocates of “liberal Christianity,” charge those who oppose

their doctrines, with narrow-minded bigotry. The New Lights charg

ed those who opposed their Unitarianism, with opposing the revival

then in progress. The Campbellites charge their opponents with op

posing the union of Christians, and perpetuating sectarian divisions.

The New School charged the Old with opposing revivals and holding

“a dead orthodoxy.” The Abolitionists charge all who oppose their

views with being the defenders of slavery in all its revolting forms.

The infidels charge Christian ministers, with defending the Bible, only

that they may lord it over the people, and enrich themselves at their

expense.

The injustice of such charges is perfectly apparent to reflecting

minds ; and yet multitudes will not and cannot see the difl‘erence be

tween opposing means, because not adapted to the end, and opposing

the end. Thus sound men might say truly to the New Lights, ‘We

are the friends of genuine revivals; but we believe your doctrines to

be destructive of revivals. We oppose them because they never can

produce a genuine revival of religion.’ The opponentsjof the Camp

bellites might with'propriety say, ‘We are in favor of the union of

all Christians; but we do not believe in the method by which you pro

pose to effect this end. Instead of uniting all Christians, you unite

Christians with all classes of errorists. Alex. Campbell himself says,
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all sorts of doctrines are preached by almost all sorts of men in his

Denomination. Do you call this mixture of all sorts of people, be

lieving all sorts of doctrines, Christian un-w'on?’ The Old School
could say to the New, ‘I We are as earnest advocates of true revivals,

as you are ,' but we are satisfied that the doctrines you preach, and the

means you adopt, will produce spurious revivals. Hence we oppose

them.’ So we say to Abolitionists, ‘You slander us, when you charge

us with being pro-slavery}. We are opposed to slavery; but we firmly

believe your method of dealing with it unscriptural, and adapted both

to prevent the accomplishment of the object you profess to have in

view, and to aggravate all the evils of slavery. Hence we oppose the

means, whilst we are in favor of the end at which you profess to aim.’

If we had a very sick child, we might be quite anxious to have it re

cover its health; and yet might not be willing to follow the prescrip

tions of a Doctor whom we believed tobe a quack. _

This distinction between means and end, obvious as it is, and essen

tial as it is, will not be appreciated by multitudes of people, and by

many ministers. Consequently those who oppose the errors, must lie

under the reproach of being opposed to the objects the erro‘rists‘pro

fess to aim at. For the sake of the truth and of a good conscience, they

must consent to bear reproach, even the reproach of ministerial breth

ren, for a time. Let such comfort themselves with the language of the

Psalmist—“ Commit thy way unto the Lord; trust also in him, and he

shall bring it to pass. And he shall bring forth thy righteousness

as the light, and thy judgment as the noon-day. Rest in the Lord

and wait patiently for him: fret not thyself because of him who pros

pereth in his way, because of the man who bringeth wicked devices

to pass.” \ -

5. The difliculty of wisely defending the truth, is further increas

ed by the personalities and bad feelings which almost unavoidably

arise in connection with religious controversy. On the one hand, one

is obliged to expose the equivocation and concealment to which error

ists constantly resort, who, when their interests require it, deny hold

ing the doctrines which they actively propagate. And on the other

hand, it is the policy of errorists to weaken the efiect of arguments

they cannot refute, by exciting prejudice against the man who advan

ces those arguments. Hence the advocates of false doctrine almost

always assail their opponents with false charges, and raise the cry of per

secution. The angry feelings thus produced, will cause many to cry out

against the controversy, as degenerating into mere personalities, and as

doing more harm than good; and as errorists are always extremely pa.
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cl'fic, when they can make anything by being so ; the advocate of the

truth must bear the odium of causing so much angry feeling. Just

as, a few years ago, the Romish priests got up mobs wherever certain

men lectured against Popery, and then charged the lecturers with de

stroying the peace of the community. '

These are some of the sources from which the faithful watchman

must expect trouble. Then practically he will find the following

results:

1. The men he is obliged to oppose, will not soon forgive him—

esPecially if he prove successful against them ; and their friends and

adherents will sympathize with them.

2. Great numbers of well-meaning people, who never take the

trouble to inquire into the merits of the case, but who are opposed to

controversy, will form prejudices against him. Others will hear on

side and decide without further inquiry, that he is to blame.

3. Many, even ministers, who agree with him, will lack the cour

age to say so, unless in a confidential conversation or letter ; and their

non-committal course will really throw their weight against him.

4. Some who profess, in the beginning, to be decidedly with him,

will become alarmed, when the war waxes warm, and will either be

come neutral or go over to the other side, if it should be most popular.

We, several years ago, took a very important stand in a matter serious

ly afi‘ecting the interests of the church, which led to warm controversy.

-‘ You are right,” said a brother, “in my Presbytery we are with you.

I must have a finger in that pie.” We took him at his word, and

gave him a finger in it. But he always found reasons for absence,

when any thing was to be done, that would publicly identify him with

the movement, and when the crisis came, he actually made a speech

on the other side, erroneously supposing the majority to be on that

side. This, we are sorry to say, is far from being an uncommon

occurrence. _

On the whole subject the following conclusions will, we think, bear

investigation.

1. It is as truly the duty of Christian ministers to guard the

church against the inroads of error, as it is to preach the Gospel.

2. The evils of controversy are so great, that it should be avoided,

unless the interests of the truth require it. And well may we pray

for wisdom from above, that we may judge wisely in this matter. If

we must engage in it, then let it be our prayer, that the fear of God

and the love of his people may rule in our hearts.

3. When error, the tendency of which is dangerous, is gaining in
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the community—especially if it has gained entrance into the church,

it is wise to resist it without delay. lt' the sound men of New England

had commenced, thirty years ago, the controversy into which they are

ow forced; they would have saved multitudes of people and many

churches from being led astray by errbr. Obsta principiis.

4. There is no duty in the discharge of which there is so much

danger of having one’s piety injured, and of injuring the cause of

truth by an unchristian spirit, as in that of defending the truth against

(rror. Therefore watch and pray.

The minister who is obliged to become prominent in any con

troversy, especially in his own church, if he is obliged to oppose cher

ished objects of designing or fanatical men, must make up his mind

to encounter prejudice, passion, misrepresentation, slander and abuse,

and to wait till time and the providence of God vindicate him.

He must be content with the approbation of God, of his own con

science, and of those who love the truth, and are wise enough to see

the danger which threatens it, and faithful enough to stand by those

who contend for the faith.

_-4._.Hb___.—

THE ATLANTIC CABLE.

 

N0 event of the nineteenth century has caused rejoicing so univer

sal in our country, or produced so strong a sensation over the civilized

' World, as the successful laying of the cable which connects us by tele

graph with England and with Europe. Congratulations have been

exchanged by the Queen of England and the President of the United

States; and the ringing of bells, the firing of cannon, and multiplied

processions in every city and town, have given expression to the gen

eral joy. This wonderful work of the age may be viewed in many

diifercnt aspects, in each of which there attaches to it something of

peculiar interest.

It may be viewed as the greatest triumph of science. That was a

great discovery of Franklin, which taught men how to protect their

houses from the lightning. Who then imagined that that same elec
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tricity would so soon become the medium of communication through

every part of the land, and with the rapidity of lightning; and that

it would make its mysterious passage, with equal rapidity, through the

depths of the ocean, bringing the whole world, as it were, into speak

ing distance? lVho dreamed that the day was at hand when we

should know the occurrences of London or of Paris each day, as easily

as those of our native city or town? Look back fifty years, and behold

what the providence of God has wrought in the onward progress of

science, and in its application to the necessities of men 1

The laying of the Atlantic cable may be viewed as having very im

portant bearings upon the commercial interests of the nations thus

brought into immediate contact. The nature and extent of these influ

ences it belongs not to us to discuss. One view, however, we may

take. The time has now come, when men, to be successful in the

more important departments of business, must be far more intelligrnt

than in years past. Their interests will be constantly effected by causes

operating in every part of the world ; and they will not be able to pro

tect those interests, unless they possess a familiar acquaintance with

the different nations. They must read and think, or they must fail in

business.

This great work may be viewed in its effects upon the peace of the

different nations. Constant intercommunieations must strengthen

the friendly interest which the people of the diiferent nations may

feel in each other , and the blending of commercial interests must great

ly strengthen the ties that bind nation to nation. There is nothing to

which men are more fully and earnestly alive, than to their pecuniary

interests. The more numerous and extensive these interests become,

between the different nations, the stronger the reasons against war, and

the more difiicult it becomes to disturb friendly relations. The facil

ity for rapid communication will necessarily multiply the business

connections and interests between the men of different nations. Thus

even the love of money is being overruled for hastening the time, long

foretold by the prophets, of universal peace.

But what are to be the eflects of this great work upon the spread

of the Gospel? The more nearly the people of the difierent nations

are brought together, the more rapid and extensive will be the com

munication of thought. All improvements made in any one nation

will become universal. Eminent authors will be read every where.

The news of revivals of religion will fly with the rapidity of light

ning, and will awaken a responsive feeling throughout the Christian

world. The disfi'usion of light will gradually dispel the darkness of
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Papal, Mahommetan and Pagan nations. He who reads the signs of

the times, must see that God is rapidly preparing the world for great

revolutions, which, attended with many painful conflicts, must result

in the triumph of the Gospel, and the ushering in of the millennial

day.

We admire the first message received through the Atlantic Tele

graph. It came from the British to the American Directors, and is

in these words: “Europe and- America are united by (Telegraph.

Glory to God in the highest; on earth peace, and good will towards

men.” Thus it should be. Christianity has taken science by the

hand, and conducted her to her brilliant discoveries. It is meet,

therefore, that in announcing those discoveries the very language and

sentiment of the New Testament should be used—especially since

this greatest triumph of science is likely to contribute so largely to

the diffusion of that peace on earth, which was the theme of the an

gelic song, at the birth of the Messiah.

The following are the messages of the Queen of England and of

the President of the United States:

“THE QUEEN’S MESSAGE.

To the Honorable the President of the hired States:

Her Majesty desires to congratulate the President upon the suc

cessful completion of the great international work, in which the Queen

has taken the deepest interest.

The Queen is convinced that the President will join with her in

fervently hoping that the electric cable which now connects Great

Britain with the United States, will prove an additional link between

the nations whose friendship is founded upon the'eonimon interest and

reciprocal esteem.

The Queen has much pleasure in thus communicating with the

President, and renewing to him her wishes for the prosperity of the

United States.”

“THE PRESIDENT’S REPLY.

WASHINGTON CITY, AUG. 16, 1858.

To Her Majesty Victoria, Queen of Great Britain:

The President cordially reciprocates the congratulations of her

Majesty the Queen, on the success of the great international enterprise

accomplished by the science, skill and indomitable energy of the two

countries. It is a triumph more glorious, because far more useful to

mankind, than was ever won by conqueror on the field of battle.

May the Atlantic Telegraph under the blessing of Heaven, prove to

be a bond of perpetual peace and friendship between the kindred-na

tions, and an instrument destined by divine Providence to difl‘use reli

gion, civilization, liberty and law throughout the world. In this view,

will not all nations of Christendom spontaneously unite in the declara

\
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tion that it shall be forever neutral, and that its communications shall

be held sacred in passing to their places of destination, even in the

midst of hostilities?”

[SIGNED] JAMES BUCHANAN.

 

REVISED BOOK OF DISCIPLINE.

REVISED BY ran comm'rrsn or THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY, AUGUST,

1858.

CHAPTER I.

Discipline, its Nature, Object and the Persons subject to it.

I. Discipline is the exercise of that authority, and the application

of that system of laws, which the Lord Jesus Christ hath appointed

in his Church. Its ends are the rebuke of ofi'ences, the removal of

scandal, the vindication of the honor of Christ, the promotion of the

purity and general edification of the Church, and the spiritual good of

offenders themselves. 7

II. An offence, the proper object of discipline, is any thing in the

faith or practice of a professed believer which is contrary to the word

of God; the Confession of Faith and the Larger and Shorter Cate

chisms of the Westminister Assembly, being accepted by the Presby

terian Church in the United' States of America as standard expo

sitions of the teachings of Scripture in relation both to faith and

practice. ’

Nothing, therefore, ought to be considered by any judicatory as an

offence, or admitted as matter of accusation, which cannot be proved

to be such from Scripture, or from the regulations and practice of the

church, founded on Scripture; and which does not involve those evils,

which discipline is intended to prevent.

III. All baptized persons, being members of the Church, are un

der its government and training, and when they have arrived at years

of discretion, they are bound to perform all the duties of members.

Only those, however, who have made a profession of faith in Christ

are proper subjects of judicial prosecution. '
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CHAPTER II.

0f Oflences.

I. Offences are either personal or general, private or public.

II. Personal ofi'ences are violations of the Divine law considered

in the special relation of wrongs or injuries to the particular individu

als. General ofl'ences are heresies or immoralities, having no such re

lation, or considered apart from it. All personal offences are, there

fore, general; but all general offence are not personal.

III. Private ofl'ences are those which are known only to one or a

few persons. Public offences are those which are notorious. '

CHAPTER III.

Of the Parties in Cases of Process.

I. In the case of personal offences the injured party can never be

a prosecutor without having previously tried the means of“ recon

ciliation and of reclaiming the offender required by Christ. (Matt.

xviii. 15, 16.) A church court, however, may judicially investigate

them as general offences when the interests of religion seem to demand

it. Neither in the case of private ofi'ences can those to whom they

are known become accusers without having previously endeavored to

remove the scandal by private means.

II. General ofl'ences may be brought before a judicatory either by

an individual or individuals, who appear as accusers, and undertake to

substantiate the charge; or by common fame.

III. In cases of prosecution by common fame, the previous steps

required by our Lord, in the case of personal offences, are not neces

sary. There are many cases, however, in which it will better promote

the interests of religion to send a committee to converse in a private

manner with the offender, and to endeavor to bring him to a sense of

his guilt, than to institute actual process.

IV. In order to render an offence proper for the cognizance of a

judicatory on the ground of common fame, it must first be determined

that a common fame really exists; and no rumor is to be considered as

such unless it specify some particular sin or sins, is widely spread, gen

erally believed, and accompanied with strong presumption of truth.

V. It may happen, however, that in consequence of a report which

does not fully amount to a general rumor as just described, a slandered

individual may request a judicial investigation, which it may be the

duty of the judieatory to institute.

VI. In all cases of prosecution on the ground of common fame,

the judicatory may appoint one or more individuals being communica

ting members of the church, subject to the jurisdiction of the same

court with the accused, to represent common fame.

VII. The original and only parties to a trial are the accuser and

the accused; and in cases of prosecution by common fame, common

fame, or the person representing it, is the accuser, and has in all the

I
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courts, all the rights of an original party. These parties,*in the appel

late courts, are known as appellant and appellee

VIII. Great caution ought to be exercised in receiving accusa

tions from any person who is known to indulge a malignant spirit to

wards the accused, who is not in good character, who is himself under

censure or process, who is deeply interested in any respect in the con

viction of the accused, or who is known to be litigious, rash, or high

ly imprudent.

CHAPTER IV.

Of Actual Process.

I. When a process has been determined on, no more shall be done

at the first meeting of the judicatory, unless by consent of parties,

than to give the accused a copy of each charge, with the names of the

witnesses then known to support it, and to cite all concerned to appear

at the next meeting of the judicatory, to have 'the matter fully heard

and decided. Notice shall be given to the parties and the witnesses at

least ten days previously to the meeting of the judicatory. At the sec,

ond meeting of the judicatory, the accused shall plead in writing to the

charges; and if he fail to do so, at the third meeting of the judicatory

they shall be taken as confessed, provided he has been duly cited.

II. The citation shall be issued and signed by the Moderator or

Clerk, by order and in the name of the judicatory. He shall also

issue citations to such witnesses as the accused shall nominate, to ap

pear in his behalf.

III. In exhibiting charges, the times, places, and circumstances

should, if possible, be particularly stated, that the accused may have

an opportunity to prove an alibi, or to extenuate or alleviate his

offence.

IV. When an accused person refuses to obey the citation, he shall be

cited a second time, and this second citation shall be accompanied with

a notice that if he do not appear at the time appointed, he shall be ex

cluded from the communion of the Church for his contumacy until he

repent, and that the testimony shall be taken and the case adjudicated

as if, he were present; and if he should not appear, the judicatory

shall appoint some person to represent him and proceed according to

the notice. The person representing him, if a member of the court,

shall not be allowed to sit in judgment on the case.

V. The time which must elapse between the first citation of an

accused person and the meeting of the judicatory at which he is to

appear, is at least ten days. But the time allotted for his appearance

on the subsequent citation, is left to the discretion of the judicatory;

provided always, however, that it be not less than is quite sufiicient

for a seasonable and convenient compliance with the citation.

VI. Judicatories, before proceeding to trial, ought to ascertain that

their citations haye been duly served, and especially before they pro

ceed to ultimate measures for contumacy.

\
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VII. The trial shall be fair and impartial. The witnesses shall be

examined in the presence of the accused, or at least after he shall

have received due citation to attend; and he shall be permitted to cross

examine them, and to ask any questions tending to his own exculpation.

VIII. The accused, if found guilty, shall be admonished or

rebuked, or excluded from the church privileges, as the case shall ap

pear to deserve, until he give satisfactory evidence of repentance.

IX. The judgement shall be regularly entered on the records of

the judicatory, and the parties shall be allowed copies of the whole

proceedings, at their own expense, if they demand them; and in case,

' of the removal of the cause to a higher court, the lower judicatory

shall send a complete, authenticated copy of the whole record to the

higher judicatory.

X. The sentence, if it is thought expedient to publish it, shall

be published only in the church or churches which have been ofiended ;

otherwise, it shall pass only in the court.

XI. Such gross offenders as will not be reclaimed by the private

or public admonitions of the church, are to be out of from its com~

munion, and treated as heathen men and publicans, agreeably to our

Lord’s direction. (Matt. xviii.)

XII. As cases may arise in which many days, or even weeks, may

intervene before it is practicable to commence process against an

accused church member, the session may, in such cases, if they think

the edification of the church requires it, prevent the accused from ap,

proaching the Lord’s table, until the charges against him can be ex

amined. In case a party accused shall absent or secrete himself, so

that process cannot be served on him, the judicatory shall enter on its

record that fact, together with the nature of the offences charged, and

shall suspend the accused from all church privileges, until he shall

appear before the court, and answer to the charges against him.

XIII. No professional counsel shall be permitted to appear and

plead in cases of process in any of our ecclesiastical courts; but an

accused person may, if he desires it. be represened by any communi

cating member of the church, subject to the jurisdiction of the court,

before which he appears. The person so employed, if a member ofa court

shall not be allowed, after pleading the cause of the accused, to sit in

judgment upon the case. '

XIV.~ Questions of order, which arise in the course of process,

shall be decided by the Moderator. If an appeal is made from the

chair, the question on the appeal shall be taken without debate. De

cisions on points of order shall be recorded, if either party shall

desire it.

XV. The record of the proceedings, in cases of judicial process,

shall exhibt not only the charges, specifications, and sentence of the

court, but all the testimony and all the circumstances which had an

influence on its judgment 5 and nothing which is not contained in the

record shall be taken into consideration in reviewing the proceedings

in a higher court.
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CHAPTER V.

Of Process against at Bishop o'r Muffler.

1. As the honor and success of the gospel depends in a great meas

ure, on the character of its ministers, each Presbytery ought with the

greatest care and impartiality, to watch over the personal and profes

sional conduct of all its members. But as, on the one hand, no min

ister ought on account of his oflice, to be screened from the hand of

justice, nor his oflences to be slightly censured; so neither ought scan

dalous charges to be received against him, by any judieatory on slight

grounds.

11. Process against a gospel minister shall always be entered before

the Presbytery of which he is a member. And the same candor,

caution, and general method substituting only the Presbytery for the

Session, are to be observed in investigating charges against him, as

are prescribed in the case of private member.

III. If it be found that the facts with which a minister stands

charged happened without the bounds of his Presbytery, that Presby

tery shall send notice to the Presbytery within whose bounds they did

happen; and desire them either (if within convenient distance) to

cite the witnesses to appear at the place of trial; or, (if the distance

be so great as to render that inconvenient,) to take the examination

themselves, and transmit an authentic record of their testimony: always

giving due notice to the accused person of the time and place of such

examination. ' '

IV. Nevertheless, in case of a minister being supposed to be guil

ty of crime or crimes, at such a distance from his usual place of resi

dence as that the ofi‘ence is not likely to become otherwise known to

the Presbytery to which he belongs, it shall, in such case, be'the duty of

the Presbytery within wh0se bounds the facts shall have happened,

after satisfying themselves that there is probable ground of accusation,

to send notice to the Presbytery of which he is a member, who are to

proceed against him, and either send and take the testimony by com

missioners appointed by themselves, or request the other Presbytery to

take it for them, and transmit the same properly authenticated. ‘

V. Process against a gospel minister shall not be commenced un

less some person. or persons undertake to make out the charge; or

unless common fame so loudly proclaims the scandal that the Presby

tery find it necessary for the honor of religion, to investigate the

charge. Nevertheless, each church court has the inherent power to

demand and receive satisfactory explanations from its members con

cerning any matters of evil report.

VI. As the success of the gospel greatly depends upon the exem

plary character of its ministers, their soundness in the faith, and holy

conversation; and as it is the duty of all Christians to be very cautious in

taking up an ill report of any man, but especially of a minister of the

gospel; therefore, if any man knows a minister to be guilty of a pri

vate, censurable fault, he should warn him in private. But if the
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guilty person persist in his fault, or it become public, he who knows

it should apply to some other bishop of the Presbytery for his advice

in the case.

VII. The prosecutor of a minister shall be previously warned that

if he fail to show probable cause of the charges, he must himself be

censured as a. slanderer of the gospel ministry, in proportion to the

malignity or rashness that shall appear in the prosecution.

VIII. When complaint is laid before the Presbytery, it must be

reduced to writing; and nothing further is to be done at the first

meeting, (unless by the consent of the parties) than giving the min

ister a full copy of the charges, with the names of the witnesses then

known; and citing all the parties, and their witnesses, to appear and be

heard at the next meeting; which meeting shall not be sooner than

ten days after such citation. ,

IX. At the next meeting of the Presbytery the charges shall be

read to him, and he shall be called upon to say whether he is guilty

or not. If he confess, the Presbytery shall deal with him according

to their discretion ; if he plead and take issue, the trial shall proceed.

If found guilty he shall be admonished, rebuked, suspended from the

ministry, deposed with or without deprivation of church privileges, or

excommunicated, as the Presbytery shall deem fit. e

X. If a minister accused of atrocious crimes, being twice duly

cited, shall refuse to attend, he shall be immediately suspended. And

if, after another citation, he still refuse to attend, he shall be deposed

as contumacious, and suspended or excommunicated from the Church.

XI. Heresy and schism may be of such a nature as to infer depo

sition 3 but errors ought to be carefully considered; whether they strike

at the Vitals of religion, and are industriously spread; or whether they

arise from the weakness of the human understanding, and are not

likely to do much injury.

XII. If the Presbytery find, on trial that the matter complained

of amounts to no more than such acts of infirmity as may be amended

and the people satisfied; so that nothing remains to hinder his use

fulness, they shall take all prudent measures to remove the offence.

XIII. A minister deposed for scandalous conduct shall not be re

stored, even on the deepest sorrow for his sin, until after some time of

eminent and exemplary, humble and edifying conversation, to heal the

wound made by his scandal. And he ought in no case to be restored,

until it shall appear that the sentiments of the religious public are

strongly in his favor, and demand his restoration.

XIV. As soon as the minister is deposed, his congregation shall be

declared vacant; but when he is suspended, it shall be left to the dis

cretion of the Presbytery whether his congregation shall be declared

vacant.
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CHAPTER VI.

Of Cases without Process.

I. There may be cases in which the guilt of an individual is con

spicuous or manifest, his ofl'ence having been committed in the pres

ence of the court, or in which a trial is rendered unnecessary by the

confession of the party; in such cases judgement may be rendered

without process.

II. There being in these cases no accuser, should the sentence be

appealed from, some communicating member of the church, subject to

the jurisdiction of the same court with the appellant, shall be appointed

to defend the sentence, and shall he the appellee in the case.

III. In cases in which a communicating member of the Church

shall state in open court that he is persuaded in conscience that he is

not converted, and has no rightto come to the Lord’s table, and desires

to withdraw from the communion of the Church; if he has committed

no ofi'ence which requires process, his name shall be stricken from the

roll of communicants, and the fact, if deemed expedient, published in

the congregation of which he is a member.

CHAPTER VII.

0f IVitnesses.

I. Judicatories ought to be very careful and impartial in receiving

testimony. All persons are not competent as witnesses: and all who

are competent are not credible.

II. All persons, whether parties or otherwise, are competent wit

nesses, except such as do not believe in the existence of a God, or a

future state of rewards and punishments. Either purty has a rightto

challenge a witness, whom he believes to be incompetent, and the court

shall examine and decide upon his competency.

III. The credibility of a witness, or the degree of credit due to

his testimony, may be affected by relationship to any of the parties;

by interest in the result of the trial; by want of proper age; by

weakness of understanding; by infamy of character; by being under

church censure; by general rashness, indiscretion, or malignity of char

acter; and by whatever circumstances appear to the judicatory to affect

his veracity, his knowledge, or his interest in the case on trial.

IV. A husband or wife shall not be compelled to bear testimony

against each other in any judicatory.

V. The testimony of more than one witness is necessary in order

to establish any charge; yet if several credible witnesses bear testimony

to different similar acts, or to confirmatory circumstances, belonging to

the same general charge, the crime shall be considered as proved.

VI. N0 Witness, afterward to be examined, except a member of the

dicatory shall be present during the examination of another witness

on the same case, unless by consent of the parties.

VII. To prevent confusion, witnesses shall beexamined first by
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the party introducing them; then cross-examined by the opposite

party; after which any member of the judicatory, or either party, may

put additional interrogatories. But no question shall be put or an

swered, except by permission of the Moderator; and the Court shall

not permit frivolous questions, or questions irrelevant to the charge at

issue.

VIII. The oath or affirmation to a witness, shall be administered by

the moderator, in the following or like terms : “ You solemnly promise,

in the presence of the omniscient and heart-searching God, that you

will declare the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth, ac

cording to the best of your knowledge, in the matter in which you are

called to witness, as you shall answer it to the great Judge of quick

and dead.” If, however, at any time a witness shall present him

self before a judicatory, who, for conscientious reasons, prefers to

swear or aflirm in any other manner, he shall be allowed to do so.

IX. Every question put to a witness shall, if required, be reduced

towriting. \Vhen answered, it shall together with the answer, be

recorded, if deemed by either party of suflicient importance.

X. The records of a judicatory, or any part of them, whether

original or transcribed, if regularly authenticated by the Moderator

and Clerk, or either of them, shall be deemed good and sufiicient evi

dence in every other judicatory.

XI. In like manner, testimony taken by one judicatory, and regu

larly certified, shall be received by every other judicatory, as no less

valid than if it had been taken by themselves. -

XII. Cases may arise in which it is not convenient for a judicatory

to have the whole, or, perhaps, any part of the testimony in a particular

cause, taken in their presence. In this case, commissioners shall be

appointed to take the testimony in question, which shall be considered

as if taken in the presence of the judicatory: of which commission,

and of the time and place of the meeting, due notice shall be given to

the opposite party, that he may have an opportunity of attending.

And if the accused shall desire on his part to take testimony at a.

distance for his own exculpation, he shall give notice to the judica

tory of the time and place when it is proposed to take it, that a com

mission, as in the former case, may be appointed for the purpose.

XIII. When the witnesses shall have been examined, the parties

shall then be heard to any reasonable extent.

XIV. A member of the judicatory may be called upon to bear

testimony in a case which comes before it. He shall be qualified as

other witnesses are; and, after having given his testimony, he may

immediately resume his seat as a member of the judicatory.

XV. A member of the church summoned as a witness, and refus

ing to appear, or, having appeared, refusing to give testimonv, may be

censured for contumacy, according to the circumstances of the case.

XVI. The testimony given by witnesses must be faithfully recorded

and read to them, for their approbation or subscription.
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XVII. If, in the prosecution of an appeal, new testimony is ofi'er

ed, which, in the judgment of the appellate court, has an important

bearing on the case, it shall be competent in the court to refer the

cause to the inferor judicatory for a new trial; or, with the consent of

parties, to take the testimony and issue the case.

CHAPTER VIII.

0f the various ways in which a Cause may be carried from a Lower

to a Higher Judicatory.

I. In all governments conducted by men, wrong may be done, from

ignorance, from malice, or from other causes. To prevent the contin

ued existence of this wrong, is one great design of superior judicatories.

And although there must be a last resort, beyond which there is no

appeal; yet the security against permanent wrong will be as great as

the nature of the case admits, when those who had no concern in the

origin of the proceedings are brought to review them, and to armul or

confirm them, as they see cause; when a greater number of counsel

lors are made to sanction the judgments or to correct the errors of a

smaller; and, finally, when the whole church is called to sit in judg

ment on the acts of a part.

II. Every kind of decision which is formed in any church judica

tory, except the highest, is subject to the review of a superior judica

tory and may be carried before it in one or the other of the four follow

ing different ways, to wit: general review and control, reference, appeals,

or complaints.

III. When a matter is transferred in any of these ways from an

inferior to a superior judicatory, the inferior judicatory shall, in no case,

be considered a party; nor shall its members lose their right to sit, de

liberate, and vote in the higher courts.

SECTION I.

General Review and Control.

I. It is the duty of every judicatory above a church session, at

least once a year, to review the records of the proceedings of the

judicatory next below. And if any lower judicatory shall omit to

send up its records for this purpose, the higher may issue an order to

produce them, either immediately, or at a particular time, as circum

stances may require.

II. In reviewing the records of an inferior judicatory, it is proper

to examine, First, Whether the proceedings have been constitutional

and regular: Secondly, Whether they have been wise, equitable, and

for the edification of the Church: Thirdly, Whether they have been

correctly recorded. \

III. In most cases, the superior judicatory may be considered as

fulfilling its duty, by simply recording, on its own minutes, the animad

version or censure which it may think proper to pass on records under

review; and also by making an entry of the same in the b00k review
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ed. But it may be that, in the course of review, cases of irregular

proceedings may be found so disreputable and injurious as to demand

the interference of the superior judicatory. In cases of this kind the

inferor judicatory may be required to review and correct its proceedings.

IV. No judicial decision, however, of a judicatory shall be reversed,

unless it be regularly brought up by appeal or complaint.

V. Judicatories may sometimes entirely neglect to perform their

duty, by which neglect heretical opinions or corrupt practices may be

allowed to gain ground; or ofl'enders of a very gross character may be

suffered to escape; or some circumstances in their proceedings, of very

great irregularity, may not be distinctly recorded by them. In any of

which cases, their records will by no means exhibit to the superior ju

dicatory a full view of their proceedings. If, therefore, the superior

judicatory be well advised, by common fame, that such neglects or ir

regularities have occurred on the part of the inferior judicatory, it is

incumbent on them to take cognizance of the same; and to examine,

deliberate, and judge on the whole matter, as completely, as if it had

been recorded, and thus brought up by the review of the records.

VI. When any important delinquency, or grossly unconstitutional

proceeding, appears in the records ofany judicatory, or is charged against

them by commonfame, or by a memorial with or without protest, the

first step to be taken by the judicatory next above, if it is thought

expedient to proceed at all, is to cite the judicatory alledged to have

offended, to appear at a specified time and place, and to show what it

has done, or failed to do in the case in question: after which the judi

catory thus issuing the citation, shall remit the whole matter to the

delinquent judicatory, with a direction to take it up, and dispose of it

in a constitutional manner, or to stay all further proceeding in the case,

as the circumstances may require.

SECTION II.

0f References.

I. A reference is a judicial representation, made by an inferior ju

dicatory to a superior, of a matter not yet decided; which representa

tion ought always to be in writing.

II. Cases which are new, important, difficult or of peculiar delica

cy, the decision of which may establish principles or precedents of ex

tensive influence, on which the sentiments of the inferior judicatory

are greatly divided, or on which, for any reason, it is highly desirable

that a larger body should first decide, are proper subjects of reference.

III. References are either for mere advice, preparatory to a decis

ion by the inferior judicatory, or for ultimate trial and decision by the

superior.

IV. In the former case, the reference only suspends the decision

of the judicatory from which it comes: in the latter case, it totally

relinquishes the decision, and submits the whole ease tothe final judg

ment of the superior judicatory.
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V. Although references may, in some cases, as before stated, be

highly proper; yet it is, generally speaking, more conducive to the public

good, that each judicatory should fulfill its duty by ekercising its

judgment.

VI. Although a reference ought, generally, to procure advice from

the superior judicatory; yet that judicatory is not necessarily bound

to give a final judgment in the case, even if requested to do so ; but

may remit the whole cause, either with or without advice, back to the

judicatory by which it Was referred. '

VII. References are generally to be carried to the judicatory im

mediately superior.

VIII. In cases of reference, the judicatory referring ought to have

all the testimony, and other documents duly prepared, produced, and

in perfect readiness; so that the superior judicatory may be able to con

sider and issue the case with as little difficulty or delay as possible.

SECTION III.

Of Appeals.

I. An appeal is the removal of a case, already decided, from an in

ferior to a superior judicatory, the peculiar effect of which is to arrest

all proceedings under the decision, until the matter is finally decided

in the last court. It is allowed in two classes of casesz—1st. In

all judicial cases, by the party to the cause, against whom the de

cision is made. 2d. In all other cases, when the action or decision of

the judicatory has inflicted an injury or wrong upon any party or per

sons, he or they may appeal; and when said decision or action, though

not inflicting any personal injury or wrong, may nevertheless, inflict

directly, or by its consequences, great general injury, any minority of

the judicatory may appeal.

II. In cases of judicial process, those who have not submitted to

a regular trial are not entitled to appeal.

III. Any irregularity in the proceedings of the inferior judicatory;

a refusal of reasonable indulgence to a party on trial; declining to re

ceive important testimony; hurrying toa decision before the testimony

is fully taken; a manifestation of prejudice in the case; and mistake

or injustice in the decision—are all proper grounds of appeal.

IV. Every appellant is bound to give notice of his intention to

appeal, and lay the reasons thereof, in writing, before the judicatory

appealed from, either before its rising or within ten days thereafter. If

this notice, or these reasons, be not given to the judicatory while in

session, they shall be lodged with the Moderator or Stated Clerk.

V. Appeals are to be generally carried in regular gradation, from

an inferior judicatory to the one immediately superior.

VI. The appellant shall lodge his appeal, and the reasons of it,

with the Clerk of the higher judicatory, before the close of the second

day of their session; and the appearance of the appellant and appel

lee shall be either personal or in writing. . v
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VII. In taking up an appeal in judicial cases, after ascertaining

that the appellant, on his part, has conducted it regularly, the first

step shall be to read all the records in the case from the beginning;

the second to hear the parties, first the appellant, then the appellee ;

thirdly, the roll shall be called, and the final vote taken. In all appeals

in cases not judicial, the order of proceeding shall be the same as in

cases of complaints, substituting appellant for complainant.

VIII. The parties denominated appellant and appellce are the

accuser and accused who commenced the process. The appellant

whether originally accuser or accused, is the party that makes the ap

peal ; the appellee, whether originally accuser or accused, is the party

to whom the decision appealed from has been favorable.

IX. The decision may be either to confirm or reverse, in whole, or in

part, the decision of the inferior judicatory; or to remit the cause, for

the purpose of amending the record, should it appear to be incorrect

ordefective; or for a new trial.

X. If anappellant, after entering his appeal to a superior judica

tory, fail to prosecute it, it shall be considered as abandoned, and the

sentence appealed from shall be final. And an appellant shall be con

sidered as abandoning his appeal, if he do not appear before the judi

catory appealed to, on the first or second day of its meeting, next en

suing the date of his notice of his appeal. Except in cases in which

the appellant can make it appear that he was prevented from season

ably prosecuting his appeal by the providence of God.

XI. If an appellant is found to manifest a litigious or other un

christian spirit, in the prosecution of his appeal, he shall be censured

according to the degree of his ofi'ence.

XII. The necessary operation of an appeal is, to suspend all fur

ther proceedings on the ground of the sentence appealed from. But

if a sentence of suspension or excommunication from church privileges,

or of deposition from office be the sentence appealed from, it shall be

considered as in force until the appeal shall be issued.

XIII. It shall always be deemed the duty of the judicatory, whose

judgment is appealed from, to send authentic copies of all their records

and of the whole testimony relating to the matter of the appeal. And

if any judicatory shall neglect its duty in this respect, especially,

if thereby an appellant, who has conducted with regularity on his

part, is deprived of the privilege of having his appeal seasonably issued;

such judicatory shall be censured according to the circumstances of the

case, and the sentence appealed from shall be suspended until a record

is produced, upon which the case can be fairly tried.

XIV. In judicial cases an appeal shall in no case be entered except

by one of the original parties.
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SECTION IV.

_ Of Complaints.

I. Another method by which a cause which has been decided by

an inferior judicatory, may be carried before a superior, is by complaint,

II. A complaint is a representation made to a superior, by any

member or members of a minority of an inferior judicatory, or by any

other person or persons, respecting a decision by an inferior judicatory,

which in'the opinion of the complainants, has been irregularly or un

justly made.

III. The cases in which complaints are proper and advisable, are

all those cases of grievance, whether judicial or not, in which the party

aggrieved has declined to appeal; and other cases in which the party

complaining is persuaded that the purity of the Church, or the inter

ests of truth and righteousness, are injuriously affected by the decision

complained of.

IV. Notice of a complaint shall always be given before the rising

of the judicatory, or within ten days thereafter, as in case of an appeal.

V. In taking up a complaint, after ascertaining that the com

plainant has conducted it regularly, the first step shall be to read

all the records in the case; the second to hear the complainant; and

then the court shall proceed to consider and decide the case.

VI. The effect of a complaint, if sustained, may be to reverse the

decision complained of in whole or in part, and to place matters in the

same situation in which they were before the decision was made.

VII. In judicial cases, a complaint shall be admitted only where

an aggrieved party has declined to appeal, and in such cases an ag

grieved party shall not be allowed to complain.

CHAPTER IX.

0f Dissents and Protests.

1. A dissent is a declaration on the part of one or more members of

a minority, in a judicatory, expressing a difierent opinion from that of

the majority in a particular case. A dissent, unaccompanied with rea

sons, is always entered on the records of the judicatory.

II. A protest is a more solemn ands formal declaration, made by

members of a minority as before mentioned, bearing their testimony

against what they deem a mischievous or erroneous judgment; and is

generally accompanied with adetail of the reasons onwhich it is foun

'ded.

III. If a protest or dissent be couched indecent and respectful lan

guage; and contains no offensive reflections or insinuations against the

majority of the judicatory, those who offer it have a right to have it

recorded on the minutes.

IV. A dissent or protest may be accompanied with a complaint to a

superior judicatory, or not, at the pleasures of those who offer it. If

not thu.s accompanied, it is simply left to speak for itself, when the
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records containing it come to be reviewed by the superior judicatory.

V. It may sometimes happen thata protest, though not infringing

the rules of decorum, either in its language or matter, may impute to

the judicatory, whose judgment it opposes, some principles or reason

ings which it never adopted. In this case the majority of the judica

tory may with propriety appoint a committee to draw up an answer to

the protest which, after being adopted as the act of the judicatory,

ought to be inserted on the records.

VI. When in such a case, the answer of the majority is brought

in, those who entered their protest may. be of the opinion that fidelity

to their cause calls upon them to make a reply to the answer. This

however, ought by no means to be admitted; as the majority might,

of course, rejoin, and litigation might be perpetuated, to the great in

convenience and disgrace of the judicatory.

VII. When, however, those who have protested, consider the answer

of the ority as imputiug to them opinions or conduct which they dis

avow; the proper course is, to ask leave to take back their protest, and

modify it in such a manner as to render it more agreeable to their views.

This alteration may lead to a corresponding alteration in the answer of

the majority; with which the whole affair ought to terminate.

VIII. None can join in a protest against a decision of any judica

tory, excepting those who had a right to vote in said decision.

CHAP'I'ER X.

Jurisdiction.
\

I. When a member shall be dismissed from one/church, with a

view to his joining another, if he commit an ofl'ence previous to his

joining the latter, he shall be considered as under the jurisdiction of

the church which dismissed him, and amenable to it, up to the time when

he actually becomes connected with that to which he was dismissed

and recommended. _

II. The same principle applies to a minister, who is always to be

considered as remaining under the jurisdiction of the Presbytery which

dismissed him, until he actually becomes a member of another.

III. If, however, either a minister or a private member shall be

charged with a crime which appears to have been committed during

the interval between the date of his dismission and his actually join~

infi the new body, but which did not come to light until after he had

joined the new body that body shall be empowered and bound to conduct

the process against him.

IV. No Presbytery shall dismiss a minister, or licentiate, or candi

date for licensure, without specifying the particular Presbytery or other

ecclesiastic body with which he is to be connected.

CHAPTER XI.

Limitation of Time.

I. When any member shall remove from one congregation to

another, he shall produce satisfactory testimonials of his 0 urch mem
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bership and dismission, before he be admitted as a regular member of

that church; unless the church to which he removes has other satisfac

tory means of information.

II. No certificate of church membership shall be considered as

valid testimony of the good standing of the bearer, if it be more than

one year old, except where there has beeri no opportunity of present

ing it to a church.

III. When persons remove to a distance, and neglect for a consid

erable time, to apply for testimonials of dismission, and good standing,

the testimonials given them shall testify to their character only up to

the time of their removal, unless the judica-tory have good information

of a more recent date.

IV. If a church member has been more than two years absent

from the place of his ordinary residence and ecclesiastical connections,

if he apply for a certificate of membership, his absence, and the igno

rance of the church respecting his demeanor for that time, shall be

distinctly stated in the certificate. __

V. Process, in case of scandal, shall commence within the space of

one year after the crime shall have been committed; unless it shall

have recently become flagrant. It may happen, however, that a church

member, after removing to a place far distant from his former resi

dence, and where his connection with the church is unknown, may

commit a crime, on account of which process cannot be instituted

within the time above specified. In all such cases, the recent discov

ery of the church membership of the individual, shall be considered

as equivalent to the crime itself having recently become flagrant.

The same principle also applies to ministers, if similar circumstances

should occuf.
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EXPERIMENTALITY IN PREACHING..

Few ministers of modern times have been more eminently useful in

preaching the Gospel, than Wm. Jay. It is a remarkable fact, that

he commenced preaching in his seventeenth year, whilst pursuing his

studies in an academy under the instruction of a godly minister. His

very early entrance upon the work undoubtedly was attended with

serious disadvantages; and yet it may have led him to a method of

preaching better adapted to the masses of the people, than that of

many learned men. What he says, in his autobiography, of the dis

senting ministers, and of the kind of preaching which he approved, is

worthy of the serious consideration of all young ministers. “The

Dissenters,” he remarks, “were educated ministers themselves, (for at

that time there was scarcely a lay preacher among them,) and their

sermons were not only orthodox, but studied, gramatically correct, and

methodical; but, with a very few exceptions, pointless, cold, and

drawled off from notes.” '* * * ‘* * *

“With regard to subjects what I have always deemed the best kind of

preaching, is neither highly doctrinal nor dryly practical; but distin

guished by what I should call experimentality, or a constant blending

of the doctrines and practice of the gospel strongly with the affections

and feelings. Many of our northern divines have been sadly deficient

here. Their sermons have had theology enough in them, and were

well methodised; but there was little in them to rend and melt. How
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much of ‘The Scotch Preacher’ (not the last) might be read through

without the troublesomeness of a single emotion I”

There is valuable wisdom in these remarks. There is nothing more

important, in preaching the Gospel, than what Mr. Jay calls experi

mentality. The doctrines and truths of the Gospel make their appeal,

first, to the intellect, then to the conscience, then to the heart; and

here in the heart they work their most wonderful transformations.

There is not only {such a thing as Christian experience; but if we

might take the liberty exercised by'Mr. Jay, of coining a word, we

would say, the whole Gospel needs to be experimental'ized. The min

ister should himself have felt, in his own soul, the power of every

doctrine and triith; and then preaching from his own experience, he

will reach the hearts of his hearers. It is not the dry bones of doc

trihes,nor the dry muscles of duty, that can stir'the souls of men.

There must be the life-blood coursing through the veins, and diffusing

vital warmth through every part of the discourse. It is not diflicult

to see why it often happens, that uneducated men make more effec

tive preachers, than those ofeminent attainments. As Mr. Jay says

respecting many of the Methodist preachers of England—“ they were

often boisterous, rude, coarse, incoherent; yet they were powerful and

efficient—they had an earnestness in their manner, with strokes of fan

cy, touches of passion, striking metaphors, plain anecdotes, bold addres

ses and characteristic. applications to the conscience, which might be

detached from their accompanying improprieties.” Feeling, passion——

awakened by truth, communicates truth withpower and stirs the feel

ings of other hearts.

. Fourteen years ago, we attended a temperance meeting in one of the

churches of Cincinnati. Among the speakers were Dr. Lyman

Beecher, Dr. Cleveland and others. After several short addresses had

been made with little apparent effect, and the meeting was about to

adjourn, a man veryi plainly dressedv in homespun, arose in the back

part of the house, and requested the privilege of saying a few words,

which Was readily granted. He spoke perhaps twenty minutes. He

was evidently an uneducated, though not an ignorant man. His lan

guage was neither elegant, nor even grammatical. But he was familiar

with the Bible, and quoted its language with remarkable facility and

appropriateness. His heart was full of his subject ; and his thoughts

were good. Curioeity arrested attention at the first; but this soon

gave place to a feeling of interest. Before he closed, every heart was

touched; and every eye was moistened with tears. We speak within

bounds, ,when we say, that the address of this plain farmer produced
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tenfold the efl'ect produced by any other on the same occasion—not

simply an effect favorable to temperance, but no less favorable to reli

gion. We listened with delight and with profit.

But we cannot better illustrate what Mr. Jay seems to mean by

emperimcntality, than by relating two anecdotes. A number of years

ago, we were preaching, on a Sabbath evening, in Cincinnati. At the

close of the sermon a gentleman arose abruptly, and left the house

without waiting for the concluding services. This surprised his wife,

whom he left behind; for though not a professor of religion, he had

always been very respectful as a bearer of the Gospel. Supposing

him unwell, she hurried home, and found him reclining on the sofa.

“Husband,” said she, “what is the matter? Are you unwell?”

“ Matter enough,” he repIied gruflly, “I thought you were a more pru-‘

dent woman, than to go and tell the preacher all about me, and have

me exposed, as I was to-night, before the whole congregation.” He

could scarcely credit her solemn declaration, that she had never utter

ed a word to the' preacher respecting him. Some" time after this oc

curred, he became a true convert, and died in the blessed hope of

heaven. That sermon preached experimentally to that sinner

One day, whilst we were settled in Kentucky, one of the most

godly members of our church came to us, and said—“I would like to

ask a question, if there is no impropriety in it.” We replied, “ cer

tainly}, “Well,” said he, “I wish to inquire whether any one has

been talking to you about me?” We replied—“ No, I have had noth

ing told me about you.” “Well,” said he, “I felt a desire to inake

the inquiry ; for I could not see how you could know so much about

me, unless some one had told you.” An acquaintance with the Scrip

tures, with human nature, and with the exercises of the renewed heart,

will enable. us to preach experimentally ; and such preaching is always

effective. Said a rather eccentric gentleman, in speaking of a sermon

he had just heard—“ I don't know whether that man understands

human nature; but he certainly understands my nature.”

Of two sermons which we heard more than thirty years ago, we

have a very vivid recollection. They were both preached by Rev.

Samuel Findley, one of the Fathers of the Presbyterian church in

Kentucky. The first was preached on the afternoon of the day one

which we united with the church. It had been to us a very discour

aging day. Twenty-five persons stood before the pulpit t0 profess

their faith in Christ. Deep feeling pervaded the house of God; and,

laboring under considerable depression, we were convinced that every

one in the house except ourself felt deeply. Our mind was still filled
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with trouble, when the venerable man, whose locks were of snowy

whiteness, arose and announced his text. It was 2 Kings 6: 16.

“Fear not ; for they that be with us are more that they that be with

them.” It is the language of Elisha to his servant, when alarmed at

finding his master surrounded by his enemies. Rich and soul-cheer

ing were the truths set forth in that sermon; and well did that eminent

Christian know how to preach experimentally. The burden was

removed,- and we were filled with joy.

The other sermon was preached some months after this, when there

had been time for the heart to become somewhat chilled, and for spir~

itual pride to begin to show itself. The subject was humility; and if

this discourse imparted less comfort than the other; it was even more

profitable. The preacher was familiar with the workings of the hu

man heart, and this discourse was characterised by experimentality.

Let us learn how to preach to others by observing the kind of ser

mons, or of reading that is most profitable to our souls; and let Chris~

tians learn, in the same way, how to speak to each other to edification.

MODERN SPIRITUALISM.

 

Phrenology, Mesmerism and Spiritualism sustain to each other very

.intimate relations. The first of these is a system of mental philoso

phy, which, setting out with the principle, that the brain is the organ

of the mind, divides the brain into three general departments, animal,

intellectual and moral, and subdivides these into a large number of

organs, each organ designed for the manifestation of some one faculty

or propensity. The strength of each faculty or propensity is in pro

portion to the size of its organ, compared with the other 'organs in the

same brain; and the character of every individual is the result of the

combined operation of all the organs of his brain. To improve the

character of any man, therefore, a change must be effected in the rel

ative sizeof the organs of his brain. This system, the inventionvof

infidels, Gall and Spurzheim, is not only essentially infidel, but, carried

out legitimately, obliterates all distinction between right and wrong.
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Although it has never commended itself to the learned, it has had

quite a run amongst the people; andnot a few ministers of the Gospel

have failed to see its inevitable tendencies. Travelling lecturers have

gone through every part of the land, lecturing, and describing charac

ters by feeling the indentations and protuberances on the heads of

those willing to subject themselves to the operation.

Mesmerism illustrated and confirmed Phrenology by exciting the

difl'erent organs. The mesmeric operator, by exciting in his subject

the organ of tune, would make him sing; by exciting the organ of

combativeness, he would niake him fight, &c. Butmesmerism performed

far greater wonders. Beginning with effecting an identity between

the consciousness of the operator and the subject, it launched out into

the marvels of clairvoyance, and ended by filling the mind with all

manner ofknowledge. One the most remarkable developments of mes

merism is found in a book of nearly eight hundred pages, containing

lectures on “Nature’s Divine Revelations,” said to have been delivered

by Andrew Jackson Davis in the mesmeric sleep. The same man has

published three volumes, entitled “ The Great Harmonia; being a

Philosophical Revelation of the Natural, Spiritual, and Celestial Uni

verse.” These volumes claim to be the fruit of the same influence.

Meanwhile the Misses Fox heard strange rappings on tables, doors,

&c., indicating, as they thought, the presence of spirits. An alphabet

was formed; and slowly enough communicatipns from the spirits of

deceased men and women were spelled out. But soon great improve

ments were made. Spirits took possession of the mediums after the

manner of the demoniacal possessions recorded in the Scriptures; and

thus there came to be speaking mediums and writing mediums.

Meanwhile tables and chairs were seen moving round, and going

through divers strange performances, In all directions circles were form

ed; and evening after evening the converts to this new philosophy, await

ed comniunications from the spirit land; whilst many who had lost rela

tives, went to receive messages from them. Then arose men and

women who professed to practice medicine under the direction of the

spirits, and who have driven a thriving business. >

A few names of some notoriety-bar's given a degree of respectabil

ity to these spirit revelations, and to the philisophy on which they are

founded, or with which they are identified. Such are Gov. Talmage,

Judge Edmunds and the late professor Hair. Judge Edmunds has

made marvellous proficiency in this spiritual science, having been un

der the instruction, as he aflirms, of Baron Swedenborg, Lord Bacon,

and other distinguished characters; and he has made several visits to
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the spirit world, and had divers pleasant interviews with his deceased

wife and children. Prof. Hair invented several machines, by which

to test the question, whether spirits were present and did communicate

revelations. He became an ardent convert, and felt himself highly hon

ored by receiving a special commission from eminent spirits, to diffuse

light amongst the inhabitants of this lower sphere. He, therefore, re

garded himself as the “accredited minister of George Washington,

J. Q. Adams, Dr. Chalmers, Oberlin, W. E. Charming, and others.”

He says—“I sincerely believe that I have communicated with the

spirits of my parents, sister, brother, and dearest friends, and likewise

with the spirits of the illustrious Washington and other worthies of

the spirit world; that I am by them commissioned, under their auspi

ces, to teach truth and expose error.” '

There are plausibilities enough in this new phase of infidelity to

mislead multitudes; whilst it contains enough that is marvellous,

enough that appeals to the natural afi'ections, enough that appeals to

to carnal desires, to captivate the unregenerate heart. In several re~

spects it has greatly the advantage of Deism and of Atheism, and

is likely, therefore, to prevail to a greater extent. _ Indeed no form of

infidelity has ever gained converts half as rapidly, not only amongst

men, but amongst women. This is sufliciently apparent from the

number of papers, periodicals and books published in its advocaey.

Whether it will be ephemeral, like the other novelties in science and

religion, which always spring up in a day of unusual excitement,

remains to be seen; but even should it sink speedily into oblivion, it

will leave multitudes destitute of any religious faith, and even harden

ed in infidelity. A brief examination of its leading features may not

be out of place.

The leading princples of what is call the Harmonia! Philosophy, or

Spiritualism, are the following: 1. That matter was not created, but

has existed from eternity. 2. That mind or spirit is nothing more

than refined matter. This is held to be true not only of the human

mind, but of God. 3. That all living beings, whether plants, ani

mals or men, are simply developments. of the immutable laws of Na

ture—that animal life commenced at ,the lowest conceivable point, and

’ man, the crowning work of Nature, is the result of a long series of de~

velopments, each higher than the preceding. 4. That there is a law

of progress in human nature by virtue of which the human race is

tending upward to higher degrees of perfection. 5. That at death

the spirits of men become the inhabitants of one of six or seven

spheres, according to their several degrees of refinement or degrada
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tion, where they will continue to ascend, becoming more and more hap

py in the enjoyment of a kind of carnal paradise. 6. That departed

spirits, both the good and the bad, do communicate with the inhabi

tants of this world—thus contributing to their elevation or degrada

tion. Such are the leading principles of Spiritualism. A very brief

examination of them is all that we now poopose.

l. The first principle of this system, even if we could not demon

strate its falsity, could never be proved true. The question, whether

matter has always existed, or whether there was a period when it be

gun to exist, is a question of fact. It must, therefore, be settled

either by the testimony of one or more witnesses capable of testifying

in the case; or by something discoverable in the nature, or properties

or development of matter. But since, according to this philosophy,

nothing but matter existed from eternity, and there was no intelligent

being who has testified or could testify to its eternity ; this source of

evidence fails. To say, as Andrew Jackson Davis does, that he is

“ impressed” to declare this doctrine, is absurd. What evidence have

we that his impressions are reliable? W'hence do they proceed? On

what ground do they challenge belief? That there is nothing in mat

ter itself proving its eternity, is sufliciently clear from the fact that no

one has attempted to show anything of the kind. Is it not a little

remarkable that a system of philosophy should be founded upon prin

ciples, the very first, and one of the most important of which can

never be proved true?

This is not all. Matter, in its Very nature, and in the laws which

belong to its nature, exhibits indubitable evidence of design, and thus

proves conclusively that it is the product of an almighty Designer.

There can no more be design, without an intelligent designer, than

there can be thought without a thinker. The evidence of design is

not to be found chiefly in the different forms which matter has assum

ed. It is perfectly evident, that in its intimate nature it was designed

to answer certain ends ,' and what are called its la’ws, are nothing more

than the manifestations of its intimate nature.

It throws no light upon the subject to say—that the forms which

- matter has assumed, are the result of the operation of its immutable

laws. For in addition to what we have said of its intimate nature,

the mind would still inquire, whence originated the laws? Nor is _it at

all satisfactory to say, the laws are eternal ; for we see everywhere cer

tain evidences of intelligent design, and we see this evidence of

design in matter and in the laws of matter. Without that matter,

laws could not exist, or could efiect nothing; and without the laws,
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matter could efi'ect nothing. Intelligent design is manifest, therefore,

in both matter and its laws, and the mind cannot rest satisfied in it!

inquiries, till it finds an infinite, intelligent Designer. The first princi

ple of this philbsphy not only cannot be proved true, but is manifestly

false.

2. The second principle is liable to precisely the same objections.

“Spirit,” says Andrew Jacksou Davis, “ is organized and eternalized

at the highest point to which gross, or what is termed inanimate, mat

ter can ascend. Spirit is, therefore, matter in the highest state of -

refinement and organization; and the difi'erence consists simply in this:

matter is gross, inferior and external—and spirit is refined, superior

and interior. The terms matter and spirit are thus indicative of the

diference in the condition, form, and influence of the same identical

substance, and nothing more.” (The Great Harmony, vol. 2, p. 249.) '

Judge Edmunds makes Lord Bacon assert—that “ Christ’s last act on

earth, even after he had ascended to heaven, was proof of the materi

ality of the soul.” (Spiritualism, vol. 2, p. 131.

Now, in the first place, it'is impossible to prove, that the soul is

matter. It is universally acknowledged, that we know nothing of mat

ter or of mind, but their properties. Can it be proved, that the prop

erties of the mind and those of the body are the same? It cannot;

and, therefore, it cannot be proved that they are the same substance. '

But, secondly, the properties of matter and spirit are essentially dif

ferent, and even opposite; and, therefore, these substances are essen

tially different. Matter consists of particles, united by attraction, and

governed by fixed laws. This is as true of matter in its organized, as

in its unorganized forms, and as true of it in its most refined, as in

its grosser forms, so far as human investigations extend. Mind is a

unit and is a voluntary agent. It thinks, reasons, determines, choos

es, refuses, hopes, fears, distinguishses between right and wrong. The

conscious freedom of clioice and action, and the sense of guilt when

a. wrong choice is made, are proofs positive, that the mind is not con

troled like matter, by immutable laWs. Since, then, it. cannot be

proved, that the mind is material, and since there are clear proofs that r

it is not ; the conclusion is forced upon us, that this second principle of

Spiritualism is false.

3.‘ The third principle of this philosophy is likewise false, viz.: that

plants, animals, and men are but developments of the immutable laws

of nature. Animal life, it is affirmed, began at the lowest possible

point; and through numberless series of transformations or develop

ments, each higher than the preceding, nature ultimately developed
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man. “Thus the higher we ascend in nature,” says Davis, “the more

closely allied do we find the various organizations to man. It is

almost impossible to contemplate nature with a comprehensive, genen

alizing eye, and determine which to first term man—whether the high

est of the quadrumana, or the lowest of the human type—so gradual

and so progressive is the emergemeut of one kingdom into another!”

Again,—“Though at‘first huge and unrefined, and resembling, in his

anatomical and physiological construction, the quadrumana more than

any other or higher type of the animal creation, yet man’s innate ten

dency was onward towards perfection.” Now, what is the proof

of this? In the nature of the case, it can be proved only in one of

three ways, vizx. by the testimony of some intelligent being who wit

nessedthe developments; or by the revelations of Geology exhibiting

them in the petrified remains of past ages; or by our seeing the pro

cess of development now going on. But Spiritualists admit, that we

do not now witness such developments by the laws of Nature. Nothing

0f the kind, it is admitted, has occurred as far back as history can take us;

Neither do they pretend to have the testimony of any intelligent wit
ness,lwho saw such developments. They are, consequently, shut up

tothc revelations of Geology; and to it they have confidently appealed,

But Geology not only fails to support the development theory; it ab

solutely annihilates it. Hugh Miller, in his celebrated work, “Footi

prints of the Creator,” has forever demolished this infidel theory, dem

onstrating beyond the possibility of a doubt, that each race of plants

and of animals, instead of commencing at the lowest possible point,

and gradually developing, was perfect in its beginning, and therefore

was an immediate creation of Omnipotence. In a short biographical

notice of Mr. Miller, Prof. Agassiz agrees with him as to the “unsci~'

entific parentage” of the development theory, and says—he has

“stripped it of even its semblance of truth, and restored to the Great

tor, as Governor of the universe, that power and those functions which

he was supposed to have resigned at its hirt .” Two facts which are

absolutely fatal to the development theory, Hugh Miller demonstrates

by the facts of Geology, viz: that each race of beings, instead of com

mencing at the lowest point, were in full maturity at the beginning of

their existence; and that one race or genus never is developed into an

other. In regard to fish, for example, he says—~“ Now it is a geologi

oal fact, that it is fish of the higher orders, that appear first oh the

stage, and they are found to occupyexactly the same level during the vast

period represented by four succeeding formations. There is no progres

sion. If fish rose into reptiles, it must have been by sudden trans'formm
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tion—it must have been as if a man who had stood still for half a life

time, should bestir himself all at once. and take seven leagues at a

stride.‘ There is no getting rid of a miracle in the case—there is no

alternative between creation and Metamorphosis. The infidel substi~

tutes progression for Deity: Geology robs him of his god.” (Old

Red Sandstone, pp. 37—41.)

Thus the third fundamental principle is demonstrated to be false by

the only witness capable of testifying in the case. The facts of Geol

gy completely demolish it. ‘

4. The fourth principle of Spiritualism is, that there is a law of

progress in human nature, by virtue of which the human race is tending

upward to higher degrees of perfection. The principle, however, is

part and parcel of the development theory, and must fall with it.

' Besides, a law of progress, if it existed, could not fail to discover itself

in the actual progress of individuals, families and nations. But the

truth is, 'the history of the human race exhibits quite as many and as

manifest instances of retrogression, as ofprogression. If some nations,

families and individuals have progressed, others have retrograded.

And then the same nation or family has progressed for a time, and

then retrograded. Still further, whenever there has been real pr0g_

gress, it has been manifestly attributable to external influences, not to

any law of human nature. For example, England and the United

States have progressed, but their improvement is traceable directly to

the influence of Christianity. N0 nation on the earth, where this in

fluence has not been felt, has made any progess at all. Indeed Spir

itualism itself furnishes'one of the clearest refutations of this principle;

for its philosophy and its novelties are but the revival of the pagan phi

losophy of two thousand years ago, and of the professed spirit com

munications 0f the same period; substantially there is nothing new in it.

The fifth and sixth principles of spiritualism depend upon the re

liability of the boasted spirit revelations. Of these we propose to say

something in our next number. Meanwhile we may venture to aflirm,

that truthful spirits, were they prompted by benevolence to make rev

elations to mortals, would not be found teaching a system of philoso

phy which is absolutely false in its leading principles; nor would they

in any manner identify themselves with such a system. This is too

evident to require proof. But the Harmonial Philosophy is fundap

mentally false, as we have just seen. Therefore, whatever may be the

cause or causes of the phenomena to which Spiritualists testify, they

do not come from truthful spirits; and consequently the communica

tions are unworthy of credit.
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A SKEPTIC’S OBJECTION TO THE BIBLE.
‘

/

Some eighteen years ago, we received a note from a distinguished

physician, of skeptical sentiments, requesting us to preach a sermon on

the fall of Man, and to answer the following argument or objection:

1. If Adam was created holy, as the Scriptures teach, then all his

dispositions and inclinations were right. 2. If all his dispositions

and inclinations were right, sin could not have originated with him.

3. Therefore the Scriptures, teaching that he was so created, and

that sin did originate with him, are not true. We, in compliance with

the Doctor’s request, appointed a time to deliver the discourse, and gave

public notice of it. This notice brought out an uncommonly large

number of the men of skeptical tendencies. A copy of the discourse

was requested for publication; but in consequence of other duties,

it was not prepared for the press. Perhaps an outline of the train of

thought then presented may not be unacceptable to our readers.

The text was Rom. 5 : 12. “ Wherefore as by one man sin entered

into the world, and death by sin; and so death passed upon all men,

for that all have sinner .” After a few introductory remarks, we main

tained the following positions. 3

I. If the objection just stated is valid, it proves more than the

objector and those agreeing with him, are disposed to admit; for it

inevitably lands us in Atheism. The argument stands thus: lst.

God made man morally perfect or imperfect. This is clear, since a

rational being, possessing a moral nature, must be, in disposition and

inclination, conformed to the perfect standard of morals, whatever that

standardis, or not. For, having moral affections and dispositions, they

are necessarily such as that standard requires; or they are not. If they

are, the man is morally perfect. If they are not, he is imperfect. In

one or the other of these states every human being, especially if cap.

able of accountable action, must be. 2d. That men are now imperfect

and have been so, as far back as history can take us, is certain, and

will not be denied. Now, since the first man could not have been in a

moral state, neither perfect nor imperfect ; and since the objection‘is—

that if perfect, he could not have become imperfect; the conclusion

is forced upon us, that God created man morally imperfect, if he

created him at all. But if he created him imperfect, he must have
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preferred imperfection to perfection, sin to holiness ; and since it is

absolutely impossible that a holy being should prefer sin to holiness,

the objection drives us to the dreadful conclusion, that the Creator of

man, if he had a creator, was an imperfect or evil Being. But such

is the very constitution of the human mind, that we cannot admit the

monstrous idea of a God infinite in his natural attributes, yet imperfect

or depraved in his moral nature. Although atheism is disproved by

ten thousand conclusive evidences, yet would men sooner become

atheists, than admit the being of a depraved God.

It is an instructive fact, that, variant, absurd and monstrous as the

errors of men have been in regard to the character and work of God,

none have ever ventured to say, that he created man a sinful being.

Some have contended, that the cause of human depravity is in matter,

and that the souls of men, originally pure, have become contaminated

by contact with matter; but they have, at the same time, denied that

God created it. All the ancient philosophers held the. doctrine of

the eternity of matter. Some have accounted for the existence of evil

by supposing the existence of two powerful beings, the one good and

the other evil. But so far as our information extends, none who ac

knowledge one infinite God, ever admitted that he created man morally

imperfect. Now, the objectors, who profess to be Deists, will not

venture to maintain asentiment which is so revolting, that all men

have shrunk from'it. But they must do it, or take the Scripture

ground, that “God made man upright.” And if the Scripture ground

be taken, the objection falls; for since it is admitted that men are imper~

feet, if they were originally created perfect, sin must have originated

with them—they are fallen. We then have choice of three positions.

We may admit the Scripture doctrine, that “God made man upright;

and he hath sought out many inventions,” or has become sinful. Or we

may say, that God created man an imperfect being, and therefore is

himself imperfect. Or we may deny the being of God, and fall back

into the absurdities of atheism. You, who urge the objection under

consideration, are Deists, and you will not take the last mentioned

ground. Your moral perceptions, I am sure, will prevent your taking

the second. You must, therefore stand on the Scripture ground, and

abandon your objection.

II. But let us examine the objection somewhat closely. It is, in

substance, this—that a morally perfect being cannot become imperfect

Sin cannot originate with such a being. To this we have two answers:

1. It is impossible for us fully to understand a state of mind in

which we ourselves have never been. One who had always been
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perfectly cheerful, could not comprehend the feelings of melancholy.

None but a parent can know the precise feelings of a. parent. Now;

we have never passed from a state of moral perfection to a sinful state;

and therefore, it is not strange that such a change should seem to us

incomprehensible. Still there is no evidence to prove that it may not

take place. Immutability belongs only to an infinite Being, who is

superior to all influences which might effect a change. A finite being

may be'surrounded by such influences as render it certain that no um

favorable moral change will occur. Such is the condition of angels

and saints in heaven. But there is no proof, that any finite being, ex

posed to temptation, may not change. The fact that we do not under

stand the process by which a holy being becomes unholy, does not

prove that the thing cannot occur.

~2. The Scripture account of the fall of our first parents, is very

brief and simple. Eve’s desire for knowledge was artfully excited.

There is nothing sinful in the desire for knowledge; but Satan gained

the advantage by inducing her to pry into things unrevealed, and to

seek knowledge by fordidden means. Adam’s strong affection for his

wife, which was in itself not sinful, hurried him into sin. In the fall

of both we recognize the workings of human nature; and can see that

holy beings might thus be led into sin. Certainly it would be impos

sible to prove the contrary.

III. If we admit that the subject of the fall of man is attended

with difliculties which none can fully solve; it can be proved, that the

Scripture doctrine accords with facts as they exist, and is attended

with fewer difliculties than any other view that has been taken.

1. In the first place, it is a fact, that human beings are by nature

depraved. The . sad truth can be demonstrated without appealing

to the Scriptures, just as conclusively as it can be proved, that attrac

tion is a property of matter. Attraction is neither visible nor tangi

ble; nor do any one of the senses detect it. Philosophers prove its

existence by its visible ejects. Everywhere particles of matter cohere;

and everywhere smaller bodies tend toward larger ones, and large

bodies exert an influence on each other. The universality of the ef

fects prove the universality of the cause. SO is it' with human

depravity. In all nations, and through all ages, so far as we have in

formation, children have shown decided tendencies to a wrong course

of conduct. Evil tempers show themselves at a very early age, justi

fying the Psalmist’s declaration, that they are “estranged from the

womb.” We need only appeal to parents. What watchfulness, what

restraining and guiding influences are constantly required to subdue
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evil tempers, and to preserve children from gross vice ; and how often,

after years of anxious effort, do they disappoint cherished hopes, and

fill the hearts of those who have anxiously reared them, with bitter

anguish. Certain fowls swim as soon as put into water; it is natural.

So do children show evil tempers, as soon as they are capable of man

ifesting moral feeling. True, parental care is often rewarded by vir

tuous children ; and so you can prop up heavy bodies. Take the props

from under the latter, and you see the power of attraction ; leave the

former to their own course, and you see the workings of depravity.

And what is the history of the human race, but a history of crime?

It will not do to appeal to the power of evil example, in order to ac

count for prevailing wickedness. Where did the example begin ; and

how came the current of wickedness to gain such fearful strength,

hearing all before it? There have always been powerful reasons urging

to a virtuous life, and strong influences bearing in this direction. All

nature has eloquently preached the being and the perfections of God,

and urged men to love and serve him. “The heavens declare the

glory of God; and the firinament showeth his handy-work. Day unto

day uttereth speech, and night unto night teacheth knowledge of him.”

Blind and deaf, men have rushed on in their mad career, neither see

ing the manifestations which God made of himself, nor hearing the

ten thousand voices calling them to virtue. Nay, they have not even

seen the proofs of the being and perfections of God, but have degrad

' ed themselves by worshipping even four-footed beasts and creeping

things.

- Verily it is true, mournfully true, that men are by nature depraved.

But how shall we account for this deplorable state of mankind? The

Deist must conclude, that such was the character of man, as he came

from the hand of God; and then how can he defend the character of

God? Here we Christians have the advantage. Two things we can

say, viz : that God made man upright; and that in the father of the race

human nature had a fair trial. The first pair were created in the im

age of God, and in the maturity of their being, mental and physical.

They were placed in a lovely garden, where they enjoyed unmixed

happiness. If we feel some difiiculty in seeing the justice of God in

suspending the fate of the race upon the choice and act of the first

father; we can say, that in no other circumstances was human nature

so likely to stand the trial. But the Deist has sin and misery without

a trial or a fall. Which view, we may confidently ask, is more honor

ing to God?

Still further—the Scripture doctrine, if admitted, accounts for all
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the facts, and for the actual state of mankind. The fall of mankind ‘

in their first'father accounts for the universal prevalence of sin and

death. “ Sin entered into the world, and death by sin ; and so death

hath passed upon all men, for that all have sinned.” Sin entered,

then death. Reason speaks in favor of this view. But turn from it,

and close the lids of the Bible ; and what do we see? A race of beings

subject to sickness, pain and death, even before they know their right

hand from the left ; a race growing up in folly, vice and wretchedness,

and speedily sinking into the grave. But how they came into this

state, what is their work on earth, and what the future that awaits

them, we know not and cannot know. Admitting, then, that there are

depths and heights about this great subject, which none can compre

hend, it must be acknowledged, that the Scripture view is far the most

satisfactory, and is attended with fewest difficulties.

IV. Epecially has the Christian the advantage, when we turn to

the great remedy for existing evils, and to the eternal future. Infidel

ity finds man fallen and wretched ; but it knows of no remedy. If the

present is dark, the future is darker still. If the Christian cannot

fully explain the fall of man, he can explain the method of his recov

ery. If- there are difficulties in showing how sin entered the world, a

child can be made to understand how to be saved from it. If there is

something of a shadow over the past, there is none over the future.

If, in viewing the fall of man by itself, we cannot fully discover the

justice of God ; in viewing his redemption both the justice and the

mercy of God shine out gloriously. Thanks to God, that that which

is too deep and too high to be understood, is not necessary to our

salvation ; whilst that 'which is necessary, comes quite within the

range of our limited faculties.

This hasty discussion justifies two conclusions, viz:

1. Neither reason nor philosophy ofi'ers any valid objection to the

Scripture account of the fall of man. On the contrary, the most

plausible objections urged against it, if legitimately carried out, drive

us into the impieties and absurdities of Atheism.

2. The fact that the Scripture doctrine corresponds with facts as

they exist, and accounts for those facts, whilst no other view does,

affords a strong argument for. the inspiration of the Scriptures. The

view presented in the Bible dilfers materially from all the theories of

men. Yet on careful examination, it is found more honoring to God, and

more satisfactory than any of them. In the lapse of centuries, what

ever progress science has made, human reason has thrown no additional

light upon this great subject. Still the Scripture account of the fall

2
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commands the undoubting faith of multitudes of the Wisest men. On

the whole, the argument, instead of throwing doubt upon‘the inspira

tion of the Bible, is decidedly in favor of it.

Such is a brief outline of the arguments in reply to our skeptical

friend. We afterwards had an interview with him. He admitted the

conclusiv'eness of the reply to his objection; but in regard to the de

pravity of mankind by nature, he thought the apparent depravity of

children might arise from their physical system. We answered—that

this removed no difficulty; since God is the creator of the physical

system; and the question would arise, why did God put a pure mind

into a defective body, which would embarrass its moral action? Be

sides, is it not absurd to attribute moral dispositions and actions to a,

physical cause? Is it not adopting the old pagan notion, that matter

is inherently evil, and is the cause of sin? Matter is governed by

immutable laws, whilst voluntariness is essential to moral action. True,

the mind may be embarrassed, or its action perverted by the derange

ment of the physical system; but so far as such difliculties exist, ac

countability is destroyed. Idiocy and insanity are the natural results

of physical causes 3 and they destroy accountability.

Thus, take what View we may of the present condition of mankind;

we are obliged to return to the Scripture doctrine, as the only solution

of it. There we find light-—if not so much as our curiosity would de

sire, yet enough for all practical purposes. And that knowledge which,

in its bearings, is not practical, is worthless.

THE ATONEMENT.

 

In carrying out his great purposes respecting the human family,

God sent into the world his only-begotten Son, whose mysterious char

acter, and whose eternal relations we have considered. It was the

purpose of God to save an innumerable multitude of lost men; and

for this end his Son “verily was foreordained before the foundation of the

world” (1 Pet. 1: 20.); and they “' were chosen in him before the

foundation of the world, that they should be holy and without blame

before him in love.” (Eph. 1 : 4.) Men needed to be taught, to have
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an atonement made for them, to have intercession ofl'ered to God in

their behalf, to be guided, protected, raised‘from the dead, and glori

fied. Jesus Christ undertook the great work; and he “ of God is

made unto us wisdom, and righteousness, and sanctification, and re

demption.” (1 Cor. 1 : 30.) Having considered his character, let us

now enquire into his work.

Jesus Christ was the great Teacher of Divine knowledge, and “ the

true light that lighteth every man that cometh into the world.” If,

however, the Scriptures give prominence to this part of his work, they

give greater prominence to 'his “ obedience unto death.” Paul deter

mined to know nothing amongst the churches, “ but Jesus Christ and

him crucified,” and to glory in nothing, “save in the cross of our Lord

Jesus Christ.” With him the preaching of the Gospel was nothing

more or less than “the preaching of the cross.” The saints in heaven

‘- have washed their robes, and made them white in the blood of the

Lamb." The prominence thus given to the suflefings of Christ, and

the exceeding efiicacy ascribed to them by the inspired writers, demon

strate the unspeakable importance of the doctrine of the ATONEMENT.

That part- of the work of Christ which has direct reference to the

justification of sinners, and their title to heaven, has been divided in

to three parts, viz: his active obedience, his passive obedience, and his

intercession. His active obedience was his perfect conformity to the

moral law; his passive obedience was his voluntary suffering under

that law; and his intercession is his advocacy of the cause of his

people, founded upon his active and passive obedience. In regard to

the two kinds of obedience, active and passive, it is sufiicient to remark,

that the one is essential to the other. That is to say, the sufferings

of Christ would not have availed to save men, without his active obe

dience ; and his obedience without his sufl'erings would have been

ineflicacious. He who would save men from sin, magnifying and

honoring the law, must be holy, and must suffer.

Theologians have discussed two questions relative to the atonement,
viz: the nature of it, and its extent. The former shall now voccirpy

our attention. There are several ways of ascertaining the nature of the

atonement. Let us consider some of them.

1. The nature of the atonement may be learned from the necessity

of it. Why was any atonement necessary in order that men might be

eternally happy? Only because they had broken the law of God, and

incurred its penalty. “ For all have sinned, and come short of the

glory of God.” (Rom. 3 : 23.) The law of God, like all other laws,

consists of two essential parts, viz : precepts and sanctions. The sanc
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tions are of two kinds—the rewards of obedience, and the punish

ments of disobedience, or reward, and penalty. Without these the

law would be mere advice. Since, then, all have transgressed the

law, one of three things must occur, viz: all must suffer the penalty;

or the law must be annulled or set aside ; or a substitute must suffer

for them. Infinite benevolence prevented the first. The honor and

the justice of God and the interests of his moral government forbade

the second. Therefore the third expedient was adopted, and a substi

tute was introduced. Accordingly the apostle Paul teaches these three

truths, viz: 1st. That “ by the deeds of the law there shall no flesh

be justified in his sight; for by the law is the knowledge of sin."

(Rom. 3 : 20.) 2d. That Jesus Christ was “ made under the law, to

redeem them that were under the law, that we might receive the adop

tion of sons.” (Gal. 4: 4, 5.) 3d. That being placed under the law,

he bore its penalty or curse for his people. -‘ Christ hath redeemed

us from the curse of the law, being made a curse for us.” (Gal. 3: 13.)

The nature of the atonement, then, consists in this—that Jesus Christ,

being the surety for his people, did endure for them the penalty of the

broken law, “that God might be just, and the justifier of him that

believet .” >

It is not asserted that Christ’s sulferings were the same in kind or

in duration, or degree, as those of lost men. He did not endure the

lashings of a guilty concience; they do. But these are not essential

to the penalty of the-law, but arise from the nature of the human

mind. A man convicted of disorderly conduct may be fined fifty dol

lars. This would be the legal penalty. In addition to this he might

suffer the loss of character. Now a friend might pay the fine, and

thus bear the legal penalty, though he did not suffer in character. So

the penalty of God’s law is sufr’r/ng,—-death, but not necessarily the

lashings of a guilty conscience. Again—the lost sinner must suffer

forever, for two reasons, viz: he is finite, and he will continue to sin

forever. Neither of these reasons applies to Christ. The value of

the atonement is found in the infinite dignity of the sufferer—the

value of the sacrifice in the character of the priest and of the victim.

“ He ofered himself.” Now, a holy being, of such dignity, might

suifer the essential penalty of the law in a limited time. It certainly
i cannot be proved, that he could not. Consequently, the fact that

Christ did not endure precisely the same kind of suffering, or of the

same duration, as those of lost sinners, does not prove, that he did

not endure the penalty of the law.

The argument, then, stands thus: The difficulty in the way of the
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salvation of men, is the penalty of the law incurred by them. The

atonement was designed to remove the difliculty. But the penalty,

being essential to the law, could not in any case, be set aside; because to

to set it aside in any case would be to abolish the law in that case.

Our Savior said—“ Till heaven and earth pass, one jot or one tittle shall

in no wise pass from the law, till all be fulfilled.” Therefore he could

deliver men from the penalty of the law, only by suffering that penalty.

The necessity of the atonement, consequently, reveals its nature.

2. We learn the nature of the atonement from those passages of

Scripture which declare, that he did bear the sins of Men. To bear

sin, is a phrase of frequent occurrence in the Old Testament, and uni

formly signifies to bear the legal punishment of sin. Thus it is said

of persons guilty of incest—“They shall bear their sin ; they shall be

childless.” (Lev. 20: 20.) Of one who refused to partake of the pass

over, it is said, he shall “be cut off from among his people—that man

shall bear his sin.” (Num. 9: 13.) The children of Israel were for

bidden to come nigh the tabernacle, “lest they bear sin and die.” (Num

18: 22.) In the same sense this phrase is used in Ezek. 18: 20.

“The son shall not bear the iniquity of the father; neither shall the

- father bear the iniquity of the son.” That is, the one shall not bear

the punishment due to the sins of the other. This is the uniform

meaning of the phrase to bear sin.

Now, when Christ is said to bear the sins of men, the only legiti

mate meaning is—that he bore the legal penalty for them. Isaiah

teaches, that our sins were laid upon him, and that he did bear them.

“ All we like sheep have gone astray; we have turned every one to his

own way ; and the Lord hath laid on him the iniquity of us all.—And

he was numbered with the transgressors; and he bare the sins of many

and made intercession for the transgressors.” (Isaiah 53: 6, 12.) In

what sense can it be true, that God laid our sins on Christ? Just in the

same sense in which the debts of one man may be transferred to an

other—~that is, the latter becomes legally responsible for the debts.

So did Jesus Christ become legally responsible for the sins of his peo

ple; and therefore he bore the legal penalty. “S0 Christ was once

offered to bear the sins of many.” (Heb 9: 28.) “Who his own self

bare our sins in his own body on the tree.” (1 Pet. 2: 24.) The Uni

tarian interpretation of the phrase to bear sin, which makes it mean

to bear away sin, is wholly inconsistent with uniform usage. In no

instance is it so emplyed.

3. The words ransom and redemption, as applied to the atonement,

indicate its nature. “Even as the Son of man came not to be minis
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tered unto, but to minister, and to give his life a ransom for many.”

The word ransom means a price paid for deliverance. In the case of

men, they are held by the broken law, which says—“pay what thou

owest.” The Son of man -undertakes to make the payment, or to meet

the claims of the law; and the price paid, is his own life. He put his

life in the stead of theirs—thus enduring the penalty of the law.

“The word redemption has two senses in the New Testament:

1. It means properly the deliverance effected by the payment of a

ransom. This is its primary, etymological meaning. 2. It means de

liverance simply, without any reference to the means of its accomplish

ment, whether by power or wisdom.’’ (Hodge) As applied to the atone

ment, the word has direct reference to the claims of the law upon men ;

and the price demanded by the law and paid by the Redeemer, is stated.

Therefore Paul says, “Christ hath redeemed us from the curse of the

law, being made a curse for us.” (Gal. 3: 13.) Again—“Being jus

tified freely by his grace through the redemption that is in Christ

‘Jesus; whom God hath set forth to be a propitiation through faith in

his blood, to declare his righteousness for the remissions of sins that

are past,” &c. Justification is efl'ected through the redemption that is

in Christ; and that redemption consists in the shedding of his blood. ~

“ In whom,’’ again says Paul, “ we have redemption through his

blood, the forgiveness of sins, according to the riches of his grace.”

(Eph. 1: 7.) It was by the shedding of his blood that be redeemed

men, and obtained for them the forgiveness of sins. His suffering

removed their legal condemnation, because he met the demands of

the law.

4. The nature of the atonement may be learned from the nature of

justification. In law, justification and condemnation are corresponding

terms. The latter is a sentence of law 'against one tried and found

guilty; and the former is a sentence of law in favor of one tried and

found not guilty. In this sense the words are employed in the law of

Moses. “If there be a centroversy between men, and they come unto

judgement, that the judges may judge them; then they shall jus

tify the righteous and condemn the wicked.” (Dent. 25: 1.) In the

same sense the two words are used by Paul—f‘ Who shall lay any

thing to the charge of God’s elect? It is God that justifieth? Who

is he that condemneth?” (Rom. 8: 33, 34.) Now, as there can be no

condemnation in the just administration of law, without transgression;

so there can be no justification, unless the claims of the law have been

fully met. But the claims of the law upon men are both preceptive and

penal. In making an atonement on the ground of which a sinner
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may be justified, Christ must have met both, and Ltherefore must

have sulfered the penalty of the law. His righteousness, on the

ground of which they are justified, is all that the law requires.

5. The view of the nature of the atonement now given, is confirmed

by the types of the ceremonial law. That law had “a shadow of good

things to come,” but possessed no efficacy in itself. It simply pointed

to Christ. (Heb. 10: 1.) Every bloody sacrifice was a symbolical

setting forth of the doctrine of the atonement. The paschal lamb was

slain; and its blood sprinkled on the lintels of the doors, saved God’s

chosen people from the judgment of God, which came upon the Egyp

tians. They, as well as others, deserved to die ; but the paschal

lamb died in their stead. And so “Christ our passover is sacrificed

for us.” (1 Cor. 5: 7.) The passover commemorated a. glorious deliv

erance and foreshadowed one unspeakably moreglorious, and strikingly

illustrated its nature.

The high priest, under the old dispensation, was a type of Christ,

and so were the animals offered in sacrifice. Before an animal was

sacrificed, the priests or the persons bringing it laid their hands on its

head, after which it was slain. Thus typically the guilt of their sin

was transferred to the animal; it suffered; the sinner was pardoned.

“ So Christ was once offered to bear the sins of many.” “ For by one

offering he hath perfected forever them that are sanctified.” The

whole system of sacrifices teaches impressively the doctrine so clearly

stated by Isaiah—“But he was wounded for our transgressions, he was

b'ruised for our iniquities: the chastisement of our, peace was upon

him; and with his stripes we are healed.” (Isaiah 53: 5.)

The doctrine of substitution is admitted in civil legislation in all

cases of debt, and in all criminal cases in which the legal penalty is a

pccunim'y/ fine. A. is bankrupt, but his friend B. may pay his debts

for him, and the law recognizes the payment. C. is prosecuted for

disorderly conduct, and is fined fifty dollars; but his friend D. may

pay the fine for him, and it is legally paid. In other criminal cases,

the penalty of which is imprisonment or death, substitution is not ad

missible, for two reasons, viz: a! man has not the right to dispose of

himself; and if he‘had, the imprisonment or execution of a good

citizcnpin place of a bad one, would turn loose a criminal to commit

other crimes against society. But neither of these difliculties stands

in the way of the substitution of Christ. As to his right to dispose

of his life, he says—“No man taketh it from me, but I lay it down of

myself. I have power (or right) to lay it down, and I have power to

take it again.” (John 10: 18.) And then he turns no criminals
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loose upon society. The sinner saved by his atonement, becomes a

good man. If Paul, before his conversion, was a “ blasphemer and

injurious,’i his faith in Christ made him a blessing to the world.

Justification through Christ and sanctification by the Spirit are insep

arable in God’s plan.
vIn view of such an atonement, well may we be filled with admira

tion and gratitude. “God so loved the world that he gave his only

begotten Son.” Did a word of two letters ever before contain such

volumes of meaning, as the word so, in this passage? Well might

Paul say—“The love of Christ constraineth us ;” and well might he

excite the Corinthian Christians to self-denial by saying—“ For ye

know the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ, that though he was rich, yet

for your sakes he became poor, that ye through his poverty might

be rich.” The amazing humiliation and inconceivable suflerings of

Christ, mental and physical, whilst they lay a sure foundation for the

hopes of believers, make an appeal to their consciences and hearts,

which ought to be overpowering. The preaching of the cross is the

power of God unto salvation.

We can now see, that “there is no condemnation to them that are

in Christ Jesus.” “ For Christ is the end of" the law for righteousness

to every one that believeth.” The penitent believer, though without

any righteousness of his own, is clothed with a perfect rightousness.

“ Strangely, my soul, art thoil arrayed

By the great, sacred Three ;

In sweetest harmony of love

Let all my powers agree."
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ABOLITIONISM AND BIBLE EXAMPLE

The Christian Leader, organ of the Free Church, is justly severe

on those individuals in the Presbyterian Church, who have sought to

promote Abolitionism in a concealed manner. In that paper of Sept.

10th, the editors state a great truth, some of the bearings of which

they seem not to have perceived. They say—“The great Captain of

our salvation and his brave Apostles never concealed aught of their

sentiments or their plans. Their open-hearted bravery was one of the _

strongest elements of their success. Hence our Saviour said, when

asked of his disciples and his doctrine—‘1 spake openly to the world;

I ever taught in the synagogue and in the temple, whither the Jews .

always resort, and in secret have I said nothing.’ (John 18: 20.)

While such an open course resulted in conflict, persecution and

death, it nevertheless carried within, it the sublimest power and cer

tain triumph in the end,” All true and well said. But the great

truth thUs stated is a two-edged sword, whose keen edge is'quite as

fatal to Abolitionism, as to the concealed operations so justly censured

by the Leader. Let us try the Leader and its Abolitionist associates

by the rule stated by its editors.

It is an admitted fact, that in the days of Christ and his Apostles,

slavery existed throughout the Roman Empire. It is admittedvdikee ’

wise, that it existed in its worst form, depriving the slave of all rights,

and giving the master the power to maim or kill his slave. Rev.Thompson, of the Broadway Tabernacle church, New York, whose

orthodox Abolitionism will not be called in question, quotes Liddell,

as “one of the most careful writers upon Roman History,” to the fol

lowing eifect: “They (the slaves) had no civil rights; they could

not contract legal marriage; they had no power over their children;

they could hold no property in-their own name; their very savings

were not their own, but held by consent of their masters; all law pro

ceedings ran in the name of the master. For crimes committed they

were tried by the public courts, and their masters were held liable for

the damage done, but only to the extent of the slave’s value. To kill,

maim or maltreat a slave, was considered as damage to his master, and

could only be treated as such. No pain or suifering inflicted on a.

slave was punishable, unless loss had thereby accrued to the owner.”

'3
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[The same writer quotes Bancroft to the following eflect: -‘ In the eye

of the law, a slave was nobody. No protection was afforded his limbs

or his life, against the avarice or rage of his master ; the female had

no defence for her virtue and her honor; the ties of affection and blood

were disregarded.”

Such was Roman slavery—the slavery with which Christ and his

Apostles had to deal; and the number of slaves was confessedly very

great. Now, they held the doctrine of the Abolitionists regarding the

sinfulness and exceeding iniquity of slaveholding; or they did not. If

they did, they gave expression to those views in two ways, viz:

1. They openly and unequivocally condemned slaveholding, and

boldly reproved slaveholders, and urged them to the immediate eman

cipation of their slaves. This is precisely what Abolitionists do ; and

the Leader asserts truly, that our Savior and his brave Apostles never

concealed aught of their sentiments or their plans; and their open and

- fearless denunciation of sin in all its forms produced conflict, persecu

tion and death. Now, we have two questions to ask, viz: 1st. In

what part of the New Testament do we find Christ or any of his

Apostles unequivocally condemning slaveholding, and urging slave

holders immediately to emancipate their slaVes? Where do we‘find

them speaking out against this “sum of all villainies,” as does the

Leader, for example? Will the editors be good enough to point us

to the chapter and verse? If they cannot do this, they must acknowl

edge, either that Christ and his Apostles did conceal their sentiments

'nnd plans; or that they did not hold Abolitionist- sentiments. ] t

'“wilklot do for them to quote passages of Scripture, which they and

others suppose to condemn~ sluveholding inferentially. For, in the

first place, very few of the readers of the New Testament have been

able to discover the correctness of such inferences ,' and, secondly, Ab

olitionists do not pursue such a course, but speak in the strongest and

most unequivocal language. We desire to see the chapter and verse,

where Christ or any of his Apostles, with “open-hearted bravery,”

used similar language.

The second question is this: Did'Uhrist or any of his Apostles ever

suffer persecution or even reproach inconsequence of their open and

bold condemnation of slaveholding? The Leader says truly, “their

open course ‘ resulted in conflict, persecution and death.” Now did

their open course in regard to slavery result thus? If so, where is

the evidence? Will the Leader point us to it? If their course in

relation to slavery did not so result, why did it not? It must have

been either because they did not pursue the course pursued by Aboli
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tionists ; or because the people took no oifence at the open condemna

tion of the sin of slaveholding, Whilst yet they were enraged at the

condemnation of other sins. _ Which is true? Need we ask the

question ?

2. The other way in which, if our Lord and his Apostles held

Abolitionist sentiments, they must have manifested them, was in ex

cluding all slaveholders from membership in the churches. The Free

church manifests her sentiments precisely in this way. It is a body

composed of those who have left the communion of other churches,

just because those other churches do not exclude all slaveholders from

their communion. Now, the Savior and his apostles were confessedly

quite as faithful in preserving the purity of the church. as are the

ministers of the Free church. Did they exclude slaveholders from

the church? If they did, let us see the chapter and verse. If

they did, how happens it, that all commentators and theologians have

understood, that slaveholders were actually admitted into the churches?

Even Dr. Thompson can say nothing more, than “that by ignoring the

Roman law of slavery, and placing both master and servant under the

higher law of christian love and equality, the Apostles decreed the vir

tual abolition of slavery, and did in time subdue it, wherever Chris

tianity gained the ascendency in society or in the state.” And most

cheerfully do we admit, that they placed the relation between masters

and servants “under the higher law.” They did the same for every

other relation. The outward relation constituted by law he acknowl

edges, did not immediately cease. Mr. Barnes makes the same _

admission even more distinctly. The undeniable fact is, thatqthe -

Apostles of Christ admitted slaveholders to fellowship in the churches.

The fact is, that the Free church refuses to admit such persons.

Now, since the “brave Apostles” boldly avowed and carried into prac

tice their sentiments ; it is clear that they did not hold Abolitionist sen:

sentiments.

The Leader appeals to the example of Christ and. his apostles.
I This is right. Now then look at another part of their example, worthy

of all imitation. They never steed at a distance and hurled denunci—

ations against th0se living in sin, but went to them and kindly reasoned

with them, expecting to enlighten, and thus reform them. Has the Free

Church imitated their noble example of fearlessness in the discharge

of duty? How many ministers has she sent to the benighted slave

holders, who are so constantly condemned in her weekly paper? The

Apostles, the Leader tells us truly, exposed themselves to persecution

and death in their efforts to reform men; and the editors hold up their
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example to certain individuals as worthy of imitation. Have they or

their church imitated it? When and where? It is amusing to see

men quietly living in Cincinnati or in Ohio, where their zeal against

slavery can do no good, and cannot possibly expose them to the slightest

inconvenience, talking largely of the open and fearless course of “the

Captain of our salvation and his brave Apostles,” and intimating that

their courage is of the same character! lourage indeed! They have

the same-kind of courage as the man who ran up stairs, and putting

his head out of the window exhorted his wife to kill the bear that had

come into the yard, \Vhy, less than three years ago, the Congrega

tionalist called upon every faithful minister in God’s name, to leave

the state of Missouri, because the sin of slavery was so prevalent

there I Abolitionism is remarkable for two things, viz: its utter desti

tution of courage and its reckless denunciations of the faithful ser

vants of Christ. It runs away from people who need to be enlighten

ed, and then quiets its conscience by abusing them for not doing right!

It is as destitute of Apostolic courage, as it is of evangelical truth.

“"e have one more question for the Leader, viz: Can the editors

of that paper point to one single sentiment adverse to slavery in the

writings of the Apostles on that subject, which sentiment is not

found in the paper adopted by the General Assembly of 1845,

which they delight to denounce a pro-slavery? If they can, let them

do it. Still further, can they point to one sentiment in.that paper,

which they regard as favorable to slavery, which sentiment is not

found in the writings of the Apostles? If they can, let them do it.

If' ‘they cannot do either of these things, let them either be candid

enough to withdraw their'charges against the Presbyterian Church, or

_ honest enough to renounce the New Testament. ' -

That slavery, wherever it exists, is an evil of enormous magnitude,

we do not doubt. That the Gospel in connection with Divine Provi

dence, will ultimately remove it from the earth, we believe. That the in

spired Apostles pursued the wisest and most righteous course in regard

to it, we are perfectly sure ; and that they did not hold Abolitionist

doctrines, is perfectly clear, because their doctrines did not lead to the

course pursued by the Abolitionists. That the Presbyterian church

has pursued and is pursuing the same course pursued by the Apostles,

we know; and we know that she has done and is doing more for the

removal of the evil of slavery, then all the Abolitionists on the earth.

We take the liberty to commend t0 the grave consideration of the edit

ors of the Leader, the- following declarations of the great Dr. Chal

mers, when Abolitionist doctrines were pressed upon the Free Church

*of Scotland: I
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“But again, not only is there a wrong principle in the demand

which these Abolitionists make on the Free Church of Scotland: it is

in itself a wrong procedure for hastening forward that object, for the

accomplishment of which we are alike desirous with themselves; or in

other words, it is not only wrong in principle, but hurtful in effect.

Should we concede to their demands, then speaking in the terms of our

opinion, we incur the discredit (and in proportion to that discredit we

damage our usefulness as a church) ofhaving given in—and at the bid

ding of another party—to a factitious and new principle, which not

only wants, but which contravenes, the authority of Scripture and

apostolic example, and, indeed, has only been heard of in Christen

dom within these few years, as if gotten up for the occasion, instead

of being drawn from the repositories of that truth which is immutable

and eternal—oven the princple, that no slaveholder should be admitted

to a participation in the sacraments.”

Again—"There are various methods, various lines of procedure

and policy, on which philanthropists and patriots might enter, and join

their forces for the abolition of slavery. The most unjustifiable, and

let me add, the most unwise and least efl'ectual of these, Were topro
nounce a wholesale anathema, by which to unehristianize, oripass a

general sentence of excommunication on slaveholders—I must repeat

my conviction, that slavery will not be at all shaken—it will be

strengthened and stand its ground—if assailed through the medium of

that most questionable and ambiguous principle which the abolition~

ists are now laboring to force upon Bur acceptance, even that slave

holding is in itself a ground of exclusion from the christian sacra

ments—instead of being assailed through the medium of such other

and obvious principles as come home toathe hearts and the consciences
of all men.” I

Here we have the precise doctrine of the paper adopted by the

General Assembly of 1845. lVas Dr. Chalmers a pro-slavery man?
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For the Presbyterian Expositor.

MOUNT C'ALVARY.

+_.____
 

There is a sun that illumes the habitations of man, and rules the

motions of planatary worlds. And so there is a sacred mountain—a

rock of refuge—which the patriarchs beheld, and to which they were

attracted by a power more potent than that which governs matter.

Prophets retreated to it as to an inner chamber of home; martyrs

‘have loved it; saints have sung it ; and around its brow the redeemed

have bowed and worshipped.

That holy mountain! that place of death and of life; that retreat

of all the Isreal of God; that covert from the storm and tempest, is

the place of refuge sought by all the afliicted people of God, in times

past and present. It was the sure retreat to patriarch and prophet.

Mount Calvary! What a charm gathers around it, as we pass in

solemn review the mighty weeping multitude that have been driven

in helpless sufi'ering to this sinner’s refuge. It is a place of blood and

tears; for all the ransomed church of Christ was won and saved there.

Pilgrims have there found rest, and a place to lay down the burdens

of an unfriendly world, and to take up the glad song of deliverance.

The way to this mountain was marked by signs and symbols—types,

in which the Israelite could find comfort, taking refuge by faith in the

glorious antitype. The prophets looked forward to a kingdom of

righteousness, and that kingdom was set up on Zion’s holy mountain

—-Calvary of the crucifixion. Daniel turned toward the city of Jeru

salem, when he lifted up his prayer to his great Delivercr. Jeremiah

looked forward in prophetic vision, saying, Behold, the days come,

saith the Lord, that I will raise unto David a righteous Branch, and

a King shall reign and prosper, and shall execute judgment and justice

in the earth. In his days Judah shall be saved and Israel shall dwell

safely; and this is his name whereby he shall be called, The Lord,

our righteousness. Isaiah cried out, as he caught a glimpse of Cal

vary, and its over memorable scenes, “ Who is this that cometh from

Edoni, with dyed garments Bozrah? this that is glorious in his appa

rel, traveling in the greatness of his strength I?” Zachariah, too,

looked forward to the place of his hope, and said “there should be a

fountain opened to the house of David, and to the inhabitants of
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Jerusalem, for sin and uncleanness.” The hill of Calvary was the

place of his hope.

“See, from Zion's sacred mountain,

Streams of living water flow;

God has opened there a. fonnrain

That supplies the plains below:

They' are bleSsed '

Who its sovereign virtues know."

On Calvary alone the lost life is found. But this is not that life which -

daily dies and decays. Mount Calvary speaks by the blood that was

shed on'it for the remission of sins, of a life that is unwasting and

eternal; that is full of warmth and heavenly vigor; that is blissful as

the joys of God. Now, if we eat not that bread which is from

heaven, we hunger. The bread of God is He which cometh down

from heaven, and giveth life unto the world. “Jesus said, I am the

bread of life: he that cometh to me shall never hunger ; and he that

believeth on me shall never thrist.” And this is that which gives to.

Calvary an iinperishable renown: it was and is the alone place of

safety the only escape from death. There were appointed certain

cities of refuge, where Hebrew criminals might avail themselves of

protection, and save themselves from immediate death. But Calvary

is the alone place where the sinner can find protection and salvation.

The attractions of Mount Calvary, that old retreat of the prophets

and good men of old, are manifest, first, in the fact that it is the home

of the renewed soul, which is to rest in the bosom of God, its maker.

I. Mount Calvary is the birth-place of the redeemed, where, yield

ing themselves up, dead in trespasses and sins, they first become alive'

unto God. Home! Christian, in the wide universe is there a better

retreat? Can we wonder that Daniel, in great Babylon, that city of

sin and cruelty, went home to Mount Calvary so often? his heart’s

best love going out thither at morning, noontide and evening? Home

is the place for affection, and the centre of the tenderest love. And

how could the new-born soul forget the place of its birth, or divine

parentage? Who could keep David from loving his Savior, or stop

the sweet songs of his heart and lyre—those songs of the household

of faith? Who could stop him from exalting the Lord his God, or

from worshipping at his holy hill ? , I -

Home is the place of rest and of peace, also ; and, in this world of

toil‘and tumult, the place where Jesus can be found is always attrac

tive, because it is a place of spiritual comfort. And on the Mount Cal

vary the bleeding Lamb is found; for home is not a place of disap
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pointinent. This is the place‘, too, to go for favors without the feeling

0. fear. The Christian goes to Calvary, where he may find bread

enough and to spare. The abundant provision is the bread of God

which came down from heaven, and was broken in the mount of sacri

fice, to give life to the perishing. ’

Many a time has thetsong of home been sung with a soul-moving

power: .

“ Home sweet, sweet home:

There ’s no place like home."

And wherever there is a Christian united to Christ by a holy faith,

there will often be heard the home song of the new born soul :

" Jesus, I my cross have taken,

All to leave and follow thee:

V Naked, poor, despised, forsaken,

_ Thou from hence my all shall be.

Perish every fond ambition,

All I 've sought, or hoped, or known;

Yet how rich is my condition!

God and heaven are still my own."

A sweet song it is; but all its sweetness comes from the heart filled

with the constraining love of Christ. It is a heart song—as every

home song is: and the unbidden tear of gratitude will fall, as the

thought runs back to the time when the Divine Teacher touched the

heart and put these strange numbers upon the lips, that both soul and

tongue should delight in their easy flow. Ah I the joys of Calvary—

the soul’s best birth-place : they are the strength of the saint. There

we became crucified unto the world, and the world unto us, and the

ample dimensions of our Father's house first filled us with satisfaction.

There is no more beautiful prayer than this : “ Restore to us the joys

of the great salvation.” And the soul’s longing is well expressed in

the verse—

“ Where is the blessedness I' knew ‘I "

and the strong attachment of the soul for its divine home is forever

memorialized by another sacred lyric :

“ Sweet was the time when first I felt

The Saviour's pardoning blood

Applied to cleanse my soul from guilt.

And bring me home to God.”

Almost all our sacred hymnology derives its sweetness from Calvary,

and its moving power from the events connected with its history. And

there is scarcely a better way in which to obtain a due estimate of it,
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than by a review of the church’s sacred songs, from the days of David

till now. Their simplicity and perpetuity are inexplicable, aside from

a veritable Calvary and vicarious sacrifice thereon of a veritable Saviour.

11. Mount Calvary is a place of light, too, as well as the home of

the new-born soul. The inward experience of every one, at conver

sion, attaches to Calvary. And so strong is this attachment, that

there is no word in the gospel that so fully embodies that experience ;

it seems to be in -itself a complete homily on every saving truth:

and under the preaching of the cross we never tire. Calvary, too, is

that against which every enemy of the gospel aims his attack, and

endeavors to do away: the offence of the cross has never ceased.

Thus, by the divided forces caused by it, this “holy hill of Zion ”'

becomes conspicuous in the world’s history; and so much so, that any

right apprehension of it must throw light on many of the dark mys

teries that press upon us on every hand. '

1. It is here alone that we learn the price or value of the soul,

The Apostle Paul, addressing the Corinthians (1 Con, VI, 20), says,

“ ye are bought with a price.” Likewise (1 Peter, I. 18, 19), “ For

asmuch as ye know that ye were not redeemed with corruptible things,

such as silver and gold, from your vain conversation received by tra

dition from your fathers; but with the precious blood of Christ, as of

a Lamb without blemish and without spot, who verily was foreor

dained before the foundation of the world.” Also (Heb. IX, 12,)

“ Neither by‘ the blood of goats and calves, but by his own blood he

entered in once into the holy place, having obtained eternal redemp

tion for us.” Thus, the incarnate mystery of God in Christ, recon

ciling the world unto himself, is set up the alone standard of value of

immortal souls. Both infidel and atheist, as well as every rejector of

Christ, degrade the value of man to some earthly and sordid measure,

so soon accounted that at the best it is very mean. The hill of Cal

vary, where Christ was lifted up, though but a small eminence, by

standing out clearly between earth and heaven, might well symbolize

the out-reaching of the human to that which _is above and greatly

exalted. But, with the‘bleeding body of the God-man upon it, dying a

ransom for us, to purchase our lives unto God, the real value of soul

life becomes sufficiently appreciable, being expressed in terms which,

if involved in mystery, do not fail on that account of being very prac

tically understood. There is scarce any part of the gospel of deeper ‘

interest than this which determines the standard of soul life and

spirituality. Nothing in the word of God throws such light on this

subject as Calvary. Among heathen philosophers, the most untiring
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and anxious labor was spent in searching out the probable capabilities

and destiny of the human soul. Its constitution bespeaking by

necessity something divine, the desire to know something. ultimate on

the subject, became by consequence the more intense. It is the pecu

liar province of the sacred volume to reveal such important knowledge

in its own way.‘ The plain fact of Christ crucified alone gives relief

to the distressing inquiries of an anxious mind; and that fact in its

glory and infinite rank—its length and breadth, and height and depth,

exhausts all created good, and ever challengeth our strength to the

task, either of finding an end to infinity, and so a numerical value to

the soul, or of setting a bound to eternity, and so limiting our capa

bility of bliss or wo. Could such a sublime revelation have shed an

undimmed glory upon the studious mind of Socrates, to what raptures

would he have risen, as from the cloud of uncertainty he came into

the broad light of established fact.

Aside from Calvary, we find the degradation of Paganism, and

every species of superstition; and any and every thing in the line of

spiritual abomination becomes possible. The cross of Christ alone

is man’s safeguard: to the devout worshipper and the explorer of

science and philosophy alike. Hence the importance of the repeated

expositions of the true doctrines of His cross, in the light of which

only it is seen. _

2. By the cr0ss of our Lord Jesus Christ alone do we discover what

were and are our true relations to God. What were our relations to

Him appears, it is true, in a singlestatement of scripture; but the .

weighty import of that simple record is beyond our reach, except by

means of the exposition of it in the extraordinary work of Christ for

us, that we might be restored. The earnestness and devotedness of

our Saviour to the one purpose of His mission, is the fullest testi

mony concerning both how we were, and now are related to God, as

well as concerning the desire of God in. our behalf. . On these three

subjects the cross of Christ sheds a light at once transcendently glo

rious. The scorching beams make the sinner groan under the body

0f_death wherewith it is bound. Likewise, also, the same light, shed

from the same Calv'ary, causes the heart to bound exultant with joy,

for the hope set before us—in that it doth not appear what we shall

be, only that we shall be like Him, whom to know is life eternal.

And whatever effect the light of the cross produces where it obtains,

one of the results'is true alike in all cases: it shows-the indissoluble

bond that holds us, willing or unwilling, accountable to Almighty

God. These several lessons, to be learned on Calvary, need to be often
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reviewed; for though elementary, they are also ultimate. They are

speaking facts,—living and eternal truths. They open heaven, and

show us the glory of the Father’s house: they discover the depths of

hell, and the misery of the damned. They preach the everlasting

gospel which the angel, flying abroad through the heavens, shall pro

claim with tremendous pomp and power.

3. The cross of Christ is the alone key to the mystiaries of godli

ness ; and hence its mighty power in the church. By it we learn to

know our God, and godliness, which is but the being likened unto

Him. How excellent is the gospel: but how poor, if the cross be

taken away! More especially we, without it, are poor and miserable,

and blind, and naked, and have need of all things. We count our

selves by the cross of Christ eternally rich and blessed of God; and,

though we be ignorant, are as though we knew all things. And if we

are sure that we know nothing but Christ and Him crucified, then, by

the witness of the eternal Spirit, do we account ourselves as having

obtained grace to be called the sons of God. “Behold, what manner

of love the Father hath bestowed upon us, that we should be called

the sons of God! therefore the world knoweth us not, because it

knows him not.”

Altogether, the cross and the study of the mystery of godliness by

it, by its paramount importance, lays the weightiest of all claims upon

us. He is poor, indeed, who is satisfied with the feeble inquiries of a

few heavy hours during the interum of business.

\Ve have reviewed briefly some of the blessings of the cross of

Christ, and showed how it is excellent above all things, and how pow

erful to as many as adhere to truth and equity “Ye can only recom

mend it anew for trial. 0 what depths of knowledge—what heights

of glory—are attainable by the cross of Christ! ' Mount Calvary! our

soul flies to this mount of sacrifice, to be sprinkled with the blood of

the Lamb. And even in this we learn that whosoever humblcth him

self shall be exalted, and the last shall be the first. God forbid that

any who have professed his name should glory save in the cross of

Christ. EPSILON.

nfl—irr
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At Bethel he raised an altar pile,

For the Lord had been with him there;

And on it was pour’d the sacred oil,

A grateful offering to prepare.

But the holy cov’nant, there confirmed,

Had restored the patriarch‘s joy ;

To Abraham and his seed it_ ran,—

A kingdom of prosperity.

The vision grew while the patriarch slept,

And angels were seen coming near;

But brighter than they the infinite GOd

To the eye of faith did appear.

-v The Way, the Truth, and the Life was there,

, And the soul was touched by the flame;

The glory of Israel's God shone round,

And revealed Immanuel's name.

The kingdom of Christ in triumph rose,

And Jacob had felt its power;

His hope was the cov'narit of the Lord,

And he knew it was mercy’s' hour:

That cov’nant now of our holy God,

The refuge of sinners is found ;

Nor will all our repentance avail,

Till covenant mercies abound.
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LONG AND SHORT SERMONS.

..___§..___

There seems to have long been a very general sentiment in favor of

short sermons. Indeed, we occasionally meet with language on this

subject, from which the inference w0uld be almost legitimate, that

one of the chief excellencies of a minister of the Gospel is, to say as

little as possible to his people. “There is nothing,” says Rev. \Vm.

Jay, “against which a preacher should be more guarded, than length.”

And he adds—“I never err in this way myself, but my conviction

always laments it; and, for many years after I began preaching, I

never offended in this way. I never surpassed three-quarters of an hour,

at most. I saw one excellency was within my reach,—it was brevity;

and I determined to Obtain this.” The same excellent writer quotes

Lamont as saying—“ Nothing can justify a long sermon. If it be a

good one, it need not be long; and if it be a bad one, it ought not to

be long.” We cannot help thinking that wise and good men employ

such sweeping langauge without due reflection. When Mr. Jay says, _

there is nothing against which a preacher should be more guarded

than length, his language needs to be much qualified; and when

Lamont says, nothz'ny can justify a long sermon, he condemns the

Apostle Paul, who, preaching on a certain occasion, “continued his

speech until midnight.”- He must have preached avery long sermon;

and though a certain young man fell asleep, and then fell from a win

dow, there was doubtless something to justify its length.

The words long and short convey to the mind no definite idea, un

less there be a standard to which they refer; and, so far as we are

informed, there is no fixed standard by which to measure the length

of sermons. Some would insist upon thirlj/ minutes as the average

length: others would allow thirty-five or forty. Mr. Jay thought he

preached short sermons, when he did not exceed forty-five minutes

The late Dr. Miller, of Princeton, quotes with approbation the saying

of Whitfield, that “a sermon of more than an hour long, though

preached by an angel, would appear tedious, unless the hearers were

angels, too 3 and he expresses the opinion that “where there is more

than one service statedly performed, no sermon ought ever, on an

ordinary occasion, to be more than forty-five minutes in length.” Dr.

7)
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Doddridge, without attempting to determine the pumber of minutes,

said to his students—“ Know when to have done,—and if good and

pertinent thoughts arise in the mind, take care not to pursue them too

far, so as to draw out your discourse to an immoderate length.”

This subject is, undoubtedly, one of great practical importance.

With much diflidence, we venture to enter a qualified dissent from the

indiscriminate laudations of short sermons, and condemnation of long

ones, with which we constantly meet. We have no doubt that sermons

may be, and often are, tee long; and we have as little doubt that they

may be, and sometimes are, too short. We are also quite clear in the

conviction, that no very definite rules can be laid down on the subject.

A minister may preach very short sermons because he desires not to

labor more than necessity demands; and people may prefer to hear

them, either because they regard the hearing of preaching as an ir'k

some duty, or as a Sabbath entertainment. The Scriptures contain a

very extensive system of Divine truth, of great practical importance.

Ministers are appointed to teach this system to the people; and the

people are the disciples, or learners. Judicious ministers, like judi

cious teachers in other departments, will determine, in view of existing

circumstances, how often they should appear before their people, and

what time should be occupied in their discourses. A few suggestions,

_ however, may not be out of place.

I. The proper length of a sermon depends partly upon the other

services which precede and follow it. The prayers are, in many instances,

not only long, but tediously so. \Ve venture to suggest, that part of the

zeal expended against long sermons, be employed against long prayers.

If the sermon ought not to exceed thirty or thirty-five minutes, it is

scarcely reasonable that the prayers) should occupy fifteen or twenty

minutes each. A prayer often minutes before sermon, and a prayer

of five minutes at the close, would leave more time for the instruction

of the people; and such prayers would be long enough for edification.

Long prayers and short sermons seem to be the order of the day,—

although the Scriptures seem not to favor long prayers in public.

It is likewise common for pastors not only to read a portion of Scrip

ture before the sermon, but to spend some minutes in eXpounding it.

If these expositions are longer, the sermon should be shorter; but

frequently the pastor, desiring to discuss pretty fully some important

doctrine or duty, may deem it wise to omit the exposition, and to

occupy the time in preaching. In such cases, the sermon may pro

perly be of greater length. At communion seasons, if the adminis~

tration of the Supper immediately follows the sermon, it should be
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shorter than at other times. Dr. Miller very properly fixes the length

of the entire service, on ordinary occasions, at an hour and a half.

2. The length of a sermon should depend partly upon the charac

ter of it. If it be rather of the nature of a moral essay, it ought to

be very short; for such discourses, ordinarily, do not arouse the mind

to think, nor reach 'the feelings of the heart. Failing to awaken deep

interest, they soon weary the hearers. If the sermon be dryly doctri

nal, it sliould.be short; for, whilst such discourses make an appeal to

the intellect, they touch not the heart, neither do they reach the im

agination, or gratify the taste. The mass of the people, unaccustomed

to close, unexciting investigations, soon grow weary of dry logic, and

either fall asleep, or think of something more interesting. If the

sermon is destitute of logical connection—consisting of common-place

or desultory remarks—it ought to be short. Such sermons fail to

instruct, and cannot excite any very deep interest. If sermons are

chiefly hortatory or declamatory, they will not long hold the attention

of the congregation. If the style is very polished and starchy ; if the

sentences are artificially formed, the antitheses obviously arranged

coolly andtastily ; the sermon ought to be quite short. That which

is artificial may interest for a short time; but nature soon wearies of

what is unnatural. If the sermon be highly rhetorical, abounding in

figures and flowers, and aspiring to the sublime, it should be short.

Preserves and sweet meats do very well to finish a dinner with, or to

taste, when one is not hungry; but they make a very undesirable

regular meal. The mind may be pleased and excited by the beauties

and sublimities of the mere orator; but this state of feeling can be

maintained but a short time. Perhaps the better plan would be to

preach very few sermons of either of the kinds now mentioned.

But if sermons are instructive, whether doctrinal, historical, bio

graphical, experimental or practical, provided the views presented are

clear, are presented with animation and with deep feeling on the part

of the preacher, illustrated in a manner suited to the audience; they

may be longer. A discourse of thirty minutes, if it fails to interest

the hearer, will appear longer than one of twice or thrice the length,

of a different character. The first great secret of successful teaching

or preaching, is to awaken interested thought in the mind of the pupil

or hearer, Tell him something he did not know, or did not know so

well ; or presept some new and striking view of truths already under

stood. The human mind is inquisitive, and the feelings readily

become interested with new and striking views. Most persons have

heard, and read, and thought enough on the various doctrines and
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duties of religion to have felt themselves in some degree of perplexity.

Explain what they do not understand, or remove difficulties or objec

tions ; and they will listen to you. The preacher who excites his

audience to thin/s, within the first five minutes of his discourse, has

overcome the chief difficulty in holding their interested attention. He

has then only to furnish matter for continued thought ; and if his own

feelings warm with the progress of the discussion: the interest of his

people will deepen with his. Many preachers occupy fifteen minutes

in a sort of general introduction, before fairly entering upon the sub

ject they design to treat. This is time worse than lost; for the people

begin to feel impatient, and their attention to flag, before the preacher

has fairly reached his subject. Let the first sentence he to the point,

and excite the minds of the hearers to think, and then lead them on

from thought to thought, as fast as their minds can well travel ; and

at the end of fifty-five minutes they will feel no weariness.

The faithful pastor will instruct his people in the doatrines of the

Gospel. Frequently he will give a pretty full discussion of a doctrine

_ in a single discourse. How can this be done in a sermon of thirty, or

even of forty-five minutes? Take, for example, the Divinity of Christ,

Divine Decrees, Regeneration, Preserverance, &c. He must be a remark

able man, who can give a satisfactory discussion of any one of these and

similar subjects, in the time allowed by the advocates of short sermons.

It is indeed possible very much to condense our arguments and remarks;

but it is not easy to do. so before a popular audience, without becoming

obscure. The reply of Pitt, when charged with ditfuseness, is spe

cially applicable to the preaching of the Gospel : “A man who

addresses a popular assembly, must either use repetition or diffusion ;

and I prefer the latter.” We have preached a great many times on

the great doctrines of the Gospel; and when discussing such subjects,

our discourses have seldom been shorter than an hour. Yet we do not

remember to have lost the fixed and interested attention of any congre

gation, in the city or in the. country, whilst delivering such discourses.

We have twice delivered a series of biographical discourses, embracing

not less than twenty-one—commencing in the Spring and running

through the short, hot evenings of summer—not one of which occu

pied less than _an hour; and yet our house has been crowded to, over

flowing during the entire course. And this series of discourses was

delivered in two of our large cities. We have delivered several other

series of dlSCOUTSLS during winter evenings, of similar length. and with

the same results. The true secret of holding the attention of audiences,
and preventing weariness,lis to be found far more in the character of

'\
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sermons, than in the length of them. Time flies rapidly when the

mind is deeply interested. What is more common than to see large

assemblies listen for hours to a public debate, without feeling any

weariness? It is all a mistake to suppose that weariness necessarily

begins, when people have listened to a speaker more than thirty-five,

or even more than fifty-five minutes. Hundreds of times have we

seen a whole audience feeling intensely at the end of a sermon an

hour long; and many a time have we seen congregations show mani

fest signs of weariness, under sermons of less than forty minutes.

3. In determining the proper length of sermons, the circumstances

of the people should be considered. In our large cities, a consider

able portion of the people have the opportunity of hearing their pas

tors twice or thrice per week ; yet, as a matter of fact, many of them

hear them but once. And during the Summer months not a few of

them do not hear their pastors at all. The amount of time, therefore,

spent under the instruction of their pastors, during each year, by the

majority of our city congregations, is really very small—far too small,

when we consider the extensive system of truth they ought to learn

to understand. Still, however, the religious privileges of those resid

ing in cities and large towns, are very much greater than those of per

sons residing in country places. The pastors of our country churches

know, that much the larger portion of their people hear but one

sermon per week; and multitudes of them, only one in two weeks, or

even less. Many of them ride from five to ten miles, often over bad

roads, in inclement weather, to get to church. Now, it may answer to

preach thirty-minute sermons to our city churches ; the frequency of

them may compensate for the shortness. But to preach such sermons

to people who can hear but one sermon in one, two or three weeks, and

who have no other public religious privileges, is to reduce them to

starvation. If the teacher cannot meet his pnpils often, common

sense says, let him spend more time and teach them more, when he

does meet them. And if the pastor of a country church will take

the pains to prepare for his people a good, large meal, he will find

them hungry enough to eat it without dropping to sleep. In some of

our country churches, the custom is to have two sermons, with an

interval of half an hour. Where this arrangement can bi made,

shorter sermons would be better.

There are circumstances which justify very lengthy sermons. A

minister, for example, is called to preach for a few days to a vacant

church, or to aid :1. young brother in a series of meetings. The people

desire to hear sermons on several important subjects, during his stay; -

.x 4
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and the state 0? things in the community renders it important that he

discuss those subjects fully. This he cannot do, answering the objec

tions of errorists, in short sermons. Some years ago, we spent a few

days in upper Missouri. ' We had occasion to preach on Justification,

Regeneration, and the mode and subjects of baptism. And then cer

tain sceptics, men of intelligence and standing, sent a request for us

to preach a sermon on the Inspiration of the Bible. Several of these

discourses occupied from an hour and a half to two hours. The house

was crowded to its utmost capacity; and the interest was general and

intense, and we have reason to know that the results were most happy.

This was by no means an unusual occurrence in our experience. How

absurd to say, nothing can justify a long sermon !

The state of religious feeling must be taken into consideration, in

determining “the proper length of sermons. Every pastor has observed

how much easier it is to gain and hold the attention of his people,

when the standard of piety is high, than when it is low. In times of

revival all agree, that preaching should be more frequent than at other

times. Then people will listen to a larger number of sermons, and

will be profited by them. And the very same interest which makes

them desire more frequent preaching, will make them willing and even

anxious to hear longer sermons, if they cannot hear them as frequently

as they should. At such times, moreover, it becomes occasionally nec

essary to instruct them very fully in regard to some particular doctrine.

Laboring, some years ago, in a powerful revival in a church in Ohio,

we were requested to preach a sermon on the mode and subjects cf

baptism, inasmuch as the minds of several of the young converts were

unsettled on these points. It was evidently better not to preach 0a

the subject, than to handle it superficially. The sermon occupied two

hours and a half, and was heard not only with unabated interest, bit

with deep feeling.

Again—the time of the year should modify the length of sermon 1.

In the heat of Summer and in the short Summer evenings, Ol'dlnfl] y

discourses should be shorter, because it is more difficult for the peop e
to hear profitably. 4 » i

4. The cast of the preacher’s mind, and his peculiargifts-as a
speaker, should be considered in determining the length of sermor 1. i

There are some preachers -— men of impulsive, but undisciplini l

minds—who make their deepest impression upon an audience with 1

thirty minutes, but who cannot keep up the interest much longr ‘.

There are others whose forte is in the clear, logical presentation l'

truth. In preaching very short sermons they would fail to inter t

\
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their hearers deeply; but their subjects increase in interest as they

proceed from step to step, and their closing appeal comes with the

steadily accumulating force of conclusive arguments, until it seems

almost irresistible. Every judicious minister can determine for him

self how long he can profitably hold the attention of his people; and

no wise man will continue his discourse, when there are evidences of

weariness. We readily admit, that very few men ought to attempt,

on ordinary occasions, to preach longer than from forty-five to fifty

five minutes; but the circumstances are so various, that no definite rule,

as it seems to us, can be applicable to all cases.

For the Presbyterian Expositor.

FORGIVENESS WITH GOD.

 
~ I

“If thou, Lord, shouldest mark iniquities, 0 Lord, who shall stand? But there in forgive

mss with thee, that thou mayest be feared,”—Psalms 130: 3, 4.

How should man be just with God? (Job 9: 2, 3.) Wherewith

shall I come before the Lord, and bow myself before the high God?

Shall I come before him with burnt-offerings, with calves of a year

old? will the Lord be pleased with thousands of rams, or with ten

thousands of rivers of oil? Shall I give my first-born for my trans

gression; the fruit of my body for the sin of my,soul? (Micah 6: 6,7.)

1f thou, Lord, shouldest mark iniquities, O Lord, who shall stand?

But there is forgiveness with thee. (Ps. 130 : 3, 4.)

To mark iniquities is to keep an account of them, and to reckon

with the transgressor on the principles of strict justice,-—to reckon

with the transgressor himself, and not with a surety or substitute.

Should God thus mark iniquities, who could stand?

To stand is to be acquitted, justified, accounted just or righteous.

The question implies that if God were to reckon with men on the

ground of merit or just deserts, none could stand the trial ,' all would

be found guilty, and be condemned ,none could be acquitted/much

less could any be justified—accounted righteous. But there is for-~

giveness with God; there is with Him a method of reckoning by

which it is possible for men to stand—to be acquitted, justified,

accounted just or lrighteous. ‘
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No one can stand acquitted or be justified, on the ground of his

own merit: so the Scriptures teach. “If he will contend with him,

he cannot answer him one of a thousand.” (Job 9; 3.) ‘.‘ What then

shall I do when God riseth up? and when he visiteth, what shall I

answer him?” (Job 31 : 14) As to man’s moral disease, the whole

head is sick, and the whole heart faint. “From the sole of the foot

even unto the head' there is no soundness in it; but wounds, and

bruises, and putrifying sores: they have not been closed, neither

bound up, neither mollified with ointment.” (Isa. I: 5, 6.) “There

is none righteous, no, not one; there is none that understandeth,

there is none that seleketh after God. They are all gone out of the

way, they are together become unprofitable: there is none that doeth

good, no, not one. Their throat is an open sepulchre; with their

tongues they have used deceit; the poison of asps is under their lips 3

whose mouth is full of cursing and bitterness : their feet are swift to

shed blood: destruction and misery are in their ways; and the way

of peace have they not known: there is no fear of God before their

eyes. Therefore by the deeds of the law there shall no flesh be jus

tified in his sight.” (Rom. 3 : 9—20.)

So the best men confess. Thus Job—“I have heard of thee by

the hearing of the ear; but now mine eye seeth thee: wherefore I

abhor myeelf, and repent in dust and ashes.” (Job 42: 5, 6.) “If

I wash myself with snow water, and make my hands never so clean ;

yet shalt thou plunge me in the ditch, and mine own clothes shall

abhor me.” (Job 9 :~ 30, 31.) Meses, under a deep sense of his un

wortiness, exclaims,—“Behold, I of uncircumcised lips.” (Exodus

6: 30.) Isaiah, when favored with a heavenly vision, said, “Woe is

me! for I am undone ; because I am a man of unclean lips.” (Isaiah

6: 5.) Paul declares, “ For I know that in me, that is, in my flesh,

dWelleth no good thing 5” and he exclaims, in view of his sinfulness,

“Oh, wretched man that I am 1” (Rom. 7: 18, 24.) The holiest

men in all ages have been most sensible of their depravity. They

have had the clearest views of the desperate wickedness of their own

hearts, and of the entire demerit of their whole lives. The nearer the

saints have approximated the moral image of their Maker, the more

conscious have they been of their moral deformity,—-the nearer they

have advanced toward perfection ; the more sensible have they been of

their imperfections. Like Paul, they have esteemed themselves less

than the least of all saints; renounced all self-dependence, and relin

quished for ever all hope of justification on the ground of their own

' merit. With David they have said, “If thou, Lord, shouldest mark

iniquities, 0 Lord, who shall stand ?" '

pr"\,
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Reason corroborates and confirms the teachings of Scripture, and

the confessions of the best men. The light of nature teaches us some

thing of the power, wisdom, and goodness of God. Reason infers

that a Being possessed of wisdom, goodness and power, would not leave

His works imperfect: He would not create a world filled, as this is,

with natural and moral evil ; these would have, originally, no place in

the works of such a Being. These perfections—wisdom, goodness and

power—God evidently possesses, if at all, in an infinite degree. Of

course, all the works issuing from His hands must be very good. But

how do we see them now? ' Both natural and moral evils abound.

Man, the masterpiece of Divine workmanship, is subject to evils

numberless and unspeakable. And why? Because he is not as God

made him 1 Reason teaches that MAN IS FALLEN. And how can a

fallen being, as man evidently is, stand acquitted on the ground of his

own performances, when God reckoneth with him? The very fact

that he is fallen and' depraved, precludes the idea of justification on

the score of merit. If fallen, as experience, and observation, and

Scripture, and reason prove, he is destitute of merit; he has nothing

but his sinfulness and misery to recommend him to God, and cannot

stand when God marks inequity against him. '

Hence, all need forgiveness. This follows, of course. All have

sinned; all need pardon. There must be some way of forgiveness-—

some way of justification, other than by works—or all are lost!

So the Scriptures teach. “ For all have sinned, and come short of

the glory of God : thatevery mouth may be stopped, and all the world

may become guilty before God; for we have before‘proved that they

are all under sin." (Rom. 3 : 9—26.) “There is no peace, saith the

Lord, to the wicked.” (Isa. 48: 22.)

All men confess their need of pardon. \Vith few exceptions, all

are sensible of their fallen condition—all desire pardon,—and, in

some way, all confess their need of forgiveness. The sacrifices and

penances, the self-tortures and self-immolations of the heathen, are

but so many confessions, directly in point. The same may be said of

Catholic rites, and Mohammedan superstitions. And many of the

religious forms and external moralities of nominal Christendom spring

fronrthe same source. The cry of the penitent is for mercy and par

don. The Publican prayed—“ God be merciful to me a sinner.’’

(Luke 18 : 13:) Every prayer is a confession of guilt and a plea for

the remission of ‘sins. The Saviour taught us to pray—“ Forgive us our ‘

debts ” (or sins) "‘as we forgive our debtors.” (Matt. 6: 12.) The

holiest pray for pardon. They plead not their merits before God, for

\
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they have none to plead : they say, “Not by works of righteousness

which we have done, but according to his mercy he saved us, by the

was hing of regeneration, and renewing of the Holy Ghost.” (Titus 3:

5. ,i All being sinners, all need forgiveness. So the Scriptures teach

and so all feel and confess.

Now, is there forgiveness? Can sinners be pardoned and justified?

What question more important ?—Is there forgiveness?

Yes; there is forgiveness with God I “There is forgiveness with

THEE.”

Forgiveness with God ! This i' a glorious truth. Nothing of

this is known from the light of nature. The volume of nature, with

all its vastness, sublimity and beauty, speaks not a word of forgiveness.

It speaks of the depravity of man, but leaves us all in darkness re

specting the way of recovery from sin and ruin. It teaches us the

need of forgiveness; it teaches the impossibility of acceptance on the

the ground of works or merit; but in all its contents there is not a

line like this—“THERE IS FORGIVENESS WITH G01)!” The Scrip

tures alone contain this blessed intimation; and it is an intimation so

far above the teachings of reason, that it would scarcely be credible if

the Bible did not reveal it. We should bless God for this truth ; and

if for no other reason, we should love the Bible because it says—

! “THERE Is FORGIVENESS WITH Gon.”

Light shines from the sacred page upon the sinner’s path, directing

him to the cross of Christ. The Bible points out the way of forgive

ness. It tells us how iniquities may be blotted out, and the sinner

stand acquitted, justified, accepted. Its teachings here are Divine.

N0 other book teaches like this. The method of' pardon and salvation

here revealed is above human invention,—it came from God. The

plan of salvation revealed in the Scriptures is so unlike any. other—so

far transcending human genius —— so honoring to God— so abasing to

man—that the Book which contains it must have been written by the

inspiration of the Holy Ghost. Were there no other argument for

the inspiration of the Scriptures, this alone is sufficient to establish

their claim to Divine inspiration.

The Bible reveals the way of life: it is by faith in the atoning

sacrifice of Jesus Christ. It reveals a peculiar method of reckoning—

reckoning with a Surety or Substitute—marking the iniquities of the

sinner against the Substitute, or placing them to His account; He

bearing the penalty, and the sinner being acquitted, forgiven and jus

tified, on the exercise of faith in Him—the Surety paying the debt by

the sacrifice of Himself; and all who avail themselves of the sacrifice
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thus made, by faith, are acquitted and stand justified before God ; as

it is written, “Being justified by faith, we have peace with God

through our Lord Jesus Christ.” (Rom. 5: 1.)

Jesus Christ took the sinner’s place, suflerred in his stead, atoned

for his sins, and brought in everlasting righteousness; and now as

sended, he ever liveth to intercede. Taking our law-place, he was

made a curse for us ; his own self bare our sins in his own body on

the tree. (Heb. 7 : 25; Gal. 3 :13; 1 Pet. 2 :24.) He appeared to

put away sin by the sacrifice of himself. (Heb. 9 : 26.) On him was

laid the iniquity of us all. (Isa. 53:6.) He who knew no sin was

made to be sin for us, that we might be made the righteousness of God

in him. (2 Cor. 5 :21.) He is offered to men in the gospel as their

Saviour. When they believe, they are forgiven and accounted right

eous. They are acquitted not only, but are treated as if the right

ousness of Christ was theirs. This is the way God forgives. Thus _

there is forgiveness with God. The sinner has but to believe in Jesus

Christ, and he is forgiven, justified and saved—and to believe is to

credit the testimony of God concerning his Son, and trust in Jesus

Christ for salvation. Now the righteousness of God without the law

is manifested—even the righteousness of God which is by faith of

Jesus Christ unto all and upon all them that believe. Therefore we

conclude that aman is justified by faith without the deeds of the

law. (Rom. 3 :21, 22, 28.)

God forgives only through Jesus Christ. It is because he is the

propitiation for our sins, that God can be just, and yet justify him

which believeth in Jesus. (Rom. 3 :25. 26.) Hence it is that for

giveness is.so frequently spoken of in connection with the name,

oflices, and work of Christ, the Mediator. Repentance and remission

of sins are preached in his name. (Luke 24 :47.) There is salva

tion in no other (Acts 4 : 12.) Him hath God exalted with his

right hand to be a Prince and a Saviour, for to give repentance to

Israel, and forgiveness of sins. (Acts 5 : 31.) Through him is

preached the forgiveness of sins. (Acts 13:38.) In whom we have

redemption through his blood, the forgiveness of sins, according to

.the riches of his grace. (Eph. 1 : 7.) His blood cleanseth from all

~ sinJ, and without shedding of blood is no remission. (1 John 1 z 7;

Heb. 9 : 12.) Hence the atoneing blood of Jesus Christ is the only

ground of hope. There is forgiveness with God, but it is only through

Jesus Christ. \ He is the way, the truth, and the life. (John 14 : 6.)

Reject him, and there is no pardon, no hope, no salvation. Reject

him, and you are lost. Receive him—believe on him—trust in him,
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and you are safe. Receive him, and pardon and eternal life are yours.

Kiss the Son, lest he be angry, and ye perish. (Ps. 2 : 12.)

" JESUS the name that calms our fears,

That bids our sorrows cease ;

’Tis music in the sinner’s ears,

’Tis life, and health, and peace."

Thus we see there is forgiveness with God, and‘ how God forgives;

but while all men need forgiveness and confess it, how few feel it as

they should. It is not till convinced of sin by the Holy Spirit, that

men truly feel their need of being forgiven. When the Spirit brings

the truth home to their hearts and convinces them of sin, then they

begin to feel as before they never felt, that they must be forgiven or

perish. Sin then appears an infinite evil. They loath and abhor

themselves on account of sin; and they feel and confess that it would

be just in God to leave them to perish forever. Their sins are their

burden, their grief, their abhorrence; and crushed beneath the mighty

load, sad, sorrowful, repenting, they cry—What must we do to be saved ?

How can we be forgiven? How delivered from sin? Is there for
giveness with God? V

Burdened, weary and heavy-laden sinner, look up l Behold the

Lamb of God! Jesus has died, and he can take away your sins ; and

he says to you, come unto me I Go to him with a broken and con

trite heart—receive him—giVe yourself to him, saying,

“ Here, Lord, I give myself away,

'Tis all that I can do i”

And this is all that he requires. This is the way to peace; this is

the way of salvation. Believe in Jesus—cast your burden on him—

and you shall be forgiven and saved.

Yes, convinced of your sins and penitent, go to Jesus Christ; give

yourself to him, and then live to his glory. First believe: then obey.

Obey him—this is the evidence you are to give that 'you do truly close

in with offered mercy; this is the evidence—a life of obedience to

Jesus Christ. Believing in him is the way of life; obeying him is

the evidence you are to give to the world that you do believe. As a

believing sinner you shall be forgiven; as a forgiven sinner you must'

fear God and keep his commandments ; for there is forgiveness‘witli'

him that he may be feared—feared reverently, filially and obediently ;

for that fear which is the oEspring of the hope of pardon the bosom

companion of holy love—love to God and man. Believe and obey.

W. J. M.
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Nathan H. Hall, and James K. Burch, two men who for many years

filled alarge space in the Synod of Kentucky, have recently passed

away nearly together, and nearly of the same age. Dr. Hall was a

man eminetly fitted for seasons of revival. At such times he was

probably as effective a preacher as Kentucky ever had. He was sent

for far and near, and one very serious evil seemed to grow out of his

visits to the churches. Some of them, at least, not in theory, but in

fact, seemed to think and act as if no revival could be expected with

out his presence. This was not his fault, but their sin. His voice

and person, in a strange congregation, were highly attractive and com

manding. His preaching depended much on the impulsive earnest

ness of the moment. Such a thing as close, logical argument, or a

great compact sermon, was not common to Dr. Hall; yet his warm,

hortatory stlyle was so mixed up with masses of solid and' appropriate

truth, that for revival purposes you could hardly wish it different from

what it was. Where the mind had been previously instructed, his

whole style and manner were eminently adapted to their pupose. His

visits, too, were kind and social. He exerciseed no unpleasant dicta

tion, nor assumed any overbearing direction in another man’s diocese.

He would take the direction of the meeting if the pastor willed it, but

he was equally willing to follow the direction of the pastor, where he

saw the evidence of wise discretion. I remember once when in the ardor

of his exhortation, he began to move up the aisle ; I tapped him on

the shoulder and whispered, as kindly as possible, my opposition to the

measure. He saw, at once, the propriety of my remark, and without

at all betraying to the people the meaning of my remarks, without

awkwardness, and without abruptness, he retreated to the front of the

congregation. I was much his junior in years; and yet he did not

take the slightest olfence at my interference. In our private talk

about it, be justified me to the fullest extent.

It has been sometimes said that his revivals were spurious. To this

it' may be answered, that where he was invited to churches tinder the

pastoral charge of faithful and instructive preachers, the revivals in

such churches were as genuine as revivals usually are any where.
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This, I presume, would be the testimony of many pastors in Kentucky.

Mostly, indeed, R had happened that the pastor and people had pre

pared the field for such a great reaper, as Dr. Hall, to thrust in his

sickle upon the ripening harvest.

Dr. H. did not trust to himself, for the great results which followed

his preaching. On these occasions, of which I am now speaking, he

was eminently a man of prayer. He came to assist me once on what

turned out to he an extraordinary season of revival. He came from

fBardstown, where he had been assisting Rev. N. L. Rice. He came

among us in the Spirit. We lodged together, and I'had an opportu

nity of witnessing his most earnest, private prayers for the public

power of divine truth. I never saw a man, who seemed more endow

ed with the spirit of prayer, than he did on that occasion

The number of people which Dr. H. was the means of bringing to

a decision in the great matter of religion, was very great. Indeed the

eminence of his ministerial life was not so much in his pastoral charge,

as in his evangelistic tours among the churches. To the churches of

Kentucky, probably no other minister was so well known as Nathan

H. Hall. But they have seen and heard all of him that earth will

ever grant. The voice and the form, which filled the ear and the eye,

of so great multitudes, for so great a number of years, in Kentucky,

have passed away to the silent land. They passed away, too, in anoth

er State. Is it not a pity, yea, .does it not approach to wrong, for men

of eminent worth and usefulness, in their old age, to abandon the land

of their birth, their honor, and their highest glory? Who will bury

them so kindly, 'and who will take care of their good name so earnestly?

REV. JAMES K. BURCH AS A PREACHER AND TEACHER.

The first time I ever saw Mr. Burch, was at Big Spring church in

Nelson county, Kentucky in 1834. I was about settling amongathat

people; and we were commencing a sacramental meeting, when Mr.

B. arrived rather accidentally, I believe. He was, of course, invited

to take part in the meeting. He read and expounded a large portion

of one of the earlier chapters of Matthew. This method, I think, he

adopted throughout the meeting. I often heard him afterwards, and

my impressions as to his preaching abilities were rather increased than

diminished. I . "

There are a few things which may be said in regard to his presch

ing characteristics; and the first is, that he always appeared to have

the most complete grasp and mastery of his subject. So much so,

that even when he was much too long, no one felt that it was mere

_1
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cobweb-spinning, or that it was not of the most robust material. 2.

His manner could not be said to be graceful, nor yet’to be ungraceful.

It was natural, grave, dignified, and often greatly impressive.

Thirdly his voice, his appearance, his manner, his fullness, or rather

over-flowing exhuberance of matter, all united to convey the idea

of power beyond most men, if not beyond all men, I ever heard

preach. \

I have often said in the company of ministers and highly intelligent

laymen to whom he was well known, that he was the greatest preacher

Kentucky ever had; and I do not remember that any one ever disputed it.

This is saying much, and presuming far; but to have heard him in the

vigor of his day, say twenty-five or thirty years ago, was enough to

make even good preachers feel as if they never could preach again.

Had his health permitted, or whatever it was that prevented him

from giving the years of his YVestern life, wholly to the ministry with

the zest and ardor that some have, I scarcely know a man among the

living or the dead whose influence would have been more extensive,

more salutary, or more powerful.

Many of his sermons are still spoken of in Kentucky as great and

memorable exhibitions of divine truth. His sermon on election em

bracing ten facts—which used to be called his Hobab sermon—his great

discussion of baptism—these, and others which I never heard, are

stereotyped upon the minds of many who were accustomed to hear

him long ago. They will in some degree become traditionary.

As a teacher, he was regarded as among the most eminent. He

was the preceptor of many of the present mothers and matrons in

Kentucky, and many, no doubt, who have moved to other States. If I

may take my own wife as a sample, his pupils regarded him most rev

erently and aflectionately. Her testimony is, that instead of the sour

and the morose, there was much of the genial temper, and generous

afiability, and pleasantry, of the good man and afi‘ectionate teacher;

and whoever has attempted to speak in dispraise of him, in her pres“

ence, has never been likely to repeat the experiment.

But he, like his brother Hall, left, in his old age, the scenes ,of his

greatest and longest labors, and where his character had been chiefly

won. True, he died in the house of his daughter, Mrs. Rice. But it

would seem appropriate that he should have laid all that was mortal

of him, in Kentucky. Where can it be so pleasant to die, as amid

the monuments of good which our own hands, by the help of God,

have raised? But Providence deals with the old as well as the young

in his own way, and we dare neither dictate nor murmur.
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THE CHURCH COMMENTARY.

-_+—

Hitherto we have taken no part in the discussion, which has been

going on in the papers respecting a Presbyterian Commentary on the

whole Bible. which was proposed by Rev. B. J. Breckenridge, D. D.,

in the last General Assembly, and referred by that body to the next

Assembly. IVe have supposed that upon mature reflection, the views

of our Church will be very nearly harmonious on the subject. There

is, however, suflicient difference of sentiment to make it proper that

the question'be pretty thoroughly discussed before the next Assembly

shall meet. '

The plan is substantially the following: The commentary is to be

“in the sense of the constant faith of the Church of God, as that is

briefly set forth inthe standards of Westminster Assembly, held by

the Presbyterian Church in the United States of America.’ ’ The

execution of this work is to be committed to the Board of Publicar

tion, under the following rules and others- which may hereafter be

adopted: 1, It is to he prepared exclusively by members of the Pres

byterian Church, who are to be compensated by the allowance of a

fair per centum on the price of the work, for the term of twenty

eight years. 2, The text to be used is to be that of the version pre

pared by the translators appointed by James 1, King of England. It

is not to be prolix, but to come within five or six royal octave volumes.

3, In order to secure the fittest men for the work, the Synods are to

nominate to the Board of Publication a number of their own mem

bers, not to exceed five from any one Synod; and the Board may add

to the list thus obtained, not more than four names This list of

names is to be reported to the General Assembly, and out of it that

body is to select those to whom the work shall be intrusted, and to

distribute the work amongst them.

That it is exceedingly desirable to have the best possible commentary

on the whole Bible, there can be no doubt; nor can We doubt, that the

plan proposed by Dr. Breckenridge, which he seems to have cherished

for years, appears to him both feasible and also best adapted to secure

the end. And the confident opinion of a man so capable of forming

an intelligent opinion, and who has given the subject so much thought,
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certainly merits grave consideration. The plan, however, is absolutely

new and therefore untried. Neither our Church nor any other has

attempted anything of the kind. It is, moreover, complicated—involv

ing the action of the General Assembly, the Synods, the‘Board of

Publication, and a considerable number of individuals; and it is a

work which must require the labor of several years. If it should

prove a failure after being undertaken, the effects will be unhappy.

If, therefore, the proposition should be seriously entertained, it ought

not to be adopted without the most careful and prayerful considera

tion. The difliculties lying in the way ought to be carefully consid

ered, as .well as the advantages likely to accrue in case of success.

Many things are very desirable, or seem to be so, in this world, which

are not attainable. We fear, this church commentary is one of them.

With due deference to the opinions of those more competent to judge

wisely, we venture to suggest some objections to the proposition, as it

now stands.

I. We cannot help feeling' strongly averse to the proposition to

prepare a commentary on the Bible “ in the sense” of the Westminster

Confession. \Ve have adopted, or am'mo, that excellent formulary,

because we believe it to contain the system of doctrine taught in the

Scriptures; but we are not willing to do anything which might look like

trying the Bible by the Confession, or making the Confession a rule

for the interpretation of the sacred volume; or which could be plau

sibly so represented. The interpreter of the Scriptures should look

simply at the language of the Holy Spirit, and be guided by the es

tablished principles of language. If a commentary thus prepared

shall be found to sustain the Confession, the-evidence in fever of that

book will be all the clearer. But if commentators should be selected,

charged to prepare a commentary in the sense of that book, their

work will have less weight, at least with all other christians, than their

scholarship would have secured for it; because it will be said, that

they .were controlled in their expositions by the directions under

which they acted—that the Presbyterian Church was afraid to trust

even her soundest and ablest men to prepare a commentary, without

binding them beforehand to interpret the 'Bible in a certain way.

One of the most plausible objections urged by the Baptists against

King James’ translation of the Bible, is founded upon the few direc

tions under which they acted. With far greater force would such an

objection be urged against the proposed commentary. If we must have

a commentary of the kind proposed, let wise and good men—men

whose praise is in all the churches—be chosen; and let them enter

.r‘
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upon the work in the fear of God. It is enough that the church

knows them to be sound in the faith. Let nothing be said about the

Westminster Confession.

II. The selection of the most suitable men, if the undertaking is

otherwise practicable, will present very serious difiiculties. In the

first place, the number of men having the proper qualifications for

such an undertaking, is small. There are great numbers of learned

and able ministers of the Gospel, who would succeed poorly in writing a

commentary on any part of the Bible. Unfortunately the careful and

thorough study of the original languages of the Bible, and of the

philosophy of language, is not so common amongst ministers of the

Gospel as it should be ; and if it were more common than it is, com

paratively few linguists would make good commentators, especially in

preparing such a work for the people. And then a man may possess

some of the requisite qualifications, and lack others no less essential.

In the second place, it is extremely doubtful whether either the Sy

nods or the General Assembly would make the very best selection of

ment In such bodies, few of whose members are well acquainted with

the individuals recommended, and many of whom are not good judges

of the requisite. qualifibations for such a work, the most suitable men

are quite as likely to be overlooked, as to be elected. And yet the

general supposition would be, that the Church had chosen her ablest

men; and her responsibility would, therefore, be very great.

III. There would be great, if not insuperable difliculty in securing

unity and consistency in such a commentary. The same words and

phrases occur in the different books of the Old and New Testaments;

and in a great many instances, men who heartily agree in adopting the

Westminster Confession, would give very difi'erent expositions of the

same words and phrases; and those differences, if allowed to appear in

the commentary, would confuse common readers, and weaken their

confidence in it. Thus more harm-than good would result.

Again, men who do not difi'er in relation to the doctrines of the

Westminster Confession, do difler respecting other points not em

braced in that formulary. For instance, the controversy regarding

the millennium is becoming more and more prominent every year.

The question is, whether we are living under the last dispensation,

which is to continue to the end of time, or whether we are to expect

another dispensation ;—whether or not Jesus Christ will reign perso

nally on earth during the millennium. This question involves the

proper interpretation of a very large number of passages of Scripture

in both the Old and New Testaments. On this point, which is far

i
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from being unimportant, our Church has not adopted either view;

and different views are entertained by Presbyterian ministers. Now

how could our commentators get along in the exposition of those

Scriptures? Would there not be conflicting views? Similar differ

ences exist in regard to incestuous marriages, and some other points.

The Church would thus be held responsible for the conflicting views

found in her commentary. The time, it seems to us, has not yet come

for stereolyping a commentary of the whole Bible. The providence

of God and the elevation of the standard of piety in the Church by the

more copious outpouring on the Holy Spirit, may throw much light

upon points now obscure—especially- as to the meaning of many of the

prophecies; and thus the watchmen may see eye to eye. _

IV. Even if the commentary were finished, the General Assembly

would be held responsible for its contents, without being able to exam

ine it. That it would be impossible for an Assembly to examine such

a work, is too clear to require proof; and yet, since the commentators

were chosen by the Assembly, that body would be generally regarded

as having sanctioned its expositions. It would necessarily go to the

world, as the commentary of the Presbyterian Church ; and yet the

final preparation of it, the revising and correcting, would necessarily

be left either to the whole body of commentators, or to a committee of

them, or to the Board of Publication. We would deeply regret to see

the Presbyterian Church placed before the world in such an attitude.

The Board may now publish commentaries on particular parts of the

Bible, or on the whole of it; but the General Assembly has not made

the Church responsible by electing the commentators.

V. After all, the commentary, in the viewof thinking men, would

have no more weight, than the reputation of the individuals preparing

it would secure for it. Their election by Synods, or by the General

Assembly, would impart to them no new qualification. So the result

would be, that the Church would, in the eyes of multitudes, and

especially in the eyes of her enemies, bear a weighty responsibility in

regard to the commentary, without really securing for it any corres

ponding influence amongst her intelligent members. Is it wise to

incur such responsibility without gaining any thing?

VI. In arranging the details of this complicated plan, and in the

final recommendation of the work, there would be much room for dif

ference of opinion, that there would almost unavoidably be protracted

and painful controversies. There is too much probability that the re

sults of such controversies would be more injurious, than the work

would be advantageous to the church and the cause of truth and reli
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gion. There is, we fear, too much imperfection in the Church to carry

out such an enterprize successfully and harmoniously.

VII. After all, it is extremely doubtful, whether the commentary,

as a whole, would be better, (if as good) than that of Scott or Henry.

What reason have we to expect that it would be the thing which is

supposed to be needed?

We have said nothing about the difficulty of inducinglearned men

to undertake a work of this kind, when, after much time and labor

had been expended upon it, it might not give satisfaction; and they

themselves might suffer thereby. We now have learned and excellent

men, who are writing commentaries. Is it not far better to let them

proceed in their own way, and to let each work of the kind stand on

its own merits? So it appears to us.

We have thus briefly expressed our views of this important ques

' tion, without any reference to any thing which has been said by others.

If any of our readers entertain different views, we will cheerfully

admit, to a reasonable extent, the discussion of it in our columns.
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For argument’s sake, let us admit all the facts to which the advo

cates of Spiritualism testify; and we do not doubt, that many of them

are true. Let us further admit, that the phenomena can not be ex

plained, but on the suposition, that spirits are present. In a word, let

us admit, that spirits do make communications by rapping on doors

and tables, and through speaking and writing mediums. After all,

the question as to the credibility of those communications, is to be set

tled; and this is the great question. Let those who have the leisure

and the curiosty, inquire into the causes of the phenomena to which

spiritualists testify, and whether they can be explained on philosophi

cal principles. The question for us and for all, is—are the professed

communications worthy of credit? We are asked to abandon our re

ligious faith, and to risk our eternal interests upon those revelations.

What is the evidence, that they are worthy of our confidence? We

have taken some pains to investigate this subject; and we are prepared,

after making all the admissions above mentioned, to prove, that if the

professed communications do come from spirits, they are lying spirits.

Our proof, moreover, is derived, in large part, from the most celebrated

writers on Spiritualism. Let us examine the question.

I. The philosophy of Spiritualism is false in its fundamental princi

ples ; and, therefore, it does not come from truthful spirits. This philos

ophy we examined briefly in a preceding number. It begins with the
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eternity ofmatter, which cannot be proved, and is demonstrably untrue.

It asserts, that spirit or mind is refined matter, which is proved false by

the difl'erent and opposite properties of the two substances. It has

adopted, as the leading principle of both its philosophy and its morals,

the development theory, which the science of Geology, to which it

appealed for support, and from which alone it could draw evidence,

has demonstrated to be false. But if these principles are false, Spirit

ualism cannot be true.

. We are assured, that the spirits are delightfullyemployed in the

study of the different departments (if-science, under exceedingly favor

able circumstances. Prof. Hare informs us that he received a lengthy

communication from his father, in which 'heQsa.ys—-“ Our-scientific re

searches and investigations are extended to all that pertains to the pho

nonena of universal nature; and to all the wonders of the heavens and

the earth, and to whatever the mind of man is capable of conceiv

ing: all of which exercise our faculties, and form a considerable part

of our enjoyments.” Now, since multitudes of the spirits must have

been thus employed for many cen'turies, it must be true, that they

have made amazing progress. For several years, they have been en

'lightning Judge Edmunds and many-others. What is the result?

What single contribution have they made to science? What fact or

principle not otherwise known have they communicated? Not one.

A prominent physician, in a western city, did tell us, he hadreceived

a communication from Dr. Franklin, informing him that ,anelectrical

machine he wasgetting up,>would not answer the purpose; but'the

Doctor, it appears, did not help himto any new discovery. Nay more

—those spirits have beenbusy teaching . the old exploded philosophy,

-1tflught by the Greek philosophers two thousand years ago; and Bacon,

I who :did so. much to overthrow that-old philosophy, which, as he‘said,

had “tyrannized over the world for two thousand years,” has been

teachingit to‘Judge Edmundsl Now, ,we hazzard nothing in assert

.. ing,.that exalted spirits could not identify themselves with a false and

~ degrading system of philosophy. . . , , ' .

Thisis notlall. Spiritualism is “theistic and demmdjzing. TWO

have seen that it teaches the materiality of the.sopl. ,Npw, if ,the

mantis matter, it. is governedby the laws, of matter._ _,I.t‘is;_comp_osed

of particles,..united by cohesive or chemical attraction, or "And

since the laws.of matter are necessaryand tumumble; the “of

lthe..mind,.if,it.is material, are simply the result of those laws. Vol

»mum'nm is.impos5ible. Therefore these .acts are neithergpodhpr

"Min-88m“: “one Nothinsimbe. more absurd, temsdiss"
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,Stilllfurther, if spiritualism is true, there is no We kpow,

flag-tithe advocates of this system [speakiand write much gone-ern‘ing

fiQd apd his perfeptions; but when they explain their meaning,_w

fliscover that such language is deceptive. Doctor pester" and

Judge Edmunds make Bacon declare, that God is a papaya, pots

perm; and then, in plain contradiction to this, they makeihim' say-F‘

, ‘_I‘ Thus, though the very God isa principle, yet he is, and must be aper

Ason,“ ,(lspa'eitaglis/rn, Vpl. 2,pp.11_21, 130, 131.) New, cap any inap

,make the least sense out of such a sentence? God a pripcr'ple, and of

course aprincvple, God! and then a principle, a person! Whatisfia

principle? But whatever may be the meaning of such language,

there no ambiguity inthe assertion these gentlemen put into ‘the

.mouth of Bacon, that since God is a principle, “there can be no spe

pial manifestation ofphis wisdom, “his love, his power, or his glory.”
.(lb'id. pp.,_1,21.) i He simply a‘ctspuby' means offined laws. Then why

need we worship him? and what absurditythere would be in prayer.

This is the old Greek philosophy over again, that God is the soul of

the universe—a sort of principle of motion. “Mind and matter, or

,God his Body,” inays ,A. J. Davis, “are universal and. eternal.”

- Happily the conscious voluntariness and the conscience of every man

vane proofs conclusive, that the mind is not material 3 and the thousand

manifestations of free, intelligent design throughout nature, and the

sense of obligation {inythe soul, Kare proofs that God is not a principle.

v If, themathewism and materialism are false, spirits worthy of confi

,dence would not teach them ; but wicked spirits, like wicked men,

__would.

1]. There are .confessedlylevil spirits, as well as good ones, who

,rnake cpmmunications; find there is no way of ascertaining whether

,any spiritlmaking communications, is a truthful or lying spirit. Judge

~Edrnundsnsays of ‘ the evil spirits—“ Selfish,intolerimt, cruel, malicious,

~anddelighting in human sufl'ering upon earth, they continue the same

{onaqwhi‘le'at least, 'in theirnspiritrhome. And having in common
:Iwith ,pthers the power of ‘ reaching mankind through this newly

“developed instrumentality, they use it for the gratification of their
predominant propensities,,withi even less regard than they had on earth,

j “forrthe spii'eripg'they‘ may inflict on others." Now, by what test are
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.we to determine the moral character of any spirit communicating?

We know how diflicult, nay, how impossible it is to know the moral

character of men with whom we are personally unacquainted, even

though we can look into their faces, and question them closely. No

wise man will commit important interests to a stranger; and even

our familiar acquaintances often deceive us. How, then, shall we de

termine the moral character of an invisible spirit, who may answer

our queries or not, as he pleases? Judge Edmunds admits that some

times the fell purposes of evil spirits, “are most adroitly veiled under

good intentions.” He imagines, he has been conversing with Lord

Bacon and Baron Swedenborg. But how does he know that his in

structions do not come from very different characters? We are aware,

that the Judge professes to see spirits; but his vision, if it be real,

cannot satisfy others; and there is no evidence that a corrupt spirit

might not apppear as an angel of light even to one who could see him.

There is absolutely no test“.

But one may say, as Professor Hare says—“I have had communi

cations from my father-3’" How do you know, it was he, and not an

evil spirit deceiving you? i “ 0 he told me things known only to him

and mvseli.” But how dov you know, that those things were not known

to some evil spirit? A physician told us, not long ago, that he had

received a communication‘which purported to come from a deceased

daughter. It came through another Doctor, who was a writing medi

um. The hand-writing was so much like hers, the sentiment so much

like hers, that he did not know what to think. “Are you certain,”

we asked, “that a deceiving spirit could not write thus?” “ Ah,”

said he, “ there is the difficulty." And so it is. You fondly imagine,

that a dear friend has spoken to you; and yet it may be a spirit full

of malice and falsehood. Just as a robber acquainted with your father
ior husband, and able to imitate his voice, might induce you to open

your door to him in the night. Again we affirm, that there is no pos

sible method of ascertaining, whether spirits making revelations are

not from the pit. We defy the Spiritualists to furnish a test. What

sensible man would risk his eternal interests upon such testi

mony? And we ask any reflecting man, is it credible that good

spirits would take a position in which they could not be distinguished

from the vilest of the vile, and ask men to put confidence in their

communications? Evil spirits, like wicked men, might do this, but

not the good. This single dificulty is suflicient to discredit the

whole system. No sensible man will risk his everlasting interests

upon revelations which, to say the very best, are as likely to be false

hoods as truths.
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III. Multitudes of the spirits, we are, told, are ignorant, and,

therefore, likely to mislead men. Judge Edmunds says—“There _

must of necessity be in the spirit world these who are in every imag

inable condition of development, and who occupy every imaginable

position on the ascending plane of progression. Some are more, and

some less ignorant than others," &c. From this source, he admits,

“ must necessarily flow an element of uncertainty.” Very true; and

the element is one of which we can form no accurate judgement. We

sit at the feet of teachers, instructing us on themes of infinite mo

ment, whose qualifications to give reliable information we have no

means of ascertaining. How far, then, ought we to receive their com

munications as true?

IV. It is impossible to determine how far mediums correctly con

vey to us the communications of spirits. On this point there are sev—

era] sources of uncertainty. 1st. Judge Edmunds tells us, there are

“false communications and fabricated mediumship.” A fair opportu

nity is sfl'orded to deceivers to mislead men pretending to be under

the influence of spirits. We cannot, therefore, rely upon any commu

nication, unless we are quite sure as to the honesty of the medium.

And how shall we test the honesty of mediums? Judge Edmunds says

——“In all religions ever known to man, hypoci'ites have been found.”

True, but the Christian has a rule by which to “try the spirits.” He

cannot, indeed, decide whether individuals are hypocrites; but he can

test their doctrines, and thus save himself from fatal deception. But

Spiritualism affords no protection against the doctrines of deceivers.

2d. But even when the medium is sincere,llit is impossible to know

whether the communication is correctly made. Judge Edmunds and

Doctor Dexter, we presume, are considered as amongst the very best

mediums; and yet the Judge says—“ it is, therefore, rarely that either

of us can say that the communications through us are precisely what

the spirits designed they should be, and as they designed them; and

consequently it will never do to receive them as absolute authority,

however agreeable they may be or however consonant to other teach

ings.” If these distinguished Spiritualists cannot themselves know,

whether they have correctly reported the communications; how shall

we know what confidence to place in them? Prof. Hare states, that

when his father commenced writing to him through a female medium,

“ the ideas furnished were too much blended with her own preposses

sions, with which her mind was replete. Hence, although many pages

had been written, they were rejected, and résort was had to another

medium." How it was ascertained, that the first medium did not re

port correctly, we are not informed. "
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reliable. Many of them are, to say the best, puerile and trifling ; and

even the most exalted spirits are made to reason like children. For

example, Edmunds and Dexter make Bacon reason thus: “I remark,

that if God were a person—were his acts directed by any special man

ifestation, there would not, there could not, be any dependence on the >

established laws of nature. What to-day would be noticedas arranged

for the planets, might to-morrow be changed for some other institute,

totally altering the whole order and appearance of the planets. The

seasons would not follow in course.’’ That is, if God were a per

son, though infinitely wise, he would be perfectly ficklel Bacon,

when on earth, would have been ashamed of such logic. And this is

in keeping with the lectures which, we are told, that eminent philos

opher has been delivering through Edmunds 0. Dexter.

This is not all. The communications, even on subjects of the great

est moment, are irreconcilably contradictory. One set of spirits pro

npunce Christianity true ; another set pronounce it false. Dr. Dexter

finds spirit communications in “the utterances of the oracles of Ber

tos, of Jupiter Ammon, of Colophon, of Dodona, of Trophonius, and

in the sublime, prophetic and didactic utterances of the Delphic

Pythia, which, as the dictates of the god Apollo, were for ages implic

itly followed by kings, armies and nations.” “But,” says he, “all the

valuable spiritual light and powerv which in previous times had been

vouchsafed both to the Jewish and the various nations, was purified

and brought to a climax of perfection in Jesus Christ and his Ap0s~

tles.” Thus it appears, that the spirits in ancient times taught with

equal readiness the mythology of the Greeks and Romans and the the

ology of the Bible! And yet, whilst Dr. Dexter speaks of Christ and

his Apostles as having made the very highest attainments in Spiritu

alism, Judge Edmunds makes Bacon speak most disrespectfully of the

Apostles, saying-“ I have forgotten both the Apostles and the creed

long ago, and hope I shall not again be subjected to the indignity of learn_

ing it.” In New York there has been,~perhapa now is a society of Chris

tian Spiritualists; while, Davis and Hare set themselves to overthrow

Christianity. No wonder Judge Edmunds speaks of “ the incongru'i

ties which Spiritualism in its crude and infant existence may present ;”

though why he speaks of its infant existence, we do not see, since it

has been in the world as far back as history can take us.

VI. After all, the tree is known by its fruits. Moral and religious

truth produces virtue. Judge Edmunds boasts that spiritualists are now

numbered by millions. It is high time, then, that we should see the

good fruits of this flood light. Are spiritualists distinguished above

2
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others for their moral purity and their good works? Is any one sur

prised to find them running into all the abominations of “free love?”

We hazard nothing in the assertion, that Spiritualism has utterly

failed to reform the vicious or to promote sound morals. How should

it do so? What system of morals have the spirits taught? None ab

solutely. And if they had, of what authority would their system be?

As already intimated, its whole tendencies are demoralizing. It

acknowledges no God, who takes cognizance of the acts of men.

There are no laws but those of nature; and they are material. Man

is not a free agent, and, therefore, not accountable. He must be con

trolled by his appetites and his passions. We verily believe, that the

prevalence of Spiritualism would break down church, state, and every

thing of real value to hankind, and turn the earth into_a hell.

In this discussion we have proceeded upon the assumption, that

spirits do make revelations,-as spiritualists aflirm; and in refutation of

the system we have appealed to science, and to the declarations of dis

tinguished Spiritualists ; and we think, we have proved—that if spirits

do communicate, their revelations are utterly unworthy of the least

credit —that they come only from evil spirits. If Spiritualism has

proved any thing, it is that the Bible doctrine of demonz'acalpossession

is true. It is a fact worthy of special notice, that though the Scrip

tures give several accounts of the visits of angels to our world, on

great errands, they were never found rapping on tables, or seeking out

mediums that they might enter them, and make them speak or write.

They placed themselves in no such ambiguous position, but gave un~

mistakable evidence of their character, and had no difliculty, either

because of the imperfection of mediums, or because of “swampy pla

ces ” or from any other cause, i§.making themselves understood. Only

evil spirits sought mediums.

And when holy men professed to be guided by the Holy Ghost,

they wrought miracles, and uttered propheciesr—miracles requiring

almighty power, and prophecies demanding infinite knowledge. They

gave proof, clear and conclusive, that they uttered the words, not of

some fruit being of doubtful character and‘imperfect knowledge, but of

God.

After all, it is not even clear, that the spirits do at all make any of

these boasted communications. When strictly tested, spiritualists have

made some disastrous failures. But, viewed in any light, the whole of

these revelations are utterly unworthy of the least confidence. Nay—

they are fatal delusions by which multitudes are deceived and forever

undone.
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THE ATONEMENT.—NO. 2.

  

There is no subject in the wide range of Scripture teaching in regard

to which speculation is less becoming or'more dangerous, than the Atone

ment. This doctrine, like those of the Trinity and the Divine and hu

man natures of Christ, is purely one of revelation; and both its sacredness

and its fundamental importance warn us to confine ourselves, in en

deavoring to understand it, to the interpretation of the language of

Inspiration. Let human reason stand in awe before the cross of the

Son of God, and contemplate with child-like docility his mysterious

agonies. If on any subject the language of the Bible is clear, and its

teaching ample, it must be so on this, which is the burden of its

teaching and the central truth of the Gospel system. Yet men

have turned aside from the unambiguous language of God’s word on

this great theme, and ventured on the boldest speculations. Having

presented the Scripture view of the doctrine, let us briefly notice some

of the theories that have been adopted.

I. The Socinian, who regards Jesus Christ as nothing more than

a great and good man, can regard his sufferings in no light essentially

different from those of the Apostles and other good men. Hosea Bal- '

lou, the father of modern Universalism, maintained—that “it is by

bearing witness to the truth, that Jesus saves the world.” That is, he

was a great teacher and a great martyr. Two facts afford a conclusive

refutation of the 'doctrine. The first is—that there is not a. single pas

sage of scripture in which the death of Christ is represented as de

signed as a confirmation of the doctrines he taught. The second is

—that the whole current of the language of the inspired writers, as

shown in a preceeding number, is inconsistent with such a view. We

may add a third fact, viz: That the peculiarity of his sufi'erings

proves, that he did not die as a martyr to the truth. If he had died

as a martyr, he would have been the most triumphant of all martyrs';

but it was far otherwise. When he had administered to his disciples

his supper, he went to Gethsemane, “and began to be sorrowful and

very heavy.” Fearful must have been his mental agony, when he'

said—“ My soul is exceeding sorrowful, even unto death.” (Math. 26:

37, 38.) Inconceivable must it have been', when he fell on his face,'

and prayed—“O my Father, if it be possible, let this cup pass from'
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me Thrice did he utter this agonizing prayer. Not an expression

of triumph escaped his lips before the tribunal of the high priest, or of

Pilate, or on the cross. How inconceivably dreadful the darkness

which settled upon him, and the anguish of his spirit, when he cried

-—“Eloi, Eloi, lama sabachthani?” This is not the language of the

greatest of martrys. Thousands of the followers of Christ have shouted

for joy in the midst of the most dreadful sufi'erings of martyrdom.

How shall we account for the mysterious agonies of the Son of God?

How shall we understand his being abandoned of the Father, whose

boundless love he enjoyed, in this awful trial? If we admit, that he

stood in the place of sinners, bearing the penalty due to their trans

gressions ; all is explained. God made him to be sin for us. (2 Cor.

5: 21.) He laid on him the iniquity of us all. He treated him as a

sinner, because he was the legal substitute of sinners. But on the

supposition that his death was that of a martyr, his mental agonies

are absolutely incomprehensible.

II. The Arian view of the Atonement difl'ers but slightly from the

Socinian. Barton W. Stone maintained that the design of Christ’s

death was to prove to men that God really loves them, and thus to win

them back to God. This view is liable to the objection just urged

against the Socinian doctrine. It not only does not explain the pecu

liarity of Christ’s sufi'erings, but is wholly inconsistent with that pecu

liarity. True it is, indeed, that the advent and the sulferings of Christ

are a wonderful exhibition of the love of God to men; but it is equally

true, that that love was manifested in providing a legal substitute for

them, “that God might be just and the justifier of him that believ

eth.” God commended his love to us, not in that when we were 1m

belieuers, Christ died to convince us of the truth; but in that “when

we were yet without strength, in due time Christ died for the ungodly.”

(Rom. 5: 6.) He died in order to do for them what they could not do

for themselves, being without strength. They could not meet the de

mands of the law, nor escape its curse; therefore he was made a

curse for them. There is not one passage in the Bible, which repre

sents the death of Christ as designed chiefly to prove to men, that

God loves them; whilst there is' a multitude of passages which are

'wholly inconsistent with such a view.

III. There is another view of the atonement, which was much dis

cussed in the Presbyterian Church from twenty to thirty years ago, some

times called the indefinite atonement; sometimes, the governmental

plan. The advocates of this view denied that Christ suffered the

penalty of the law for his people, or 'that his sufferings were legal.

,,
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We cannot better exhibit the doctrine now referred to, than by copy

ing the following from a little work of ours on the Old and New

Schools, published a number of years ago:

“Dr. Beman, however, rejects from the atonement all idea of satis‘

faction to divine justice, in the proper sense of the term. He says,

“The idea that Christ so took the legal place of the sinner, and that

the iniquites of his people were so imputed to him that the law requir

ed his death, and justice demanded the release of those for whom he

exPired, appears to us unscriptural and absurd.” Again, he asserts

“ that the penal demand (of the law) can never be extinguished”-

that Christ suffered, “not on legal principles, but by express stipula

tion or covenant with the Father”——that “those sufl‘erings which he

endured as a holy being, were intended, in the case of all those who

are finally saved, as a substitute for the infliction of the penalty of the

law.” “ We say,” says he, “a substitute for the infliction of the pen

alty; for the penalty itself, if it be executed at all, must fall upon the

sinner, and upon no one else.” (pp. 34, 35, 36.) Again he says,

“The sentence of the law, in the case of those who believe and are saved,

is not to be inflicted”—that if the penalty has been endured, “ so that

justice has no further claim,” then “grace and pardon are out of the ques

tion.” “ As to imputation,” says he, “ we do deny that the sins ofmen,

or of any of our race, were so transferred to Christ, that they became his

sins, or were so reckoned to him, that he sustained their legal responsibili

ties.” (pp. 38, 40, 51. Here the reader will remark, Dr. B. most un

equivocally denies, that Christ by his sufierings satisfied the demands

of the law, and asserts that he sufi'ered “not on legal principles,” and

that the penalty, in the case of those who are saved, is never to be in

flicted. In regard to imputation, while no one maintains the mon

strous absurdity, that the sins of men were so transferred to Christ

that they became his sins ; our Standards, and if we do not egregiously

err, the Bible, teach that the sins of his people were so imputed to

him, “that he sustained their legal responsibilities.”

But although Dr. B. denies that Christ satisfied divine justice, prop

erly so called; he finds a kind of justice which he did satisfy. He di

vides justice into three kinds, viz: commutative, distributive, and gene

ral or public justice. Commutative justice, which regards commercial

transactions, such as the payment of debts, he concludes, can have

nothing to do with the subject. “Distributive justice,” he tells us,

“respects the moral character and conduct of creatures, and consists

in rewarding or punishing them according to their merit or ill desert.”

Was this satisfied by the atonement? No~he says, “We conclude,
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then, that distributive justice, or justice in its common or appropriate

sense, in relation to rewards and punishments, was not satisfied by the

atonement made by Jesus Christ. The moral law, when violated, has

but one demand, and that demand is the death of the transgressor.

But in the Gospel, of which the atonement is the essential part, the

principles of distributive justice are overruled and set aside. (pp. 61,

64.)

The third kind of justice mentioned, viz: public or general justice,

he thinks, was satisfied by the atonement. \Vhat is public or general

justice? \Ve give his own definition: “It has no direct reference to

law, but embraces those principles of virtue and benevolence by which

we are bound to govern our conduct, and by which God himself“ gov

erns the universe.” (pp. 63.) There are some strange things in this

definition. 1st. There is justice, and of course injustice, without

law. Can there be any other justice than that which is required by

that law which is holy and just”—or injustice, which is not a viola

tion of that law? 2d. There are principles of virtue and benevo

lence which “have no direct reference to law.” Are there other prin

ciples of benevolence different from those required by the law of love?

For “love is the fulfilling of the law.” 3d. We are bound to govern

our conduct by certain principles having no direct reference to law!

We had supposed that the law of God was a perfect rule of conduct;

but it seems we are bound to govern our conduct by other principles

having no direct reference to it. Pray, what do those principles re

quire us to do? And since we are bound to regulate our conduct by

them, shall we sin, if we refuse todo this? For “sin is the trans

gression of the law.” (1 John 3: 4.) But here we find sins which

have no direct reference to law, and which are, of course, no trans~

gression of law! Then by what law shall we be convinced ofthese sins?

For “by the law is the knowledge of sin.” (Rom. 3: 20.) And then

will men be punished for disregarding these principles of virtue and

benevolence, which have no direct reference to law? For “ sin is not

imputed where there is no law.” (Rom. 5: 13.) Perhaps, however, our

minds may be easy on this subject, for “where there is no law there

is no transgression.” (Rom. 4: 15.) Then in these principles of vir

. tue and benevolence which constitute public justice, we have obliga

tion without law, and violation of obligation without sin ! ! 1

4th. The atonement appears most singularly in this view of the sub

ject. The holy and just law of God has been broken by men. Justiee

demands satisfaction by the infliction of the penalty. But instead of

meeting the just demands of the law, Christ dies, we are told, to satis~

' l .
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fy certain “principles of virtue and benevolence,” which have no di

rect reference to law! Where in the word of God do we find any

such principles? What claim have they upon us? If they have

claims, they not only have reference to law, but are themselves a law.

.If they have no claims, they can demand no satisfaction, and conse

quently the death of Christ could not satisfy public justice. But if

men are bound to govern their conduct by the principles of public

justice, and have failed to do it ; how could Christ, on Dr B.’s princi

ples, satisfy for them? He contends, that since the moral law has

claims on men, and not on Christ, that he cannot satisfy the demands

of the law against them. How, then, can he satisfy the demands of

public justice, seeing that its claims are against men, and not against

him? Besides, he contends that the sufferings of Christ were a substi

tute for the infliction of the penalty of God’s law. But how, we ask,

can satisfaction to general justice be a substitute for satisfaction to

.llistributive justice?

The truth is, there is no such justice. It is the mere figment of a

mind laboring to cover the deformity of a dangerous error. Its absur

dities as glaring as those of the doctrine of travusubsluntintion. And

if there is no such thing as public justice—a thing of which we read

nothing in the word of God—what becomes of the atonement of

. Christ, according to New School Theology? It is utterly destroyed;

and Christ died to satisfy nothing.

Dr. Benian comes to the conclusion, however, that by this satisfac- I

tion, where no satisfaction was demanded, “ the legal obstacle to man’s

salvation was removed,” and yet on the very next page he declares,

that “the law has the same demand upon him, (the sinner, ) and ut

ters the same denunciation of wrath against him,” as before Christ

died! What, then, we ask, becomes of God’s violated law?. Why,

says he “ the whole legal system has been suspended, at least for the

present, in order to make way for one of different character.” The

law of God is “suspended,” and the demands of justice “set aside”

and utterly disregarded! Is this the way to “magnify the law 'and

make it honorable?” The law of God, like the Pope of Rome in

these days of his weakness, stands brandishing its anathemas in vain

against those who have trampled it under foot! Is this the Bible

view of the atonement?

The atonement, as thus exhibited by Dr. Beman, does not accom

plish the purposes for which he himself says it is designed. It was nec

essary, he tells us, let. As an expression God's regardfor the moral

law. But how did the sufferings of Christ show his regard for the
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moral law? By satisfying its demands?‘ No; for he says, they are

not, and never will be satisfied, but are “set aside.” And who ever

before heard of expressing regard for a law by suspending its opera

tion, or setting aside its claims-Y When the operation of a law is

suspended, is not this equivalent to a repeal of the law, for the time

being ?

2d. The atonement, he says, was necessary, “in order to evince

the divine determination to punish sin, or to execute the penalty of the

law.” (10]). 15.) But may we not inquire, how sufferings inflicted on

a holy being, no way charged with sin, can show God’s determination

to punish sin ? It is much easier to see how such a course might

evince his determination to punish holiness. Nor can we conceive

how God could evince his determintion to execute the penalty of the

law by refusing to do it, and setting aside its claims—the very thing

done according to this doctrine, by the sufi'erings of Christ. It is

much easier to see how such a course might prove his determination

not to eXecute its penalty?

3d. The atonement was necessary, according to Dr. B., in order to

make a suitable impression on the universe. If sinners had been sav

ed without an atonement, he thinks angels “could have no evidence

that God will punish the sinner by inflicting the penalty of the law.”

And pray, what evidence have angels now since the claims of the law

have been set aside, that God will execute its penalty or punish the

sinner ?

The three purposes, (which, by the Way, are one,) are not accom

plished by the atonement, as exhibted by Dr. Beman. But if Christ

did endure for his people the penalty of the law, we can see how his

sufl‘erings are an expression of the highest regard of God for his law,

and of his fixed determination to execute its penalty.

Mr. Barnes also denies that Christ endured the precise penalty of

the law.” (Notes 12. 87.) Of course he did not make “a proper, real

and full satisfaction to his Fatheer’s justice,” as our Confession of Faith

teaches. \ ’ ~

The candid reader, we doubt not is satisfied that the New School.

if fairly represented by Dr. Beman and Mr. Barnes, are very essen

tially at variance with our Standards on this important subject. We

expect to show that their views are equally inconsistent with the doc

trine of the Bible. '

We have now briefly examined the New School doctrine of the

atonement, particularly as set forth by Dr. Beman. We discovered

that Dr. Beman denies that Christ endured the Penalty of the law for
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his people, or that he made any satisfaction whatever to divine justice,

in the proper sense of the term; that he asserts that “ the law, or jus

tice, that is distributive justice, as expressed in the law, has received

no satisfaction at all; that the sufferings of Christ merely satisfied what

' he calls “public or general justice”——a species of justice which, as we

discovered, has no existence; that “ the principles of distributive jus

tice are overruled and set aside.” N0 one of our readers, we presume,

can entertain a doubt that this doctrine is wholly irreconcilable with

that of our Standards.

Before entering upon the enquiry whether the doctrine of our stan

dards or that of the New School is sustained by the Scriptures, we

think it proper to notice the doctrine as stated and defended by Rev.

Abel Pearson in his \“ Analysis of the principles of the Divine Gov

ernment.” This work, whatever may be its real merits, is rendered

important by the rocommendations of such men as Rev. T. H. Skin

ner, D. D., Rev. James Patterson, Rev. Isaac Anderson, D. D., Pro

fessor of Theology in the Western and Southern Theological Semina

ry. Mr. Pearson’s views of the atonement are somewhat different

from those of Dr. Beman, and are held by many in the West, who ad

here to the New' School secession.

Mr. Pearson sets out with the principle that God has always inten

ded to display his character to the highest advantage, “by bringing

out the greatest'amount of holiness and happiness in the created uhuf

verse.” (pp. 115.) This is the object. He determines to accom

plish it in the best manner, “ by adopting a most complete system of

governmental principles,” and governing the universe accordingly.

' The law constitutes one part of these principles, and the Gospel the

other. These are the first principles.

,Mr. P. agrees with Dr. Beman in denying that the sufferings of

Christ were legal, or that he endured the penalty of the law, or satis

fied divine justice for his people. “ They were not inflicted on him

by the Divine Being in any of his ofiicial capacities, nor according to

any legal process.” (pp. 118.) Again on page 129, we find the fol

lowing question and answer: “ N. But were not Christ’s sufferings

the penalty of the divine law? A. No, for that would suppose him‘to

have undergone a legal process, and that sentence of condemnation

had been pronounced against him by the Judge, while it was ac

knowledged that he was holy, harmless, undefiled, separate from sin

ners, and made higher than the heavens.” He even denies that God

could justly accept of Christ as a substitute for his people. “ N. But

might not that innocent person freely ofl'er himself? A. Yes, he
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might, if he thought proper, freely offer himself, but no righteous

judge could, in his oflicial capacity, freely or even nnfreely take him,

and no righteous governor either could, in his ofiicial capacity, freely

or unfreely execute him.” (pp. 131.)

Then what, according to Mr. P., is the nature of the atonement?

The reader will remember that in order to secure the end of govern

ment, “it is necessary that all innocent subjects should have the

highest happiness, of which their natures are susceptible.” So says

Mr. 'P. Well, how is this to be accomplished? Let him answer:

“Now, to secure this highest happiness, it is needful that they feel

the highest confidence in that government under which they live.”

Very well. Now how is this highest confidence to be secured? Let

him answer again: “To secure this highest confidence they must be

convinced of two important particulars, that the law is good, and that

it shall be maintained, so as to secure the grand end of government.”

Well, in regard to the first point—-how shall they be fully convinced

that the law is good? Mr. Pearson describes two methods. 1st.

" They should study and examine it, under the most favorable circum

stances." This, he says, will convince them that “the law is holy,

just, and good, so far as they understand it.” “But,” says he, “it is

impossible for anycreated being to understand that law in all its va

rious bearings down through eternity 5 for they know not what some

far 08' future day might possibly bring forth.” That is—so far as

they can understand it, the law appears perfectly good , but they can

not be certain that some future day may not bring to light some hid

den principles of injustice! How shall this doubt be removed, so as

to give them the highest confidence that God has made a good law?

Mr. Pearson shall answer again: “They need, therefore, the certain

opinion of some one. whom they know to be well qualified, and a

perfect judge of all its bearings, in order to their arriving at this full

est, highest confidence in the goverment. The Divine Redeemer, the

Son, is this well qualified and perfect judge.” .

Now, how are they to obtain an expression of the opinion of

the Redeemer? “ Why,” says Mr. P., “all rational creatures have his

certain Opinion on it. For if he had not thought the law'to be holy,

just and good, he never would have come under it. He never would

have rendered obedience to it, in such awfully trying, uninviting

circumstances.” Here we get'the precise nature of the atonement, as

held by Mr. Pearson. Christ obeyed the law, he'tells us, in order

fully to convince holy beings that he considered it a good law. His

sufl‘erings were not a satisfaction to divine justice, but were designed
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to give weight to the opinion he had expressed by his obedience in far

vor of the law! “lt is the obedience of the Son," says he, “gives

this testimony in favor of the law, and the peculiar suflering circum

stances in which he rendered that obedience, constitutes the obedience

a more nnsuspicious and honorable testimony in favor of the law.”

(pp. 120-122. '

But there is another thing, of which, according to Mr. P., holy be

ings must be convinced, viz; “That it (the law) shall be maintained,

so as to secure the grand end of Government.” How are they to be

convinced of this? “The obedient snfi'erings of the Son,” says Mr.

P., “give evidence of this second particular, equally satisfactory, and

complete and convincing. The snfierings of the Son give testimony

in favor of the Governor’s character, and the Son's obedience renders

his sufl'erings a more honorable testimony in favor of the Governor’s

character.” Now, it would seem, all that was necessary to complete

the work, was for the Father to express his opinion of the law. So

Mr. P. says—“Now that the Father did regard the law in the same

light in which the Son did, is evident from his having sent his Son to

honor it.” (pp. 122, 123. Here we have what Mr. P., and those who

agree with him, consider the whole of the atonement of Christ. In

regard to it, we remark——

1. It bears little or no resemblance to the doctrine of our stand

ards, which declare that “Christ by his obedience and death, did make

aproper, real, and full satisfaction to God’s justice in the behalf of

them that'are justified." '

2. It represents the character of holy beings in a most unlovely

aspect, and exceedingly degrades the character of God. Here are holy;

beings whom God has created in his own likeness, and whom he susl-~

tains and blesses. He gives them a law by which they are to be g0v-_

erned. So far as they can understand, it is a good law; but they have

not confidence in the Eternal God—they fear there is something be-.

hind the curtain, which “some far off future day ” may develop. This

apprehension mars their peace; and in order to convince them that

God has not made a bad law, they must have the opinion of the Son.

He knows all about it. But as they cannot confide in his veracity,

if he should solemnly declare his good opinion of the law of God, he

must in order to satisfythem, come into the world, and obey it. Nor

is even this sufficient to remove their unbelief; but in order to give “a

more unsuspicious and honorable testimony,” he must obey it under

“suffering circumstances!” Then Christ having proved to their sat

isfaction that he really considers the law of God a good one, must, by his
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“obedient sufferings,” prove to them that the character of the Father

is good, and that he will sustain his government so as to secure their

happiness! And finally, the Father must prove, by sending his Son

to honor the law, that he has the same opinion of it as that expressed

by the Son. Is it true, that holy creatures have so little confidence

iii their Credtor? And above all, is it possible that the Sovereign of

the Universe would thus stoop to establish his own character and that

of the law?

3. 1f the principles here laid down are .true, the atonement would

really have been necessary, if there had been no sin in the universe.

For Mr. P. asserts, filat in order to enjoy perfect happiness, holy crea

tures must be fully convinced that the law is good; and as no creature

could decide this point, they must have the opinion of a competent

Judge. Again they must be certain that God would faithfully main

tain his government; and this certainty could be secured only by

the “obedient sufferings” of Christ. Really, according to this doc

trine, the obedience and sufferings of Christ, instead of being a satis

faction to divine justice, were merely an eliort on the part of God to'

establish his own character and that of his law.

4. We see not how the obedience and sufferings of Christ could

prove that God would sustain a law, the just claims of which he set.q

aside, whenever he saves a sinner?

Let us turn from all speculation on this glorious dectrine, and hum

bly and prayerfully interpret the language of God’s word. . There we

find Christ “ made under the law, to redeem them that were under the

law ;” and we learn, that “as by the disobedience of one (Adam) many

were made sinners; so by the obedience of one (Christ) many shall be

made righteous.” And we further learn, that that obedience was

“unto death.” Thus did Jesus Christ become “ our righteousness,"

having fully met the demands 'of the law against us.
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For the Presbyterian Expositor.

SELF DECEPTION—HAZAElr—PETER—NERO, ETC.

“But what! Is thy servant a dog, that he should do this great

thing 17” (2 Kings, 8: 13.) This is the proud and indignant lan

guage of Hazael to the prophet Elisha. Elisha had come to Damascus

at a time in which Benhadad, the King of Syria, was sick. Upon

this account he sent his servant Hazael to the prophet, to enquire

whether this sickness should be unto death. When he came to the

prophet, he looked upon Hazael till he wept. Hazael then asked why

he wept. Elisha then stated to him the horrible barbarities which he

saw he would commit against Israel. This declaration seems to have

filled him with amazement, and with hot and contemptuous haste he

cried out, “ What! is thy servant a dog, that he should do this great

thing?” Nor we can we doubt the sincerity of Hazael in this mat

ter. He spoke from his then present feelings. He knew not his own

heart, “the depths of Satan,” nor the power of temptation. But

positive and indignant as he was, he perpetrated the very crimes whose

mention had made him shudder. He went home, put his master to

death, and reigned in his stead. He smote Israel on every hand, and

fulfilled to the very utmost the prophet’s most terrible prediction.

The first thing we learn from this piece of history, is that men are

ignorant of the wickedness and deceitfulness of their own hearts. We

have no right to question the sincerity of Hazael. He as yet knew

not the powerful temptation of kingly station. Yet he was but a

common,-though conspicuous example of the treachery, cruelty and

progressive enormity of the human heart. Even Hazeal was not a

sinner beyond all other men.

As another example of self-ignorance and self-delusion, taken from

a sphere altogether different, we may mention Simon Peter, the first

Pope so called. When Christ warned his disciples that all of them

should be offended with him, Peter answered and said—“ Though all

shall be offended at thee, yet will I never be offended.” Jesus said

unto him—“ Verily I say unto thee, that this night, before the cock

crow, thou shalt deny me thrice.” Peter said unto him—“ Though I

should die with thee, yet will I not deny thee.” Yet this is the same
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Peter of whom we read a little afterwards, that while he sat without

in the palace, a damsel came unto him, saying, “Thou also wast with

Jesus of Galilee.” But he denied before them all, saying, “ I know

not what then sayest.” This blank and positive denial he made three

times, with the additional offense of an oath. Yet Peter asserted no

attachment to Christ which he did not fee]. No intended deceit or

hypocrisy lurked behind those words of force and positiveness. Peter

knew not the change that was about to come over the face of things.

He neither knew the peril nor the power of the coming hour of dark

ness. Nor above all, did he know the deceit of his own heart. His

master, as he believed, was soon to shine in all the power and splendor

of an earthly empire. His heart was totally unschooled for events so

dark, so startling and so full of amazement as those which bewildered

and confounded him in Pilate’s Hall. Then he was alone. His mas

_ ter was in the hands of his enemies. To be known as a disciple was

infamy itself. This was the hour of darkness, and this was the power

of Satan. . For this hour of desertion Peter had made no prevision.

His mind had dwelt on other subjects, and his hopes had been ofother

and brighter things That his confidence had been false, that his words

had been vain, and that any hour of trial would be too powerful for

his purpose, he had never even surmised. But such was Peter, and

such , is man. None ever realize the totality of what God has ex

pressed when he says,——“ The heart is deceitful above all things, and

desperately wicked,” except in the deepest and most terrible of '

experiences.

Peter was a disciple, but he was still a novice. He was honest and

ardent, but ignorant of himself. He sinned, but he repented; he

fell, but he rose again. Deplorable experience taught him caution,

knowledge and self. Let his example be one of safety and instruction

to us all.

2d. It is temptation which proves what men really are. Hazael in

some humble station might have verified the facts implied in his indig

nant exclamation. He might have passed with himself and with all

others as among the most amiable and benevolent among his fellows.

None would have imputed to him cruelty or ferocity. But was Ha

zael on the throne, and Hazael in some obscure position, difi'erent men ?

Not at all. Hazael was Hazael everywhere. What then made the

vast apparent difference? It was the power of temptation. It was

the altered circumstances of the man. These did not' originate the

evils that were in him, but they elicited and gave opportunity for the

operation of their gigantic powers. - '
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Peter, when in a style so ardent and positive, he declared his fidel

ity to his Master, was precisely the same man he was when he denied

him with an oath. Had it not been for this hour of prevalent tempt

ation, Peter’s declaration of adherence to the Savior, would have been

regarded as the most heroic instance of magnanimous attachment that

ever honored the lips or the heart of man. Had Christ predicted no de

nial and had no temptation followed, who could believe otherwise than

in the certain fulfillment of Peter’sldeclarations? But, alas, in Peter’s

weakness and wickednes we but read our own.

But history is full of the proof that temptation, alone, exhibits man

in his true character. - When Nero first ascended the Roman throne,

he was remarkable for his blandness, affability, and condescension.

But an evil change soon came over him, so that his name among man

kind has become the synonym of baseness, cruelty and ferocity. His

torians have indeed attributed all his mildness and clemency to deceit.

They have done this to account for the change which so soon took

place in his character. But this may as well be accounted for in the

instance of Nero, as of Hazael, upon the ground of new and powerful

temptations which addressed themselves to passions, propensities, and

principles hitherto latent and undisturbed. His soul had not become

yet intoxicated by a power so vast, and so corrupting, as that wielded

by a Roman Emperor. Whatever was powerful in evil, whatever was

capricious in wickedness, whatever was cruel in malice, whatever was

diabolical in conduct had their fullest and freest outlet in the sway 01

a Roman Sceptre. Had Nero been a man in private station, the world

had never known the execrable villainy and enormity of baseness

which'lay deep and strong within him.

Such is the disastrous power of temptation. Not that it creates, but

develops the unknown depths of human depravity. Not that it cre

ates the fires of sin in the human heart; but it fans them to flame and’

supplies the ample materials which feed their consuming power.

Hence temptation works strange changes on men; and hence, too, thou

sands upou thousands now stand‘fair and well before the world, whose

characters would be totally ruined by temptation. Within the last

few years, the world has been astonished at the frequent and astound

ing instances of dishonesty in men, believed to stand high among the

highest on the pinnacle of moral and commercial integrity. And

these very men, themselves, in the solemn hour of retrbspection, may

be the most astonished of all 1 others. Had some prophet given them

a vision of their own future, like Hazael, they would have treated it

with must rcproachful contempt. The Swartwouts, the Schuylers, and
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the VVatrouses, would have fallen sooner if their temptations had come

sooner. It is easy to be honest when there is no temptation to the

contrary. Many in great commercial circles stand strong from pure

and lofty christian principles; while thousands of others stand firm

because they never know the power of a great temptation. 4

Hence, in the third place, we see the great wisdom of our Savior}

prayer—“ Lead us not into temptation.” And while men justly de

nounce the dishonesty of greater and lesser defaulters, let them hon-;

estly enquire at their own hearts, whether they do not owe their own,

respectability to the absence of temptation. It is easy to be virtuously

indignant. at the dishonest in matters of money, where such tempta

tion never had. to be resisted. It is easy for the untempted to de

nounce all the public and disgraceful sins of men; but it is a different

and far better part to thank God that he has so far defended us against

evils so great and so ruinous, and to pray with an increasing sincerity

that he would lead us not into temptation.

There are two children born, it may be, on the same day, and in the

same neighborhood. Both are equally loved and equally beautiful to

their mother’s eyes. But after a few years have passed away, how

different are thesechildren? The one is the steady, the upright, and

honorable man of his community, while the other is a ferocious vaga

bond, aman of robbery'and blood. But why this difierence? The

one has been kept out of temptation, his evil disp0sitions have been re

pressed and his virtues have been cherished ; while the other has rushed

' with headlong madness from evil to evil, and from temptation to tempt_

ation. What a lesson should this be to the young.

\Vhat mother can now tell what the little child is yet to be, which

she now nurses with so much gentleness and care? Shall piety, use

fulness, and honor stamp their glorious signatures upon his character?

Shall he stand as a pillar in the church of God, or shall he mingle in

the ranks of infamy, or cast himself with impetuous haste upon the

surging tides of temptation? These are questions of trembling im

port. How terrible is temptation, and how terribly do men war against

themselves, who listen to its seductions.

In the fourth place, all men will be judged at last according to what

they are, and not according to what they appear to be. The absence

of temptation does not eradicate the evils of the human heart. It is

true and just that none shall be condemned for sins which they never

committed, but it is equally true that they should be judged, not accord

ing to what others see in them, but according to what God sees in

them. God saw and enabled Elisha to see what was in Hamel, though
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Hazael saw it not himself. God saw that there was murder, and cruelty,

and rapine in the heart of Hazael. He saw that the torch of tempta

tion would soon light the dreadful fire. So the divine eye sees all

men just as they are. Hence, the day of judgment will reveal many

strange and unexpected things.

In the fifth place, we here see the necessity of regeneration. It is

this which destroys that element of the soul, upon which external

temptation feeds. As sin dies or grows weak within the good man’s

heart, temptation from without loses its power. Ignorance of self

passes away, and knowledge of self takes its place. The soul becomes

wary and watchful, and God, in Christ, becomes supreme in the heart.

Temptation becomes less and less prevalent; and grace becomes more

more triumphant, as life wears away.

For the Presbyterian Expositor

UNITY OF CHRIST AND HIS PEOPLE—THIS A KEY TO

CERTAIN PASSAGES OF SCRIPTURE.

To be in Christ, is a form of expression very common in Paul’s epis

tles. “ So we, being many, are one body in Christ.” “ If any man be

in Christ.” “The Apostles who were in Christ before me.” “The

churches of Judea which were in Christ.” “The dead in Christ

shall rise first.” “There is no condemnation to them who are in Christ

Jesus.” ‘

But what is the exact meaning of the phrase in Christ? It means

that spiritual oneness that exists between Christ and his people. It

denotes connection with and dependence on Christ.

But this oneness of Christ and his people, is taught by other forms

and figures besides this. 1. This union is represented by a vine and

its branches. “As the branch cannot bear fruit of itself, except it

abide in the vine; no more can ye, except ye abide in me.” “I am the

vine—ye are the branches.’ ’ “He that abideth in me, and I in him,

bringeth forth much fruit.” As the vine and its branches are but one,

and the branches are dependent upon the vine, so Christ and his fol

lowers are but one, and they dependent upon him. '
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2. This oneness is represented by the relation of the head to the

body. “And hath put all things under'his feet and gave him to

be head over all things to the church which is his body.” “He is

the head of the body the church.” As the head and the body make

one person, so Christ and his people are but one.

3. This oneness is also represented by a building. . “Ye are built

upon the foundation of the Apostles and Prophets, Jesus Christ him

self being the chief cornerstone, in whom all the building fitly framed

together groweth into a holy temple.” As a building with all its parts

is but one, so Christ and his body, the church, are but one;v one holy

temple in the Lord.

4. This oneness is also figured forth by the marriage relation.

“For the husband is the head of the wife, even as Christ is the head

of the church—for we are members of his flesh, and of his bones.”

Such is the variety of figures and such the extraordinary language

employed to denote the strength of that bond which unites us to

Christ. We are members of his body, his flesh, his bones. Let us

hold this doctrine in view. It comprehends the hopes and doctrine of

'final perseverance, and throws light upon some falsely interpreted pas

sages of Scripture. It is upon this ground that Christians are repre

sented as doing what Christ did and suffered. Was Christ crucified?

they are represented as being crucified with him. Did he die? they

are said to die with him. Was he buried? they too are represented as

buried with him. Does he rise from the dead? they also are said to

rise with him. Such representations appear consistent and beautful

upon the ground of that moral and covenant oneness which is so

abundantly taught in the New Testament. But they can‘be justified

upon no other gsound.

Thisis the key to Romans 6: 3 and Collossians 2: 12,3: 1. “Know

ye not that as many of us as were baptised into Jesus Christ, were

baptised into his death? Therefore we are buried with him by bap

tism into death.” BaptiSm is here put by a very common figure of

speech for a public profession of religion. The sign is put for the

thing signified. The thing signified is the washing of regeneration

even the renewing of the Holy Ghost. This constitutes that moral

and legal oneness of Christ and his people, and secures all its great

and blessed results. And in as much as all intelligent adult disciples

profess in baptism to be one with Christ—to be a branch of which

Christ is the vine—they not only profess to be buried with him—but

to be crucified with him—ito die with him——to be buried with him—

.to rise from the dead with him—to be planted, (i. E.) joined together
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with him as the stock and the graft are joined together. (Sumphu

toi.) The abounding and illuminating idea of this whole passage is

the glorious unity of Christ and his believers. This unity with its

concomitants and results is just what is publicly professed in baptism.

In the course of the Apostle’s argument it was necessary that he should

use the word buried, not with the slightest reference to the mode

of baptism, but to complete the terms of his illustration. 1st. Christ

and his people he represents as dying together; 2d. As being bur

ied together; and 3d, as rising together. The Apostle writes to the

Romans as those who had made in baptism a public profession of their

faith. This public profession implied three things indissolubly con

nected. 1st. Death with Christ; 2d. Burial; and 3d. Resurrec

tion. These indissoluble terms denote the indissoluble unity of Christ

and his redeemed followers, and have no more relation to the mode of

baptism, than they have to the great sea serpent. The scope and inten

tion of the passage explains its own terms.

Those who will make this passage refer to a literal burying in wa

ter, must, to be consistent, make the death as literal as the burial. But

to make the burial literal, and the death figurative, is the most mon

strous perversion of all the just laws of interpretation.

But we not only reach the above interpretation through the passage

itself; but we are forced to it by other and similar passages. Buried

with him in baptism, wherein also ye are risen with him. But how

risen with him—literally, or spiritually? Let the Apostle answer.

Through the faith of the operation of God. (Col. 2: 12) Here Paul

lets us know that in this resurrection there was nothing literal, nothing

visible to the eye. It was by faith which was of the operation of

God. But here again the three ideas of death, burial and resurrection

must go together. If one of them be literal, the whole must be lite

ral ; and if one be spiritual, the whole must be spiritual. But Paul

declared the resurrection here spoken of, to be of faith; hence the

death and burial must also be of faith, and hence can have no possible

allusion to literal baptism, except as a public profession of faith. In

literal baptism, without reference to mode, the true believer professes

to be made one with Christ by faith—so as to die with him, to be bur

ied with him, and to rise with him by faith. The object of the

Sacred Scriptures in these passages is not literal baptism nor any mode

of baptism, but the public profession of faith made in baptism. This

is the appropriate adjunct and expression of the unity of Christ and

believers. “If ye then be risen with Christ, seek those things which

are above.” (3: 1.)
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in consequence of the unity existing between Christ and his people

they are treated and regarded as one. Hence in a legal sense and in

some respects, what he did his people did, and what he suffered they suf

ed. Hence also persecution of Christians was and is persecution of

Christ. “He said to Saul, Saul, Saul why persecutest thou me?

And I said, who art thou Lord? And he said I am Jesus whom thou

persecutest.” (Acts 26, 14, 15.) Hence, too, apostates are said to

“ crucify the Lord afresh, and to put him to an open shame.” (Heb. 6: 6.)

They do this when they betray his cause, and when they sadden the

hearts of his people. What they do against his people, they do against

him. Let sinners then beware how they oppose the people and the

Kingdom of God. “He that despiseth you despiseth me, and he that

despiseth me despiseth him that sent me.” Christians may, therefore,

well afl'ord to be despised, if it be for Christ’s-sake. ‘

To be one with Christ implies the same mind that was in Christ.

“Let the same mind be in you that was also in Christ.” (1 Cor. 2:

16.) (Phil. 2: 5.) As universal good will to men was the distin

guishing mind of Christ, so it should be of his people. “Peace on

earth and good will to men,” is the very essence of their faith. The

example which Christ set to mankind in this respect, is neither to be

misunderstood, nor perverted. His doctrines also breathe kindness,

forgiveness and every thing which promotes the true welfare of men.

Hence, those who are one with Christ in example and in doctrine, as

well as legally, have ever been and must ever continue to be the

benefactors of mankind. What body of people upon earth, save‘

those who are one with Christ, have ever devoted life, and means, and

time, and talents to the benefit of mankind? And when we have seen

nations gradually rising frhm the horrors of ignorance, superstition,

and idolatry, and ascending to the elevations of knowledge, civiliza

tion, and christian enlightenment, who has ever thought of imputing

such results to any agency short of the mind that was in Christ?
Wherever peace has snatched the sceptrev from the bloody and savage

hands of war ; wherever true and enlightened prosperity has set up its

standard; wherever law, and justice, and truth, and honor; wherever

science, literature and the arts have sprang into existence, who dreams

the idiotic dream that these came by any might, or power, or benevo

lence short of the mind that was in Christ?

The men who'expatriate themselves from home and native land, and

plant themselves far off upon the shores of heathenism, in order to

bless the poorest and most depraved of our race, are not infidels but

christians. And the people who sustain them—who have originated
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wide spread schemes of benevolence, designed to bless mankind at

home and abroad—the people who do this upon principle, and who do

~ it through continuous ages, and who do it in despite of a thousand

oppositions, disappointments, and discouragements, are not infidel but

christian people. The mass of the people who originate and sustain

the great institutions of learning throughout christendom—the mass of

men who have carried science to her highest heights, and deepest depths,

and farthest boundaries, have lit her torch at the blaze of the eternal

throne. The beautiful philosophy of truth, the deep and unchanging

philosophy of our nature, which laughs to scorn the mutabilities

of the infidel philosophies, have ever drawn their light, their strength,

and their certainty from the mind that was in Christ. And the very

literature which the world could not do without, has drawn its sanctity,

its power, and its supremacy from thc'same ceaseless and exuberant

fountain of good. It is the mind that was in Christ, that has turned

men into the heralds and promoters of light, civilization, and of every

thing worth calling good upon earth.

It is the fashion of certain sorts of infidelity to extol reason, civil

ization, knowledge, science and literature; but who ever heard of

these things any where except as the concomitants of ohristianity?

Where are your tribes of infidel missionaries carrying their own boas

ted gospel of knowledge, civilization, and universal good to mankind?

Even echo is too feeble to repeat the sarcastic query.

2. Christ and his people are one as to the inferiority of things

seen and temporal, compared with those which are unseen and eter

nal. The whole life of Christ was a living and most expressive com

mentary on this subject. He not only taught but lived so as most

efl'ectually to imply the infinite superiority of eternal things. To the

oovetous and ambitious, he addresses the solemn and searching

question, “What will it profit a man, if he gain the whole world

and lose his own soul?” But it was what Christ did, more than what

he taught, that exalts and enlarges our ideas of eternal life, It was

what Washington did for his country, which does especiallypprove

how much he loved it. So it was what Christ did which does espe.

cially prove his infinite estimate of man’s immortal value. And shall

not they who are one with him coincide with him in this? It is their

duty and their destiny to call the attention of men to the glory and

the value of a human soul. They are the lights of the world and

representatives of Christ among men. Let the language of their lives

then be the true expression of the life and doctrines of their great head.

3. As one with Christ, christians must be a forgiving people. He
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has taught us to pray, “Forgive us our debts as We forgive our debt

ors.” To be humble, meek, and forgiving, upon true christian prin

ciples, is to be one with Christ. But to be proud, arrogant, and

revengeful, tends as strongly and fearfully to the destruction of this

union. “Forgive and ye shall be forgiven.” (Luke 6: 37.) “Be

ye kind, tender-hearted, forgiving one another, even as God for

Christ’s sake hath forgiven you. (Eph. 4: 32.) “Put on, therefore,

as the elect of God, holy and beloved, bowels of mercies, kindness,

humblen'ess of mind, meekness, long sufi'ering, forbearing one an

other, and forgiving one another—if any man hath aquarrel against

any, even as Christ forgave you, so also do ye.” (Col. 3: 12, 13.)

How, therefore, can a man be one withChrist, who cherishes hatred

and wrath, proud scorn and revenge? The thing is impossible, except

as a sin equal to that of Peter, and demanding equal and sincere re

pentance. Probably the very noblest and lof‘tiest evidence of a one

ness with Christ, is a spirit of christian forgiveness. Such a spirit is

free, generous and spontaneous. It is of hearty good will, neither re

luctant nor extorted. ' Like other great christian graces, it becomes a

habit of the soul, and flows naturally from the life of Christ within

us.

Oh that christian people did, and could but see the great glory of

this great christian principle. What a clearing up there would be

of the moral skies. Not 'the mere blinking through of light, not the

mere rents and fissures which it has forced through heavy and oppos~

ing clouds, but skies clear and serene with all the promises of peace

and security, would shine upon our way.

4. This union of Christ and his people, is an indissoluble union.

This appears to be fully and unquestionably taught in the holy Scrip

tures. “All that the Father giveth me, shall come to me, and him

that cometh to me, I will in no wise cast out.” (John 6: 37.) 1.

Then some are given to Christ in the covenant of redemption. 2.

All that are given shall come to him ; and, 3. None of these shall be

cast out. Can language be clearer than this, or can any turn a sterner

point to adverse criticism? Should it be said that they may cast

themselves out, it may he replied, that if you place their fall or their

standing upon this ground, then salvation becomes impossible. But

Christ says, “my sheep hear my voice and 1 give uuto them eternal life;

and they shall never perish, neither shall any pluck them out of my

hand.” “My Father, which gave them me, is greater than all, and

none is able to pluck them out of my Father’s hand.” (John 10: 27,

28.) It scarcely seems possible that human language could more def
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initely, and more positively assert the indissoluble union of Christ and

his people, than this does ; and if his people can cast themselves out,

and if they can pluck themselves out of Christ’s hand, and out of the

Father’s hand, then Christ did not tell the truth. Then, also, salva

vation turns upon human efficiency, which is equivalent to making

salvation impossible.

But Christ says, he gives unto his people eternal life. But if any

of them be lost, this is not true. The life given in these cases is not

only not eternal, but is very temporary. Christ says, they shall never

perish. But if any of them perish in any way, how can this be true?

Paul, also, asserts this indissoluble union in terms so clear and so

precise, as to put it beyond doubt to those who are willing to take the

meaning of Scripture for Scipture. “Who shall separate us from the

love of Christ? Shall tribulation, or distress, or persecution, or fam

ine, or nakedness, or peril, or sword? For I am persuaded that nei

ther death, nor life, nor angels, nor principalities, nor powers, nor

things present nor things to come, nor height, nor depth, nor any

other creature, shall be able to separate us from the love of God which

is in Christ Jesus our Lord.” (Rom. 8: 35, 38, 39.) Whoever else

may deny the indissoluble unity between Christ and his followers,

Paul most manifestly was not, and cannot be of their party. He ex

hausts the strength of language to express his faith in the ever dur

ing nature of this great and mysterious oneness. 0 Christ and his fol

lowers are one, so that where he is they will be also. “Holy Father,

keep through thine own name those whom thou hast given me, that they

may be one as we are. While I was with them in the world, I kept

them in thy name; those that thou gavest me, I have kept, and none

of them is lost but the son of perdition, that the Scripture might befuL

filled.” (John 17: 14, 12.) Christ interceded for his people, and shall

his intercession fail? Shall Satan triumph over the Lion of the tribe

of Judah? 0n the great battlefield of earth shall the squadrons of

the great Captain of our salvation be led away into everlasting captiv

ity and dishonor? Shall hell ring with shouts of victory, while Hea

ven looks on appalled at its own defeat? No, no, never! Having

loved his own, he loves them unto the end. They are kept by the

power of God unto the end, and yet they are kept through their own

will and choice. 7

5. This union is one of spotless and eternal honor. If in the esti

mation of the world it be an honor to be joined by alliance, relation

ship or ofiice to the great and noble of earth, how poor and how mean

a relationship is this in the comparison with the all-glorious and
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eternal union with Christ? To be joined in bonds indissoluble to the

King of Kings and the Lord of Lords, outstrips all the honors of

earth, and pours contempt upon the greatest and mightiest and most

successfully ambitions of men. The honor that cometh from God is

neither fickle nor uncertain. It neither disappoints nor passes away.

The grave does not bury it, nor does death corrupt its purity, nor tar

nish its ever growing splendors.

Christ honors his people in life, in death, in the judgment, and

forever. When the deceitful flashes of earthly honor pass away

forever—when this great enchantress stands false and powerless be

side her votan'es, it is then especially that Christ imparts courage,

strength, and honor to his people. He absshes death and pours the

light of his glory over his most frightful regions. He clothes his

people with the imperishable honors of salvation. He arms them

against all the terrors of the last struggle. He puts songs of joy and

triumph into the mouths of the righteous. He does not leave nor for

sake them, though all else of hope or honor upon earth forsake them.

. ‘ Per the Presbyterian Expositor.

HUMILITY—WHAT IS IT?

. _ sq- _______

There are some who seem not to know what is meant by christian

humility. They appear to think of it as the old Greeks and Romans

who regarded it as about synonymous with meanness, or abjectness of

spirit. But this is a total misapprehension of its nature and effects.

On the contrary, if there be men upon earth capable of what is pure

and noble, magnanimous and generous,-—men who would shrink from

the perpetration of any thing that is mean, contemptible, or fraud

ulent, surely these were the very men upon whom humility has stamp

ed the exaltation of her character. Truth and honor are the very es

sence and accompaniments of true christian humility. Nor is it any

refutation of this, when we are pointed to men professing christianity,

and who seem not to know what honor, generosity, or magnanimity

mean. All we have to say as to this is, to admit the painful fact.

But if these men be mean and sordid in mind, and low, penurious and

grasping in their transactions with their fellows, let it be remmember
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ed that these are the lessons which they learned in the world and from

it. They were schooled in meaness and were never taught that it had

an opposite and glorious virtue. Neither by instruction nor association

did they ever learn the loftiness of christian humility. We have no

defence to make for them, but thank God they never learned such con

duct from the Bible. They learned it in the world, they got it from

the world, and they carried it out of the world into the church with

them. Such a charcter is totally out of place in the church. It is

not of Christ, it is not of the Bible, it is not of christianity, but is rad

ically and ever of the world.

But what then is christian humility? It is to think of ourselves

no more highly than we ought to think. It is to think and act in re

gard to ourselves, just a we are in the sight of God. It does not require

us to regard ourselves as inferior to those to whom we are manifestly

superior. It does not require that we should judge falsely, but truly,

in regard to our relations both as to God and man. _ Humility is not

pufl'ed up, does not seek personal pro-eminence over others, does not

reject high stations, but is compatible with the very highest. Yet

humility says, “ Whosoever will be great among you, let him be your min_

ister; and whosoever willvbe chief among you, let him be your servant.”

(26: 27.) When humility died out of the church, and when the most

corrupt and most hateful of all ambitions entered, thhn began the

shameless scramble for place and power among the‘professed disciples

of Him whose life and doctrines were an overwhelming condemnation

of such conduct. And from that day to this, ecclesiastical pomp, power

and pretence have cursed the heritage of God.

Humility requires the disciples to prefer one another, to coridescend

to men of low estate. Lofty pride and supeicilious bearing toward

inferiors, fancied or real, befit the world as they may, are totally and

forever incompatible with the humility exhibited and taught by Christ.

Menv oftem despise their fellows and look down with imperious

disdain upon them; but what wickedness .do they thus perpetrate?

Christ’s example is all the other way. He put on no airs of greatness;

he assumed no superiority above others, except as itfell out in the ap

parently negligent and unassuming order of omnipotence. He stood as a

brother and an equal among his disciples. His works praised him and

his doctrines exalted him, Humility says, “let another praise thee and

not thine own lipsf’ An humble-man is usually silent on the sub_

ject of personal works and virtues.

Humility, then, is thinking and acting the truth in regard to God,

in regard to ourselves and in regard to our fellow men.
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REV. JOHN BROWN, or HADDINGTON.

 

John Brown, of Haddington, was an eminent minister of the

Gospel, as he was an eminently spiritual Christian. He lived to be

eighty-four years of age, fifty-seven of which he spent in preaching

the Gospel. It may encourage some who desire to enter the ministry,

but think themselves too old, to know—that he was licensed to preach

in his twenty-eighth year; and if he had entered on his work ten

years later, he might have had a long ministry. He left behind him

a system of Divinity which. is well worth the attention of young

ministers. _ ‘ v

Mr. Brown’s parents both died, when he was about eleven years of

age, after which, he remarks—“ I was left a poor Orphan, and had

nothing to depend on but the providence of God;—and I must say,

that the Lord hath been the father of the fatherless, and the orphan’s

stay.” God remembers his covenant; and pious parents, who have

been faithful to their children, may calmly and confidently commit

them to the Lord, when called to leave them in this dark world. In

a narrative of his experience, written by himself, he says—“ I reflect

on it as a great mercy, that I was born in a family which took care of

my Christian instruction, and in which I had the privilege of God’s

worship both morning and evening.” The religious truth learned in

early youth, is not likely to be forgotten; and the religious impressions

then made, are likely to be lasting. For a. time, even for years, both

the truths and the impressions.may seem to have passed from the

mind; but the providence and the grace of God will quicken them,

imparting to them a life-giving eflicacy. John Newton’s mother died

before he was seven years of age; and yet his eminent piety and great

usefulness, after a most wicked career of a number of years, inay be

traced to the instructions she gave, the impressions she made upon

him and the prayers she offered for him. He says—“ As I was her

only child, she made it the chief business and pleasure of her life to

instruct me, and bring me up in the nurture and admonition of the

Lord.” Let pious parents begin very early to fill the minds of their

children with the precious truths of God's word—
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“ Though seed lie buried long in dust,

It shan’t deceive their hope;

The precious grain can ne’er be lost,

For grace insures the crop."

The first decided impressions of a religious character made on the

mind of Mr. Brown, were made at a very early period. He says—

“About the eighth year of my age, I happened in a crowd to push

into the church at Abernethy, on a sacrament Sabbath. Then it was

common for all but intended communicants to be excluded. Before I

was excluded, I heard ,one or two tables served by a minister, who

spake much to the commendation of Christ, This in a sweet and

delightful manner captivated my young affections, and has since made

me think that children should never be kept out of the church on such

occasions.” There is no part of public religious service so adapted

seriously and tenderly to impri-ss the minds of children and youth, as

the administration of the Lord's Supper. We remember being re

peatedly very deeply afl'ected by witnessing this service, when we were

very young, as well as at a later period. The impression thus early made

upon the mind of Mr. Brown, seems never to have entirely passed

away. Let us expect children, as well as adults, to be converted to

God.

It is a remarkable fact, that the most pungent convictions fastened

upon Mr. Brown’s mind, were under the preaching of a minister, who

was rather remarkable for the lack of point and pungency in his ser

mons. The sermon was founded on John 6: 64. “There are some

of you who believe not.” He says—“ This, though delivered by one

that was reckoned a general preacher, pierced my conscience, as it“

almost every sentence had been directed to none but me ; and it made

me conclude myself one of the greatest unbelievers in the world. My

soul was thrown into a sort of agony, and I was made to look on all

my former experiences as efi'ects of the common operations of the Holy

Ghost.” It is a blessed truth, that the Holy Spirit can impart mighty

eflicacy to that preaching which in itself is little adapted to awaken

the impenitent, or to excite believers to duty. Reader, if you have

not a powerful preacher in your pulpit, make up the deficiency by

powerful prayer. - '

One great secret of success in the ministerial work, is heartfelt de

light in it. Few men probably have regarded the preaching of the

Gospel as so precious a privilege, as did Mr. Brown. He says—“Now,

after near forty years preaching of Christ and his great and sweet

salvation, I think that I would rather beg my bread, all the laboring
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days of the week, for an opportunity of publishing the Gospe? on the

Sabbath to an assembly of sinful men, than without such a privilege

to enjoy the richest possessions on cart .” It is impossible that any

man, called of God to the work of the ministry, and so rejoicing in

the work, should not preach sermons rich with the precious truths * of

the Scriptures, and mighty through God to the salvation of men.

This is the spirit of the Apostle Paul, when he said—“ Unto me, who

am less than the least of all saints, is this grace given, that I should

preach among the Gentiles the unsearchable riches of Christ.”

John Brown, of Haddington, was an emirient Christian. He ex

perienced in his own soul the power of the Gospel of God’s grace.

He knew by daily experience what it was to hold sweet fellowship

with the Father and his Son, Jesus Christ. He ‘tasted of the good

word of God, and felt the powers of the world to come. He, there

fore, preached his own experience Be recommended a Savior whose

preciousness his own soul knew. “Any little knowledge,” says hel

“which I have had of my uncommonly wicked heart, and of the

Lord's dealings with my own soul, hath helped me much in my ser

mons; and I have observed, that I have been apt to deliver that which

I had experienced, in a more feeling and earnest manner, than other

matters.” He who would teach others Divine things, must himself

he taught of God; and he who would preach with power, must have

eXperienced the power of God's grace, the sweetness of God’s love in

his own soul.

Another very great excellency in John Brown, as a preacher—an

excellency which we venture earnestly to recommend to our younger

brethren in the ministry—was, that his sermons were rich with Scrip

tural truth, expressed in Scriptural language. He says—“I cannot

but remark it also as a kindness in Providence, that though when I

commenced a preacher, my imagination sometimes led me to use fiighty

expressions in my sermons, the Lord made me ashamed of this, as a

real robbery from him, to sacrifice my own accursed pride. Since that

time, notwithstanding my eager hunting after all the lawful learning,

which is known among‘the sons of men, God hath made me generally

to preach, as if I had never read any other book but the Bible. I

have essayed to preach Scriptural truth in Scriptural language.” There

is no profession to which extensive and thorough learning is more im

portant, than to that of the Christian minister; and yet his great work

is to “ preach the word,”--to be an expounder of the Scriptures.

Paul had important use for all his learning; yet in preaching the Gas

pel he determined to “know nothing but Jesus Christ and him cruci‘
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fi‘ed." But to preach Scripture truth in Scripture language is a great

excellency. We cannot but think, that one of the greatest defects

in a large part of the sermons of the present day, is their almost entire

lack of quotations from the word of God. The sentiments may be

Scriptural ; but the sermons themselves contain meagre proof, that

they are so. This is a capital defect. The word of God alone is

authority with Christians; and every doctrine taught and every duty

urged should be backed by this authority. Besides, there is a richness

and fulness of meaning in the language of the Bible, which cannot be

found in that of uninspired men. Moreover, the Bible contains so

much on every doctrine, duty and motive, and is so copious in all that

enters into Christian experience, that ministers are inexcusable, when

they fail to enrich their discourses with abundant Scripture quotations.

Let any one compare the sermons of Witherspoon, Edwards, Daviess,

Watts, and other eminent ministers of the preceding generation, with

most of those of our day; and he will see a striking contrast.

In one respect, the feelings of Mr. Brown were peculiar. He says—

“ I always looked upon it as so far a mercy, that my congregation was

small.” He entertained so humble views of his fitness for the minis

terial oflice, and so high views of its unspeakable importance and the

responsibilities connected with it, that be rather feared than desired

the care of a large number of souls. Still, since the fields are white

to the harvest and the laborers few; and since the same labor in

the preparation and delivery of sermons may as readily benefit a thou~

sand, as a hundred persons; it is desirable to have large congregations.

The experience of Mr. Brown, in one very important particular, we

commend to the special attention of all our readers. He says—“ I

have looked upon it also as a gracious over-ruling of my mind, that

though I have often grudged paying a penny or two for a trifle, the

Lord hath enabled me cheerfully to bestow as many pounds for pious

purposes; and, owing to kind providence, my wealth, instead of being

diminished by this means, is 'much increased. From experience I can

testify, that liberality to the Lord is one of the most effectual means

of making one rich. “There is that scattereth, and yet increaseth;

and there is that withholdeth more than is meet, and it tendeth to

poverty.” A similar experience could be given by tens of thousands

of God's children, who have believed the saying of Christ—that “it

is more blessed to give than to receive.” Why is it so rare a thing

to find a truly liberal Christian?

Replete with instruction is one declaration of this eminent ser

vant of God, when approaching the close of life. His two eldest sons
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were about to leave him for a time. He called them into his room,

and exhorted them most earnestly to trust in the Lord, and to be do

ing good 3 and he said—“No doubt I have met with trials as well as

others; yet so kind hath God been to me, that I think, 'if God

were to give me as many years as I have already lived in the world, I

would not desire one single circumstance in my lot changed—except

that I wish I had had less sin.” Such declarations from eminently wise

and good men should make Christrians contented with their lot in

life, though it be attended with many trials. It has been chosen for

them by infinite Wisdom and Goodness, because it is for them, all

things considered, the best. If we shall be so happy as ultimately to

raach heaven, we shall see how true it is, that “all things work togeth

er for good to them that love God 3” and with hearts overflowing with

gratitude we shall say—“ He hath done all things well.”

The exercises of this truly good man, during his last lingering ill

ness, are full of instruction and encouragement to God’s people. In

a letter to a friend he says—"My weakness still continues, nor indeed

is my mind anxious about this, but a Christ-gloryfying death, and a.

being forever with the Lord. My concern, too, is—that all my T813?

tions should have my place on earth delightfully supplied by the knowl

edge, care and fellowship of Jesus Christ; even he whom, notwith

standing all my present and long-continued carelessness and wicked

ness, I still holdto be Jesus Christ my Lord. 0, could my soul en

ter into thefull meaning of these words as I would wish! But I hope

that I shall be allowed this attainment by and by. Already my poor
soul, in a manner hovering between timeiand eternity, cries—‘ None

like Christ! and none but Christfor me! ’ ” It is not surprising that

a man so devoted to the work of the ministry, and who enjoyed such

exalted happiness in it, should have continued his labors, when sink

ing into his grave, and when his friends besought him to spare

himself. “ I am determined,” said he, “to hold to Christ’s work as

long as I can. How can a dying man spend his last breath better

than in preaching Christ?" His last sermon to his own congregation

was preached from Luke 2: 26. “It was revealed unto him by the

Holy Ghost, that he should not see death, till he had seen the Lord’s

Christ.” In the close of this sermon, he took a solemn farewell of

his congregation. plainly intimating, that in the pulpit they should see

his face no more. “ Though now he was scarce able to support him

self, yet he continued his evening sermon, and seemed to preach with

more earnestness than ever. He preached his last sermon from Acts

13: 26. ‘To you is the word of this salvation scnt.’ As in the after
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n00n he had addressed the people immediately connected with himself,

in the evening he in a very afi'ecting manner bid adieu to his hearers,

mostly members of the established church.” In such a termination

of a long ministry there is something both afi'ecting and sublime,

One is reminded of Moses delivering his parting counsels to the peo

ple of God, that he might ascend to the top of Pisgah, behold the

land of promise and then yield his soul into the hands of his Heaven

ly Father.

These particulars of the lifie of this eminent servant of God we

gather from a little book, the title of which is—-“ Select Remains of the

Rev. John Brown, minister of the Gospel at Haddington.” This

book, besides many particulars respecting his life, labors, religious

exercises and dying sayings contains several tracts written by him,

which no Christian can carefully peruse without deriving spiritual

advantage from them. The title of one of these tracts, is "‘A sore

vexed soul delivered.” In this the author describes a season of dread

ful spiritual darkness, through which he had passed, during which he

sunk into black despair, and then the dawning of the light and the

inexpressible joys which succeeded. The tract is filled with abundant

references to those scripture passages which describe the condition in

which he was, and those which shed light upon his soul, and imparted

consolation and joy.

Another tract is entitled “Blancha-rd’s Travel excelled.” It was

suggested by the exPloits of an aeronaut, who had gratified the curios

ity of the people by ascending in a balloon. His mind so constantly

dwelt on spiritual things, that whatever he saw or heard, seemed to

suggest to his mind some precious truth. In this tract he thus writes:

“But rejoice, O my soul, that by the grace of God I have taken my

seat in that divine balloon, the everlasting covenant, ordered in all

things and sure! and this is all my salvation, and all my desire! I am

on the very point of setting ofl", not for France, or its dangerous wood,

but for the paradise of God, the palace of my King, in whose presence

is fullness of joy, at whose right hand are pleasures for ever more.”

We are sure, that our readers, ministers and laymen, who have not

seen this little book, will feel that we have conferred a favor on them

by recommending them to procure and read it. We have an old edi

tion, and do not know whether the work can be had in our bookstores.
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COLLEGES—SUCC-ESSES AND FAILURES.

Presbyterians have always been the earnest advocates and patrons of

education. They have believed, not only that the progress of science

and of popular education is favorable to Christianity, but that so inti

mate is the connection between the two, that the Church of Christ

cannot safely trust the interests of education exclusively to the State,

.or to individual enterprise. Accordingly they were amongst the first

to found schools and colleges in the infancy of our Republic. One

- circumstance, however, has undoubtedly been greatly influential in

preventing the increase of Presbyterian Colleges, viz: the frequency

with which Presbyterian ministers, in years past, were called to preside

over State institutions, or institutions not under ecclesiastical control.

The Synod of Kentucky was .much delayed in founding a college by

the unhappy connection formed with'the State institution at Lexing

ton; and it is impossible to tell how much longer the work would have

been. delayed, if the infidel Holly had not been elected to the Presi

dency of Transylvania University. Driven from that institution, with

considerable loss of funds, the-Synod commenced in good earnest the

Work of founding and endowing a college. Many years passed, before

Centre College was placed on a broad and secure basis; and even now

;it needs additional buildings and a more liberal endowment. -.

The Synods of Ohio and Cincinnati would undoubtedly have had

colleges under their own control, years ago, had not Miami University,

though a State institution, been to so great an extent under Presby'

terian influence. For many years, the venerable Dr. Bishop presided

over that institution with great success. Since his resignation, it has

had three Presidents, who were ministers of our Church, only one of

whom was successful, and his time of service was very short. Within

the last two years, the Synods of Ohio and Cincinnati agreed to unite

in founding a college. The location was agreed upon, and steps taken

to raise funds. We deeply regret to learn, that this enterprise, which

promised so much for the Presbyterian Church in Ohio, has been

abandoned. Much time was spent in the discussion of this subject in

the Synod of Cincinnati, from twelve to fifteen years ago, and much

since that period. It is sad to see, that the only result thus far at

tained, is disappointment.
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’ The-State Institution of Indiana was likewise underPresbyterian in

fluence, for a number of years; and this fact, doubtless, retarded the

work of founding and endowing a Presbyterian College in that State.

NeVertheless, more than thirty years ago, the venerable Dr. Crow laid

the foundation of a college at South Hanover. If we rightly remem

ber, the late Dr. Blythe was the first President of this institution;

and for a time its success was extraordinary. Unfortunately it com

menced on the manual labor system, which at that time was becoming

very popular. It failed there, as everywhere else ; and thus South

Hanover college received its first severe shock. Since that time, its

fortunes have been various. It has had a suficient number of Presi

dents to ruin any college. These constant changes, together with

other troubles, must have destroyed it long since, if it were not that

whatever is Presbyterian, is exceedingly tenacious of life. In spite

of all its troubles, it has accomplished much good; and we hope the

Synods of Indiana will yet be enabled, with God’s blessing, to place

it on a permanent basis.

Until recently the synod of Missouri has had no college. Some

years before the division of the Presbyterian Church, the celebrated

Marion College was founded in Missouri, in connection with the no

less celebrated Marion city. Dr. David elson was the projector of

this scheme——a man of great excellency, but wholly unqualified to

form and carry out a plan for the founding of a college. With that

enterprise the late Rev. James Gallaher was connected; and in it,

Rev. Dr. Ely, of Philadelphia, sunk a large‘fortune, and was left

penniless. The scheme was extensive, and the plan novel. Great

expectations were awakened; many Presbyterians in the east invested

funds in one way or another in it; and its complete failure greatly in

jured the cause of religion. .

Within the last seven or eight years, the Synod of Missouri resolved

to establish a college. In determining the location, the contest was

chiefly between the towns of Fulton and Richmond. Fulton had the

majority of votes, and Westminster College was located at that place.

But the advocates of Richmond were unwilling to unite on Fulton;

and, therefore, the foundations of a second college were laid, since

which the Synod has been divided. Both these institutions may final

ly succeed; but the division of the forces must greatly protract the

time of securing endowments, and diminish the number of students

in each institution. Meanwhile it was regarded as important to found

a University at St. Louis, the building for which, after considerable '

delay, has been erected, but no endowment secured. Thus three Pres,

byterian colleges have been commenced in Missouri. 4
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In the Synod of Illinois, too, efl'orts have been made, for a number‘

of years, to found a Presbyterian college. McDonongh College and

Peoria University have succeSsive‘ly-olaimed the confidence.- and liber

ality of the churches; but thus far neitherv has met with any consider

able success. Alhandsomei college-edifice was in prowssof erection

at Peoria; but a recent storm almost destroyed it. Without funds to

go on, and having lost the, confidence of many'of its friends, this in

stitution is now in anusyomieingeondition. The other Syncds of

the NorthWesthave colleges yet in their, infancy, whose complete suc

cess will demand years of wisely directed toil. In the meantime, large

numbers of collegiate‘institutes, male and female, have been projected,

commenced and failed, -or have become greatly embarrassed. Several

in Illinois are now in an embarrassed condition.

It is a fact—a surprising and painful fact, that only one college

has been successfully established and endowed by Old School Presby

terians in the entire Westand Northwest, within the last thirtyg‘iae

years! In this statement we might perhaps preperlyyembrace a large

part of the South, The college in Mississippi, after passing through

severe trials, is probably now in a living condition. Of- the amount'of

its available funds ¢we=are not informed. Lagrange College, in Tennes

see, is in its infancy, but ‘s ms to have made a1 vigorous commence

ment. In view, of the extraordinary increase‘of the population of the

great West, within the .period mentioned, in viewcf the increase of

the Presbyterian Church in numbers and Wealth, andv in view _of the

rapid progress of thecounti‘y in other respects, the fact new stated is

painful and discouraging. ' ‘

But this fact, painful in itself, is connected with other facts still

more painful. It is a fact that money {and labor enough have been

expended to have placed several colleges on apermanent basis, had

those means been wisely directed. It is¢a fact of far greater importance,

that the respective failures, complete or partial, have to a great extent

shaken the confidence of the churches in the wisdom of our Presby

teries and Synods. Disappointed and dissatisfied with past eiforts,

and'lacking confidence in any plans. that may now be devised for the

founding of Institutions of learning, our intelligent laymen, especially

those of large means, are likely to hold back, until they can have some

assurance that their money, if giten,‘ will not be wasted in abortive

schemes; and their holding back discourages others, and renders it

next to impossible to found and endow a new college; It is, moreover,

a fact—~that every failure of the kind, injures ,thc cause of religion

very seriously. It not only impairs public confidence in Presbyterians ;

al'
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but in almost all cases, there have been pecuniary obligations incurred,

which are not discharged; .and the persons who feel the injury, are

alienated from the Church. In the mean time, the facilities of travel

have brought eastern colleges, abundantly endowed, more directly ih

competition, with those in the west; and wealthy men, instead of giv

ing liberally to western colleges, send their sons east.

Facts show, that our efiorts to found Theological Seminaries in the

West, have not only proved as unsuccessful as our educational schema,

but that the results have been even more extensively injurious. And

now, under the pressure of repeated failures, through a period of thirty

years, we in the Northwest are aboutto' begin the work anew. Wheth

er another failure awaits us, must depend greatly upon the practical

wisdom and patience with which we go forward. We cannot but re

gard it as a happy circumstance, that the principle of Synodical con

trol has at length been abandoned for that of General Assembly con~

trol. This change will, to some extent, free us from some of the chief

causes of previous failures. 1 '

We have given this hasty review of our educational interests in 'the

West, for the purpose 'of raising the question—Are these repeated

disastrous failures unavoidable? Is it not possible to discover and

avoid the causes which, for so long a period, have operated so inj urious

ly? “May not'plans be formed and carried into execution, which will,

in all ordinary cases, insure‘ success? We are satisfied, after years of

observation and reflection, that these questions admit of an afirmative

answer. The Qep‘eated failures that have occured were not necessary;

and it is not necessary that in years to come we should encounter the

same discouragements. We take the liberty to make a few suggestions

on this deeply important subject:

1. The number of colleges, if they are to prosper, must be small.

Let it be remembered, in the first place, that comparatively a small

proportion of the youth of our country will obtain more than an aca

demical education. Only a. very small minority will pursue a classical

course of study. In the second place, this small minority must be

divided amongst the difl'erent denominations, each of which will have

colleges of its own ;,and‘many will pursue their studies in State insti

tutions. Still further, many will go to the older colleges in the‘eastern

States, because they are supposed to afford better facilities for a thor

ough classical course. In the third place, only a Very small number

of colleges can“ be furnished with buildings, endowment, library and

apparatus. N0 college can be considered adequately endowed with

lees than $150,000, well invested. Buildings, library and apparatus
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will cost $50,000 more. Take now, for example, the State of Illinois.

The Denominations that will found colleges in this State, are Pres

byterians (Old School,) New School Presbyterians, Congregationalists,

Baptists and Methodists, to say nothing of Papists and other sects.

These five Denominations will require about one million of dollars to

place their respective colleges on a firm basis. When will any such

amount be realized? How soon can our Church raise $200,000, or

the half of it, in the State of Illinois? Do not these estimates dem

onstrate, that no attempt should be made to found more than one

Presbyterian college in this State? One of the greatest evils in the

West has been the multiplication of colleges. Every town would

have a college; and every place has some advantages, as a location, not

equally enjoyed by other places. The first step absolutely essential to

success is union. Let local and sectional interests yield to the interests

of the great object. Let the area from which the institution is chiefly

to' gather its funds and its students, be carefully surveyed, and attempt

to found no more colleges than are needed and can succeed.

2. Let it be remembered, that to found and endow a college, even

under the most favorable circumstances, is the work of a number of

years. We live in an age of progress, it is true, and many things

move rapidly. But there are some-things that grow, and that require

time and patience. Children are born as helpless now, as in any

preceding age ; and precocious youth, ndw as heretofore, disappoint

the confident hopes of friends. So it is, to a- great extent, with literary

institutions. Those which grow up in a night, like QIonah’s gourd,

perish in a night. New States may improve rapidly; but the wealth is

more diffused than in the older States, and the call for charitable con

tributions are numerous. But few large donations, therefore, are to

be expected; and, consequently years of patient labor must be performed,

before one hundred and fifty or two hundred thousand dollars can be' ac

tually secured, and safely invested. In laying the foundation of a col

lege, let us remember that we are entering upon agreat and difficult work,

which our children must finish. The idea thata college can be founded

in half-a-dozen years, is absurd ; and it uniformly ends in disappointment

and discouragement. The Synods of Cincinnati and Ohio have failed

vin their-noble enter-prize, not because they do not need a college, not

because their churches are not abundantly able to furnish the means

to endow it, but for two very obvious reasons, viz: In the first place,

they fixed too largea sum of money as necessary to a beginning.

They would not open the institution, until $200,000 were secured.

And, secondly, the time fixed for raising it was entirely too short—
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being, we believe, only two years. Each Synod would have to raise

$100,000. Now a very little reflection, in view of past experience,

would show the impossibility of raising any such sum for such an

object, in the bounds of any one of our Synods, within two or‘five

years, unless a few individuals should give very largely indeed. If

the Synods had determined to open the college, when fifty thousand

dollars had been secured, and in a wing of a college edifice, which the

town where it was located, would have erected; they would have been

successful, and within ten or fifteen years they might have had an endow

ment of $200,000. But unreasonable calculations awakened unreason

able expectations; and consequent disappointment and loss of confi

dence will make it far more difficult for those Synods to succeed here

after. True, our country has suffered an unprecedented embarrass

ment in its commercial and pecuniary interests; but ministers of the

Gospel, who so often preach about “ uncertain riches,” should leave a

large margin for contingencies, in commencing such an enterprize.

Our clear conviction, however, is—that in the most prosperous times

the plan would have failed. When good men get together and begin

to make speeches, their ideas expand, and they find it easy to make large

votes. In the founding of a college, most assuredly “patient continu

ance in well doing" is necessary. But time. must be allowed ; and the

institution must begin with a small income and must grow.

3. ' In founding a college, let the first effort be to secure an endow

ment; and let very little be expended in buildings. An able Faculty

will attract students, even though the buildings be inferior, or inade

quate; but the most sightly buildings will not attract students without

Professors or with inferior men. The mistake constantly made in the

West is to make the erection of expensive buildings the first work.

It is a fatal error. Raise an endowment; invest it judiciously; secure

the services of able teachers, though the number be small; and you

will not be without students. ' Then, when more room is needed, the

fact that the institution has a larger number of students than it can

accommodate, makes the most effective appeal to liberal men. When

*we entered Centre College, in 1824, the Faculty'corisisted of a Presi

dent and two Professors, who gave instruction to all the college classes,

and likewise taught the preparatory department. Get an endowment as

quickly as possible; and be sure to get a President and Professors who

have some reputation, and who understand their business. An insti

tution with even a moderate endowment and good Professors cannot

fail.

4. Never allow a young institution to get in debt. It is as easy as
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it is common to make large calculations, as to the amount of money'

that can be raised to meet an emergency; but the history of literary

institutions demonstrates the folly of allowing the expenses to ex

ceedwthe income. Embarrassment and injury are the uniform results.

Whenever it becomes known, that's young institution is embarrass

‘ed with debt, there will be found not a few who will predict its fail

ure; and even liberal men will hesitate to' contribute to its relief, lest

after all, its embarraSsmcnts should dtroy its prosperity. It is far

easier-tov raise money to' erect a building, endow a Professorship or pur~

chase an apparatus, than to raise it to pay a debt, after it has been

contracted. One of themost efi‘ective causes of failure to institutions

of learning, smaller and‘larger, is the pressure of debt. If an indi

vidual who would prosper in- the world, must live within .his income;

the samev is even more emphatically true of educational institutions.

Nwer’contracf'a debt. ‘

5. We close these remarks where perhaps we had better have com

menced, with urging the importance of great care in the location of

such institutions. Often, in ecclesiastical bodies good speakers or

skillful managers carry their point in securing their favorite location;

and they congratulate themselves and are congratulated by their friends

on their success. But they forget, that the vote' of a Presbytery, a

Synod, or of the General Assemblynwill not change the opinion of

those from whom the Institution is to get its tudents. On such a

question the public sentiment must be consulted ,‘and local and person

al interests must yield to the general good. . Even a-liberal'ofi‘er from

an unsuitable location is a poor compensation for the general loss of

interest which is likely-to follow. . in l , '

In a word, let no institution be planned hastily. Public institutions

are built for many generations. Let us take time to consider well

every important feature. A wrong step o'nce taken cannot be re

tr'aced without great dificulty. The brethren of ‘the Northwestern

Synods. will remember how very hastily the’plan of the Theological

Seminary/was adopted; and they know what the result has been. The

appointment of ' committees to investigate and report, and a delay of

twelve months, w0uld» have prevented all the trouble and the evils

which have resulted. We could point to other institutions which have

been permanently crippled in the same way. 'Let time be taken; and

let every movement be made with caution. , Thus our progress would

be onward, without failure, without embarrassment, without loss of

public confidence. -
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NORTHWESTERN THEOLOGIGA'L SEMINARY.

Another step has been taken in relation to the? Northwestern Theo»

logical Seminary. The Synod of Cincinnati, at its late ,meeting,

resolved, with but one dissenting voice, to offer it to the next General

Assembly; and the other Synods, so far as heard from, have adopted

the sameaction. It will be remembered, that, twelve months age, five

of the nine Synods having a right to. control the Institution, acted to

give it to the Assembly. In the,Synod of Cincinnati there was a very

influential minority in. favor cf .the same course; and inthe Synod of

Iowa the question was decided against a transfer to, the Assembly, by

the casting> vote of the Moderator, Sineg that time, still further'

changes have taken place, for very obvious reasons; insomuch that

those most opposed have not only fallen in with the current, but have

sought ,to take the lead in efiecfing this change.

Doubtless several reasons have operated in securing this result.

Some decidedly prefer Assembly control, as safer and more efiicient,

than that of eight or ten Synods acting without mutual counsel. Others

who havepqobjection to Synodical control, see no other way of extri

cating the Seminary from the insuperablc difliculties into which a few

individuals have brought it. Even those who have made very grave

charges against the General Assembly, and have exerted all their in

fluence in everypossible way_to prevent the transfer, have 'now voted

for it—hoping that the Assembly can be induced to elect Professors

of a certain type; intending, if~ that body should exercise its own

judgment, to raise, the cry of “prescription,” and to “have a fairer

and wider field” for agitation. Those gentlemen, whose designs have

so unfortunately been made public, availed themselves of the oppor

tunity to repeat their denunciations of those who have interferred with

their plans, and sought to awaken. sympathy bythe cry, to which de-

signing men never fail to resort, of prescription, The Synods very

properly allowed them to have their say—swell knowing by whom the

Synod of Missouri was proscribed, and who itlwas that sought by pri

vate letters to array one part. of the Church against another.

We shall not attempt to'anticipate the action of , the Assembly. We

have gained what wevcentsnded for; and we are thankful. To defeat

a plan which, commencing 'by drawing a line between the free and
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slaveholding States, would inevitably have destroyed the peace and

unity of the Church, we assumed a position which, as we anticipated,

made for us some enemies. As in other cases, light has been thrown

upon what was dark ; and the Synods are now about unanimous in

placing the Institution as far as possible beyond the reach of sectional

interests and agitating questions. To have gained so much, we are

willing to have borne all the reproach that has been heaped on us.

The late vote of the Synods is our best defence.

The general Assembly is not infallible; yet we have confidence that

if it found a Seminary in the Northwest, it will be, like the other

Seminaries it has founded, an Institution for the whole Ohm-ch, whose

Professors will know neither North n01- South, but will seek to qualify

young men to preach the Gospel in every latitude and longitude. Our

ministers are constantly moving from North to South, and from South

to North; so that every part of the Church is almost equally interested

in every Seminary. When our Northern ministers g0 South, no ques

tions are asked concerning their views of slavery; and when Southern

ministers remove North, the same is true, as a general thing. ,Ws

wish we could say, it is true in all cases. So far our beloved church

has withstood the divisive influences by which the peace and unity of

other churches have been destroyed ; and all our Seminaries have"

exerted an influence to preserve its unity. We hope and expect, with

the Divine blessing, that the Seminary of the Northwest will be of

the same character; and we are sure, we but express the prevailing

sentiment of the Northwestern Synods. Their late action is not, as it

has been represented, that of a majority magnanimOusly yielding to a

factions minority, but an overwhelming . majority acting upon their

clear judgment for the preservation of the peace and unity of the

Church. For ourself, believing the entire action of all our Assemblies

on the subject of slavery to be perfectly consistent with itself and with

the word of God, and holding every part of it in its plain, literal

meaning, we will resist every man, so long as we can wield a pen,

whether in the South or in the North, who attempts to agitate the

Church, secretly or openly, by pressing upon its adoption either abo

litionist or pro-slavery views.

We have no'expectation that this subject will be named in the As

sembly in connection with the Seminary. In this instance, as in

others, that body will-doubtless proceed'in the fear of God and with a

view to the best interests of the Church; and whenever the time

comes to elect Professors, (which may not be for We or three years,)

the Divine direction will be invoked, and we hope it will be vouch
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safed. If any man enter upon such an oflice, uncalled of God, both

he and the Church will suffer for the mistake. '

We would not have made these remarks, had not two or three indi

viduals indulged in a course of remark, in two of the Synods, which

seems to call for this brief notice.

For the Presbyterian Expositor.

THE ETERNITY OF MATTER.

 

If matter were eternal, it must have been with laws or litheut

them. It could not have been with laws, for had this been—had it

vitation, for instance, then it has been eternally drawing together,

(as the Nebular Theory supposes,) and. it had long since been one solid

body. Suppose such a progression. Matter, under this law has, by

some inconceivable process, been broken into departments of growth,

and one is more advanced than another, so that some were nearly solid

worlds, and others less so, in all stages of condensation. - We ask how

this could beywhen all had had equal time, so to speak, 1'. e., eternity

to do it in? This could not be. _

All progression necessarily supposes a beginning. To render this_

position more clearly, we make the following diagram, founded on the

assumed eternity of matter and the Nebular theory:

  

a represents the most condensed world, b the next, 0 the third, and so on.

Any one sees that this diminution must come to a point, or run out

at d, and yet we are as far from the end of an eternal extension as

ever. There must have been a beginning, and matter did, not exist

from eternity with its present laws. _ , - I . ,

Nor is it any more satisfactory to suppose, secondly, that matter,

being eternal without laws, until God at length created them, these did;

in due course form worlds and things as we now see them. To such a

supposition, we have two answers:
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lst.‘ That ~iwe cannot conceive of creating a law, aside from; the

substance it belongs to. We can conceive of the fact, of ‘ God’s cre

ating matter with laws, which are but its attributes; but not of his

creatingthese laws by themselves and, afterwards. .

2d. This theory supposes a creating act, and of course a Deity;

but not such a. Deity as we believe in, and such as his works seem

everywhere to indicate. It supposes God to create, not matter, for

that is eternal, but the laws of matter afterward. In some almost in

finitely remote period, he added laws to matter, and then left them to

work out their results by natural development. Is this, we ask, ac

cording to our ideas of God, as wise, good and continually active for

his creatures? Does 'it agree wit-h the discoveries of his, paternal

character—his design and beneVQlenCe as’continuallydisplayed in his

works? , '

Nor is it, we mayadd, according to anology. We have never known

of God's creating anybein-g, without some apparent view to a present

good for that being; 1Palin'trees,4the race of mammalia and birds Were

created pmbabl'y'betbref ‘rnan;_With an ultimate view_to the benefit 05

man, when he shouid‘b'e created. But the tree and‘thé animal had a

ct their own, and iii their capacity may he said to have enjoyed

it. But this theory supposes the creation 'of'bare laWs, With a design

to operation, indeedf'fnut 'without' any present beauty, life or

appreciable enjoyment of their own, and ‘ohiy't'o wait‘ fc‘r'ages over the

blind operation of their own forces! ‘How mdch'betta, how much

more conceivable, how_much more in analogy,“ think of God, as

creating at once, by the word of his p0Wer, and with infinite ' benevo

lence and care‘in every part1, ' _ ' ' "

We conclude, therefore, that matter did not exist from eternity,

either with laws or without them. 7_ _ _> _,,___,__. a Q. E. 1).

But such are the idle theories which are now frequently avowed or

half admitted. Writers—and some christian wrl‘t'ersa-seem- half dis

posed to admit the eternity of matter,“ without proof or attempting to

meet‘the logical objections, that lie against it ; and still more, are dis

posed to rest 'on the absurd conclusions of an after-creation of laws,

which we have now considered. ~ ' ' - -

Thus the Nebular theory, of La Place, is now attempted to be- re

vived, atter we‘had'supposed it was utterly ciploded; and one late

writer has been explaining the late1 Comet, ‘as a "patdhot' nebulous

matter, some how- iefi "behind in the condensing process of a larger

body! a I ~

One of the two things, it appears to me, ought to be done; either
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stand firmly on Bible testimony alone, in this matter; or, not forsaking

this, to insist plainly and openly on the philosophical argument. I

have attempted the latter, after years of reflection on this one point.

B.

ALEX. CAMPBELL’S SACRIFICES AND REFORMS.

The reformer of the 19th century, our old friend Alex. Campbell,

sfill writes and publishes in defence of his reformation; but he Writes

as one who feels dissatisfied; and he writes inoousistently. In the

October number of his Ifarbinger, he has an article, beginning with

his sacrifice for the pure gospel, complaining of unfair treatment on

the part of divers editors, and displaying some of his'diseoveries in

matters of religion. '

He says—“ We abandoned Presbyterianism in A. D. I810, at a

great sacrifice, and vowed allegiance unreserved to the Lord Jesus and

his holy Apostles.” We have read and heard much of Mr. Camp

bell’s history; and yet we have to this day been unable to learn what

was the “great sacrifiCe” he made in leaving Presbyterianism. He'

surely did not sacrifice money ; for in this respect his reformation has

been very far more lucrative, than any salary he would have received
in the Presbyterian Church, even had he risen to eminence in it. i In

deed he is the only reformer, so far as we are informed, who has-be

come wealthy from the proceeds of his reformation. He opened his

mfirmation by denouncing the ministers of the Gospel of the different

denominations, as a set of hireli'ngs; but by some happy, tact he suc

ceeded‘ in making more money than any of them. Whether this was

any part of his aim, in becoming a reformer, it is not for us to say.

. Mr. Campbell, in leaving Presbyterianism, certainlydid not sacri

fioefame ,- for at that time he had no fame tosacrifiee. And then he

speedily acquired a far higher reputation amongst the Baptists, than he

could ever have achieved in the Presbyterian Church. 1 For amongst

the Baptist ministers there' were very much fewer learnedfmengand

the Baptists had a hobby on which he could’ride into great influence;

whilst the Presbyterian church had no bobby at all. Dr. Jeteryan
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eminent Baptist, says—“ By his fearless and forcible defence of the

distinctive sentiments of the Baptists, in his debates with Messrs.

Walker and McCalla, he secured extensively the confidence and esteem

of the denomination. They were proud to acknowledge him as the

bold and puissant champion of their cause-—and they made this

acknowledgment with more pleasure, because he had risen up suddenly,

and in a quarter least expected. _ They were, therefore, ready to pay

not only a candid, but a confidi-ng regard to any thing he might pub

lish.” Thus by two or three controversies, in which Mr. Campbell

made considerable display of Greek, he secured a reputation and an

influence which even years of study and toil would never have given

him in the Presbyterian Church. And, then, as the reformer of the

19th century, his fame and his influence have been incomparably

greater, than he could have secured otherwise. The pretensions he

set up, as a radical reformer of the faith and polity of the Church of

Christ, naturally drew attention to him. The agitations he produced

in the Baptist Denomination increased his celebrity; and the bitter

and yet plausible attacks he made upon Christian ministers and upon

almost all the benevolent institutions of the age, together with doc

trines suited to human nature, gathered around him a great multitude

of admirers. Mr. Campbell is a man of far more than ordinary tal

ents; and he is possessed of considerable learning, and is a fine popu

lar speaker and debater. - Still had he entered the Presbyterian

Charch in this'counln‘y, and continued in it, he would never have at~

mined the fame which}, as a Reformer, he has enjoyed. He ought not,

therefore, to speak of his sacrifices in leaving Presbyterianism. All

his sacrifims have been but as the measures of a wise worldly man,

seeking gains and honors.

But Mr. Campbell desires to get into another discussion. He says

-—-“ We have invited discussion—free, candid, fraternal discussion—on

each and every item of diiference worthy of it. And what has been

the response? Is there arespectable periodical in the land—a weekly,

a monthly, a quarterly—that will give us line for line, or page for

page? If there be, we will certainly accept it with all courtesy; and

will calmly, courteously and dispassionately hear, weigh, and respond

with becoming candor and respect.” Mr. Campbell, it is true, invited

discussion; and he has not forgotten, that he was met in Lexington,

Ky., for the space of sixteen days, in the presence of audiences of

immense size and of great intelligence. He cannot have forgotten,

that when we had spent the time agreed upon for the discussion of the

first topic, we granted him, at'his own request, nearly two days (seven
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hours) more. He is aware, that that debate has been published; and

some twelve thousand copies put in circulation. He knows, it embra

ces all the leading points of his reformation; and he is not ignorant,

that that debate, so far as we are concerned, has been endorsed by the

ablest papers and periodicals of the Presbyterian Church; and that the

Methodist Book Concern, of Cincinnati, did publish two thousand cop;

ice on their own account. Has he gained any new light on the points

then discussed? Can he defend them now more ably than he did in

November, 1843? If not, why try to get into further debate or dis

cussion? Why not exert all his influence to circulate the Lexington

debate? It is very evident, that for some reason, he has never been

satisfied with his performance on that memorable occasion. It evident

ly did not give to his reformation any new impulse. For some rea

sons, multitudes had not so favorable an opinion of it after that dis

cussion ; and HENRY CLAY, who was one of the Moderators, did after

wards unite himself to a Pedobaptist church, and was baptized by

sprinkling, although he was the son of a Baptist minister. This fact

does not speak well for the conclusiveness of Mr. Campbell’s arguments.

Since that debate, a cloud has rested upon the fame of the great Re

former. He had great advantages of his opponent in age, in expe

rience as a debater, in reputation; he was met on the very points which

he had been discussing for between twenty or thirty years, and which

are vital to his reformation; and he failed—signally failed. He

desires to retrieve his character, before closing his labors. The desire

is natural; but the thing is impossible. He does not stand with his

own brethren as he stood before; and with others he has lost still more.

He cannot regain what he has lost. If we believed that the defence

of the truth required us to meet him once more in oral debate, we

would most cheerfully do it; but he has done his best, and his defence

of the doctrines of his reformation is stereotpyed along side of the de

fence of the evangelical doctrines he has assailed. What need of fur

thur discussion? We are thankful that in the providence of God we

were called to meet him. We are satisfied with our defence then

made. \Ve desire for the debate an extensive circulation.

Amongst the contributions which Mr. Campbell has made to Gospel

truth, we may note the phrase—the action of baptism and the word

Christocracy. He eschews the old fashioned phrase, mode of baptism.

With him baptism is an action, a specific action; and there can be no

such thing as different Modes of performing such an action. Now, he

set out in his reformation with insisting on using Bible words teem

press Bible idqu; but he seems to have forgotten that in the New
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Testament we never read the phrme—act'ion of baptism. Why, then,

has he adopted it, and claimed the paternity of it? - ~ ‘ .

7 But Mr. Campbell has discovered that “We actually and happily live

under a Uhristocracy, and have a Ghristulogy; not under a theocracy

nor a theology.” I And with his characteristic fearlessness he sayss—

“ We' challenge oentrsdiction>+and,0pen our pages to receive it within

the'proper bounds, and limit-Synnd in such a diction and style as a

theme, so transcendentlygrave demands.” Now, if he means, that

the Words Christocracy. and Christelogy are more proper, than the

words theocm'cy and theology ,3 it is not quite consistent in‘him to

enter into such a discussion, For. none of these words are found in

the Bible; and We understand him to repudiate all the technical terms

of theologians and}uninspir,ed>,men. Why, then, debate about such

werds? But if' he means tediscuss the question, whether Christ now

reigns, “head over tell things to the Church,” and whether his

word is to be received and obeyed; we know not where amongst evan

gelical denominations he expects to find an opponent. We are not

aware, that any of them deny the mediatorial reign of Christ, or refuse

to acknowledge him as thegreat Prophet. We are accustomed to see,

in all the systems of Theology, three ofices ascribed to the Messiah-—

Prophet, Priest, King. What more does Mr. 0. claim?

He says—“ Chrisidcmcy is a contribution of my own, so far as I

am informed. And it is oontmVersially,necessary in the present day,

when so many of our Protestant cbmmunities are contending that

both Jews and Gentiles, when converted, are placed under a, theology

and n theecmcyf’ Now, is it not remarkable, that our great reformer

find it “controversially necessary” to depart Ifi‘omqhis own cherished ‘

and boasted princ'ipleof rejecting uninspired, technical terms, and

speaking of Bible things in Bible words, and 'to invent technical

terms of his own? But which vof “our Protestant cemmuuities” insist

on placing converted Jews and Gentiles undernathcocracy and a thud“

ogy, as distinguished from a C'Mis‘tccmcy and "Christology? We

know of none; and we venture the asserfiontthat there are none. The

word theocracy is commonly employed with reference to the Divine

government over to theChurch under the Old IDispensation.‘ The

word Theology is commonly and properly employed to signify the

system of truth taught in' the Scriptures; but it is not used as intima

ting that the word of God has not been "communicated to the world

by Jesus Christ; . ~ ' ' ~

~ 7 Whilst Mr. Campbell is fearlessly challenging Protestant denominw

tioifi todiscuss hisrnew terms, without any new meaning; he and his
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brother Shannon are earnestly and learnedly discussing the question,

whether the disciples of Christ were named Christians by Divine au

thority, and whether this is not “the new name” by which they

ought now to be called, .Mr. Shannon efiirms; Mr. Campbell denies.

Verily this great reformation is tapering down to a very small point.
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_Mauy of. our readers will remember, that some month ago we re

rieweda book/(onhaptism! of which Judge, Mayes, of Mississippi, is

the author, called, The Tecnobaptist. In this worli the author profes

ses'to.-refute;the¢doetrine of infant baptism on Pedobaptist principles.

We took occasion to show—that the whole merit of the work consists

in showing, what no one ever denied, that Baptist premises do not lead

to Pedobaptistsconclusions ; or, in other words, that Judge Mayes has

most unaccountably misrepresented the doctrines of Pedobaptists, mak

ing them utter Baptist doctrines instead of those they really hold. At

the same time” we, ofi'ered him the use of our columns to defend

himself agaist the charges we felt constrained to make. Af‘terconsid~

erable delay, this oifer was, accepted; and in our vAugust number, the

introductory partjqfnhis reply appeared. This article closed with the

followinge“ But itis time that I should come to the subject for which '

you tendered me the usewof your columns; either to show that Pedo

baptists holdzthe Inscribe to them, or explain how I came so

glaringly to misrepresent them. My remarks having already attained

a lengthfar beyond payeapectationfl will defer this part of my re

sponse until another number.” Three numbers of the Expositor

have since, rippeered ; .yet we have received nothing more from Judge

Mayes. , We excusable to acceupt for his silence, s‘fter having accepted

our alter, and alter ,_ begun his. reply. We have thought it

proper, however, to let; outreadersiknow why we have published goth!

ingmorefrom him._. , _ a .. p-g;l;1"'i I: .- -
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I REVIVAL IN SWEDEN/

It is a very cheering fact, that a great revival of religion is now in

progress in Sweden. Rev. Dr. Baird, who-has three times visited that

country, describes the clergy of both Sweden and Norway, as well

educated and gentlemanly in their manners, as men of the world, who

love its pomps and vanities, who know but little of Christ and a spir

itual religion. The King is opposed to the intolerant laws which are

a disgrace to the government and to the national church, and has ex

erted his influence, though without success, to have them repealed.

The great religious movement now in progress, Dr. Baird remarks, is

not an afi'air of yesterday, nor of the last year or two. In commenced

more than twenty years ago, in the distribution of the Scriptures and

religious tracts, and in the great temperance reformation, which has

been such a blessing to that country. In 1836, Dr. Baird further

remarks, there was but a small band of v converted and faithful minis

ters in the National Church of Sweden; last year the number was

extended to betWeen 300 and 400. Some of the bishops are evan

gelical and spiritual men. The commencement of this work, Dr. B.

attributes to the labors of Rev. Geo. Scott, who labored in Stockholm

as a Wesleyan minister and missionary, more than to those of any other

man. The Baptists, too, have done a good work.

It is remarkable that this great work seems to be progressing in

large part independently of the clergy. The preaching of the Gospel

‘ is the great means divinely appointed for the conversion of men; but

God is not confined to any one instrumentality. The Holy Spirit can

arrest the attention of men to the truths of his blessed word, whether

those appointed to preach it are faithful or not. The religious state of

Europe is becoming more deeply interesting every year, as we are ap

proaching nearer to the great epoch which lies but a few years ahead

of us. A revival there, especially one so extensive and so remarka

ble as that now in progress in Sweden, is a matter of very extraordi

nary interest. May God extend the good work, and impart to it irre

sistible power. We may hope, that ere long we may be permitted to

record the rise and progress of genuine and extensive revivals in all

parts of Europe.




